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Stellingen

1      Een verdere inkadering van het chloordebat vergt onorthodox onderzoek. Zulk
onderzoek dient zich primair te richten op de samenstelling en mogelijke her-
komst van het onbekende organochloor in het milieu, het belang van emissies

van   chloonnicm's  uit de procesindustrie, en het belang van mogelijke qfbraak-
produkten van bekende organochlooremissies.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4 en 9

2        Het toxiciteitsconflict is een frame-conflict. Rekeninstrumenten zoals Life-cycle
Impact Assessment of Toxic Releases zijn hierin volslagen ongeschikt als
scheidsrechter, omdat de 'kennis' die zij genereren niet robuust is en dat ook
nooit zal worden.

Dit proefschrift.

3      De Nederlandse milieubeweging had haar positie in het Nederlandse chloorde-
bat aanzienlijk kunnen versterken als zij haar tweede-orde frame uitgewerkt
naar voren had gebracht op alle momenten die daarvoor geschikt waren .

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6 en 8

4 Aangezien papier maar 2 dimensies heeft, is het begrijpelijk dat nogal wat
auteurs besluitvormingssituaties via een tweetal assen proberen in te delen. De
resulterende matrix met 4 ideaaltypen vormt echter wel een enorme verarming
ten  opzichte  van de 100-en besluitvormingssituaties  die  in de meerdimensionale
werkelijkheid kunnen worden aangetroffen.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2. Zie verder bijvoorbeeld: D. Baybrooke and C.E.
Lindblom   (1963),  A   Strategy   of  Decision. The Free   Press,   N ew   Y ork   en   M.
Hisschemoller ( 1993),  De  democratie  van problemen,  VUGA,  Amsterdam

5      Het realist-relativist debat raakt een hoeksteen van onze samenleving: realisme
kan doorschieten naar technocratie; relativisme naar Macchiavellisme. Het is
daarom te betreuren dat de relativist Collins niet serieus ingaat op de ar-
gumenten van de realist Labinger, maar zich beperkt tot het argument dat
'sommigen er een werkelijksheidbeeld op na houden dat discussie onmogelijk
maakt'.

Collins, H.M. (1995): Cooperation between two cultures: A response to Labin-
ger. Social Studies of Science, Vol. 25,306-309



6      Een oud-Hollands spreekwoord zei al: 'twee weten meer dan een'. Beleidson-
derzoekers en beleidsmakers zouden daarom niet zo moeten schrikken van
pluriformiteit in milieu-beoordelingen.

Dit proefschrift.

7       Elk beleidsproces waarin spelregels zijn geformuleerd, kan worden bekritiseerd
omdat een in dat spel wat minder getrainde actorcoalitie met een achterstand
begint. De kritici moeten zich echter wel realiseren dat beleidsprocessen zonder
spelregels neerkomen op een potje freefight.

8       De Democratie zal zich altijd moeten neerleggen bij De Waarheid. Uitspraken
die ogen als waarheid, maar feitelijk niet steunen op robuuste kennis, zijn een
gevaar voor de democratie.

9         Een onderzoeker die in het chloordebat de wetenschap inzet om de kloof tussen
milieubeweging en industrie te dichten heeft iets van een stuntman die met een
motorfiets de Grand Canyon overspringt.

10 Noch Ajax-voetballers, noch chlooronderzoekers hebben hun positie bereikt
omdat zij zo goed met de media kunnen omgaan. Het is aan te bevelen dat
chlooronderzoekers in navolging van Ajax-spelers een mediatraining doorlopen
hebben voordat zij aan de pers worden blootgesteld.

11 Bij promoties over ongestructureerde problemen als het chloordebat verdient
het aanbeveling niet alleen een wetenschappelijke promotiecommissie in te
stellen, maar ook 66n die bestaat uit maatschappelijke groeperingen.



1 fed that the risks from chlorine and chlo- The question is not any more if. but hoM
ri,te compounds are manageable. PVC wit! be phased out.

Mrs. Margaretha de Boer, Mrs. Anna Lindh,
Dutch Minister of Environment, Swedish Minister of Environment, November
in a letter to the Standing Committe for En- 1995

vironment of the Lower House,
21  November  1995

Illf you look with a helicopter view, you When you look at the overall picture, and
may conclude that the chlorine industrv is a don't loose yourself in the details, you can
part of industry that behaves 'normally'. thal only conclude that a chlo,ine industry does
you don't need to treat it differently than not fit in a sustainable future.

other sectors.

Rent Scheffers, General Manager BU Base Eco Matser, Greenpeace campaigner, inter-
Chemicals of Akzo Nobel, view, June 1997
interview, June 1997

iii
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Pipface

When you write  a  book  like this after 10 years working  as an environmental specialist,
you end up with something that reflects your career. Of course, when I started working
at the Ministry of Environment, I could not foresee that I would be at TNO by now, and
would have performed projects on chlorine, PVC, waste, etc. that were suitable as a basis

for this book. But step by step, with some coincidence and with some support of several

people - who probably were unaware of their with hindsight crucial role  - I came into a
position in which I could start to consider this enterprise. Here, I will try something

dangerous. Thanking a few of those people who gave that support, where at the same time
it is obvious I can't mention them all. I hope those who I didn't mention will forgive me.

A first crucial moment in this sequence of events was quite soon after I joined TNO
in  1990. Just weeks later all the senior staff of my section decided to leave in order to set
up their own firm. I decided to stay at TNO. As a consequence I had to manage it fully
on my own. Luckily enough, people like Ad Govers and Aart Dijkzeul  at the Ministry
of Environment didn't hesitate to entrust a young, inexperienced consultant a number of
projects. This start simply meant the difference between building up a position as a
hazardous waste management consultant and looking for another job.

A second important moment  came in Summer 1993. Foppe de Walle,  my  then
director, did a small, but crucial thing. He interested a director at the Ministry of Environ-
ment to put TNO on the shortlist for the call for tender for the chlorine chain study. I was
in charge of what happened aferwards, but without this start, this book wouldn't have
existed.

The final crucial moment was December   1995.   We  had just published the Dutch
chlorine chain study, and I presented it at a SETAC symposium in Brussels as a poster
and a platform presentation. Many people were interested and talked a lot, but one person
just silently studied the poster. Avtar Jasser, I still remember the surprise that you called
me two weeks later, came over with your boss, and faxed me one month later the shortest

project confirmation I've ever seen. The Swedish PVC chain study for Norsk Hydro could
start. I still find it very special that in that tense project we had an (industrial !) client who
didn't look anxiously over our shoulders what we would write down, but simply let us do
our job. I've seen it otherwise, and I think it is a great compliment to Hydro's management
that they gave my project coordinators room to set up the study in this way.

There are many more people who have to be mentioned. Judith Klostermann, since
she is one of the nicest colleagues you can have. Edith Engelen-Smeets, since she is one
of the best staff you can have in your projects. Cees Luttikhuizen, simply because he is
one of the nicest people to work for. Rent Kleijn and Ester van der Voet of CML, who
were my main co-workers in the Dutch chlorine chain study. Ester dropped out after one
year for a good reason: finishing her own Ph.D. thesis. Rend and I went on, and now
already for five years we try to survive in the jungle that is called the chlorine contro-

versy.....the Dutch study, the Swedish study, and now this complicated debate about
chlorinated micropollutants in the BITAC-committee. The pressure was often enormous,
but we always managed to support each other in dealing with it. It simply is a cooperation
of special quality.
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I also would like to thank the people at Tobin Environmental Services in Dublin for
their hospitality. Soon after   I started writing   this   book in January   1997, the Irish
Environmental Protection Agency accepted our joint proposal for making the strategy
study for their first National Hazardous Waste Management Plan. I had to be so frequently
in Dublin that flying back to Holland between project tasks often made no sense. In such
cases, I simply bridged the gap by taking up my spare holidays for writing this book -
I never spent so much holidays in such a beautiful country without really having time to
see it... A special thanks is for Brian Gallagher and Sheena Glynn. You both did a marvel-
lous job in the waste project. But more important, you understood that when work is tough
where the Irish keep themselves going with tea (or Guinness), the Dutch do so with strong
coffee....Thanks for the service, and apologies for returning it a bit too little.

As a commercial organisation, my employer, TNO, was of course not in the position
to give me months of free time to write this Ph.D. Yet, allowing that I used my spare
holidays for it was good enough. Furthermore, some secretarial support was available  -
not to talk about the enormous jobs my secretaries had on the 300 - or 400 page project
reports on which this book is partially based. Joanne Erkelens, Yvonne Riemersma, Sandra
Wacht: you were great. Also, a word of thanks to my boss Adriaan Slob. The last 2
months before finalizing this book were not easy, but you allowed that I slacked down my
project acquisition tasks, so that I really could concentrate on finishing this job first.

Finally, I would like to thank the people who contributed to this book directly. It
concerns my interviewees Rien Augustijn, Willem Beerman, Chiel Bovenkerk (who was
also my very constructive coordinator for the chlorine chain study), (once again) Rent
Kleijn, Albert Klingenberg, Eco Matser, Wytze van der Naald, Rend Scheffers, Rob de
Vries, Jan Wesseldijk, Pieter Winsemius, Jan Bystedt, Lennart Dalaus, Petra HagstrOm,
Ellika Hermansson, Mats Knapp, Eva Ljung and Rune Niklasson. Furthermore, I am grate-
ful for the additional background information given by Teo Warns.  Most of these people
also participated in the Steering committees or Technical committees for the projects,
together with some 20 other people from all relevant circles. I apologize for not
mentioning them all by name, but be sure of one thing. Despite the fact that discussions
were not always easy, in general I look back at them with a positive feeling. They
definitely contributed to the quality of the underlying studies for this book. In the same
way, our work clearly benefitted from the comments of the peer review committee of the
Dutch study, consisting of Jan Koeman, Wim Hafkamp, A. van der Meiden, Harry Govers
and Hein Sas and the peer review committee of Swedish study, consisting of Lars-Gunnar
Lindfors, Walter KlOpffer and Robert Ayres.

But obviously, the most crucial person was what they call in German so beautifully
'Doktor-Vater', my sparring partner in this Ph.D. work: Jacqueline Cramer. I believe that
when I would have approached an average professor saying I had done some projects and
wanted to use a few months of spare holidays to convert it into a Ph.D., he or she
probably would have talked me out of the idea: too risky. But not you. You dared to have
full confidence in that plan, and even suggested the following: 'Why don't you try to add
some sociology of science and policy science to that work you already did ?'. The result
of that suggestion is that about two-thirds of this book now contains material about which
I was virtually ignorant one year and a half ago. Yet, your estimate was right. It was
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feasible in the time I had. And as I can see now it is exactly this combination of rather
classical environmental science, policy science and sociology of science that opened new
doors for me in dealing with 'messy' controversies like the chlorine- and PVC-debate.
What further was a big support, was that during your remarkable career you had worked
for the environmental movement, scientific institutes and industry - and managed to get
respect in all these circles. Of course more than once I myself got caught in a fierce
debate between these parties, but your background also allowed for a fruitful reflection on
these matters. And last but not least, you always surprised me again that you managed to
read my thick textes thoroughly in a day or so, and that you always managed to find the
necessary time to discuss that with me. I never understood how this was possible for
someone who has only a part-time university job, and a lot of other demanding positions.
In sum, I can only say one thing: I was priviliged with such support.

It is clear that when you write a book like this in a short time next to a normal job,
it costs a lot of evenings and weekends. That is not exactly a contribution to your social
life. I hope I can recover the time with family and friends in now this task is finished, and
appreciate their patience.

Arnold Tukker

Utrecht/Apeldoorn/Dublin
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Samenvatting

Inleiding en pmbleemstelling

Binnen een week deden in november 1995 de milieuministers van Nederland en Zweden,
beide toch redelijk gelijksoortige, vooruitstrevende landen op milieugebied, volledig
tegengestelde uitspraken over het omgaan chloor en PVC. Deze situatie illustreert de
sterke verschillen in visie die in onze maatschappij leven ten aanzien van het beoordelen
van toxiciteitsproblemen van menselijk geproduceerde stoffen en materialen. Vrijwel
wereldwijd zijn industridle brancheorganisaties en milieugroeperingen verwikkeld in een
fel debat over onderwerpen zoals chloor, PVC, de mogelijke hormoonbeYnvloedende
werking van stoffen, de toepassing van het voorzorgsprincipe, etc.

Het onbreken van een breed geaccepteerd beoordelingskader voor toxiciteitsproblemen
vormt een behoorlijk knelpunt. Onze maatschappij  is de afgelopen  100 jaar zo afhankelijk
van stoffen en materialen als chloor en PVC geworden, dat zij een van de pijlers van onze
moderne industriele samenleving lijken  te zijn geworden.  Er  zijn  nu zo'n 100,000  van
dergelijke stoffen in gebruik. De gehele chemische industrie, haar toeleveranciers,
afnemers, en het aan haar gerelateerde dienstennetwerk (inclusief de kennisinfrastructuur)
zijn van dergelijke stoffen afhankelijk. Zo'n produktienetwerk kan, zeker op korte termijn,
in het algemeen alleen tegen hoge kosten worden aangepast. Snel wijzigende ideeen over
het omgaan met toxiciteitsproblemen zijn daarom eigenlijk niet gewenst.

Dat ideaal ligt dus alleen nog veraf. Ik stel mij in dit boek daarom de volgende
hoofdvraag: hoe kan besluitvorming in het toxiciteitsbeleid worden gestructureerd, en hoe
kan tot stabiele, breed geaccepteerde besluiten gekomen worden ?

Inzichten uit de wetenschapsfilosofie en politicologie

Hoofdstuk 2 gaat in op de rol van kennis bij het oplossen van deze vraag. De zogenoemde
positivisten vonden nog dat er objectieve kennis zou bestaan (en dat een waarnemer los
stond van het waargenomene). Maar in de jaren '60 toonden filosofen als Kuhn en
Feyerabend aan dat een 'observator' onherroepelijk een stuk van zichzelf in zijn 'beschrij-
ving van de wereld' legt. Kuhn introduceert hierbij het begrip 'incommensurabele
paradigma's'; hij lijkt dit vooral te zien als een soort gevangen zijn in de taal die een
bepaalde gemeenschap gebruikt om de wereld te beschrijven. De 'echte' wereld is
onbeschrijfbaar; wat beschreven wordt is een fenomenologische wereld die een
gecombineerd, historisch bepaald produkt is van de 'observerende' gemeenschap en de
onbeschrijfbare, 'echte' wereld. Latere filosofen stellen zelfs dat 'de natuurlijke wereld
moet worden behandeld alsof die op geen enkele manier onze perceptie van die wereld
beinvloedt'.

Deze laatste, zogenaamd sterk relativistische positie word in dit boek niet ingenomen.
Zoals Kuhn en Wildavsky aangeven, moet het bestaan van een materiBle wereld op de een
of andere manier beperkingen opleggen aan de levensvatbare theorieen en kennisclaims.
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De positivistische houding lijkt mij ook problematisch: vooral in conflicten over complexe
problemen is het duidelijk dat opponenten vaak een eigen, plausibel wereldbeeld (of
constructie) hanteren. Het begrippenapparaat van Kuhn lijkt echter minder geschikt om
constructies in milieucontroversen te beschrijven. Meestal bestaat er niet zo'n fundamenteel
verschil in basale observatie-taal, waar Kuhn's begrip incommensurabiliteit in belangrijke
mate op steunt. Bij milieucontroversen lijken de volgende punten belangrijker. Ten eerste
is er vaak sprake van een impliciete definitie van het probleem. Ten tweede zijn
milieurisico's nogal eens bepaald door slecht voorspelbare interacties van een technische
met een sociale structuur. En ten derde zijn veel milieuproblemen transweten-schappelijk:
kennis schiet tekort om ze te karakteriseren. Toch blijken actorcoalities complexe
milieuproblemen op een bepaalde manier te beschrijven en te beoordelen. Dat kan alleen
als op de drie aangegeven punten - impliciet - keuzen zijn gemaakt. De angelsaksische
literatuur noemt dit grotendeels onbewuste keuzeproces 'framing'.

Veel auteurs stellen dat frames gelaagd zijn: een concreet, eerste orde niveau, en een
tweede orde-niveau, dat een meer basale evaluatieve filosofie behelst. Onenigheid tussen

aanhangers van verschillende frames kan door vier typen besluiten worden beslecht,
waarvan er twee een hoge mate van stabiliteit hebben en twee dit ontberen. Stabiele
besluiten zijn mogelijk als de gekozen oplossing acceptabel is binnen alle relevante frames
(waarbij dus de verschillende frames naast elkaar blijven bestaan), of gebaseerd is op
kennis die binnen alle relevante frames als doorslaggevend wordt aanvaard. Niet-stabiele
besluiten vormen de keuze voor een reversibele optie die 'learning by doing' mogelijk
maakt, of een besluit dat volgt op een al dan niet expliciet onderhandelingsproces. In dit
licht wordt hier de zoektocht naar stabiele besluitvorming in het toxiciteitsdebat in de
volgende vraagstelling uitgewerkt:

1. welke frames hanteren de belangrijkste actor-coalities in het toxiciteitsdebat ?
2.  wat kan in het toxiciteitsdebat worden gezien als robuuste kennis ?
3. wat heeft in het proces van het toxiciteitsdebat tot nog toe stabiele besluiten

verhinderd dan weI bevorderd ?

Deze vragen worden beantwoord via een tweevoudig gebruik van cases op het gebied van
chloor in Nederland en PVC in Zweden. Deze stoffen worden sinds de opkomst van de
toxiciteitscontroverse,   nu   zo'n   10 jaar geleden, als 'speerpunt'  in het debat gebruikt.
Hoofdstuk 3 zet de methoden op een rij die gebruikt kunnen worden om kennis te
genereren over toxiciteitsproblemen. In hoofdstuk 4 en 5 pas ik de meest geschikte
methoden toe in omvangrijke analyses van de Nederlandse chloorketen en de Zweedse
PVC-keten. Daarbij ga ik na, wat dit aan (wetenschappelijk gezien) robuuste kennis
oplevert. Vervolgens onderzoek ik in hoofdstuk 6 en 7 voor dezelfde cases hoe het debat
zich de afgelopen   10 jaar zich heeft onwikkeld: welke frames  een rol speelden, welke
kennis algemeen geaccepteerd werd, en wat bijdroeg tot een gestructureerde besluit-
vorming over choor en PVC. Confrontatie van deze twee benaderingen geeft in hoofdstuk
8 antwoord op de drie bovengenoemde vragen. Hoofdstuk 9 reflecteert op het resultaat
en geeft aanbevelingen over het structureren van besluitvorming over toxicit-
eitsvraagstukken in het algemeen en chloor en PVC in het bijzonder.
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Het genereren van kennis over toxiciteitspmblemen

Methoden
Hoofdstuk 3 gaat in op de beschikbare methoden waarmee de milieu-effecten gerelateerd
aan de produktie en het gebruik van stoffen en materialen kunnen worden vastgesteld. Het
betreft tools zoals de stofstroomanalyse (SFA), levenscyclusanalyse (LCA), risico-analyse
(RA), materiaalstroomanalyse (MFA) en de milieu-effecrapportage (m.e.r.). Dit scala aan
tools is minder divers als het op het eerste gezicht lijkt. Al deze tools bakenen eerst een
deel van het maatschappelijke produktie- en consumptiesysteem af (de zogenaamde
systeemdefinitie). Dit systeem wordt gevoed door inputs (grondstoffen) vanuit het milieu
en stoot outputs (emissies) uit naar het milieu. Men kan nu allerlei indicatorsystemen
ontwikkelen die op verschillende punten in de emissie-effectketen aangrijpen: stofstromen
in het produktiesysteem, emissie, fate en effect.

Het voordeel van indicatoren die op effectniveau aangrijpen is dat zij vaak informatie
van verschillende soorten emissies aggregeren. Echter, ten aanzien van (humane) toxiciteit
blijken deze indicatoren niet geheel zonder problemen. De data en modellen die nodig zijn
om een toxiciteitsscore of -risico te berekenen zijn nauwelijks robuust te noemen. Zelfs
voor  de 2.000 meest gebruikte stoffen  is in slechts ongeveer  zo'n  5  tot   1 0  %  van  de
gevallen de minimale screening test data voorhanden die nodig is om de toxische effecten
te beoordelen. Testen vinden plaats op 66n verbinding terwijl in de praktijk blootstelling
aan cocktails van stoffen plaatsvindt. De praktijk wijst uit dat er in de loop der tijd altijd
wei nieuwe effect-typen opduiken die nog niet in de bestaande testbatterij waren verwerkt.
Met de fate-data en -modellen is het maar iets beter gesteld, en men mag eigenlijk alleen
van emissie-data hopen dat die in zekere mate wetenschappelijk robuust zijn.

De conclusie is dat indicatoren voor toxische stoffen die aangrijpen op effectniveau
waarschijnlijk niet robuust zijn, terwijl dit voor indicatoren op emissie- of stofstroomni-
veau veel meer het geval is.

De Nederlandse chloorketenstu(lie
Hoofdstuk 4 presenteert een eerste case waarin met combinatie van bovengenoemde tools
gestructureerd kennis is gegenereerd over toxiciteitsproblemen, in dit geval van chloor.
Deze zogenaamde Nederlandse chloorketenstudie is uitgevoerd na een verzoek van de
Vaste Kamercommissie voor Milieubeheer aan de Minister van Volkshuisvesting,
Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieubeheer (VROM). Het doel was minstens 95 % van de
chloorstromen in Nederland in kaart te brengen, alle emissies te inventariseren en deze te
evalueren tegen de achtergrond van de met de Tweede Kamer afgesproken risico-beleid.
De studie combineerde de systeemafbakening uit de SFA (de chloorketen in de regio
Nederland) met de LCA-emissiebeoordeling (LCIA). Daarnaast werden alle emissies met
mogelijke toxische effecten nog eens getoetst met behulp van bestaande risico-studies. De
analyse heeft uiteindelijk 99 % van alle chloorstromen in Nederland in kaart gebracht.
Voor de meeste milieuthema's bleek de Nederlandse chloorketen minder dan 0.4 % bij te
dragen aan de Nederlandse milieubelasting, hetgeen als 'voldoende' kan worden
gekarakteriseerd daar de Nederlandse chloorketen zo'n 0.4 % van de Nederlandse
maatschappelijke bedrijvigheid uitmaakt. Na het implementeren van alle voorgenomen
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maatregelen blijkt dat de Nederlandse chloorketen nog fors bijdraagt aan ozonlaagaantast-
ing en versterking van het broeikaseffect, met name door CFK's die nog aanwezig zijn in
schuim. Finaal PVC-afval is nog goed voor 0.4 % van het totale Nederlandse stortvolume.

De LCA-emissiebeoordeling blijkt weinig inzicht in toxiciteitsproblemen te geven: de
methode houdt geen rekening met de 'fate' component in de beoordeling. Uit de risico-
analyses volgde dat in zo'n tien gevallen toxicologische risiconiveau's werden over-
schreden. Tegelijk moet worden opgemerkt dat de studie een aantal belangrijke
onzekerheden ongemoeid liet:

1. combinatietoxiciteit;
2. onzekerheden in de beleidsmatig vastgestelde toxicologische risiconiveau's, bij-

voorbeeld in relatie tot het debat rond hormoondisruptie;
3.  het belang van het streven naar een nul-emissie van Persistente, Toxische en Bioac-

cumulerende (PTB's);
4.  omissies in de emissie-inventarisatie (chloormicro's);
5. het negeren van de vorming van mogelijk schadelijke afbraakprodukten van

chloorhoudende emissies.

Combinatietoxiciteit en onzekerheden rond normstelling vormen een algemeen probleem
in het stoffenbeleid, en ook het vaststellen van een operationele norm voor nul-emissies
van PTB's is ook niet chloorspecifiek. Punten 4 en 5 zijn specifiek voor chloor. Chloor
heeft een historie van ontdekkingen van onverwachte bijprodukten en emissies. Ook geeft
de literatuur aanwijzingen dat geemitteerde chloorverbindingen omgezet kunnen worden
in schadelijke stoffen. Aangezien van ongeveer 90 % van het organochloor in het milieu
niet duidelijk is waar het vandaan komt, zijn die onzekerheden relevant. Tegelijk mag niet
direct met een beschuldigende vinger naar de huidige chloorchemie worden gewezen:
emissies in het verleden waren onvergelijkelijk veel hoger dan nu. Mogelijk gaat het om
historische erfenissen. Verder is ook bekend dat de natuur zelf organochloor produceert.
Hoofdstuk 4 resulteert dus niet in finale uitspraken over de duurzaamheid van de
Nederlandse chloorchemie, maar leidt wel tot identificatie van een aantal kernvragen die
relevant zijn voor het debat.

De Zweedse PVC-studie
Hoofdstuk 5 presenteert een tweede case waarin een gepoogd is om gestructureerd kennis
te genereren over toxiciteitsproblemen, in dit geval van PVC. De Zweedse PVC-studie is
uitgevoerd voor Norsk Hydro, de enig PVC-producent in Zweden en Noorwegen. De
aanpak was vergelijkbaar met de Nederlandse chloorketenstudie. Het belangrijkste verschil
was dat in deze studie niet alleen de chloorbevattende emissies, maar alle aan PVC
gerelateerde emissies uit de PVC-keten werden geinventariseerd. Wegens de problemen
met de 'oude' LCIA methode in de Nederlandse chloorketenstudie, werd hier een nieuwe
methode gebruikt die de 'fate' component modelleerde met behulp van het zogenaamde
USES-model. De analyse heeft uiteindelijk vrijwel alle PVC-stromen en gerelateerde
emissies in Zweden in kaart gebracht. Voor verzuring, vermesting en ozonlaag aantasting
bleek de bijdrage van de Zweedse PVC-keten aan de Zweedse milieubelasting ruim minder
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dan 0.15 %, hetgeen de bijdrage is van de Zweedse PVC-keten aan de Zweedse
maatschappelijke bedrijvigheid. Op de milieuthema's stortvolume, fotochemische
oxydantvorming en versterking van het broeikaseffect lag de bijdrage rond 0.15 %. Wat
betreft de toxiciteit, waar het PVC-debat in wezen om draait, schoot ook de vernieuwde
LCIA methode tekort. Vreemd ogende scores brachten ons ertoe voor de 7 belangrijkste
stoffen in onze studie de invoerdata voor het USES model te toetsen. Hieruit bleek dat
voor 4 van de 7 stoffen onrealistische default data, of zelfs geheel foutieve data waren
gebruikt. Een tweede verrassing volgde bij een poging dit te corrigeren op basis van
literatuuronderzoek. De literatuur bleek veelal niet unaniem. Een een branche-organisatie
die verontrust was door de relatief hoge scores die wij berekenden op basis van de
literatuur stuurde ons zelfs zeer recente, nog niet gepubliceerde testresultaten. Het resultaat
was dat toxiciteitsscores voor dezelfde stof meer dan een factor 1.000 verschilden. Kort
gezegd: de toevallige keuze van een fate-dataset was beslissend voor de prioriteit van een
stof ten aanzien van toxiciteit, nog los van allerlei problemen met het vaststellen van
effectnormen en de grofheid van modellen als USES ten opzichte van de echte wereld.
Uiteindelijk is daarom de emissie uit de PVC-keten van de indicatorstoffen lood, dioxinen
en kwik met de totale Zweedse emissies van die stof vergeleken. Na voorgenomen
maatregelen zullen ook die emissies minder dan 0.15 % van de Zweedse totaalemissies
zijn. Op grond hiervan wordt in hoofdstuk 5 geconcludeerd dat het Zweedse PVC-debat
zich moet concentreren op de mogelijke effecten die onze studie niet in beeld kon krijgen:
diffuus geamitteerde weekmakers, emissies van (in de toekomst) enige tientallen kilo's
organochloor naar water, organotin en loodstabilisator die uiteindelijk met PVC wordt
gestort, en emissies bij ongecontroleerde branden met PVC.

Het debat over chloor in Nededand en PVC in Zweden

Chloor  in  N ederland
Na deze hoofdstukken over het genereren van kennis over de milieuproblemen van chloor
en PVC, volgen in hoofdstuk 6 en 7 analyses van het maatschappelijk debat rond deze
stoffen. Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt het Nederlandse chloordebat. Daarin speelden drie actor-
coalities een hoofdrol. Het betrof de industrie (met name Akzo Nobel, Shell, de
Vereniging van de Nederlandse Chemische Industrie (VNCI), en in mindere mate Solvay,
Dow en DuPont), de overheid (met name de ministeries van VROM, Verkeer en
Waterstaat (V en W) en Economische Zaken (EZ)), en een aantal milieugroeperingen (de
Vereniging Milieudefensie, de Stichting Natuur en Milieu, de Waddenvereniging, Green-
peace, en enkele provinciale milieufederaties).  Tot  1989 was chloor  voor de milieube-
weging nog geen centraal thema. Wel was er veel discussie over individuele problemen,
zoals PCB's en verbranden van chloorhoudend afval op zee, maar een op chloor gerichte
strategie bestond nog niet. Eind jaren '80 veranderde dit. De milieubeweging startte acties
tegen PVC, die een enorm momentum kregen door de dioxinenproblemen bij vuilverbran-
dingsinstallaties in 1989. Kort daarna namen Milieudefensie en de Waddenvereniging het
initiatief om met een studiedag en het rapport 'Van Keukenzout tot Gifcocktail' chloor in
zijn geheel ter discussie te stellen.
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Vanaf 1989 startte  Akzo, de belangrijkste Nederlandse chloorproducent, deels  in
nauwe samenwerking met de VNCI activiteiten die een tegenwicht moesten bieden.

Tijdens een Akzo-seminar in november  1990 werd aangekondigd dat de industrie bereid
was om een methodiekstudie ten aanzien van integraal ketenbeheer uit te voeren. Dit was

precies in lijn met het gedachtengoed uit het kort daarvoor gepubliceerde Nationaal

Milieu-beleidsplan. Daarom reageerden beleidsmakers positief.  In  1991  werd  deze  zgn.
VNCI/McKinsey studie uitgevoerd. Het betrof een participatieve LCA-studie, waarin 3
chloorcases centraai stonden. Naast industrie en overheid deden ook 'personen uit de
kringen van de milieubeweging' mee; die beweging wilde zich zelf niet committeren.

Tijdens de studie was er sprake van een codperatieve sfeer, en zelfs consensusvorming.
Bij de presentatie in januari 1992 verwierp de milieubeweging de studie echter, tot
verrassing van industrie en overheid. De overheid zat dus nog steeds met een chloor-

probleem. Op aandrang van de Vaste Kamercommissie voor Milieubeheer zegde Minister
Alders  in  1993  toe de hiervoor beschreven chloorketenstudie  op te zetten. Bij publikatie
van de studie noemde Minister de Boer de risico's van chloor beheersbaar, hoewel alle
betrokkenen (peer-reviewers, auteurs, en later de milieubeweging) gewezen hadden op
belangrijke beperkingen in de aanpak. De milieubeweging benadrukte vooral de risico's
gerelateerd aan mogelijke emissies van chloormicro's, mede in relatie tot hormoon-

beinvloeding. Sinds dat moment draait het Nederlandse chloordebat vooral om dit punt.
De frames van de drie relevante partijen hebben zich als volgt ontwikkeld.

Industrie. De evaluatieve filosofie ten aanzien van toxiciteitsvraagstukken wordt maar
matig gearticuleerd. In het eind van de jaren tachtig lijkt de industrie nog te denken in
termen van een risk-benefit benadering. Later schuift de industrie op naar de risico-
benadering die de overheid hanteert, en lijkt zij de overheid aan te moedigen deze

benadering als voldoende invulling van allerlei afspraken in het kader van het internatio-
nale Noordzeebeleid uit te leggen. Op concreet, eerste orde niveau vinden er allerlei
schermutselingen plaats met de milieubeweging, waarin de industrie meestal probeert
problemen binnen het kader van een risicobenadering op te lossen.

Ovetileid. De overheid formuleert in 1989 een duidelijk evaluatief kader voor het tox-
iciteitsbeleid. Deze filosofie baseert zich op een beleid van het sluiten van stofkringlopen,
waarbij restemissies tot op zekere hoogte aanvaardbaar zijn. Deze aanvaardbaarheid wordt
beoordeeld op basis van een stof-voor-stof risico-analyse. Begin jaren '90 lijkt de overheid
echter in een soort spagaat terecht te komen nadat in  1992 de Osparcom  en in  1995  de

Esbjerg verklaring zijn getekend. Deze verdragen, gericht op het verbeteren van de
waterkwaliteit van de Noordzee, roepen op tot een nul-emissie van persistente,
bioaccumulerende stoffen. Absoluut uitgelegd, zou dit het einde van industrieen als de
chloorchemie kunnen betekenen. Kamervragen in die richting worden echter gevolgd door
antwoorden die suggereren dat het bestaande beleid van het sluiten van stofkringlopen en
stringente emissiereductie goed spoort met genoemde verklaringen.

Milieubeweging. De milieubeweging legt veel nadruk op allerlei concrete problemen
met chloorstoffen. De nadruk lag in het begin op carcinogeniteit van stoffen als VCM,
maar later wordt bijvoorbeeld het probleem van de hormoonbelinvloeding benadrukt. De

argumenten op dit eerste orde niveau werden vaak uitgedrukt in risico-termen: het
overschrijden van normen, bewezen gevaren, etc. Qua evaluatieve (tweede orde) filosofie
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hanteert de milieubeweging echter een ander kader. In het begin van de controverse spelen
de volgende argumenten. De veelheid aan problemen met chloor, uitgedruk in klassieke
risicotermen, zou alleen afdoende kunnen worden opgelost via een brongerichte aanpak;
ook is men beducht voor gaten in de klassieke risico-beoordelingen, waarbij men redenen
heeft om aan te nemen dit feilen het ernstigste is voor chloor. Het laatste punt wordt
bijvoorbeeld tijdens het genoemde Akzo seminar verwoord. Het is deze laatste lijn die in
de loop van het conflict meer en meer wordt uitgewerkt. Het eerste orde niveau kreeg
echter de meeste nadruk in de communicatie naar buiten.

Het Zweedse PVC-debat
De tweede analyse van een maatschappelijke controverse die zich toespitst op toxiciteit
is het Zweedse PVC-debat. Hierin zijn vier actor-coalities te onderscheiden. Het gaat

daarbij om de industrie (met name PVC-producent Hydro Plast, weekmakerproducent
Neste Oxo en hun afnemers), de milieubeweging (Greenpeace), overheidsorganen (de
Zweedse Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) en de Chemicali8ninspectie (KemI)) en
politici. Opvallend is de ondergeschikte positie van het milieuministerie. De meeste

operationele taken worden uitgevoerd door grote, relatief onafhankelijke instanties als EPA
en KemI, terwijl voorstellen voor nieuw beleid voornamelijk worden uitgewerkt via een
systeem van parlementaire/maatschappelijke commissies. Bovendien is er in Zweden
slechts 66n actiegerichte milieuorganisatie, terwijl dat er in Nederland wel vier waren.

Die groep, Greenpeace, zorgde  voor de felle start  van het debat sinds begin  1991.  Er
vinden acties plaats tegen Hydro Plast. Bedrijven die produkten maken van PVC werd
gevraagd alternatieven in te zetten. Veel gemeenten, die de belangrijke PVC-markt in de
bouw beheersen, werden overgehaald om voortaan PVC-vrij te bouwen. Hydro Plast leek
wat overvallen door al dit geweld. Via het verstrekken van tegeninformatie en het
onderzoeken van onzekerheden probeerde zij het tij te keren, met maar beperkt succes.

EPA en KemI stonden op dat moment buiten dit debat. Zij formuleerden in deze
periode wel een tamelijk voorzichtig stoffenbeleid. KemI kreeg opdracht in het verlengde
hiervan onderzoek te doen naar de risico's van plasticadditieven in het algemeen. Maar
specifieke aandacht voor PVC was nog niet aan de orde. Vanuit de politiek waaide echter
een andere wind. Lennart Daldus, 66n van de voormannen van de relatief kleine maar
invloedrijke Centre Party, maakte eind  1992 PVC tot 6dn  van zijn speerpunten. Vanaf dat
moment liet hij geen mogelijkheid onbenut om PVC onder druk te zetten. Hij werd
voorzitter van de Ecocycle commissie, die beleid moest formuleren om het gedachtengoed
van  de Rio conferentie  uit   1992 te implementeren. Edn aandachtspunt  was  PVC,  en
midden   1994  kwam de commissie  met een rapport dat schokgolven  door de Europese
PVC-wereld deed gaan: PVC had geen plaats in een kringloopmaatschappij en moest
worden uitgefaseerd.

In 1995 volgde fel touwtrekken tussen    de    'voor' en 'tegen' PVC groepen.
Milieuminister Anna Lindh deed daarbij weliswaar ferme uitspraken over PVC, maar haar
enige concrete actie was om KemI en EPA opdracht te geven om onderzoek te doen naar
additieven (nu specifiek voor PVC) en afvalbeleid voor PVC. De studies werden midden
1996 afgerond. Het hete hangijzer van de toxiciteit van weekmakers werd doorgeschoven
naar een risk assessment in het bestaande stoffenprogramma van de EU, de stabilisatoren
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lood en organotin moesten worden teruggedrongen (maar alternatieven waren ook al
beschikbaar), en knelpunten ten aanzien van PVC in het afvalstadium werden als oplosbaar
beschouwd. Ook was de industrie zelf inmiddels begonnen om - binnen hun eigen frame
- tamelijk vergaande maatregelen te nemen. Hiermee viel de druk wat weg. Wel werd in
1996 een Chemicals Policy Committee (CPC) ingesteld, die beleid voor toxiciteitspolitiek
in het algemeen moest formuleren gebaseerd op de eerder genoemde Esbjerg declaratie.
Deze commissie formuleerde een stringente versie van de set criteria die EPA en KemI
rond  1990 al hadden gepubliceerd. Dit leidde midden 1997 opnieuw  tot de uitspraak dat
PVC geen plaats had in een duurzame samenleving. De frames van de relevante partijen
hebben zich als volgt ontwikkeld.

IndustIie. De evaluatieve filosofie ten aanzien van toxiciteitsproblemen blijft wat
impliciet, maar lijkt vooral gestoeld op de risicobenadering. Net als in Nederland vinden
op concreet, eerste orde niveau allerlei schermutselingen plaats met de milieubeweging.
De industrie probeert daarbij problemen op te lossen vanuit het perspectief van een
risicobenadering. Norsk Hydro legt zich daarbij zodanig vergaande doelen op, dat zij
standpunten van de Europese vereniging van chloorproducenten links passeert.

Overheidsorganen  (KemI en  EPA).    KemI  en EPA stelden  in  1990 een evaluatieve
filosofie vast. Voor milieuvreemde, persistente stoffen moet naar een nulconcentratie
worden gestreefd, omdat contaminatie irreversibel is en fouten in stofbeoordeling slecht
herstelbaar zijn. Het gebruik in strikt gecontroleerde situaties voldoet echter. Stoffen die
in de natuur voorkomen mogen wel worden geamitteerd, tot een niveau dat afhankelijk
is van de natuurlijke achtergrondconcentraties. Voor milieuvreemde, afbreekbare stoffen
kan een risicobenadering worden gebruikt om toelaatbare concentraties vast te stellen.
Deze aanpak wordt ook in concrete beoordelingen zoveel mogelijk doorgezet.

Milieugmepen (Gmenpeace) Greenpeace gaat ver mee in de evaluatieve filosofie die
KemI en EPA hebben opgesteld, maar werkt die veel stringenter uit, ook vanuit een lange-
termijn perspectief. Greenpeace vindt dat milieuvreemde, persistente stoffen niet onder
controle gehouden moeten worden, maar moeten worden uitgefaseerd. Risicobeoordelingen
zijn feilbaar. Stoffen in een kringloop houden vergt zo'n foutioos gedrag van mensen en
foutloos functioneren van technologie, dat lekken onvermijdelijk zijn. Dit is geen inherent
stabiele situatie: 'je geeft je kind toch ook liever een labrador puppy dan een pitbull, ook
al is die gemuilkorfd, aangelijnd en onder continue bewaking'.  De vele onverwachte
emissies van onder andere hexachloorbenzeen en dioxinen die bij PVC produktie worden
aangetroffen zijn voor Greenpeace een bewijs. Op praktisch (eerste-orde) niveau bedient
Greenpeace zich echter weI veelvuldig van uitspraken, die gevaren aangeven in termen van
een risicobenadering.

Politici. Tot  1992 zijn politici niet zichtbaar in het debat. Hierna spelen zij echter een
dominante rol, waarbij zij de evaluatieve filosofie van Greenpeace tot de hunne maken.

Conclusies

Hoofdstuk 8 concludeert dat in het Nederlandse chloordebat en Zweedse PVC debat drie
frames te onderscheiden zijn. Al deze frames hebben een andere visie op de mate waarin
wij kennis bezitten over de wereld, de milieukundige draagkracht van onze wereld, en de
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mate waarin mensen in staat zijn complexe technologieen te beheersen. Het - wat ik noem
- Risk assessment frame heeft een redelijk positieve kijk op onze kennis over de emissies,
het gedrag en de effecten van stoffen op het milieu. Door goed te testen, meten en te
rekenen kunnen risico's worden ingeschat en gemanaged. Tot dat managen is de mensheid
ook goed in staat. Er is geen reden om aan te nemen dat er structureel iets fout gaat met
complexe emissiereducerende technieken en organisatorische oplossingen. Natuurlijk, soms
leidt extra kennis tot de noodzaak van bijstelling van maatregelen, en is er soms een
ongeluk. Maar de natuur is, relatief gezien tegenover de omvang van dergelijke problemen,
robuust genoeg om hier niet gelijk door van slag te raken. Gegeven deze houding is een
risicobenadering, gebaseerd op effect-inschatting, een logische managementfilosofie voor
toxiciteitsproblemen. Het Stdct control frame is wat minder optimistisch over onze kennis
over het lot en het effect van stoffen in het milieu. Er moet dus ruimte zijn voor 'trial and
error'; irreversibele situaties moeten worden vermeden. Dit houdt in: minimale emissies
van persistente stoffen door het nemen van stringente maatregelen. Er is wel vertrouwen
in onze kennis over emissies, en ons vermogen goed om te gaan met complexe
emissiereducerende technieken en maatregelen. Het Phase-out frame, daarentegen, stelt
veel meer de feilbaarheid van mensen en onze onwetendheid centraal. De natuur is een
zeer complex, en ook kwetsbaar geheel, waar we veel te weinig van afweten. Het sluiten
van stofkringlopen blijft riskant: dat werkt misschien op een bepaalde tijd, op een bepaalde

plaats, maar nooit wereldwijd en eeuwig. Noodzakelijk zijn produktiesystemen waarin
ongestraft met enige regelmaat dingen behoorlijk fout kunnen gaan. Produktiesystemen
met persistente stoffen horen daar gewoon niet bij. Opgemerkt moet worden, dat deze drie
frames inderdaad gezien kunnen worden als concurrerende manieren om 'zin te maken van
de wereld'. Het risk assessment frame sluit naadloos aan bij de gangbare manier van
toxiciteitsbeoordelingen. Maar gegeven de grote onzekerheden beschreven bij de
beoordelingsmethoden en de Zweedse PVC-studie, lijkt ook de stellingname in het phase-
out frame zeer weI verdedigbaar.

Deze drie frames bleken gelaagd, waarbij inderdaad het door de theorie voorspelde
verschijnsel kon worden waargenomen dat eerste-orde argumenten relatief flexibel waren,
maar de kerngedachte op tweede-orde niveau veel minder. Bovendien bleken de frames
redelijk in lijn met de drie wereldbeelden voorspeld door de culturele theorie: het risk
assessment frame staat voor de individualisten, het strict control frame voor de
hierarchisten, en het phase-out frame voor de sectisten. Er is bij de Nederlandse
milieubeweging weliswaar wat verfijning in het tweede-orde niveau waarneembaar. Toch
lijkt het er op dat geidentificeerde frames de breedst mogelijke interpretatieruimte geven
ten aanzien van het omgaan met toxiciteitsproblemen. Dit maakt de frames bruikbaar voor
onderzoek naar de vraag hoe tot stabiele besluiten over toxiciteit kan worden gekomen.

In het debat blijkt de basale waarnemingstaal die actoren gebruiken dezelfde en zijn
ook robuuste kennisclaims te herkennen. Het gaat daarbij om relatief simpele,
'onbewerkte', of niet sterk sociaal bepaalde elementen zoals cijfers over stofstromen en
emissies. Dit geldt vooral als die getoetst kunnen worden met de massabalansvergelijking
IN = UIT. Data die gegenereerd zijn met een zuivere stofstroomanalyse-aanpak, blijken
dan ook algemeen worden geaccepteerd. Juist analyses gebaseerd op dergelijke data
bleken het best in staat een inkadering te geven voor het maatschappelijk debat. Dit is veel
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minder het geval met de uitkomsten van risicoanalyses, en vooral: Life-cycle Impact
Assessment (LCIA). Risicoanalyses proberen nog rekening te houden met onzekerheden
door worst-case aannamen, maar LCIA - als vergelijkende methode - kan dat niet.
Aandacht voor de (wetenschappelijke) data- en modelrobuustheid blijkt bij deze tools nog
maar beperkt ontwikkeld. Maar veel belangrijker: in RA en LCIA zit de filosofie van het
risk assessment frame als het ware 'ingebakken'. De denkwereld van de andere frames
wordt er niet in gehonoreerd, hetgeen in 66n van mijn interviews de uitspraak opleverde
dat 'de discussie over methoden politiek is'. Anders dan bij de stofstroomanalyse, zijn de
data uit een RA of LCIA dus al gekleurd door 66n frame.

In geen van de cases heb ik een succesvolle oplossing van het debat kunnen
aantreffen, ook niet op deelgebieden. De reden hiervoor is uiterst simpel: de centrale
oorzaak van het debat, het frame-conflict, is noch in de Nederlandse case, noch in de
Zweedse case daadwerkelijk aangepakt of tot inzet van een bewust besluitvormingstraject
gemaakt. Dit had een aantal oorzaken. De meest zichtbare, verhitte debatten vonden vooral
op eerste-orde niveau plaats en werden in klassieke risicobenaderings-termen gevoerd. Er
zijn kansen gemist om tweede-orde argumenten te articuleren. Er zijn gepre-framede
onderzoeksmethoden zoals RA en LCIA ingezet. Pogingen tot communicatie werden soms
als zinloos ervaren. Partijen die een makelaarsrol konden vervullen waren (vooral in
Zweden) niet altijd aanwezig. Besluitvormers (zoals in Nederland) kozen niet altijd
expliciet tussen frames. Al deze oorzaken droegen er toe bij dat voor de meeste partijen
de drijvende kracht achter het conflict onderbelicht bleef.

Reflectie en aanbevelingen

Hoofdstuk 9 probeert op basis van het bovenstaande tot suggesties voor het structureren
van het toxiciteitsdebat te komen. Hiertoe wordt eerst gereflecteerd op de cruciale
verschillen tussen de meest extreme frames, het phase-out frame en het risk-assessment
frame, en wordt een vijftal categorieen van stoffen en processen geTdentificeerd. Met name
waar het gaat om persistente stoffen, en processen waarin gemakkelijk bijprodukten
worden gegenereerd, zijn de instabielere typen van besluitvorming van 'learning by doing'
en politieke keuze nauwelijks vermijdbaar. Voor het specifieke geval van chloor is nog
weI aan te geven welk onderzoek inzicht kan geven in de plausibiliteit van de
verschillende frames. Een meetcampagne gericht op identificatie van het onbekende
organochloor in het milieu, een verbeterde emissie-inventarisatie, het inschatten van het
belang van afbraakprodukten van de 8 qua volume belangrijkste emissies van chloorstof-
fen, een inschatting van het belang van huidige ten opzichte van historische emissies, en
een inschatting van het belang van natuurlijk organochloor kan nog steeds bijdragen aan
het inkaderen van het debat. Blijkt de huidige chloorchemie nauwelijks meer bij te dragen
aan het organochloor in het milieu, dan is de vrees dat wij het systeem chloorchemie niet
kunnen beheersen blijkbaar ongegrond. Maar ook hier is een basale, politieke keuze niet
te vermijden. Die komt vooral neer op de gewenste managementstijl ten aanzien van
persistente stoffen: beheersen of uitbannen. Daarbij werken simpele schema's niet: een
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simpel 'uitbannen' betekent mogelijk ook het einde van het autoverkeer, dat bijvoorbeeld
persistente PAK's produceert.

Voor de ontwikkelaars van RA en LCIA methoden levert mijn studie een oproep op
om te erkennen dat deze methoden geframed zijn. Ik stel voor de verschillende frames,

\

zoals die in deze studie zijn vastgesteld, te institutionaliseren in dergelijke methoden. Ik
geef daartoe grof aan waarmee alternatieve indicatoren rekening moeten houden. Dit
betekent weliswaar dat men in de toekomst met drie- of meervoudige scores te maken

krijgt, maar dat is nu eenmaal een afspiegeling van de maatschappelijke realiteit. Het grote
voordeel is dat beleidsadviseurs hierdoor met de neus op de feiten (of beter: frames)
worden gedrukt. Verder draagt zo'n meervoudig indicatorsysteem bij aan een vergroting
van de interne consistentie van beoordelingen binnen de verschillende frames.

Ten aanzien van besluitvormingsprocessen beveel ik de diverse partijen aan, hun
stellingnames ook op tweede orde niveau keer op keer duidelijk te maken (milieubewe-
ging), bewuster te willen omgaan met frame conflict (overheid), en - in lijn met de veel
toegepaste scenario-analyse voor bijvoorbeeld markt- en technologieverkenningen - er op
voorbereid te zijn dat maatschappelijke activiteiten door verschillende brillen zullen
worden beoordeeld (industrie). Mijn cases tonen aan dat dit meestal niet daadwerkelijk
meer moeite had gekost, en de positie van de actoren in het debat vaak had kunnen
verbeteren.

Tot slot vraag ik mij af, of het oorspronkelijk doel van dit boek ook is bereikt. Het
antwoord is: deels. Dit boek heeft zeker een grote hoeveelheid informatie opgeleverd
waarmee debatten over toxiciteit kunnen worden gestructureerd. De hoop op robuuste
uitkomsten heb ik echter moeten laten varen. Duidelijk is geworden, dat de frames zodanig
verschillend zijn dat in de meeste gevallen een robuust besluit - gebaseerd op doorslag-
gevende kennis of voor een alom geaccepteerde oplossing - er niet inzit. Learning by
doing, en sociaal-politiek vormgegeven keuzes zijn het maximaal haalbare. Dit betekent
per definitie: duwen, trekken en doormodderen. Alles overziende, vraag ik mij af of dit
weI zo ongelukkig is. Ten aanzien van humaan geproduceerde stoffen zijn we bezig op
een gebied waar we niet helemaal zeker zijn wat we doen. Een sterk risicomijdende
houding, zoals de aanhangers van het phase-out frame bepleiten, zou technologische
vooruitgang erg moeilijk maken. Maar een risico-aanvaardende houding, zoals in het risk-
assessment frame wordt bepleit, lijkt toch een overschatting van onze kennis en kunde.
Pluriformiteit kan in zo'n situatie juist positief zijn. Vooruitgang is mogelijk, maar de
risico's worden gedempt. De kunst is dus eigenlijk om de inzichten uit de verschillende
frames goed tot hun recht te laten komen. Dat geldt in het geval van het toxiciteitsdebat
voor het risk-assessment frame en het phase-out frame, en in risico-beoordelingen in het
algemeen voor de vaak kwantitatieve, rationele aanpak uit de milieukunde en de meer op
constructivisme gestoelde, kwalitatieve aanpakken uit de politicologie. Want zoals een
oud-Hollands spreekwoord al zei: twee (frames ?) weten meer dan 66n.
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Glossary

ADI Acceptable Daily Intake
AETP Aquatic Ecotoxicity Potential

AP Acidification Potential

APME Association of Plastics Manufacterers in Europe
BAT Best Available Technology
BCF Bioconcentration Factor

BITAC Begeleidingscommissie Implemenatie Akties Chloorketenstudie
[Committe  Implementation  of Actions  of  the  Chlorine  chain  study
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NEI No-effect Intake
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RA Risk Assessment
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SNM Stichting Natuur en Milieu [Foundation Nature and Environment]
SNV Statens NaturvArdsverket (Swedish EPA)
SPIN SamenwerkingsProject Industriele procesbeschrijvingen in Nederland

[Collaborative Project for the Description of industrial processes in the
Netherlands]

TA Technology Assessment
TDI Tolerable Daily Intake
TEQ Toxicity equivalent
TETP Terrestrial EcoToxicity Potential
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1.1 Man-made chemicals and society

Mankind first started to develop and produce considerable quantities of chemical
substances  at  the  time  of the industrial revolution  in  the 19th century.  In most cases,
these were chemicals that had not developed in nature during the earth's evolutionary
process. Up   to   1900, the potential environmental problems associated   with   this

development did not require much attention. The number and volume of man-made
chemicals was still relatively small. Especially since  the 192Os, however, there  has
been major growth in the petrochemical industry, growth which actually intensified
after the Second World War.

There are currently over 100,000 man-made chemicals in use. In most Western
countries, regulatory programmes have been in place for some three or four decades to
prevent such 'new' chemicals having an adverse impact on the earth's natural
(eco)system. However, in most countries these programmes have concentrated solely
on pesticides, food additives and pharmaceuticals. The most important changes came in
the   late    19705   and   the   early    19805,   when   both   the   US   and   the EU launched
programmes to regulate the marketing of substances in general. In Europe, for all new
substances that came on the market a file with a number of substance characteristics
had to be submitted. On the basis of this file, the EU could use its legislative power to
prevent certain substances entering the common market. In the mid-nineties, the EU
also  started an evaluation programme  for the 100,000 existing chemicals listed  in  the
European Index of Existing Chemical Substances (EINECS). Priority was given to the
existing high-volume production chemicals Cover 1,000 tons used or produced a year),
this covers about 2,000 substances' Evaluation involves a battery of animal tests,
preceded by in-vitro screening tests and assessment of a number of physical-chemical
properties. Extrapolation procedures are used to assess the risks for man and
environment, which may be grounds for forbidding a chemical.

The new, man-made chemicals have found their way into all kinds of
applications: it is virtually impossible to find a product that does not contain a range of
substances that have been produced exclusively by humans rather than by nature.
Indeed, it has been stated that the two pillars on which the material success of the
industrial society is built are fossil fuels (providing energy) and man-made chemicals
(enabling mankind to be less dependent on purely naturally produced materials).

Nowadays, however, it is being questioned whether these pillars are the right
foundations for our society. Because of depletion of fossil fuels and the global
warming effect there are considerable doubts in society whether the current methods of
energy supply can last forever. In this book, I focus on the other pillar, particularly on
the approach adopted by mankind with regard to management of man-made chemicals.
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1.2 The context of the toxicity controversy

The problem with management systems for man-made chemicals is that more than
once society has been caught by surprise by unexpected effects of the chemicals it had
produced. In the 19306, CFCs were seen as an ideal chemical. Their inventor used to
prove this in the following way: he first inhaled the vapour (showing it was non-toxic),
and then when exhaling he held a flame before his mouth (showing it was
intlammable). It was almost 40 years before the first suspicion arose that these
chemicals could affect the ozone layer - an effect that as such could never have been
foreseen at the time these chemicals were first synthesized since at that time the
function of the ozone layer was unknown. Another famous example was DDT:
introduced  in  the  1940s  as  the ideal pesticide,  with - unlike its predecessors  -  a  low
acute toxicity. Only later was it discovered that DDT's persistence and bioaccumulative
properties, combined with other types of toxic effects, had very negative effects on
ecosystems. The latest example in this row is the ongoing debate about endocrine
disruption. Several scientists state, as popularized in the book Our Stolen Future
(Colborn et al., 1996), that substance regulators all over the world have missed an
effect that could be significant for quite a few substances: hormone mimicking. All in
all, experience over the years has shown that the battery of tests has had to be
extended time and again. Furthermore, the available evaluation procedures leave a lot
of room for for interpretation (e.g. van Eijndhoven en Groenewegen, 1991; Jasanoff,
1990). The authors of Our Stolen Future conclude from these experiences that huma-

nity will never be capable of predicting all the possible effects of man-made chemicals:
society is 'flying blind'2

In the meantime, in several Western countries the current approach to
substance policy seems to be reaching a new crossroads. Programmes for existing
chemicals seem unable to meet the challenge: at present a mere 20 substances are
evaluated a year, so that it will take dozens of years just to gather information about
the 2,000 high-volume production chemicals. Furthermore, several political fora have
started to promote alternative evaluation frameworks to the so-called risk-assessment
approach described above. The precautionaly principle was formally adopted world-
wide as a basis for environmental policy during the Rio Summit in 1992 (UNCED,
1992). Although the principle can be hardly seen as an operationalized tool, it is
invoked to press governments to adopt a more cautious approach than the
aforementioned risk assessment approach. Finally, in several other fora, mainly
concerned with water quality, the risk assessment approach is not applied in practice
for certain groups of substances. The 4th North Sea Ministers conference called for a
phase-out of man-made persistent chemicals in one generation, regardless of the risk
posed by a given substance. Discussions about such new approaches often take place in
a rather tense atmosphere: both industry and environmentalists, each coordinating their
activities on a global scale, try to influence such decision-making.
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1.3 The problem

In general, one could say without much exaggeration that society has not yet been able
to find a formula for dealing with toxicity problems in the chemical industry that
satisfies all actors in society. In fact, this is not surprising. In scientific terms the
toxicity problem is much more complex than other environmental problems, such as
acidification, eutrophication or global warming. The latter themes involve only a
limited amount of substances and in-depth research can provide at least some insight
into the mechanisms that cause effects. In the case of toxicity, the mere number of
substances, and the variety species that can be affected by diverse mechanisms, often
makes an in-depth understanding very difficult 3.

PVC and chlorine are seen by most stakeholders in the debate as 'symbols' or
'spearheads' of the toxicity controversy.1. Given the enormity of the stakes, the conflict
is obviously tense: we are talking here about basic feedstocks in our society. More than
one comprehensive scientific study has been performed with the aim of structuring this
debate. Some personal experiences relating to chlorine and PVC may illustrate how
difficult this is. I have been personally involved in two such major studies, one on
chlorine in the Netherlands and one on PVC in Sweden (Tukker et al., 1995b and
1996b). I had the privilege of presenting this work in various international and national
fora. During the studies we became quite familiar with the different cognitive lenses
through which actor coalitions evaluated the problemf. Of course, this point was clearly
made in all my lectures. But two totally opposing reactions to similar talks given in the
autumn  of 1996 pushed my belief  that the controversy could be solved by rational
debate to an all-time low.

In   September   1996,   I was invited  as  one of three external speakers  to  the
Global Vinyl Conference organised by the PVC industry in Budapest. I was asked to
present a summary of PVC's environmental strengths and weaknesses. I tried to make
clear that such a judgement depended in part on the framing of the toxicity problem,
and pointed out a number of aspects of the material that could be judged as
problematic depending on the philosophy one adopted towards evaluating toxicity
aspects. The reactions were highly diverse. Some people were pleased, since they saw
that message as valuable input for the industry-internal sessions during the same
conference. But others felt frustrated. Their firms had worked intensively on all the
points, mentioned, and had in their view solved them. For them, my talk must have
sounded like a lecture by a Greenpeace campaigner who was trying to force them out
of business.

Just a few weeks later, I encountered a totally opposite response. The Dutch
chlorine chain study had been presented during the Annual Conference of the Royal
Dutch Organisation of Chemists. This lecture was translated into an article in this or-
ganisation's 'Chemical magazine' (Tukker and Kleijn, 1996e), which was in turn
published in a magazine published by the main chlorine producer in the Netherlands,
Akzo Nobel. This led to a response from a well-known environmental scientist, who
expressed in no uncertain terms his disappointment about our 'bias in favour of
industry'.
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Of course, it would be easy just to sympathise with the fate of the individual
researcher in these circumstances. But that is not the reason why I present these
experiences. They indicate that there is a deep and fundamental controversy about such
basic materials as chlorine and PVC, and that environmental evaluation tools, or logic
and knowledge in general, appear to be of little help in putting this controversy on a
factual, or at least societally robust, footing. Consequently, there is considerable
uncertainty about the future demands on actors in society with regard to the policy
concerning these materials. At the same time, the question of how to deal with
chemicals and production processes in the chemical industry calls for a reasonably
predictable policy, preferably one that is stable for over a decade or more. In modern
society, there is an extensive technological infrastructure connected with the
production, application and use of high-volume production chemicals, with networks of
knowledge, technology, services etc. built around it. Sudden changes in such a
structure can only lead to high societal capital losses and can have dramatic con-
sequences for the competitive position of individual companies: It is therefore very
important that society is able to formulate a robust set of criteria against which
processes in the chemical industry can be judged and which are embedded in a robust
procedure.

In this book, therefore, I want to investigate how debates on such issues can be
concluded in a way that is societally robust, even in the longer term. Since chlorine
and PVC in fact serve as focal points in this debate I will concentrate on these
materials. In this context, the following preliminary research question can be
formulated:

How can decision making be structured in the toxicity debate. in particular with regard
to PVC and chlorine. in order to make choices tliat will be rcibust in the !(,ng tenn ?

1.4   Study appmach

1.4.1    Relevant amas of science

In order to answer this question. insights from various fields of science have to be
combined. The central element of the research question that needs elaboration is the
aspect of decision  making.

Decision making can be looked at from two perspectives: the product and the
process. The product perspective tries to assess objectively the quality of the decision
concerned. The decision must be logical and grounded on sound knowledge of the
problematic situation. If it is, the decision can often scarcely be disputed: it is the
logical consequence of a True Truth. Obviously, fundamental aspects here are the
status of knowledge and the conditions under which rationality is feasible. Such
questions are traditionally dealt with by the philosophy of science. With specific regard
to scientific analysis of toxicity problems, environmental science has developed a large
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body of knowledge, particularly from work in research fields such as toxicity risk
assessment (RA) and life cycle assessment (LCA).

The process perspective focusses more on the process of decision making. If a
decision cannot be fully justified in objective terms, the views of stakeholders have a
clear role. How to analyse such problem situations and how to organise associated
decision making processes is the traditional area dealt with by policy sciences. With
specific regard to the solution of intense, so-called 'intractable', environmental
controversies, quite a few authors have developed specific approaches making use of
the more generic lessons from policy sciences.

This brief analysis of decision making processes indicates that in order to
answer the preliminary research question information from three fields of science has
to be combined. These are the philosophy of science, environmental science and policy
science. My main aim with this book is to compare and contrast the insights from
these fields of science, particularly when it comes to the application of environmental
evaluation tools in complex debates such as those concerning chlorine and PVC.
Hopefully, the results will lead to new insights on how to deal with such tools, toxicity
policy in general and chlorine and PVC policy in particular.

1.4.2   Ovemll appmach

The study was designed as follows. Clearly, it had to start with a theoretical part
covering the three areas of science referred to, viz. the philosophy of science,
environmental sciences and policy sciences. The aim here was to give a theoretical
analysis of the status of knowledge, to review proposed approaches to dealing with
intractable controversies, and on this basis. to identify a number of potential answers to
the preliminary research question. Using this analysis, the research question could then
be further elaborated.

The next step in my approach basically involved an analysis of two cases in
the toxicity debate, on chlorine and PVC. The cases were analysed using two
approaches: one concentrating on the product and one concentrating on the process of
decision making.

The first approach questioned whether it would be possible to indicate areas of
relatively undisputed or 'robust' knowledge, Though a large part of the scientific
community in the field of philosophy of science and policy sciences seems to have
little faith in solving debates by rationality alone, it seemed important to me not to rule
out the role of scientific knowledge too fast. In practice, it is still the mainstream
philosophy behind most of the methodology developments in environmental sciences.
But more importantly in view of my preliminary research question, robust knowledge
can help to provide a structure for decision making in the toxicity debate. This first
approach was structured as follows. To start with, an analysis was performed of the
environmental methodologies science currently has in store to evaluate the
environmental risks of economic activities in general, and toxicity threats in particular.
The above-mentioned review of philosophical and political literature had already
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indicated the conditions under which knowledge is or is not likely to be robust.
Combining these two elements resulted in the selection of an evaluation method for the
chlorine and PVC cases, in the hope that this method would result in a relatively
undisputed evaluation. With the help of this evaluation method the environmental
performance of the Dutch chlorine chain and the Swedish PVC chain was assessed as
thoroughly as possible on the basis of current knowledge. The method will be
explained in detail later in this book, but briefly consisted of the following elements.
First, all mass flows of chlorine and PVC in Dutch and Swedish society respectively
were inventoried. Second, an in-depth emission inventory for all processes in these
chains was performed. Third, the emissions were evaluated using various approaches,
including Life-cycle Assessment (LCA) and Risk Assessment (RA). The goal of this
application was to analyse which elements of environmental evaluation tools for
toxicity problems proved to be scientifically robust in practice. Both cases were
performed as major contract research projects by a team led by the author of this book.
The Dutch chlorine chain study was performed for the Dutch authorities at the request
of the Dutch Lower House of parliament between  1993  and  1995; the Swedish  PVC
chain study was performed between   1996   and    1997 for Norsk Hydro,   the   sole
Norwegian and Swedish PVC producer. Both studies benefited from in-depth access to
all kinds of data sources, some of them confidential. They were guided by Steering
Committees in which all stakeholders were invited to participate, and resulted in
comprehensive, public reports, scientific publications and lectures. Particularly in the
Netherlands, and to a slightly lesser extent in Sweden, the studies served as basic
documents for public decision making and further discussion.

The second approach concerned an historical analysis of the controversy
surrounding the Dutch chlorine and Swedish PVC debates. It focused on the arguments
of the main actor coalitions engaged in the controversy, and on the process of decision
making. The history of the controversy was followed from its inception, in both cases
the end of the eighties, up to the present. Such an analysis provides an insight into
how the controversies actually developed, what arguments played a role in them, how
actors behaved, and, consequently, gives a second form of insight into the robust and
the less robust parts of the scientific knowledge applied in these controversies. But
more important, an analysis of these cases may help to provide additional insight into
the viability of proposals for dealing with controversies in the case of toxicity debates:
the role of knowledge, the importance or otherwise of consensus, and the efforts to
resolve the controversy that failed or were relatively successful, etc. The research
method will be discussed in detail later in this book, but briefly involved the following
approach. As a first step, the extensive public literature covering the controversies was
gathered and analysed. Second, my own experience in conducting the Dutch chlorine
chain study and the Swedish PVC chain study and their spin-off activities formed an
important input. Through these studies I was myself involved for a considerable time
in the processes I analysed. And since we were expected to be 'neutral' scientists, we
kept enough distance to come close to being participatory observersR. Finally, for each
case I interviewed about 10 key players from industry, government and the
environmental movement, including top level officials. Due to my own participation in
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the process such key players were very easily accessible. More than once they allowed
me access to private and in part confidential archives containing documents with
information about crucial phases in the controversy.

By comparing the first, 'scientific' or product, approach with the second,
'historical' or process, approach it is possible to draw a number of conclusions. First,
the historical analysis of the controversies in Sweden and the Netherlands provides

insight into what knowledge claims remained undisputed, or were 'robust', throughout
the period of the controversy. The results of this analysis can be compared with the
result of the 'scientific' analysis, which tried to discern robust and softer elements in
environmental evaluation methods in advance. Combination of these insights indicates
which elements of the environmental evaluation methods currently in use to analyse
toxicity problems result in knowledge that is not disputed by actors involved in the
controversy. This clearly gives insight into elements that can be used to structure
decision making about toxicity problems. Second, the historical analysis provides
insight into how different actor coalitions 'see' the problem, how they analyse it, and
why they prefer certain solution strategies. This, obviously, gives a further opportunity
to indicate what kind of solutions will be robust, this time in a societal sense. Third,
the historical analysis provides insight into the relative success and failure of the
decision making processes applied during the controversies. This makes it possible to
analyse which elements promoted and which elements hampered a structured decision
making process.

All these elements lead to learning points about what is accepted as robust
knowledge, the 'views' of stakeholders on toxicity problems with regard to chlorine and
PVC, and what promotes a structured decision making process. With these elements it
is possible to present recommendations about decision making in the toxicity debate,
that may lead to choices that will be robust in the long term.

1.4.3 The choice for a case-study approach: strength and limitations

In this introduction, I niust add some final words to give a first indication of the
strengths and weaknesses of the design of this study. The most important remarks
relate to the decision to opt for a case-study approach.

Case-study research is a method with a long tradition in both the sociology of
science and policy sciences. For instance, about 50 % of Dutch dissertations in the
field of policy sciences in the early nineties were based on this approach (Huberts and
de Vries, 1995). Compared to the two other main approaches for scientific research,
i.e. experimental (laboratory) research and quantitative surveys and inquiries, this
approach has a number of strengths. Obviously, experimental research takes place
under controlled, and compared with reality often simplified, conditions, which is not
always appropriate when complex societal phenomena have to be studied. This is
particularly the case when the determinants of a phenomenon are fairly unclear, the
potential number of determinants is high, or the boundaries between context and
phenomenon are unclear In this respect, it has been stated that empirical-analytical
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research (based on experiments or surveys) tries to underpin a theory by providing
explanations of phenomena with a minimum number of variables, while interpretative
research (based on case studies) does the opposite. In the latter case, the goal is to
work out an optimal explanation for a process or the result of the process using a
holistic approach in which as many variables as possible are included. Since, as we
will see in the next chapter, the field of controversy research is still rather amorphous,
the depth that can be reached and the subtleties that can be included in the
investigation by using a case-study approach, represents an important advantage in this
case.

A case study approach obviously also has its limitations. In general, it is only
possible to investigate a limited number of cases. There is always a danger that the
phenomena studied and the relations found have limited applicability outside the
specific context (in time, location, etc.) of the cases studied. The selection of cases is
thus an important factor to take into account (e.g. Yin, 1984; Stake, 1995). In this
respect, it is good to elaborate how cases can be used and what this means for their
selection. First, cases can be used to investigate phenomena in order to draw
conclusions and give recommendations that are valid for a larger population than the
case as such. In this situation, it has to be made very clear for what population the
specific case or cases are seen as representative, and on the basis of what criteria.
Second, cases can be used to contribute to theory development. Case studies can be
very appropriate to falsgy a specific theory. In that situation, the case has to be

selected on the basis of considerations related to that theory: that determines what is a
crucial case. It may also be possible for a case to contribute to the development of a
theoretical perspective by showing its validity in a specific case, though here once
again the problem of validity of the case-specific findings for other situations looms. If
more than one case is analysed, an additional possibility for drawing conclusions is
available: by comparing the developments in the cases. One can try to prove a relation
between variables x and y when two cases that have much in common and only differ
in x, after some time also appear to differ in y. A similar proof can be given when
cases that only have x in common after some time also have y in common. Obviously,
in order to exploit this possibility in full, the cases have to be selected with a view to
saying something about the relation between x and y.

The aim of this study is to contribute to providing a structure for discussions
concerned with the evaluation of societal activities in light of their toxicity impacts. I
have therefore taken those cases in which at least the positions of different groups with
regard to toxicity evaluation have been articulated. The cases of chlorine in the
Netherlands and PVC in Sweden meet this criterion. Furthermore, there must at least
be a reasonable likelihood that the views formulated by different groups in these cases
will be representative of the views with regard to the management of toxic substances
in general. Since, as indicated earlier, these groups themselves regard the case of PVC
and chlorine as a 'spearhead' in the toxicity debate, there is at least some hope they
may indeed turn out to be representative. A second advantage of these cases was that I
participated in them myself. This gave first-hand insights into their history and access
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to information sources that would probably be difficult to match for a researcher who
stood outside the events.

At the same time, it is already clear even at this stage that the cases of chlorine
and PVC may have some specific peculiarities. These materials are or have been on
the policy agenda in a number of countries including the US, Canada, Sweden, the
Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, the UK. There have been regular calls in these
countries for the phasing out of chlorine and PVC. Such measures would imply a
fundamental restructuring of the chemical industry. Unlike the occasional banning of a
substance like cadmium or a pesticide like DDT, we are not talking here about a
measure that affects only a small sector of our society. PVC is the second most
important plastic in the world. Chlorinated compounds are used in 60 % of the
processes in the chemical industry. Chlorine is co-produced with sodium hydroxide,
which is in turn one of the basic feedstocks in our industrial system. There are
probably no other materials about which there has been such a controversy, with such
high economic stakes, over such a long period, and at such an intensity, between
groups of actors that have organised and united themselves on such a large
geographical scale'. This may have produced an independent, specific dynamic that has
affected the phenomena and relations I wish to generalise. Of course, at this stage it is
impossible to judge to what extent such objections are valid. I can only do so after
having described and analysed the cases with these warnings in mind. Therefore, I
choose to evaluate the value of my cases in retrospect. In this context, the concluding
chapter of this book will indicate the extent to which the cases allow for a useful
comparative evaluation, can contribute to theory development in relation to the
theoretical starting points developed in chapter 2, and to what extent conclusions may
have validity outside the context of the cases at stake.

1.5    Structure of this book

Many ideas, analysis and recommendations in this book have been published or
presented earlier as research reports, peer-reviewed publications, comments, lectures,
expert statements or otherwise. An annex gives a summarized bibliography, that
includes an overview of the chlorine- and PVC-related work and fora I have been
involved until now.

In this book, I have added a considerable amount of new material, and re-
edited existing work in order to let it fit better in this book Given the study design
presented above, this book is structured as follows. The structure is visualised in figure
1.5.1:

-     chapter 2 develops the philosophical considerations behind the study as a
whole and specifies the preliminary research question. For this purpose, this
chapter gives a review of relevant ideas from the philosophy of science, policy
science, and literature about the management of intractable environmental
controversies;
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-      chapter 3 reviews the most important tools for evaluating the environmental
performance of societal activities at meso-level, with the emphasis on toxicity
problems. This chapter further analyses the expected scientific robustness of
these tools based on theoretical considerations;

-        chapter 4 and 5 give an in-depth analysis of the environmental problems within
the Dutch chlorine chain and the Swedish PVC-chain, and are largely based on
earlier publications,

-      chapter 6 and 7 provide a comprehensive review of the history of the Dutch
chlorine debate and the Swedish PVC-debate;

-         chapter 8 presents the analysis and the conclusions of this book;
-      chapter 9 discusses the answer to the main research question, and works out

recommendations with regard to decision making about toxicity problems in
general and the chlorine- and PVC-case in specific. Also this chapter is - in
part - based on earlier work.
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Figitre 1.5.1: The structure of this book

1 :  Introduction

Part I : Theory
2:Theory. Science in

controversies

Part 11 : Toxicity evaluation

3:Theory. Toxicity
evaluation

4: Chlorine. Toxicity 5: PVC. Toxicity
evaluation evaluation

Part 111 : The disputes in practice

6: Chlorine. Controv- 7: PVC. Controv-
ersy Analysis ersy Analysis

Part IV : Conclusions and
recommendations
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' The number of high-production volume chemicals (HPVCs) depends a bit on the
source. Van Leeuwen (1995) uses a number of 2.000. presumably for the EU. For the
US, EDF (1997) and US EPA (1998) give a number of 3,000 chemicals that are used
in higher quantities as 1,000.000 lbs (roughly 500 ton) per annum. The OECD gives an
estimate of about 4,000 HPVCs. which are used in more than  1,000 tpa in at least one
of the OECD countries (where the EU is seen as one unit) (personal communication
with Mrs. D. Turnheim. OECD, 1998).

Obviously, this view is not unchallenged. Our Stolen Future even obtained the 'Fabr-
icated health crises award  1996", an ironically-intended prize awarded  by the Coalition
for the Advancement of Sound Science in the U.S. (Chemtlash, 1997).

In terms of' achieving emission reductions, however. toxicity problems can quite often
be reduced relatively easily. Since most cases involve small mass flows, end-of-pipe
measures will quite often  lead to emission reductions of a factor  10 or more.·In  this
respect. the energy problem is far more difficult: only fundamental measures can curb
the use of fossil energy.

To what extent these cases are representative for the toxicity controversy in a
theoretical sense will be discussed later. That they are spearheads for the actors
involved, however. is obvious. Greenpeace chose chlorine as the main target in its
international toxicity campaign in the early nineties: 'Queen chlorine' had to disappear
from the chess-board (Otzen, 1993). The word 'spearhead' was very literally visualised
in a talk given by an industrial representative during a seminar organized by Norsk
Hydro in Oslo, August 1996. John Svalander, Director of the European Council of
Vinyl Manufacturers, showed one slide where the discussion between the 'greens' and
industry on toxicity was visualised as a battle between two ancient Greek armies.  On
the industry side, the front row of soldiers, armed with spears, represented the PVC
industry, the second row the chlorine industry. and the last rows the rest of the
chemical industry.

All studies relevant for this book were lead by me, and of course all conclusions,
recommendations and opinions aired in this book are my responsibility. Therefore. in
general I will use the words 'I' or 'me' when such conclusions, recommendations or
opinions are given. However. all studies were performed by project teams consisting of
up  to 10 people.  So,  as  I already indicated  in the preface.  I was certainly  not  the  only
person who went through the difficulties related to performing this work. Therefore. 1
Will occasionally use the word 'we' or 'our' in order to indicate that other people went
through the same process as 1 did.

" In this context, another experience can be added in explanation. A rather small firm
that had worked out an innovative rooting material approached me for an interview in
relation to the studies we had performed. They made a good impression. Their product
was really something special. they had organized recycling schemes, etc. One thing that
they had been completely unaware of was that one of the basic chemicals for their
product had become the subject of a toxiCity debate - and that its use in exactly their
type of products was probably responsible for rather high emissions to the environment.
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Nevertheless. it was unclear what this would mean for them. The debate had not yet
crystallised - the ultimate result may be the end of the firm, or it may mean nothing.
Once again, as a scientist I was left empty-handed. It felt something like a doctor
telling his patient that he ma.,· have a lethal disease. but that for the time being there
was no test to find out whether this suspicion was accurate.

As will be made clear in the next chapter. I will use the word knowledge in a con-
strained relativist sense.

        Of course much has been written about the extent to which a researcher really can be
neutral (in the sense of separating the observer and the observed world). I will add my
contribution to such writings later in this book. And of course, as a result of our
research and other activities, the debates were influenced. But although I cannot
describe my role entirely as that of an anthropologist living for a while with the
chlorine or PVC tribe. I feel that for the purpose of this book that description comes
close enough. Neither I nor the other members of my project teams could afford to be
committed to one particular view or bias. We could only play our role by continuously
reflecting on the views we encountered in the debates, and more important. our own
views. Indeed, one could say without such a reflection process it would have been
impossible to write this book as it is.

4 Closest comes probably the controversy about nuclear energy that was at its peak in
most western countries  in  the  late  1970s  and the early 1980s. But where nuclear energy

plants are only in a limited number of countries a real cornerstone of electricity supply,
chlorine and PVC are very basic feedstocks and materials in the industrial society.
Further. most nuclear energy plants are owned by authorities, where in western
countries the chlorine- and PVC industry is almost fully in hands of industries that
have to compete on a relatively free market.



Chapter 2

The mle of science in contmversies

There is no question there is a,i unseen world, the question is,
how far is it from New Y ork midtown. and how late is it open ?

Woody Allen
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2.1 Introduction

Science can only play a role in solving controversies if scientific knowledge claims are
accepted by those in the decision making process. Such claims should therefore be
authoritative. If such claims are merely statements by a group of people calling
themselves 'scientists' they don't differ from those of other groups: laymen, politicians,
etc. Thus, the extent to which science can play a legitimate role in structuring decision
making depends on the status one attributes to scientific knowledge.

How one can conceive of scientific versus lay knowledge is addressed in the
philosophy of science. Within this scientific discipline opinions diverge from the view
that science delivers objective facts about a natural world, to the view that this world
in no way constrains claims about knowledge: such claims are seen as 100 % socially
constructed. To explain the position I will use as a starting point in this book, I will
first review a number of mainstream views in the philosophy of science. I will then
underpin to what extent scientific knowledge claims in my view can play a role in
environmental controversies. In the two sections that follow I will indicate how can be
dealt with those aspects in the controversy that cannot be solved through such
knowledge claims. In the final section. I will present a model for structuring decision
making about environmental controversies and specify my research question.

2.2 The status of knowledge

2.2.1 Positivism

The traditional view of the role of scientific knowledge in decision making relies
heavily on a positivist philosophy of science. Positivists assume that it is possible to
make a sharp distinction between the observer and the object of the observation, and
consequently between 'objective facts' and 'values'. Observations in principle reflect the
real world, though social biases and weaknesses of the stimuli of the real world may
lead to unreliabilities. Since the birth of modern Western natural sciences  in  the  17th
century, this emphasis on the fact-value dichotomy has become more and more pron-
ounced (e.g. Pels, 1990 and 1996; de Vries, 1990; Latour, 1993a).

The Wiener Kreis can be seen as one of the main representatives of this view.
Their members regarded the social or historical events that triggered a certain scientific
discovery (the so-called context o.f discoven) as irrelevant. The task of a philosopher
was to deal with the context of justification: the criteria for deciding whether a
scientific theory, whatever its origin, can be regarded as justified (de Vries, 1995). The
Justification can be limited to the axioms of a theory. A theory's theoretical statements
(theorems) can be derived by logical deduction from these axioms. So once the axioms
can be related directly to reality, in principle all statements of that theory are justified.
In brief, statements are regarded by the Wiener Kreis as objective knowledge if they
are deduced by irreproachable means (logic) from a pure source (e.g. axioms in
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mathematics, or correctable hypotheses in experimental sciences, that can be empirical-

ly verified).
A problem for the positivists is how to justify hypotheses that claim a generic

validity (for instance, that gravity obeys an inverse square law). In practice, it is
impossible to prove that such general statements are true in all cases: the number of
empirical observations will always be finite. Solutions have been sought to this
problem in the development of an instmmentalist use of such general laws (they are
neither true nor false, but instruments that may be more or less useful) and a confinna-
tion approach. In the latter case, an axiomatic hypothesis does not necessarily have to
be strictly verified. It merely has to have been confirmed by observations. The general
validity then has the status of a hypothesis that is derived by induction. The level of
confirmation determines which theory is to be preferred or is most 'justified' (de Vries,
1995:47).

2.2.2 Falsificationism

The positivist philosophy of science suffers from a number of problems. To deal with
them, Karl Popper (1959) elaborated an alternative demarcation criterion based on the
notion of falsification. Taking many of Popper's ideas as a basis, Imre Lakatos (1970)
elaborated a more sophisticated approach that was also able to deal with the challenges

posed by Kuhn's book 'The structure of scientific revolutions' (see next section).
Popper and Lakatos questioned the confirmation approach of the positivists.

History shows that after a certain period of use every theory entered a stage in which it
failed to explain new observations and had to be replaced by a new theory (Popper,

1959; Lakatos, 1970; de Vries, 1995:55). Popper therefore argues that all theories are

hypotheses. They are not based on a 'rock bottom of knowledge', but rather a swamp.
The building of science is stabilised by theoretical pillars, but if new discoveries are
made and the building grows, once in a while new pillars should be added. Preferences
between - hypothetical - theories can be determined on the basis of the following
criteria. First, a theory should be falsifiable: i.e, open to criticism on the basis of
experience (de Vries, 1 995:58). Further, a theory should be internally consistent and its

predictions should not yet have been falsified. But the key criterion for choosing
between competing theories is their empirical content. The theory that contains the
highest number of falsifiable elements that have not yet been contested has the highest

empirical content, and is thus preferable (de Vries, 1995: 64/65). So Popper also con-
centrates on the context of justification, but in a different way to the Wiener Kreis. He
is not concerned with the justification of a theory as 'true', but merely with a rational
choice of the preferable - but fallible- hypothesis.

Lakatos (1970) adopts many of Popper's ideas, but emphasises that a theory
must be appraised together with its auxiliary hypotheses, initial conditions, etc. He
prefers to judge 'research programmes' rather than individual theories. Research
programmes consist of 'chains' of theories and are defined by two kinds of rules: the
negative heuristics (rules that state what steps have to be avoided in research, the so-
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called hard core of the programme) and the positive heuristics (rules that state what
steps can be followed, the so-called protective belt). Within this framework, the
discovery of an event ruled out by the theory does not necessary lead to rejection of
the programme. The falsification can also be explained by the fact that an auxiliary
hypothesis was wrong, or that the (spatio-temporal) initial conditions were not those
that were expected. One can still save the research programme by adapting the
auxiliary hypotheses in the protective belt (Lakatos, 1970:110; see also. Feyerabend,
1988:163). Lakatos formulated criteria for deciding whether it is still rational to
continue to improve a programme rather than switching to another. A programme is
tlieoretically progressive if any new theory in the chain has greater empirical content
than its predecessors, i.e.: such a theory is able to predict previously unexplained facts.
If a programme is not progressive, it is degenerating. Progressive programmes are to be
preferred. The new theory has to provide new, additional information compared with
its predecessor, and this information needs to have been corroborated: not falsified by
experiments. Although the approach may provide an objective criterion for theory
choice, Lakatos acknowledged that judgement in practice may be very complicated'

2.2.3 Kuhnian relativism

In his book The structure of scientific revolutions, Thomas Kuhn (197Oa) argued that it
is impossible to make an entirely objective choice between competing theories. Kuhn
distinguishes between periods of normal science and revolution. In periods of normal
science, the frame of a scientific field is taken for granted. Scientists are mainly filling
the gaps in this system: they are 'puzzle-solving' within an existing framework. This
consensus is not based on common, explicit rules or definitions, but on a paradigm
(later called: disciplinary matrix). For the scientific community, the disciplinary matrix
embodies the (tacit) consensus on which achievements of their predecessors are seen as
state-of-the-art. It includes (Kuhn, 1970a: 235-241)2:

-        definitions of generally applied symbols
-       beliefs in certain models
-       values (like consistency, accuracy, etc.)
-         exemplars (or paradigms, in the sense of common examples).

In practice, experiments that produce results conflicting with the existing
paradigm do not lead directly in its rejection/falsification, as seems to be implicitly as-
sumed by Popper. This protects scientists from the need to perform a time-consuming,
continuous re-assessment of all assumptions on which the existing paradigm is based.
Only in those cases where the 'anomalies' frequently occur, does the scientific com-
munity recognise that there is a problem that cannot be solved within the existing
paradigm. Then the time has come for a revolution, in which a new paradigm has to be
developed. Such a revolution implies that the lexicon, taxonomy, and the way of
reacting to stimuli will be subject to change. For Kuhn, this is literally a change of the
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(phenomenal) world scientists live in. "A professional community is suddenly
transported to another planet, where known objects can be studied from a different
perspective and new findings can be made" (Kuhn, 1970a: 151). As a result, before and
after the revolution there will be different ways of 'seeing' phenomena, different types
of problems that need explanation, etc. This is necessarily a collective process within
the scientific community concerned (Kuhn, 19708:233; compare Feyerabend,
1988:116).

Kuhn states that different paradigms are incommensurable (Kuhn, 1970a; see
also Feyerabend, 1988:58; Procee, 1978; Yearley, 1988:19; Hoyningen-Huene, 1993
and 1996). The main reason is linguistic incommensurability-1. Terms (the lexicon) have
different meanings in different paradigms. In general, the relations between the terms
(the taxonomy) differ as well. Insofar as the structure of the world can be experienced
and this experience can be communicated, it is constrained by the lexicon of the
community that inhabits it (Kuhn, 1991:10). Describing a familiar situation is, for the
speaker, an event in which statement and phenomenon are glued together. There is no
neutral observation language that allows for an unbiased translation of notions used in
different paradigms. Thus no observation statement is unproblematic. The classical
distinction between the context of discovery and the context of justification thus disap-
pears. For instance, for Aristotle 'Movement' was explained in terms of the function or
the goal an object fulfilled: biological growth, the change of colours, etc. Galileo
limited the notion of movement simply to displacement in time, and thus did not have
to bother with the other aspects. This allowed him to describe an event in quantitative
terms, outside the philosophical context of potency and actualization used by Aristotle
(see also Feyerabend, 1988:126):

Several authors have pointed out that Kuhn's ideas rests on a distinction
between a (not perceptually accessible) world-in-itself and a (perceptually accessible)
phenomenal world (Hoyningen-Huene, 1993:267; Hawley, 1996:298). The former is
independent of theory, while the latter changes with theory, creating a local feedback
loop with reality (Hoyningen-Huene et al., 1996). An observer 'constructs' a 'real world'
according to the paradigm he or she adheres to. In Kuhn's words: 'Creatures born into
it.. can.. interact with it, altering both it and themselves in the process, and the
populated world thus altered is the one that will be found in place by the generation
that follows' (Kuhn, 1990:10). What is at stake is a historical process: the simultaneous
development of a given language together with the particular understanding of reality
implicit in that language (Hoyningen-Huene, 1993:269). But, for Kuhn, such
developments do not lead to a better approximation of the 'truth' in terms of a better
knowledge of the world-in-itself. "The ways of being-in-the-world which a lexicon
provides are not candidates for true/false" (Kuhn, 1991:12). Thus, truth and proof may
be terms with only intra-theory applications (Kuhn, 1970b:266). The choice between
competing paradigms can not be made on rational grounds: Kuhn recommends that it
should be made by the group of most competent scientists available.

For this reason, Kuhn has often been regarded as a relativist. Kuhn rejects the
statement that his view is only relativistic. For Kuhn, the more recent theories in
general are better than the older ones in solving different puzzles in the rather different
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environments they refer to. He states that this is by no means a relativistic stand, and
that he is convince of scientific progress (Kuhn, 1970a:263)5. A theory can be judged
on aspects such as accuracy, scope, simplicity, fruitfulness, and the number of
problems that can be solved. However, a proper judgement can only be made
according to criteria appropriate to the paradigm out of which the constructor operates:

'criteria like fruitfulness and even accuracy can be judged quite differently (which is
not to Say that they can be judged arbitrarily) by different people' (Kuhn, 197Ob:262)

2.2.4   Unconstrained relativism

In the decades following Kuhn's breakthrough work, various brands of
relativism/constructivism have been developed (see e.g. the reviews of Sismondo,
1993;   Amsterdamska and Hagendijk, 1990). Though the various authors emphasize
different driving forces behind the construction processes, they have one thing in
common: the development of scientific knowledge is regarded as dependent on local
negotiations that take place in specific historical and social contexts, linked with a
broader social and cultural environment (Amsterdamska and Hagendijk, 1990).

In the most far-reaching views, facts are the result of scientific research rather
than the object. A fact is just a construct on which consensus exists within the
scientific community. As formulated by Pels (1990): "in the modern constructivism of
e.g. Knorr and Latour .. a fact is seen as a subjective claim that successfully wiped out
its social and knowledge-political construction". Several authors virtually deny any role
for 'the real world' in knowledge development: 'the natural world must be treated as if
it did not affect our perception of it' (Collins, 1983) or 'The natural world in no way
constrains what it is believed to be' (Collins, 1981:54; Brownstein, 1987, cf. Pinch and
Bijker, 1984). In an analysis of Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar's Lohorolory life,
Sismondo (1993:535) comes to the conclusion that they 'have in mind here a neo-
Kantian sense of construction... without any commitment to a world of things-in-
themselves'6.

A clarification of the constructivist position as given by Knorr-Cetina (1983b
and 1993) roughly seems  to have important parallels with Kuhn's  incommensurability
thesis. In her view, science secretes an unending stream of entities and relations that
make up the world. Where no constructivist questions the pre-existence of an
(unknown) material world, they find it implausible that specific objects pre-exist before
they have been delimited by science in precisely the way they are delimited by sdence.
In the words of Latour (1993b:250): 'we know things as-they-have-become-in-us'7.

2.2.5 Conclusion

The ontological/epistemological positions discussed in the sections above are reviewed
in figure 2.2.1 to 2.2.3. The positivists are at one extreme, claiming that knowledge
can reflect the real world (figure 2.2.1). Kuhnian relativism is reflected by figure 2.2.2:
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Figure 2.2.1: Positivism
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the only perceptually accessible phenomenal world is co-constituted by a real,
unknowable world and the observer. Unconstrained relativism is reflected in figure
2.2.3: what an observer thinks about the world is in no way constrained by this
world.For the current mainstream philosophy of science, positivist approaches clearly
seem to have become outdated. In too many cases, it has become obvious that the
history of scientific development cannot be explained by a positivist or even a
Popperian approach. Kuhn, Feyerabend and many others have shown that even in the
development of fundamental scientific knowledge construction processes play an
important role. Therefore, I will start from the position that knowledge is - at least

partially - constructed.
However, the position of an unconstrained relativism also seems to me difficult

to defend. Once we accept the existence of a real world - which, according to Knorr-
Cetina (1993), 'no constructivist questions' - this must, in one way or another, influence
the 'observed' phenomena. To echo Kuhn (1991):

As such, it is entirely solid: not in the least respectful of an observer's wishes and
desires: quite capable of providing decisive evidence against invented hypotheses which
fail to match its behavior...But it is ineffable, undescribable, undiscussible. Experience
and description are possible only with the described and the describer separated. and
the lexical structure which marks that separation can do so in different ways, each
resulting in a different, though never wholly different. form of life. Some ways are
better suited to some purposes, some to others. But none is to be accepted as true or
rejected as false; none gives privileged access to a real, as against an invented, world .

Or Wildavsky (as cited by Mayer, 1997):
"Thus given several sets of adherents. each of which tries to persuade the others to
believe in its version of facts...if the construct is tested in action, the one in closer
touch with the way the world works is going to do a lot better than the others. no
matter what constructions the others put on to it".

My position will therefore be one of constrained relativism. However, this does not
make the role of science in solving controversies less complicateda. As we saw, Kuhn
found it impossible to develop objective criteria to judge competing scientific theories.
The constraints of the real world cannot be known or objectified, nor used to choose
between different paradigms. This even holds for a realist-based approach, such as
Lakatos formulated. As Lakatos acknowledged, a practical choice between two
competing theories on the basis of an objective measure for 'empirical progress' will be
plagued by numerous trivial problems. It can be expected that in the case of complex
environmental controversies. which play a central role in this book, these practical pro-
blems will make an objective choice between well-designed, competing theories very
difficult. In sum, the only criterion left at this stage is the demand made by virtually all
authors that a theory should at least be (truly) internally consistent.

Until now, I have discussed the status of science in a rather fundamental way.
However, one may ask whether this forms a good basis for explaining possible
differences in constructions in practical environmental controversies. After all,
environmental controversies do not seem to be plagued by fundamental differences in
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observation language, as was the case in the dispute between Galileo and the scientists
following the Aristotelian tradition. Below I will therefore address questions such as: is
the situation with regard to environmental controversies as they occur in our society as
underdetermined as the case of incommensurable scientific theories ? Can knowledge
claims still play a role in structuring a controversy. and if so, to what extent ?

2.3 Robustness of knowledge claims in envimnmental con-
tniversies

2.3.1 Introduction

Observations of Kuhn (1970a) and Hofstede (1995) support the above, rather intuitive,
statement that a fundamental incommensurability in observation language will be
relatively unimportant in practical environmental controversies. According to Kuhn,
linguistic and social incommensurability can arise from the fact that people have
learned a different observation language and have a different programmed neural-
cerebral system. But for people that belong to the same group, and thus share a similar
education, language, experience and culture such differences will probably be rather
small, as can be illustrated with a simple model of mental programming proposed by
Hofstede (1995; see figure 2.3.1). He assumes a universal (innate) programming on the
level of human nature, a group-specific (social) programming on the level of culture,

and an individual programming on the level of personality. The implication of this
model is clear. Parties in a society hold a common basis, as a result of common human
nature and common cultural learning processes. Differences are rooted in differences in
programming on individual level, or, probably more importantly, in differences in cul-
tural programming between differentiated groups. One may expect that, due to
similarities in programming, elements that have been shown to be rather stable in our
(Western) culture will not be subject to dispute in a controversy. The language used to
describe direct observations (in which I don't include terms that give meaning to
abstract and complex phenomena) will probably not cause confusion. Terms and
taxonomy on this language level will be accepted and interpreted in an identical way
by all parties in the dispute. Rules of logic used to prove a statement based on such
observations will probably also not differ.

All this does not mean that I reject the idea of an observation language being
constructed. I merely assume that the differences in direct observation language will
not be fundamental between people living in the same period in the same society
involved in an environmental controversy. They will probably draw upon the available
observation language and available basic rules of logic to fight out the dispute. I am
therefore reluctant to refer unconditionally to philosophers like Kuhn, Feyerabend and
Latour to explain a possible existence of differences in constructions used by actors in
an environmental dispute. I don't say such differences are absent. On the contrary,
numerous case-studies on environmental and other controversies have shown that what
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Figure 2.3.1: A model formental programming  (Hofstede, 1995)

Specific for individuals Personality Learnt and innate

Group-specific Culture Learnt

Universal InnateHuman nature

are often presented as 'scientific facts' is often at best a mixture of facts and constructs
(see e.g. Jasanoff et al., 1995). Examples have been provided in fields as diverse as
energy policy (Thompson, 1984; Wynne, 1994), geology (Bowden, 1985), climate
change (Shackley and Wynne, 1995a, 1995b and 1996; van der Sluijs, 1997), health
care (Knorr-Cetina, 1985), regulation of toxic substances (Jasanoff, 1986, 1987, 1990
and 1998, van Eijndhoven and Groenewegen, 1991; Fitchen, 1987; cf. Wynne, 1992b)
and solar neutrino science (Pinch, 1981). However, I think that the nature of such

differences cannot always be defined adequately or only defined in a limited form by
the term incommensurability as proposed by Kuhn. How differences in environmental
controversy can be explained will be discussed belowg

2.3.2 The nature of constructions in environmental controversy

The assumption that sensory perception and the direct observation language is largely
commensurable has an important implication. In that case, figure 2.2.2 suggests that the
arrow pointing from the 'observer' to the constructed 'real world' is more or less similar
for each actor coalition. Particularly if the arrow from the (unknowable) world-in-itself
to the constructed real world is broad (i.e. the stimuli of Nature are rather strong), this
will result in a constructed 'real world' similar for each actor coalition. The
consequence is that there are rather 'robust', generally accepted, knowledge claims that
are not highly susceptible to cultural or other bias. However, it is obvious that quite a
few environmental controversies revolve around the use of different constructions.  So
if this can not be described in terms of differences in observation language and basic
logic, is it possible to indicate more specifically in what cases and on what aspects
constructions differ ? Review articles and analyses on the level of environmental con-
troversies in general point to three main aspects (Weinberg, 1972; Funtowicz and
Ravetz, 1990; Wynne, 1987, 1992a and 1993; Jasanoff, 1993: Rein and Schdn, 1996)
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1.          Problem definition.
Problems can be defined at different levels or in different forms. An actor coalition
often implicitly chooses one way of defining the problem, and starts an evaluation and
discussion from that perspective. When a railway is going to be built, for some actors
the problem is the choice of the route, where for other actors the problem at stake calls
for discussion of the mobility policy of a country. In a dispute on a risk-generating
activity, one could discuss it as a technical risk problem, but also as a question of trust
in risk-regulating elites in relation to their behaviour in the past.

2.      Social underdetenninancy and path-dependency.
Virtually any complex technical system is behaviorally or historically determined, i.e.
the amount of risk depends on the behaviour of human beings (maintenance,
inspection, operating procedures, correction after discovery of flaws, etc.) or rather

unpredictable historical developments. It is only possible to evaluate the risks in
technical terms if one makes certain assumptions about this behaviour and
developments (or 'freezes' such behaviour and developments). Such choices are in
general made implicitly, and can differ considerably between actor coalitions (e.g.
Zeno, 1993).

3.          Trans-science.
If the number of robust knowledge claims is limited, decision making has to take place
in the realm of what Weinberg (1972, 1985) has termed 'trans-science': issues that
"hang on the answers to questions which can be asked of science and yet which cannot
be answered by science". The experience is that scientists in such situations still put
forward 'knowledge claims' that 'underpin' a choice. However, they do in fact make use
of bits and pieces of knowledge that are not subject to dispute and supplement them
with implicit or simplified ideas about causal relations. Based on that mixture of robust
knowledge and implicit cultural elements, they come to more complex, overarching

statements by an (unconscious) construction process. Obviously, different actor
coalitions can easily come to different readings of a situation.

Although there are clear relations, one could cautiously say that Kuhnian
incommensurability, problem definition, social underdeterminacy and trans-science
form a hierarchy. Obviously, if there is a difference in basic observation language, this
results in very fundamental differences in constructions. If the basic observation

language is more or less similar, one can still define the problem on different levels. If
there is agreement on the problem definition, one still can make different assumptions
on the interactions between the human and technical world. Finally, even if there is
also agreement on the last point, and all degrees of freedom of 'fixing' which question
has to be solved are exhausted, one could still find that the question is trans-scientific.

Various researchers have focused on untangling constructions in environmental
controversies. Box 2.3.1 reviews a number of much-cited books and case-studies in this
field. The disputes in these case-studies can all be explained in terms of the three
above- mentioned perspectives. In none of these cases did differences in observation
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Box 2.3.1: Some environmental controversies such should be addressed, but the consequences
of the change in total nuclear complex in society

This box reviews some frequently cited case- and wanted to evaluate this complex as such.
studies that have shown that in environmental
debates different actor coalitions in society con- b. Social underdeterminacy and path-
struct their own view of reality. The box is or- dependency

ganised using the headings problem definition, A second set of case-studies stresses thal factual
social underdeterminacy and path-dependency, and risks are a function of social behaviour and
trans-science. technology, and that this social behaviour or these

social developments are difficult to predict. Wynne
a. Problem definition (1987) noted that in the evaluation of risks related
A first set of case-studies address tacit choices in to the transport of isocyanates, it was assumed
problem definition. Conflicts that by an evaluator that safety-rules would be applied during the whole

were perceived as caused by nuisance of a transport. But during transfer in a harbour these
technology for a local population resulting in NIM- rules were not applied: the isocyanates were
BY (Not In My Back Yard) behaviour can as well (un)loaded in the same quick (and unsafe) way as
be caused by the fact there is an opposition to this all other goods, which was the logical and normal
technology in general (a so-called NIABY (Not In practice in this harbour given the fact also here
Anybody's Backyard) effect; see de Jong, 1996). In time saved money and the people involved were
a series of four case-studies Slob et al. (1998) Simply unaware of the material they were dealing
found that problem definitions on strategic level with. An other example is the reduction of the
were important in the controversy, but hardly demand for water in Lancashire (Wynne, 1995).
addressed by research. In the case on decision This lead to an underground water-transfer tunnel

making on the 5th runway for Schiphol airport it remaining stagnant for a long time. But the
appeared that the main research question was how designers had assumed it would be pumped out
this runway could best be implemented. But in the continuously. Under the changed conditions,
societal debate more strategic issues played a role, methane gas could accumulate in this tunnel,
such as the desirability that Schiphol would have a which lead eventually  to an explosion killing  16
mainport status. In the discussion on the Betuwelijn visitors. A final example is the MacKenzie valley
railway, a projected new railway for freight transport pipeline in Arctic Canada. An inquiry was held
between Rotterdam and Germany, research ques- about the social, economic and environmental
lions were defined in terms of a search for the impact of pipeline development in the western
best trajectory for the railway. Only later, after a arctic area of Canada (cf. Campbell, 1985). Some
specific committee was installed by government, a people involved in the inquiry concentrated on the
more strategic question was addressed: what kind effects of the proposed pipe line as such. But
of transport mix (ship, train, truck) was most others uses a much broader view. They foresaw
desirable from a long term economic and that the construction of the pipeline would be the
environmental viewpoint. This lead to totally dif- start of a certain kind, yet not fully predictable
ferent research questions, such as what kind of historical development in that region, caused by the
environmental effects would be related to different fact that such new infrastructure would without
scenarios for transport mixes. A similar discussion doubt attract an array of related economic ac-
was at stake at the Windscale oxide nuclear fuel tivities.

reprocessing plant (Wynne, 1987). Some
stakeholders argued that this would result in further c. Trans-science
investments in a nuclear infrastructure, thus the The final set of case-studies is related to trans-
Windscale plant could not be judged on its own. In science. Despite the trans-scientific character of a
the latter view, not only the risks of the plant as problem statements with an appearance of factual
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solidity are produced. I present three popular areas with rather narrow estimates of the effect of e.g. a
of constructivist research: toxic substances, climate doubling of the C02-concentration in the atmo-
change and external safety. sphere on the temperature rise on earth, that

probably do not reflect all uncertainties (Shackley
Risk assessment of toxic substances and Wynne, 1995a). Van der Sluijs (1997) even
As pointed out by the US National Research Coun- noted that in the same period two advisory commit-

cil, in an evaluation of the risks related to exposure tees, that partially consisted of the same
of toxic substances a risk assessor in a large specialists, came up with different estimates of the
number of steps has the choice among several temperature rise related to a doubling of the CO2-

scientifically plausible options (NRC, 1983: 28). Not concentration in the atmosphere. Further, he noted

surprisingly, several constructivist case-studies that for a number of leading fora in the world this
showed that scientists who produced 'scientifically' estimate did virtually not change during almost two

safe standards draw only one of the possible decades, though enormous amounts of new data
conclusions. Contradictory but equally acceptable had become available and adapted estimates
conclusions were drawn by adversaries (Wynne, would have been expected. The large interpretative

1987; Weterings, 1992) or even by the same group space is simply narrowed by a (mutual) construc-

of experts, after a change of the context in which lion process.

their advise would be used (van Eijndhoven and
Groenewegen,1991). Jasanoff (1987 and 1990) External safety
addressed the risk assessments of substances A third area is external safety. Rip (1992) noted

such as nitrites, sulphites, colorants, 2,4,5-T, that it is questionable if the current assessments

carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, the plant growth can predict actual or potential risks with a mean-

regulator Alar, and some other substances. She ingful certainty. But it has the important advantage
noted that choices in the risk assessment process is that the calculations are standardized, which

rest, to various degrees, on a mixture of scientific makes the decision making process much more
fact and consensus, on informed scientific judge- predictable - and the system thus attractive - for
ment, and on policy determinations. It concerns both   industry  and authorities. Wynne   (1987),
questions such as: how do we count benign Schwarz (1987) and Weterings (1992) described
tumours in animal tests ? How do we extrapolate similar cases concerning the evaluation of compli-

in a specific case from high dose (normally used in cated risk systems such as nuclear power plants,
animal tests) to low dose (the situation of actual LPG terminals. gas pipe lines and other complex

human exposure) ? How do we deal with control industrial installations. Also here it was found that

groups ? Jasanoffs analysis makes clear, that scientists came up with 'objective assessments' of

depending on the context probably any proposed the chance on accidents, where uncertainties in
standard is vulnerable for attacks on such weak fact were far too high to come to conclusions.
spots in the argumentative chain (so-called 'e-
xperimenters regress'). Her conclusion is that it
virtually impossible to give 'objective' guidelines

how to deal with such weak spots.

Climate change
A second popular area for policy researchers to

analyze construction processes is climate change.
Also here success was guaranteed. As noted

jokingly by van der Sluijs (1997) 'Mankind will
never be able to model the system Earth'.

Nevertheless, policy advisory groups do come up
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language or rudimentary logic play a role. In addition, the cases also suggest that every
discussion has a bottom line consisting of elements that prove incapable of deconstruction.
To sum up, both theory and practice provide arguments for the following point of
departure: differences in construction in environmental controversies relate to the making

of implicit choices in defining or freezing a rather open-ended problem situation, and
supple,izenting the bits and pieces of generally accepted knowledge. Recognising in
advance what will serve as generally accepted, 'robust' knowledge in all constructs may
therefore help solve environmental controversies. The next section therefore deals in more
detail with this point.

2.3.3   Characteristics of 'robust' knowledge

The possibility of discerning 'robust' and 'soft' facts was most explicitly indicated in a case
on dioxins by van Eijndhoven and Groenewegen (1991). They state: "most data prove
impossible to deconstruct...the expert will initially attack the weaker parts of the
argumentative chain: this emphasis on the 'soft parts' arises precisely because of the
hardness of most of the scientific data". However, several authors are pessimistic about
the possibilities of recognising such robust knowledge. Identifying'robust' facts means also

indicating 'soft' facts and related construction processes. Authors like Wynne (1987) and
Jasanoff (1990) stress the depth and subtlety of such processes: individual scientists are
just not aware of them, let alone able to identify them. Further, it has been shown that the
acceptability (and thus apparent 'robustness') of knowledge claims depends on the existing
degree of consensus about a problem rather than the other way around (e.g. Rip, 1992).
In the case of 'over-critical situations' (situations of conflict) actors tend to deconstruct
unwelcome knowledge claims where they can, but in 'under-critical situations' (situations
where there is already consensus) the same knowledge claim will be accepted as 'robust
fact' without problem (Collingridge and Reeve, 1986).

Despite these problems, in my view it should be possible to provide guidance for
identifying what type of knowledge will be accepted as 'robust' even in over-critical
situations. As stated before, on condition that sensory perception and the observation
language is commensurable, strong and direct stimuli of Nature will most probably result
in 'knowledge' with a fairly time- and culture-independent character. This will most likely
be the case when relatively simple relations or simple problems are being analysed. By
contrast, the analysis and the review of cases in the previous sections also indicates in
what situations construction processes frequently occur and thus result in knowledge
claims that are less robust than they are said to be. Though the actual construction process
may be difficult to recognise, we can at least get an idea of what knowledge is potentially
more or less capable of deconstruction (see table 2.3.1). In sum, the main thrust of my
argument is that we can probably rely entirely on specialist science where simple problems
are concerned, but not where the problems are more complex. The idea that 'simple' know-
ledge is probably difficult to deconstruct is in line with observations of Grupp (1979),

Weinberg (1972), Wynne (1987:422) , Hoppe and Peterse (1998), and others.
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Table  2.3.1:  Characteristics  of 'robust' and 'not  robust' knowledge  clainis

'Robust' Not robust'

Simple questions Trans-scientific questions:
routine evaluation method is evaluation methods are the result of
available that resulted in little lengthy, often re-opened negotiations
conflict over decades evaluation methods are not yet

available. and methods from other
fields are used

Human behaviour or historical System performance is highly dependent on
developments have relatively little intlu- assumptions concerning human behaviour and
ence on system behaviour historical development
Low freedom in problem definition High freedom in problem definition

=> 'Simple situations' => 'Complex situations'

2.3.4 Conclusion

The foregoing analysis made no pretence of giving a fundamental answer to the realist-
relativist debate't'. It was merely intended to highlight a pragmatic aspect. In environmen-
tai controversies as they take place between actors living in our time and culture, there
seems no need to start from the position that in principle everything that is presented as
knowledge is potentially deconstructable. Thus on practical, and partially also theoretical,
grounds I adopt a position contrary to those controversy studies that totally reject the
existence or the use of 'factual' anchor points. This position is probably more acceptable
than it seems even for so-called relativists. Feyerabend, the champion of 'anything goes',
even mades the remark that 'the problem of incommensurability arises only when we
analyse the change of comprehensive cosmological points of view - restricted theories

rarely lead to the necessary conceptual review (Feyerabend, 1988: 226)'. Knorr-Cetina and
Mulkay (1983b) warned that epistemological relativism in no way implied judgmental
relativism. So there seems to be sufficient scope to take certain knowledge claims as rather
stable. Examples are claims such as that gravity obeys an inverse square law, that
mechanical energy can be converted into heat, and that 1+1=2 (compare Laudan,
1977:219). Or, as Thompson et al. (1990) cheerfully remarked, that relativists standing on
railways are, just like anybody else, run over by trains. And I would not like to see it
otherwise. After all, the fish in the Rhine simply died after the Sandoz incident in 1985,
when thousands of litres of toxic water used for fire extinguishing flew freely into the
river. Tsjernobyl did explode, with terrible health effects as a consequence. To describe
such relations and events as fully socially constructed is, to quote Latour (1993b), 'an
outrageous pretention', by which the victims of these events are sacrificed on the altar of
the philosophical word game reflected by the notion of 'incommensurable observation
languages'. At the same time, a positivist ritual should be avoided as well: sacrificing

public interests on the altar of an impossible scientific certainty (Jasanoff, 1990:250).
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The solution I propose as a way to tack between these extremes is to regard
'simple' knowledge claims, as indicated in table 2.3.1, as relatively stable. This starting
point is, however, insufficient to solve a complex controversy. First, knowledge will
probably not be complete. Second, knowledge elements have to be combined and
organized into a complete evaluation. So in a controversy, the real problems will probably
arise at a higher level: the way actors, given a basic set of 'robust' knowledge elements
and a basic linguistic/logical structure, create an overarching picture to 'make sense of the
situation' (Grin and van de Graaf, 1996:77) or to give 'meaning...to physical and social
realities' (Hajer, 1995a)".

Figure 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 reflected this structure. In simple problems, actors will
agree on a large number of'robust knowledge claims'. But in disputes of high complexity,
such as on the theme of'toxification', this number will probably be rather small. There are

Figure 2.3.2: The status of knowledge in simple problems

'Real World' 'Observa- For relatively 'simple', well-
a (=b) tions' structured and static problems the

hypothesis that the observation
language is commensurable results
in the situation that 'observers' seeReal World
virtually the same 'observations'.
Knowledge related to such simple
problems has a high frame-related'Real World' 'Observa- robustness.

b (=a) tions'

Figure  2.3.3:  The  status  of  knowledge  in  complex,  dynamic  problems

'Real World' a
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the hypothesis that the observationO                      'Observa- language is commensurable leads to0                   tions'

e                                                 just a few knowledge claims that have
-                                                                a high frame-related robustness.

' Different 'observers' supplement theseCommon elements in
Real World  , .Real World' a and b 0 common accepted elements to

different pictures of the 'real world' in
1 -...m- relation to:

L.*/   e        )      C ·Observa- ) - differences in defining the problem
0tions'I      - social underdeterminacy and path-

*                            dependency
'Real World' b - trans-science
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also 'soft facts': knowledge claims that are easily deconstructable and that appear as
contradictory certainties in the controversy. An actor combines this information into an
overarching picture that makes sense of the situation on a higher level. In literature this
higher level is labelled with terms such as 'belief system', 'frame', 'schema', 'perspective',
etc.; (for a review of terms see Hisschemdller, 1993:207). This higher level will probably
also determine to a large extent how 'soft facts' are interpreted and used. It further
determines how relevant the information given by the 'robust claims' is. The degrees of
freedom in this structure are further limited because I assume that actors use an identical
basic observation language and basic logic for making scientific analyses.

However, it is possible and even likely that different actors will attribute a
different meaning to the more overarching, often abstract terms and metaphors that they
use to organize their ideas on the higher level. It has to be noted that most authors oppose
the idea that one frame is as good as any other. Guba and Lincoln (1989:143) oppose the
use of incomplete, simplistic, uninformed, internally inconsistent'malconstructions'. Sch6n
and Rein (1994:44) mention coherence and fruitfulness as desirable characteristics,2.
However, as with Kuhn's paradigms, the task of formulating objective criteria for a choice
between belief systems or frames has all too often proved too formidable'3. What remains
is the demand of virtually all authors that such a belief system or frame should be
consistent if it is evaluated in its own terms.

The above analysis indicates under which conditions a knowledge claim can be
considered robust. First, the knowledge claim must show frame-related robustness. This
means the knowledge claim must have an equal meaning and must be equally interpreted
in all frames relevant in the debate at stake. Second, the knowledge claim must show
scientific robustness. This means that, given a world view of a specific frame, the claim
must not be plagued by uncertainty (or even ignorance) in traditional scientific terms.
Often, scientific robustness and frame-related robustness go hand in hand. As
demonstrated by Collingridge and Reeve (1985), in the heated ('overcritical') situations of
frame conflict, only scientifically robust facts will survive. On the other hand, in situations
where actors share similar frames, they won't be motivated to attack even knowledge
claims that are scientifically not robust, giving such claims an image of apparent
robustness. This brings me to the drivers behind framing and views on frame conflict,
which will be discussed below.

2.4    Views on frame conflict and its drivers

2.4.1 Introduction

Before analysing the drivers behind framing processes, we should be aware of the fact that
these drivers may not be easily recognised in practical policy controversies. Actors don't
act in a vacuum, but in situations of interdependence. In the course of the controversy,
actors will probably take the (expected) actions of their competitors into account. In other
words, an actor will display strategic behaviour. Apart from the underlying construction
by which an actor defines his problem and preferred solution ('what he really wants'),
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when choosing his behaviour ('what he does') an actor will also take into account his own
strategic options and the expected (strategic) behaviour of other actors (see e.g. Godfroy,
1981; Weterings, 1992). One of the main conclusions of Weterings' thesis was that the
simple desire to secure influence in a decision making process formed an important driver
for public groups to envision certain environmental risks as more serious than they really
may have felt (Weterings, 1992). Views that essentially rest on purely financial interests
may well be 'sold' as being driven by a certain belief system. In sum, when analysing con-
troversies it has to be taken into account that what an actor says (or even does) will not
always reflect the real driving factor behind the construction he puts forward. It is a
strategiz,ed version of his underlying view of the situation.

However, solutions to environmental controversy will probably be more effective
if they address the real drivers rather than the strategized pictures. Literature provides
three mainstream ways of explaining why actors choose to construct in one way or
another. Those explanations are (e.g. Hajer, 1995a):

-         constructions are a function of basic values and interests;
-         constructions are a function of basic belief systems;
-         constructions are a function of discourse.

The following sections address these theories in more detail. In each section, I will
summarize the theory, review the arguments of a number of its critics and give a
preliminary assessment of the usefulness of the theory as a means to describe my cases
on chlorine and PVC. In the concluding section I will present my final choice.

2.4.2 Basic values and interests

Traditional approaches to studies of policy making in general use the following line of
thought. Actors' decision making is supposed to start with a clarification of their values,
interests and objectives. After that, the actor makes a rational choice for the best
alternative available, i.e. that is most in his interest, taking into account all relevant factors
(e.g. Grin and van de Graaf, 1996).

It was recognised early on that comprehensive rationality was a utopian assump-
tion. More sophisticated versions of interest-based theories now start from the assumption
that rationality is more likely to be bounded than comprehensive (Simon, 1957; Ulen,
1990). Including all relevant factors in a decision making process leads to such com-
plexity, that a decision maker is simply unable to handle it. In the case of bounded
rationality, making choices is characterized by an evaluation of a selection of alternatives,
a selection of consequences in relation to a selection of objectives. The boundaries of
rationality are reflected by the goals set by the actors, directing their perception of reality
and selections they take into account. In this view, an environmental controversy is a clash
between actors or coalitions of actors with different interests or values (and thus
objectives). Studies by Nelkin ( 1984) and Mazur (1981) in particular mention interests and
basic values as important explanations for environmental controversy.
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This 'simple interest model' has been criticised by a number of authors, most
notably Schwarz (1987; 1992). His main concern is that the model does not explain where
the interests come from. This is a particulary important question in the bounded rationality
model since - according to Schwarz - it can be accused of circular reasoning. The model
states that an actor selects alternatives, consequences and objectives that he uses to
evaluate what is in his interest...using a 'window' determined by his interest. Second, it
does not take into account that in political decision making choices have to be justified
in terms of reasons and acceptable meanings. Third, it sees rationality as independent of
its social context and thus does not allow for multiple rationality. Fourth, the model does
not allow for different cognitive perspectives within which 'interests' and 'problems' are
given a meaning. Sabatier had earlier mentioned a related concern: '[i]nterest models must
still identify a set of means and performance indicators necessary for goal attainment; this
set of interests/goals, perceived causal relationships, and perceived parameter states con-
stitutes a "belief system"' (Sabatier, 1987:663). Hajer (1995a) also thinks that interests can
not be taken as given a priori. In his view, they are constituted through discourse. The
emergence of new discourses may alter perceptions of problems and possibilities. SchOn
and Rein (1994:29) state that 'it is the frames held by the actors that determine what they
see as being in their interest and, therefore, what interests they perceive as conflicting.

Their problem formulations and preferred solutions are grounded in different problem-
setting stories rooted in different frames that may rest, in turn, on different generative

metaphors'.
In my opinion, there may be cases where direct interests are the best and only way

to explain the position of actors in a controversy. There seems to be little problem in
explaining pure NIMBY (Not In My BackYard) conflicts in terms of affected interests:
in a pure NIMBY situation an actor has no problems with a certain technology in general,
but he simply doesn't like the related nuisance in his backyard (de Jong, 1996)14. However,
I agree with the authors cited above that there are also situations where interests are too
vague or too complex to serve as an adequate explanation of an environmental
controversy.

2.4.3 Belief systems

A second theoretical line argues that actions and perceptions of actors are a function of
basic belief systems or deeper cultural biases. Authors like Fischer (1980; 1995), Sabatier
(1987) and Schon and Rein (1994) present such belief systems as layered. In line with the
division made by Kuhn and Lakatos between 'paradigm' or'hard core' and 'normal science'
or 'protective belt', the belief systems are assumed to consist of a 'central' level, that is
fairly resistant to change, and a 'softer' surrounding belt. Broadly speaking, all these
authors place elements such as the value systems and perceptions and preferences about
the social order on the central level, and the choice for specific policy measures on the
lower level. See table 2.4.2. The added value of Fischer's division is that his layers are

logically linked in an argumentative chain. Any technical verification needs a situational
valuation (i.e. judgement whether it was the right tool for the right problem). Something
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is seen as a problem on the basis of system vindication, which itself is steered by rational
choice. Fischer's system is thus somewhat more operational when it comes to checking or
analysing the internal consistency of a belief system in its various layers.

Several authors use cultural theory to explain the source and characteristics of
such belief systems (e.g. Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982; Thompson, 1984; Schwarz, 1987,
Schwarz and Thompson, 1990; Thompson et al., 1990; Schwarz, 1992 and 1993). In a
nutshell, cultural theory states that three active ways or life can be discerned in society,
each having their culturally biased view of reality. This bias is mainly related to the
management strategy chosen to match (human) needs and (natural) resources. Each of
theses biases has a number of general characteristics. With the aid of these characteristics
it is possible to analyse, probably in advance, how the (three) main belief systems that
clash in a specific policy debate will be structured (e.g. Hoppe and Peterse, 1993; van
Asselt and Rotmans, 19951 and 1995b). Box 2.4.1 reviews cultural theory.

Based on the assumption that controversies are mainly driven by differences in
belief systems, Sabatier argued that policy change is best analysed as a struggle between
competing 'advocacy coalitions' (see figure 2.4.1). Advocacy coalitions operate in a certain
policy subsystem or area (e.g. air pollution control) and are made up of people from
various organizations who share a set of normative and causal beliefs and who often act
in concert. The outcome of the struggle between these coalitions is determined by two
factors. First, there is the relative strength and influence of each coalition. Second, there
is the strength of the argument in political debate. Sabatier states that 'actors holding
blatantly inconsistent or unsubstantiated positions will lose credibility' (Sabatier,
1987:669). External events, such as changes in the socio-economic conditions, changes in
the governing coalition and policy decisions and impacts from other subsystems, can have
a major influence on the power and resources of an advocacy coalition. Sabatier is rather
pessimistic about a fruitful solution of conflict between advocacy coalitions when
differences at the core of the belief system are at stake. Respective adjustment of views
through learning processes will then prove too difficult. The tendency will be for each
coalition to talk past the other, resulting in a 'dialogue of the deaf until external conditions

dramatically alter the power balance within the subsystem (Sabatier, 1987; Sabatier and
Jenkins-Smith, 1993).

Approaches based on policy belief systems in general, and the work of Sabatier
more specifically, have been criticized for a number of reasons. Sabatiers' methodological
publications display no explicit attention to the possible existence of multiple problem
definitions, differences in logic, etc., that constructivists have tried to make so clearly
visible in their case-study research. This led to the criticism that Sabatier took a strong
rationalist approach to cognitive change (Hajer, 1995a). However, this does not affect the
structure of his analysis of policy conflict. A more general critique of theories based on
belief systems is that - apart from cultural theory - no theory explains the origins of these
beliefs. Indeed, when we look at figure 2.2.2, this approach to explaining framing
processes focuses solely on the observer. It does not take other elements or relations in
this figure into account.
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Figure 2.4.1:    A general model of policy evaluation focusing on competing ad„ocao·
coalitions within policy belief systems (from: Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith,
1993)
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Furthermore, belief systems are held to be too rigid. Cultural theory may be most explicit:
all  people are believed to be bound up in one of the cultural biases (Schwarz and Thomp-
son, 1990). This leads to the simple counter-argument that this is apparently not valid for
the anthropologists who study them (Rip, 1991; for further critique on cultural theory, see
Trisoglio, 1995). Further, as shown by e.g. van der Sluijs (1997) and van Eijndhoven and
Groenewegen (1991), experts have been very flexible in changing their policy advice
under changing conditions, which does not point to a basic, unchangeable belief system.
Finally, Hajer (1995a) remarks that this approach underestimates the role of language as
an instrument that can form and shape beliefs.

Despite these critics, approaches based on policy belief systems still have their
merits. They are widely and successfully applied in policy studies. A particularly valuable
element is the notion that belief systems are layered. It seems not unlikely that there is a
'central' belief, supported by all kinds of operational arguments, which can be quite easily
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Box 2.4.1: Cultural Theory (Thomspon et al, 1990:15).  Each of the five
ways of life develop their own biases with regard

The advocates of Cultural Theory argue that there to their 'myth of nature', how they prefer to match
are two dimensions of sociality by which an needs with resources and their preferences in
individual's involvement in social life can be dealing with blame, risk, economic growth, etc. In
described: group and grid. Group refers to the fact, this version of cultural theory claims that

extent to which an individual is bound in a unit. there are only a limited number of ways to
Grid refers to the degree to which an individual's structure the central in belief systems. The
life is determined by external prescriptions. By characteristics are shown figure 2.4.2, since the
varying the group and grid position, five forms of fatalists and hermits are assumed not to par-
social organization can be described in all. Strong ticipate in policy debates, their characteristics are

group boundaries with minimal prescriptions regarded as less relevant (e.g. WRR, 1994; van
produces egalitarian social relations. Hierarchical Asselt and Rotmans, 1995a).
relations are the result of strong group boundaries Thompson et al. argue that a way of life is a
and strong binding prescriptions. An individual dynamic process. It constantly has to generate
social context applies when there is neither group within itself the convictions and behaviour that will

incorporation nor prescribed role. In this case, all hold   it together. Figure   1   shows 12 possible
boundaries are provisional and subject to transitions for individuals to choose another way
negotiation. Those who are subject to binding of life. Describing it a bit like a paradigm shift,

prescription and are excluded from group Thompson et al. (1990:71) argue that such
membership can be characterized as fatalists. changes will occur if individuals experience
Finally, for a few there is a fifth possible way of enough surprises: anomalies that indicate that
life: the hermil who escapes from coercive or their myths of nature do not match reality. Such
manipulative social involvement altogether

Table 2.4.1: Biases  in  cultural  theon'

Secust Individualist Hiemrrhist

Wolid view
Idea of nature Accountable Skill-controlled cornu- Isomorphic nature

copia
Myth of nature Nature Ephemeral Nature Benign Nature Perverse/tolerant

Concept of hunian Born good. malleable Self-seeking Sinful

nature
Needs & resources Can manage needs Can manage needs and re-Can manage resources

but not resources Sources but not needs

Management style Preventive Adaptive Control
Attitude to nature Attentive Laissez-faire Regulatory
Attitude towards Construct egalitarian Channel rather than Restrict behaviour
humans society change
Attitude to Need-reducing Manage needs & re- Increase resources

needs/resources strategy sources to limits of skills
Economic growth Not preferred Preferred: aim to create Preferred: aim to create

personal wealth collective wealth
Risk Risk-averse Risk-seeking Risk-accepting
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surprises will occur, since each myth of nature is life is dominant, it is bound to miss opportunities
a partial representation of reality. A minimum and will stumble into undetected pitfalls: it rejects
precondition for the stability of a way of life is, the insight and wisdom of the competing ways of

therefore, that it receives positive feedback from life. As one way stumbles, the path is cleared

the above-mentioned biases. If not, a way of life forthe excluded ways to have their try. On a
will lose the competition with the others. They macro level, a policy structure that is able to
further claim that a certain stability in the form of include the wisdom of each way of life will
a limited number of ways of life throughout probably make fewer blunders than monolithic

history and between countries can be indicated: competitors. 'Governments need not let a
if positive feedback was not necessary, or the thousand flowers bloom, but they may do well not
number of viable combinations was endless, to nip any of the five cultural biases in the bud'
'human history would be so chaotic as to be (Thompson et al., 1990:97). In brief, here also we

virtually unknowable. Patterns of behaviour would see a positive feedback system that prevents
die off almost as quickly as they arose' extinction of any of the five viable ways of life.
(Thompson et al., 1990:67). In their terms: the This is called the requisite  variety  condition.

compatibility condition of positive feedback can In brief, cultural theory argues that there are

explain the impossibility theorem that more than three experiencable patterns of social relation-

5 viable ways of life are not possible. ships: ego-focussed networks, egalitarian bounded

The five ways of life can not exist in isolation. groups and hierarchically nested groups. There

Despite their competition, each of the four ways are two further experiencable positions: invol-

of life discussed [the five excluding the hermit] untary exclusion from all these organized patterns
does something vital for the others that they can't (fatalism, with imposed relations) and voluntary
do for themselves (the hypercycle phenomenon). withdrawal (the hermit). The overall picture is a

Each way of life is unstable in itself, but the total five-fold, self-organizing system. But it is not the
is coherent. Ways of life thus lurch back and forth pattern that organizes the people, but the other

between contradictory forces. There is permanent way around. In seeking to make sense of their

dynamic imbalance. The basic point is that if at lives, people inevitably organize themselves into

a given moment one of the three active ways of patterns that enable them to do so.

Figure 2.4.2: Group-grid typology

Grid
+

ineffectuals Hierarc 

Group  
Individualists Sectists
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Table 2.4.2: Levels of framing (continued on next page)

Author Schbn and Rein (1994)
Type
Low level/concrete Policy Frames

1 ) policy practices, such as regulations. screening, and
verification:

2) policy itself, conceived as a set of rules, laws,
prohibitions, entitlements or resource allocations;

3) the policy making process. including its debates and
struggles;

4) the particular positions and accompanying argu-
ments held by advocates and opponents in policy
debates and struggles

Intermediate level Institutional action frames
5) the beliefs, values and perspectives held by articular

institutions and interest groups from which
particular policy positions are derived

High level/abstract Metacultural frames
6) the broadly shared beliefs, values and perspectives

familiar to the members of a societal culture over
long periods of time. on which individuals and
institutions draw in order to give meaning, sense.
and normative direction to their thinking and action
in policy matters.

Note: in all cases except for Schon and Rein it is assumed that frames on an abstract level are
difficult to change
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Sabatier (1987), Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith Fischer (1980 , 1995)
(1993)

Secondan' aspects First order: Technical and situational

Instrumental decisions and information verification
searches necessary to implement policy core. Is a) Technical verification. Evaluating
specific to the area of interest. Moderately easy efficiency and efficacy of means-end

to change. Examples: chains in realizing the objective.
-  most decisions concerning administrative Causal nature of argument

rules, budgetary allocations, disposition of b) Situational verification. Defining the
cases, etc. problem in the situation under

- information concerning program scrutiny and validating objectives,
performance, the seriousness of problems. means and ends as contributing to
etc. reduction the problem as perceived

Near Policy core through second-order values and

Fundamental policy positions concerning the perceptions and in terms of their
basic strategies for achieving normative axioms impact on social reality. Thus a
of deep core. Applies to policy area of interest meaning is attributed to policy

(and perhaps a few more). Change is possible objectives, ends, and means,

it experience reveals serious anomalities
- proper scope of governmental versus market

activity
- proper distribution of authority among

various units
Second  order: system vindication and

-  identification of social groups whose rational social choice
welfare is most critical

c) System vindication. Value systems
-  desirability of participation by various and perceptions are vindicated in

segments of society terms ot their contribution to the
preferred social order. Henneneutic

Deep (Norniative) Core interpretative
Fundamental normative and ontological d) Rational social choice. Discussing
axioms. Is a part of basic personal philosophy; preferences about the social order that
applies to all policy areas. Change is akin to are supposed to be affected by the

religious conversion. Examples: policy. Nonnative-ontological
ideas about the nature of man

- relative priority of various ultimate values:
freedom. security. power, knowledge,
health, etc.

- basic criteria of distributive justice: whose
welfare counts ? Relative weight of self,
primary groups, etc.
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replaced by other arguments that still serve that same belief. This may explain the
flexibility observed by van der Sluijs (1997) and van Eijndhoven and Groenewegen
(1991). To what extent I prefer belief systems to interests and the discourse analysis
approach presented below, I will discuss in the final section of this chapter.

2.4.4 Discourse

A third approach has been proposed most eloquently by Hajer (1995a). His so-called
'argumentive approach' assigns a central role to discourse. This follows logically from
Kuhn, who emphasized the importance of lexicon and taxonomy as a source of the
creation of incommensurable phenomenal worlds. Such a discourse is defined as a specific
ensemble of ideas, concepts and categorizations that is produced, reproduced and transfor-
med in a particular set of practices and through which meaning is given to physical and
social realities. In a discourse, so-called story-lines play a central role. They act as
metaphors that reduce the interdisciplinary scientific (over)complexity of most
(environmental) issues, and thus make it possible to 'understand' the full extent of the
issue. A story-line provides the narrative that allows people to illustrate where their work
fits in the whole puzzle. They help to construct the problem, but also help to create a
social and moral order in a given domain. SchOn and Rein had previously also emphasised
the importance of metaphors and story-lines as devices by which actors could make 'sense
of the world' (SchOn, 1983; Schan and Rein, 1994). However, unlike Hajer they seem to
base their 'problem setting stories' to a large extent on the belief systems people share
(Hajer, 1995a:62).

In contrast to the approach based on belief systems, Hajer assumes that people
have rather vague, unstable and contradictionary 'value positions'. New discourses may
alter existing cognitive commitments and thus influence the values and beliefs of actors,
for instance because new story-lines create new cognitions that may give people a new
idea about their potential role and the possibilities for changes.

The approach conceives politics as a struggle for discursive hegemony, in which
actors try to secure support for their definition of reality. The conflict is about the mean-
ing of social and physical phenomena. Hajer argues that this struggle for discursive
hegemony takes place between coalitions of actors. He calls them 'discourse coalitions',
which he defines as a set of story-lines, the actors who utter those story lines and the
practices in which this discursive activity is based. Story lines are seen as the binding
element that holds the members of the discourse coalitions together. But unlike the case
of advocacy coalitions for instance, the reasons for this attraction can vary considerably.
The power of story lines is based on the idea that they sound right: they must be plau-
sible, there must be trust in the people who utter them and their practices and they must
be acceptable for the individual's own discursive identity. Further, their power rests more
on their multi-interpretability than their internal consistency. The struggle for hegemony
takes place in the context of existing institutional practices. However, institutions such as
science, policy making or democratic procedures do not determine the process: they need
discursive 'software' to operate and produce effects, which is the reason why Hajer assigns
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a central place in his analysis to this software. A discourse is seen as hegemonic if two
conditions are met: discourse structuration and discourse institutionalization. Discourse
structuration takes place if the credibility of actors requires them to draw on the ideas,
concepts and categories of a given discourse. In that situation, actors are thus virtually
forced to formulate their arguments making use of the framework of the hegemonic
discourse. Discourse institutionalization takes place if the related theoretical concepts are
translated into concrete policies and institutional rearrangements.

Hajer's discursive approach was recently developed and, up to now, hardly any
critical analyses have been published. At first sight, Hajer's approach seems very appea-
ling, since it focuses on so many elements that intuitively play a main role in day-to-day
politics: the frequent use of metaphors or story-lines to reduce the complexity of issues
and the statement that the power of story-lines hinges on their plausibility (rather than
their 'proven' truth), the trust in the advocates of these story-lines, and their acceptability
for an indivdual's own discursive identity. Further, it also can't be denied that new story-
lines can help to create new ways of looking at a problem, new ways for finding solutions,
and new ways to position actors as responsible or irresponsible' 5. However, the
argumentative approach probably also has its limits. It tends to give an explanation on the
level of fairly superficial, probably incoherent sets of buzz-words that help to shape a view

of reality. But as Sabatier, among others, has pointed out, important and lengthy
controversies will most probably involve well-informed, skilled representatives of each
actor coalition and in that case one may expect a more coherent and profound position
than can be reflected by a simple, incoherent set of story-lines. As Hajer has indicated
elsewhere (Hajer, 1995b), after conceptualising the problem with a set of story-lines,
practical solutions have to be implemented. It seems likely that metaphors will be tested
severely in this implementation process. An actor coalition may find out that the
metaphors do not after all reflect the interests and beliefs they have shaped in words. In
the implementation phase, any incoherence in story-lines may be uncovered, leading to a
loss of their 'plausibility'. And finally, it may appear that a story-line is simply
incompatible with the real world when one tries to implement it. Furthermore, Hajer
leaves open to a large extent the question of how people evaluate whether certain story-
lines are 'acceptable for the personal discursive identity'. One could argue that it is
precisely here that (e.g. cultural) belief systems could have an important role.

2.4.5 Conclusion: knowledge and frames in controversies

When comparing interests, (cultural) belief systems or discourse as drivers behind conflicts
and related construction processes, they probably all have a certain value, depending on
the specific conflict that has to be explained.

At this stage, I will refrain from making a clear choice. Interests may not be the
dominant driver for all actors. However, it cannot be ruled out that it may be the best
explanation in some cases. In this respect, there undoubtedly exists an important link
between interests, belief system and discourse. A good example can be cited from a book
edited by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1993). In one chapter, these two editors try to
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explain the behaviour of a certain actor. They openly indicate that one of the editors
(Sabatier) in that case favoured an explanation based on belief systems, while the other
(Jenkins-Smith) preferred interests. An analysis by Huigen (1995) is also noteworthy in
this context. He argues that at the start of a conflict actor coalitions mainly react on the
basis of vague beliefs. But once the conflict develops, actor coalitions start to understand
what the conflict is about, and from that moment on it is just a matter of power play to
get what they want. In Huigen's view, the latter phase may possibly be better explained
on the basis of interests than beliefs or discourse.

Rather than trying to solve these 'chicken-and-egg' problems, for the time being
I opt for a rather pragmatic solution. I don't make a choice between the various
explanations, but simply stick to the use of a rather descriptive model. I do, however, start
from the position that a frame, whatever its origin, must in any case be judged on its
internal consistency. Inspired by the notion that such frames are layered, I have chosen
Fischer's model to describe those frames. Of the models presented, Fischer's model seems
to be the most well-elaborated tool to articulate the underlying arguments and the internal
relations within frames. Fischer's model stems from one of the protagonists of the
argumentative approach in policy analysis, and may therefore be rooted in approaches
related to belief systems and discourse. However, it is clear that even someone who
mainly acts on the basis of interests must be able to defend his position with a logic that
is not only based on self-interest.

2.5 Decision making in fmme conflict

2.5.1 Introduction

Having explained the approach adopted here to analyse differences in frames in
environmental controversies, the question remains how society should deal with such
conflicts in order to make 'good' decisions. This implies that I need to formulate a set of
criteria that reflect 'good decision making'. Before dealing with this question, I will first
briefly discuss decision making situations in general.

Various authors have tried to define attributes of a decision making structure that
determine the best 'recipe' for dealing properly with differences in the views of those
involved in the process. I have drawn upon Diepenmaat (1997), Dunn (1981), Mayer
(1997), Guba and Lincoln (1989), Teisman (1995) and Hisschemdiller (1993) These
attributes are listed in table 2.5.1. The table does not pretend to be complete, but at least
covers various main aspects.

A first group of attributes relates to the scientific-philosophical position one
adopts. As shown in section 2.2., there are roughly three possible positions with regard
to the ontological and epistemological basis of choice: there is one, directly accessible
world; Nature is not accessible but only a mixed Nature-Culture; Nature is entirely a
construct. Closely related, but not necessary fully determined by the scientific-
philosophical position, is the way that one assumes rationality can contribute to the
decision-making: comprehensive, bounded or biased, and unknowable.
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A second set of attributes has to do with who is involved in the decision making,
and how one sees the decision making process: 1) as a phased process, with one central
actor; 2) as a network process, in which a large number of actors can make their own
choices and the overall success depends of the coherence of those individual choices, and
3) as a 'garbage can', in which solutions, problems and policy makers live a life of their
own and decisions are only made if they are linked by a coincidental 'window of
opportunity' (Kingdon, 1984; Teisman, 1995; de Bruijn and ten Heuvelhof, 1991;
Glasbergen, 1995). Finally, it is relevant whether one assumes actors have relatively stable
views, positions and beliefs, or uncoordinated 'value positions' (Hajer, 1995a).

A third group of attributes has to do with the problem itself. The problem may be

complex and abstract, or simple and concrete. Further, in a multi-actor environment the
extent of agreement between actors on a certain way of framing the problem is relevant.
As I indicated in section 2.3, complex problems probably suffer more from differences in
framing and uncertainty in knowledge than simple ones.

A final attribute is a normative point: the importance one attaches to a truly
democratic decision making process. One could also reason in more Macchiavellian terms:
views or frames only count if they are aired by the powerful.

Table 2.5.1. indicates that by choosing different positions on each of these
attributes, in theory over 400 different decision making situations can be distinguished.
Of course, in practice the number of realistic situations will be smaller, since several
attributes are partly interrelated (e.g. in the case of one dominant actor agreement on
frames will be rather unimportant). In most cases, reviews of decision making procedures
are restricted to an elaboration of about four typical approaches, which I will discuss
below.

Table  2.5.1:  Some attributes that influence views on decision making procedures

Attribute No. of Possible positions
options

Ontology, epistemology 3 Positivist / Constrained relativist / Relativist

Rationality 3 Comprehensive / Bounded / Impossible
Decision process 3 Phases, single actor / Network decisions / Flow. garbage can
Frame of an actor 2 Consistent / Vague, changing
Problem complexity 2 High / Low
Agreement on frames 2 High / Low
Role of democracy 2 Important / unimportant
Number of situations 432

2.5.2    Four main approaches to decision making

Four typical main approaches to decision making are listed in table 2.5.2. I have also
chosen to include the traditional model of decision making, since it is the dominant way
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of problem solving in the sciences and therefore plays an important role in environmental
problem solving too. I added three models discussed by Hoppe and Peterse (1998) since
these three models produce rather different views on what should be the basis or the result
of decision making (see also: Dryzek, 1993; and Mayer, 1997). Taking them to their
extremes, one is happy with continued frame conflict; the other merely wants to solve the
problem based on the actor coalition's perceptions and doesn't care about rationality; and
the last tries to combine some rationality and quality checks with genuine attention for the
democratic character of frame conflict': The basic characteristics of the four approaches
will be discussed below, including their preferred manner of decision making. For each
approach the elements that constitute 'good' decision making will be organised under the
headings 'process-criteria' and 'product-criteria'. The former relates to the process of
analysis and decision making, while the latter set of criteria relates to the checks on the
quality of the decision itself, or of the frames on which it is based.

Traditional
Traditional decision making often starts from a positivist point of departure, and assumes
comprehensive (or at best: bounded) rationality. The traditional mode of analysis and
decision is characterised by calculation. It is closely related to 'analycentric' decision
making and includes the whole field of approaches based on standardized cost-benefit
analysis, game theory, etc. (e.g. Luce and Raiffa, 1957; Keeney and Raiffa, 1993; Finance,
1986)17. A problem is defined, an analytical tool appropriate for analysing the problem is
chosen, alternatives are generated, and the best alternative is selected. The problem is
solved for once and for all, unless its physical context changes. Scientists play a leading
role. Influence by the public is seen as counter-productive: this can only generate bias and
delays. Process-criteria are relatively unimportant; it is a question of coming to the right
answer in the most efficient way. Product-criteria are most important: the decision must
be based on objective, and right knowledge. Though at first sight this is a typical mode
of problem solving for positivists, as well as those who adhere to a constrained relativist
or a relativist world view, who may accept it under certain circumstances. These
circumstances are that there is consensus on framing the problem and that knowledge is
indeed available to solve the problem in this way. This will often be the case with
relatively simple, not-so-open-ended types of problems (e.g. the optimum place to build
a fire brigade station so that all places in an area can be reached in a minimum of time).

Critical rationalism
Critical rationalism's main point is that all rationality is heavily bounded. It may be
possible to apply a traditional approach to relatively simple problems where any changes
will be minor, but it is impossible in the case of large and complex problems (Baybrooke
and Lindblom, 1963). Various views have been developed on how to deal with this
situation. Here I will stick to Lindblom's solution. First, one should not try to solve
complex problems in one step but follow incremental changes: policy should be developed
in small steps. Second, there should be social variation in policy making, both in time and
in place. At a certain moment, people with differently bounded rationalities (or biases)
should be involved to correct each others biases; in time, the incremental steps should be
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Table  2.5.2. Four modes of decision making

Attlibute Traditional Critical rationalist Strategic Argumentati-
ve/forensic

Ontology. epistemol- Positivist Positivist Relativist/unim- Constrained re-
ogy portant lativist

Rationality Comprehensive Bounded Absent/multiple Multiple

Decision process Phases. single Network decisions Network decision
actor

Frame of an actor Consistent Consistent Vague, changing Consistent
Problem complexity Low (not seen High High High

as relevant)

Agreement on frames  High (or not Low (or not seen Low Low
seen as rele- as relevant)

vant)
Process criteria

openness to frames irrelevant moderately relev. relevant if strate- highly relevant
mutual understanding moderately relev. gic
between actors irrelevant relevant relevant

Product criteria
truth content relevant moderately relev. irrelevant irrelevant

quality/articulation relevant moderately relev. irrelevant relevant

consistency relevant moderately relev. irrelevant relevant

Decision by Calculation No decision, Strategic consen- Mutual learning
'muddling trough' sus

taken by people with differently bounded rationalities as well. 1n sum, large problems, and

probably the related dispute, simply should not be solved (at least not at once). There
should simply be a process, with checks and balances to ensure that all biases have their
say (van de Graaf and Hoppe, 1992). This shows, incidentally, a remarkable parallel with
the way in which some cultural theorists argue. The hierarchists, individualists and
sectists are all plagued by a biased view of the world, and thus only a mix of their views
will cope effectively with reality. If this equilibrium has to be reached in a process of
conflict, so be it: 'Divided we stand' (Schwarz and Thompson, 1990).

Strategic policy making
Extremely formulated, strategic modes of policy analysis take into account frames as long
as they are adhered to by actors who have a de facto veto power in a decision making

process. There is in principle no real quality check: what counts is the (veto) power in
relation to the decision at stake, and thus any view of such actors, however malconstructed

it may be, should be dealt with. However, groups with well-elaborated frames but no
strategic position, can be by-passed. One takes into account those - but only those - groups
that make up part of the network relevant for the overall decision. The main difference
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with the next approach I will discuss is the lack of a quality check, and the exclusion of
non-strategic actors. The main aim is to reach a solution that is societally robust in the
short or medium term; its analytical quality is - at its most extreme - less important.

A rgument(dive/Forensic policy  making
Argumentative and forensic modes of decision making basically take a (constrained)
relativist point of departure. They often combine this with the notion that decision making
processes take place in a network, in which no single actor is powerful enough to force
a decision. The decision making process has to take into account all possible frames in
one way or another. There are, therefore, clear process-related criteria. The process should
be open, all arguments should - initially - be taken equally seriously, and so on. However,
to some extent there is also a quality check. Not any frame, however 'malconstructed' it
is, deserves a place. The minimum demand is that the internal logic is articulated, for
instance via the argumentational model of Toulmin, on which Fischer's layers of framing
are based. Whatever ultimately survives this check deserves to be taken into account,
whoever adheres to that frame. The idea is - much as in critical rationalism - that a
combination or confrontation of different frames leads to the 'richest' solution. The frame
differences somehow have to be dealt with in further steps: either by rational choice, by
political choice, or by a joint learning process leading to a new, richer frame (see 't Hart
and Kleiboer, 1995, and Beauchamp, 1987). This process may lead either to a kind of
consensus or to a few well-elaborated positions that are suitable to bring into the formal
political decision-making fora.

When we review these methods, it is obvious that the traditional model is ill-suited to
dealing with 'messy' problems plagued by frame conflict. Quite a few authors have argued
that in most environmental controversies the say of nature is not deterministic, and that
therefore classical, pre-framed technocratic decision making procedures will fail. These
are unjustified authoritative devices that leave no room for equally justifiable, alternative
readings of the situation (Wynne, 1987 and 1992; Wynne and Mayer, 1993; Hunt, 1994;
Hajer, 1995a). These authors therefore often plea for wider participation in groups that
produce scientific advice or that think about solutions for the problem concerned. Howe-
ver, their main concern seems to be to claim room for those alternative views. In general
they are rather unclear about what say nature has, how this say can be used as a means
of selecting between frames or how any further process should be organised to solve the
controversy (e.g. Wynne, 1992: Hunt, 1994)18. Other authors come up with fairly generic
guidelines: e.g. to accept that values and facts can scarcely be separated and that the aim
should be to search for a robust (Rip, 1986 and 1992) or socially viable (Schwarz, 1992)
outcome, rather than an outcome that reflects a non-existent 'truth'.

My personal preference is the argumentative/forensic mode of decision making,
probably in combination with critical rationalism. This combination pays most attention
to rationality and quality of frames, is open to the situation that different stakeholders

19adhere a different logic, and does not fall back into a cynical, Macchiavellian stance
Next section gives some concrete procedures describing how these modes can be
elaborated.
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2.5.3    Operational procedures for dealing with differences in framing

The early approaches to improving decision making focused on separating 'facts' and
'frames' as far as possible in an adversary procedure, such as science courts and public
courts (see e.g. van Eijndhoven et al., 1979). The drawback of such adversary procedures
is that they tend to make differences in framing very explicit. Rather than trying to
understand each other, actors are encouraged to oppose each other. It is a process that
does not lead to frame reflection, but frame fixation (compare Koppenjan and Termeer,
1996). Rather than even partial consensus this approach leads to counterproductive decon-
structions of competing technical arguments (Jasanoff,  1990). The result is that the choice
between the few remaining positions is now left to the political fora. However, the
context, which in the mean time has become very polarized, has clearly reduced the
chance of reasoned and fruitful decision making.

A second approach is to identify the relevant (generic) positions for framing envi-
ronmental problems, and to use them in scientific advice to produce scenarios for problem
definitions and solutions that can be used as input in a political decision making process.
Through this process, actors producing scientific advice are explicitly invited to base their
work on more than one type of logic. The generic positions are often derived from cultural
theory (e.g WRR, 1994; van Asselt and Rotmans, 1995a). Van Asselt and Rotmans have
used these positions to draft 'utopian' and 'distopian' scenarios for dealing with certain
(environmental) problems, such as global warming and population growth. A utopian
solution combines the expected development scenario with the desired management
scenario of a specific cultural group; a distopian solution combines the expected scenario
of one group with the desired management scenario of an other group. With this
procedure, van Asselt and Rotmans aim to provide input in a policy decision process that
reflects different rationalities and, equally important, to help the different cultural groups
to understand on which points their views differ. The idea of producing a number of
policy scenarios based on differences in logic can also be found in the work of Cramer
(1981) and Hajer (1995a and 1995b). However, rather than using generic positions as a
starting point, they propose constructing the scenarios on the basis of input from experts
who can be identified with different interest groups (Cramer,  1981) or on the basis of the
results of a social inquiry co-ordinated by an independent authoritative agency (Hajer,
1995a).

Finally, other authors try to give explicit guidelines on how robust decisions can
be reached that are supported by the most powerful frame coalitions. This often includes
a negotiation or consultation process. The main differences between authors is how open
or closed they keep such consultation processes. The aim is to trigger a mutual learning
process between actors that sponsor different frames. Though full agreement on the 'hard
core' of frames, for instance, may be impossible to reach, it may be possible to agree on
a number of operational means for resolving the situation. In order to start a learning
process at least three theoretical conditions have to be met. Actors must note that frame
differences exist, that this causes problems, and that they may benefit from at least

partially reframing their views (Koppenjan and Termeer, 1996). The learning process may
be supported by the fact that policy conflicts - unlike most academic conflicts - are situa-
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ted in an institutional context, where the price of inertia and protracted policy stalemate
can be high. Further, actors are often interdependent and can not afford to jeopardize their
interrelationship simply because of a conflict over one single issue (Schon and Rein, 1994;
compare also 't Hart and Kleiboer, 1995). In brief, because of this institutional context the
ingredients for starting frame reflection are present.

In this last approach, a major concern is to ensure that the negotiating and
consultation processes are productive. They should lead to frame reflection rather than
frame fixation. Koppenjan and Termeer (1996) mention a number of aspects that can
prevent such frame fixation. New arrangements or procedural fora can be initiated, so that
the different coalitions get involved in a common undertaking. Since a different 'language'
is most probably used on a frame level, learning to speak the same language is also
important. New, generally accepted actors with new views can be involved in the process,
which forces the existing coalitions to deal with these new views.

Jasanoff (1990) too has made recommendations for ensuring productive
negotiations. In brief, her'negotiated model for regulatory science' states that the scientists
who produce the regulatory advice should interact with a number of other powerful
stakeholders (in her case review committees). The review should not only address

knowledge claims, but also the almost inseparably related social and political values. Only
then is a final proposal put forward to the decision maker. In fact the decision making
process is reduced to formalizing the outcome of the negotiation. Decisions taken after
such a process have a relatively good chance of being robust, since they have already
passed most tests and objections that could be made by the most powerful (and thus
relevant) stakeholders. This model gives the impression of being rather 'closed'. However,
this may very well be explained by the fact Jasanoffs cases studies dealt with procedures
for standard setting of toxic substances, in which she paid particular attention to the
interaction between review committees and scientific advisers.

In their negotiatory model, SchOn and Rein (1994) introduced the figure of the
'designer team'. This is a group of persons capable of shuttling back and forth between the
frames supported by the different stakeholders. Their purpose is to trigger a learning
process called 'frame reflection'. Guba and Lincoln (1989) have introduced a 'fourth gene-
ration evaluator', who basically has to promote similar learning processes. Fourth
generation evaluation starts with identi fying perceptions of reality of different stakeholders.
Evaluation continues by trying to establish the meaning of the policy outcomes within
these perceptions and by creating a forum for negotiation on these outcomes. By this pro-
cess, underlying background theories can be made explicit and discussed. Guba and
Lincoln state that the most fruitful context of this discussion is one ofjoint action. Ideally,
a joint construction is reached that 'feels, sounds, smells' right to the participants. If
consensus can not be reached, the process can at least make clear what the points of
difference are about which further negotiation is required. Guba and Lincoln are quite
explicit about conditions for a successful process. Among these conditions are: that parties
must commit themselves to a position of integrity; must be willing to share power and
have a minimum capacity to communicate; must be willing to change if they find the
counter-arguments put forward in the negotiation process persuasive; and be willing to
reconsider their value positions (Guba and Lincoln, 1989:150).
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2.5.4   Elements in viable solutions

Of course, there has been discussion about which of the approaches presented above is the
'best' way to deal with conflicts rooted in frame differences. Some ideas, particulary those
that suggest simply widening participation in the decision making process. seem to be
rooted in a quite naive belief that by some miracle a consensus solution will pop up on
its own. The differences between the more operational approaches can be described in two
dimensions. These dimensions are:

1.     The role of political fora. Some approaches aim to produce a single robust
proposal through discussion, negotiation and learning processes outside the
political fora, where others aim to produce contrasting scenarios, to be decided
upon in formal political fora;

2.          The extent to which participation in the process of discussion or scenario design
is widened.

Concerning the first dintension, the 'negotiatory models' and 'scenario approaches' are
probably complementary. At least, I see little sense in criticising e.g. Schon and Rein's
'design rationality' approach as Hajer (1995b) has done. Hajer's main concern is that SchOn
and Rein's approach seems too focussed on 'finding the single best solution' and that this
approach falsely assumes that the designer team can take up the central position in
decision making, since society is facing a process of displacement of political decision
making from the politico-administrative centre to various spheres of 'sub-politics' (Beck,
1992  and  1997).  Yet,  in this respect, Hajers' own suggestion of solving the problem
through a social inquiry can hardly be seen as an improvement. If the decisions that are
already 'fixed' in the spheres of 'sub-politics' prevent the fruitful operation of a designer
team, what role is left for the 'central, independent authoritative agency' ? Indeed, how can
this agency ever be labelled authoritative ? How can it ever be independent if 'nobody
stands above...cultural differences' (Hajer, 1995b:29) ? And the claim that Sch in and Rein
focus too much on finding the 'best solution' and place too much faith in rational reaso-
ning does not seem justified. Schtin and Rein show themselves to be keenly aware of the
fact that problems can be framed in multiple, incommensurable ways, and that the role of
objective reasoning has its limits. SchOn and Rein simply opt for a different solution
strategy to Hajer: they try to bring together the groups that adhere to different frames
(which in my view can easily be seen as groups that produce different frames in their
spheres of sub-politics), in the hope that frame reflection will result in a commonly
accepted means of solving the problem. Hajers' social inquiry also brings together groups
with different frames, but uses this input to draft contrasting scenarios that are used as an
input into a parliamentary process ('the re-invention of political choice')21: Of course,
Schon and Rein's approach can be criticized as being too optimistic and hopeful. But
Hajer's solution can also be described as potentially leading to an adversary process that
only results in polarized outcomes, which are difficult to handle in parliamentary politics.
The complementary aspects are also obvious. Negotiation and discussion, provided it takes
place in a productive setting rather than a polarized one, can result in learning processes
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that result in new views and solutions, or at least in the identification of outcomes that are
robust. In the event of continuing disagreement, at least - hopefully productive - input for
formal political decision making has been created.

The second di,nension in which approaches differ concerns the extent of involve-
ment of societal actors. This can be zero, as in the case of the modelling approach of van
Asselt and Rotmans - external involvement is simply mimicked by making 3 sets of
competing analyses using the generic frames provided by cultural theory. It is obviously
assumed that cultural theory will represent a set of frames that is broad enough to cover
the frames present in the real world. Other authors simply bring in - to various extents -
groups present in the real world. Hajer's social inquiry is probably the most open

procedure, where other authors try to make advance selections of relevant stakeholders.
The best solution will probably depend on the situation, where we also have to take into
account a number of common practical paradoxes. Quite often at the start of decision
making processes, when most options are still open, information is lacking about the
consequences of choices (e.g. Collingridge,  1980) - and the interest among public groups
to participate in procedures is often low. At this stage, there may be little alternative but
to use generic frames in modelling exercises. Further, the advantage of such generic
frames is that they may already provide a policy maker with a fast, relatively inexpensive
way to find out what the main bottlenecks in the decision making process will be. At the
same time, the generic frames of e.g. cultural theory may turn out to be too unspecific
when elaborated for a certain problem area. When there are clearly identifiable groups in
society with views regarding the problem area concerned, it is obvious that obtaining an
idea about their frames is necessary at the start of any process. If the number of groups
is very large, a broad procedure such as social inquiry would indeed be appropriate.

2.5.5 Conclusion: reaching robust decisions

My interest in this book is in finding out how robust decisions can be made with regard
to the acceptability of production processes and materials that may cause toxicity
problems. In this section, I will analyse under which conditions the above-mentioned
decision making procedures will result in a choice that will be stable over a considerable
period of time.

First and foremost, such stability is only possible if the choice properly takes into
account the robust knowledge claims and the frames by which the choice will be judged
over a period of. say, the next 20 or 50 years. This implies that the interpretative space
determined by the frames, as we experience them today, will not be enlarged in future.
In other words: the extremes with regard to problem framing should be relatively stable.
If we live in a world where frames continuously develop, and other extreme positions will
be adopted in future, we can simply forget about any robust decisions. In that case, we
do indeed live in a world where knowledge and evaluative paradigms are in a continuous
state of flux, and continuous renegotiation of the choice is necessary (cf. Jasanoff, 1990;
Guba and Lincoln, 1989). But there may be hope that the situation is less flexible: for
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instance, the advocates of cultural theory claim that the hierarchist, sectist and individualist
biases are of all times. Other theorists claim that second-order beliefs are rather stable.

So given a world with relatively stable evaluative philosophies, how can decisions
be made that are relatively stable ? In my view, there are roughly four ways in which the
choice of a management option can be underpinned or supported, with the following
consequences for its robustness.

1.         Choice for the solution accepted in all frames (frame merger)2i

Even if the problem is framed in different ways, actor coalitions may agree that specific
options, if available, are an acceptable solution in each frame. One could see this solution
as ending the discussion by frame merger or frame superimposition. This solution is likely
to be rather robust; it will only be disputed again if the frames of actor coalitions change.
Since second-order frames are held to be relatively stable, options that are genuinely
acceptable for actor coalitions at all frame levels must be robust.

2.      Decision by a robust, decisive experiment (frame competition)
Even if the problem is framed in different ways, actor coalitions may agree that specific
information, if available, can be regarded as important support for the adequacy of one of
the frames. The dispute is solved by frame competition. Obviously, here additional
information can decide between frames and thus support a specific option. This can in
principle result in a robust decision. However, this solution may be not unproblematic. For
instance, Lakatos (1970) and Feyerabend (1988) have shown convincingly that proof that
seems to falsify one of the frames can often easily be ignored by adapting one of the
assumptions in the protective belt of that framen.

3.        Choice for the most reversible solution (frame experimentation)
If no clear, robust alternative can be identified with the approach under  1) or 2), and a
choice remains between options that are equally (un)acceptable from the point of view of
different frames, one could choose the alternative that allows for learning by doing and
steering during future development. I call this solution frame experimentation. This
solution is advocated by a.0. Collingridge (1980) and Thompson (1995)23 This, clearly,
is not a robust decision. However, for the actor coalitions concerned the consequences of
the non-robustness are not so severe.

4.        (Political) choice (frame resignation)
If all the above options are exhausted, there is only one way left to make a choice: via a
socio-political process. Here we end up with power struggles, bargaining, negotiations, etc.
between actor coalitions. A choice made with this approach is likely to be least robust:
any time there is a shift in the power balance, there are new bargaining possibilities, etc.,
an actor coalition will try to re-open the discussion.

To conclude, the most robust decisions will be those based on genuine frame resignation
or frame merger. In the former case a commonly accepted 'truth' is used to force a
decision; in the latter case the differences in framing partially continue to exist, but a
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decision is made that, evaluated from the perspective of each frame, is judged to be
positive. In this approach, the frames have the same function as scenarios for the future
that large companies such as Shell use to judge strategic decisions, and to come up with
relatively robust ones. In all other situations, one can not expect decisions that are
fundamentally robust. The only robustness one can reach is a socio-political robustness,
i.e. fixing the socially determined evaluative framework. It goes without saying that
striving for such socio-political robustness can often be in conflict with a genuine
democratic performance24

2.6 Pmblem definition

2.6.1 Introduction

On the basis of the previous section, I am now able to describe a model that I will use as
a basis for the analysis of case-studies in the following chapters of this book. For a
number of elements, I draw upon the advocacy coalition approach of Sabatier and the
discourse coalition approach of Hajer. I follow their decision to focus on an analysis at
the level of policy areas, and support their choice of analysing the political interplay in
these domains at the level of distinct coalitions. This model also still allows me to
describe the decision making process as a phased process, dominated by a central actor,
and a network process. where the overall decision depends on the coordination between
decisions of single actors. I assume that these coalitions will generally agree on a number
of common, relatively simple 'robust knowledge claims', but may have considerable
differences in their framing of the situation. The controversy is thus rooted in these
frames. The power of an advocacy-coalition depends on their resources and influence, but
also on the plausibility of the narratives related to the frame, and the trust that people have
in the actors that make up the coalition.

1 further adopt the idea that frames are layered: they consist of a 'hard core', that
contains central belief elements and related story-lines, which will be relatively difficult
to change, and 'operational hypotheses', that are more susceptible to change. Since
Fischer's model provides the best anchor point for evaluating the relationship and internal
consistency between frame levels, I will use his approach in dividing frames in layers.

Learning will thus take place relatively easily if it affects mainly the latter aspects.
Furthermore, frame coalitions may be willing to give up some of these second-layer ele-
ments if that improves their relative strength in the debate. To conclude, I will take over
the elements that Sabatier has called 'Relatively stable parameters' and 'External system
events'. Particularly the external system events (changes in socio-economic conditions,
changes in the dominant coalition, and policy decisions made in other sub-systems) may
have an abrupt influence in the domination order in the policy subsystem concerned.

This model, if it is valid, provides a number of anchor points for choosing an ap-
propriate strategy to solve the conflict. I will review the claims on which this model is
based in the next section, in order to formulate a first set of research questions that will
be answered in the rest of this book. On the basis of the results of this evaluation, I
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further seek to analyse to what extent current environmental evaluation methods can
contribute to solving the controversy on PVC and chlorine. I will formulate a second set
of research questions related to this area. Finally, I want to give concrete recommendations
for solving the chlorine and PVC debate.

In the final section I will indicate how these research questions will be answered.

2.6.2 Basic claims and related Iesearch questions

My central claim is that actors in (environmental) controversies have frames that serve as
a device to organise 'robust' and 'soft' knowledge in order to make 'sense of the situation'.
I have assumed that frames consist of a stable 'hard core' and softer 'operational assump-
tions', and have adopted Fischer's model to describe these layers. Further, I did not make
a choice as to what drives the framing process. Therefore, the first research question is:

1.          Is it possible to disceni frame levels  in controversies  ? How  can we specify the
structure of such fra,nes with respect to:
a the characteristics of possible  layers iii a fraine: a 'hard core' and the

'operational assumptions' ?
b.        the driving process behind fraining ?

My second claim is that there is a distinction between 'robust' and 'non robust' knowledge.
Moreover, I have assumed that linguistic incommensurability on a basic level plays no
role in controversies which take place in our time and culture. Though I have refrained
from giving a clear-cut, final definition of 'robust' and 'non-robust', my claim is that such
types of knowledge can be roughly identified by certain characteristics. I have reviewed
them in table 2.3.1. If this claim is true, this can help to identify which types of scientific
statements in general will be taken for 'true' by parties in controversies. It is obvious that
this could be very helpful in designing a solution strategy in conflict situations. In relation
to this claim. it is of course very interesting to analyse whether the environmental
evaluation tools I applied in my cases, like Substance Flow Analysis (SFA), Life cycle
assessment (LCA) and Risk Assessment (RA), indeed generated such robust results.
Therefore the second research question is:

2.         Can robust knowledge claims be identified in controversies, and can therefore the
observation language and basic logic be commensurable ? U yes:
a      do  robust knowledge claims  have specific characteristics ?
b.     to what extent can such robust knowledge claims be identified by the

environmental evaluation tools Substance Flow Analysis (SFA ). Life cycle
assessment (LCA) and Risk Assessment (RA)  ?

The third claim I made is that frames, though they may be partially incommensurable, can
at least can be judged in terms of their frame-internal consistency. The founh, and final
claim I made is that the discussion will mainly concentrate on the way a problem is
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framed. Given the strategies for dealing with frame differences presented in section 2.5,
one could imagine a following structure for decision making:

a.      identify in advance what will probably serve as robust knowledge;
b.      identify in advance what will be the main structure of the frames used by the

different stakeholders, and which elements are part of the 'hard core' and 'oper-
ational layer';

c.     try to predict what points in problem definition, evaluation method, etc. will
probably be the main points of discussion;

d.        search for a robust solution of the conflict by choosing an option that is judged
positive in all frames, or doing research that is seen as decisive in all frames.  If
this is not possible, enter a process of learning by doing or make a choice via a
socio-political process. Such approaches are by definition less robust.

In relation to this suggested procedure, the third question is:

3.        Which elements contribute to and which elements hamper structured decision -
making  in  controversies  ? To  what  extent  can a frame-internal  consistency  be
reached ?

On the basis of the analysis of the controversy, I will give recommendations about how
to deal with this toxicity debate in general and the chlorine and PVC controversy
specifically. These recommendations deal with the central problem I described in the
introduction of this book:

How can decision making be structured in the toxicity debate. in particular with regard
to  PVC  and  chlorine, in order to make choices that will be robust in the long term ?

2.6.3 Report structuir and searrh design

Chapters 3 to 7 of this study will provide the basis for answering the above questions.
They will be reviewed in the concluding Chapter 8. Chapters 3 to 5 form a first section
of the book that mainly concentrates on the use of SFA, LCA and RA as tools to evaluate
the environmental impacts related to chlorine and PVC. Chapter 6 and 7 form the second
section, in which the actual controversy is analysed. In brief, chapter 3 to 7 deal with the
following elements:

-         chapter 3 reviews the available tools for analysing the environmental impacts of
societal activities, such as SFA, LCA and RA. In part on the basis of the ideas of
'robust' and 'soft' knowledge in this chapter, I will select an evaluation procedure
to be applied to chlorine and PVC that is most likely to result in rather robust,
generally accepted knowledge elements;
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-          chapter 4 applies the approach selected in chapter 3 to the Dutch chlorine chain.
For this chain, an evaluation of environmental impacts is given;

-        chapter 5 does the same for the Swedish PVC chain;
-             chapter 6 provides an analysis of the chlorine controversy in the Netherlands. The

analysis covers the period from 1985 until now, which is in effect the entire
period of the controversy. Particular attention is paid to the framing of the
problem by the most important coalitions of actors;

-        in chapter 7, a similar analysis is given for the Swedish PVC controversy.

The information in chapter 3 to 7 will be used in the following way to answer the research
questions:

1. 'Driving process behind and characteristics of frames'
The analysis of the chlorine and PVC controversy in chapters 6 and 7 gives information
about the structure of frames, their development, and the main driving process behind
frame construction.

2.      'Robust knowledge and environmental evaluation tools'
The entire analysis in chapter 3 to 5 is based on the assumption that it is possible to
discern robust and soft knowledge claims in advance. The results of chapter 6 and 7 will
indicate what knowledge claims have survived the deconstruction processes in the
controversy, and thus can be regarded as 'robust'. Combining these two elements of
information may provide an answer to the question whether the observation language and
basic logic is commensurable, and what robust knowledge claims can be identified.
Further, on the basis of the information generated in chapters 3 to 7 the strengths and
weaknesses of SFA, LCA and RA can be evaluated.

3.       'General recommendations to structure decision making'
On the basis of the answers to questions 1 and 2, and the analysis of the controversy in
chapter 6 and 7, general recommendations to structure decision making about
controversies such as those about chlorine and PVC will be given. Chapter 3 identifies
areas in which classical evaluation methods such as SFA, LCA and RA probably give
robust results that are generally accepted. In chapter 4 and 5, an extensive analysis is
given of the questions such approaches could not solve in the chlorine and PVC
controversy. Based on the notion of the necessity of a frame-internal consistency, chapter
4 in particular analyses to what extent elements of these evaluation tools nevertheless can
give some structure to the decision making process.

4.       'Specific recommendations to structure decision making with regard to toxicity
problems, chlorine  and  PV C'

The information about the nature of the conflict generated in chapters 6 and 7, and the
'robust' knowledge used to structure information in chapter 4 and 5, make it possible to
make recommendations on structuring the decision making process in the toxicity debate,
and on chlorine and PVC itself.
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' Lakatos (1970:111) writes: 'Our exposition shows clearly the complexity of the decisi-
ons needed to define the 'empirical content' of a theory - that is. the set of its potential
talsifiers. 'Empirical content' depends on our decision as to which are our 'observational
theories' and which anomalies are to be promoted to counter-examples. If one attempts
to compare the empirical content of different scientific theories in order to see which is
'more scientific'. then one will become involved in an enormously complex and
therefore hopelessly arbitrary system of decisions about their respective classes of
'relatively atomic statements' and their 'fields of application'

-         In his Postscript of the 1970 edition of Structure. Kuhn acknowledged he had used the
word paradigm in two ways. The first meaning was 'general convictions within a group
of scientist'. The second meaning was 'common examples'. Kuhn proposed therefore
two new terms: disciplinan· matnx and exemplars. A disciplinary matrix consists of
the following shared items within a field of science (Kuhn. 19708:234-240: Procee,
1978):
-         definitions of general applied symbols
-       beliefs in certain models
-        values (like consistency, accuracy, etc.)
-          exemplars (or paradigms in the sense of common examples)

According to Hoyningen-Huene (1993) and Hawley (1996). over the years Kuhn
narrows his incommensurability concept mainly to this linguistic incommensurability.
For instance, this is the only type of incommensurability treated in e.g. (Kuhn, 1983)
and (Kuhn. 1991). Earlier. Kuhn also argued that the human world is composed of' the
objects of perception: that people with differently programmed neural-cerebral systems
could react differently to the same stimuli; and that different scientific groups could
therefore see the same phenomena in a different form (Kuhn, 197Oa:248). But the
argument of such changes in the phenomenal world and changes in problems and their
solutions do not play a major role in his later work (Hoyningen-Huene, 1993:213).

4 The literature gives several other examples. Bloor (1983:35) explains that the dif-
terences in the taxonomy in classifying animal kinds in our own society and the Karann
society have nothing to do with a lack of logic among the Karam, as suggested earlier
by Bulmer. Another example  with a similar message is given by Latour  ( 1987)
concerning witchcraft in the Azande society.

Interestingly enough, Kuhn himself acknowledged the resemblance between Lakatos
approach and his own (Kuhn. 1970: 256). The hard core of Lakatos can be compared
with his paradigm, and the protective belt with normal science. Kuhn further indicates
that also in Lakatos' approach it iS the scientific community that has to make quite a
number of (subjective) decisions to choose between competing programmes. and also
states that his own position is less relativistic than his critics believe.

Discussions about such statements were inevitable. A recent example is the critique of
Labinger (1995a and 1995b) on unconstrained relativism, followed by responses of
virtually all main practitioners of social studies of science (e.g. Collins, 1995: Jasanoff,
1995: Taylor. 1995, Fuller. 1995). Labinger's (1995b:292) arguments are the following.
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In his view, (natural) scientific debates in general reach eventually closure, while
debates about science can go indefinitely without any sign of convergeance. He
suggests this seems a reason to take into account at least the 'obvious' explanation -
that scientific culture is more uniform just because it is constrained by Nature. Another
question is that where the outcome of struggles in history without doubt have
intluenced current socio-political structures, this is less obvious for technology: 'To
suggest that. say, if Napoleon had had tanks at Waterloo. contemporary Europe might
look very different, may be reasonable and even convincing. To suggest that if Hobbes
had been more adept at enlisting allies and had won the debate with Boyle we might
not have vacuum cleaners today is considerably less so'.  Fuller ( 1995) agrees  that the
question if all histories would have lead to contemporary science has been under-
addressed by sociology of science, but does not believe in a positive answer. Collins
(1995) simply reacts on Labinger's statements with the remark that 'some scientists ...
have a commitment to a model of reality that makes discussion difficult'.

Although quite a few citations in this section suggest that Latour adheres to an
unconstrained relativist view this does not seem entirely justified. The following quote
is part of a paragraph where Latour (1993b) discusses the philosophical question of
whether things exist if they are not observed. 'Yes, that is what I forgot, the tree that
tumbles down in the forest [when no one is present], does it really exist '7 Sure, but
without us. Adding an observer to the tree, that is not much. it is not even·thi,ig and
not ,iothing. The idealist [constructivist] would like it to be everything. An outrageous
pretention, as if the tree as-it-is would be shaped by the observer, purely with his
intellectual skills. The realist would like it to be nothing. An equally outrageous
pretention, since the tree is transformed by the labelling process, the taking of soil
samples, [etc.]'. Indeed, several figures in Latour's book 'We have never been modern'
come close to figure 2.2.2., which I describe as Kuhnian relativism. Nature and culture
are co-constructed and serve as input for each other (see e.g. Latour,  1987 and 19938).
Latour solves the apparent contradiction in the view that nature is locally (co-)
constructed science but that it appears as universal in character by indicating that this
science has become part of a network of disciplined 'operators'. This creates a situation
where it is possible to 'subscribe' to the network that creates the scientific fact in the
same way as one subscribes to cable TV (Latour, 1993 b:189).

As formulated by SchOn and Rein (1994): 'We must then reluctantly concede that we
have no reasonable basis for deciding among policy frames, all of which may be
internally consistent and compelling in their own terms, and, hence, equally worthy of
choice ... for many philosophers and social theorists. especially those who write with
practice in mind, epistemological relativism is a thoroughly uncomfortable and ul-
timately unacceptable trap'

9 Quite some analysts of environmental and other controversies have noted that
(technical) scientists often over-estimate the reliability of the data they generate, or are
'ignorant about their ignorance' (Ravetz, 1993; Smithson, 1993). The use of methods
developed for a different field of application than in which they are actually used is
seen  as  one  of the sources  of    such - concealed - uncertainty (e.g. Wynne,   1987).
Ironically, quite some analysts of environmental controversies don't seem to hesitate to
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apply the models developed to describe a scientific revolution to the different fields of
environmental controversy. thereby concealing too easily the differences in the situati-
on.

1(} One may even wonder whether this debate can be solved. An excellent example is
provided in the review by Hoyningen-Huene et al. (1996), who considers themselves a
(Kuhnian) relativist, of a book by Howard Sankey, who is labelled a realist, Sankey's book
basically offers a referential approach to the incommensurability thesis, defending
objective theory comparison. Hoyningen-Huene et al. first express their 'disappointment
with Sankey's analysis of the incommensurability thesis; namely its relation to realism'
At the same time, they are prudent. There could be a form of meta-incommensurability
involved, i.e. 'every instance of scientific change can be interpreted from both the realist
and the non-realist perspective, [so that] a rational choice between the position of the
realist and the non-realist cannot be forced through a discussion of particular cases of
theory change'. So when we translate this argument in (possibly too) simple terms, we
seem to end up with a Catch-22 situation: the realist thinks he can develop arguments
against incommensuralism - because he is a realist. The incommensuralist thinks the realist
is wrong, but can't prove that - because he is an incommensuralist.

Obviously, because of my 'tacking between extremes' some will consider me to be an
authoritative technocrat (since I want to use constraints) and others an anarchist (since
there will be situations in which I will not adhere to a single rationality). To those who
fear my constraints will result in technocracy I would like to say: it may well be necessary
to create room for alternative views of environmental problems to those adopted by the
prevailing scientific mainstream (e.g. Wynne and Mayer, 1993). But creating this room by
adopting a position of unconstrained relativism simply backfires: there is no basis for
defending this alternative view as better, and adversaries can say that the environmental
problem as such  is an entirely constructed fairy tale (compare Jasanoff,  1996). To those
who dislike the fact that I don't unconditionally support the search for a single rationality,
I would simply like to ask: have you seen any complex environmental problem in which
science could come up with a single, convincing answer or prediction, which was so
forceful that it ended all societal dispute without the need for real negotiation ? If so. in
what percent of the cases ?

I 2 Referring to March. they also state that 'a speculation is good if it is true, beautiful and
just'. These three criteria are rather difficult to handle, since truth and justness are
precisely criteria that have no value if one assumes inconmensurability.

1
3 This task is referred to as formidable since even for experienced and well-known scholars

in this field, whose work I highly appreciate. this has obviously not been an easy task.
Dunn (1993) includes in his 'truth tests' elements such as 'the achieved or ascribed status
of knowledge producers (e.g., gurus..)'. 'the use of an approved method'. the certification
'by an established belief or doctrine', in sum. all elements of Kuhn's disciplinary matrix.
Dunn's criteria would make scientific revolutions impossible, and the application of these
criteria wouldn't have given Galileo's ideas a chance in his time. I refer the reader to the
enlightening account in which Feyerabend argues that. according to such standards, the
Church in fact made a correct and logical judgement in condemning Galileo's ideas
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(Feyerabend, 1988). The 'Pedigree' component proposed by Funtowicz and Ravetz (1990)
can also be challenged with this argument. An argument of Geurts (1993) illustrates the
same problem: 'forecasts should be based on .. 'state of the art' scientific insights'. He
further adds something that seems a fine piece of circular reasoning: 'The more . accepted
the knowledge system is, the more robust and the less controversial it will be'. Finally.
Hoppe and Peterse (1998) stress judging the quality of arguments, but remain relatively
vague as how to this should be operationalised: 'policy sciences should develop a system
of quality checks for good arguments'.

14 When the opposition is also rooted in concerns about technology in general - situation
termed NIABY (Not In Any BackYard; see de Jong, 1996) - direct interests can not serve

anymore as a sufficient explanation. Another example where direct interests prevail is the
following case. In a study for the Dutch National Hazardous Waste Management Plan, we
produced a Life-cycle Assessment (LCA) that showed a certain separation technology de-
manded much more energy than a competing technology (Tukker. 1996a). As a con-
sequence, Dutch authorities may withdraw the permit for this technology by 2002 (VROM,
1997). The company concerned, which depends for 50 % of its turnover on the technology
in question, reacted vigorously to our LCA. This led to all the processes so well described
by sociologists of science: heading for the weak spots in the argumentative chain.
deconstruction of the argument and the construction of an alternative reading of reality
(compare e.g. Jasanoff, 1990). However, it seems close to ridiculous to explain  this -  or
any similar - conflict in terms of belief systems or discourse rather than interests. By the
way, the LCA in this case survived the pressure, mainly since the debate was about energy
consumption. This is, compared to e.g. toxicity. a rather robust parameter (see next
chapter).

IS

This point can be clearly illustrated by what Hajer calls 'Ecological modernization'. This
concerns the emergence of buzz-words like 'eco-efficiency' in the early nineties, that sug-
gest ecologically-friendly production in industry goes hand in hand with economic
opportunities. As remarked by Bjorn Sigson. president of the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development: 'Since then, a real paradigm shift has occurred. Instead of being
identified as a part of the [environmental] problem, business is now increasingly seen as
a part of the solution' (Stigson, 1998).

I
6 The division in approaches to decision making given here differs from an other popular

classification (e.g. Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982: Hisschemdller, 1993; Groenewegen et
al., 1998). These authors discern two main axis: the extent to which agreement on
values/frames exists, and the extent to which knowledge is certain. This results also in four
modes of decision making, which partially - but not totally - overlap with the modes 1
discern in table 2.5.2.

I 7 Some authors make a distinction between analycentric decision making (strictly based on
the use of calculation tools) and traditional decision making (a bit less restricted to
calculation tools, but still with a main role for scientific research; see e.g. Hoppe and
Peterse, 1998). Since both are based on a strictly positivist approach to science and give
neutral' scientists the central role in the solution process. I found this distinction relatively
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unimportant for the purpose of my book. As a consequence, I grouped these two
approaches under one heading.

1, For instance, it is difficult to imagine what benefits wider participation would have had
in Wynne's much published account of the caesium contamination in Cumbria. UK
(Wynne. 1992a. 1993b and 1996). After the Chernobyl disaster in 1986 it was found that
sheep grazing in the Cumbrian hills ingested too much caesium. Scientists predicted that
within a relatively short period the sheep could safely graze again since the caesium would
immobilize in the soil. But in the end it turned out that they had made the - wrong - as-
sumption that data on caesium behaviour in clay would be valid for the peat ground
concerned in this case. The caesium was more mobile. which was in this case particularly
important since there was an additional uptake route via plants that had to be taken into
account. Of course, this is a classic example of the tacit over-estimation of the importance
and validity of science. But the question of how long the contamination would last had
to be answered, and in this case I don't see that wider participation would have encouraged
scientists to be more critical about their results.

1.) The criteria I use here to select my preferred approach to decision making are quite similar
to the ideas recently published by de Bruijn et al. ( 1998). They also discern a process- and
a product component in decision making. In their view, the process must have been a fair
one (i.e. all relevant frames have been addressed in a transparent way during the process).
the product must be based on robust knowledge (i.e. the plausibility of the knowledge
claims on which the decision rests must be high and difficult to challenge). and there must
be a reasonable support for the final result of the process.

21} In tact. Hajer's proposal is somewhat more elaborate (Hajer, 1995b). The social inquiry
takes place at public request on issues of great public concern. In the first step, through
a social inquiry scenarios are generated for a rather abstract 'Leitbilt' for the field at stake.
'Once a scenario has been agreed upon' (unfortunately. he gives not a single clue as to
how this miracle of consensus can be organized or how an authorized choice takes place
in the event of non-consensus), more concrete, socio-technical solutions are developed.
The preferred solution is chosen by parliament. After that integration in social practices
takes place. and in the end effects are evaluated - once again - by societal inquiry. It has
to be acknowledged that Hajer himself describes these ideas as first attempts and that
elaboration would be a 'subject for another book' (Hajer. 1995a:288)

21 My division roughly follows a proposal of 't Hart and Kleiboer (1995), who distinguish
frame competition (choice on the basis of knowledge), frame resignation (political choice),
frame superimposition (developing an overarching frame that is accepted by all parties)
and frame merger (looking for some common basis between the frames at stake). I left out
frame superimposition, since it comes close to frame merger, I added what I called frame
experimentation: each actor coalition still adheres its original frame. but is willing to enter
a process of learning by doing.

--          A weaker version of this approach is basing the decision not on generally accepted proof
but on the weight of evidence. Obviously, the robustness of a decision based on such
evidence is much weaker.
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'1      Obviously, this rule has its limits. Our world is full of decisions that by nature are
irreversible. All major capital investments fix societies' technical infrastructure for years,
this rule, if applied in an absolutist way. would simply deny the option of making such
investments. Yes. taken to its extremes this rule would suggest avoiding fairly irreversible
actions such marrying and having children. since after all you never know whether your
marriage will end up happy, and you never know for sure whether your child will become
a Nobel prize laureate or end up in jail.

24 For instance, the socio-political robustness may be the consequence of denying the
adherents of one frame access to the decision making process or an overload of input of
knowledge generated by scientists. institutes and methods that have a high status, but
which knowledge is implicitly framed from one perspective. In fact, the main argument
of the Latourian view on knowledge is that knowledge easily becomes 'black-boxed'. i.e.
becomes part of a strong network of scientists, technology, politics, culture, etc. etc.
(Latour, 1987; compare Hughes, 1986). Then, it simply requires a considerable effort to
break down such an existing network and to raise a network in which an other view is
seen as plausible.
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Chapter 3

The toolbox for evaluations of
envimnmental performance

IH]ow much can a human being tolerate ? Ei,e,i small (mimals react very differently: glilliea

pigs. for itistcuice are ten to twenty times more sensitive tha„ mice and three to five thousand
times more sensitive than hanisters. The results for lions are not yet available. elephants are

already being selected...(..)

Acceptable levels certainly fulfill the function of a symbolic detoxification. They are a sort of
tra,iquilizer pill against the mounting new reports on toxins.

Ulrich Beck (1992), Risk Society, Sage Publications, p. 68

A good working definition of a catastrophe is an effect so large that even an epidemiological
study can detect it.

David Ozonoff,
head of the Environmental Health Section, Boston University School

of Public Health, as cited by Wildavsky (1995:254)
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3.1 Intmduction

In chapter 2, I indicated that problems plagued by conflicting frames and great
uncertainty about (scientific) facts can be defined as 'messy'. Such problems are hard to
structure in decision making. Nevertheless. we have to be able to cope with 'messy'
problems in practice. In order to grasp how this can be done, two case studies of
'messy' problems will be studied in this book: the chlorine debate and the PVC debate.

In my view, a good way to start disentangling messy problems is to investigate
whether robust knowledge claims can be identified in decision making processes.
These are claims that are accepted and similarly interpreted in all frames relevant for
the debate. Although the number of robust knowledge claims may be limited they can
at least bring some order to the diversity of arguments put forward in the decision ma-
king process by the various actors involved. Robust knowledge claims should have the
following properties:

- scientific robustness: the knowledge claim must suffer from relatively little
uncertainty or ignorance. Otherwise, it will without doubt be challenged by one
of the adversaries in critical situations (compare Collingridge and Reeves,
1985);

- frame-related robustness: the knowledge claim must be similarly interpreted in
all relevant frames, and thus be commensurable.

In this chapter, I will focus on further elaborating the concept of scientific robustness.
In subsequent chapters (6,7 and 8), I will come back to the identification of frame-
related robustness. My aim here is to review the various evaluation methods used in
environmental decision making to generate (scientific) facts. The analysis will focus on
the extent to which these methods can be called scientifically robust. This analysis will
provide the basis for justifying the combination of environmental evaluation tools
selected in chapter 4 and 5. In theory, the methods chosen will be those that are the
most scientifically robust.

Several types of evaluation methodologies are commonly used, viz. toxicologi-
cal risk assessment (RA), environmental impact assessment (EIA), substance flow
analysis (SFA), material flow analysis (MFA), life cycle analysis (LCA) and environ-
mental monitoring systems. On the basis of these mainstream approaches, probably
dozens, if not hundreds, of concrete scoring methods, evaluation schemes and other
decision support techniques have been developed or applied in environmental policy.
Consequently, only a limited number of methodologies are considered here. This thesis
concentrates on the evaluation of the environmental consequences of (networks of) e-
conomic production and consumption activities. I therefore ignored methods dealing
with, for instance, land use planning, nature conservation, choices with regard to spatial
planning of roads, canals and airports. Such methods are used in various Environmen-
tai impact assessments (EIAs) concerned with land use-related environmental decisions
(e.g. Commissie MER, 1997).
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Various authors have further pointed out that despite their apparent differences
evaluation methods addressing economic activities are more or less structured in a
similar framework. In almost all methods a system definition step can be identified.
This involves the choice of the part of all societal activities to be evaluated. For this
system, inputs, flows and/or outputs are inventoried. This is followed by an interpreta-
lion step'. This step focuses on the indicators that are used to evaluate the impacts
related to the chosen system (see e.g. Heijungs et al., 1992; Consoli et al., 1993,
Gielen and Tukker, 1992; v.d. Voet and Heijungs, 1994a; Tukker and Gielen, 1994c;
Heijungs, 19958; Tukker and Heijungs, 1995a; v.d. Voet, 1996; Tukker and Kleijn,
1997c; Heijungs, 1997). By indicating, for a limited number of the most important
methods, how systems are defined and the interpretation step is structured, it is
possible to give a fairly complete overview of the available spectrum of approaches in
environmental evaluations:

In paragraph 3.2 I briefly address the most important available methodologies.
The main variable dimensions in the system definition are analyzed in paragraph 3.3.
Paragraph 3.4 gives a similar analysis for the interpretation step. Because of its
complexity and importance for this study, the interpretation step for toxic effects is
treated separately in paragraph 3.5. Paragraph 3.6 reviews the toolbox and gives a first
impression of which parts are scientifically robust and which are less robust.

3.2 The toolbox for envimnmental evaluations

The most common tools for environmental evaluations currently applied on a routine
basis are:

-        Life cycle assessment of products (LCA);
-       Substance flow analysis (SFA);
-       Material flow analysis (MFA);
- Environmental monitoring; and
-       Risk assessment (RA).

Each is described here, both in terms of the syste,n to be evaluated and the approach to
be adopted for the interpretation of environmental impacts. Further, I will briefly
address Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Technology assessment (TA).

1.           Life  cycle assessment
System definition: In a life cycle assessment, a product or service function is usually
taken as a starting point. A system is defined for all processes that contribute to the
production, use and waste management related to this function, regardless of their
geographical location or the moment that emissions take place. All emissions and other
environmental interventions from this system are inventoried.
Interpretation: The interpretation step (called Impact assessment) generally involves an
aggregation of emissions into scores on theme-indicators: global warming, eutrophica-
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tion, human toxicity, etc. In several cases, these scores can be compared with the total
scores on these theme-indicators for all emissions in a given area. This normalisation
step permits an analysis to be made of the contribution of the product system
concerned to the total environmental burden in a given area. Sometimes a weighting
step (valuation) is applied to calculate a single score for the environmental impact of
the product system (Heijungs et al., 1992; Consoli et al., 1993; Lindfors et al., 1995;
Guinte, 1995; Udo de Haes, 1996; Herrchen et al., 1997; Udo de Haes and Wrisberg,
1997). Other interpretation methods are based on a somewhat different premise, e.g.
exergy use (including the exergy needed for emission prevention) (Cramer et al., 1993.
Stougie and Dijkema, 1994), avoidance costs (costs to mitigate emissions to a certain
base level),etc. Simpler methods have also been developed. For instance, in Design for
the Environment, where the approach is to think in tenns Of the product life cycle and
calculate 'best guess' scores on general parameters like Material use, Energy use, and
Toxic substance emissions (Kalisvaart and Remmerswaal, 1994; Knight, 1998)).

2.        Substance flow analysis
System definition: In a substance flow analysis (SFA), all flows of a certain substance
through the economy and/or the environment are quantified for a specific year, a geo-
graphical area or sometimes an economic sector (the so-called regional approach). The
world is described in terms of flows (between so-called nodes, which in the economy
are the processes) and stocks. Differences with LCA are that the system is regionally
limited, that time is constrained and that the environmental flows may be included.
However, for some applications different system boundaries can be chosen: in that case
all flows are mapped in relation to a certain process or application (the so-called
functional approach). In this approach the system is in fact chosen in the same way as
in LCA. In most cases, an SFA is strictly limited to a single substance or a related
group of substances.
Interpretation: Van der Voet (1996) has proposed several indicators that can be used to
describe the environmental impact related to a substance. Such indicators include the
environmental accumulation, the relative amount of primary versus secondary flows,
the leakage by life-cycle stage, the economic accumulation and the amount in the
economic cycle versus the natural cycle. SFA has been used in several studies examin-
ing different substances, including nitrogen and phosphorous, heavy metals and
chlorinated hydrocarbons, demonstrating its usefulness as a tool in environmental
policy making (e.g. Baccini and Brunner, 1991; Ayres and Simonis, 1994; Socolow et
al., 1994; Kleijn et al., 1994; van der Voet et al., 1994b; Tukker et al., 1995b, Lassen
et al., 1996 a and 1996b).

3.         Material flow analysis
System definition: As in SFA, material flow analysis can be performed from a regional
or a functional perspective. In general, mass flows of all or a broad set of materials are
followed. This might include products such as air used in combustion processes. In a
regional approach, this can give an insight into the overall anthropogenic flux of goods
through a region (e.g. Brunner et al., 1994; Adriaanse et al., 1997). Economic input-
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output analysis has been proposed by various authors as a technique for incorporating
all societal flows into a comprehensive model (e.g. Idenburg, 1993; Konijn et al., 1993;
Lave et al., 1995). But others have also proposed MFA methods that combine these
ideas with the system definition used in LCA, i.e. a system defined by a function. This
is specifically the case in the MIPS-concept (Material Intensity Per Service-unit)
developed by the Wuppertal Institute (Schmidt-Bleek, 1993). But unlike LCA, no
emissions are inventoried. What is inventoried are all mass flows of materials that enter
the system.
Interpretation: For interpretation the following indicator is used: the total material
requirement (TMR), possibly divided into a limited number of material groups. The
TMR measures the total use of natural resources that national economic activity re-
quires (Schmidt-Bleek, 1993; Adriaanse et al., 1997). The main difference compared
with SFA is that this method does not concentrate on one substance (group), but adds
all materials used to one total figure. The idea behind the method is that the total
material intensity gives an indication of the total environmental impact related to the
function or the region.

4.      Environmental monitoring
System definition: In environmental monitoring systems, like the OECD and Dutch
environmental indicator approaches, the system is geographically limited. In most
cases, the aim is to monitor the total environmental burden in a country. In general,
one is not interested in the relations between the activities in this country, but merely
in the total emissions generated in the area. In most cases, different societal sectors are
distinguished for monitoring purposes, such as agriculture, traffic, industry, consumers,
etc.

Interpretation: For the system interpretation, various types of indicators have been
proposed. The OECD has proposed a so-called Pressure-State-Impact-Response fra-
mework of indicators. Pressure refers to the direct emissions, State to the state (e.g.
concentrations) in the environment, Impact to the related effects, and Response to the
societal responses (OECD, 1993; Rotmans et al., 1994). Impact indicators are often
closely related to the indicator systems applied in Life-cycle Impact Assessment
(LCIA)  (Adriaanse, 1993; Weterings and Opschoor,  1992 and  1994).

5.      Toxicological risk assessment
System definition: Toxicological risk assessments can be performed at various levels.
They may address the risks related to the emissions of a specific substance from one
point source but may also be used to predict the effects for a given area due to all
emissions of a specific substance. In brief, the system is regionally defined, be it a
'real' region or a 'small' region (a single location).
Interpretation: A toxicological risk assessment concentrates on one type of effect:
toxicity. Given an emission at one location, models that can estimate pathways and
distribution over the environmental media (water, soil, air, biota, etc.) and background
concentrations can be used to calculate a predicted environmental concentration (PEC)
in a certain area (v.d. Meent, 1993; Mackay, 1991). This can be compared with a
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(predicted) no-effect concentration (PNEC) to assess the risks for ecosystems. For
human toxicological risks, further calculations have to be made to estimate exposure:
transfer and bioconcentration of the chemical from ground, (pore)water and air into
crops, cattle, milk, etc. and exposure via food, exposure via inhalation, exposure via
intake of contaminated water, dermal exposure, exposure via ingestion of soil (hand-
mouth behaviour of children) and other routes. The predicted daily intake can be
compared with a tolerable daily intake (TDI). In a generic risk assessment, in most
cases for a steady-state situation with regard to the emission of a substance in a given
area, PECs and predicted daily intakes are calculated for a standard 'unit world' envi-
ronment and 'average exposure routes', which once again can be compared with PNECs
and TDIs. The latter type of approach, in a slightly adapted form, has recently been
proposed to calculate toxicity scores in LCA. In this case, a generic form of the classi-
cal RA approach is used, abstracting from time, place and duration of the emission and
the actual presence of receptors (Guined  et  al.,  19968 and 1996b). All these approaches
make use of calculated predicted environmental concentrations or exposures. Of course
PNECs and TDIs can also be compared with actual, measured environmental
concentrations and exposures (e.g. Janus et al., 1994).

I refrain from a discussion on EIA and TA as tools. As Tukker and Heijungs (1995a)
demonstrate, EIA is in fact a procedure to compare the environmental effects of
alternatives in which tools are applied and not a tool in itself3. In practice one sees that
in strategic EIAs, for instance on waste management plans or electricity production
structures, LCA- or SFA-like approaches are quite often used to compare alternatives,
since the problems are location-independent. In EIAs on single production plants or
location choices RA approaches are often applied to compare alternatives. In
Technology assessment (see e.g. Smits and Leyten, 1991) the environmental perfor-
mance of technologies sometimes also has to be evaluated. Here also, the same point
applies as for EIA: depending on the question at stake, the appropriate tool indicated
under 1 to 5 above has to be chosen.

This review confirms that clear links exist between different environmental
evaluation methods and that the main differences concern the system definition and the
interpretation method. EIA and TA are 'umbrella' procedures that take one of the other
tools 'off the shelf according to the requirements of a specific case. Several forms of
MFA and SFA use the same system definition as LCA. The impact assessment of toxic
releases in LCA uses a generic form of RA. I will address the possible choices of
system definition and interpretation step in the next two sections.

3.3 System definition

3.3.1 Intmduction

The choice of the system boundaries addresses the question of which cross-section of
the economic system is subject to evaluation of its environmental performance. Such
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systems can be analyzed from different perspectives. Vermeulen et al. (1994)
distinguish a substance perspective, a product perspective and a sectoral perspective.
These perspectives are visualised in figure 3.3.1.

However, there is an even more fundamental perspective encompassing these
three ways of defining cross-sections through the economic system. Van der Voet and
Heijungs (1994) termed this the functional perspective (as used in LCA and MIPS) and
the regional perspective (as used in most SFAs and MFAs). As indicated in paragraph
3.2 a functional perspective results in a system formed by the cluster of processes that
contribute to the production, use and waste management of a specific amount of a
certain product (the functional unit), regardless of the moment and location where the
processes occur. The volume of product delivered by each of the processes in the
cluster is determined by the size of the functional unit4. In a regional perspective, a
cluster of processes that take place within a specific time and period and geographical
boundary are analysed. Here the operating time of each process is explicitly chosen.
An important difference between the functional and regional perspectives is that in a
functional perspective the processes that contribute to a certain function may take place

in different years or (in the case of long-life products) even decades. This can hardly
be visualised in figure 3.3.1, which suggests that processes take place simultaneously
in a limited geographical region.

In the following paragraphs, I will show that the regional and functional

approaches can be defined along the following axes:

the 'size' of the function (in terms of amount of product) or the region (in
terms of geographical boundaries, plus the time span);

-       the 'cross-section' of the function or the region, in terms of (substance) flows
and/or processes included.

Figure  3.3.1:  Perspectives on systems of chains  of production, use andlor waste
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3.3.2 Functional system definitions

In a functional system definition, the first step is to define the size of the function that
will have a central role in the analysis. This automatically determines the necessary
contribution of each of the processes clustered in relation to the functional unit. The
choice of this functional unit and its size are of trivial significance. It depends on the
goal of the study. Functional definitions are most common in methods like LCA or
MIPS. They usually focus on a specific demand for a particular economic service, like
the  packaging  of 1,000 litres  of milk, the treatment of  1  ton of municipal solid waste
and the generation of 1 MWh of electricity. However, it is not necessary to limit the
functional unit to one specific service. Several LCAs that are theoretically intended to
focus on one specific function (e.g. the destruction of 1 ton of incinerable waste) are
confronted with the fact that many technologies that provide this specific function
'automatically' deliver other functions (e.g. energy production, if the waste is
incinerated in a kiln with energy recovery). Several LCAs try to overcome the resulting
allocation problems by defining 'combined' functions, like a system that delivers certain
amounts of the services waste management, electricity generation, heat generation and
cement production (e.g. Tukker et al., 1996a). A very specific functional unit can be
found in function-oriented SFAs and MFAs. Here the functional unit is defined very
widely: the total demand for economic goods and services of a certain region in one
yeal-5 6

A second Step is to determine which 'cross-section' is chosen within the system
defined by the functional unit, in terms of the number of material/substance flows to be
included in the analysis7. In theory, LCA and MIPS take all material and energy flows
into account. Functional SFAs, with their broad functional unit, usually concentrate
only on one substance or a group of related substances. LCAs and functional SFAs can
thus be regarded as taking opposite extremes on the two axes relevant for the definition
of the function. LCA generally adopts a 'small' functional unit but takes all material
tlows into account; functional SFA generally adopts a 'large' functional unit but con-
centrates on a limited number of substances.

To sum up, in functional system definitions specification is possible by
determining the 'size' of the functional unit and the 'cross-section' of the analysis in
terms of the material and substance flows included. Opting for a functional approach
inevitably leads to the loss of information at three levels. First, since the definition of
the functional unit is of trivial significance, the magnitude of all flows is of trivial
significance. As a result, throughputs are irrelevant (since they are defined by the
functional unit) and accumulation to stocks plays no role in the analysis (since ac-
cumulation processes do not contribute to a functional unit). Second, the ti,ne period to
produce the function is left out. It is no longer possible to indicate whether a substance
was emitted as a pulse in a short time or as a diffuse flow over a longer period. Final-
ly, the geographical element becomes less relevant in practice: it becomes quite
difficult to indicate where processes take placeR
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3.3.3 Regional system definitions

In a regional system definition, the first step is obviously the definition of the size of
the region. In most environmental monitoring systems and quite a few regional SFAs
and MFAs a country or a group of countries is chosen (RIVM, 1988, 1991, 1993 and
1995; v.d. Voet, 1996; Adriaanse et al., 1997). However, one can also select fluvial
systems (e.g. Stigliani and Anderberg, 1994) or valleys Brunner et al., 1994). In its
most limited form, we end up with a region the size of a single firm, in which case it
may be better to speak of a local system. The choice of the size of the region is not
constrained by methodological demands. In theory, the period over which the region is
studied should be fixed too. However, especially in 'real' regional studies a period of 1
year is almost automatically chosen since virtually all statistical data on flows,
emissions etc. are usually available for 1 year periods (e.g. Berdowski et al., 1995;
SCB, 1996). In studies with a local character it may be appropriate to use shorter time
periods.

The second step is to define which cross-section of processes in a region will
be analyzed and how 'broad' this analysis should be in terms of material and substance
flows included. Here the perspectives given in figure 3.3.1 are helpful. One cross-
section is the set of activities that consist of similar processes (branches). A second one
is the set of processes that make use of a similar substance. A third, less commonly
used, cross-section is the set of processes in a region that contribute to the use of a
certain product in that region'. In the case of a region as small as a single location
these perspectives become irrelevant, since there is only one set of processes left. M-
FAs often focus on the region as a whole, and in principle take all or most mass flows
into account. Environmental monitoring systems usually cluster processes from a
branch perspective, and include all mass flows. Regional SFAs cluster the processes
linked by one substance (group), but within this cross-section for each process they
concentrate only on the input and output flows of this particular substance (group).
However, as will be shown in chapter 5, there is no methodological constraint to
creating what I call a hybrid SFA/LCA: a regional SFA where for each process in the
cross-section a much broader set of input and ouput flows is included. Generic RAs
focus on the whole region, but concentrate on a single chemical. Local RAs focus on
one location and a single chemical. Local environmental evaluations of a single plant
as performed in 'traditional' EIAs, by contrast, concentrate on all (emitted) flows from
this plant"I.

To sum up, in a regional approach the system can be fixed by choosing the
size of the region, the cross-section of processes in that region and a second cross-
section that determines the number of material and substance flows included in the
analysis. The regional approach results in less loss of information that could be useful
for the subsequent interpretation step than in the case of the functional approach. First,
since the region is defined in geographical terms and in time, all data concern the
actual magnitude of all flows. Accumulation and stock increase/decrease are therefore
included. Second, all processes in the system take place at the same tinie. Where larger
regions are analyzed one will usually  work with average data for 1 year, but in a local
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analysis it will be feasible to take into account variations of flows over time. Finally,
in practice specific geographical information is available for small regions. Where the
focus is on larger regions the analysis resembles the functional approach: because
processes take place at different locations, in practice only average geographical
information can be included.

3.3.4 Review

In environmental evaluations, the cross-section of the economy taken as the system to
be analyzed can thus be chosen in various ways. In the system definition step, choices
have to made at least on the following points:

1.       the type of system: functional or regional;
2.      the 'size' of the function or the region, and in the regional approach, the time

span covered by the analysis;
3.       the first cross-section: which input and output flows for each process related to

this function or this region are included (one substance or all substances);
4.     the second cross-section, relevant in a regional approach: the cross-section of

processes in the region (a substance, branch or product perspective).

By making choices on these four points, any system definition usually formulated in
the context of LCA, SFA (functional and regional), MFA, environmental monitoring,
'traditional' EIAs, and local RAs can be obtained. I further referred to the hybrid
SFA/LCA, which will be applied in the following chapters in this book. Figure 3.3.2
shows this derivation of system definitions in the form of a decision tree. Figures 3.3.3
to 3.3.6 review some examples.

The most appropriate choice in any given case depends on the goal of the
analysis. For monitoring or comparing the environmental performance of the economic
system as a whole or of branches, a regional branch perspective including all
substances will be necessary. A policy maker or an industry interested in optimizing
the environmental performance of a product will choose a functional approach, select-
ing a well-defined, narrow function, including all substances. A regional substance (or
material) perspective may be a useful approach for industries that are situated at the
start of the production chain and produce materials  (see e.g. Tukker et al., 1997b).

For the system defined, inputs, outputs and possibly the flows and stocks in the
systems are inventoried. This dataset is the basis for the subsequent interpretation step.
The system definition clearly inflfiences how the interpretation can be performed. As
already indicated in the preceding paragraphs, the system definition determines whether
there is information about the actual volume of the flows (which makes it relevant to
say something about throughputs and stocks), the time within which processes take
place, and the geographical location ar which processes take place. This is summarised
in table 3.3.1.
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Figure 3.3.3: Functional system
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Figure 3.3.4: Regional system: substance perspective
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Figure 3.3.5: Regional system: sectoral perspective
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Table 3.3.1: Relation between system definition and di,nensions of available infor-
mation about mass flows

Information dimension Actual volume Time (flow ntes and I.ocation
System type (Throughput and stocks) moment of emission)
Functional                                -

Regional                          +                                   0                              0
Local (small regional)      +                         +                      +

Thus, specifically in the case of a functional system definition, much of the
information about mass flows gets lost. It is impossible to say anything about actual
volumes (because of the rather free choice of the size of the functional unit), time or
geographical location. In a functional analysis in most cases all these dimensions of
information are reduced to a single one: the mass flow of a certain compound in
relation to the use of a functional unit.

3.4 Interpretation: a genemi framewoik

3.4.1 Introduction

The interpretation step involves the interpretation of information about the inputs, out-
puts and (in the case of a regional approach) the throughputs and stocks in a system.
Obviously, the complexity of the interpretation step depends on the choices made in
the system definition step, particularly concerning the first cross-section: the number of
input and output flows included for each process (one substance versus all substances).
If many substances are included, some form of aggregation can scarcely be avoided; if
just one or a few substances are included, less complex interpretation methods may
well be feasible.

There are several choices to be made in interpreting environmental effects. The
first choice concerns the end-points which are to be protected against environmental
interventions. Steen and Ryding (1992, 1994) define these end-points as 'safeguard
subjects'. Possible end-points could be individual human beings, species or ecosystems,
but also abstract concepts like the functions of a region or sustainable development
(Gielen and Tukker, 1992).

Most authors see 'sustainable development' as the ultimate goal of
environmental policy. At a high level of aggregation, aspects like resource depletion,
human health and ecosystem health are often mentioned as crucial for achieving sus-
tainable development (Consoli et al., 1993). Table 3.4.1 gives a more comprehensive
review of the main dimensions of sustainability as given by a number of authors. For
the purpose of the analysis of chlorine and PVC presented here, I will exclude the
parameters that can not be related to material input, output or throughput, such as
aesthetic values and loss of naturalness, but include a number of parameters that are



Table 3.4.1: Main dimensions of sustainability as chosen by a number of authors

v.d. Voet Heijungs Consoli et al. Wetelings and Weterings and Steen and Ryding Goedkoop  Udo de Haes (1996)
(1996) et al., (1993) Opschoor (1992) Opschoor (1994) (1995)

(1992) (1994)

Input-related Depletion Depletion Resources Depletion (incl. Depletion Resources Input ('resource de-

biodiversity) pletion or c onipetion')
Production capa-
city of ecosystems

Output-related Pollution Pollution Ecosystem Pollution of na- Pollution of na- Biodiversity Effects on Output ('pollution')
health tural systems tural systerns ecosystems

Human health Human health Effects on
humans

Throughput- Management
and stock-re- and problem
lated shifting»
Not related to Encroach- Encroachment Loss of natural- Aestetic values

input, output or ment ness

thmughput

v.d. Voet's proposal is related to the development of SFA, where the other authors deal with LCA-alike methods. Therefore only in her set
of indicators throughput- and stock-related indicators are present. One of the indicators she groups under her heading 'management' and
'problemshifting' is in fact not throughput-related, but indicates the difference between the regional impacts and the futictional impacts due
to the use of a substance in that region.
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connected with the throughputs and stocks in the system (relevant in the case of a
regional approach). As indicated by v.d. Voet (1996), parameters like accumulation of
substances in the economy are relevant, since they may be a sign that a problem is
shifting towards the future. As shown in table 3.4.1, the main dimensions of the sus-
tainability of a system can be grouped into:

- input-related flows;
- output-related flows;
-      throughputs and stocks.

With an analysis based on the emission-effect chain, the output-related flows can be
linked to effects that are seen as relevant aspects of 'sustainability'. This emission-effect
chain can be analyzed on the basis of enzission data, the fate of the emitted substance
(leading to concentrations in the environment), and the effect on the chosen end-point
(leading to an impact). The calculation of fate and effect may, apart from data related
to intrinsic properties of the substance, require data on background concentrations,
specific environmental geographic properties and time-related aspects. A similar struc-
tured link with effects on the chosen end-point has been proposed for input-related
flows (Finnveden, 1996; Udo de Haes, 1996). The advantage of using this structure is
that it corresponds fairly closely to the so-called Pressure-State-Impact-Response
framework used by the OECD and RIVM, among others, to develop environmental
monitoring systems (e.g. OECD, 1993; Rotmans et al., 1994)". The Pressure is ex-
pressed in terms of emissions or resource use, the State in terms of environmental
concentrations, and the Impact in terms of effects. The Response indicators refer to
measures taken (the societal responses). Obviously, throughputs and stocks can not be
linked directly to sustainability in terms of an end-point of an emission-effect chain.
However. they can say something about how well processes in the economic system
are managed and the potential for 'delayed' effects of current activities to become
visible in the future. At a stretch, this could be called the 'Response' component.

Figure 3.4.1 gives the framework for structuring the interpretation step. Of
course the highly aggregated sustainability dimensions 'input', 'throughput' and 'output'
have to be broken down further into sub-dimensions (effect types)12. I will deal with
this topic in paragraphs 3.4.2 (input-related flows), 3.4.3 (throughput and stocks, only
relevant in a regional system) and 3.4.4 (output-related flows). For practical reasons,
the complex evaluation of toxicological effects is treated in a separate section, 3.5.

Before starting to discuss which indicators can be chosen, one general remark
should be made. The system defined according to the approach in section 3.3 will
usually be a sub-system of a region or a production system. Useful information may be
obtained simply by comparing the value of the indicator for the sub-system with the
total value of the indicator for the whole region or production system. This will
indicate the fraction of the total for which the defined sub-system is responsible. In
LCIA this comparison is termed 'normalisation' (Heijungs et al. 1992; Lindfors et al.,
1995, ISO, 1998). This normalisation is possible for any indicator in the emission-
effect chain.
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Figure 3.4.1: Dimensions of the sustainability of a system
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3.4.2 Input-related flows

If, with respect to the first cross-section, it is decided to concentrate the analysis of the
inputs and outputs of a process on only one substance, a fairly simple parameter can be
used in the interpretation step for the input-related flows. It is simply a matter of
calculating the mass int'low of the substance into the economic subsystem; it is of
course also possible to calculate which process in the system is responsible for what
percentage of the input.

In analyses where more materials are included, there is the complication that a
fairly large number of inputs have been inventoried. Aggregation to a smaller set of
indicators can facilitate interpretation (e.g. Finnveden, 1994a and 1994b). LCIA in
general tries to aggregate to the impact categories depletion of abiotic resources.
depletion of biotic resources and land use. In LCIA, attempts have been made to
describe the impacts in terms of fate, effect, background and spatial dimensions
(Finnveden, 1996; Udo de Haes, 1996). The effect dimension would reflect a resource's
scarcity, the fate dimension its potential for renewal, the background dimension the
total use in society and the geographical dimension geographic differences in the
dimensions mentioned above. However, as also noted by Heijungs (1997: 123), a good
deal of elaboration still seems necessary. In the current methods that describe resource
depletion those dimensions are more difficult to identify than in the case of the output-
related flows. The main methods currently used to aggregate input-related flows
include the following:

1. simply adding energy and materials without weighting (e.g. Gunther et al.,
1994). A specific example is the MIPS approach, which aggregates these mass
flows into five categories (Schmidt-Bleek, 1995):
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a.      abiotic raw materials;
b.     biotic raw materials;
c.     soil transport/movement;
d.           water;
.. airt·i

2.     using a measure based on the available natural deposits/resources and/or cur-
rent consumption (e.g. Guinde and Heijungs, 1995); and

3. exergy consumption or entropy production (e.g. Finnveden, 1996).

Though sophisticated, a problem with the latter indicator is that exergy consumption is
not an indicator related to an input as such. It refers to the difference between the ex-
ergy of the input and the output. Resource depletion plays only a marginal role in the
cases on chlorine and PVC: in both cases salt forms the main input in the system and
is not a scarce material. I therefore refrain from further attempts to resolve the me-
thodological bottlenecks referred to.

3.4.3   Throughputs and stocks

Throughputs and stocks are only relevant in regionally defined systems. In SFA, the
following indicators related to throughputs and stocks have been proposed (v.d. Voet,
1996)w:

1. total (virgin plus recycled) use, also per process in the system;
2. primary flows (virgin material input from the environmental subsystem) versus

secondary flows (recycled flows);
3. non-intentional applications (applications where a material is not used in-

tentionally, and thus is probably an impurity);
4. total accumulation, also per process in the system.

These indicators are fairly straightforward. Since they are made up of parameters
related to the economic system, as such they can not say much about final effects and
the sustainability of a system. An exeption is the indicator for accumulation. This can
indicate the potential for future effects. Furthermore, all the indicators give information
about the flows in the system. If necessary, this can prove helpful in finding options to
realise changes in inputs and outputs.

3.4.4 Output-related flows

In a regional or a functional analysis where only one or a small number of substances
are followed, the output-related flow is generally a simple parameter: the amount of the
substance. This means no aggregation is necessary, unless the substance is released in
numerous different chemical forms (such as numerous types of organochlorines from
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the chlorine chain). The following parameters can then be useful for interpreting the
environmental relevance of the output:

1.    the amount of substance in the economic cycle compared with the natural

cycle;
2.        the amount of environmental accumulation;
3.        the effects related to the emission of the substance.

In functional analyses, in regional, branch-oriented monitoring systems, and in local,
'traditional' EIAs there are most probably numerous output-related flows. Aggregation
to a smaller number of indicators may then be helpful or even necessary to support

interpretation. This is generally done by defining a number of relevant impacts and
.in:ilyzing how the fate and effect of a specific emitted substance can contribute to this
(actual or potential) impact. I will describe the procedure below and automatically
include the assessment of effects related to the emission of one substance (point 3
above).

The causal chain between environmental intervention and final effect is often
used as a basis for performing impact assessment (see e.g. Janssen et al., 1990; Groen,
1994; Heijungs, 1997). Human activities can cause changes in the state of the environ-
ment through a complex sequence of steps. There is a complex relationship between
emissions and environmental interventions and their possible impact in terms of redu-
ced sustainability. Substances are released, dispersed, converted and absorbed by eco-
systems and humans. Figure 3.4.2 illustrates this relationship for a variety of emissions
(based on Guinde (1994)). In short, emissions should not be considered in isolation -
they interact in an impact network. The figure shows that a single environmental inter-
vention can contribute to environmental problems in a variety of ways (Guinde, 1994)

-        in parallel: a single emission can amplify a range of problems;
-       directly in series: the emission of a substance may amplify a number of pro-

blem types at different stages of the emission-effects chain,
-      indirectly in series: a single emission may amplify a problem type through a

metabolite or through an impact on a problem type which then leads to an
impact on another problem type.

The evaluation framework can be fixed by defining the end-points that have to be
protected, the effects on them that are regarded as important and the position in the
emission-effect chain that is chosen as the basis for evaluation. The figure makes clear
that numerous end-points can be chosen. Obviously  the L h<,ice of end-points which are
seen as relevant is a normative choice  (e.g.  Udo  de  Haes, 1996. Braunschweig,  1994;
Schaltegger, 1994). In the impact assessment step of LCA, but also in environmental
monitoring systems, the goal is to cover as many relevant effects as possible. At the
same time, a tool such as classical risk assessment concentrates on just one or two
effect types: effects on human health and ecosystem healthts.



Figure 3.4.2:  Relationships between emissions and target values.  Based on: Guinde ( 1994)
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A number of classification systems for types of environmental effect have been
developed. Table 3.4.2 describes the classification of environmental problems given in
the CML/TNO/B&G LCA manual and the classification developed by the Netherlands
Ministry of Environment (VROM) to monitor the effects of environmental policies
(Heijungs et al., 1992; Adriaanse, 1993). A third classification method was recently
developed as part of the Eco-indicator project (Goedkoop, 1995). It has to be noted
that the Eco-indicator method also tries to establish mathematical links between the
end-points presented in table 3.4.2 and the more overarching end-points death and
health effects ('human health') and effects on ecosystems ('ecosystem health'). This is
done by calculating weighting factors on the basis of natural science knowledge about
the damage done to humans (death and health effects) and the ecosystem (depletion of
species) in relation to scores on the end-points given in table 3.4.2. Thus the eco-
indicator method in fact uses 'death', 'health effects' and 'depletion of species', which
are more to the right on the emission-effect chain shown in figure 3.4.2, as actual end-
points. The theme scores themselves are relatively irrelevant interim judgements.

A classification scheme should be selected bearing in mind its application. As
the evaluation often requires some form of multi-criteria analysis the following require-
ments are often imposed  on the classification scheme (cf. Heijungs,  1994  and  1995b;
Assies, 1994; Tukker, 1994a and 1994b;  Udo de Haes, 1996; Braunschweig et al.,
1996):

Table 3.4.2. Comparison of the classification syste„is based on the  V ROM  themes.
Eco  indicator  Project  and  the  CM L  Guide

Eco Indicator 95 CML LCA-Guide VROM themes
(Goedkoop, 1995) (Heijungs et al., 1992)        (Adriaanse, 1993)
Heavy metals in the at-                              i
mosphere                                                    1

Heavy metals in water Human toxicity

Carcinogenics   Dispersion
Pesticides Aquatic ecotoxicity

Terrestrial ecotoxicity
Acidification Acidification Acidification
Ozone layer depletion Ozone layer depletion , Depletion of the ozone layer

Global warming Global warming   Change of climate
Summer smog Photo-oxydant formation     -
Winter smog                                          E

Odour l Disturbance
Noise                                      

Space use
 

Disposal

Eutrophication Eutrophication M
Eutrophication

-                                 Misc. other categories      i -
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-       the problem types should be homogenous whenever possible (i.e. they should
cover environmental interventions causing the same impacts);

- there should be the greatest possible independence between the problem types
and they should not overlap.

Figure 3.4.2 clearly shows that in practice it is almost impossible to select a classifica-
tion scheme which meets both these requirements.

Once the relevant end-points have been chosen, one can attempt to describe a
mathematical relation between the emission and the effect on the chosen end-point. In
these calculations, effect information, fate information, information on the intrinsic
properties of a substance, environmental information and information related to tempo-
ral aspects can be used (cf. Udo de Haes, 1996; Finnveden and Lindfors, 1997)16
Effect information concerns the way the substance present in the environment has its
effect on the chosen end-point. Fate infonnation concerns the way an emission is
distributed over the different environmental media, is degraded, and finally results in
an exposure of the end-point. Effects and fate are mainly determined by two aspects:
the intrinsic properties of a substance (such as boiling point, vapor pressure, octanol-
water partition coefficient, etc.) and the properties of the environment in which it is
released (for instance the type of soil, the amount of deposition, the other usual
weather conditions, existing background concentrations of the chemical at stake and
other chemicals that influence degradation rates, the number of receptors, etc.). Finally,
temporal information indicates when, and at which flow rate, inputs enter or outputs
leave the system. As I indicated in chapter 3.3, this information is generally only
available in the case of site-specific evaluations such as local RAs and traditional EIAs.

Table 3.4.3 summarizes how impacts are calculated in relation to the emission
of substances and aggregated in the impact assessment step in some popular manuals
used for LCA (Heijungs et al., 1992; Guinde et al., 1996a). The table indicates which
fate model and which effect data are used. Among others due to the functional appro-
ach applied, the temporal aspect is absent in LCA. Also a relation with factual
occuring effects is absent; what is calculated has been termed potential impacts (e.g.
Heijungs, 1995a) Furthermore, in a functional approach at best 'generic' information
about geographical aspects and background levels (if used at all) can be applied:
specific locations are just not known. In a regional approach, especially if a single
process is analyzed, there are far more possibilities to include temporal information,
geographical information and information about background levels in analyzing fate
and effects of outputs. I refer further to the literature indicated in table 3.4.3.

3.5 Interpletation: toxic effects

3.5.1 Introduction

Toxic effects play a central role in this thesis. Therefore, I will give a more detailed
analysis of the impact assessment of toxic releases below.



Table 3.4.3: Structure ()f the impact assessment for some environmental themes

Theme End point Fate modelling Included geographical Included background Effect parameter
and time aspects level information

Global warming (Hough- Radiative forcing Concentration increase at the Integrates effect of an Life time depends on Radiative forcing per unit con-
ton  el  al..   1 9 9 1. 1992) tropospause. using Global emission pulse over a background con- cemration change (marginal

circular models time horizon centrations of other sub- change)
stances

Ozone depletion (WMO. 0,,one depletion Chlorine loading to the Steady state, is equal to  Life time depends on Efficiency of a particular com-
1989) stratosphere, using specific infinite integration of an background con- pound for ozone destruction once

models effecto of an emis-sion centrations of other sub-  in the stratosphere (marginal
pulse over time stances change)

Human toxicity (Heijungs Man Exposure calculation via      - Exposure divided by TDI
et al, 1992) single medium. no fate
idem (Guinde et al., 1996) Man Multimedia fate and generic Unit world: infinite inte- Background level of Time-integrated potential intake

intake routes gration over time equals same substance divided by TDI
a steady state irrelevant

Ecotoxicity (Heijungs et Aquatic or terrestrial  -                              - - Emission pulse divided by the
al., 1992) environment MTC
idem (Guinee et al. 1996) Aquatic or terrestrial Multimedia fate Unit world; infinite inte- Background level of Time-integrated presence divided

environment gration over time equals same substance by No-effect concentration
a steady state irrelevant

Photo-oxidant formation Creation of Harwell Photochemical Average behaviour for a Peak concentration Diminished peak ozone con-
tropospheric ozone Trajectory Model (Derwent number of European depends on background centration in case the emission of

and Jenkins. 1990). This regions concentrations and emis- the substance is set on zero

model describes the chemical Calculates peak con- Sions in the region (linear)
development in a parcel of centrations chosen

boundary layer of air.
Acidification Release of acid         - - Potential formation of H+ per

emitted amount
Eutrophication Formation of biomass  -                                   - - Potential formation of biomass

per emitted amount
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A common approach to assessing the toxic effects related to emission of substances is
to calculate the fate and the subsequent effects. However, due to data requirements this
is a time-consuming task. Other approaches merely identify the concentrations of a
certain substance that can be measured in the different environmental media (e.g.
Jolliet, 1994, 1996 and 1997; Janus et al., 1994; see also: VROM, 1990b). These actual

concentrations may form a basis for the subsequent effect assessment. Such approaches
can be useful in a regional approach, when specific data about environmental
concentrations for that region are available. In the event that there is a steady state and
the fraction that is imported and exported from the region by environmental flows is
limited, the concentrations measured in the environment are a reflection of the
emissions in the region. In the next paragraph, I will concentrate on the mathematical
approach to fate analysis. The effect assessment included in paragraph 3.5.2 does not
differ in the two approaches.

3.5.2 From emission via fate to effect

Figure 3.5.1 gives a generalised view of the processes that can be taken into account to
predict the fate of a chemical emitted to water, soil or air. This description has been
taken from the regional distribution model Simplebox (van de Meent, 1993), a so-
called Mackay type III model, primarily developed for risk assessment of individual
chemicals on a regional scale. This model forms one of the central elements in the
European Uniform System for Evaluation of Substances (EUSES), which is basically a
somewhat extended version of the earlier Dutch model USES. The model starts from
the assumption that a steady-state situation exists with regard to the emission, advec-
tion and distribution over the different media of a substance. The model uses a so-
called 'evaluative environment', i.e. a standardized 'unit world' with desired specifica-
tions, to explore mathematically the likely behaviour of chemicals in that world. The
advantage of such evaluative environments is that they act as a so-called 'intellectual
stepping-stone when tackling the difficult task of describing chemical behaviour and an
environment'. This task is simplified by the fact that no real environment has to be
modelled any more (Mackay, 1991:27). For evaluations that are not site-specific, as in
the functional perspective, or when large regions are chosen in the regional perspective,
there is scarcely any alternative. 'Unit worlds' can be modelled on a different level of
sophistication. For instance, Simplebox defines a world consisting of eight compart-
ments: air, water, suspended particles, aquatic organisms, sediment, natural soil, agri-
cultural soil and industrial soil. Leaching to the deeper ground water is considered to
be an outflow from the 'Unit world'. In this evaluative environment, roughly speaking
the following processes are considered (v.d. Meent, 1993; cf. Cowan et al., 1994)17:

1. Degradation:
in air (photochemical degradation, e.g. by reaction with OH-radicals);
in water (by biodegradation, aerobic situation);
in sediment (by biodegradation, aerobic situation);
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in soil (by biodegradatioin, aerobic situation);
2.      Advective mass transport:

into and out of the (regional) air compartment with air;
into and out of the (regional) water compartment with water;
out of the (regional) soil and sediment compartment by transport to the
deeper ground water layer;

from soil to water by run-off;
fro,n air to water by wet and dry atmospheric deposition;
from air to soil by wet and dry atmospheric deposition;
between water and sediment water by sedimentation and resuspension,

3.      Diffusive mass transport:
between air and water (by gas absorption and volatization);
between air and soil (by gas absorption and volatization);
between water and sediment and suspended particles (by direct adsorp-
tion and desorption);
between water and organisms (by passive uptake and elimination).

Each of these processes is described in a mathematical equation. Depending on the
process, a certain set of substance-related and environment-related properties have to be
included in the equation. Substance properties may include molecular weight, the
octanol-water partition co-efficient, vapor pressure, solubility and biodegradability.
Parameters that are more complex or not readily available in the literature, which are
also necessary in such models, are often estimated by making use of the
aforementioned, rather limited set of substance properties (like inter-media partition
coefficients on the basis of the octanol-water partition coefficients or vapour pressure
and solubility) Environmental parameters include the volume of air, water and soil,
fractions of the water phase in sediment and soil, temperature, rate of wet precipitation
(rain), etc., etc. With help of these equations, a total mass balance equation of the
chemical can be given for each of the compartments. The solution of this set of mass-
balance equations results in the steady-state concentration in each compartment, the so-
called Predicted    Envirc,nmental    Concentration CPEO, which can form the basis for
estimating the chance of aquatic and terrestrial ecotoxic effects. For human toxicity,
additional modelling takes place. Given the distribution over the media, the total ex-
posure for man is calculated making standard assumptions on 'average realistic' expo-
sure (and thus 'average realistic presence of receptors') via different intake routes, like
food consumption, inhalation and skin contact (see figure 3.5.2).

Once this fate calculation has resulted in environmental concentrations and
'Predicted daily intake' (PDIs), effect assessment is rather straightforward. The
predicted exposure (in terms of PEC and PDI) can be compared with (predicted) no-
effect concentration levels (PNECs) for ecosystems and ADIs (or TDIs) for humans.

In an evaluation on a regional scale, this approach can be directly used to
estimate risks related to the emission of a specific substance. In the case of a site-
specific evaluation for a single location, site-specific. and even time-dependent model-
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Figure 3.5.1:   Compartments and processes described in the regional distribution
model Simplebox 18
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ling, can take place along the same lines. This results in local, non-steady state ex-
posure and effect estimates. In an evaluation from a functional perspective, the
approach described here can be applied to calculate equivalency factors (see Guinde et
al., 1996a). These are weighting factors that reflect the relative, potential ecotoxicologi-
cal or human health risk per kg emission of different substances. These weighting
factors can be expressed as a fraction of the PNEC or TDI per kg of emitted substance
in a steady state situation.

3.5.3   Scientific and frame-related robustness

Introduction
Since toxicity is a central problem in my cases, I will discuss here some elements that
determine the scientific robustness of toxicity impact assessments. Frame-related
robustness will be addressed as a side-step. This information will be used in chapters 4
and 5 in the selection of the methodology to be applied in the cases on chlorine and
PVC. At least from a theoretical viewpoint the method chosen should be quite robust
and not open to debate.

It is evident that the scientific and frame-related robustness of the impact
assessment of toxic releases is not obvious. Concerning the scientific robustness, there
may be problems with respect to uncertainty, or even ignorance, on two levels: the
large amount of data that have to be used in the calculation of impacts, and the
mathematical model that reflects the calculation rules. Data uncertainty can occur with
respect to the amount of a specific substance emitted, environmental information
(mainly relevant for fate calculations), and the intrinsic substance properties (relevant
for fate and effect calculations). Modelling uncertainty relates to the fact that the model
structure, equations and parameter values may be a simplification of reality (e.g
Rotmans et al., 1994; Covello and Merkhofer, 1993). As far as frame-related
robustness is concerned, there may be problems regarding the extent to which the
evaluative philosophy embedded in the model is backed by all actor coalitions in a
debate '9

Table 3.5.1 describes some aspects of these levels of robustness in relation to
the emission, fate and effect steps in the impact assessment. Below 1 will give a
preliminary judgement of the problems concerning robustness at each of these levels.

(Scientific) data robustness
Data robustness is the most common type of robustness addressed in uncertainty
analysis. Uncertainty or even ignorance plays a role in all stages of the emission-effect
chain: emissions, fate and effect.

The uncertainty in em ission data depends on the substance and the quality of
the monitoring, but there is a general idea of the magnitude of this uncertainty. But
particularly for the smaller mass flows an uncertainty of one order of magnitude is not
uncommon. For instance, the actual emissions of e.g. heavy metals of a hazardous
waste management plant  in the Netherlands turned  out to be  more  than a factor of 10
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Table 3.5.1: Some elements of uncertainty in the data on emissions, fate and effects
of toxic substances

Step Emission Fate Effect

Type of uncertainty

(Scientific) data- Type of sub- Substance properties (fate): Substance properties
mbustness stances emitted -Physical-chemical properties (toxicity)
- uncertainty Amounts emitted -Degradation - Yet unknown effects
- ignorance -Bioaccumulation - Discussion on values

- Etc. of PNECs and TDIs

Environmental information
- Soil structure
- Number of receptors
- Concentration OH radicals
- Background concentrations
- Temperature
- Deposition
- Etc.

(Scientific) model- Less relevant Model vs. real world Less relevant

ling robustness - Unit world is a simplification
- uncertainty - Long food chains can hardly
- ignorance

be modelled

Frame-related Not analysed in Not analysed in detail here Not analysed in detail
robustness detail here here. Example: adding

different effect types
such as death and
irritation together into
one indicator

lower than the emissions permitted in the license (Tukker et al., 1996a) - where the
emission data used in LCA-studies are quite often estimated on the basis of emission
standards. Specific monitoring can obviously reduce uncertainties.

The problems related to fate and effect data, however, can hardly be overes-
timated. I will concentrate here on a discussion of problems related to substance

properties alone, and not go into detail on uncertainties in environmental information.
First, there is an important body of ignorance concerning substance properties. The
European Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances (EINECS) has listed

just over 100,000 chemical substances that are or have been in use in the EU. Some

2,000 of these  are  used in quantities  of  over  1.000  tons  per  year in Europe  (van
Leeuwen, 1995). Even for these so-called high production volume chemicals a
complete set of toxicological effect data is only available for 5% (see table 3.5.2). This
situation is confirmed by various sources and studies from the US and Europe (van
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Table 3.5.2 Estimations  of available  toxicicological data for 2000 High Production
Volume Chemicals (van Leeuwen, 1995)

Type of toxic effect Percentage of substances for which test data is
available

Acute toxicity 90 %
Subacute toxicity 30 %
Carcinogenity (reliable experimental data) 10 %

Mutagenity (ditto) 50 %
Reproductive toxicity (ditto) 10 %

Teratogenicity (ditto) 30 %
Acute ecotoxicity (fish or daphnia) 50 %
Short-term toxicity (green algae) 5%
Effects on soil organisms <5%

Leeuwen, 1995; Cranor, 1993:27;  EDF,  1997;  US  EPA, 1998). Further,  it  has  to  be
noted that for the end-points that are commonly accepted as relevant in virtually no
case information is available about synergism (or antogonism) when exposure to
mixtures of chemicals is at stake2I: Van Leeuwen (1995: 12) expresses the expectation
that the lack of knowledge is also important for data on fate and exposure concen-
trations. Recently, the book Our Stolen Future popularized an even more fundamental
level of ignorance: that it can not even be assumed that toxicological risk assessment
has discovered all relevant types of toxic effects as such, of which the debate on endo-
crine effects is the latest example (Colborn et al., 1996; Crisp et al., 1997; Allsopp et
al., 1997).

Second, there is probably considerable uncertainty even in the data that is
available. With respect to the fate calculation, uncertainties may exist in crucial input
data like BCFs, the octanol-water partition coefficient and vapour pressures.
Concerning the effect calculation, the assessment protocols for toxicity limit values
may leave room for differences of one order of magnitude or more. Differences in
choice may be made in the high-dose to low-dose extrapolation procedure, in the
applied interspecies scaling factors, in the classification as a substance with or without
threshold value etc. (Cranor, 1993:22, McCray, 1983, see also: Copius Peereboom,
1996)21. As shown by van Eijndhoven and Groenewegen (1991) construction processes
can play an important role in 'scientific' derivation of limit values: especially' if the
stakes are high, the process of standard setting is influenced by the political context in
which the standard will be applied. How important all these uncertainties are is reflec-
ted by a view expressed in a series articles by Ames and others (e.g. Ames et al.,
1987). First, they see the high rate of carcinogenicity in animal tests as an artefact of
both the genetic characteristics of the specific animal strains used in testing, as well as
the high doses. They underpin that by showing that natural substances, present in for
instance foodstuffs, have about the same positive scores in animal cancer tests as man-
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made substances. Second, they question whether extrapolation of animal cancer tests to
humans provides meaningful information, since even for closely related species like
mice and rats about 40 % of the substances carcinogenic in one of these species is not
carcinogenic in the other. Finally, they suggest that the sources of the greatest relative
cancer risks are not synthetic chemicals, but the much larger background of natural
carcinogens2: In sum, they build a case for declaring the whole idea of cancer testing,
which is one of the cornerstones for substance evaluations, invalid23 Others are equally
concerned about the lack of information about cancer that testing really gives, but don't
accept Ames' suggestion that synthetic chemicals are relatively unimportant compared
to natural carcinogens. They state that these natural carcinogens have been around for
ages and man-made chemicals have not; that the (molecular) context in which you
ingest chemicals can play a major role, leading to the point that natural carcinogens

belong to this context and man-made chemicals do not, etc. (Goldsmith, 1998; Hume
Hall, 1998).

(Scientific) modeling robustness
Modelling uncertainty is mainly relevant for the fate calculation. This relates to
uncertainties that are introduced by the structure of models such as USES itself. It is
difficult to indicate how important modelling uncertainty is. As for the main
distribution of chemicals over the media water, soil and air, a 'round-robin test' with
different models showed a reasonable agreement for a number of chemicals (Cowan et
al., 1995). However, a shortcoming of quite a few models (e.g. USES) is that they do
not take into account the fate and effects of a substance's degradation products (Guinte
et al., 1996b) Furthermore, when it comes to modelling the fate of chemicals in
complex foodwebs in nature views about its feasibility seem generally pessimistic.
Several fora have indicated that the tools currently available to scientists are generally
unable to untangle fully the complex webs of cause and effects of a chemical (IJC,
1993a). An example of such a complexity is given by Hunt (1994). Certain fat soluble
contaminants may concentrate in the 'surface microlayer', a thin film of natural oils, in
surface water and sea. Eggs of certain fish species, that float close to the surface, may
come in contact with this layer. This may give severe reproductive effects, even at low
predicted concentrations of contaminants in water which were never regarded as a
problem.

Frame-related robustness
Model approaches like the USES approach inevitably have to make several choices
concerning the problem franting These involve the evaluative philosophy, the
worldview, the view on preferred solutions, etc., that are implicitly 'embedded' in the
model structure. Framing uncertainties are scarcely discussed explicitly in literature24,
and it is a bit premature to discuss them here in detail before the analysis in chapter 6
and 7. One example may indicate what such choices involve. Most approaches in Life-
cycle Impact Assessment aggregate the human toxicity impacts of different substances
on the basis of their relative exceedance of the TDI. Different substances that are e.g.
just ingested at the level of the TDI have a similar score, regardless of the fact that one
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substance may lead to cancer and the other to some reversible irritation. Scores of
different substances with different types of effects are simply added to one aggregated
score, an approach which has been critisized by the Dutch Health Council. The Council
stated that at least a few different impact categories had to be discerned (Gezond-
heidsraad, 1994). Furthermore, the debate between Ames and others on the validity of
cancer testing reviewed above under data uncertainty certainly has aspects that deserve
to be organised under the heading of frame-related robustness.

Prospects for improvement
The above is a rather depressing account, even if one is solely interested in (scientific)
data robustness and modelling robustness. Unfortunately, it seems unlikely that
scientific research can provide more robustness at this level, even in the long term (cf.
Hart and Jensen, 1990). The body of publicly available knowledge about substance

properties  has not significantly grown  in  the  last 15 years  (EDF, 1997). About three
years ago the EU started its existing chemicals programme to deal with the enormous
data gaps concerning existing chemicals. To date, this programme has not yet resulted
in the evaluation of a single substance even though several dozen evaluations were
scheduled to have been completed. It is estimated that the programme will ultimately
be capable of evaluating about 20 to 50 substances a year (Bovenkerk, 1997; Bro-
Rasmussen, 1997). This means that even for the 2000 high-production volume
chemicals (HPVCs) an additional  40  to 100 years  will be needed before  data  -  on
single substances - is available25.

The costs of testing all substances will be enormous. Testing for simple
classification purposes is estimated at about $ 100,000 per chemical, which implies a
cost of about $ 200 million for the 2,000 HPVCs or about $ 10 billion for all 100,000
chemicals currently in use. Really thorough animal testing may easily magnify these
costs several dozen times (Bro-Rasmussen, 1997; US EPA, 1998). If the effect of
mixtures of chemicals has to be tested as well, it has been calculated that "to test just

the commonest 1,000 toxic chemicals in unique combinations of three would require at
least 166 million different experiments  (and this disregards  the  need to study varying
doses)" (Howard, 1997).

It has to be stressed that this data uncertainty is less relevant in risk assessment
(that uses an only-above threshold approach) than in LCIA (that aims to compare risks
of different substances). Risk assessments have to prevent a risk threshold being excee-
ded, and can solve data gaps provisionally by using worst-case estimates or by
including additional safety factors. This is not possible in a comparative evaluation like
in LCIA. since this would distort the comparison26. As for modelling uncertainties, I
have already mentioned the pessimism of fora like the IJC that this problem will ever
be solved. To quote Van de Sluijs (1997): 'the system earth in large will remain
inmodellable'. To conclude, the picture sketched implies severe problems concerning
the scientific robustness of fate and effect calculations, that may well be unsurmoun-
table.  It is obvious that interpretations based mainly on parameters in the first part of
the emission-effect chain, the emissions, will be the most robust.
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3.6 Conclusion: a leview of the toolbox and its mbustness

To conclude, a rather comprehensive toolbox is in principle available for assessing the
environmental impacts of (clusters of) societal activities. The tools as such form no
individual entities, but are rather a family. They all consist of a system definition step
and an interpretation step, and a particular tool can be constructed by making specific
choices in the design of each of these steps.

As for the system definition, there is a choice between a functional approach, a
regional approach and a local approach. The functional approach is useful if one is
interested in the integrated environmental effects related to the use of a certain
economic service, the regional approach if one is interested in an evaluation on
regional scale, and the local approach if one wants a site-specific evaluation.

The choice made in the system definition step determines the degrees of
freedom in the subsequent interpretation step. A functional approach means that little
or no information can be used about the actual volume of the mass flows, the time
(moment of emission or use and flow rate) and the location. In a regional approach the
actual volumes of the inputs and outputs in each process are known, but the time and
location elements still can't be fully used. Only in a local approach can detailed
information about location-specific elements and time be taken into account (e.g.
change of emissions in time).

The interpretation itself can make use of indicators on four levels, following
the emission-effect chain:

1.      throughputs and stocks;
2.      inputs and outputs (emissions and resource use)
3. fate (concentrations in the environment)
4. impacts (effects).

If an interpretation on the level of impacts is desired, the relevant end-points have to
be chosen. One can try to cover a broad range of effect types (as in LCIA), or concen-
trate on just one effect (like human toxic effects, as in RA). Since in general the
number of emitted substances is much higher than the number of relevant types of
effect, a considerable aggregation of information is possible in the case of
interpretation on the level of impacts. Once this choice has been made, one can attempt
to describe a mathematical relation between the emission and the effect on the chosen

end-point.
As shown particularly for toxic effects, data on the level of fate and effects are

unlikely to be scientifically robust. The inherent scientific uncertainties are so great that
in a controversial situation these data can easily be challenged. However, throughputs
and stocks and inputs and outputs of the system can probably be known with a reaso-
nable certainty. The advantage of aggregated information on the effect level thus has to
be weighed against the disadvantage of potential non-robustness.
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' Some examples: LCA is usually divided into goal and scope definition, inventory, and
impact assessment (ISO, 1998). For SFA, a framework consisting of system definition,
quantification and interpretation has been proposed (v.d. Voet, 1996). Heijungs (1997)
proposes as overarching structure: goal definition, inventory analysis and impact
analysis. My 'system definition' includes the inventory analysis and assumes a thought-
ful choice of the system to be analysed, dictated by the goal of the study; I prefer
interpretation' rather than impact assessment or impact analysis since, as will become
clear, there are methods that are suitable for interpretation of the data without relating
them to 1mpaCtS.

-      A draft of this chapter had been completed a few months before Reinout Heijungs
published his elegant Ph.D. thesis 'Economic drama and the environmental stage' (Heij-
ungs, 1997). That work is devoted entirely to the derivation of algorithmic tools for
environmental analysis, particularly LCA, SFA, RA and EIA, from a unified epistemol-
ogical principle - and thus covers to a not insignificant extent the subject matter of this
chapter. I decided to leave my text largely as it was, only changing some terminology
here and there, in order to make our work more easily comparable. The differences in
approach are roughly as follows. Heijung's approach for derivation of these tools. and
thus analysing their relationship. is to make use of a limited number of axioms and
then to apply a stringent logic in the derivation (see also: Heijungs, 1998). In short, his
central problem is how to attnbute (current) environmental problems to (current sub-
sets of) economic activities (which is a different problem to. for instance, the analysis
of the marginal change in environmental problems in the event of a change in
(technologies used for an) economic activity). His point of departure is that analytical
methods used to solve this attribution problem must meet three requirements: the result
of the analysis should be insensitive to the order in which economic activities are
analysed, insensitive to the amount of economic activity analysed, and the analysis of
each individual economic activity should add up to the result of an analysis of the total
economic activity. He shows that a linear system of equations is the only one that
meets these demands, which implies an analysis based on interpolations. He goes on to
construct a number of matrices retlecting these linear equations that. taken together.
can solve the attribution problem. These are the tech,iology matrix (basically a table
consisting of columns with input-output data for all processes in the economy, made
square by splitting up processes with multiple product outputs), the related intervention

ni atnx (basically reflecting extractions of and interventions into the environment), the
fate maI rix (retlecting e.g. transport and degradation of chemicals, resulting in a time-
integrated presence of chemicals in the environment), the impact matrix C indicating e.g.
the contribution of a chemical to an impact) and the problem vector (reflecting the
'weights' of each impact category). He also constructs a damage matrix, retlecting the
damage to economic goods. Within this whole construction. LCA, SFA, RA and EIA
can be derived basically by choosing the right 'cross-section' in the technology matrix
and the process time of this cluster of processes. This chapter uses also the argument
of cross-sections and process-time ('magnitude') to show the relation between LCA,
SFA. RA. and EIA. However, I did not use the kind of thorough mathematical
derivation Heijungs applied, but showed all relations via a visual/argumentational
approach. Where Heijungs further shows the links with economic input-output analysis,
make/use analysis and equilibrium analysis, I have added environmental monitoring,
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MFA and functional SFA. Last but not least, my primary interest in this chapter is to
deal with some elements that Heijungs deliberately did not cover since they could not
be derived from his epistemological principle: 'details' [such as]  'data on environ-
mental processes..., impact factors and problem factors' (Heijungs. 1997:180). I do not
wish to be really critical, since in my view Heijungs has produced a book that deserves
to become a classic in the field. However. one needs to remember that it is exactly
these data, plus the chosen epistemological principles, plus the choice of the central
problem, that are crucial for the robustness of the knowledge claims that the toolbox
generates. These 'details' are therefore for me decisive elements. To make a
comparison: even a weather forecast model that is based on the most elegant
epistemological and mathematical basis possible can not tell me now, in  1998,  if I need
an umbrella during next year's SETAC conference in Leipzig. The data and modelling
uncertainties simply dominate. Just forgetting all about weather forecast calculations,
and asking a resident what weather it usually is in the period of the conference, will be
more fruitful.

The aim of EIA is to compare a proposed activity with a so-called zero option (the
case that the activity does not take place) and an environmental friendly alternative.
This comparison is input in a public inquiry period before the decision at stake is final.
The subject of the EIA can be a plan (like a waste management plan or an electricity
plan). a single production plant, or just a location choice. It is obvious that each of
these problems needs the application of the appropriate environmental evaluation tool.

4        In Heijungs thesis (see note 2) this is related to the operating time of each process in
the cluster, since he starts with a technology matrix in which all inputs and outputs of
a process are given in an amount per time span. For him, the operating time is thus the
crucial choice that fixes the amounts of inputs and outputs in a process.

Note that the time element and the geographical element are used here merely to help
define the size of the function. These time and geographical elements have little to do
with the moment and geographical location the processes that contribute to the function
take place. I therefore do not take time or geographical boundaries into account as
essential dimensions for defining a system related to a function. The needs of a chosen
region during I year is just a specific functional unit - nothing more, nothing less. In
most functional SFAs, however, this special case is the starting point. Therefore it is
not surprising that literature on SFAs considers the time and geographical elements as
important dimensions in the system definition (e.g. v.d. Voet, 1996)

6 A very specific position is the inclusion of a so-called 'Hinterland' by, among others,
the groups of Brunner and Baccini. It basically analyses a region, but also takes some
functional elements into account. such as a limited number of goods used in the region
concerned but produced in the 'Hinterland'.

In a functional approach, the processes to be included are not a parameter that can be
chosen. A functional approach by definition includes only those processes that con-
tribute to the delivery of the functional unit.
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However. a number of authors have developed methods that can to some extent include
geographical information with relatively limited effort (see e.g. Potting and Hauschild,
19978  and 1997b). Their concern  is  that an interpretation  step  that  does not include
geographical information will result in wrong priorities, particularly for non-global
impacts.

.

This should in no way be confused with a functional defined system. A functional
system includes all processes that contribute to a certain function. A regional product
system consists of all processes in a region that contribute to the production of a
certain good, but excludes all processes outside that region. Further, the magnitude of
e.g. the waste management step may concern a totally different amount of product than
the magnitude of the production step. in case of accumulation and import/export of the
product.

"     As I indicated in section 3.2, EIA is in principle a procedure and not a method.
However. EIAs are in most cases performed for the analysis of the local acceptability
of the environmental effects of a single plant. The term 'EIA' is therefore often used as
a synonym for an analysis of local environmental impacts (compare de Smet, 1998)

The 'Drivers' factor   has been added recently   (EAA, 1998). Drivers reflect   the
underlying socio-economic dynamics in society that lead to developments in
environmental pressure (and thus state and impacts). Since 1 analyse a static situation
this element is less relevant here. It is further good to remark that the division into
emission. fate and effect components (or for resources: input. 'fate' and 'effect'
components) corresponds with Heijungs' technology matrix. fate matrix and impact
matrix (see note 2).

I 2 For instance. in LCA Impact assessment (LCIA). this process is structured in the steps
'definition' (of impact categories). 'classification' (of inputs and outputs into the right
category) and characterization (the calculation of the contribution of and input or output
to the impact category). In a valuation step all sub-dimensions are aggregated into one
index (ISO, 1998).

11 Unlike most other tools. MIPS also takes the air used in incineration into account.

1.1 V.d. Voet (1996)has proposed a number of other indicators that are not included here.
The efficiency of a life cycle stage is the quotient of the loss (emission) in a chain
section and the throughput. Both parameters are already included as separate indicators.
Environmental accumulation can be very relevant from a substance perspective, but
does not fit well in the framework presented here, which concentrates on economic
systems instead of economic and environmental systems as in SFAs. A final indicator
not included is 'problem shift to other regions'. This indicator is defined as the dif-
ference between the impacts of a regional analysis and a functional analysis of product
chains related to the same function in a region: it reflects which burdens related to that
product are 'imported' or 'exported'.
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I 5 Of course. human toxicity and toxicity for ecosystems in themselves cover a wide array
of different types of toxic effects. For the sake of simplicity I did not mention this
issue in the main text although it is certainly a point of discussion. For instance. in the
early nineties a proposal was published for the construction of one indicator for
environmental pressure that covered a number of different nuisance and human health
effects (Aiking et al.. 1991). The Dutch Health Council published a rather negative
reaction, particularly about aggregating very diverse effect types (Gezondheidsraad,
1995).

I6 A SETAC document on LCIA used a slightly different breakdown: effect information,
fate information. information on background levels and spatial information (Udo de
Haes, 1996). The temporal aspect is not relevant in LCIA. I wanted to make the
intrinsic properties of a substance specifically visible in relation to the breakdown I
wanted to use in table 3.5.1. My 'environmental information' covers both spatial infor-
mation and information on background levels. Many sensitivity analyses for LCIA also
use the division between data on substance properties and data concerning the environ-
ment that I applied here, mainly in order to analyse whether the uncertainties are
substance-related (calling for improvement of knowledge on substance properties) or
environment-related (calling for specification of the environmental data in the model
for different world regions). See SETAC (1998), particularly the abstracts covering the
LCA-session of this conference, for some examples.

I 7 Obviously, this description is a simplification. Simplebox and (E)USES (that has
additionally an exposure model, an effect model, and other models) include dozens if
not hundreds of equations.

IX

Figure 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 have been published earlier in several reports of the RIVM.
Jeroen Guinde of CML kindly gave us the files of the figures he made for his report on
LCA Impact Assessment of Toxic Releases (Guinde et al.. 1996a). so that we could use
them in the report of the Swedish PVC chain study (Tukker et al., 1996b). Of' course I
greatly appreciate this second re-use of his figures in this book.

19 In brief. I discern here frame-related robustness, (scientific) model robustness, and
(scientific) input data robustness. This is in line with Rotmans et al. (1994), who
discern paradigm uncertainty, modelling uncertainty and data uncertainty.

211 For instance, Arnold et al. (1996) claimed in an article in Science that a mixture of
chemicals showed an estrogen receptor activation  that  was  over a factor 1,000 higher
than of the individual chemicals. However, about one year after publication one of the
authors of this article acknowledged the experiment could not be reproduced.

21 Stern (1991) indicates that for dioxins, different regulating authorities have come up
with standards that differed over a factor of one million. Recently, the US EPA
published a draft dioxin reassessment, that also lead to a fierce debate (US EPA, 1994.
EST. 1995). One (environmentalist-related) group of scientists applauded the stringent
re-assessment, and concluded risks were greater than previously thought (Clapp et al.,
1995). An other group stressed there was not yet a solid scientific proof for alarming
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conclusions. and challenged EPA's approach with arguments such as the possibility
effect thresholds would exist. etc. (Environ, 1995).

--      An example of their line of reasoning: 'For example, cholinesterase inhibitors are a
common class of pesticides. both man-made and natural. Solanine and chaconine (the
main alkaloids in potatoes) are cholinesterase inhibitors and were introduced generally
into the human diet about 400 years ago.... They can be detected in the blood of almost
all people. Total alkaloids are present at a level ... with not a large safety factor (about
sixfold) above the toxic level for humans. Neither alkaloid has been tested for carcin-
ogenicity. By contrast, malathion, the main synthetic organophosphate cholinesterase
inhibitor in our diet . is not a carcinogen in rodents' (Ames et al., 1987:277).

21 VanDoren (1996), a policy analist, concluded that 'this discussion is based on several
sources of disagreement that cannot be solved scientifically:
1. which compounds should be tested given limited budgetary resources ?
2.       how should epidemiological data be used in regulatory decisions given that

most studies have well known research design flaws as well as a mismatch
between the risks of interest to policy makers and the risks that the studies can
detect ?

3.       how should one extrapolate (linearly or non-linearly) from the cancer
incidence induced by moderate to high exposures in animals to predict the
incidence that will occur at much lower exposures in humans ?

4.         In general. should inquiry about the effects of exposure to compounds be more
concerned with the need to protect the public from carcinogens (minimize
false negative inference errors) or the need to allow products to be developed
and sold in the marketplace (false positive inference errors)'

24 Rotmans et al. (1994) provide one of those rare examples where framing uncertainty is
addressed. In their TARGETS model, they in fact modelled three worldviews that
reflected the hierarchist, individualist and sectist bias from cultural theory.

25 Literally at the moment this book went to press, certain events in the US started to
give hope for a more positive development. The EDF study had caused a considerable
impact. and even the Vice President got involved in the process. US EPA was asked to
re-evaluate the EDF study, but now for all 3.000 chemicals used in the US in higher
quantities as  I ,000,000 lbs. per year. US EPA's findings, published in April 1998. were
even somewhat more worrying as the analysis of EDF (US EPA. 1998). US EPA
officials present  at the conference 'Chemicals and Society'. organised  on  11  and   12
June  1998  by MIT. Cambridge. US, suggested  that this had created the momentum  for
far-reaching action. US government and the US chemical industry, probably supported
by the chemical industry from other countries, probably would embark on a testing
programme that aims at obtaining for the 3,000 chemicals mentioned above the
information corresponding with the Screening Information Data Set (SIDS) of the
OECD. This is clearly a very positive development, and it is obvious that such data
simply should be gathered. However, one should remind that the SIDS-set is really a
screening set. More thorough testing of a chemical could easily cost about 4 million $.
and even such a test programme will not solve the many fundamental problems 1
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indicated here about such test programmes (such as the large margins of interpretative
space in standard setting, the problem of combination toxicity, and the possibility new
end points will be discovered in future).

26 Due to the enormous data gaps, toxicological risk assessment applies stringent priority
setting procedures, supported by step-by-step approaches to assessing risks. In case of
low data availability with regard to substance properties, conservative estimates in all
extrapolation and estimation procedures for substance properties are initially used. With
such data, a first rapid, quantitative screening of the hazards and risks to man and the
environment is performed with models like USES. If a risk is predicted, additional
research is done to gain a better view of substance properties (Bovenkerk, 1997; Ver-
meire and v.d. Zandt, 1995). But in other cases there will be little incentive to perform
additional tests. In each improvement cycle, the main aim is to prevent a false negative
outcome in the evaluation (i.e. to judge that there is no risk in a situation where there

is a risk). In brief, this will lead to a situation where for a relatively small number of
substances there will be a rather good impression of substance properties, for another
large set there will be mainly conservative estimates, and for the majority of substances
used in society there will be scarcely any data for the time being. It has to be stressed
that this problem is much more important in LCA than for the application that USES
was built for. USES was developed as a quick screening tool for a preliminary risk
assessment, aimed at giving conservative answers to the question of whether a certain
risk threshold may be exceeded. This is a decision with a simple 'yes-no' character. In
LCIA the task is to compare the potential effects of substances: a relative, quantitative

comparison. 'For this purpose, it is mandatory that for all relevant substances average
case data of equal quality are available  - a goal irrelevant for substance policy and in
fact a situation that substance policy, due to the enormous costs, deliberately avoids by

adopting step-by-step approaches and priority setting schemes...in which USES plays a
key role. To sum up: models like USES may contribute to solving problems in the
field of risk assessment of chemicals. But this does not automatically mean that such a
model can be directly applied to solve problems in a field that has a different context,
such as LCA.
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Chapte r 4

Chlodne   in  the   Netheiiands: an analysis
of envimnmental bottlenecks and

uncertainties

This is chapter is based on A. Tukker et al. ( 1995b), A Chlorine Balance for the Netherlands,
TNO-STB and CML. Report TNO-STB/95/040, Apeldoorn, the Netherlands. The text of this

chapter is a slightly adapted version of two articles based on this study:

Rent Kleun, Arnold Tukker. and Ester van der Voet, 'Chlorine in the Netherlands.  Part I,  An
Overview', Journal of Industrial Ecology, 1:1 (Winter. 1997), pp. 95-116.  © 1997 by Yale

University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Arnold Tukker. Rent Kleijn, Ester van der Voet, and Edith R. W. Smeets, 'Chlorine in the
Netherlands. Part II: Risk Management in Uncertainty for Chlorine', Journal of Industrial

Ecology, 1:2 (Spring. 1997), pp. 91-110. © 1997 by Yale University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
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4.1 The chlorine debate

The first example of a 'messy' controversy in this book is the (Dutch) chlorine debate. In
this debate, the stakes are high and the information about the benefits and problems
associated with chlorine is complex. Against this background, in the early nineties a
number of Western governments started comprehensive studies with the aim of evaluating
all or large parts of the chlorine chain (e.g. Sweden, Germany and the Netherlands; see
Ecotec, 1991; Alwast et al., 1993; Plinke et al., 1994; Enquete-Kommission, 1994; KemI
1995a; Tukker et al., 1995b). The Dutch study, as a very detailed one, is particularly
interesting from the perspective of what the structured generation of knowledge has
yielded in terms of (scientifically) robust information'. Before dwelling upon this question
I will briefly review the role of chlorine in the Western economy and the concerns about
chlorine's environmental problems.

Chlorine is a relatively cheap raw material which is highly receptive to other
substances. Consequently, chlorine has become an attractive and frequently used building
block in the chemical industry. The annual world production is about 40 million tons.
Many products used in contemporary society contain chlorine. Examples include
polyvinylchloride (PVC), pesticides, glues and bleach. Around 600 of the 4,000 medicines
approved for human use since 1984 are organic chlorine compounds (CE News, 1994).
Other products, or the raw materials for them, are made from chlorine, including epoxy
resins, modified starch and components of detergents. Although only a small percentage
of the materials consumed in the economy consist of chlorine or chlorine compounds, the
range of applications is diverse. Roughly 60% of consumer goods contain chlorine or are
produced with chlorine (WRR, 1994), demonstrating the importance of chlorine in today's
society.

The production and use of chlorine (compounds) does, however, have a number
of environmental effects. Most of the substances on the EU's black list contain chlorine.
The environmental movement in the Netherlands and elsewhere has been campaigning
against chlorine and chlorinated hydrocarbons (CHCs) for years. These substances are
increasingly under the spotlight in international consultative fora. In response to
international agreements, most Western governments have formulated a strict policy with
regard to a number of specific groups of organic chlorine compounds. The use of
substances such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), polychlorobiphenyls (PCBs) and
pentacholorophenol (PCP) has been or shall be banned in the future. Other chlorine
compounds have been black listed or have been covered by agreements to reduce
enitssions.

This policy has not solved the controversy between the environmental movement,
industry and authorities. The environmental movement points out, that despite all measures
dozens of CHCs are distributed virtually world-wide  in the environment. They are found
in human tissue, semen and mother's milk. It concerns well-known persistent substances
such as hexachlorobenzene (HCB), polychlorobiphenyls (PCBs), hexachlorohexane (HCH)
and dioxins,   but also less known substances like chlorodiphenylethers (Thornton  1991).
It is likely that not all such widely distributed CHCs and their sources are yet known.
Only a small fraction of the CHCs present in the environment can be identified: well-
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known CHCs like PCBs and DDT make up less than 10 % of the Extractable Organic
Chlorine (EOCl) complex in fish fat and Swedish sediments (Muir et al. 1993, Landner
et al. 1995, Westn et al.  1992 and 1995). Environmentalists fear that emission inventories
fail to identify large numbers of CHCs produced as by-products, specifically in the paper
and pulp industry, waste incineration and the production of ethylenedichloride (EDC)
(Stringer et al. 1994, Allsopp 1994, Schooneboom et al. 1996). Landner et al. (1995)
recently reported about a new class of globally distributed CHCs of unknown origin:
tris(4-chlorophenyl)methanol and the related tris(4-chlorophenyl)methane.

Emission reduction measures concerning persistent CHCs do not always result in
a quick improvement of environmental quality. Measures against PCBs in the 1970s have
led to initial declines in concentrations in the Great Lakes environment in the US. But by
the 1980s concentrations appear to have stabilized (Foran 1993). The dioxin concentrations
in  mother's  milk in the Netherlands  led to a  15- fold breach of the Tolerable Daily Intake
(TDI) for babies (Janus et al. 1994): For Dutch and Swedish adults, dioxin intakes are
only  about a factor 2 below the current TDI (Gezondheidsraad 1996, Landner  et  al.
1995), but several countries reassess this standard (e.g. EPA  1994). In the Netherlands the
Health Council recently proposed to lower the  TDI from  10 to  1  pg/kg body weight  per
day. This would imply that the whole Dutch population would inevitably exceed the new
TDI by a factor 2 to 4 for quite some time to come: the dioxins released in former years
are well dispersed in the food webs and only slowly break down. In addition, the book
Our Stolen Future recently warned that humanity is 'flying blind': toxicological risk
management systems will never be capable of foreseeing all relevant types of toxic effects
of substances, of which endocrine disruption is the latest example (Colborn et al. 1996).
Given these knowledge gaps and the potential creation of irreversible situations,
environmentalists see incontrovertible proof of causal links between individual chemicals
and effects not as a reasonable standard in policy making. They further argue that CHCs
tend to exhibit persistence and toxicity, and regard it impractical to regulate them on a
chemical-by-chemical basis. They concluded that CHCs should be treated as a class and
should be subject to phase-out (Thornton 1991, Muir 1993, Allsopp 1994).

Industry, but also some scientific fora, question whether CHCs can be treated as
a class. (Werezak 1993, Martin and Martens 1996). Persistence, toxicity    and
bioaccumulating properties varies greatly between individual CHCs, which is even true
for CHCs belonging to a group like dioxins (Janus et al. 1994, WHO 1984a, 1984b and
1985; Hanberg, 1996; Fischli 1996). According to Werezak (1993), the adverse effects
noted in wildlife in the Great Lakes region in the US have been associated only with a
limited subset of chlorinated compounds, such as PCBs, DDT, and several other sub-
stances, that have been phased out (cf. Miyamoto, 1996). In such a view, the current
effects of CHCs thus are mainly a result of earlier releases -- a heritage of the past.
Opponents of the phase out of CHCs point to the fact that large quantites of CHCs have
a natural origin (Gribble,  1994 and 1996). Examples are the 5 million tons methylchoride
annually formed in the Atlantic Ocean and the large amounts of Absorbable Organic
Halogens (AOX) in the Rhine and the Bay of Botnia  (de Leer 1993, Grimvall and de
Leer 1995). Environmentalists argue that the number of naturally produced substances is
low compared to the number of anthropogenically produced CHCs, and that their nature
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is different. Methylchloride is the simplest organochlorine and readily degradable. Much
of the natural AOX consists of high molecular weight humic-like compounds (Grimvall,
1993). Such compounds are hardly emitted from anthropogenic sources.

Among others due to this complexity, the Dutch Ministry for the Environment
struggled with the question whether a chlorine-specific environmental policy was
necessary as a response to the ongoing public debate. Therefore, encouraged by a request
of the Standing Committee  of the Environment of the Lower House,  in  1993 the Dutch
Minister for the Environment decided to start a strategic survey of the Dutch chlorine
chain'. The main idea behind this initiative was to perform a scientific inventory that was
as extensive as possible. The study was coordinated by the author of this book (see Tukker
et al., 1995b and 1995c; Kleijn et al., 1997; Tukker et al., 1997a). This chapter presents
the main results of the Dutch study and covers the following subjects:

-         the goal and approach of the study;
-       data inventory and -interpretation;
- results: chlorine mass flows and environmental impacts;
-        an analysis of the main uncertainties;
-         the definition of priority problem areas and main uncertainties.

4.2 Goal and approach

The goals of the study were initially formulated in an Initial Memorandum drafted by the
Dutch Ministry for the Environment4. This Memorandum asked for an analysis of 95 %
of the chlorine chain, an inventory of the leaks to the environment, and an assessment of
the importance and relevance of those leaks as a basis for choosing the right priorities for
further policy making (VROM, 1993a). During the course of the study, however, it was
increasingly felt to be important that this study should already include the most thorough
possible assessment of the absolute environmental risks still posed by the chlorine chain
after implementation of policy already formulated. This meant an extension of the study's
goal and virtually implied a judgement in terms of a sustainability assessment for
chlorine'. Against the background of this rather ambitious goal, this chapter addresses the
following questions related to this specific case:

1.         what environmental bottlenecks can be identified in the Dutch chlorine chain, how
important are they, and which parts of the chain are mainly responsible for these
bottlenecks ?

2. which uncertainties are not addressed by the evaluation method applied and what
can be said about their specific importance for chlorine ?

To answer these case-specific questions the following choices were made in the selection
of the appropriate environmental evaluation method. Some of the choices were already
fixed in Initial Memorandum. The chosen approach is summarized in Figure 4.2.1. and
will be discussed in detail in paragraph 4.3. Concerning the system definition step, it has
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to be noted that the main question was to find out what policies were needed at the Dutch
level concerning the substance group of (organo)chlorine compounds. We therefore
defined a regional system consisting of the Netherlands, chose a cross-section from a
Substance perspective G.e. al\ processes using chlorine), and concentrated on inputs and
outputs of chlorinated substances only. For this system, the Dutch chlorine chain, a full
analysis of mass flows and emissions of organochlorine compounds would be performed
(box  1,2 and 3 of the figure). Concerning the interpretation step, due to the numerous
types of organochlorine emissions, and the different related impacts, the choice was made
to apply an aggregation method: Life cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) as described in the
1992 CML LCA guide (Heijungs et al., 1992; box 4 of the figure). The benefits of
obtaining aggregated data were simply assumed to be higher than the risks of obtaining
a scientific non-robust result. Further, the Initial Memorandum asked for an evaluation of
toxic impacts, where possible quantitative, against the background of the risk assessment
(RA) policy discussed in and agreed with the Dutch Parliament. To answer question  1,
comparisons of emissions within the chlorine chain, and comparisons of emissions from
the chlorine chain with the total Dutch emissions were performed (box 5 of the figure).
The latter comparison with the total Dutch emissions also provided reference points to
answer question 2.

Based on the answer on these two questions, an answer could be given to the
more overarching point I want to investigate in chapter 4 and 5 of this book. It concerns
the question to what extent this approach did indeed result in (scientifically) robust
knowledge claims that could help to structure the (Dutch) chlorine debate.

4.3 Methodology

4.3.1 System definition

The analysis of the Dutch chlorine chain was limited by several system boundaries. A first
system boundary was dictated from a methodological point of view. A regional SFA by
definition is performed for a limited geographical region, in this case the Netherlands. This
means that the effects outside the Netherlands related to imported or exported chlorinated
compounds are excluded. Further, the study was be concentrated on chlorine and
chlorinated emissions alone. Other types of emissions and effects due to processes in the
chlorine chain were ignored, such as emissions arising from energy consumption and the
use of non-chlorinated substances. Given the policy question at stake, this is totally
logical. A chlorine policy has to generate priorities established from the perspective of the
use of the substance chlorine as such. If priority should be given to problems in the chain
not inherently related to the material chlorine, such as energy use, this has to be assessed
from a different perspective, such as energy policy. Finally, a practical limitation had to
be accepted. Only in the ideal case concerning data availability 100 % of such a substance
chain can be covered. Due to practical data constraints additional system boundaries had
to be accepted, in terms of branches of the chlorine chain for which no data inventory
could take place. Such constraints will be reported in the paragraphs on results.
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Figure 4.2.1. Steps in the chlorine chain study
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4.3.2 Data inventory

For each process in the chlorine chain a balance of chlorinated compounds had to be
generated, that described the input of chlorinated raw materials and the output of
chlorinated products, waste and emissions. In order to verify and cross-check the data used
in this study several sources of data were used. To obtain an insight into the macroflows
of chlorine and chlorinated hydrocarbons, the chlorine industry was asked to make a mass
balance for chlorine for their own plants. The mass balances were compared with figures
from the Emission Registration system for individual companies (ER-I), which also
contains rough data on production levels. Statistics from the Central Bureau of Statistics
(CBS) and EUROSTAT were used to quantify imports and exports. These import and
export figures were compared with the figures provided by the chlorine industry. Figures
on waste production provided by the chlorine industry were compared with figures from
the Dutch hazardous waste notification system (LMA). Such waste registration systems
were also used to estimate the amounts of waste treated by incineration, landfill and
recycling.

Since process emissions in general account for less than  1 % of the chlorine flows
through a process, it is not possible to inventory them using the mass balance principle.
A very important support for the chlorine chain study is the existence of an extensive
Emission Registration system in the Netherlands, which has been in operation for some
20 years. Figures for emissions of chlorine-containing compounds in the production stage
were taken from the 'Emission Registration system for individual companies' (ER-I) and
from the WIER6, the emission registration system of the Ministry of Traffic, Public
Works and Waterways. The Environmental Plans (BMPs) of companies in the chlorine
industry have been used as a second source of emission data. Some specific inventories
which had already been made provided additional data on micropollutants such as PCBs,
dioxins, HCB (hexachlorobenzene), and so on. An example is the comprehensive dioxin
survey performed by RIVM and TNO (Bremmer et al., 1994). A cross-check was carried
out on  the LCA databases of TNO and CML, which contain the data inventoried in the
most important public LCAs. A brief literature study of other important chlorine projects
was performed, including the work of the International Joint Commission (USA/Canada),
the German Ecotec and Prognos studies and a Swedish chlorine study.

Figures for the use and emissions of chlorinated compounds in dissipative applica-
tions, such as solvents, blowing agent, refrigeration and so on, were taken from the
Collective Emission Registration (ER-C), literature and branch associations. The mass
balance principle proved to be a powerful tool here: based on known emission factors to
water, waste and air, the emissions could be calculated from the input of a substance in
a certain application.

To manage this large quantity of data, a special SFA software tool developed by
CML was used, named 'SFINX'. The material balance principle demands that all balances
are closed for every part of the chain. Since for each part of the chain different parties and
different sources were used for providing data, this substance flow approach was a very
useful tool to cross-check the different data sources and to ask for improved data if
balances were found to be wrong. When working with a number of different datasources
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inconsistancies will occur inevitably. In this chlorine study most important differences
were found between import and export statistics and the imports and exports given by the
industry. In most cases it was found that the figures from the industry were more reliable
than those of the statistics. The data from the emission registration system was in most
cases comparable with the emissions given by the industry. However, in some cases the
data was found to be dramatically out of date because of unwillingness of the industry to
put effort in dispensing the new information and a lack of control from the registration
office. In these cases the feedback of the information from the emission registration  to
the industry worked as a good incentive for the industry to dispense more accurate data.
Missing chains could also be detected, in order to extend the system boundary. In the end,
about 99% of the chlorine flows were covered; only for some imported compounds could

the users not be detected since the Central Bureau of Statistics, which provided these data,
is not allowed to reveal the identity of the importing firms. Other attempts to trace the
users of these materials also failed, so the emissions from these chains of production and
application constitute a gap in the information from this study.

In addition to charting the emission situation for  1990, a prognosis for the future
was also made. For the segments of the chlorine chain that were most important in the
impact assessment in  1990, all established emission reduction measures were inventoried.
Examples are the phase-out of CFCs in 1995, the phase-out of PCBs in closed applications
in 2005 and emission reductions for 2000 agreed in a covenant between industry and the
government. Taking the situation in 1990 as the basis, the future emissions were calculated
using the expected reduction percentages. This step was important in order to trace the

priorities for which additional measures are required, and not to trace emissions that were
priorities  in  1990 but for which measures have already been formulated.

4.3.3 Interprrtation

The second aim of the analysis was to indicate the environmental risks associated with the
leaks from the chlorine chain. Therefore, the hundreds of different processes were
clustered into 32 segments divided over three main categories: production, applications
and transport and wak treatnient. In the impact assessment each of the emissions from

a segment is converted into a contribution to seven environmental problems: human
toxicity, ecotoxicity, acidification, depletion of the ozone layer, global warming, smog
formation and smell. The equivalency factors were derived from the Environmental Life
Cycle Assessment of products, Guide and Backgrounds (Heijungs at al., 1992) and give
an insight into the potential contribution to the environmental problems.  In addition to
these emission-related problems, the amount of waste generated was also quantified.
Environmental problems related to input-related flows, like resource depletion, were not
inventoried. For the chlorine chain, the input is chlorine. Chlorine is abundantly available
in common salt. Resource depletion is therefore no relevant theme in this case.

For each segment, so-called normalised scores were calculated (see figures 4.4.5
to 4.4.12). This is the score of a segment divided by the total Dutch score on the theme
at stake. Since the system boundary of the SFA is the Netherlands, it was logical to use
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the contribution to the total Dutch emissions of the different environmental problems in
the normalization.

Whether effects will actually occur can only be determined by using site-specific
data. This is especially important for human and ecotoxicity. Another important
consideration is that the current LCA methodologies do not take into account distribution
and degradation of substances into the environment. Since toxicity is one of the most
important issues in the chlorine debate, such limitations were not acceptable in this study.
Therefore, in addition to the generic impact assessment, existing risk assessment studies

(Janus et al., 1994) were used to evaluate the possible impact of the substances that scored

on human and ecotoxicology. The studies were based on the actual measured concen-
trations in the environment, comparing them with the Maximum Tolerable Risk level and
Negligible Risk level (MTR and NR). The MTR is the concentration with a chance of 10-6
of lethal effects, and the NR is a factor of 100 below the MTR. Thus in principle this risk
assessment is not directly founded on the emission data inventoried. Since the available
risk assessments give a good insight into even local risks, and are generally based on
measured concentrations from several years ago, owing to the diminishing of emissions
it was assumed that the existing risk assessments would in general give an over-estimation
of the risks.

Finally, the major uncertainties and value judgements in the method were
analysed. Mainly by a careful analysis of the uncertainty at stake, and the data available,
the uncertainty was put into a context. This aspect will be addressed in more specific in

paragraph 4.5, where the uncertainties are presented.

4.4 Results: identifiable envimnmental bottlenecks

4.4.1 Mass flows and stocks

Figure 4.4.1 shows a quantitative overview of the chlorine flows in the Netherlands for
the  base  year 1990. Almost  31%  of the C12 produced  in the Netherlands  is  used  in  the

production of 1,2-dichloroethane (EDC), most of which is used in the production of PVC
(polyvinylchloride). Another 27% is used in the production of allylchloride (AC), which
is almost entirely used in the production of epoxyresins via epichlorohydrin (ECH). About
13% is used in the production of polycarbonate (PC) and MDI (methylene-

diphenyldiisocyanate, a basic material for PUR foams). Almost 12% is used in the
production of chloromethanes and PER (tetrachloroethene), which are used as solvents and

as precursors of (H)CFCs. These figures illustrate the earlier remark that only some of the
products produced with the assistance of chlorine chemistry actually contain chlorine when
they reach the consumer: epoxyresins, PC and PUR foams themselves contain no chlorine.
PVC is the major input of organic chlorine into households.

A mass balance of chlorine in the Netherlands is given in Figure 4.4.2. The total

input in  1990 was 939 kt of chlorine, of which  100 kt came from the recycling of HCl,
and around 279 kt from the import of chlorinated compounds. In this study over 99% of
the input of 939 kt was followed to its applications.
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Figure  4.4.1:     A  quantitative oven,iew of the chlorine chain in the Nethertandsfor 1990
(in kt chlorine)
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Figure 4.4.2. The Dutch chlorine balance for 1990 (in kton chlorine)
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4.4.2 Emissions

As noted above, the second aim of the study was to locate leaks from the chlorine chain
and to indicate the environmental risks associated with those leaks. The emissions within
the chlorine chain were first added and the potential contribution of the chlorine chain to
the chosen environmental problems was calculated. In figure 4.4.3 the situation  in  1990
is displayed next to the situation after the established emission reducing measures have
been carried out. The situation after measures was included in the study to get an idea
about the influence of established emission reduction measures. These measures include
measures which  have been implemented between  1990  and  1995 and target reductions
which both governement and the relevant target groups have formally committed
themselves.

As can be seen from figure 4.4.3, the highest scores of the chlorine chain in  1990
were on ozone depletion (65%), global warming (12%) and ecotoxicity (12%). Chlorine
compounds only contribute to 65% of the ozone depletion since the rest is caused by
brominated halones and air traffic. The rapid decrease of emissions in the near future as
a result of the implementation of emission reducing measures is also clear. However, it
should be taken into account that the emissions after measures are related to the Dutch
total scores  of 1990. Therefore the percentages  do not indicate the contribution  of the
chlorine flows to the problems in the future. The scores on ozone depletion and global
warming are mainly caused by (H)CFCs, Halon 1211, tetrachloromethane  and  1,1,1-
:richloroethane. All of these substances are subject to the Montreal Protocol and most of
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them will be phased out over the next few decades. The score on ecotoxicity is largely
caused by pesticides, for which a national plan of emission reduction has been developed.
The 0.4% line in figure 4.4.3 is based on the contribution of the chlorine chain to the total
material flows through the Netherlands (including steel, cement, fossil fuels etc.) and
thereby gives an impression of the contribution of the chlorine chain in relation to these
other flows. This 0.4% is both true when the chlorine flows are compared to the rest of
the flows on a mass basis aswell as when they are compared on the basis of added value.

To allow differentiation within the chlorine chain, the hundreds of different
processes were clustered into 32 segments divided over three main categories: production,
applications and transport and waste treatment. The chlorine leaks from the chain for the
base  year  1990 are given in figure 4.4.4.

The largest outflows of chloride are to brackish water, which has no adverse
effects on the environment. The largest emissions of chloride come from the production
of chlorine-free materials such as epoxyresins, ethylenediamines (included in other
products) and polycarbonate. Of the outflows of organic chlorine compounds, PVC waste
is by far the largest. Others are the applications of dichloromethane, 1,1,1-trichloroethane,
(H)CFCs and pesticides. The largest emissions of organic chlorine come from the PVC
production chain. After the implementation of the established emission reducing measures
the emissions of chloride largely remain unchanged. However, the emissions of organic
chlorine show a sharp reduction except for PVC in waste flows.

The potential contributions of the emissions to the selected environmental
problems are shown in figures 4.4.5 to 4.4.12 for both the base year 1990 and the situation
after the established emission reducing measures have been implemented. On the x-axis
of the diagrams abbreviated terms are use for the segment groups in which the segments
of the chlorine chain aggregated.

In   1990 the highest scores on human toxicity  came  from  the PVC production
chain. In the near future the category 'other applications' will become the most important
for human toxicity. This last score is mainly caused by the use of 1,2-dichloroethane as
a solvent in the pharmaceutical industry, emissions of pentachlorophenol (PCP) from the
accumulated stock of impregnated wood and diffuse emission sources of dioxins (50%
also from PCP impregnated wood). The emissions of dioxins from point sources has
decreased dramatically the last couple of years and will reduce even further in the near
future due to stringent policy measures mostly focussed on waste incineration. Therefore
the most important remaining emission sources for dioxins will be the diffuse emissions
from PCP treated wood. Concerning aquatic ecotoxicity, chlorinated pesticides are the
most important substances. Other segments appear to be unimportant, although the scores
of these segments are incomplete for ecotoxicity because of missing equivalency factors.
The analysis of toxicological risks on the basis of the risk assessment approach is given
in table 4.4.1. In certain situations, perchloroethylene, dichloromethane, chloroform and
dioxins exceed the MTR. A number of other substances exceed the NR.

The contribution of the chlorine chain to acidification is relatively small (0.025%
of the total Dutch score). The score is almost completely caused by the emissions of HCI
during waste incineration. As a result of improvement of the air pollution control units this
emission will drop sharply in the near future.
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Figure 4.4.3:     Score of emissions from the chlorine chain on environmental themes as
90 of the Dutch total in 1990. Scores for 1990 and after envisaged policy
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Figure 4.4.5:     Score on human toxicity caused by chlorine compounds in 1990 and after
envisaged policy, as  a percentage of the Dutch total in 1990. Excl.
decomposition in the environment.
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Figure 4.4.6: Score on aquatic  ecotoxicity  caused  by  chlorine  compounds  in  1990  and
after envisaged policy, as  a percentage of the Dutch total in 1990. Excl.
decomposition in the environment.
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Figure  4.4.7.      Score  on acidification caused  by  chlorine  compounds  in  1990 and  qfter
envisaged  policy,  as    a  percentage  of  the   Dutch  total   in   1990.
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Figure 4.4.8: Score   on   landfilling   caused   by   chlorine   compounds   in   1990  and   qfter
envisaged  policy,  as    a  percentage  of  the   Dutch  total  in   1990.
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Figure  4.4.9:      Score  on  ozone  depletion  caused  by  chlorine  compounds  in  1990  and
qfter envisaged policy, as  a percentage of the Dutch total in 1990.
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Figure 4.4.10:   Score on globalwarming causedby chlorine compounds in 1990 andqfter
envisaged policy. as  a percentage of the Dutch total in 1990.
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Figure  4.4.11:    Score   on   odour   caused   by   chlorine   compounds   in   1990   and   qfter
envisaged policy. as  a percentage of the Dutch total in 1990.
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Figure 4.4.12: Score  on smog fonnation caused by  chlorine compounds  in  1990 and
gfter envisaged  policy,  as   a percentage  of  the  Dutch total  in  1990.
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Table  4.4.1:   Breaches  of    risk   levels   by   substance   (mainly   based  a  RIVM-studie  of  Janus   et  at.   (1994).   Continues  on  the   next   page)

Substance Emission(ton Cl) Assessment based on the concentrations Comments
in the Dutch envimnment in the listed year

1990 After policy Year Exceed Maximum Exceed Negligible Risk (NR)
implementation Tolerable Risk (MTR)

VCM 152  45           1984 - Near sources RIVM proposes removal from priority list

trichloroethene 708 294 Soil Diffuse deposition from atmosphere
tetra 385 29    ? - At chloromethanes production Production greatly reduced since 1990

dioxins (in gram)  619 g 56 gram >1990 TDI nursing babys, TDI not applicable to short exposures; the
nematode eating pred- Health council does not recommend against

ators near incinerators breastfeeding but asks for additional
epidemiological research

PER 1887 658 1984  At dry cleaning shops
PCP 13 9 i

Locally PCP has been phased out; emissions from ac-

cumulated PCP in treated wood from the past
PCB's 0,078 0,018 1991 - In sediments and fish for To be banned in 2005, some release from old,

consumption diffuse applications
MCB               44    44               -       -                         - RIVM mostly analyses other chlorobenzenes
HCB (in gram) 195  g 149 gram 1991? - Locally, in soil or sediment
ECH            24   23            1984 -, locally? -, locally? TNO/CML analysis; no local data available
DCM 5490 2823 1990? When used indoors Near point sources

chloroform 163  38              ? In swimming pools At chloromethanes production  TDI only exceeded by keen swimmers
chlorine          24    17             - - TNO/CML analysis
AC XX - -,localy -, local? TNO/CML analysis; no local data available

1,4 DCB         40   40             " - Indoor environment
1.3 DCB XX 1986  -                      - Possibly local NR exceedance

1,2 DCB         10    10             1986 - Possibly local NR exceedance
1,2,4 TCB and   3.4   3,4
1,2,3 TCB
1,2 EDC 920 287 1984 - At EDC/VCM production and Reduction at EDC/VCM -production 90 %;

in pharmaceutical industry reduction at pharmacy not known



HCBd (in gram)  42 g 0 1985  Inc. in sediments Inc. in sediments RIVM proposes removal from priority list
dichlorotoluene   x     x                       9                       ? No sufficient data
1,1,1 tri 4162 2 - n.a. n.a. Banned, one process emission remaining

TCPE and HPPE x x -      *                       *                                 Not included in the study of Janus et al.

MCA XX -           *                                     *                                                     ditto

Methylchloride 249 242 -                     *                                                                           *                                                                                                           d itto

Ethylchloride XX -          *                                     *                                                     ditto

2-chloropropane x x     - * * ditto

2,3 diehl.propene x    x             - *                          *                                      ditto

1-chloropropane x x     - * * ditto

1,3-dichl.propene 8 6 -           *                                     *                                                     ditto
*                                     *                                                     ditto1,3-diehl.propanol x      x

1,2-dichl.propane 4 3 -           *                                     *                                                     ditto

1,2,3trichl.propanex x *                                     *                                                     ditto

1,1 diehl. ethene  1     0               -      -                       - Plant closed

1,1,2 trichl.ethane 1     0               -      -                       -                                  Plant closed
chl.fenol, ex.PCP ** ** misc. -                     ? RIVM proposes removal from priority list
chloroanilines ** ** 1988 ? Occasionally in water. likely by Insufficient recent data

emissions of other countries
chl.nitrobenzenes ** ** -      '1                      "                               Probably not used in the Netherlands
hexachl.naftalenes ** ** .      9                      '1                               Probably not used in the Netherlands. RIVM

proposes removal from priority list
tetrachi.benzyltol. **    **             -      -                      -                                Banned in the Netherlands, concentration

increasing due to river influx
chloroparaffins    **    **                    ?                      ?                               Insufficient data ; PARCOM favours phasing

out short-chain CPs
*         Not a substance demanding special attention; not discussed in the RIVM report.
** Substances demanding special attention discussed in the RIVM report, no emissions found in the Chlorine Chain Study

x Confidential, emission due by one single plant
N.B. (H)CFCs and about 50 pesticides have been included in the study but are not shown in this table. All pesticides pass a legal evaluation and

approval procedure before it is allowed to use them. Despite this procedure, several pesticides exceed the NR for soil or water.
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In  1990 the use of CFCs was responsible for the highest score on ozone depletion.  In the
near future the only remaining emissions will be those involving leakage of CFC 11 from
accumulated foam. Other smaller emissions come from various production processes. The
situation concerning the contribution to global warming is similar.

The scores on smell and photochemical smog formation are relatively low and will
drop further as a result of several emission reducing measures. The applications of
dichloromethane and trichloroethane are the most important segments.

The application of PVC scores highly on landfill. Waste incineration also scores
owing to the presence of chloride salts in the solid residues. In the near future the amount
of PVC waste will probably increase because some of the accumulated stock will be
discarded. Some of this PVC will be recycled but the precise quantity remains very
uncertain. Because of the uncertainties, these aspects were not taken into consideration.
The amount of chloride coming from waste incineration will increase because of the
improvements of the air pollution control units.

Figure 4.4.13 shows the relative contributions of the different life cycle stages of
chlorinated substances  to the differentenvironmental problems  for  1990.  For  most
problems the use of chlorinated substances is the most important. The only exceptions are
human toxicity, where production is of equal importance, and acidification, which is
almost entirely caused by HCI emissions from waste incineration. In figure 4.4.14 the
reduction due to implementation of emission reducing measures is shown. As a result of
the sharp reduction of emissions in the applications, the relative importance of production
increases for most problems. In this figure the emission reduction targets of the Dutch

government are indicated by the arrows. It can be seen that only for ecotoxicity, ozone
depletion and landfill these targets will not be met. On the other hand, the reductions in
human toxicity, acidification, global warming and smell exceed the targets.

4.4.3    A review of identifiable environmental bottlenecks

The main conclusion of the study is that the contribution of the chlorine chain to environ-
mental problems is high for ozone layer depletion, global warming and aquatic ecotoxicity.
The score of chlorine compounds on acidification, smog and smell is relatively unimpor-
tant compared to other Dutch emissions.

Despite the phase-out of (hydro)chlorofluorcarbons ((H)CFCs), CFC-emissions still
dominate ozone depletion and global warming. The CFC-emissions come from earlier
produced foam, that is Still present in long-life applications like building applications and
refrigerators. For aquatic ecotoxicity, chlorinated pesticides dominate, however pesticides
in general contribute over 30-50 % to the Dutch total. Pressures on landfill capacity
arising from chlorine-related substances result primarily from PVC use. The risks of the
use of hypochlorite and dioxin contamination of incinerator slag could not be evaluated

due to lack of emission factors, but were strongly suggested as a priority. The toxicity risk
levels used in Dutch policy were exceeded in the following situations:
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Figure 4.4.13. Relative contribution of life-cycle stages of chlorine compounds to
environmental problems in the Netherlands ( 1990) in % of Dutch scores.
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-         Exceeding the Maximum Tolerable Risk (MTR): perchloroethylene (PERC) near
dry cleaners, dichloromethane (DCM) in indoor applications, chloroform in swim-
ming pools for professional swimmers, dioxins for breast-fed babies;

-    Exceeding the Negligible Risk (NR): EDC near a pharmaceutical plant,
tetra/chloroform near the production of chloromethanes. 1,4 dichlorobenzene
(DCB) used for toilet refreshing, DCM near sources;

- Possibly exceeding the NR: allylchloride and epichlorohydrine near epoxy produc-
tion; EDC near PVC production.

4.5    Results: the unceitainties concerning the impacts of chloline

4.5.1 Introduction

In evaluations of the impacts related to the emissions of substances, three main areas of
(scientific) uncertainty can be distinguished. It concerns uncertainties on the magnitude
of emissions, the fate of a substance in the environment, and the effects of a substance on
receptors. These types of uncertainty were also present in the chlorine chain study. In the
report of the chlorine chain study, the report of the peer review committee and the debate
that followed the publication of the report the following shortcomings in the evaluation
method were specifically mentioned. They included (Tukker et al. 1995b, Koeman et al.
1995, Natuur en Milieu, 1996a):

1.          Failure to address toxicity due to combination of substances (effect uncertainty);
2.    Uncertainties in the MTR and NR levels used as a basis for the toxicity

evaluation, due in part to discovery of new types of effects like hormone
disruption (.effect uncertainty);

3.      The need to replace the MTR and NR framework by a zero emission goal for
persistent, bioaccumulating and toxic substances (fate and effect uncertainty);

4. Possible deficiencies in the emission database (emission uncertainty);
5. Insufficient inclusion of the fate (degradation processes) of emissions (fate

uncertainty).

Each uncertainty is reviewed in the next sections. I will first select which uncertainties can
be regarded as chlorine-specific. If an uncertainty was found to be chlorine-specific, I also
gave a qualitative analysis of the extent of potential danger and to what extent this
uncertainty can be solved by additional research.

4.5.2   Uncertainty 1: Combination toxicity

Currently, most chemicals are evaluated on the basis of the intrinsic toxicity Of the
substance itself. Such an evaluation does not take into account the synergistic or
antagonistic effects among substances. The toxicity of a mixture of chemicals ("combi-
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nation toxicity") thus can be higher or lower than the sum of the toxicity of the individual
compounds. Bioassays can partially deal with this problem for substances present in one
single effluent (Tonkes and Botterweg   1995).   But our study dealt with numerous
emissions from different locations into an environment where numerous other substances
are already present. For such situations, it is still virtually impossible to evaluate
combination toxicity on a routine basis.

Currently our society uses 100,000 chemicals, which  can be expected  to  be  all
emitted into the environment. For this group, combination toxicity poses clear uncertainties
that are just accepted in substance policy. There is at this stage no indication or logical
reason to believe that phasing out 10,000 non-chlorinated substances instead of the 10,000
chlorinated substances will produce any benefit in terms of combination toxicity. I regard
the uncertainty related to combination toxicity as non-chlorine specific. It can not be used
as an argument for chlorine-specific measures. There might be a difference in the proper-
ties of the substances itself, but these aspects are dealt with in the next sections.

4.5.3    Uncertainty 2: Values of NR and MTR levels

The Dutch NR and MTR values are standards which are, to a large, extent based on
scientific evaluation of ecotoxicological or human toxicological data. Such standards are
in general based on a rather limited body of knowledge. Of the 100,000 chemicals in use,
a reasonable amount of knowledge is available for only a few hundred (Cranor, 1993).
This knowledge is generally based on acute and (sub)chronic toxicity tests, where death,
cancer formation and reproduction effects are used as endpoints. Experience shows that,
even in cases where such tests have been done, new evaluations lead the adoption of more
stringent standards (e.g. US EPA, 1994; Gezondheidsraad, 1996). But such changes in in
standards can take years, at which point MTRs may no longer reflect the scientific state-
of-the art (Copius Peereboom, 1996). The even more fundamental problem that substances

might exhibit new, unknown effects discussed earlier magnifies this problem of dated
information (ECN, 1996a; compare ECN, 1996b).

This uncertainty seems not, however, more problematic for chlorinated substances
than for other substances. For instance, of the substances generally listed as potential
estrogenic (Colborn et al., 1993; Soto et al., 1995; Chemflash, 1996), mainly the non-
chlorinated compounds such as nonylphenols, phthalates and bisphenol A are still
produced without extensive regulatory constraints as bulk chemicals. I regard the general
uncertainty related to the MTR and NR levels as non-chlorine specific: it can not be used
as an argument for chlorine-specific measures.

4.5.4    Uncertainty 3: Risk levels for persistent bioaccumulating and toxic substances

Many argue that a goal of zero discharges for PBTs should be adopted. The fate of PBTs
can never be predicted, "acceptable" discharges of PBTs into an ecosystem may
accumulate to levels that will cause harmful effects and once they are present in the
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environment, remediation is virtually impossible   (IJC   19933  and 1993b) There   is
consensus that the deliberate release of PBTs from 'open or dissipative applications such
as pest control should be avoided. But the viewpoints conflict with regard to the inadvert
release of small traces of PBTs through manufacture and use, even in official circles. On
the one hand, the MTR/NR evaluation structure has been discussed with and adopted by
the Dutch Lower House,  and held to be valid  as  well  for PBTs (VROM 1990a).  On  the
other hand, the Dutch Minister for Transport, Public Works and Waterways signed the
Ministers' declaration of the 4th North Sea conference, which states that concentrations
of PBTs should be either close to zero or no higher than natural levels (North Sea
Conference  1995).

It should be noted that persistence alone is not sufficient grounds to apply a zero
emission policy to a substance. Most materials used in society are, by nature, not
degradable: sand, concrete, plastics etc. The criterion of persistency thus should be
combined with a criterion such as toxicity or non-naturalness/anthropogenic origin.
However, in practice the discussion focuses on the operationalization of the goal of 'zero
discharge'. Options for the definition of zero discharge include:

-       absolute zero;
-       the detection limit;
-       some other value, close but above the detection limit.

There is appeal to applying the most stingent option, and to prevent the release of any
molecule of a persistent toxic substance (IJC  1993a and 1993b. Allsop  1994). In practice
this means phasing out all processes where such substances are formed, since abatement
technologies will never be 100 % efficient. In a non-discriminatory approach, this policy
should be applied equally to the chlorine sector and other sectors. Tables 4.5.1 and 4.5.2
show for persistent and toxic chemicals like PAHs and dioxins a breakdown of the
emissions by societal sector in the Netherlands (a society of about 15 million people and
a Gross National Product of about 300 billion US $). Though the evaluation is not com-
prehensive, these tables indicate that both an absolute zero emission policy and a below-
detection-limit policy lead to a phase-out of nearly all important societal sectors. In fact
the tables reflect the general analytical-chemical wisdom that 'any substance can be
detected anywhere' when detection limits reach zero. This shows that the zero emission
criterion formulated in this absolute form is not suitable for policy purposes. Table 4.5.1
shows further, that the direct dioxin emissions of the chemical industry are negligible
compared to other sectors, such as waste incineration. Also, dioxin emissions from waste
incineration are independent of the CHC content of waste, since in waste excess amounts
of chlorine are already present in the form of salt (Smit 1994, Tukker et al. 1995b, Rigo
et al. 1995). Thus, if a society accepts waste incineration, phasing out the chlorine sector
only due to concern for dioxins is discriminatory. When a zero emission goal is adopted,
one can not escape the need to operationalize a notion of an acceptable maximum
emission and a notion of relative danger of different PBTs. Operational standards for PBTs
should be consistent for each societal sector. This standard setting is a political choice, and
not chlorine-specific.
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Table 4.5.1: Emissions of dioxins iii the Netherlands in Toxicity Equivalents (TEQ)
(Bremmer  et  al.   1994)

Soume Emission in
2000 (g TEQ)

MSWIs <4

Hazardous waste incineration 1.7

Asphalt mixing plants                                       1.5
Incineration of landfill, biogas and sludge 0.3

Burning of cables and electromotors                1
Combustion of oil                                     0.1
Combustion of coal 3.7

Combustion of wood                              9
Crematoria 0.2

Traffic                                                            <5
Sintering processes                            3
Metal industry 4.0

Use of wood preservatives                        20
Various high-temperature processes 2.7

Chemical industry 0.5

Total <58

Table 4.5.2: Emissions of PAHs in the Netherlands (Berdowski et al. 1995)

SOUKe Emission in
1993 (in kg)

Refineries 669

Energy production 9,810
Chemical industry 6,190
Other industry 863.000
Waste management 549

Agriculture 143,000
Traffic 641,000
Other 202,000
Total 1,870,000
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4.5.5    Uncertainty 4: Incomplete emission databases

Introduction
The chlorine study clearly identifies the areas where the compiled database might miss
emission data. It concerns process emissions at production plants, product impurities that

might be present in products of the chlorine industry, regular emissions from the 1 % of
the chain that was not studied and diffuse imports of products not covered in the study.
The latter two points can rather easy be solved by additional research. It is also doubtful
whether the emissions pattern in these areas will be of a different character than the 99%
of the chain than has been studied. For process emissions and product impurities a struc-
tural knowledge gap might exist. Because chlorine is reactive, its use in production proces-
ses results in general in more by-products than in chlorine-free processes. This is
supported by a large number of investigations, that showed 'unexpected presence' of small
volumes of chlorinated PBTs as by-products in production processes and products (Berbee,
1987; Mobius, 1990; Stringer et al., 1994; Solomon, 1996). To conclude, specifically for
product impurities and process emissions I regard the uncertainty as chlorine-specific.

Probability of and potential extent of danger
The uncertainty seems small in terms of overall quantity of chlorine. The emission
inventory was based on a large number of independent sources: the Dutch Emission
Records (already operational for 20 years, includes diffuse sources), the point source
monitoring programs for the Rhine- and North Sea action program, company-specific
environmental plans, data from environmental pressure groups and a number of LCA-
databases. It is quite unlikely that these sources would systematically miss well-known,
high volume process-emissions of CHCs. The fact that the amount of chlorine measured
in sum-parameters like AOX and EOCI in general corresponds with the amount of
chlorine in individually measured emissions to water of CHCs supports this judgment (see
table 4.5.3).

As  a first estimate, an error of greater than  10  or 20%  on  the  200  ton  of CHCs
emitted to water (Tukker et al. 1995:33) seems highly unlikely. For known micropollutants
such as dioxins, PCBs, HCB and hexachlorobutadiene, emission data have been based on
the results of comprehensive, specific monitoring programmes (Bremmeret al. 1994, Raad
et al. 1993, Schwarz et al. 1993). For these substances, the emission database can be
regarded as virtually complete. The uncertainty thus relates principally to low-volume
emissions of other PBTs, that not yet have been identified. Landner et al. (1995) state in
this respect: 'the probable explanation for the limited body of data [on other PBTs] is
either that they have not been searched for with sufficient thoroughness, or that they are
not sufficiently stable and bioaccumulative to be detected in the environment'. Table 4.5.4
reviews emission reductions of known CHCs achieved or planned under policy agreements
for the Dutch chemical process industry. Typical reductions are a factor between 4 and  10.
One might expect that the related measures also reduce possible unknown PBT-emissions.

As discussed in section 4.1 significant quantities of unidentified CHCs are present
in nature. Emissions of still undetected PBTs can be a possible explanation. The
probability that current inventories 'miss' undetected PBTs is not known. The related
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Table 4.5.3. Comparison of A OX  and  EOCl  emissions  to water with  the  quantity  of
chlorine  in individually registered substances. Quantities are confidential
(Tukker et al. 1995b:42)

Pmcess AOX EOCI

Production of AC/ECH/epoxy appears similar appears similar
Storage, transhipment and cleaning not compared 5-6 * individual
Application of hypochlorite in 8 tons/yr; no known individual not known
households compounds
Production of EDC/VCM, pesticides appears similar appears similar
and chlorine
Production of ethyleneamines and 5-8 * individual' 5-8 * individual'
Vinylidenechlorine
Production of (H)CFCs and Tellon difference explicable by 'CFCs see under AOX

not otherwise known' item in
the Dutch Emission Records

Production of CHCs, ethyleneamines appears similar appears similar
and chlorine
Pharmaceutical production appears similar appears similar
Use of EDC as solvent, production of >> individual < detection limit
tlocculant
Production of polycarbonate 2-3 * individual < detection limit
Production of isocyanates >> individual 4-5 * individual
Production Aramide 3-4 * individual appears similar
Production of cellulose derivates no individual substances in the < detection limit

Dutch Emission Records
Production of tetradiphon and not known a few kilo's/year
dichlobenil
Production of organotin a few kilo's/year < detection limit
Production benzylalcohol n.1. n.1.

Production of methylchlorinated acid n.i. n.i.

n.i. Not included in the Dutch emission monitoring programmes

extent of harm is not known either, but seems at least for the Netherlands, likely to be
lower than in the past, due to large emission reductions. However, the possibility of
irreversible damage can not be ruled out.

Trade-offs of additional research
Process emissions and product impurities can be identified by a combination of literature
search and analytical measurement. Berbee (1987) performed research into 'unexpected
presence' of persistent substances in effluents of 6 Dutch chemical plants in approximately
1 year. This indicates that, for the 30 Dutch firms involved, research can be finished at
reasonable costs and in a reasonable period. International cooperation can further reduce
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Table 4.5.4: Achieved and planned reductions of chlorinated process emissions in the
Dutch chemical process industry between 1985 and 2000 (FO Industry.

1995)

Substance Reduction in 1995 relative to Reduction in 2000 relative to
1985 1985

Emissions to air
Dichloromethane 87 % 89 %
Trichloromethane 90 % 90 %
Trichloroethene 67 % 72 %
Chlorobenzenes 82 % 83 %
1,2 Dichloroethane 91 % 91 %

Vinylchloride 77 % 77 %

Perchloroethylene 71 % 71 %
Dioxins (PCDDs and PCDFs) 63 % 63 %
Emissions to water
Dichloromethane 98 % 99 %
Trichloromethane 80 % 80 %
1,2 Dichloromethane 87 % 87 %

EOCI 80 % 80 %

Pentachlorophenol 63 % 96 9

Drins 94 % 94 %
Dioxins (PCDDs and PCDFs) 37 % 38 9

Hexachlorobenzene * 0% 0%
Hexachlorobutadiene * 0% 0%
Trichlorobenzenes 0% 0%

* The total emission in 1985 of these substances was 1 to 2 kilo.

the costs per country. Apart from direct measurements of individual substances, emissions
and effluents might also be directly tested on properties like bioaccumulation, persistence
and toxicity (Tonkes and Botterweg 1995). Using this approach, uncertainties with regard
to missing process-emissions and product impurities can further be ruled out in a reaso-
nable time frame.

4.5.6   Uncertainty 5: Unknown degradation processes

Intrc,duction
For non-persistent CHCs, a reasonable certainty should exist that the chlorine in these
substances can be expected to degrade totally to salts. In practice the degradation
processes of chlorinated and non-chlorinated substances are poorly understood. Substance

policy is mainly based on risk evaluations for a substance itself. In most official substance
monographs, discussions of potential degradation products and their fate are far from com-
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prehensive, or even fail to mention it as an evaluation criterion (for example, see for
DCM:  OECD 1994, Slooff and Ros 1987, Janus et al. 1994). This may have more conse-
quences for chlorinated as opposed to non-chlorinated compounds. The reaction products
of hydrocarbons will, finally, be C02 and H2O· For chlorine, even simple molecules like
DCM and trichloroethylene (TCE) might partially react with hydroxyl radicals in the tro-
posphere to intermediates as phosgene or chlorinated acetic acid (Landner et al. 1995:126,
Muller et al. 1996): The possibility of formation of PBTs cannot totally be ruled out. To
conclude, the uncertainties related to unknown degradation processes may be regarded as
chlorine specific.

Probability of and potential extent of danger
As discussed in section 4.1 a large quantity of unidentified CHCs is present in nature.
Formation of PBTs by unidentified degradation processes of anthropogenic emissions of
CHCs may be an explanation. The probability of formation of PBTs is not known. The
related extent of harm is not known either. Irreversible damage can not be excluded.

Trade-offs of additional research
The Dutch emissions of CHCs are 20 kton in  1990 and 6 kton around 2000, in assocation
with the use of 939 kton organic and elementary chlorine (see table 4.4.5). Only 8
substances count for about 80 % of the emitted volume of CHCs. For this limited set of
CHCs, it seems feasible to perform research that results in scientific consensus about the
likelihood that they might form persistent metabolites, or that these substances or their
degradation products have only a marginal contribution to existing geochemical substance

cycles.
The other 20% of the CHC-emission consists of a large number of substances,

mainly pesticides. A final evaluation of their degradation pathways on substance-by-
substance basis requires an effort that will take decades and will need virtually unafforda-
ble budgets. Here science is thus not able to provide a total reduction of the uncertainty.

Table 4.5.5: Total  emission  by  substance  group  in  1990  in  the  Netherlands and after
envisaged policy (in ton chlorine). Based on: Tukker et al. ( 1995b)

Substance (group) Emission 1990 After policy ('20009
DCM. PERC, TCE. Methylchloride 8,334 4,017
EDC, VCM 1,072 332

Tetrachloromethane. chloroform 548                      67

CFCs. 1.1.1 trichloroethane 8,362                                         2
Pesticides 1.700 1,000

Other 275 249

Total CHCs 20,291 5,667
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4.6 Conclusions

In relation to the goal described in paragraph 4.2, the conclusions of this chapter can be
described on two levels: the specific case of chlorine in the Netherlands, and the more
generic level of the scientific robustness of environmental evaluation tools.

First, with respect to the specific case of chlorine. the study aimed to identify the
main environmental problems in the Dutch chlorine chain, the chlorine-chain sectors
responsible for them, and the importance of the problems in the chlorine chain compared
with environmental problems in Dutch society as a whole.

The Dutch Chlorine Chain Study followed 99 % of the flows of chlorinated
substances in the Netherlands from cradle to grave. Evaluation of all known emissions on
a substance-by-substance basis with classical RA and LCA techniques resulted in a limited
list of priorities. Provided that the chlorine chain is well-managed (as is the case in
Holland), the results indicate that the discussion of most 'classical' RA problems in the
chlorine debate can be brought to a close. A well-managed chlorine chain contributes only
about 1  % to anthropogenic emissions of dioxins. Well-known PBTs like HCH and PCBs
are no longer used in 'open' applications, implying that their current environmental burden
is therefore mainly a result of historical emissions. Emissions of carcinogenic CHCs such
as VCM meet the same risk standards as used for chlorine-free carcinogenic substances.
The main outstanding identifiable environmental bottlenecks have been summarized in
paragraph 4.4.4. They concern:

-       CFC-emissions from accumulated foam in society,
-         the use of chlorinated pesticides;
-       PVC in relation to landfill volume;
-        PERC emissions near dry cleaners;

DCM used in indoor applications,
-        chloroform in swimming pools due to hypochlorite use for frequent swimmers;
-       dioxins for humans, particularly breast-fed babys;
- several other substances like  1,1,1  tri and  1,4 DCB due to exceedance of the NR.

In two areas emissions could not be identified due to a lack of emission factors. However,
the potential importance was so clear that they were strongly suggested as a priority:  the
use of hypochlorite and the emission of dioxins from incinerator slagR.

Obviously, the environmental evaluation tools applied in this case showed
uncertainties. The Life cycle Impact Assessment method for toxic releases from the CML
manual of 1992 proved not to be useful in toxicity assessment. But the alternative applied,
classical risk assessment, also produced no definite conclusions. Questions remained about
the following topics: combination toxicity, discussion of risk levels, standards for PBTs,
incomplete emission databases for chlorinated micropollutants, and unknown degradation
products of known emissions of chlorinated compounds.

However, as shown in paragraph 4.5 rudimentary logic and comparative
assessments made it possible to specify these uncertainties. The risk assessment method
used in the chlorine study is generally applied in substance policy. In a situation of risk
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management in uncertainty, a society ideally should accept the same level of uncertainty
in different situations. There is no objective reason to highlight uncertainties only for the
10,000 chlorine substances,  i f they are equally valid  for all  the 1 00,000 chemicals  our
modern society uses. Of course, there may be a debate as to whether current
environmental policy observes sufficient caution regarding the general uncertainties
identified in section 4.4: combination toxicity, discussion of risk levels, and standards for
PBTs. But this debate should address substance policy as whole, since targeting only
chlorine leaves 90 % of the problem area untouched. Following this logic, a chlorine-
specific policy should deal only with chlorine-specific uncertainties. On the basis of
sections 4.1 an 4.4, in my view a chlorine policy should cope with the following central
questions: are the unknown CHCs found in the environment a result of prior releases or
are they caused by natural sources ? Or does a well-managed chlorine chain like that in
the Netherlands still contribute substantially and irreversibly to this environmental CHC
load by emissions of still undetected PBTs and unknown degradation processes ? Provided
the identifiable bottlenecks are tackled, the Dutch chlorine chain study and the analysis
of uncertainties indicate that the chlorine controversy should be concentrated on this
question. This central question is visualized in figure 4.6.1.

As indicated in paragraph 4.5, research can still be an important support for a
step-by-step approach that analyses whether far-reaching measures like a chlorine phase-

Figure 4.6.1:    The central question in the chlorine debate - potential sources of current
persistent CHC loads in the environment
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anthropogenic (source) sites includes a refined emission inventory and analysis ofout will
indeed prevent environmental dangers. Research starting from environmental (effect) sites
would try to find out which CHCs are present in environmental samples, and after that,
try to formulate a hypothesis regarding the source. Research starting from degradation
processes. To a large extent, this research is a feasible task that can be performed in a
limited time. Table 4.5.4 and 4.5.5 suggest that eventual additional damage by emissions
during time used for research will be relatively low compared to what already might have
occurred. Therefore taking limited time for research still might be compatible with
precaution. Only research of degradation processes of 20% of the volume of CHC
emissions seems infeasible, because it concerns an enormous range of substances (of
which 80% are pesticides).

This redefinition of the problem has important implications for research
programmes related to chlorine. To my knowledge, significant financial resources are still
used to perform classical risk assessments of individual CHCs themselves. But these
studies in general leave the crucial issue of the degradation products unanswered. Further,
most emission inventories concentrate on a limited set of known emissions and disregard
the problem of other unintentionally formed PBTs. There are few systematic research
programs that try to discover the identity of the unknown CHCs in the environment,
whereas much effort is put into monitoring the CHCs such as PCBs and DDT resulting
from previous releases. Time-series of anthropogenic and natural CHC-emissions on a
world scale over the last 40 years are only available for a very limited amount of CHCs
(Ayres and Ayres 1996; cf. Graedel and Keene, 1996). But insight in the historical
sources, uses and disposition of chlorine compounds is necessary to detect possible sources
of the current CHC loads in the environment (compare, for example, studies of heavy
metals of Stigliani et al.  (1993) and Lohm et al. (1994)). Such data can also compare the
relative importance of current emissions or the emissions when best available technology
(BAT) is applied with emissions from the past. This would allow a thoughtful assessment
of whether taking time for research is still compatible with precaution.

Turning to the more generic issue of the (scientific) robustness of knowledge
claims generated by the environmental evaluation tools applied in this case, the following
conclusions can be drawn. Obviously, in virtually any environmental evaluation
uncertainties can be expected concerning the emissions, the fate and the effects of
substances. In this case LCIA of toxic releases proved to be unsuitable for drawing
conclusions, and RA could only give a limited answer. However, the long account above
indicates that the situation is far from hopeless. A thoughtful application of a combination
of SFA, LCA and RA was able to identify environmental bottlenecks, to indicate
uncertainties, to put them into perspective, and hopefully as a result, to give guidance on
which aspects the chlorine controversy should be concentrated. Specific strengths of the
method proved to be:

1.       the mass balance approach inherent to SFA. This mass balance approach made it
possible to identi fy which parts of the chain had been covered, and which had not.
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2.       the rather complete emission picture, and the ability to compare emissions from
different parts of the chain. Emission data are more robust than final effect
assessments, since for the latter fate and effect data also have to be taken into
account. But where uncertainties about fate and effect data were expected, since
a total emission figure was available it could be indicated for which chain parts
such uncertainty would be most relevant. This led to rather unexpected
conclusions, e.g. that concerning unknown degradation products chlorinated
pesticides may be more important than process emissions from the chlorine
industry.

3.       the comparison of the emission evaluation for the chain as such (including the
uncertainties in it) with the total national picture. This made it possible, among
other things, to identify which uncertain elements in the emission evaluation have
to be regarded as chlorine-specific, and thus a reason for specific attention with
chlorine.

4.       the comparison of the emission picture for the chlorine chain over time.  Even
where no good data are available concerning fate and effects of a certain
substance, it is possible to say something about the importance of the current
pressure on the environment in comparison with the pressure in the past related
to the same substance. If the current emissions (and thus probably the final
impacts in relation to subsequent fate and effects) of a substance are very low
compared to those in the past, taking limited time to gather more solid
information about fate and effects can be defended.

In sum, this hybrid SFA/LCA approach has the potential to determine environmental

priorities within and between societal sectors defined at meso-level, and can contribute to
establishing a structure for environmental controversies like the chlorine debate. The
findings of this case-study suggest that this structuring effect relies on two pillars. First,
much of the structuring of the conclusions has been made possible by making a relatively
unconventional use of (scientifically) robust data, such as emission and mass flow data
(see particularly point 2 to 4 above). Second, structuring can also be obtained by using
data  obtained  by a method  that is scientifically  not   100 % robust, but whose  non-
robustness is generally accepted in othercases. The principle of non-discrimination implies
that there must be a reason why a result obtained by this method can't be used in the
specific case, i.e. an indication why this case is different from other cases. Such analyses
obviously help to pin-point where the controversy is all about.
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  Unlike the German and Swedish study the Dutch initiative not only inventoried all chlorine
flows in the economy, but also all emissions of chlorine compounds into the environment.

-         In this respect, it may be illustrative that research of Ilsen et al. (1996) and Pluim et al.
( 1996)   suggests   that   at the current exposure levels effects are measurable   On   the

development of young children.

Earlier, the Dutch Trade Union of the chemical industry (VNCI), supported by the
Ministries of Environment and Economic Affairs, had already commissioned a study to
McKinsey (VNCI/McKinsey, 1991). This study had compared four products produced with
chlorinated materials with alternatives, using a participatory Life-cycle Assessment
approach. The role of this study in the debate will be discussed extensively in chapter 6.

4 As will be discussed in detail in chapter 6, the Dutch Ministry of the Environment took
the initiative for the study in order to support structured decision making about chlorine
in the Netherlands. The Ministry's Initial Memorandum was written after consultation with
industry, environmental pressure groups and other ministries. The Initial Memorandum
described a programme of four phases: a priority setting of emissions, an evaluation of
potential measures. an assessment of the necessity and desirability of implementing them
and, finally, the preparation of a policy statement on chlorine. This chapter covers the first
phase. It transpired that the environmental movement did not agree with the Initial
Memorandum, particularly since research into alternatives for chlorine only would be on
the agenda after the thorough inventory reported in this chapter had been completed. As
stated in chapter 6, they found this phase superfluous. As further discussed in that chapter,
the final three phases were cancelled after the completion of phase  1.

The research reported in this chapter only formed phase 1. But this changing goal in fact
meant that it would already be to some extent possible during phase 1 and prior to phase
3 to express an opinion concerning the need to formulate supplementary policy.

6 This system is used within the framework of the Rhine and North Sea action programme
t'or monitoring the emissions of priority substances to surface water of 60 companies.

The hypothesis that such degradation pathways may be important has recently been
challenged by Sidebottom and Franklin (1996). An important argument is that the
concentrations of trichloroacetic acid in precipitation in the Antarctic regions are similar
to those in the Arctic regions, where according to the distribution of the main precursor
(PERC) in the atmosphere, the precipitation in Antartic regions should be much lower.
Sidebottom and Franklin conclude that the formation of chloroacetic acids 'does not
therefore seem very plausible on the basis of either mechnistic and kinetic evidence, or
of the observed global distribution'.

K           In her policy statement on the report. the Dutch Minister of Environment called the risks
of chlorine manageable. Phases 2 to 4 were cancelled (VROM 1995). Several specific
measures were taken concerning the identifiable problems. The letter was much less
specific about how to deal with the problems that a risk assessment approach could not
cover. Chapter 6 will address in detail the societal discussion about this point.
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PVC in Sweden: an analysis of
envimnmental bottlenecks

This chapter is based on A. Tukker et al. (1996b), A PVC Substance Flow Analysis for
Sweden. TNO-STB and CML, TNO-STB report 96/48, Apeldoorn, the Netherlands. The text of

this chapter is adapted from:

Arnold Tukker, Ren/Kleijn, Lauran van Oers and Edith Smeets, 'Combining SFA and LCA:
The Swedish PVC Analysis', Journal of Industrial Ecology, 1:4 (Fall, 1997), pp 93-116.  ©

1997 by Yale University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

A major change is an extended discussion of the problems with Life Cycle Impact Assessment
of toxic releases in paragraph 5.4.2. The argument developed in that paragraph is discussed in

detail in:

A. Tukker (1998b), Practical Experiences with Life Cycle Impact Assessment of Toxic Releases

- Arguments for a Reductionistic Approach ? Accepted for publication, International Journal of
Life Cycle Assessment
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5.1 The PVC debate'

The second example of a 'messy' controversy in this book is the (Swedish) debate on
polyvinylchloride (PVC). This case followed more or less the same pattern as the Dutch
chlorine debate: one of the actors involved tried to create the possibility of structuring the
controversy by commissioning a comprehensive study into the environmental problems
related to PVC. Once again, this made it possible to investigate what the structured
generation of knowledge has yielded in terms of (scientifically) robust information. Before
discussing this question, we will first describe PVC's role in society and the concerns
about its environmental problemsz

PVC is, with an annual world consumption of 20 million tonnes, one of the most
important plastics in today's economy3. Only polyethylene (PE) is used in greater
quantities. The most important PVC producers are Western Europe (5 million tonnes), the
US (4 million tonnes) and Japan (2 million tonnes) (Tukker et al. 1995c).The advantages
of PVC are its relatively low cost, strength, impermeability and versatility. By choosing
the right blend of additives, tailor-made soft and rigid PVC formulations can be produced

for virtually any application. Examples are:
- short-life applications (with a lifetime of less than 2 years) such as packaging,

blood bags and films;
- medium-life applications (5-15 years) such as toys, vinyl floorings and electronic

equipment; and
- long-life applications (up to over 50 years) such as sewage pipes, coating for

metal building plate, window frames and cable insulation.

Especially in these long-li fe applications, significant amounts of PVC are accumulated and
used in the economical system. The importance of PVC is further illustrated by the fact
that PVC alone accounts for 35 % of the world consumption of chlorine. Major shifts in
PVC demand will not only influence the production of chlorine, but also chlorine's co-
product caustic soda (Kleijn et al. 1994; Kleijn et al. 1997, Tukker et al. 19978). The
future of PVC thus determines the fate of two major feedstocks of our current industrial
system.

PVC has often been attacked by environmental by environmental pressure groups.
The arguments against PVC vary somewhat from country to country. One of the issues
is dioxin formation during the production of PVC's precursors ethylenedichloride (EDC)
and vinylchloride (VCM) (Allsopp 1994). Other arguments concern the treatment of PVC
waste, such as dioxin formation and hydrochloric acid emissions by municipal waste
incinerators. Finally, the effects of additives such as lead and organotin stabilisers and
plasticisers are also points of concern (Tukker et al. 1995c, BLAU 1992 and 1995, Plinke
et al. 1994, SFT 1993).

As a result of this discussion, several applications of PVC have come under
pressure, especially in Europe. Successful actions by Greenpeace in Sweden have led a
number of manufacturing companies to adopt a 'PVC-free' or 'PVC-lean' policy, including
IKEA (furniture), Tarkett (flooring) and Electrolux (electronics) (Greenpeace Sweden
1994). In the Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark and Switzerland, authorities have put the
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packaging branch under pressure to reduce the use of PVC (e.g. SVM  1991 ; Danish EPA,
1991). Several regional and local authorities in Germany, Switzerland, Austria and
Sweden, where building applications are, at 55 % of all end uses, the most important PVC
market in Western Europe, discourage the use of PVC in building projects (Tukker et al.
1995c).

Sweden has been one of the hot spots in the European PVC debate. Iii a major
report in  1994 a government-installed Ecocycle delegation came to the strong conclusion
that 'today's plasticised PVC should be phased out' and that 'the phase-out of the
aforementioned stabilizers [lead and organotin] should be implemented at once' (Ecocycle
delegation, 1994). This covers the majority of PVC applications, leading to headline news
that  Sweden   was   on  the  eve  of an outright   PVC   ban (e.g. Chemicalweek   1994).
Conflicting reactions in Swedish society followed (Hydro Plast, 1995). The Swedish
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), an independent state agency operating 'at arm's
length' from the politically responsible minister, stated that measures other than a phase-

out would be appropriate to address the Ecocycle delegation's concerns (Swedish EPA,
1994). The Swedish government decided to conduct additional research before taking
measures (Swedish EPA, 1996; KemI, 1996)4

A fierce debate continued in public and in parliament (e.g. Swedish parliament

1995). The PVC producer affected most was Norsk Hydro. It is the sole producer in
Scandinavia with a 40 % share of the Swedish PVC market. Norsk Hydro's strategy in the
debate is to follow a policy of a high degree of openness about its environmental perfor-
mance (e.g. Norsk Hydro,  1992 and 1996c). Norsk Hydro further started active research
into alternative additives and declared that it would virtually eliminate its mercury and
emissions of persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic substances (PBTs) (PVC Forum  1996;
Hydro Plast, 1996a). In this context, Norsk Hydro was interested in a study that could put
the debate on a more factual footing. Norsk Hydro asked a project team of the Netherlands

Organization for Applied Scientific Research TNO and the Centre of Environmental
Science Leiden (CML), that was led by the author of this book, to conduct the project
(Tukker et al. 1996b; Tukker et al., 1998a). This chapter presents the main results,
covering the following subjects:

-        the goal and approach of the study;
-       data inventory and interpretation;
-       results: PVC mass flows;
- results: environmental impacts;
-        the definition of priority problem areas and main uncertainties.

5.2 Goal and applvachs

Norsk Hydro asked the authors to concentrate on Sweden in the PVC study. It was carried
out  over 12 months starting in early   1996. The approach was inspired  by the Dutch
Chlorine Chain Study that TNO and CML performed for the Dutch government between
1993  and  1995. That study adopted an approach that combined Substance flow analysis
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(SFA) and Life cycle assessment (LCA) (see Tukker et al., 1995b; Kleijn et al. 1997,
Tukker et al. 1997a).The overall goal was to use this hybrid SFA/LCA method to put the
complex PVC debate, where possible, on a sound scientific footing. In this respect, Norsk
Hydro was specifically interested in answers to the following questions:

1.     what are the priority problems and priority sectors in the PVC chain from an
environmental point of view ?

2.            what is the importance of the environmental problems in the PVC chain compared
with environmental problems related to other activities in Swedish society ?

The significance of the second question was to identify the environmental problems that
justified specific attention to PVC as such. The first point would help Norsk Hydro to
identify environmental priorities in the system that they, as a material producer, could
actually influence, that is in their material chain. Both points will be addressed in this
paper. We will further analyse what elements in this study contributed to achieving the
overall goal -- to provide a structured, scientifically robust knowledge input to the PVC
debate.

Concerning the methodology, it was clear from the start that on its own, the
popular tool of LCA would be of little help in Norsk Hydro's situation. A material like
PVC is inevitably used in large numbers of products. Performing full LCAs for all those
products would be very expensive, and still provide no insight into which environmental
problems for each product should have relative priority given the current market volumes
(see e.g. Tukker et al. 1997b). The tool SFA, however, basically starts from a system
defined by a material chain  in a certain region  (v.d. Voet  1996).  This was precisely the
relevant system in the case of Norsk Hydro. Where normal SFAs concentrate on one
substance or group of substances, we also included PVC's most important additives and
any substance emission that was causally related to the material PVC. In sum, in the
system definition step we chose for a regional approach. and within this region we chose
a cross-section of processes defined from a substance perspective, and finally - in contrast
to the Dutch chlorine chain study - all material uses and emissions related to PVC from
these processes were included. With respect to the interpretation step, as in the Dutch
chlorine chain study numerous types of different emissions had to be evaluated. At the
start of the project, a new, more sophisticated LCIA method for toxicity impact assessment
had just been developed (Guindee et al, 1996). The problems concerning the non-
robustness in fate calculation encountered in the chlorine case were felt to have been
resolved. Given the possibility of obtaining easier to interprete, aggregated data, LCIA was
initially chosen as the main basis for the evaluation and interpretation of the impacts
related to the PVC system. The following section discusses the study in more detail and
describes the system boundaries chosen, the data inventory and the interpretation step.
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5.3 Methodology

5.3.1 System boundades

Figure 5.3.1 gives an overview of the Swedish PVC chain. It can be divided into 5 main

steps:

-            the production of PVC and its precursors. This covers the production of chlorine,
the production of ethylenedichloride (EDC), the cracking of EDC to
vinylchloridemonomer (VCM) and the polymerisation of VCM to suspension (s-)

and paste (p-)PVC resin;
-               the manufacture of intermediate PVC products. This covers the processing of PVC

resin with plasticizers, stabilisers and other additives by e.g. calendering and
extrusion into final PVC products such as pipes and intermediate PVC products
such as foils;

-         the manufacture of final products containing PVC;
-         the use of PVC;
- waste management of PVC. This includes landfill and incineration. In the year

studied, recycling was still relatively unimportant in Sweden.

The analysis of the chain was limited by several system boundaries. A first system

boundary was dictated from a methodological point of view. Regional SFAs are, by
definition, performed for a limited geographical region and period, in this case Sweden
in  1994. The effects outside Sweden related to imported or exported PVC were therefore
not taken into account.

Secondly, PVC products contain various additives, such as plasticizers, stabilisers,
pigments, antistatics and flame retardants that 'travel' together with PVC through the
substance chain. We concentrated on the additives that in most evaluations are seen as
PVC-specific (e.g. KemI 1995b, 1996; Kapteijns, 1997):

- plasticizers (phthalates);
-       lead (Pb) salt stabilisers;
-       tin (Sn) salt and organotin stabilisers;

Thirdly, a 'classical' SFA follows the fate of just one or a few substances. This SFA also
covers al! the emissions directly related to the  processes in the  PV C chain in so far as they

are causally related to PVC. An example: for cars, the exhaust gases were not included
but only the emissions of phthalates from PVC used in the car. But all emissions from the
PVC production process were inventoried, including the non-halogenated substances. Only
by combining the basic system definition used in SFAs with this type of emission
inventory, normally used in LCAs, could a truly overall insight into the impacts related
to PVC on Swedish territory be generated.
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Figure 5.3.1: The Swedish PVC chain
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Fourthly, allocation choices had to be made concerning the extent to which effects related
to the production of PVC's precursors should be taken into account. Chlorine, EDC and
VCM were included as far as they were necessary for producing the amount of PVC made
by Norsk Hydro in Sweden, taking the emissions of the Norsk Hydro plant in Sweden as
a basis. Chlorine is inevitably produced in a single process with sodium hydroxide. In
such cases, the environmental interventions6 of the process with the combined output had
to be allocated to the chlorine output used in the PVC chain. When available, physical
causalities formed the basis for the allocation. Otherwise allocation took place on the basis
of the economic values of the outputs.

Finally, it has to be stressed that the upstream production chains of auxilian'
materials and energy, such as the production of phthalates, electricity and stabilisers were
not included. A provisional analysis was made of the probable importance of impacts
related to the production of electricity and ethene used in the PVC chain. For the
electricity and ethene production inventory data from regular LCAs were used
(Frischknecht et al.  1994, IVF 1995). Methodological demands forced us to perform this
action with prudence. The main problem is that not all processes covered by these
inventory data take place in Sweden, which is the primary system boundary in this study.
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5.3.2 Data inventory

A full emission profile was generated for each process of the system (emissions, outflow
of products and waste, inflow of raw materials and use of utilities). This is basically the
information required for a life cycle inventory (LCI) format for a process. All PVC flows
between these processes were inventoried. Where necessary, imports, exports and
accumulation of PVC have been taken into account. Data were taken from a large number
of sources: Norsk Hydro, other industries, Swedish authorities, the Swedish Bureau of
Statistics and numerous research reports (e.g. Ecocycle delegation, 1994; PVC Forum,
1995). Table 5.3.1 reviews the data sources by chain sector. The SFA approach demands
that all mass balances are closed for every part of the chain. This proved to be very useful
for cross-checking the consistency of the different data sources, and where necessary
looking for improved data if balances were found to be wrong.

Estimates of the accumulated amounts of PVC by application were taken from
reports by Chalmers (1994), the Association of Plastics Manufacturers in Europe (APME,
1995 and 1996) or reached by multiplying the expected lifetime of a product and PVC
demand  in  1994. The amounts of phthalates,  lead and organotin  in  the PVC flows  and
stocks were estimated on the basis of recipes for PVC products, typical for the Swedish
situation (Norsk Hydro, 1996a). It had to be assumed that these current PVC recipes were
also valid for imported PVC and PVC that was accumulated in the past. This has most
probably led to underestimations of the economic stocks, emissions from the stocks and
waste flows of additives that have been phased out, such as cadmium and chloroparaffins.

An in-depth analysis of the process emissions in the manufacturing stage was

performed (Fejes et al., 1994 and 1996; Johansson et al., 1994 and 1996; Norsk Hydro,
1996b and 1996d) Specific attention was given to releases of chlorinated micropollutants
such as dioxins7 (Wagenaar et al., 1996; Carrol et al., 1996b; Isaksen et al., 1996; Heindl
and Hutzinger, 1987; Fiedler, 1994; Evers et al., 1989) Where possible, emission data
were cross-checked with reports made by environmental pressure groups (e.g. Schoon-
eboom et aL, 1996; Allsopp, 1994 and Stringer et al., 1994).

Emissions from the use phase formed a specific problem. Because PVC is inert,
the only emissions that can be expected are diffuse losses of additives. The loss per
application can be calculated by multiplying an emission factor (i.e., rate of release per
unit of material weight) and with the total amount of additive accumulated with the PVC
in use in society. Emissions of phthalates were estimated with emission factors given by
Cadogan et al. (1994; see also: Hydro Plast, 1996b) or were based on specific experiments
for certain product groups (e.g. Vickelspe, 1995; Tarkett, 1996; Johnard, 1996). For lead,
emission estimates were only available for the major product group, pipes (BjOrklund,
1995; NPG, 1995). No emission factor was available for organotin. Due to a lack of
reliable emission factors, emissions from accidental fire had to be neglected.

Finally, the emissions from landfilled PVC constituted a major uncertainty and do
not include highly uncertain long-term effects (see e.g. Finnveden et al. 1995). With
respect to incineration, we followed the broadly accepted literature which states that dioxin
formation in municipal solid waste incinerators (MSWIs) depends mainly on the process
conditions and not on the PVC input because other waste already contains surplus amounts
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Table  5.3.1:  Structure of the data inventory

Chain section By Noisk Hydm By TNO and CML
1. Production of  -  raw material and product cross-check with:

chlorine, mass flows (here: chlorine) - emission data from the Dutch chlorine
EDC/VCM -  emissions of the chlorine, chain study, emission registration systems,
and PVC EDC/VCM and PVC- pro- LCA-databases and permits, reports of en-

duction at Hydro Plast vironmental pressure groups
Stenungsund - mass flow data from the chlorine study of

KemI (Swedish Chemicals Inspectorate)
2  Manufacturing - emission data reported by - report of the Ecocycle Delegation and the

of PVC-inter- clients of Norsk Hydro reactions on this report
mediates -   market data on production,   - data of the reports of the KemI additives

imports, exports project
-  data on the formulation of - several reports on additives and plasticisers

several products (additives, of a.o. the Dutch RIVM, TNO, ECPI
plasticiser) - data of Swedish branch organisations. a.0.

-  studies on additives and PVC Forum and Statistics Sweden
plasticisers for the - data in LCAs on several products like
Norwegian authorities pipes, window frames etc.

- specific studies on emissions of e.g.
additives and phthalates in the
manufacturing stage

3. Manufacturing See 2. See 2 and:

of final prod- - several material tlow studies on plastics by
ucts contain- Swedish EPA and APME
ing PVC

4. Use of PVC- See 2. See  3.

products
5. Waste - studies commissioned by - emission estimates of waste management

management Norsk Hydro On the be- processes on the basis of in-house data and
haviour of PVC in land fills data from Swedish institutes, e.g. included

in ARF-report 'Waste managment and
LCA'

- estimation of flows using Swedish data of
e.g. Statistics Sweden and Swedish EPA

- Extrapolation on the basis of Dutch waste
composition

6. Supply chains - - Several LCA-studies and literature at TNO
of ancillary and CML
materials,

electricity and
ethene
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of chlorine in salt (e.g. Smit, 1994; Rigo et al., 1995; Rijpkema and Zeevalkink, 1996).
This assumption has recently been challenged by a Greenpeace report (Costner, 1997).

5.3.3 Interpretation

The results of the study were interpreted at various levels. To assess the importance of the
environmental impact of the PVC chain compared to other activities in Swedish society
a benchmarking procedure was applied. In terms of both mass flow and added value, the
PVC system studied forms about 0.15 % of the Swedish economy (Tukker et al. 1996b,

Drakenberg and Larsson 1994, SCB  1996). The mass flow and added value of the material
PVC itself is somewhat higher than the 0.15% figure, but we had to include corrections
for the fact that the production of several precursors such as electricity, ethene and PVC
additives were not included in the system studied. Though this 0.15 % may have an
uncertainty of a factor 2 or 3, it still can serve as a very rough indication of the fraction
of the total environmental burden in Sweden that PVC is 'allowed' to contribute to the
indicators used. Therefore, for all indicators the environmental burden related to the PVC
chain was compared with this rough benchmark for an 'average' contribution to the total
Swedish environmental burden. The analysis further identified the segments in the PVC
chain which made the highest contribtion to each of the indicators used.8

With regard to the substance flows, the flows and stocks of lead and organotin in
the PVC system were compared with the total flows and stocks of lead and tin in Swedish
society. Data on these total flows and stocks were derived from Eriksson (1991) and
Hedelman (1994). This indicates the relative importance of PVC with respect to the use
of these heavy metals. A comparison was made with both the total and the diffuse lead
and tin applications in Sweden. It is often argued that diffuse applications such as PVC
are most vulnerable to losses of the metal because it is difficult to collect and recycle the
metal  in the waste stage (Greenpeace Sweden  1994).  In  this  view, the application  of a
metal in PVC should be compared with the total diffuse applications of the metal. The
PVC industry counters this argument with the remark that PVC - including the lead and
organotin - can be recycled very easily, specifically from widely used applications such
as pipes, cables and floorings, resulting in low metal losses. Further, small losses of
products that contain high amounts of a metal can still give high metal losses. In this
view, the application of a metal in PVC should be compared with the total application of
the metal.

Concerning the enzissions of substances. each of the emissions from a segment
was multiplied by so-called equivalency factors to convert them into a contribution to
environmental themes: human toxicity, aquatic and terrestrial ecotoxicity, acidification,
eutrophication, depletion of the ozone layer, global warming and smog formation. The
equivalency factors were taken from a broadly accepted LCA Guide (Heijungs et al.
1992). Improved equivalency factors were used for the toxicity themes. They were derived
with the Uniform System for Evaluating Substances (USES), basically a Mackay Type-III
fate model with a generic exposure assessment model for humans (Guinte et al., 1996a

and 1996b). Equivalency factors give insight into potential contributions to environmental
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problems. Whether effects will actually occur can only be determined by using site-
specific data. For example, the approach does not give insight into the toxicity problems
due to direct exposure of humans by specific applications of a material or products (such
as exposure to a substance that migrates from a packaging material to food). In addition
to the emission-related problems, the amount of waste was also quantified.

Scores of the PVC chain were compared with the total scores for Sweden. These
total scores were mainly based on total Swedish emission data for about 40 substances

given by Sweden's EPA (1995). For a few hundred less important substances, the total
Swedish emissions were estimated by extrapolation from the fairly reliable total emission
data available for the Netherlands, using the relative GNPs of the two countries as an
extrapolation factor (Tukker and Kleijn 1996c). With respect to toxicity problems, there
is  still much debate about the robustness of theme scores (e.g. Owens,  1996 and  1997).
For a number of indicator substances, we therefore also made a direct comparison of the
emissions from the PVC chain with the total Swedish emissions (i.e. comparing emissions
rather than impacts). Dioxins, mercury and lead were selected, because they are often focal
points in the toxicity debate on PVC. Total Swedish emissions were taken from Landner
et al. (1995), Swedish EPA (1995) and KemI (1994h).

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Mass flows and stocks

The total Swedish PVC balance is given in figure 5.4.1. All data are given in kiloton
PVC, excluding additives and plasticizers. The production is 147.2 kton, but due to a net
export of 60.5 kton the domestic PVC use is only 86.7 kton. About 40 kton PVC is
accumulated.

Figures 5.4.2 to 5.4.7 give a comprehensive review of the mass flows of PVC,
phthalates, lead and organotin in Sweden: the use in PVC-intermediates, the use in final
consumption goods, the stock in Swedish society and the flow with waste. The figures
also give comparisons of additives used in PVC with the corresponding figure for the total
use of this compound in Sweden.

Figure 5.4.2 indicates that the most important PVC applications in Sweden are
pipes, flooring and cables. Figures 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 indicate that phthalates are mainly used
in flooring, cables and the automotive sector, lead is mainly used in pipes and cables and
the principal application of organotin is in packaging and rigid films and foils. The
phthalates in the automotive sector are used in flexible PVC grades used for car
undercoatings and tarpaulins. Figures 5.4.4 and 5.4.5 show that the main stocks of those
substances are also in these segments. The stocks are most important for the high-volume,
long-life applications, e.g. for organotin there is no stock in packaging because this is a
short-life material. The figures show that lead stabilisers are mainly used in long-life
products and organotin mainly in short-life products. Compared to the amount in end-use,
the stock of organotin is relatively low.
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Figures 5.4.6 and 5.4.7 give the flows of PVC, phthalates, lead and organotin to
the waste stage. A general comparison between the stocks and waste flows indicates that
long-life applications such as pipes, flooring and cables dominate the stocks, but that
short-life applications such as packaging become more important in the waste stage. The
main amounts of lead enter the waste stage with cable waste. Phthalates enter the waste

stage mainly with flooring and cables; organotin mainly with rigid foils. A comparison
with the stocks (figures 5.4.4 and 5.4.5) and the new use in products (figures 5.4.2 and
5.4.3) makes clear that the amount of pipe in the waste stage is relatively low compared
to the new use and the stock. Though at this moment relatively unimportant, pipe will in
the future probably be responsible for a major flow of PVC and lead into the waste stage.

The lead use for PVC is about 2 % of the total Swedish lead use, and 7 % of the
diffuse Swedish lead use. For accumulated lead in PVC these data are in the same order
of magnitude. The amount of lead in PVC in the waste stage may be a bit higher, but the
data on the total Swedish amount of lead in waste is rather uncertain. The share of tin
used in PVC in the total tin use in Sweden is a bit lower than for lead. However, the tin
used in PVC is mainly in the form of organotin, which is a more hazardous material than
metallic tin. PVC is virtually the only application where organotin is still used. The same
applies for phthalates: they are virtually only used as plasticiser in PVC.

Figure  5.4.1: The Swedish PVC balance (1994, iii kton pure PVC)
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Figure 5.4.2: PVC (grey) and phthalates (black) in Swedish PVC-end use.  1994 ( ton pure material)
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Figure 5.4.3. Lead (grey) and organotin (black) in Swedish PVC-end use. 1994 (in ton lead/tin)
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Figure 5.4.4: PVC- (grey) and phthalate-stock (black) in PVC-products, Sweden. 1994 (ton material)
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Figure 5.4.5- Lead- (grey) and organotin-stock (black) in Swedish PVC-products,  1994 (ton lead/tin)
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Figure  5.4.6:  PVC (grey) and phthalates  in Swedish PVC-waste (black).  1994 (in ton pure material)
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Figure 5.4.7: Lead (grey) and organotin (black) in Swedish PVC-waste.  1994 (in ton lead/tin)
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5.4.2 Emissions: theme scores

General
Table 5.4.2 compares the contribution of the emissions from the studied PVC system to
the total Swedish scores on a broad set of environmental themes. The table also roughly

indicates the contribution of the production of ethene and electricity used in the Swedish
PVC chain. Scores of these production chains were calculated making use of average
emission inventory data from widely used LCA- databases (Frischknecht 1994, IVF 1995).

Table 5.4.2 shows that, on the themes acidification, eutrophication and ozone
depletion, PVC's contribution to the Swedish total is, even taking into account all possible
uncertainties, of marginal importance and much lower than the benchmark of 0.15 %. This
means that on these themes the score of the PVC chain is very low compared to other
societal sectors.

The landfill volume, global warming and smog formation related to the PVC chain
are in the order of magnitude of the benchmark. This means that for these themes the PVC
score is 'average' by comparison with other processes in society. If improvement is still
desired, it is logical to consider measures in the PVC chain segments that make major
contributions to those themes. Figure 5.4.10 shows that flooring, cables and foils are the
main PVC flows into the waste stage. Because little incineration and recycling take place
yet, these are also the most important flows to landfill. For global warming and smog
formation the following emissions dominate:

- carbon dioxide emissions from waste incineration and the EDC cracking;
-       (possibly) the methane and carbon dioxide emissions from landfilled plasticised

PVC (the methane emissions are based on rather questionable model calculations),
-       VCM and EDC emissions from the EDC/VCM production;
- Volatile Organic Carbon (VOC) emissions from the paste-PVC production and the

manufacture of flexible PVC products.

Human toxicity and ecotoxicity'
The theme scores for human toxicity and ecotoxicity proved to be not robust. The
generally considered best method available for Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) of
toxic releases, based on the USES-model (Guinte et al., 1996a), turned out to result in
unacceptable uncertainties. It was found that the database with substance properties in
USES contained outdated data, unrealistically conservative estimates or even plain errors
for key substance parameters such as bioconcentration factors, solubilities, etc. This led
to unreliable equivalency factors due to erroneous fate calculations alone. For quite some
of substances. a literature survey and consultation with experts could not solve this
problem since they were simply contradictionary. Table 5.4.3 reviews these problems for
human toxicity (cf. Tukker et al. 1996b)"1. The relevance of each substance varies
considerably, as does the conribution of the PVC chain to the Swedish total.



Table 5.4.2: Contribution to the Swedish totd theme scores by segment and guessed uncertainty

Theme Contribution to the Swedish Educated guess Segments with the Remarks
total theme score of the uncertainty highest contributions

in contribution

Investigated Ethene and
parts of' the electricity in
PVC-chain PVC chain

Global warming  0.13 % 0.08 % 60 % VCM production Uncertainty in Swedish total 30 %. High uncertainties in
Landfill (??) the model that calculates the relatively important

amounts of CH4- and CO,-formed from landfilled
flexible PVC

Ozone 0.003 % 0% factor of 5 VCM and PVC The Swedish total was calculated with CFC-use data for

depletion production 1992. Due to the rapid decline of CFC-use, for 1994 this
might be a high over-estimation

Smog formation 0. 16 % 0.013 % factor of 5 VCM-, p-PVC and Uncertainty in the Swedish total is a factor of 5. The

flooring production contribution of CH4 from landfill is very uncertain (see
Landfill (??) under global warming)

Acidification 0.008 % 0.011 % 30 % VCM production Low uncertainty in the Swedish total and the emissions
of the PVC-chain

Eutrophication  0.006 % 0.007 % factor of 2-3 VCM- and PVC- pro- Uncertainty in the Swedish total is a factor of 2-3. Emis-

duction sion data for the VCM and PVC production are reliable
Landfill volume  0.18 % -0% factor of 2 Several Uncertainty in the Swedish total is about 30 %. The

amount landfilled PVC had to be estimated by rough
calculations and has an uncertainty of a factor 2
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Row (a) in the table gives the results according to the manual of the USES-based LCIA
approach (Guinde et al., 19968). Here, VCM seems to be dominant. However, a suspicion
arose since a similar score was obtained for the rather high phthalate-emissions from
coated fabrics and the much lower emissions from soft tubes/hoses (containing a different
plasticiser). The suspicion was substantiated by the fact that on terrestrial ecotoxicity,
small emissions of the plasticiser DIDP from cables dominated other, much higher
plasticiser emissions. All this could not be explained by differences in substance properties
(KemI, 1994e and 1994g; Janus et al., 1994).

These suspicions lead to the discovery of the erroneous substance properties used
for calculating fate in the model. After a thorough literature search, new equivalency
factors were calculated for 7 substances having the main contributions on human toxicity
making use of the best substance property data available in public literature.(e.g.
Verscheuren, 1996; ISIS, undated; Dose, undated; UICLID, 1996, Howard, 1991). Row
(b) in the table gives the results with these equivalency factors. Now the phthalates,
mainly emitted in the use phase, dominate.

This result was questioned by the European representative organisation of
phthalate producers (the ECPI). They were heavily involved in research for a risk
assessment within the EU existing chemicals programme, and provided us the most recent,
partly yet unpublished data. They had arguments to use different solubilities and
bioconcentrationfactors (BCFs) we could not neglect. E.g., BCFs based on an extrapolation
from rodents to cattle would give more reliable results than the extrapolation based on
chemical hydrophobicity as applied in USES (Lowenbach et al., 1995; Staples et al.,
1996).So we revised the equivalency factors for the second time, resulting in row (c) in
the table. For some phthalates, equivalency factors were over a factor  1,000 lower as in
row (b). Now, phthalates are irrelevant and dioxins are the main issue to be tackled.

In order to complete the review,  row (d) shows the results that would have been
obtained for human toxicity with the still widely used LCIA method described in the CML
manual  of 1992 (Heijungs  et  al,  1992): the recommendation would  have  been  made to
reduce the EDC-emissions and the VCM-emissions from the EDC-cracking process.

Table 5.4.3: Relative importance of emissions from the PV C chain for human toxicity,
according  to fourdifferent  methods for LCIA  (total  PV C  chain =  100%)

Substance (group) Dioxins EDC VCM NOx Phthalates

LCIA method

(a) LCA USES 1996 10 % 3.4 % 67 % 3% 12 %

(b) Improved LCA USES (TNO/CML) 0.3 % 0.11 % 0% 0.1 90 99 %

(c) Improved LCA USES (ECPI) 42 % 17 % 3% 13 % 13 %

(d) CML 1992 0.3 % 30 % 37 % 14 % 16 %

a) The contribution of the PVC chain to the total Swedish score on human toxicity is 0.002 %
b) The contribution of the PVC chain to the total Swedish score on human toxicity is 0.07 %
c) The contribution of the PVC chain to the total Swedish score on human toxicity is >0.001 %
d) The contribution of the PVC chain to the total Swedish score on human toxicity is 0.04 %
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These problems came unforeseen. The new method had been finalised by CML and RIVM
during the start of the Swedish PVC-chain study. The TNO/CML project team had the
firm belief this new method could overcome the problems with the older LCIA method
applied in the Dutch chlorine chain study (see chapter 4)11. Thus just weeks after its
formal publication, the new method proved to be highly problematic as well. It has to be
noted further that the figures do not yet reflect all thinkeable uncertainties. Table 5.4.3
reflects only input data uncertainties in the USES model. The USES model is itself a
simplified representatation of reality, and it may miss relevant exposure routes. The
toxicity standards used in the effect assessment may be open to discussion'2.  With the
current state of the art, LCA impact assessment of toxic releases can hardly be a sufficient
basis to set priorities, especially in much debated cases such as PVC. The evaluation of
toxicity problems related to PVC was therefore based on the evaluation of emissions of
individual toxic substances.

5.4.3 Emissions: individual toxic substances

The following substances are generally regarded as the most important for the toxicity of
PVC (Ecocycle delegation, 1994; Mpller et al., 1995; Tukker et al., 1995b; Lindeijer and
Reijnders, 1995b; KemI, 1995b; Allsopp, 1994; Stringer et al., 1994):

-       VCM, EDC and dioxins emitted from the EDC, VCM and PVC production;
- other chlorinated micropollutants emitted from the material production;
- mercury emitted from the chlorine production;
- phthalates emitted in various steps of the PVC chain;
-        emissions of lead and organotin from various steps in the PVC chain;
-         emissions of other additives from the PVC chain;
- emissions related to accidental fire.

Figure 5.4.8 reviews the phthalate emissions by segment. The main phthalate emissions
are caused by outdoor applications of flexible PVC: roof covering, plastisol building plate
and automotive. Rain, the influence of radiation, and other factors result in relatively high
phthalate losses (Cadogan et al. 1994, Sundmark 1995c, Peijnenburg et al.1991). These
outdoor applications cause over 90 % of the phthalate emissions, though they are
responsible for less than  1 5 % of the new phthalate use and constitute less than  10 % of
the PVC market (figure 5.4.2). Phthalates are persistent in anaerobic situations (sediments).
There is discussion about their human and ecotoxicological effects, including the question
of the extent to which they are endocrine disruptors. Due to this uncertainty in effect data,
and the aforementioned uncertainties in fate assessment, we cannot give a final evaluation
of the toxic impacts of phthalates. A major EU risk assessment to be finished in 1998 may
give a more solid judgement. Direct exposure of humans to plasticised PVC used as food
packaging and medical equipment was not included. PVC packaging may be less relevant
due to the requirements of food legislation and the unimportant position of PVC as
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packaging material in Sweden. Exposure via medical equipment may be a point calling
for attention (KemI, 1996).

Figure 5.4.9 compares the current emissions of dioxins, mercury and lead from
the Swedish PVC chain with the total Swedish emission goals for these substances in
2000. Norsk Hydro (1996d) has announced its intention to replace chlorine production by
mercury cell electrolysis with membrane electrolysis. They are further striving for a virtual
elimination of emissions of PBTs, operationalized as a 90 % reduction target in 2000 (air)
and 2005 (water). The figure also compares the emissions once the targets are met. In the
base year  1994, the contribution of the PVC chain to the Swedish total is calculated to be
0.3 % for mercury and 1.4 90 for dioxins (0.4 gram TEQ TCDD in a total of 28 gram).
In 2005, these contributions are expected to be 0.14 % and 0 %. An uncertainty is lead,
because emissions have only been inventoried for PVC incineration. Diffuse emissions
from the use phase may result in emissions a factor of 3 higher than indicated (NPG
1995). Emission factors for losses of lead from landfilled PVC, though probably low, are
not known. It is an uncertainty relevant for PVC. As shown in figure 5.4.7, the amount
of lead in PVC waste is a significant part of the total amount of lead in Swedish waste.

Figure 5.4.9 also indicates the importance of the toxicity problems in the Swedish
PVC chain compared with the total of the Swedish toxicity problems. In 2005, the
contributions of the three indicator substances as such will all be below the benchmark of
0.15 %. There are probably over 100 other important toxic substances emitted in Sweden

(such as chromium(VI), poly-aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides, etc.), to which the PVC
chain makes virtually no contribution. One might argue that PVC's contribution to the
overall Swedish toxicity problem is thus lower than the contribution of the indicator
substances. However, this statement can only be justified under the following condition:
it has to be shown that the concerns with regard to PVCs toxicity, which were not
addressed in our analysis, are probably insignificant. Of the concerns listed above, the
emissions of EDC and VCM may be relatively unimportant. Their score with the LCA
toxicity impact assessment method is relatively low compared to the emissions of dioxins
from the PVC chain. Despite our critique of this scoring method, we assign some value
to this result. The basic data for this USES calculation have been thoroughly checked. The
outcome is also compatible with logical expectations. For instance, VCM has a much
lower tolerable daily intake (TDI) than dioxins, and also a much shorter lifetime: 1 or 2
days in air for VCM against years for dioxins (e.g. Janus et al. 1994). We thus think it is
safe to attribute a lower weight to VCM and EDC than to dioxins. For the other
uncertainties, no good assessment of their importance is possible. They concern:

-     phthalates: the total emission from the PVC-chain is 225 tons per year. As
indicated, there are major uncertainties about their fate and effects and potential
relevant direct exposure by e.g. medical equipment has not been included.  A
judgement on their relative importance for toxicity is therefore impossible;

-       PBTs: the Norsk Hydro plant in Sweden annually discharges about 450 kg or-
ganochlorine to water, of which 90 kg are chlorophenoles. These emissions will
be reduced by 90 % in 2005. Due to the long residence time in the environment
and the bioaccumulative properties of PBTs it is virtually impossible to predict
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Figure  5.4.8.  Total  emissions  of phthalates  by  segment  in  1994  (in kg).  Total:  225  ton
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their final fate and effect. A judgement on their relative importance for toxicity
is therefore scarcely possible (e.g. IJC 1993a and 1993b);
organotin and lead: the main uncertainty is their long-term behaviour in PVC that
is landfilled. The use of lead will probably be reduced by 90 % in 2005 (Keml,
1996), which will reduce this uncertainty;

-             accidental fire. Conflicting information exists about the relative importance of the
emissions of, e.g. dioxins, from such fires (Carrol 1996a, Plinke et al. 1994);

- other additives. Though they were not included in this research, they may be seen
as relatively unimportant. They concern additives such as pigments, which are also
used in other plastics and do not seem to be a PVC-specific concern (KemI,
1995b, Kapteijns, 1997).

5.5 Conclusions13

First, the answers to the questions relating to the specific  case  of  PVC will be given. On
that level, the study aimed to identify the main environmental problems in the PVC chain,
the PVC-chain sectors responsible for them, and the importance of the problems in the
PVC chain in relation to environmental problems in Swedish society as a whole.

The study shows that in the Swedish situation the PVC chain makes a marginal
contribution to the Swedish totals on ozone depletion, acidification and nutrification. For
global warming, smog formation and landfill volume the contributions are comparable
with PVC's share in the Swedish economy of 0.15 %. The environmental performance of
the PVC chain on these themes can thus be termed around average. Priority segments
within the PVC chain for these themes are the EDC/VCM production (emissions of EDC,
VCM, VOC and C02) and landfill (landfill volume).

After implementation of planned measures the Swedish PVC chain will contribute
0.15 % or less to the total Swedish emissions of the indicator substances for toxicity
problems (lead, mercury and dioxins). These substances are mainly emitted from the
chlorine production (mercury), the EDC production (dioxins), and the manufacture of PVC
products, use and waste incineration (lead). In the hypothetical situation that there were
no uncertainties this would imply a better the average (i.e. more benign) contribution to
the total Swedish toxicity problem, since PVC scarcely contributes to Swedish emissions
of a large number of other toxic substances. The Swedish PVC debate should therefore
concentrate on a number of PVC-specific uncertainties in the toxicity evaluation that this
study could not solve. These uncertainties relate 1014.

1. emissions: unknown emission factors for accidental fire, PBTs from the material
production, and organotin and lead from landfill;

2. fate: unknown or uncertain fate data for phthalates and PBTs;
3. effects: unknown or uncertain effect data for phthalates and PBTs.

It should be stressed that these conclusions can not be extrapolated directly to other
countries. In Sweden, problematic PVC additives such as chloroparaffins and cadmium
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have been phased out. Norsk Hydro's reduction goals will lead to one of the most stringent
emission standards for EDC, VCM and PVC production in the world. EDC production
may be a particularly important source of dioxins (Evers et al, 1989; cf. Evers et al.,
1996). The picture may thus be fundamentally different for countries that still use
problematical additives and do not apply the most stringent Best Available Technology
(BAT) as required by e.g. the European Council of Vinyl Manufacturers (ECVM 1995a).

Second, conclusions can be drawn with respect to the (scientific) robustness of know ledge
claims generated by the environmental evaluation tools applied in this case.

It is obvious that a number of data generated in this study are not robust. Various
uncertainties concerning the emissions, subsequent fate and subsequent effects of certain
substances could not be avoided in the interpretation step. Due to proven uncertainties in
fate assessment and potential uncertainties in effect assessment, Life Cycle Impact
Assessment (LCIA) could not be used for the interpretation of toxicity problems.
Paragraph 5.4.2 convincingly shows that the type of LCIA method chosen entirely
determines what substance is seen as a priority toxicity problem. Scores produced by
different methods for the same substance varied by over a factor 1,000. These differences
were caused by several, equally acceptable, sets of input data for substance properties in
fate calculation of the USES-LCIA method alone, and do not even reflect other potential
sources of uncertainty: uncertainties in the USES model as such, and uncertainties in effect
data. The seriousness of the problem is underlined by the fact that the LCIA method for
toxic releases used in this Swedish PVC case had only been recently released and was the
most extensive available, and much more sophisticated than the one used in chapter 4 (the
Dutch chlorine case). Nevertheless, in terms of robustness of the outcome no progress
seems to have been made. The results of our case raise serious questions about whether
the current, state of the art method for LCIA of toxic releases can produce any meaningful
results at all.

At the same time, there is data that - with the remark that in this chapter the
frame-related robustness was not checked - proved to be reasonably robust in scientific
terms. The mass balance approach inherent in SFA guarantees that all important branches
of the PVC chain have been identified. A full emission inventory of the PVC chain was
obtained. These data may suffer from uncertainty as well, but less than effect data: in
effect evaluations, the main uncertainty exists at the end of the emission-effect chain:
emission data are more robust than an analysis based on emission, fate and effect data. An
uncertainty of several factors at most can be expected, but uncertainties of a factor of
1,000 - as for fate and effect assessment -are unlikely.

As shown particularly in paragraph 5.4.3, athoughtful use of such relatively robust
data on mass flow and inventory level still allows for some conclusions that help to
structure the controversy about toxicity of PVC. By comparing emission data from the
PVC system with the total Swedish emission data for the same substance (e.g. dioxins),
it was possible to analyse whether uncertainties in the subsequent fate and effect data were
specifically relevant for the PVC system. Further, by making use of inventory data for the
PVC system, inventory data for toxic emissions for Sweden as a whole, and rudimentary
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logic, it proved possible to indicate priorities and uncertainties also for the toxicity
problems for PVC in the Swedish situation.

In sum, this hybrid SFA/LCA approach has the potential to determine environmen-
tal priorities within and between societal sectors defined at meso-level, and can contribute
to establishing a structure for environmental controversies like the Swedish PVC debate.
The findings of this case study suggest that this structuring effect can not be obtained by
a straightforward application of LCIA of toxic releases. It is rather a matter of a thoughtful
use of the robust elements that can be obtained from an SFA/LCA approach, i.e. mainly
substance flow data and emissions. The structuring effect in this case was mainly obtained
by comparing these emissions from the system investigated with the total emissions in a
region. In fact, this points to the possibility that a creative use of inventory data, in
combination with rudimentary logic, may often be a more fruitful basis to give structured

input to a controversy than making use of impact assessment data.
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' This chapter is based on the study 'A PVC Substance Flow analysis for Sweden' (Tukker
et al. 1996b), sponsored by Norsk Hydro. The study was guided by a reference group
consisting of representatives of Swedish authorities, environmental pressure group Bellona,
Norsk Hydro, Tarkett and Neste Oxo. A Critical Review ("peer-review") was performed
by dr. L.-G. Lindfors (IVL, Sweden, chairman), prof. dr. W. Klopffer (C.A.U., Germany)
and prof. dr. R.U. Ayres (INSEAD, France). We acknowledge the reference group and
peer-review committee for their valuable comments, which indirectly also contributed to
this paper. The study or this book chapter does not necessary represent the official position
of the sponsor, the peers, or members of the reference group.

This first alinea was not included in the article on which this book chapter was based.

In this chapter, metric tons are used. 1 metric ton equals 0.984 short tons.

4 Just  as  this  text was submitted  to a journal in July/August  1997,  a new government-
installed commission argued for a rejection of PVC once more. It concerns the Swedish
Chemicals Policy Committee, installed in Summer 1996 to develop guidelines for
substance policy in relation to the Ministers' declaration of the 4th North Sea Conference
in 1995 in Esbjerg, Denmark. This declaration calls for a stringent policy concerning
emissions of PBTs: by 2020 virtually zero emission of such substances must be achieved.
It has to be noted that that m the Swedish political setting such a committee does not
represe,11 government, but develops proposals for policy that need discussion in and
confirmation by parliament and government.

'              Compared to the article published in the Journal of Industrial Ecology, the first half of this
section in particular has been slightly extended and re-written

1, Environmental interventions is the term used in LCA to indicate all kinds of pressures on
the environment: emissions into the environment, extractions of renewable and non-
renewable natural resources from the environment, and other effects such as radiation and
noise (see e.g. Heijungs et al.. 1992)

In chapter. all quantities of dioxins are expressed as toxicity-equivalents of 2,3.7,8 TCDD

X This approach does not take into account the costs of reduction measures per unit of
environmental improvement. It may well be that, in the PVC chain, inexpensive reduction
measures are possible, and in that case such strategies to reduce PVC emissions are worth
considering. regardless of whether the emission is below the benchmark of 0.15  %. The
approach chosen here is also unable to state whether products made with alternative
materials have a better (or worse) environmental performance than products made with
PVC. However, such questions were less relevant in our study. A main goal of this study
was to establish whether PVC called for specific attention due to inherently bad
environmental performance. For this purpose. the approach using the benchmark of 0.15
% gives meaningful information.
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4 Compared to the article published in the Journal of Industrial Ecology, this section has
been considerably extended, mainly based on a paper presented during the SETAC

Symposium on Case Studies in December  1997 (Tukker, 1997d; Tukker, 1998b).

"       Part IV of Tukker et al. (1996b) gives spreadsheets with the theme scores on human
toxicity for the (improved) USES set and the ECPI set, including the contribution of each
substance emitted from the Swedish PVC chain. Simple addition of the scores/percentages
for each individual emission of a substance (group) to water, soil and air gives the
percentages in line (b) and (c) in table 5.4.3. Part IV of Tukker et al. (1996b) gives also
the emissions in kg for each individual substance. Furthermore. the equivalency factors

relevant for line (a) can be found in Part III of Tukker et al. ( 1996b), and the equivalency
factors relevant for line (d) in Heijungs et al. (1992). With these data, calculation of the

percentages in line (a) and line (d) is straightforward. All normalisation data relevant for
the percentages in the notes of the table can be found in Tukker and Kleijn (1996c).In
Tukker et al (1996b) in the end it was not useful to include all figures or calculations
made earlier with the erroneous USES-equivalency factors, let alone calculations based on

the  1992 CML guide. The detailed spreadsheets of the latter calculations are therefore not
included in Tukker et al. (1996b). They were also too long to be included in the paper of
a presentation on this matter (Tukker, 1997d). However, they are available on request from
the author.

These results were presented during the SETAC symposium on Case Studies in December
1997. One reaction suggested that we applied the LCIA method for toxic releases to a case
that was generally regarded as difficult, and that our findings are therefore not
representative. I reject this suggestion. A final draft report of the LCIA method had been
presented in a workshop in The Hague in April 1996, where a main part of the discussion
was whether it would be appropriate to apply USES to heavy metals, since USES was
originally built for organic substances. The developers of the method felt they had found
an acceptable solution for this. In our case, we faced problems with straightforward

organic substances such as phthalates, VCM, EDC and dioxins. Neither in the manual nor
during that workshop were these substance groups specifically addressed as problematic.

12 As discussed in chapter 3, these points are more problematic in RA as LCIA, since the
latter is a relative scoring method. This requires that average case equivalency factors
are available for each substance.

11 Compared to the article published in the Journal of Industrial Ecology, the second half of
this section in particular has been slightly extended and re-written

I 4 Greenpeace also questions the practical feasibility of large-scale recycling of PVC, and
argues that a high PVC-content in waste incinerated in MSWIs is problematic because of
corrosive effects and the formation of relatively high amounts of flue gas cleaning residue
(Greenpeace Sweden, 1994). An SFA/LCA approach is ill-suited to the discussion of these

issues, especially the first two.
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The Dutch chlorine debate

I feel that the risks from chlorine and chlorine compounds are manageable.

Mrs. Margaretha de Boer, Dutch Minister of Environment, in a letter to the Standing Committee
for Environment of the Lower House, 21 November 1995
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6.1 Introduction

As already indicated in chapter 4, during the last decade the production and use of
chlorine has been a point of attention for environmental groups and governmental
institutions all over the world. Major debates and research programmes concerned with
chlorine took place in Sweden (KemI, 1995), Germany (Ecotec, 1991; Plinke et al.,
1994) and the US and Canada. In the latter countries, a very influential research
programme was conducted within the framework of the International Joint Commission
(IJC,  19938  and  1993b).  In its Sixth Biennial report  (IJC,  1992)  the  IJC  even  came  to
the conclusion that "the use of chlorine and its compounds should be avoided in the
manufacturing process."

Implementation of such proposals would have a major influence on our current
industrial production system. The annual world production is over 40 million tons,
making chlorine a major feedstock in our industrial society. About 60% of consumer
products contain materials whose production process at some stage involves the use of
chlorine or chlorinated compounds. There are several reasons for chlorine's success.
Chlorine is abundantly available as common salt. Electrolysis of salt results not only in
elementary chlorine, but also in another important feedstock: caustic soda. Chlorine
reacts easily with organic compounds and is therefore an easy to use 'building block' in
the process chemistry. Finally, chlorine introduces a number of useful properties to or-
ganic compounds. Chlorinated compounds tend to be less flammable, more stable and
more effective as solvents than non-chlorinated compounds.

The pressure on chlorinated compounds relates to the historical experience that
they contribute to a number of environmental problems. These problems include the
danger of transport of elementary chlorine and ozone depletion and global warming
related to (H)CFCs. A number of organochlorines like DDT, PCBs and others have
shown undesirable properties like toxicity, persistence and bioaccumulation, leading to
threats to humans and ecosystems. Further, due to the reactivity of active chlorine
unknown chlorinated by-products are probably produced unintentionally in small
quantities. Thousands of organochlorines are found in sediments and biota, at least
some of which come from anthropogenic sources. Only a small fraction of them can be
identified. Such problems have already lead to measures against a number of or-
ganochlorines:

-            the ozone depleting substances (H)CFCs, tetrachloromethane and 1,1,1-trichlo-
roethane are being phased out under the Montreal Convention;

- persistent pesticides with a high chlorine content such as DDT, drins, endosul-
fan etc. are now banned in a growing number of countries;

- chlorinated solvents are being replaced in several applications such as metal
degreasing, dry cleaning etc.;

-        the use of PVC is being restricted in applications with a short life-span, espe-
cially in packaging materials.
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However, environmental pressure groups feel such measures are insufficient and call
for a total chlorine ban, since they fear the risks related to chlorine can not be
managed. In Holland too, virtually all environmental pressure groups and consumer
organisations have launched campaigns against chlorine. Any new permit application
by a firm in the chlorine industry is vigorously challenged. Actions have been held
against Holland's major chlorine producers Akzo Nobel and Solvay. PVC has come
under pressure. Two major chlorine studies were performed between 1990 and 1995.
These studies involved major efforts to resolve the chlorine controversy along different
tracks. The so-called VNCI/McKinsey study   of 1991 tried to solve the debate   by

emphasizing a process approach, in which all actors in the chlorine controversy were
involved. The TNO/CML study   of   1995 was mainly concerned with scientific
analysis: it tried to finally identify the risks related to chlorine through an in-depth
analysis of emissions and other effects related to the chlorine chain. Nevertheless,
despite these efforts there is still no consensus between the debating parties about the
risks related to chlorine.

As stated in chapter 2 of this thesis, I assume that there are two elements that
play a major role in resolving controversies such as the one about chlorine. The first
element is dealing with differences in framing of the problem. The second element is
assessing what basic knowledge claims are considered as 'robust' by the parties
involved in the controversy.

The Dutch chlorine controversy is an interesting case for this thesis,
particularly since the two main efforts to resolve the debate to some extent each used a
different element  as a focal point. An analysis of the Dutch chlorine controversy can
therefore provide insight into the strengths and weaknesses of each of the two
approaches. In relation to the central research questions in chapter 2, this chapter there-
fore tries to answer the following questions by means of a historical analysis of the
Dutch chlorine debate:

1.         Is it possible to discern frame levels in controversies ? How can we specify the
structure of such frames with respect to:
a         the  characteristics  of possible  layers  in a frame:  a 'hard core' and the

'operational assumptions' ?
b.      the driving process behind framing  ?

2.      Can robust knowledge claims be identified in controversies, and can therefore
the observation language and basic logic be commensurable ? If yes, do  robust
knowledge claims  have specific characteristics ?

The remaining sections of this chapter will first discuss the approach used in the
analysis, and then review the main actors in the debate, and the arguments they put
forward in a historical context.
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6.2    Approach of the analysis

The information necessary for this historical analysis has been gathered by an analysis
of the extensive literature available, participation in the debate itself and in-depth inter-
views  with  10 key players  in the Dutch chlorine debate.

Concerning the literature,  in the period   1988  to 1996 several research reports
and policy documents with regard to chlorine were published. The most important
reports and proposals led in general to outspoken, formal reactions from the
stakeholders. Such key reports included:

- reports produced within the framework of the Dutch dioxin emission inventory
program (Bremmer et al., 1994);

-       the report 'Van Keukenzout tot gifcocktail' (From kitchen Salt to toxic cocktail)
of environmental pressure groups (Berends and Stoppelenburg, 1990);

-        the Akzo report 'Chloor en de samenleving' (Chlorine and society; Akzo, 1990)
- reports produced in the framework of the VNCI/McKinsey study 'Integrated

chain management' (VNCI/McKinsey, 1991);
-       reports and documents produced in the framework of the programme 'Closing

the chlorine chain' (Tukker et al., 1995b);
-       reviews of several discussions in Dutch parliament or the Standing committee

for the Environment;
- several chlorine-related policy documents (e.g., the Dutch National

Environmental Policy  Plan  of  1989, a chlorine policy statement of November
1995, etc.)

- numerous other reports of environmental pressure groups, industry and scienti-
fic institutes, including some in relation to permit applications.

This can be regarded as a virtually complete list of scientific or official reports used in
the Dutch chlorine debate, including the most important reactions they provoked.
Further, some general studies could provide background about the Dutch environmental
movement, the political setting, etc. (e.g. Cramer, 1989; Jamison et al., 1990). Addi-
tionally, use has been made of articles in Dutch newspapers, journals of environmental
pressure groups, the newsletter of branch organisation VNCI, and articles in interna-
tional journals for the chemical industry like European Chemical News. I did not strive
for completeness concerning this unofficial literature. However, written information
reflecting positions of actors in the past may be rather unbiased compared td other
information sources such as interviews held today. Interviewees may 'look' to past
events from the perspective of their current problem frames (e.g. Termeer, 1993). I
therefore took care to have at least some articles or papers covering the opinions of the
main actors concerning main events in the debate, preferably written by themselves'.

From 1993 until  now  I was actively involved  in the Dutch chlorine debate
when TNO and CML performed the study 'A chlorine balance for the Netherlands',
commissioned by the Dutch government (see chapter 4). It was guided by a steering
committee and a technical working group in which most of the key stakeholders were
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represented. It consisted of representatives of the three most important ministries
(Environment, Economic Affairs, and Traffic, Public Works and Water Management),
Akzo Nobel, Solvay, Shell, and branch organisation  VNCI.  Over 10 meetings  with
these groups took place. In the course of the study, we were directly confronted with
comments on our work in relation to the views, problem definitions and evaluation fra-
meworks actors preferred. The environmental movement did not want to participate in
this project. We tried to take their views into account as well through interviews. The
most important period  may  have been after the release  of the study in November  1995.
The study became a subject of debate, in which we actively participated and which
contributed to the articulation of the positions of stakeholders (e.g. NCI, 1995; Koe-
man, 1995b and 1996; Tukker et al., 1996d; Natuur en Milieu, 1996a; Copius
Peereboom, 1996; Kleijn et al., 1996). To coordinate the follow-up to the chlorine
study, a steering group on implementation of actions related to the chlorine chain study
(BITAC) was installed, in which industry, authorities, CML, TNO, and - from early
1997 - the environmental movement, were represented. Participation in the process was
therefore a second source of information.

On the basis of this material, an initial analysis of the Dutch chlorine debate
was made. This analysis indicated the main actors involved, the main events, the
problem framing of each actor, and the shifts that took place in this process. This
initial analysis was cross-checked during in-depth interviews lasting about   1 -2 hours
each with major actors in the debate. These actors were selected by me, mainly based

on my own experience with the chlorine controversy. Table 6.2.1 lists the people inter-
viewed. They all received the initial analysis before the interview. During these inter-
views, the inteviwees were explicitly asked to consider the completeness of the
preliminary lists of:

- dominant actors;
- major points of discussion;
- major events;
- major reports, position papers and other written documents.

As a last point, an effort was made, together with the interviewee, to analyse his/her
own problem framing and that of the other actors in the debate, and the developments
in those problem framings over time. Finally, all interviewees received a draft of this
chapter and were asked to give comments on it.

The description of the controversy is broken down by phase and by actor
coalition. The breakdown by phase has been chosen in a rather pragmatic way: a
change in the character of the controversy, or the start or end of a new major study

was generally used as a partition between phases. The breakdown into coalitions of
actors has been chosen on the basis of a rather rough, first analysis of the material
gathered. As will become clear in the description of the controversy, with some minor
exceptions, in the chlorine policy field precisely these groups of actors acted as rather
stable coalitions that shared a common problem framing2. In line with the framework
developed in chapter 2, for each phase the following elements are addressed:
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-       what knowledge emerges as 'robust';
-       the first- and second-order arguments: the more technical assumptions and the

basic evaluative philosophy in the frames of each actor coalition (see Fischer,
1995), as well as the tactics actor coalitions used;

-        the outcome of the conflict, where possible explained in terms of the power of
the coalition, the plausibility of its view, and the trust in its members.

The historical analysis is given in section 6.4. As an introduction, section 6.3 reviews
the actor coalitions in the Dutch chlorine debate.

Table 6.2.1: Chlorine specialists interviewed

Name Position

R. Augustijn Environmental specialist, Solvay Nederland  B.V.
W. Beerman Chairman Stuurgroep PVC en Ketenbeheer, working at Solvay

Nederland  B.V.
M. Bovenkerk Head. Chemicals Division, Ministry of the Environment
R. Kleijn Scientist, CML, Leiden University
A. Klingenberg Former staff member Stichting Natuur en Milieu (SNM; active

1986-1994)

E. Matser Former staff member Stichting Natuur en Milieu (SNM), since

1997 working at Greenpeace Netherlands
W. van der Naald Campaigner, Greenpeace Netherlands
R. Scheffers General Manager BU Base Chemicals. Akzo Nobel
R. de Vries Communications Manager BU Base Chemicals, Akzo Nobel
J. Wesseldijk General Manager BU Base Chemicals, Akzo Nobel (until 1994)
P. Winsemius Partner, McKinsey & Company, Amsterdam

6.3 The actors in the Dutch chloline debate

6.3.1 Introduction

In the Dutch chlorine debate it is possible to distinguish approximately four main
groups of actors. They will be discussed below. These groups are:

-         politicians;
-    the state agencies: the Ministries of Environment, Economic Affairs and

Traffic, Public Works and Water Management;
-       the Dutch chlorine-related industry;
- environmental organizations.
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6.3.2 Politicians

In the debate, political actors did not play a very decisive role in terms of active in-
volvement or taking the lead in the controversy by proposing far-reaching measures. Of
course. they asked questions of the Minister of Environment on issues related to
chlorine, gave guidance to the Environment Ministry concerning the policy to be
developed, etc. But the role of politicians has scarcely been crucial in the history of the
controversy, in contrast to Sweden (see chapter 7). In the analysis, I will therefore
describe the relevant actions of politicians in the sections that deal with the state
agencies. For the moment, the development of environmentalism in the Dutch political
setting is given as background.

As in other European countries, environmental issues only started to receive
attention in the late sixties. Earlier, reconstruction of the damage from the Second
World War, industrialisation and creating welfare growth had priority. The first wave
of environ-mentalism lead to the creation of a Ministry for Health Care and
Environment  in  1972,  and the enactment  of the first Dutch environmental  laws  (like
the Water Pollution   Act   in   1969;   the Air Pollution   Act   in   1972,   and two Waste
Management  Acts  in   1977  and  1979).  It  was  also  in this period  that the environment
became an important topic for the PvdA (the Labour party) and D'66 (a left-of-centre
democratic party). However, compared to Sweden (see chapter 7) these larger parties
tended to take rather moderate positions in the environmental debate. For support for
fundamental new ideas, environmentalists in general had to rely on a number of small
left-wing parties, which eventually merged to form the Dutch Green party
(GroenLinks) in the late eighties.

The late seventies and early eighties brought severe economic problems that
dominated most other issues in politics. Nevertheless, the environment popped up
regularly on the political agenda. The first major case of soil contamination emerged in
1980 in Lekkerkerk, leading to evacuation of the inhabitants of the quarter concerned.
There were several major scandals involving illegal waste management. Acid rain and
ozone depletion were recognised as major problems. The position of the Environment
Ministry (since   1982  part  of a Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning  and
Environment, in Dutch: VROM) became stronger, in part due to the fact it was headed

by  a  series of skilled ministers  of the  VVD (the Liberal party) between  1978  and  1989
(consecutively Mr. Ginjaar, Mr. Winsemius and Mr. Nijpels). The publication of the
report 'A concern for tomorrow'  by  the  RIVM   in   1988   put the environment  in  one
blow high on the political agenda (Houtsma and v.d. Schot, 1997). This study was the
first integrated long-term environmental forecast for the Netherlands, and showed that
in most cases impact reductions of over 90 % in one generation were necessary to
prevent structural environmental problems.

The response to the RIVM study was the Dutch National Environmental Policy
Plan (NEPP), published  in   1989.  The RIVM study  and  the  NEPP  made the environ-
ment a hot political topic. The importance of the environment in political issues can be
illustrated  by  the  fact  that  in   1989  for the first  time a government  fell  over a dispute
concerning an environmental issue: the question of whether the costs of commuting by
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car should still be deductible for income tax. The momentum had been created for tak-
ing quite far-reaching measures concerning the environment. Budgets and staff of the
Environmental ministry were raised. This period lasted roughly  to  1995,  when  a  new
government decided to reduce the Ministry's staff and budget again.

6.3.3 Governmental institutions and public agencies

The Dutch Environment Ministry was founded in 1971. It is directly respon-sible to the
Minister of Environment, and primarily has to serve and support policy. This is a
fundamentally different position to that of 'professional' organisations like the Swedish
EPA, which operate 'at arm's length' from their Minister with a well-defined mandate,
but that within this mandate can do what it wants, including criticising political views.
The ministry saw a fast growth in employees until about 1992. In Holland it is com-
mon practice to hire staff on the basis of their expertise rather than political affiliation,
and quite a few professionals, often sympathetic to environmental groups, entered the
ministry. This made it relatively easy for some environmental groups to establish good
relations with these civil servants. Though one of the smaller ministries in the Nether-
lands, it dealt with a sensitive subject and was often in the publicity. This was partly
due to the pioneering atmosphere that long characterized the ministry, since any time
new, challenging unforeseen problems had to be solved, civil servants could to some
extent act rather independently. This was long supported by the subsequent ministers
and the ministries' top management:  'let 1000 flowers blossom' (a reference  to  the
approximate number  of 1,000 officials  in the Ministry) became a well-known slogan
that reflected the ministry's preferred management style (Winsemius, 1986). As stated
before, growing political attention to environmental matters at the end of the eighties
gave the Ministry additional budgets, staff, and thus major options for new initiatives.
However, particularly since  the 1994 budget  cuts the boundaries within which  the
Ministry has to operate have clearly been tightened.

Within the ministry, the directorates dealing with substance policy (Chemicals,
External Safety and Radiation Protection (SVS)), product policy (Industry, Building,
Products and Consumers, (IBPC)) and waste policy (Waste) have been the most closely
involved in the chlorine controversy. In substance-oriented problems, in most cases
SVS played the leading role. But in cases of waste problems (as with PVC) or product-
oriented measures the other directorates were involved as well. Together with the
Ministry of Health, the Environment Ministry has a relatively independent, state-owned
research laboratory (RIVM). The RIVM can perform research projects on request by
the Ministry, and produced a number of reports that were used in the chlorine
controversy. RIVM staff also participated in one of the other major studies, the
VNCI/McKinsey study of 1991.

Not all environmental tasks at the national level are the responsibility of the
Environment Ministry. As a 'new' ministry, it was always confronted with the fact
some of the problem areas in environment encompassed areas that were already within
the competence of other ministries. Those other ministries then often tried to include
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environmental policy as an 'add on' to the policy subjects they were already responsible
for. This is the reason that manure policy is still largely dealt with by the Agriculture
Ministry, energy policy by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, and water quality control
management, including legislation and part of the licensing, by the Ministry of Traffic,
Pubic Works and Water Management. The latter ministry, especially, played an
important role in the chlorine controversy, since it had to deal with permit applications
from firms in the chlorine chain that discharged effluent into the larger rivers and the
sea. They are also heavily involved in fora like the North Sea Ministers Conferences
and OSPARCOM, which have adopted strong declarations like the aim to phase out
the emissions of persistent substances (like most organochlorines) in the North Sea
area. Most of the input from this ministry in the chlorine controversy came from the
ministry's scientific institute, RIZA.

The Ministry of Economic Affairs was the third major ministry involved in the
controversy. This ministry serves in the Dutch situation as the natural protagonist of
the Environment Ministry: it tries to support industrial development, is easily ac-
cessible for industrial representative organisations, and overly stringent environmental,
market influencing measures do not fit in this picture. In practice, it is very difficult for
the Environment Ministry to take far-reaching measures with regard to certain in-
dustrial target groups without approval from the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

6.3.4 The chlorine industry

The most important company in the Dutch chlorine industry is undoubtedly Akzo
Nobel. This Dutch-Swedish multinational is based in Arnhem in the east of the
Netherlands. Akzo was the result of a number of mergers between Dutch chemical
firms in the sixties and seventies, which itself merged with the Swedish firm Eka
Nobel  in  1993. Akzo Nobel  has  four main fields of activities: coatings, pharmaceutical
products, fibres and chemicals. The company is divided into several dozens of business
units (BU's), which report directly to Akzo Nobel's Board of Management. Most
activities related to chlorine are part of the BU Base Chemicals. Akzo Nobel owns 3 of
the 5 Dutch chlorine producing plants, responsible for over 70 % of the Dutch chlorine
production. The importance and the strength of Akzo Nobel's position on this market
can hardly be overestimated. Akzo Nobel's chlorine plants in Delfzijl, Rotterdam-
Botlek and to a lesser extent Hengelo are all located near important chlorine consu-

ming industries. The other main producer, Solvay, is located in Limburg and has no
nearby clients. In practice Solvay barely succeeds in selling its chlorine on the Dutch
market; it is virtually all exported to other Solvay firms outside Holland. A rather
small chlorine plant of General Electric Plastics produces exclusively for direct, on-site
use in their production of polycarbonate.

Downstream integration is well developed at Akzo Nobel. Over 50 % of Akzo
Nobel's chlorine production is used in other plants owned by the company or its joint-
ventures. These are production plants for chlorinated solvents, aramide, hypochlorite,
chlorinated acetic acid and PVC. Some of these products are themselves used within
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Akzo Nobel: aramide in their fibre activities, solvents in the coating and phar-
maceutical activities, etc. The PVC is made by ROVIN, a joint-venture of Akzo Nobel
and another major company with Dutch roots: Shell. Shell further uses major amounts
of Akzo Nobel's chlorine in the production of ECH and epoxy resin. The balance is
mainly consumed by ICI (production of MDI, a precursor for PUR) and DuPont
(production of HCFC-22 and teflon). Concerning PVC, it should be added that the
Limburgse Vinyl Maatschappij (LVM) in Limburg is also a major producer. It uses
VCM produced by parent company Tessenderloo Chemie in Belgium. Major PVC
users are the pipe producers Wavin (a joint venture of Shell and a water supply com-
pany), Draka Polva and Dyka. Dow, which is the biggest chlorine producer in the
world, has a plant in the Netherlands in Terneuzen that uses EDC for the production of
ethyleneamines.

From this description, it becomes clear that the Dutch-based companies Akzo
Nobel and Shell are the dominant players in the Dutch chlorine chain. Companies like
Dow, Solvay, ICI and DuPont certainly have an important position on a European or
world scale, but in Holland their position is different. Solvay representatives Willem
Beerman and Rien Augustijn (1997):

'Firms like us [Solvay] and Dow are in Holland just a subsidiary of a foreign parent
company with limited activities. For Akzo Nobel and Shell Holland is their base
country. They have such importance that they probably have lines of communication
with politicians and decision makers we can't even dream of.

The Dutch chemical industry is organised in the VNCI (the Association of the Dutch
Chemical Industry). Like most representative organisations, the VNCI is an important
partner for the Dutch authorities in the implementation of all kinds of policy. For
instance, the VNCI signed a covenant with the Minister of Environment with a long-
term plan for emission reduction targets. Chlorine has become a specific point of
attention within the VNCI. To coordinate the industry's view on this subject a Steering
Group for chlorine came into existence. To coordinate communication a working group
on chlorine communication has been installed. Most of the companies mentioned
before participate in these groups. Furthermore, a number of other relevant
representative organisations besides VNCI have been established. The most important
is the Stuurgroep PVC en Ketenbeheer (Steering Committee PVC and chain
management). It consists of ROVIN, Wavin, Dyka, Draka Polva and a number of other
major producers of PVC products. This Stuurgroep PVC had its roots in a special
committee on PVC and Environment established under the representative organisation
for the plastics industry, the NFK. As a response on the growing pressure on PVC an
independent Stuurgroep  PVC was appointed  in   1989.  The  PVC and chlorine debate  is
to a large extent an international debate. Industry created networks of international
branch organisations in which the Dutch firms in the chlorine chain are involved.
These are the European representative organisations ECVM (PVC), Euro Chlor
(chlorine) and the US organisations Vinyl Institute (PVC) and the Chlorine Chemistry
Council (chlorine).
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6.3.5   Envimnmental pressure groups

Environmental pressure groups have played a major role in the Dutch chlorine con-
troversy. The Dutch spectrum of environmental organisations is rather broad, and at
least four groups have been actively involved. These are Greenpeace (about 600,000
members), the Vereniging Milieudefensie (VMD; the Dutch branch of Friends of the
Earth), the Waddenvereniging (Sociey for the Preservation of the Wadden Sea, de
stichting Natuur en Milieu (the Foundation Nature and the Environment, SNM) (all
between 10,000 and 20,000 members) and provincial groups   like the Zuid-Hollandse
Milieufederatie (the Environmental Union for South-Holland; ZMF) and the Noord-
Brabantse Milieufederatie (the Environmental Union for North-Brabant; NBF). Most of
these groups were founded in the late sixties or the early seventies, except Greenpeace,
which started its Dutch branch  in 1978. Traditionally, three major wings  used  to  be
distinguished among these organisations according to differences in their political
strategy (Jamison et al., 1990; Cramer, 1989):

1. mainly concentrating on influencing governmental policy;
2. mainly focused on mobilising the public;
3. mainly developing exemplary alternative strategies.

However, specifically the groups classified under the first two headings decided during
the last few years to follow in part a new track: directly influencing decision making
within industry, in part by discussion and cooperation with industry.

The traditional example of the first wing is SNM and the related provincial
federations, and to a lesser extent the Waddenvereniging. The Waddenvereniging tries
to protect the interests of the Dutch Wadden Sea, in the northern part of the
Netherlands. They were almost automatically involved in the chlorine debate since the
major industrial site near the Wadden Sea, in Delfzijl, is one of the areas of concentra-
tion of the Dutch chlorine industry. This site includes a chlorine plant of Akzo Nobel,
and several chlorine consuming industries mainly owned by Akzo Nobel or its joint-
ventures. Nature and Environment split off from a large nature conservation
organisation  in  1972,  with the argument  that  only a specific organisation could serve
the new environmental interests. The main approach of those 'first wing' groups was to
try to influence decision making through participation in political bodies and
governmental advisory bodies (Cramer, 1989). However, in recent years groups like the
SNM have realised that, in part because of the decline in political attention to the
environment since the mid-nineties, influencing decision processes within industry
could be a more effective way of reaching their goal. Since that time, we also see that
groups like the SNM put more emphasis on negotiating with mulinationals such as
Shell to agree on certain environmental targets.

Representatives of the second wing were the VMD and Greenpeace. They were
largely action-oriented and managed their own agenda. Through actions and
professional media campaigns they were able to secure wide public support. But these
groups also discovered that industry could be used as an ally. Examples are the support
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of Greenpeace for firms who want to invest in technologies such as dry cleaning on
water basis and cooling systems based on propane rather than HCFCs. A specific factor
for Greenpeace is that they are internationally oriented. They have offices in many
countries, which offers them the opportunity for international coordination of their -
toxics campaign against chlorine. Greenpeace campaigner Wytze van der Naald:

'Greenpeace has about 30 to 35 offices all over the world. There is an international
office that proposes overall strategies and coordination. But the national offices have a
lot of autonomy. What happens in practice, is that we have a process of joint priority
setting of the national offices. The appointments made in general are complied with. So
in this way we agree on a long-term campaign against, say, toxic substances. Opera-
tional planning follows afterwards: when does a national office want to have support of
our ships, etc.'

Groups belonging to the 'third wing', like 'de Kleine Aarde' (the Small Earth), tried to
put into practice production systems that do no harm to the natural environment. They
have played no direct role in controversies like the chlorine controversy.

The SNM, the Waddenvereniging, the VMD and the ZMF opened the chlorine
debate  in the Netherlands  in  1990, and established a contact group to coordinate their
actions3. Greenpeace was already very concerned about getting items like a preventive
and precautionary approach with regard to toxic substances on the agenda of
OSPARCOM and other fora dealing  with (sea) water quality.  In  1990 they decided  to
concentrate this so-called toxics campaign on the chlorine industry, resulting in
continuous international action against chlorine since  19914. Initially, they had informal
contact with the other four groups. Greenpeace's full participation in the chlorine
contact group started in early  1993.  The NBF joined in later.

6.3.6 Otheis

Quite a distance behind these main actors, there were some other groups that had in-
fluence in the Dutch debate. Another important player was the Consumentenbond
(Consumers' Union). This consumer organisation has a few hundred thousand
members, and is very influential due to its regular quality comparisons of consumer
products. In the early nineties it started to include environmental issues in its
evaluations. Appointed as coordinator of the Consumentenbond's environmental section
was Marcel Schuttelaar, who had been a staff member of the VMD. He held this
position until the mid-nineties. Specifically with regard to PVC the Consumentenbond
shared the views of the environmental pressure groups.
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6.4 The Dutch chloiine debate

6.4.1 Introduction

In the following section I will present an historical review of how each actor
interpreted environmental information relating to the chlorine debate. As chlorine has
numerous applications (see chapter 4), there was a great deal of discussion on
individual applications of chlorinated products. This chapter aims to deal with discussi-
ons concerning the chlorine chain as a whole. It is not my intention to give a complete
review of any discussion in every detail. Discussions concerning individual products
will be only reviewed where they are useful as an illustration. The most important illu-
strative application given is PVC.

In the period before 1989 chlorine  was  not yet addressed  by the environmental
movement as an overarching issue. Generally speaking, in this period the environ-
mental movement addressed topics like chlorine transport, PVC packaging, incineration
at sea, the toxicity of chlorinated pesticides, and health risks of chloroparaffins in
isolated actions. The chlorine industry was not yet really organised. Task forces only
became operational for the defence of PVC. A scandal involving dioxin emissions from
Municipal Solid Waste Incinerators (MSWIs) in 1989 was quickly perceived as being
connected with the use of PVC packaging in waste. The consequence was a reduction,
mainly market-driven, of over 90% in the amount of PVC used in packaging.

In  1989  and  1990, the environmental movement started to address chlorine  as
the common factor in a lot of the specific topics they had addressed individually up to
then. This culminated in a symposium in September  1990 and the publication  of an
anti-chlorine report. Akzo Nobel themselves realised  in  late  1989  that the chlorine
issue was there to stay, and developed its own strategy. They organised a seminar in
October 1990. Backed by  the VNCI, they proposed developing a method for integrated
chain management. This resulted in  1991  in the so-called VNCI/McKinsey study. Its
aim was to develop a method for product and process comparisons based on life cycle
assessment (LCA) and a participatory process with all stakeholders. Though the
environmentalists formally did not participate, people who sympathised with their view
did so on personal title. Three comparisons were performed, all related to chlorine. Du-
ring the study itself, a cooperative atmosphere existed between the representatives from
industrial and environmental circles.  But  when the study was presented in early   1992,
to the surprise of industry and McKinsey the environmentalists rejected the results with
actions and negative press releases (e.g. NCI, 1992).

Throughout the entire period since    1990 the environmental movement   has
embarked on actions against chlorine and PVC. Though the chlorine debate in Holland
never became so heated as the debate on PVC in Sweden (see chapter 7), the ongoing
controversy forced the Ministry of Environment into a position where they had to
formulate a view on chlorine. In mid-1993, the Ministry commissioned TNO and CML
to perform an overall evaluation of the chlorine chain. Unlike the industry, the environ-
mental movement did not want to participate in this study. The study basically combi-
ned substance flow analysis (SFA), LCA and risk assessment (RA) in order to analyze
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the effects of emissions related to chlorine. It was published, together with a peer-

review, in November 1995. About 10 priorities were indicated.  But more important, the
study and the peer-review indicated a number of basic uncertainties in the evaluation
method. In her policy statement, the Dutch Minister of Environment hardly dealt with
them. This was strongly criticised by the peer review panel, the authors of the chlorine
study and specifically the environmental movement. The environmentalists rejected the
risk assessment approach that was the basis of Dutch substance policy and was used in
the study, since it conflicted with international policy agreements like the precauti-
onary principle and the phase out of persistent, toxic and bioaccumulativ substances
(PTBs). Furthermore, the completeness of the emission inventory was questioned.
Since then, the Dutch chlorine debate has seemed to concentrate on these issues, often
referred to as the problems related to 'chlorinated micropollutants'.

The following sections describe each phase of the controversy in more detail.
Each section will present a historical review of the activities and the position of each
actor. Since politicians did not play a very notable role, their actions are addressed
together with those of state agencies under the heading 'policy makers'. To avoid the
need for additional sections, actions of what were in fact independently operating
actors, like research institutes, have been illustrated under the heading of the actor that
funded the research. Of course, this is not intended to suggest that such an independent
actor shares the view of his/her client.

6.4.2 1970-1987: Scattered concerns

Obviously, toxicity problems in general were already a point of attention for
environmentalists before they started their actions against chlorine in the late eighties.
An example is the development of the agenda of Greenpeace. Quite some of their
actions in the eighties concentrated on discharges to sea, and they became convinced
that prevention of toxic discharges rather than emission reductions should be the goal.
Therefore,  in  1987 they started an international campaign  that  had the strategic  goal  to
support the implentation of items like the precautionary principle and a zero discharge
policy into international treaties for the protection of sea water quality. This would
create a basis for a truly prevention-based substance policy. But though such overall
strategies existed, this lead not yet to a real fundamental discussion about the use of
chlorine in industry. Toxic substances in general were addressed. Actions were
organised related to individual problems that needed immediate attention. It is
illustrative that the key words 'chlorine' and 'PVC' do not appear in the annual index of
the journals of the environmental pressure groups VMD and SNM in the early eighties
(e.g. Natuur en Milieu, 1982).

Of course, the chlorine industry faced its share of such discussions on
individual topics. Dioxin containing EDC-tars were shipped to the ocean and just
dumped, a practice that was later changed into incineration at sea but still met with
major protests. The transport of chlorine and other toxic substances by train was also a
concern (see e.g. van Eijndhoven, 1984). Regular discussions with authorities within
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the normal licensing framework led to sharp reductions of emissions of mercury from
the chlorine production by mercury cell electrolysis and persistent chlorinated
hydrocarbons from PVC and solvent production (NCI, 1987). The rather high dioxin
emissions from the oxychlorination process at Akzo Nobel Botlek had been reduced to
levels of about 0.1 g TEQ a year (Wunderink and Coppoolse, 1993). The discovery in
the seventies that VCM was carcinogenic led to emission reductions of a factor 10 for
this substance between 1974 and 1980 (de Jong, 1994). Other issues included dioxins
(Schuttelaar, 1986), the use of the dichloropropene (Natuur en Milieu, 1987a) and pent-

achlorophenol (Natuur en Milieu, 1987b). But all those concerns were related to
specfic topics, and often initiated by individual authorities or individual environmental
pressure groups. As SNM staff member Albert Klingenberg commented (1997):

'In the period before 1989 we were mainly busy with individual issues. PCBs, dioxins,
chloroparaffins. lubricants, pesticides, incineration at sea etc. There was not yet any
structural coordination between environmental groups, let alone on the issue of chlori-
ne. We had not yet formulated that issue. Every group concentrated on what was for
them a logical point of action. For the Waddenvereniging. that was of course the
Del fzij 1 plant of Akzo ton the coast of the Waddenzee - AT]. We had policy discus-
sions with the authorities on the topics mentioned above, but there were no real
actions. I think an early form of informal coordination was between the SNM and
Greenpeace on the issue of incineration at sea. Natuur and Milieu challenged the
incineration permits and wrote a booklet, Greenpeace went out with their rubber boats

against the Vulcanus'.

Solvay environmental specialist Rien Augustijn (1997):
'Chlorine transport and external safety has always been an important issue, already
from the seventies or so. For instance, in the mid-eighties High Court proceedings

initiated by an action group called 'de Generaal' prevented General Electric Plastics
(GEP) in Bergen op Zoom from having chlorine supplied by train. Even then environ-
mental groups could have a decisive influence on how companies organised their
economic activities. Mind you, it was just a local action group that achieved this, not
the well-coordinated environmental movement you see today'.

Since the issue of chlorine had not yet appeared on the agenda, there is no point giving
an analysis of frames, commonly accepted facts and tactics used by each actor coalition
for this period. As Sabatier (1987) put it, one could say that the policy subsystem
related to 'chlorine' simply did not yet exist. Early signs that a more profound debate
would develop came from the first skirmishes around PVC. As a result of discussions
in countries such as Denmark, the Dutch PVC industry became aware as early as the
mid-eighties that they could face discussions about their material. It was decided to
continue to work in a PVC contact group under the NFK, which was originally esta-
blished to support the organisation   of an international PVC conference   in    1986.

Representatives of ROVIN, Shell Nederland Chemie, Hoechst, Draka Polva, DSM and
LVM participated in the group. In the next three years, this contact group would
evolve  into an industry platform  for the lobby  on PVC. Indeed,  in   1987  one  of the first
actions against PVC packaging was launched by a number of consumer and
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environmental organisations (Natuur en Milieu, 1987c). This heralded a more heated
period in the history of the chlorine debate, initially concentrating on PVC.

6.4.3 1987-1989: Round 1. PVC packaging

Environmental pressure groups
In the period between   1987  and 1990, environmental pressure groups started to attack
PVC. The first action was against PVC packaging  in 1987, followed  by a second
against  PVC in general  in 1988. About 50 environmental and consumer organisations
made an appeal to the public to avoid PVC. The arguments used were summarized in
an article by Reijnders in the journal Natuur en Milieu and repeated various times in
follow-up papers (e.g. Venner, 1989). The arguments included (Reijnders, 1988):

'From cradle to grave PVC has major disadvantages for the environment:
-          The production of PVC uses lots of energy (..).
-        During the production of PVC hazardous substances are used, particularly the

toxic chlorine and the carcinogenic VCM:
-     To make PVC suitable for applications, many undesirable substances are

added to PVC. These include: stabilisers and conservation with lead, cadmium,
arsenic and organotin compounds: plasticisers such as DEHP, that in animal
tests enhance the chance of cancer (...); tlame retardants that contain much
chlorobromine and antimony. These compounds can cause major problems
during production and use, but specifically in the waste phase.

-         Used PVC is not recycled and makes the recycling of other plastics difficult:
-        When PVC is incinerated HCI and other substances irritating for the inhalatory

system are produced. and often in practice also the very toxic dioxins (..)'

More direct action against PVC packaging was prepared in early  1989.  It  was a joint
initiative of the VMD. the SNM, the Consumentenbond, and three other consumer and
environmental organisations. The action was planned to start  on   11   September.  A
manual had been written for the local members of the those organisations. Various
forms of action were suggested, such as labelling PVC packaging in stores, conducting
inquiries, returning PVC packaging material to retailers, etc. Major retailer Albert Heijn
was mentioned various times as an action targets. The manual basically used and
extended the set of arguments already given in the article of Reijnders. Its authors were
aware that such technical statements could be a bit complicated for their target group.
The manual literally stated that the reader would not need to remember all the details,
so long as it was clear that PVC was a very undesirable product (Milieudefensie,
1989). Some additional arguments included:

'The transport and storage of chlorine poses a risk (..). A governmental report on VCM
shows that 5 million Dutch people have a cancer risk of 1 in 100,000 due to exposure
to VCM" (..) PVC also has disadvantages in the use phase. This concern migration: the
'transfer' of the harmful substances from the PVC packaging to the packed product (..)'.
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This   action   of   1989   was a major success.   It   was well planned, and moreover,   it
happened to coincide with one of the biggest toxicity scandals in Dutch history: the
Lickebaert affair. Dutch authorities had ignored signs of dioxin formation in waste in-
cineration for years, but finally a stubborn farmer living near the biggest Dutch MSWI
succeeded in having his home-made cheese analyzed for dioxins (HisschemOller, 1993).
In  June/July  1989 the Minister of the Environment  had no option  but to acknowledge
this problem. Cheese and milk from farms near several incinerators could not be sold
any more. Incinerators had to shut down. Crash investment programmes and stringent
new legislation were prepared. For most people, PVC was the prime suspect for dioxin
formation since it was the major source of chlorine in municipal waste (e.g. Natuur en
Milieu, 1989). Jansen et al. (1990), among others, concluded on the basis of RIVM
research that 'the relation of chlorine-dioxins can be assumed to be certain, but is
scientifically not yet shown beyond all doubt'. In this atmosphere, the action benefitted
from an enormous momentum. Former SNM staff member Albert Klingenberg (1997):

'Everybody thought we planned the action against PVC packaging in September as a
result of the Lickebaert affair. It was not the case. VMD had prepared it with us and
consumer groups since the beginning  of  1989. But Lickebaert created the momentum
for success. One by one the big packaging producers changed over to alternatives for
PVC. The Stuurgroep PVC had virtually no arguments to stop this. We really had them
down ! In two years 90 % of the packaging market was PVC-free. I always thought
that if VROM had gone for a total PVC ban at that moment, we would have got it.
Lickebaert, the momentum created by the NEPP to taCkle big issues... the time was
right. But VROM did not want to. And afterwards the momentum was gone'.

Industry
As stated before, the firms in the PVC chain were already preparing themselves for
negative actions against their material. Stuurgroep PVC en Ketenbeheer chairman
Willem Beerman (1997):

'Concerning PVC, I think indeed we were quite sensitive to what happened. We saw
the pressure on PVC packaging in other countries, like Denmark and Sweden. Albert
Heijn had already approached us with questions. That was sufficient reason to create a
working group on PVC and Environment within the NFK as early as the mid-eighties,
which  in  1989 was transformed  to the Stuurgroep PVC en Ketenbeheer.'

The Stuurgroep and before it the working group sought support from external advisers:
first a communication expert, and later the consultancy firm IMSA (Boons, 1995). The
main strategy was to collect information, to perform research, and to communicate the
findings to authorities, clients and consumer and environmental organisations. In the
view of the PVC industry, the problems were mainly due to 'misunderstandings, caused
by a lack of insight'. They tried to counter the environmentalists' arguments one by
one. The text of an article in 'Kunststof, the internal journal of Draka Polva, is probab-
ly representative of industry opinion at that time (Kunststof, 1989):

'-       VCM concentrations in factories and losses to the atmosphere are so low that
VCM is produced without danger.
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-        World-wide DEHP is accepted as a safe plasticiser (in later publications it was
acknowledged that DEHP had caused cancer in animal tests. but that the
mechanism involved was not valid for humans and that therefore the EU
regards DEHP as non-carcinogenic. See e.g. PVC&Milieu (1992b) - AT).

-        We haven't been using cadmium in our products for 10 years.
-        Rigid PVC does not degrade in landfill. Stabilisers and VCM are not released.

Flexible PVC may under certain circumstances release plasticiser. This is
degraded to harmless substances.

-       The amount of dioxins that are released with incineration flue gas into the
environment is not influenced by PVC in waste.

-     PVC end products are transformed after use into raw materials for useful
applications'.

Several well-known scientists were asked by industry to give their opinion on the ques-
tion whether PVC in waste is connected with dioxin production in MSWIs. In August
1989, Prof. Rappe (1989) and Prof. Buekens (1989), among others, stated that several
studies had shown that the removal of PVC from waste does not affect the quantity of
dioxins produced, and that process control and incineration conditions are far more
important.

Industry thus defended PVC mainly with concrete, tangible arguments. They
did not specify their evaluative philosophy. But other sources give the impression that
several representatives still adopted an evaluative frame, in which environmental risks,
even important ones, could be compensated by societal benefits. By the end of the
eighties, there was scarcely any support left for issues like incineration at sea or the
use of black-listed, persistent pesticides like dieldrin and DDT. Still, several articles in
the Journal of the Dutch Chemical Industry (NCI) defended these practices. Industrial

representatives in a governmental advisory body on environmental issues, the CRMH,
argued that incineration of chlorinated hydrocarbons on land was no worse than at sea
(NCI,  19888).  In  June  1988, an article  in NCI argued  that  the  ban on dieldrin  was  a
major cause of the grasshopper plagues in Africa (NCI, 1988b). On the other hand,
more pro-active approaches emerged as well. Even before the NEPP was released, the
VNCI published a study performed by McKinsey & Company. It presented a first
approach to implementing integrated chain management in industry. It dealt in fact
with one of the central issues of the NEPP, and resulted in praise of the Minister of
Environment for the industry's pro-active stance (NCI, 1989b).

The argumentative efforts of industry did not result in a dialogue with the
environmentalists. Instead, each side raised their arguments to win public support for
their view. In this first round, industry simply lost the battle. Shortly after the start of
the action of the environmentalists, the Central Bureau for Food Trade (CBL)
expressed the intention to ban PVC packaging from supermarkets (Boons, 1995;
Volkskrant, 1989). The CBL covered virtually all Dutch retail firms. Albert Heijn, the
market leader in the retail sector, played an important role in this process. Some
authors suggest that Albert Heijn had in fact already taken this decision before the
action was launched   on    11 September (Boons, 1995). Later, Albert Heijn   ack-
nowledged that this decision was not really a matter of technical facts or insoluble
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problems. In Albert Heijns' view, it was mainly a matter of bad communication, and
the fact that consumers had a much higher trust in environmental groups than industry.
The perception of the consumer of what was environmentally 'good' was also not in
line with the results of research. Albert Heijn stopped using PVC mainly because they
wanted to get rid of the discussion with clients and wanted to avoid new problems (de
Lint, 1991),

Policy makers
For the Ministry  of the Environment the period  1988  to  1989  was a very exciting one.
Internationally, the environmental issue had received a boost with the publication of
the report 'Our common future' by the World Commission on Environment and
Development in 1987 (WCED, 1987). The Dutch ministry was at that time just plann-
ing to write its first, integrated National Environmental Policy Plan (NEPP). In what
has been described as a 'well-orchestrated coup', it was decided that the National
Institute for Public Health and Environment (RIVM) would write an integrated
environmental forecast as a basis (Houtsma and v.d. Schot, 1997). This study, 'A
concern for tomorrow', was published   in   late   1988   (RIVM,   1988). It predicted   a
doomsday scenario. Without direct, far-reaching measures a major loss of
environmental quality would inevitably occur. Society was alarmed, and politicians
were shocked. The study created enormous momentum for taking environmental
measures; even the Queen included very pessimistic statements about the environment
in her 1988 Christmas speech.

As a (programmed) answer to the RIVM study, the Ministry for the Environ-
ment  developed  the  NEPP.  It was published  in 1989. Leading approaches  were  to  see
environmental problems in an integrated manner, that it had little sense to take end-of-
pipe measures that would just relocate problems, and that problems had to be tackled
at their basic causes. Following line of reasoning, integrated chain management and
closing of substance cycles became the new buzz-words indicating the direction in
which solutions had to be found. Together with the NEPP a white paper on policy with
regard to toxic substances was published. This white paper stated that environmental
concentrations of anthropogenic substances should be below the Maximum Tolerable
Risk (MTR) level, but preferably below the Negligible Risk (NR) level. The MTR
chosen was equal to the no-effect level for substances that only show effects above a
certain threshold, and equal  to a chance of 10-6/yr for deadly effects per individual  for
substances that have no effect threshold (such as e.g. carcinogenic substances). The NR
was  set a factor 100 below  the  MTR.  The risk levels would be assessed  on the basis  of
animal testing.

The NEPP, and other policy documents published at that time mentioned
chlorine and PVC on several occasions. The Memorandum on Prevention and Re-use
mentioned PVC various times as a less desirable plastic(VROM, 1988). But the
proposals and evaluations were still formulated on a rather abstract level, as in action
70 of the NEPP (VROM, 1989b):

'In the planning period hazardous substances, like cadmium and CFCs in packaging
material, will be phased out. if possible by covenants. For substances for which a
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phase-out in the planning period is not feasible, like PVC, in cooperation with the
target groups an as large as possible reduction will be strived for'.

Concerning chlorine, industry was asked to (VROM, 1989b):
'investigate the possibility of reducing the use of chlorine as a feedstock or to make it
fully manageable so that the risks to external safety are reduced'.

Of course the Lickebaert affair lead to a major discussion in the political arena. In a
discussion at a joint meeting of the Standing committees of Environment, Health and
Agriculture of Parliament, the Minister of Environment made a number of statements
on PVC. Since research still had to be performed on the relation between chlorinated
waste and dioxin formation in MSWIs, the role of PVC was not yet clear. The Minister
quoted RIVM, that stated that 'it is not likely that additional PVC in waste causes
additional dioxin emissions'. But when proposing measures, the Minister clearly
targeted chlorine-containing fractions such as prescrutibles and PVC. He supported the
idea that the application of PVC in packaging should be reduced (TK, 1988a)

In brief, for the authorities chlorine was not yet an issue. PVC was a topic, but
mainly in relation to waste management and the discussion on dioxin emissions of
MSWIs. Other concerns with regard to chlorinated substances were dealt with within
the framework of existing programmes and permit systems. But interestingly enough,
the Derde Nota Waterhuishouding (Third Memorandum on Water Policy) already men-
tioned an aspect of chlorine that would only years later become one of the central
issues in the chlorine controversy (TK, 1998b)

'But also for industrial discharges holds. that with the growth of knowledge organic
micropollutants appear to be more frequently present in the waste water than originally
assumed. The causes can be many. For instance, during certain production processes
unexpected by-products can be formed. This is particularly true. if chlonne is used. so
that organochlorine substances can be formed (emphasis AT)'

Analysis  and  conclusions
At this stage, there is little dialogue between the environmental pressure groups and
industry, let alone a consensus about any 'fact'. On the PVC issue, they fight each other
with arguments on the concrete level of what Fischer (1995) calls first-order
arguments: whether dioxins are formed in MSWIs or not, whether risk levels are
exceeded or not, etc Only the basic logic and terminology used is similar. Both actor
coalitions try to attack or defend PVC in relation to emissions of certain substances,
the concentrations of these substances in the environment, and the properties of those
substances. Interestingly enough, plausibility rather than 'scientific' arguments were
decisive in the controversy on PVC packaging. The authorities acknowledged that a
relation between PVC and dioxin emissions was not certain. But for most actors it was
plausible enough that keeping PVC out of incinerators was a good thing. The state-
ments of Rappe and Buekens did not change that, probably because these statements
were disseminated by industry - an actor coalition that did not enjoy much trust on this
subject. The result was that industry lost this battle and PVC packaging was largely
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phased out. The frames used by each of the actor coalitions can be summarized as
follows:
1.          The policy makers.   On the level of second-order discourse, the policy makers

are the only actor coalition with an explicit evaluative philosophy. The NEPP
and the White Paper on Risk management stated that closing of substance
cycles and evaluation of emissions on the basis of a substance-by-substance
risk assessment would be the point of departure to manage toxicity problems.
On the level of first- order discourse. the most concrete point of policy makers

is that they addressed short-life PVC in relation to incineration.
2.     Industry. On second-order level industry tends to follow a risk-benefit frame.

Compensation for risks of substances like dieldrin can be found in their pos-
sible societal benefits. On the level of first-order discourse, industry indicates
that there is nothing wrong since risks are not exceeded: instead of being the
dangerous carcinogens pictured by the environmentalists, industry regards
substances like VCM and DEHP as being managed in a safe way.

3.    The environmentalists. One gets the impression that on the level of second-

order discourse the environmentalists favoured a source-oriented and

precautionary approach to toxicity problems. It seems they firmly believed that
the string of concrete concerns about PVC could not be solved by tackling
each point one by one, and that thus PVC had to be phased out. However, they
did not stress this background philosopy in public debates and written reports.
They simply concentrated on reaching their goal: a PVC phase-out. In this
context, their arguments on first-order level were strongly articulated. It
concerns issues such as the carcinogenicity of VCM and DEHP, the formation
of dioxins in MSWIs, etc. These arguments are in fact formulated in terms of a
risk assessment frame: it is frequently stated that the emissions of the
substances mentioned lead to dangers since risk levels are exceeded.

6.4.4 1989-1990: Chloline is the suspect on trial

Environmental pressure groups
In the period 1989-1990, in environmental movement circles two things happened: they
started to formulate chlorine as one of their main action points and began to coordinate
their activities. In 1989, the Waddenvereniging for the first time accused chlorine of
being the central cause of environmental problems in the document 'Het Wad en
Chloor' ('The Waddensea and chlorine'; Waddenvereniging, 1989). In the same period,
Wilma Berends and Joyce Kortlandt of the ZMF and the VMD published an article in
Milieudefensie showing the links between various firms and activities in the chlorine
chain: a real spider's web, that in their view had to be dealt with by an integrated
approach (Berends and Kortlandt, 1989). From that moment, the VMD, the
Waddenvereniging, the SNM and the ZMF started to work out activities against the
chlorine industry. Internationally, in this period also Greenpeace started to see chlorine
as a priority in their toxics campaign, leading to structural, world-wide actions against
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the chlorine industry from 1991 until now. The activities of the other groups culmi-
nated in a symposium of the VMD and the Waddenvereniging on the Dutch chlorine
chemistry in early October 1990. During this symposium, the study 'Van Keukenzout
tot Gifcocktail' ('From Kitchen salt to Toxic cocktail') was presented (Berends and
Stoppelenburg, 1990; Waddenvereniging, 1990). My interviewees and other sources
give the following problem definitions and motives for choosing chlorine. Former
SNM staff member Albert Klingenberg (1997):

'People like Wilma Berends and Dick Stoppelenburg were the driving forces for our
decision to finally formulate chlorine as an issue. Wilma was always ready to look how
things could be put in a broader context, how things were strategically related. And
Dick of course Saw that all their concerns about the emissions of toxic substances into
the Waddenzee basically came from one cluster of processes related to Akzo in
Delfzijl. Both started to recognise that the whole list of individual issues we had dealt
with during the previous few years could be traced back to one basis: chlorine. Then
they came with the idea to start a project on chlorine, eventually resulting in the study
Van Keukenzout en Gifkocktail'. Of course I also saw chlorine as a central toxicity
culprit. But as an action strategy, I would have continued to tackle the individual
products rather than starting that analysis. But once this discussion was initiated, we
realised the list of concerns related to chlorine and chlorinated products was enormous.
VCM, EDC, additives in PVC, black list substances, you name it. We may have
termed it in the form of these 'tangible' problems, but also had a 'gut feeling' that sol-
ving all these issues one by one could never result in a robust final solution. More
often than not you displace such problems with end-of-pipe measures. We felt that you
might solve a few of them, but also that you always would have residual problems '

Former SNM staff member Eco Matser, currently with Greenpeace (1997):
'I think from the start already the environmental movement already had the fundamen-
tai idea that we should look for structural solutions in our society, that the visible pro-
blems were something that came from a deeper lying source. Think of the discussions
arising from the books published by Ernst Schumacher in the seventies. But it took
time to make such ideas really operational. Besides that, such messages need a certain
mind-set of society before they are really picked up. So as far as chlorine in concerned,
it is no wonder that in the mid-eighties the environmental movement had not yet taken
it up as an integrated issue. We had arguments against individual substances, were
concerned about PVC, and indicated points like the carcinogenity of VCM and EDC.
But I think by then it was already clear to us that it was not a matter of solving just
this list of concerns with end-of-pipe measures.The RIVM study 'A concern for tom or-
row' was important as a broadly accepted message that all those individual environmen-
taI problems had a common context. Against this background. it was possible to go
further than addressing chlorine problems one by one. That was basically what my
colleagues in the environmental movement did in 'Van Keukenzout tot Gifcocktail'.
That publication provided a link between all those individual chlorine problems and
also started a fundamental discussion on the desirable basic characteristics of
production processes..

Greenpeace campaigner Wytze van der Naald (1997):
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'The reason why chlorine became a priority is simple. A large part of the pollution
problems we saw were related to chlorine. There were also alternatives. So the obvious
solution strategy would be: phase out chlorine. The issue of uncertainty, precaution and
avoiding PTBs was a main point for me from the start. I had been aware of that since
the time when I was a student at Amsterdam University, doing tests with PCBs in the
early eighties. It was certainly already in those terms that we in Greenpeace internally
termed the problem, and not the list of tangible issues'.

Written documents give the following arguments. The most prominent publication,
'Van Keukenzout tot Gifcocktail', continued in the argumentatitive style used in the
previous phase by, for example, Reijnders in his article against PVC. The study
defined the chlorine problem in terms of classical, tangible concerns. They included the
use and release of asbestos or mercury in chlorine production, the use and release of
black-listed substances such as tetra and hexachlorobenzene, and the emission of
carcinogenic substances like VCM and EDC. Another argument was that 70 % of the
substances on the EU black list contain chlorine (Berends and Stoppelenburg, 1990). In
'Het Wad en Chloor' the Waddenvereniging (1989) stated that much data on
concentrations of organic micropollutants are lacking, due to analytical difficulties. It
was further indicated that for many contaminants clear ecotoxicological standards are

lacking. The study called for adoption of the precautionary principle and  for an
absolute zero emission of black-list substances. The study showed a mistrust in the
practical ability of authorities to perform tight controls, not all substances were covered
by permits, breaches of standards were tolerated, etc. Teo Warns, coordinator of the
VMD, formulated similar concerns during   an Akzo conference in October   1990
(Warns, 1990):

'About the approach [to deal with the chlorine industry] a deep controversy exists. The
VMD is a strong advocate of a strategy that is aimed at preventing instead of managing
problems (...) Thus if ... a less harmful alternative is available, a change to this
alternative is preferred (...). A second reason is (..) the precautionary principle. The
essence of the principle is that in many cases it is not responsible to wait to take
measures until the exact nature and danger of the threat is clear. (...) This is simply be-
cause by the time definitive proof and models are available reduction of the problem

will be too late. (...) We have seen so many devastating results of the production and
use of organochlorine in the last few decades that a phase-out is the only rational
decision. (..) What devastating effects of those substances will we discover in future,
and how will our children and grandchildren judge us on this point ?'

In the view of later developments, one could argue that the above reflects two
argumentative lines: one line that simply states that the number of tangible, proven
problems with chlorine is too large to be solved by an end-of-pipe approach, and a
second line that emphasises the uncertainties in risk assessment in the case of chlorine,
and hence the need for a precautionary phase-out. Yet, this distinction is probably too
sharp. Most of the environmentalists I interviewed agree that later in the nineties the
argument of precaution may have received more emphasis7. But they clearly indicated
that there was never mutual confusion about the goal or the underlying arguments. The
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list of tangible concerns, the problems with risk assessments, etc., simply made for
them one thing clear. They had a solid case against chlorine. Thus by 1990, the
discussion why chlorine should be addressed was largely concluded. Hence, they
mainly concentrated their internal debates on the choice of the most realistic and
effective action strategy - for instance case-by-case actions against individual chlorine
compounds, or an approach that would put chlorine as a whole on the agenda.

industry
As regards industry, it took some time for Akzo to realise that they were facing a
serious issue. When the Stuurgroep PVC was established in 1989, unlike Shell they did
not want to participate (Boons, 1995). But from the end of 1989 Akzo realized they
should become more active: Communications manager Rob de Vries (1997):

'In that period we started to realize this debate was going to stay. The PVC issue was
one sign. There were of course the discussions related to local plants. But also a
Watertribunaal in the eighties impressed us. This Watertribunaal was an informal law
court, in which industries had to defend themselves. And we were also on the list, and
were visited by activists that 'charged' us. Then early in 1990 our Divisional Board
decided we had to develop a serious policy of our own. On the one hand, this led to a
strenghthening of our communications organisation. Especially at our main production
sites where we so far had no qualified people. On the other hand, the decision was
taken to launch a long term communications programme regarding the chlorine
chemistry.  A lot of people thought that our conference was a reaction to the VMD
symposium. But no. We had worked on our policy for months.'

De Vries and his former BU manager, Jan Wesseldijk, indicated that in their view
Akzo's own performance in the production phase was not the problem. The problem
was communication and the use phase of their products. Rob de Vries:

'1 think we did not see this issue primarily as an environmental one. Environmental
problems at our production sites could be tackled within the framework of permit
discussions, etc. Concerning the use side, we had a sense of which substances would
create trouble and we tried to find solutions for that. But I think the main feeling until
then was that we had not properly explained what role chlorine played in society.'

Former General Manager BU Base Chemicals Jan Wesseldijk:
'Akzo's perception was that in fact our plants were o.k. They had reduced their emis-
sions to such low levels that we considered them 'closed'. In our view. the use phase
was the main problem. We had to Close substance chains. But our problem was that
that was a totally different business to the one we were used tO. All of a sudden you
had to talk about logistics for waste collection with actors like local communities. You
can imagine that this was not exactly the high-tech work our engineers were used to.
But what we saw as a misunderstanding was that the societal discussion focused on
production plants. So that was a communication issue.'

The VNCI gave, in close cooperation with firms like Akzo, a reaction on the report
'Van Keukenzout tot Gifcocktail'. A main argument against the message of that report
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was that not all chlorinated compounds cause problems, important environmental
improvement programmes were under way, and that the Dutch industry is one of the
most advanced in the world concerning management of risks (VNCI, 1990a). Akzo's
activities culminated in a seminar on 30 October 1990 entitled: 'Chlorine and society -
the role of Akzo'. The seminar was chaired by Pieter Winsemius, a former Minster of
Environment and partner at McKinsey & Company in Amsterdam. Lectures were given
by Wesseldijk, Director General for the Environment Enthoven and - as already
mentioned - Warns of the VMD. Apart from this, at the conference Akzo presented a
report to Minister of Environment Alders, which was basically a management summary
that indicated their plans concerning the environment. The report and the lecture by
Wesseldijk confirm the statements made during the interviews above. Akzo took the
position that the role of chlorine in society is vital, illustrated by the statement that the
chlorine-related industry in Western Europe  has a turnover  of 150 billion guilders.
Akzo announced a major investment programme, and saw the following points as key
elements in their policy (Akzo, 1990):

-      reducing the need for chlorine transport by concentrating chlorine production
near the clients;

-  implementing new, environmentally-friendly technologies, for instance
membrane electrolysis for chlorine production instead of mercury electrolysis;

-        implementation of integrated chain management: closing of substance cycles to
prevent leaks in the use phase.

A last proposal that would have major consequences for the future of the Dutch chlo-
rine debate was to develop 'an acceptable evaluation methodology for chlorine applica-
tions that provide a basis for priority setting'. The initiative was taken by Akzo, though
the VNCI took the lead in elaborating the project. Still, industry was not yet united.

Solvay environmental specialist Rien Augustijn:
'An example that in this phase industry was also not yet really coordinated. I can
remember our management formally declined the invitation of Akzo to participate in
their seminar. Akzo had set up the seminar and had elaborated an environmental
strategy without consulting us, which we could not agree with. When you are based in
Rotterdam like Akzo , your clients are around the corner. So it is easy to declare your
intent to transport chlorine by pipe instead of train in future. But we have a chlorine
plant in mid-Limburg, with no chlorine consuming industry around, and have no option
but to transport it over long distances by rail to our clients'

In the same period, new developments took place in the PVC debate. Draka Polva lost
a legal case concerning their article, mentioned in the previous section, against the
VMD (Milieudefensie, 1990). The Stuurgroep PVC en Ketenbeheer published a report
'PVC and integrated chain management' in which they announced measures including
emission reductions, substitution of cadmium stabilisers and re-use of PVC (NCI,
1990a) However, since by this time the debate had reached the level of the whole
chlorine chain, I will concentrate from here on mainly on the discussion on this level.
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Policy makers
The policy makers in the ministry and government did not react directly to the con-
troversy, but analyzed problems and solutions in the context of the philosophy of con-
trolling substance flows, the central theme in the NEPP. They were very pleased with
the industry initiative. Director General for the Environment Enthoven indicated during
his talk at the Akzo conference that he did not share the VMD's viewpoint of the need
to phase out chlorine, but respected it. 'Such a fundamental viewpoint challenges
industry to an intensive evaluation of the chlorine industry'. But when he gave his view
on the chlorine issue, on most points he in fact followed Akzo's ideas. He pleaded for
location of the chlorine production near chlorine consuming industries, in order to mi-
nimize transport. Process emissions in production plants could be controlled by the
permit system. In his view, the use phase needed more attention: 'open' applications of
solvents, for instance,  had no future in his view. Concerning PVC, a distinction was to
be made between short-life and long-life applications. Short-life PVC, mainly used in
packaging, would probably disappear from the market. For long-life PVC, systems for
collection and recycling had to be set up (Enthoven, 1990). Minister Alders confirmed
this approach (NCI , 199Ob):

'The main point is that substance cycles have to be closed and where this is not
possible alternatives have to be searched for'

During the earlier seminar of the VMD, VROM official Van den Berg also defended
this approach of closing substance cycles and control of emissions, which was sharply
criticised by the environmentalists (Milieudefensie, 1990b).

Though Dutch politicians have never been as actively opposed to chlorine and PVC as
their counterparts in Sweden, some of their actions in this period are worth mentioning.
Groen Links (1990) politicians in October 1990 proposed a chlorine  tax, in order  to
ensure closing of substance cycles related to chlorine. The proposal was never really
accepted in wider circles. In the debate on PVC packaging, politicians had a really
important role. PVC Stuurgroep chairman Willem Beerman (1997):

'Politicians may have been in the background in the chlorine debate, but with PVC
packaging I think they used their influence. They were prepared to pass a strong
motion against PVC, there was even legislation being prepared by the Ministry. Under
that pressure Akzo and Shell accepted some negative wording about PVC in the Packa-
ging Covenant that was prepared then, which probably neutralised the threat of legisla-
tion and motions in parliament. After all, we [Solvay] and Hoechst did not sign the
covenant by reason of this wording.'

A nalysis  and  conclusions
In this stage, the underlying philosophies of the environmental pressure groups and in-
dustry on the level of the second-order discourse become more explicit. This seems in
part a benefit of the seminars of the VMD and Akzo, where all actor coalitions got
involved in a discussion and had to explain their views in public. The frames used by
each of the actor coalitions can be summarized as follows:
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1.          The policy makers.   On the level of second-order discourse, the policy makers
continue to use the frame adopted in the former phase: risk asssessment and
closing of substance cycles. Substance cycles had to be closed, but just that:
substances only had to be phased out in case closure was impossible. On the
level of first- order discourse, the policy makers mainly address topics where

closure is difficult: open applications of solvents and the use of short-life PVC.
2.   Industry. On the level of second order-discourse industry now reasoned

according to the evaluative frame on which the licensing system was based.
This involved a substance-by-substance evaluation on the basis of risk
assessment. Compared to the former phase, they seem to put less emphasis on
risk-benefit analysis and accept the absolute risk standards proposed by the
authorities. Basically, industry adopted the authorities' frame of closing of
substance cycles and risk assessment. The industry's points on the level of first
order-discourse are a logical consequence. Except for mercury, emissions from
the production phase are seen as irrelevant. The larger emissions in the use
phase would be addressed and chlorine transport would be reduced.

3. The environmentalists. On the level of second-order discourse the
environmentalists arrived at a clear conviction that chlorine was an undesirable
feedstock for our industrial system. Rooted in a preventive and precautious
attitude, this conviction was based on the following two arguments. First, the
row of risk problems in classical terms was perceived as so long that solving
them one-by-one was seen as not feasible or desirable. Second, the
environmentalists believed that the information needed for a proper risk
management of toxic substances was very uncertain, or often even lacked.
Historical experience with the proven problems of chlorine made for them
plausible that such failures are probably most important for that material. On
the level of first-order discourse, as in the former phase the tangible problems
dominate in the most visible (action) messages, like reports such as 'Van
Keukenzout tot Gifcoktail'. The formulation of those arguments is almost in
terms of a risk assessment frame: emissions of certain substances lead to
dangers since risk levels are exceeded.

In sum, the environmentalists were giving signs that they didn't agree with the
evaluative frame of the other parties. For themselves, they had build a strong and
convincing second-order argument against chlorine. Their main concern was now, what
strategy and tactics would support best their case. Most of their action-oriented
communication emphasised the tangible first-order type arguments, and those were best
picked up by the other actor coalitions. Due either to unclarity, inability or
unwillingness the other actor coalitions scarcely recognised the more fundamental
points on second-order level, as e.g. disseminated in the lecture of Warns during the
Akzo seminar.  So no serious discussion took place on this level.
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6.4.5 1991-1992: Resolving the debate (Part D. The consensus appmach of
McKinsey

Indust n,
With the proposal to develop a methodology for integrated chain management with
cases on chlorine, the industry quickly took the initiative in the controversy. The very
term 'integrated chain management' clearly reflected their framing of the problem:
emphasis on the use phase and closing loops. VNCI had a project proposal ready by 29
October  1990.  Its key element  was  the  idea to develop an evaluation method that could
compare alternative environmental improvement options. It was recognised that the
chlorine chain was very complicated. In order to keep the study manageable, it was
proposed to concentrate the study on 3 to 4 substances or products (VNCI, 1990b)".
Mr. Vles, then director of the VNCI, together with Jan Wesseldijk of Akzo, started
discussions with the Ministries of Environment and Economic Affairs about the study.
It was decided that McKinsey & Company would be the main contractor, which was a
logical follow-up to McKinsey's involvement in the earlier VNCI study of 1989 and
the Akzo seminar of 1990. VNCI, the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of
Economic Affairs agreed on financing of a major budget and what would generally
become known as 'the VNCI/McKinsey study' could start.

Formally, chlorine was not the central topic in the VNCI/McKinsey study but
just an example. The idea was to develop a method for making choices between
alternative environmental improvement options that would support integrated chain
management. In the method, the process would be the central element. Judgement of
alternatives would be postponed as long as possible. All parties would be involved:
industry, environmentalists and authorities. In this respect, it has to be mentioned that
the environmental movement did not want to formally participate. But they did suggest
people who were probably well aware of the view of the environmental movement, and
who could participate on an individual basis. As will be explained in the next section,
this position caused quite some confusion. But for project leader Pieter Winsemius this
position was clear from the start:

'The environmental movement indeed was very prudent. They did not want to par-
ticipate formally as an organization. So what was agreed was that people from their
circles would participate as individuals: Warns, Klingenberg and Govers.'

The technical work was mainly performed by McKinsey, supported by CML, RIVM
and a technical working group. All major decisions were reported to a Steering Group,
consisting of key actors from industry (VNCI, Akzo, Solvay, Dow and Shell), authori-
ties (VROM and Economic Affairs), scientific institutes (CML and RIVM), and the
'circles of the environmental movement'. The group was chaired by Vles of the VNCI;
meetings were of course prepared in close cooperation with Winsemius and his team.

The project had three main phases, which were executed in about 6 months. In
the pre-study, a proposal on pilot substances and applications was made. Which
elements were to be included in the study was the subject of quite some debate. Finally
included were cases on polycarbonate for windows, DCM as a solvent in pharmacy
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and HCFC-22 for refrigeration (VNCI/McKinsey, 1991)" . Step 1 was a situation analy-
sis and a generation of options. This included drafting a recycling loop diagram,
identification of the major environmental issues, generation of improvement options
and a selection of options for a detailed analysis. Step 2 concerned options analysis: an
environmental analysis on the basis of an LCA-approach, and an economic analysis.
This resulted in LCA-theme scores on 9 environmental themes, such as toxicity, global
warming, ozone depletion, etc., expressed as the fraction of the contribution to the total
Dutch scores. At the end of this step, options were ranked according to economic and
ecological benefits in an interactive panel procedure with the participants in the project.
The panellists obtained the environmental theme scores for each option, discussed the
strengths and weaknesses of these data, and after that they could rank the alternatives
on their environmental performance on a 6-point scale. The performance on the
economic axis was assessed in a similar way. All interim results were discussed in the

Working group and Steering group.
One could argue that the study was tacitly using one specific frame through its

approach to close substance cycles and by applying a rather technocratic tool like
LCA". But in the process, all parties in principle had the opportunity to comment on
the underlying philosophy used in the evaluation, and use this information in the
voting procedure. Winsemius' comments on the organisation of the study (Winsemius,
1997):

'For me it was clear LCA as such would not work. It is too mechanical. People want to
be able to make their own Judgment and weighting, and don't want to leave it to the
experts. So that is why we put the process central. Mind you, our central point was to
organise the whole process in such a way that we prevented people from falling back
in their trenches. Emphasising comparison of realistic alternatives was one of the
means. We also postponed the real choice until the very last moment. We didn't want
to put people under pressure. They should be at ease, feel comfortable. We presented it
as an experiment: also we did not know where it would end. We just wanted to see
where we would be at the end of the experiment. At that moment we said: here it is.
Environmental information, economic information, uncertainties, your views on it,
everything. It is now up to you to push your button and rank the option your prefer on
the environmental and economic axis. We didn't structure a weighting procedure. It was
all  very  free,  they  had a large margin  to  vote  how they wanted.  I'm   100 % convinced
no one during this process felt he/she was tricked' 12.

Virtually all interviewees that participated (i.e. Rien Augustijn of Solvay, Rend Kleijn
of CML and Jan Wesseldijk of Akzo) described the panel session where the altern-
atives were ranked almost as a miracle. Project leader Pieter Winsemius (1997):

'When we were discussing during this button-pushing session, I found all my team-
members had large doubts. I had involved colleagues from the US and Germany, and
they all warned this would get out of our control, that we would end up with a bat-
tlefield. I believed we could do it. I had the faith that the people involved in that
process had the skills and the intelligence to work things out. Then came the session,
where every one had to score economy and environment on a 6-point scale. When the
results came. my American colleague reacted with something like 'Pieter, look, I don't
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believe this' It turned out that On the environmental axis the ranking hardly differed
between the people. We repeated this exercise with another group, and the same result
came out. The environmental axis was the 'hard' one, the economic axis the 'soft' one.'

Rend Kleijn (1997), participating for CML in the technical working group:
'People with 'outlying' scores were asked to give a motivation, and by discussion
further consensus was created. This process was amazing. There was consensus   ! !

Happiness all round'

No wonder industry had enormous confidence when they finally presented the study in
January  1992. The method  was  seen  as  a very important  tool in preparing decisions  on
products making structural use of robust facts, combined with intensive communication
on how to solve a problem (see e.g. the editorial and an interview with Jan Wesseldijk
in NCI (1992)). That, as we will see in the next section, the environmental movement
all of a sudden interrupted the enthusiasm with negative press releases and actions on
the day of the presentation was a totally unexpected surprise. Industry reacted with
disbelief and disappointment. As the journal NCI presented the reaction of  VNCI
Director VIes during the study's presentation (NCI, 1992):

'[Hel recognised much of the reaction of the environmentalists, he said to Klingenberg.
'About 5 to 10 years ago. the chemical industry also had a similar fear of dealing with
ideas of society. But the chemical industry grew over that approach'

Pieter Winsemius (1997):
'In the end. in my view the environmentalists committed themselves to the method.
This action when the report was published? It was a bit of a stupid reaction. It was
only the SNM I believe, the VMD was not involved as I saw it. The general feeling
was they overreacted. It was out of line with what had happened before. There was a
reaction of disbelief. Until then, we were playing a friendly football match. And then
all of a sudden someone starts to hit the other's legs. It's even stranger when you look
at this action from the perspective of later events. I believe in 1993 we had people
from the German Enquete Commission visiting us to hear about the experience of that
study. We invited all other parties that had participated as well. The same
environmentalists doing this action loyally explained all the benefits of the method.'

Environmental pressure groups
So though the play developed like a fairy tale, against all expectations the happy
ending did not materialize. Therefore it is time to shift the focus to the actors who
wrote this last act. The environmental pressure groups formally made it clear they did
not want to participate in the study as such. But from a pragmatic viewpoint, they
thought it could do no harm if the people executing the study had the benefit of the
environmentalists' view. Former SNM staff member Albert Klingenberg (1997):

In a letter to VROM we made very clear we would not participate. We could only
suggest that they invite someone like professor Harry Govers in a personal capacity.
He knew our views well enough and is also a very well-informed environmental
chemist. As organisations we wanted to keep our hands free. We were aware that if we
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formally participated in the process we would have to be very keen to give criticism on
data and methods where necessary. If a lack of knowledge or attention meant we were
uanble to do this at essential moments, we faced the danger that in the end would be
confronted with our 'commitment' to a result positive for chlorine. After all, even this
study was not meant to phase out chlorine. Participation in this way could cost an
enormous effort. So we didn't want to be involved formally. But on the pragmatic side.
we felt it would be better for the study if our views could be heard during the process.
So then we opted for this construction. But then in practice things went differently.
Harry Govers could not attend one or two meetings, and then Teo Warns went. I was
even there once. No wonder people had the idea we formally participated, and that
everyone was very surprised by our action. When I evaluated the process afterwards.
we concluded this construction had been a tactical mistake."

Indeed, several papers in the journal NCI could have given the impression that the
environmental movement had formally participated (NCI, 1992). Also, not all
participants in the study were aware of the arguments of the environmentalists to
abstain from formal participation mentioned above. The following comment of CML-
scientist Ren6 Kleijn (1997), member of the Technical working group, illustrates in no
uncertain terms that confusion arose:

'You can write a book on the position of the environmental movement in this study. It
all started normally. Teo Warns and Wilma Berends participated in one or two mee-
tings. For me, unambiguously as representatives of the environmental movement. Then
they left and professor Harry Govers came in. As far as I can see now, most
participants had the impression they were there as representatives of the environmental
movement. I don't remember hearing the reason for this change in the meetings, but it
all looked totally normal. Govers was a professor in Environmental Chemistry and we
thought that the environmentalists found him more suitable to participate to check the
rather technical things discussed. And finally on the public presentation you see that
Govers has a talk about the project, where at the same time environmentalists organise
actions against this study.'

The interviewees indicate that during the course of the study the 'representatives from
environmental circles' gave a number of objections on the environmental evaluation,
also in written form. For instance, it was argued that the LCA-approach in the
McKinsey study was not really suitable for e.g. toxic effects. But according to the
interviewees, no arguments were brought to the table in terms of precaution, unknown
toxicological effects, and zero-emission goals for black-list substances as already raised
by   Warns   and the Waddenvereniging  in   1989   and   1990   (Kleijn, 1997; Augustijn,
1997). Furthermore. the concerns about LCA seem to have been less articulated during
the McKinsey process than in the peer review on the Dutch chlorine chain study, made
in  1995  by a committee that included Harry Govers (cf.  NCI,  1992).

The formal reaction of the environmental movement came in the form of a
press release prepared by SNM, but also signed by VMD, the Waddenvereniging and
the ZMF. The McKinsey study was fundamentally rejected: the need for far-reaching
reduction of emissions of harmful substances was not worked out, prevention was
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insufficiently tackled, the report did not take into account the fact that environmental
effects of chlorinated substances are often unknown, and the indirect economic effects
were underestimated. Further, internationally agreed reduction targets and phase-outs of
black-list substances were not included. Precaution had to be the starting point.
Reaching consensus can't always be seen as an achievement: in a good environmental
policy sustainability criteria rather than consensus should be the starting point (Natuur
en Milieu, 1992a). But in my personal perception, these arguments were less extensive
and less sophisticatedly written  than  in  e.g. the study  'Het  Wad en Chloor'  of  1989  or
Wam's lecture during   the Akzo conference   of 1990. Others   were not impressed.
Former Akzo General Manager BU Base Chemicals Jan Wesseldijk:

'It is difficult to Say why in the end there was no consensus. The timing of their action
did not make a really credible impression. Maybe it is the psychology of the process.
During the study the representatives of the environmental movement may have got the
idea that the results of the study were reasonable, which would mean they  'escaped'
from their classical frame of thinking. But probably they could not convince their
adherents. Compare in this respect the discussion between the leadership and members
of the Dutch Labour Party of some years ago about the necessary modifications to the
Dutch social security system. Then the members did not accept proposals for change.
Now it is done.'

CML-scientist Rent Kleijn (1997):
And then the environmental movement was all of a sudden against. at the public
presentation of the study. For most participants that was a big surprise'.

Former SNM staff member Albert Klingenberg (1997) gave the following explanation
for the action:

'McKinsey used an approach of taking 'big steps'. That was not bad at all. They came
up with results which looked quite logical. When we decided on action, we in fact
didn't feel the need to indicate flaws in their data Or to make profound comments on
the method. For the moment. we simply wanted to make clear we still were against
chlorine. And that we didn't want to see another 5 years of McKinsey studies of
chlorine and alternatives before real phase-outs would start. (...) That story about the
German Enquete Commission? Well, look here. I don't act like an activist on all
occasions. During the presentation of the McKinsey study we made our argument clear
in our activist role. During the meeting with that commission, the setting was one of' a
cosy talk. SO then we neutrally gave our opinion on the pros, but certainly also the
cons. We certainly did indicate that the approach could not be a full solution. But when
you don't behave like an activist. others may just perceive you have no criticism at all'

In sum, despite the appearance of consensus between the participants in the McKinsey
process, the environmentalists still rejected chlorine - for reasons not very different as
they had already  in 1990. Though  I  tried  hard  to  find  a  more  or less clear and objec-
tively testable explanation for this sequence of events, I feel unable to give one. Most
of my interviewees still felt puzzled about what happened, and were looking for
explanations themselves. One suggestion was that the McKinsey process succeeded -
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temporarily - in having people think for themselves without too much interference
from the group they were part of. Some accused the environmentalists of tactical
behaviour: only by rejecting the McKinsey study, they could keep industry under
pressure. A third suggestion was that people may just not have realized what happened.
The period was short, the project prestigious, and 'strongly and well-led by the type of
personality that Winsemius is', so that mentally it could have been difficult to make
objections and block the process on the basis of what may not yet have been really

sharply identified concerns. The use of a new method, LCA, may have added to this:

people were simply not familiar with its strengths and weaknesses. The confusion is
illustrated by two perceptions about the outcome of the study: the industrialists tended
to believe that it was favourable for chlorine, where some environmentalists thought
the outcome favoured at least in some cases the alternatives. Thus so I don't have a
final explanation, I can mention some elements that in my view have contributed to the
events. For me it is likely that the context created by the McKinsey-process played a
role. For instance, it is understandable that the critics on LCA were expressed clearer
in the mentioned peer-review than during the McKinsey study. A peer review is meant
to be an articulated opinion, and is written directly by the reviewers themselves; the
McKinsey process was an interactive, mainly oral happening, in which full attention
for one opinion is not equally guaranteed. The changes in participation, relevant for
'people from environmental circles', may also have led to non-optimal articulation of
arguments. One can only acknowledge that, after all, the participative process during
the McKinsey study must have left unaddressed underlying arguments in the chlorine
debate, that with hindsight were important.

Parallel to these events, an important development took place   in   1991.
Internationally, Greenpeace decided to make chlorine one of their priority targets. The
first action against Akzo Botlek followed in June 1991 (Greenpeace Nederland, 1991).
For the time being, the relation between Greenpeace and the other four environmental
groups was one of informal coordination. Greenpeace tried to get formal bans on
emissions of hazardous substances, particularly organochlorines, on the agenda of
international fora like the Oslo and Paris Commission (OSPARCOM; v.d. Naald,
1997). These commissions were established to protect the North Sea, among others,
against the emission of toxic substances. A major success was achieved in  1992, when
OSPARCOM agreed that (OSPARCOM, 1992):

'as a matter of principle for the whole Convention area, discharges and emissions of
substances which are toxic, persistent and liable to bioaccumulate, in particular orga-
nohalogen substances, and which could reach the marine environment should, regard-
less of their anthropogenic source, be reduced , by the year 2000, to levels that are not
harmful to man or nature with the aim of their elimination'.

Of course, during the McKinsey study, numerous actions and other discussions also
took  place.  In   1991, the Consumentenbond published tests and articles against  PVC
and other chlorinated products (e.g. Consumentenbond, 1991 a, 199lb, 1991 c  and

1992).  The  SNM in early 1992 started an action against PVC credit cards (Nauur  en
Milieu, 1992b). The fact that research of the University of Leiden had shown there was
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no PVC-dioxin link in MSWIs (Boerekamps-Kanters et al., 1992) made no impressi-
on. 'The fact that one claim is not true is not important. When you look at PVC, the
whole picture of small problems is disturbing',  was the comment.   In  June   1992  a
request was made to the junior Minister for Welfare, Health and Culture to phase out
hypochlorite, one of the arguments being that it could form chloroform (Natuur en
Milieu, 1992c). In early  1993,  the  SNM  and  the VMD targeted  one  of the major  PVC
applications, PVC pipes (Klingenberg, 1993).

In virtually all the written material related to these actions the problems with
PVC and chlorine are described in 'tangible' terms: emissions of VCM, chlorine,
mercury, asbestos, etc.; the use of heavy metals as stabilisers, and other points. More
than other environmental groups, in articles and leaflets Greenpeace stressed arguments
like the precautionary principle, and the aim of zero-emissions for black-list substances

(Greenpeace Nederland, 1992a   and   1992b). This underlying philosophy   was   most
explicit in their more scientific, international reports, which obviously were less visible
than the large amount of action-oriented material the environmentalists disseminated.

Policy makers
The authorities participated in the VNCI/McKinsey study, and supported that study
with funding. When the McKinsey study was published, vice-Director General for the
Environment Zoeteman said to industry that the VNCI/McKinsey study was just a start:
'The environment has not yet become an inch cleaner, and that is what it is all about'.
He also indicated that the authorities did not want to turn against chlorine as such. The
aim should be to reduce the risks of the use of chlorine as far as possible, and eventu-
ally to reduce them to negligible risks (NCI, 1992). He disapproved of the action of the
environmentalists (NCI, 1992a):

'A societal discussion on environment is also a task for the environmental movement.
Look at the method as a means of communication. If you walk away from the discus-
sion, since communication means also commitment, you create an impossible society.

However, for the Ministry of the Environment chlorine as such was still not an issue.
All this does not mean that the chlorine industry did not face a policy of stringent
emission reduction. But these activities were a part of the regular substance policy
adopted in the NEPP and the White Paper on Risk management, and not targeted at
chlorine. This substance policy basically followed a two-track approach: using Best
Available Technology (BAT) at the source side, combined with a risk assessment
approach for individual substances on the environmental side' 3

During the implementation phase of the NEPP, the Dutch authorities started to
formulate a series of covenants with industry sectors. Further, for emissions to water
the agreements of the Rhine and North Sea action programmes had to be implemented.
Within these frameworks, authorities asked industry for important reductions of most
industrial emissions, including those of organochlorines. These reductions were at least
50 %, but in most cases up to 90 % by the year 2000. Within the framework of the
Montreal Protocol CFCs would be phased out, and other measures were announced
against open applications of (chlorinated) solvents, e.g. in the dry cleaning sector.
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Concerning PVC, the Ministry consistently applied the philosophy of closing
substance cycles. On various occasions, the Ministry indicated that short-life PVC
would be discouraged since recycling was difficult. Long-life PVC would not be
discouraged if recycling schemes were set up (e.g. PVC & Milieu, 1992a). This
resulted in an agreement between the Ministry and the representative organisation of
pipe producers, the FKS, on measures concerning the recycling of PVC pipes (Boons,
1995). On two occasions, industry used legal procedures to force the Ministry to
specify its PVC policy (see box 6.4.1). The Ministry had to withdraw a leaf'let on
office materials with negative statements about short life PVC. Further, the Minister
was asked to state explicitly what consequences would be drawn from a controversial
LCA that gave a negative judgement for PVC pipes. Finally, the Minister responded
that he did not support a ban on PVC pipes. In the view of the Ministry, these
developments were not relevant: its PVC policy remained essentially unchanged
(Boons, 1995)

A nalysis  and  conclusions
In this stage, the following frames were used by each of the actor coalitions:
1.     Policy makels. On second-order level, the policy makers continue to use the

frame adopted in the former phase: risk asssessment and closing of substance
cycles. On the level of first-order discourse, this results in a logical policy of
emission reductions. Concerning PVC, the logical consequence is to discourage
its use in short-life applications and to demand recycling in long-life
applications. In the RCC appeal case the Ministry for the Environment uses
somewhat more precautiounary arguments, but this is probably for tactical
reasons.

2.      Industry. Both on the level of second-order discourse and  first-order discourse
industry follows the frame of the policy makers. Compared to the previous
phase, no changes in the industry's frame have occurred.

3.     The environmentalists. On the level of second-order discourse, the evaluative
frame is the same as in the forme phase. No further specificaton or elaboration
takes place. Tangible arguments on the level of first-order discourse are Still

the most visible and best articulated concerns regarding chlorine.

In this phase, particularly the process and outcome of the McKinsey study is puzzling
in a number of ways. This study was set up as a rather open process, which in
principle gave room to make frame differences visible. But although different core
frames already existed, such differences simply were not made explicit and thus not
discussed - on the contrary, there seems no doubt that at some stage in the process a
reasonable consensus existed between all participants. Of course, part of the confusion
must have arisen because the environmental movement did not formally participate in
the study but sent someone who sympathised with them. But as I stated, I cannot give
a clear reason why after all a discussion on this frame level was not held. I can only
conclude that in such participatory processes it has to be ensured that all relevant frame
levels are addressed.
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One final remark concerns a communicative aspect. It seems that the
environmentalists paid relatively little attention to a further refinement or a
sophisticated communication of their second-order frame. In their view, they had
developed a good case against chlorine, and when the McKinsey study was published
their main concern was to make clear they were still against. Yet, in my opinion a
more elaborated reaction would have made it more difficult for industry and policy
makers to perceive or to picture the environmentalists as dogmatic.

Box  6.4.1: Two confrontations between industry earlier, Leiden University had shown   that   the
and policy makers on PVC amount of PVC in waste did not matter

(Boerekamps-Kanters et al., 1992). The RCC
In 1991, industry feared  that the Ministry  was thus judged  that the statements  in the ministry's
tacitly embarking on an anti-PVC campaign. They leaflet against PVC were too strong. The Ministry
decided to depart from the consensus approach decided to appeal. To win its case, it probably
followed until that moment, and to embark on a  had no option but to use arguments that until

policy that would force the Ministry into a clear  then had only been applied by the environmental
PVC policy (Boons,  1995). This resulted in movement. The arguments included (College van
various confrontations between the Ministry and Beroep, 1993):
the Stuurgroep PVC en Ketenbeheer. Industry - during the production of PVC and VCM
complained that the Ministry did not 'assume its carcinogenic substances are released;
role as regulator of the societal discussion on - accidental fire may result in HCl and
PVC' (PVC& Milieu, 1992a). PVC pipe systems dioxins;
scored poorly in a - controversial - LCA that was - in MSWIs, PVC leads to HCI-emissions
available in draft   form   in 1991 (Goedkoop and and probably dioxins; new research
Volman, 1993). Consequently, SNM called for a Iconcerning the relationship PVC-dioxins
ban on PVC pipes.The Stuurgroep asked the if,  as  planned, the organic fraction  of
Minister to make an explicit statement on this household waste was collected

point in a letter of 21 October 1991. When no separately and thus the chlorine fraction
answer came, the Stuurgroep filed a complaint in incinerable waste was lower - ATI
with the Nationale Ombudsman (National was still going on and would be ready
Ombudsman). During the procedure, the Minister in June 1993
answered the letter, in which he rejected a ban - for office articles no recycling structure
on PVC pipes. A second controversy was the existed.
case before the Advertising Code Commission

(RCC), in which the NFK (but basically its PVC The Court of Appeal concluded on the basis of
Stuurgroep members) demanded that the Ministry literature provided by the NFK that neither these
withdraw a leaflet for offices that made negative concerns, nor the general conclusion that PVC
statements on short-life PVC. Initially, the RCC  was more harmful than other plastics, could be
judged that the leaflet could not be seen as an justified. Further, the Court of Appeal noted that
advertisement and thus fell outside the scope of there was no accepted PVC policy of government
its work. The Court of Appeal ruled differently,  or parliament, with the exception of packaging.

and asked the RCC to give a judgement on the The Court therefore  rejected the Ministry's
leaflet. In January   1993   the   RCC   came   to a appeal,  with the exception of statements  made  in

judgement, mainly on the basis of the the leaflet on packaging (College van Beroep,
relationship between dioxin formation  and  PVC  in      1993). In brief, the Court ruled  that  even  for  PVC
MSWIs. Here the Ministry was confronted with the Ministry had no clear-cut policy on which
the results of research it initiated itself; as stated actions against PVC could be based.
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6.4.6 1993-1995: Resolving the debate (Part ID. TNO/CML try it with science

Policy makers
From  about  1993,  the risk assessment philosophy  of the policy makers was seriously
challenged for the first time. The Netherlands had signed the Minister's declaration of
the 1992 OSPARCOM conference, that demanded a virtual elimination   of   the
emissions of PTBs, regardless of risks. The responsible ministers were forced to
explain how the goal of a zero emission of PTBs should be interpreted. MP
Rosenm6ller of Groen Links asked the Minister of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management (TK, 1992b):

'The Paris commission strives for a zero emission of organochlorine substances. Will
this point of view be implemented in Dutch policy, and how ?'

The answer was:
'Yes. the Dutch policy strives for application of Best Available Technology (BAT) to
reduce the emissions of black list substances as far as possible. This is also the point of
view of the Dutch delegation in the Paris commission'

She thus argued that the existing Dutch policy of risk assessment and closing of
substance chains by BAT and BEP complied with the OSPARCOM demands, despite
the fact that this always leaves some residual emission and only phase-outs can result
in a real zero emission'4. She did not discuss explicitly how the term 'zero emission
should be interpreted, or why she rejected an absolutist interpretation. The Minister of
Environment answered a letter of Greenpeace in a similar fashion (VROM, 1994a) 15.
The   second   NEPP   of 1993 confirmed   this line: action N54 stated   that   for   very
persistent toxic bioaccumulating substances plans would be made to end emissions by
closing substance chains or a phase out, partially as an international strategy (VROM,
1993). In sum, the policy makers decided to stick to their existing evaluative
philosophy despite the tension with agreements such as the OSPARCOM declaration.

In    1993, the Ministry   for the Environment faced a number of questions
concerning chlorine. The McKinsey study had resulted in a method, but had not
evaluated the chlorine chain as such. The Ministry could still not answer the question
whether a chlorine-oriented policy would be necessary. Therefore, in the Ministry of
the Environment a discussion took place on whether additional action was necessary.
The Head of the Ministry's Chemicals Division, Chiel Bovenkerk (1997):

'As policy makers. we did not really participate in the chlorine debate. We simply did
not yet have any basic viewpoint on or insight into the chlorine chain; we just had our
normal substance policy to deal with the substances that by some incident would pop
up on the agenda. So we had an internal discussion whether it wouldn't be fruitful to
have a study on chlorine. Finally, the management of DGM agreed to such a study,
that would basically serve to formulate to what extent a chlorine-specific policy would
be necessary.'

The formal reason for starting the study was a question by member of parliament van
Rijn-Vellekoop asking whether it would be possible to launch a strategic analysis of
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the use of chlorine to find out where exactly the problems were located'6. Minister
Alders responded that 'the chlorine file' certainly deserved attention. He noted that
there were several studies available and that the question was how a thoughtful follow-
up could be organised (TK, 1992a).In conclusion, he made the promise to perform a
strategic survey of the options to close the chlorine chain'7. In sum, the study could be
organized. Project coordinator Chiel Bovenkerk (1997):

'Then we started the discussion with industry and the environmental movement. DGM's
basic approach was: closing substance cycles and control of emissions. We wanted to
investigate the problems, and work on them and did not want to start with axioms like
chlorine is bad. This view formed the basis of the initial memorandum I worked out.
At first, the environmental movement formulated a number of things they wanted to
have included, like research into alternatives. I didn't notice at that time any of the
more fundamental arguments you see now in the debate, that it would be impossible to
assess toxicological effects, for instance, or that preventing the formation of PTBs was
preferred to a zero emission policy, etc. We in fact managed to include their sugge-
stions - but then, to our surprise, they refused to participate after all. In itself that was
a pity. but not an essential problem. We had the cooperation of industry and thus had
access to data, and we could do the study that would give us the basis for our policy
statement. The only opportunity we missed was maybe a better consensus process.

The final draft of the initial memorandum proposed a study consisting of four phases
(see box 6.4.2). Phase one was an extensive inventory of the risks related to chlorine
making use of the formally adopted risk assessment philosophy (VROM, 1993a):

'[the study] must identify for at least 95% of the chlorine produced, imported or used
in the Netherlands how the chlorine has been incorporated permanently in the chain
(recycling, safe return to a place where it can cause no harm (as chloride in the sea,
etc.) or how it has leaked into the environment (for example, in the form of leachate
from pesticides, evaporation of solvents, dumping or release of waste). If it can be
expected that transformations Will take place after leaks from the chain, both the 'worst
case' and the most probable final substance will be taken into account to analyze
whether there are risks (...) [The study must] assess how big/relevant the risks of leaks
from the chain are, if possible quantitatively, against the background of the policy
concerning risks discussed and agreed with the Lower House.'

So unlike the VNCI/McKinsey study, this project would be a thorough scientific
inventory rather than a process approach to reach consensus': TNO and CML got the
assignment for phase  1. The results of the study are extensively described in chapter 4.
Initially, TNO and CML wrote an offer in which they proposed combining a substance
flow analysis for chlorine with an emission evaluation based on the impact assessment
step of LCA. This offer was accepted. But during the study it was noted that the
impact assessment step of LCA did not take the fate (degradation and dispersion) of
substances into account, so that in fact no good priority setting on toxicity issues was
possible. The industry representatives especially did not want to publish the study as
such. They found the issue of chlorine too sensitive to publish a study that would be
based on a method that would not include such key elements in substance evaluations.
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Box 6.4.2: The programme 'Closing the chlorine duce alternatives in the light of the results of
chain' (VROM, 1993a) phases 1 and 2. If so, the following survey will

be carried out:
Phase 1: carrying out a theoretical survey with a) the investigation by measure/alternative

respect to the following questions: from phase 2 of the organizational
a.    Where are the leaks in the chlorine possibilities of implementation (in the

chain? Netherlands and abroad);
b.       How large/relevant are the risks caused b) identification of the consequences for

by the leaks from the chain? organizational structure, manpower, lead
time and financing.

Phase 2 preparing an inventory of possible
measures to close the leaks in the chlorine Phase 4: the drawing up of a policy document for
chain. Besides the environmental aspects of the Lower House of Parliament. The policy
measures and alternatives, other social interests document will be prepared on the basis of the
Will   also be analyzed   (such as economic and results of phases   1,   2   and   3 and general
socio-cultural aspects). The memorandum principles of policy, such as the precautionary
initiating the survey refers to the VNCI/McKinsey principle. The intention is to draw it up in
method as a possible procedure for Phase 2. consultation with industry and environmental

groups.
Phase 3: investigation of whether, and to what
extent, it is necessary to take measures or intro

The argument of the TNO/CML project team that exactly the same approach had
already been used during the McKinsey study, much-praised by industry, made little
impact. Finally, it was decided to evaluate about 40 of the most important chlorinated
substances on the basis of existing risk assessments, mainly performed by RIVM (e.g.
Janus et al., 1994). Further, industry suggested - and paid for - an external peer review.

The study concluded that there were only a limited amount of proven priorities.
As  stated in chapter  4,  only for about 10 substances still  in  use in society, mostly  in
specific applications or situations, is a breach of toxicity risk levels at stake. Further,
the amount of CFCs in accumulated foam, the use of chlorinated pesticides, and the
landfill volume related to PVC formed priorities. On the other hand, specifically related
to the toxicity evaluation the study indicated a number of crucial knowledge gaps
(Tukker et al., 1995b). The limitations of the study were strongly articulated by the
report of the peer-review commission (Koeman et al., 1995a). Such limitations in-
cluded:

-               about   10  kton of organochlorine  in the economy  (1   %  of the Dutch chlorine
use) had not been followed;

-        the study had not covered the effects due to combined exposure to substances;
-        several NR and MTR levels are under discussion;
- product impurities and smaller process emissions that are not covered in

emission databases may have been missed.
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The peer-review commission concluded that with these limitations the study may have
missed crucial problems, and that therefore the study could not be seen as a proof of
the harmlessness of chlorine.

Environmental pressure groups
When the discussion on the initial memorandum of the chlorine study started, once
again the environmental movement had to decide how to participate in such a study. In
the meantime, the coordination between the environmental groups had been further
formalised.  In  May 1993, Greenpeace  and  the  VMD  had  for the first time performed  a
joint action against chlorine, against the chlorine train of Akzo in Delfzijl (Milieude-
fensie, 1993a) Since chlorine as such was now on the political agenda, all groups now
saw the need for a more formal cooperation. Greenpeace joined the 'chlorine circle' of
the other four environmental groups.

Some discussions with the Ministry of Environment took place. In a first
meeting, representatives of most environmental groups were present. Later, Albert
Klingenberg of SNM maintained the direct contacts with Chiel Bovenkerk. On behalf
of the chlorine circle, SNM wrote two rather concise letters in relation to the Initial
memorandum. As my interviewees explained, they had the idea that producing lengthy
letters about their views on chlorine would be superfluous. They had produced more
than enough of such background material in the past, and had the impression that the
Ministry of Environment knew their fundamental views well enough.

The first letter, of early    July 1993, reacted    to an early draft    of   the
memorandum. The first objection was a practical one. The memorandum defined a
chlorine leak as an emission leading to concentrations above the Negligible Risk (NR),
which would mean for each substance an NR had to be determined which seemed an
unfeasible research task. The second argument was that research into alternatives
should be paramount since any emission of organochlorine causes damage. This was
also seen as necessary to comply with the OSPARCOM Ministers conference.
Furthermore, the fact that implementation of measures would also depend on economic
factors was not accepted. This could lead to the situation that risks above the NR
would be accepted, even where there were alternatives. The letter clearly stated that the
aim of the environmental movement is research into the implementation of a chlorine-
free chemical industry (Natuur en Milieu, 1993a) Though the Initial Memorandum was
improved in some aspects, one month later the environmentalists declined to
participate. They didn't see a place for chlorine in a sustainable chemical industry
(Natuur en Milieu, 1993b) Former SNM staff member Albert Klingenberg (1997):

'For us it was clear that another study was not the way to go. Chlorine had to be
phased out. But I, from the 'lobbyclub' SNM. was the main mouthpiece to VROM.
From a pragmatic viewpoint, we saw no danger in helping VROM to formulate their
Initial Memorandum if it would produce a better text. So we wrote a letter with
comments and discussed it with Chiel Bovenkerk. But I nevercommitted myself. I
knew we had to discuss in our environmental chlorine group whether we would
participate. We decided that participation would be a signal to politics that a study
would be the right approach to solve the chlorine controversy. But the signal we
wanted to give was that research was NOT the right way, and that a phase out had to
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be started. So we politely refused. By the way. the McKinsey experience was not
important in this respect.

Greenpeace campaigner Wytze van der Naald (1997):
'During the discussion on the initial memorandum. it becanie clear to us that industry
did not want the alternatives. VROM's main goal was obviously to have a study that
could help them to take position in the debate, in my view it was not motivated by
environmental concern. Since industry would be important as data supplier, VROM
wanted to keep them in at least. Several parties had suggestions for improvement of the
initial memorandum, like us and RIZA. VROM took over quite a few of our sugges-
tions, it was not enough. The possibility of evaluating alternatives for (some) chlorine
uses  was only planned for phase 3 of the programme. Specifically phase  1, that would
analyze environmental bottlenecks. was in our view supertluous. We felt no need to put
resources into participating in the Steering Committee. due to the fundamental
difference of views between us and industry that would just end in a battlefield. long
delays, etc. '

While the arguments above are clear enough, the Ministry, and also industry
representatives still responded surprised. Solvay environmental specialist Rien
Augustijn (1997):

'During the discussion on the initial memorandum we really had the idea that an
evaluation on the basis of the NR, and taking into account the degradation products,
would be sufficient to keep the environmentalists on board. We had not expected they
would refuse. We didn't really get clear why they refused'.

So the study started, without the environmental movement. Their actions went on, and
they tried to reopen the discussion about PVC. New research by the University of
Leiden had shown that there was a relationship between PVC and chlorophenoles (a
precursor of dic,xins) in waste incineration if the organic fraction was not included
(Kanters, 1996). Further, it was argued that the costs of incineration would be very
high due to neutralisation of the HCl that would be produced, and if the flue gas
cleaning residue had to be landfilled. Other problems indicated were the large exposure
to DEHP of dialysis patients and potential problems in back-to-feedstock recycling
(CW, 1994a). Greenpeace asked municipalities to participate in a 'PVC-free
community' campaign - which had been a major success in Sweden (see chapter 7). In
the Netherlands, they had much less success. Industry rapidly sent a letter to the
municipalities with their own arguments, and the result was that various communities
asked the Union of Dutch Municipalities and the Ministry of the Environment about
the official Dutch policy. The Ministry issued a statement that was not very negative
about PVC, which stalled much of the momentum of Greenpeace's action ". In general
the journals of the environmental movement give the impression that really tough
actions against chlorine  and  PVC were becoming less frequent than around  1990.

In most publications the environmentalists used the same 'tangible' arguments
against chlorine as in the former phases. However, they also started to explain their
concern about chlorine with more emphasis on the unknown effects of organochlorine
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and the weaknesses of a risk assessment approach (e.g. Greenpeace Nederland, 1993b
and 19930). Specifically an article of early 1994 articulates Greenpeace's argument.  It
states that health experts have probably looked in the wrong places for effects of PTBs.
Cancer may not have been the main problem, but effects in the descendants of mothers
exposed  to the substances. Humans contain at least 177 organochlorines.  Of  the  or-
ganochlorine in sediments  and  fish,  only   1 0  to   1 5  % are identified,  and  it  may  take
centuries before the other 85 % will be known. New persistent and bioaccumulative
organochlorines are discovered in nature, of which the source is not known. Important
fora like the US-Canadian International Joint Commission concluded that a substance-
by-substance evaluation of the fate and effects of persistent organochlorines is virtually
an impossible task, and that on the basis of what is known it is permissible to deal
with chlorinated substances   as one group (Greenpeace Nederland, 1994a).   In   1995,
using this line of argument Greenpeace won a case before the RCC about one of their
leaflets, initiated by 'the Chlorophiles' (a group of employees of the Dutch and Belgian
chlorine industry; College van Beroep, 1995).

However, somehow this evaluative philosophy was not easily recognised by
other parties. For instance,  In  1994 the TNO/CML project team organised interviews
with SNM and Greenpeace to develop at least some feeling for their line of thinking.
For some reason, this argumentative line was hardly discussed though in my perception
the discussions were open and positive enough. A clear drawback was that our Steering
Committee did not allow uS to discuss the draft text of the Chlorine chain study with
non-participants (a.o. the environmentalists). Yet, with hindsight, I feel that both sides
must have underestimated the difficulty of bridging a gap in thinking between parties
with different backgrounds. Since after all, we as researchers were of course most
familiar with classical risk assessment schemes, and our interviewees with the logic
behind prevention and precaution.

Industry
Industry got involved without much discussion in the chlorine chain study. They
participated, delivered data, commented on the study, and made sure that a risk-assess-
ment approach was added to the inadequate LCA-evaluation step. They further took the
initiative for peer-review of the study. During the course of the study, one of the key
players on the industry side left the stage. Jan Wesseldijk of Akzo (in the mean time
merged with Nobel to form Akzo Nobel) was asked to become chairman of the Board
of directors of COSUN, a large cooperative food concern. Rend Scheffers, who had
been location director of Akzo Nobel Delfzijl, took over his position.

The industry point of view in this period is reflected in a series of articles in
NCI. Loudon, chairman of Akzo's Board of management compared a chlorine ban with
the call to stop an airplane in full flight (NCI, 1993a). Wesseldijk indicated that the
crucial point in the chlorine discussion is the lack of knowledge about chlorine in the
environmental movement, which resulted in a confrontation with the chlorine industry
on a questionable level. He emphasized that the industrial production of chlorine is
much lower than the amount formed in nature, and that there are large differences
between different organochlorines (NCI, 1993b). Meersseman, director of Solvay
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Nederland B.V. and one of the members of the Steering committee for the study, saw a
central role for science in solving the controversy. An open dialogue, based on facts,
was necessary to restore the balance. He acknowledged that the chlorine industry still
had a long way to go before its image was restored. A constructive discussion with the
environmental movement required the support of an independent party: science.
Though it will take time to make the message clear to the public, he expected much
would be changed in five years (NCI, 1993c). In a 'farewell' interview in 1994,
Wesseldijk repeated that in his view the chlorine industry had neglected communica-
tion, and that a major problem was that many scientists and environmentalists actually
knew little about industry. 'I have the feeling we still have to find our seals' (NCI,
1994a).

Since around 1992 there has already been some informal discussion between
Akzo and the environmental movement on a study on alternatives for chlorine. But the
discussion drags on, without real results. As commented by Rent Scheffers (1997) and
confirmed by his predecessor Jan Wesseldijk (1997):

'Our discussion about alternatives with the environmental movement always had the
same pattern. We wanted a comparison, as in the McKinsey study. And we were ready
to promise to go for alternatives for chlorine if they turned out to be better. That is not
even an environmental question, also for strategic reasons we would like to have that
insight. As an industry you don't want to stick to a product that is on a losing track.
But the environmental movement always said they were not interested in a comparison.
since they knew already what they liked most. They wanted immediate studies into
how to make the conversion to alternatives.'

Concerning the OSPARCOM Declaration  of 1992, which was reconfirmed  with  some
modification during  the 4th North Sea Conference in Esbjerg  in 1995, industry   was
well aware that a zero emission goal for PTBs would cause them problems. CEFIC
(1995), the European equivalent of the VNCI, pleaded for the inclusion of terms like
'[emissions] must move down to levels that are not harmful to man or environment' in
the Minister's declaration of the Esbjerg conference. Similar thoughts were aired by the
VNCI to the Dutch members of the North sea conference delegation (VNCI, 1995)

'In practice zero is never really zero. We prefer to speak of a 'minimal discharge'

CEFIC also issued a draft protocol of the interpretation of the precautionary principle.
In brief, it dealt with the following points. There must be a 'sufficient' body of
evidence of harm. Then it is necessary to proceed with a cost-benefit analysis. Since
the precautionary principle may restrict the freedom of enterprise, any decision
embodying the principle should be subject to judicial review. The principle of
proportionality must be applied. Finally, substitution can only take place if there is a
substitute with a comparable function or effectiveness, a comparison of risks and
benefits has been performed, a comprehensive LCA is made, etc. (CEFIC, 1995). But
in  the  end,  the 4th North Sea Declaration  was  not  a  100 % success for industry.  Akzo
Nobel's General Manager BU Base Chemicals Rend Scheffers (1997):

'Initially, Euro Chlor was quite pleased with the result of the 4th North Sea conference.
Chlorine was no longer mentioned, the statement was about PTBs. And risk assessment
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was to be used to set priorities. plus the fact that a target date 25 years away created
the necessary time gap for a gradual adaptation. We even issued a positive press
release. But it also states that emissions should go down to a natural background level,
and that PTBs alien to nature should not be emitted at all.  To be honest, if you imple-
ment that literally we'll be in trouble. But if good risk assessment or other arguments -
show that a zero-emission goal serves no objective, you'll see discussion on such an
interpretation.'

Concerning PVC, the Stuurgroep PVC countered the argument of the SNM about the
study of the University of Leiden into dioxin formation in waste incineration. Studies
of de Leer (1994) and later Rijpkema and Zeevalkink. (1996) showed, according to the
Stuurgroep, that such a relation if it existed at all was weak compared to the influence
of process-technical parameters (CW, 1994b).

Analysis  and  conclusions
In this stage, the following frames were used by each of the actor coalitions:
1.        Policy  makers.   On  the  level of second-order discourse, the policy makers

continue to use the frame adopted in the former phases: risk asssessment and
closing of substance cycles. But the goal of a virtual zero emission of PTBs in
the OSPARCOM and Esbjerg declarations challenges them to give explicit
arguments for using this frame. One must conclude this discussion is avoided:
it is argued that the existing evaluative frame is similar to that of the
OSPARCOM declaration. On the level of first-order discourse, this results in
the logical choice to start a chlorine chain study based on a risk assessment
approach.

2.      Industry. Both on the level of second-order discourse and  first-order discourse
industry back the frame of the policy makers, including the policy makers'
relatively weak interpretation of the zero-emission principle in the
OSPARCOM and Esbjerg declarationsic: Compared to the previous phase, no
changes in industry's frame have occurred.

3.     The environmentalists. On the level of second-order discourse. the evaluative
frame becomes much more explicit than in the former phase. In articles and the
RCC case, Greenpeace gives an important elaboration of the precautious and
preventive philosophy they adopted in the late eighties, and which had been
articulated in the Dutch debate by Teo Warns and the Waddenvereniging
around  1990.  Due to a  lack of toxicological data, undetected emissions and
lack of practical control such a risk assessment approach is highly fallible.
Another basis for substance policy is necessary. The fact that large amounts of
unknown chlorine can be found in nature, plus the historical experience with
the proven problems of chlorine leads to the conclusion that from a
precautionary perspective chlorine has to be phased out. However, tangible
arguments on the level of first-order discourse are still very visible concerns
about chlorine.
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The Initial memorandum for the chlorine study thus used a different evaluative frame
to that adhered to by the environmental movement. This meant that any hope that the
study could solve the dispute were in vain from the start. The study, in combination
with the peer-review, probably did not after all do a bad job in indicating the areas of
relatively 'robust' and rather 'soft' knowledge claims (see also the next section). But it
was probably less successful in 'making sense of the situation' by drawing overarching

pictures departing from alternative (e.g. the environmentalists') problem framings.
As during the McKinsey study, once again at crucial moments the actor

coalitions missed opportunities to discuss such differences in underlying evaluative
frames explicitly. In my view, the environmentalists underestimated the difficulties
related to explaining the arguments behind their frame to others (mainly people

familiar with the dominant risk assessment frame). Pragmatically, they felt it would be
superfluous to repeat their arguments time and again in a sophisticated way. But the
result was that others were not always triggered to take their arguments seriously. For
instance, the concise comment on the Initial memorandum that 'any emission of
organochlorine causes environmental damage' did not indicate why they were so
different from emissions of other compounds. Also the policy makers missed
possibilities. They failed to discuss explicitly the possible differences between their
own philosophy and that of the OSPARCOM and Esbjerg Declarations. My findings
give the impression that actor coalitions in general perceive the problem framing of the
competing coalitions not as a thoughtful, alternative reading of the situation, but rather
as a dogmatic stance. Probably the saddest example of this 'dialogue of the deaf is
formed by the bilateral talks between Akzo and the environmentalists on a study into
alternatives for chlorine.

However, there are also signs that the actor coalitions are beginning to
understand how competing frames are structured, and what a policy based on a com-

peting frame means for them. It is probably no coincidence that it took over 9 months
for the Environment Minister to answer a letter from Greenpeace about the
OSPARCOM goals. Industry is keenly aware that an absolutist interpretation of a zero-
emission goal for PTBs might put them in serious trouble. The fact that CEFIC pleads
for interpretation of the precautionary principle in terms that normally are applied in a
risk-benefit approach may well indicate they understand the consequences of alternative

interpretations. It seems obvious that for CEFIC and Akzo the fact that their vested
interests are at stake is the driving force behind their concern, rather than some
threatened belief system or discourse.

6.4.7    1996-1997: The efforts bear fruiL We baptize it: chlorinated micropollutants

Policy makers
As stated on page 203, in their study TNO/CML pointed out major uncertainties which
were strongly articulated by the critical peer-review. The minister sent a letter to the
Standing Committee  for the Environment, announcing   11 actions related to chlorine
(see box 6.4.3). Most actions were related to the few concrete, proven problems or
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Box 6.4.3: Actions related to chlorine in the 8. Within the EU framework, harmonised
Minister's policy statement (VROM, 1995) demands will be developed concerning

the concentration of active chlorine in
1. Research into the collection and hypochlorite;

treatment of foam in e.g. refrigerators 9. Concerning oestrogenic substances, the
and buildings that contains CFCs; Netherlands will support an expert

2.     Development of a policy statement on meeting within the framework of the
PVC, that will include PVC waste ma- WHO
nagement; 10. Further, the Health Council will be

3.   Evaluation of whether after planned asked to give an advice on oestrogenic
reductions the MTR and NR of PERC substances;
will still be exceeded near dry cleaners 11. RIVM will perform research into the
and firms in the metal-electro industry; release of dioxins from slag and fly-ash

4.     In cooperation with the target groups in MSWIs.
the possibilities of phasing out DCM in
paint remover will be investigated; Several other concerns indicated in the Chlorine

5.      For TCE it will be investigated whether chain study would be dealt with in existing
the NR for soil will be exceeded in the frameworks. The study indicated breaches of the
case of atmospheric deposition; NR for some substances. These would be dealt

6. For hypochlorite, with i n       the with within the normal licensing structure,    for

OSPARCOM framework a Best which local authorities are responsible. For

Environmental Practice Will be pesticides, a specific evaluation structure is
developed; already operational. Chloroparaffins are a major

7.                Within the OSPARCOM framework, the group within   the    10   ktpa   that   had   not   been
sources of AOX in municipal waste investigated, but for them a substance policy has
water will be investigated; already been developed by the EU and

OSPARCOM.

breaches of risk levels indicated by the study. Despite the information on uncertainties,
the Minister of the Environment called the problems related to chlorine 'manageable' in
her policy statement. She thus deliberately chose to use only the risk assessment
information in this study, and to neglect all information in the study and the peer-
review that indicated this risk assessment approach left major gaps. One could state the
Minister's statement simply reflected the fact that the environmental movement was on
the losing side. The environmentalists challenged chlorine, partially since they saw it as
a symbol for the failure of the risk assessment approach for substance management.
Now, based entirely on information generated with a risk assessment approach, they
heard that the problems were solved. The dominance of the actor coalitions that
endorsed the risk assessment philosophy could not be cleareri:

One of the main uncertainties indicated by the study and the peer-review
concerned the issue of as yet unidentified emissions, which were termed 'chlorinated
micropollutants'. Referring to the fact that the 4th North Sea conference had decided
that emissions of PTBs should be close to zero levels within 25 years, the Minister
proposed relying for the time being on the BAT and BET approach to deal with this
uncertainty - which meant in fact following the existing general policy22. The Minister
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concluded that no chlorine-specific policy was needed, and that phases 2 to 4 of the
program could be cancelled. A comment by Chiel Bovenkerk (1997), head of the
Ministry's Chemicals Division, gives further insight in the Ministry's evaluative

approach:
'We simply have a somewhat different policy view to the environmental movement.
We use a combination of a source- and effect-oriented approach. At the source, you
apply BAT. If effects are severe in terms of exceeding MTR/NRs, you have to reduce
emissions further or phase out substances. Of course you have uncertainties in effect
assessments due to knowledge gaps, and there is agreement that those uncertainties
may be most important for PTBs. But you can develop management schemes for them
as well. Even if we have 100,000 substances, we can analyse how many of them have
PTB-properties. We are doing a project on that now, and will end up with a
manageable number. Say 20 to 80 if loose criteria for P. B and T are used, and several
hundred if stringent criteria are used21. So you can formulate a policy based on that
number, once again reducing emissions as far as possible. The dogmatic zero is zero
approach, in effect asking for a ban on processes where such PTBs are formed, does
not seem realistic to us. You can find any chemical in any process, look at dioxins. So
you have to formulate operational goals with regard to contamination. And in practice
some residual contamination of PTBs is accepted by our Lower House, even for
dioxins24,

As shown in the next section, the reaction of the environmental movement to the
Minister's policy statement was very critical. An informal discussion between industry,
environmentalists and the Standing committee for the Environment of the Lower House
followed  on 31 January  1996.  In the months that followed, there  was a perception  that
the Ministry would fall back on its passive stand of 3 years earlier (e.g. Sjerps and v.d.
Schot, 1996). After a series of informal talks and some correspondence with the
environmental movement, it became clear that the Ministry faced two additional
demands: research into chlorinated micropollutants and research into alternatives for
chlorine. By June 1996, the Minister informed the environmental movement and the
Standing committee for the Environment the following (VROM, 1996):

*     Both the VNCI and the environmental movement indicated that additional
research into so-called 'chlorinated micropollutants' is very desirable (...) The
formation of chlorinated micropollutants is one of the main gaps in knowledge
indicated in the study. Thre will be further discussion of the execution of this
follow-up in the short term with the actors involved;

* This [research into chlorine-free alternatives] will not be a part of the follow-
up of the chlorine chain study, since the risks of the products involved are not
so high that direct involvement by the authorities is necessary.

To  monitor  the  11 action points the Ministry installed  a  low key discussion platform,
the BITAC (Committee Implementation of Actions of the Chlorine chain study). It
consisted basically of the members of the Technical working group for the chlorine
chain study. By  1997, the environmental movement also joined this group. The BITAC
currently serves as a forum for the discussion on the need for research into chlorinated
micropollutants. An interesting development in the BITAC is that, at the time this book
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was being finished, the discussion of problem framings to some extent is being made
explicita. Much care is being taken to formulate the right research questions. Though
this in part may have to do with tactical deliberations of the actor coalications, it is
certainly also driven by an additional factor. All parties are only too aware that the
studies from the past were not efficient since there was insufficient awareness about
the differences in problem framings. There seems to be a common feeling that before
large sums are committed to perform research into chlorinated micropollutants, there
must be a clear view of how this will help progress in the debate.

Environmental pressure groups
The environmental movement were very disappointed by the statement of the Minister
of Environment. The VMD concluded that the Minister had ignored the structural lack
of knowledge about the formation and emissions of chlorinated micropollutants, 'such
as dioxins' (Milieudefensie, 1996a). Greenpeace gave the following comment on the
report of the 'researchers of the Ministry'. The risks were not investigated well enough.
The effects of the emissions of salt were totally neglected. And 10 million kilogram
organochlorine was not investigated. Recent insights into the effects of chlorine  have
been ignored. The indications were becoming stronger and stronger that even in very
low doses some chlorine compounds, or the toxic cocktails thereof, can cause illnesses
like cancer and infertility. The fact that not all risks are yet known can not be a reason
for continuing the use of chlorine. Here also the precautionary principle must be
applied. Further, Greenpeace states that the Minister neglects the results of the 4th
North Sea conference (Greenpeace Nederland, 1996). A formal, joint reaction of the
Dutch environmental groups stated, among other things (Natuur en Milieu, 1996a):

[The researchers] conclude (..) there is a structural knowledge gap concerning   (..)
'chlorinated micropollutants' [and that it is not possiblel to make statements in terms of
a sustainability judgement;

-          (..) the assumption made in the initial memorandum. that risks and leaks of the chlorine
chemistry can be assessed and managed. has not been made reality in the report. This
is not surprising, since for that thousands of substances emissions to water, soil and air,
and the related risks would have to be assessed. At the moment only for some dozens
of substances is there sufficient information to evaluate them to some extent;

-           effects of chlorine are for a large part cause by chlorinated micropollutants. Chlorinated
micropollutants are often present in small amounts in chlorine products and emissions
(...) A clear example are the dioxins that are toxic in extremely low concentrations (..)

-         emissions of a number of companies have not been included in the study, for instance
the dioxin emissions of Akzo-Nobel, Delamine Delfzijl (...) Further data from public
sources indicate that in a number of places the report contains tangible mistakeszb,

-        the starting point of the Ministry in the initial memorandum was that emissions could
result in 'acceptable' risks. The international policy is that the emission of harmful
substances into the environment should be totally ended, where also the precautionary
principle has to be applied (..) Nowhere in the study has the non-harmfulness of
chlorine compounds (..) been subject to research;

-     the recommendations of the peer-review commission (giving priority to unknown
emissions and additional research into lack of knowledge) are not included.
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The environmental movement therefore rejected the conclusion of the Minister that the
risks of chlorine are manageable, since adequate information on one of the most
important aspects - emissions of chlorinated micropollutants - was not available.
During the interviews, the following remarks were made on the study. Former SNM
staff member Eco Matser. currently with Greenpeace:

We want a source-oriented approach, which means a phase-out of processes that
generate the emissions of undesirable substances, especially if there is an easy
alternative. For example, using PE instead of PVC. This possibility, using inherently
environment-friendly products and processes. was not a subject of research in the
TNO/CML chlorine chain study. Industry and authorities work from the perspective of
a containment strategy. We may underpin our concerns in terms of unacceptable
emissions, but our basic aim is clear. We want to reach prevention at the source by
applying clean technology. And in virtually every discussion we have been involved in.
you see that emission reduction measures form the reaction to our concern. That is the
reality of decision making in society. Maybe the chlorine industry has been capable of
lowering their emissions in that way in Holland. But did they do that already in
Belgium, Australia, Japan, let alone third-world countries ?  It is such a difficult and
vulnerable way to proceed, you need such flawless performance of a technical-
sociological structure. And indeed, studies as you did may have the consequence that
emissions are reduced and the strength of our argument referring to these emissions
will become weaker. At first sight this does not help to reach our long term goal, the
implementation of clean technology. But in the end you can expect that meeting all
these stringent standards will make such. in our view undesirable. products just too
expensive. And then via the market we meet our goal. Since for us, it is clear enough.
When you look at the overall picture, and don't loose yourself in the details. you can
only conclude that a chlorine industry does not fit in a sustainable future.

Greenpeace campaigner Wytze van der Naald:
'I think the main value of your chlorine study is that the problem of uncertainty and
unknown pollutants has now been given a name - also in political terms. Politicians
now use words like 'chlorinated micropollutants'. But - I'm sorry - you really didn't
need a process of 3 years and all that money input to conclude that this should be the
agenda item (...) What, does Chiel Bovenkerk really think he can do something in
policy with  80 PTBs he comes up with after a selection procedure on a database of
100,000 substances  ?   It just proves such selection procedures totally  fail,  we just don't
have the knowledge.  '

In the period that followed, the environmental movement mainly asked for two things:
research into alternatives and research into chlorinated micropollutants. During a
sustainability debate on chlorine, in which all the key players concerned in the study
participated, the environmental movement was once again invited by Akzo Nobel to
talk about alternatives (Sjerps and v.d. Schot, 1996). But until now, the stalemate

already indicated in the former section has not changed. Further, Greenpeace issued
two studies on those topics. A study by Contrast Advies indicated that a chlorine

phase-out in phases with existing investment cycles could be performed without much
costs (Gelder and Heerings, 1996). A study by the University of Amsterdam claimed
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that the dioxin emission inventory of Bremmer et al. (1994) showed major gaps,
particularly concerning product contamination. Due to basic mistakes (e.g. literature
values on mass basis had not been translated into TEQ TCDD) several figures ap-
peared to be a factor  1,000 too high, and the report had to be revised (Schooneboom et
al., 1996). On the basis of laboratory experiments by Evers and Olie (1989) the report
further claims that in Dutch PVC production over 2.5 kg of dioxins are formed, which
contrasts with the few dozen grams in general reported by industry (e.g. Norsk Hydro,
1992)27 Greenpeace claims that the PVC industry may be a major source of dioxins
based on this report and research of Evers et al. (1996), who showed that dioxins in
the Rhine have a typical 'chlorine pattern' and that not all mass flows can be explained
by point source emissions (Trouw, 1997).

In the publications of the environmentalists, the 'tangible' concerns related to
individual substances (as often aired around  1990)  seem  to  be  used less frequently.
More emphasis is now laid on the unknown effects of substances, particularly in
relation to endocrine disruption (e.g. Milieudefensie, 1996b). This issue was brought to
public attention very prominently in the book 'Our stolen future' (Colborn et al., 1996),
and became one of the new specific spearheads in the communication about toxicity of
the environmental movement. In the correspondence with the Ministry about the fol-
low-up to the chlorine study the chlorinated micropollutants and a study into alterna-
tives  were also addressed (Natuur en Milieu, 1996b and  1996c).  In a letter from early
1997 the environmental movement agreed to participate in the BITAC, but also indi-
cated that the precautionary principle, and the zero-emission goal for PTBs of the 4th
North Sea conference, would still be their starting point. They indicated they would
keep on pleading for measures in terms of alternatives for chlorine (Natuur en Milieu,
1997). A final comment by Greenpeace campaigner Wytze van der Naald (1997):

'It's a matter of how you look at things. You may believe in the point-source
inventories of e.g. RIVM and TNO for dioxins. But what if you know at the same time
of research by Evers, among others, that most dioxins in the Rhine have the chlorine
pattern, and that 70 % can not be explained by known sources ? Of course you can try
to find the additional sources, but we think the time has come to stop research and start
phase-out. It will never end. Like this idea of recycling salt produced as a result of
PVC input in MSWIs they are going to test in Amsterdam. Forget it. Of course, you
can't deny industry has done a lot on emission reduction. But you'll never have 100 %
closed systems. You always have incidents. You still have the occupational health
problems. And a closed system for consumer goods is impossible. So if industry comes
with technological schemes with such promises, they make themselves incredible. I
believe the zero is zero approach we call for is feasible and the way to go. but you
have to take into account practical implementation. You have to set priorities. and
chlorinated PTBs are an obvious one. You can bring them down to zero by phasing out
chlorine, so you have to do that. There may be things you can't bring down to zero.
like energy use. Or maybe PAH emissions. But still, I don't see why you should use a
residual emission of other substances as an excuse to accept chlorinated PTBs. A PAH
with chlorine is always worse than PAH as such. You will still be better off if you
apply the same stringent BAT you need for chlorine processes anyway to the processes
relevant for the chlorine-free alternative.'
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Eco Matser:
In all discussions I've been involved in, not only chlorine, you see the same basic ball
game. Industry accepts measures, as long the basic production and market structures do
not change. In fact that means: an emission reduction here, phasing out a product that
really can not be defended any more there, etc. They want to end up with so-called
stringent BAT for PTBs and 'closed' processes. We work more with long-term
viewpoints. The ideal is a world without PTBs, and step by step you can go into that
direction if you make the right choices now. But these are structural choices, that have
the consequence that in a few decades certain sectors will not exist any more. Of
course you can't phase out chlorine tomorrow. But from a societal perspective, you
could do so in a few decades without real consequences. Our frustration is that the
firms involved just go in the other direction by sticking to this emission reduction ap-
proach. And that they don't want to think about or discuss a long term strategy towards
clean processes.

Industry
As might be expected, industry reacted with relief to the Minister's policy statement.
The headlines in the VNCI journal NCI were almost jubilant. 'Chlorine on the right
path' stated the editorial. Other headings included 'Rehabilitation for chlorine' and
'Risks of the chlorine chain are small' (NCI. 1995). Industry concluded from the study
that the problems related to chlorine in the Netherlands consisted only of a limited list,
and probably had the impression the uncertainties indicated in the study were rather ir-
relevant. An interview with the chairman of the peer-review commission (NCI, 1995)
and later a letter written by the TNO/CML project team (Tukker et al., 1996d) tried to
give more emphasis to the uncertainties. Due to these reactions, but of course mainly
because of the reaction of the environmental movement, industry realised that the
chlorine study did not resolve the debate. To some extent, industrial representatives
seemed to get the idea they can never prove enough, and that the environmental
movement will always find a new argument to continue the debate. Two remarks
made:

'The precautionary principle seemed almost an escape route. A means to keep the
discussion going. '

And:
'You ask me if the discussion started with rather concrete concerns, like VCM, EDC,
some black-list substances, etc. and gradually evolved to a discussion of less 'tangible'
issues, like uncertainty, precaution and chlorinated micropollutants ? Yes, I think you
can say it went that way. We of course solved all the tangible, concrete environmental
bottlenecks. But what you see then is that there is a shift to new arguments, often on
another, less concrete level. First PVC was bad due to dioxins. Now that research made
it clear, at least to most people, that there is not a real link, you see the arguments
against phthalates and stabilisers pop up. When you finally have scientific PEC/NEC's
for chlorinated substances, they start about combination toxicity that has not been
included. Or the uncertainty, micropollutants etc. What is obvious, is that the environ-
mental movement goes on. Please don't ask me to explain why they do it. You may
say they are stubborn, or that they are dogmatic. The explanation may be that they
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have some deep conviction that can't be changed by some measures, or that they
simply have the need for some continuity in keeping a struggle with a strong adversary
going on.'

But still, the impression exists that with such studies the debate can be structured. As
Solvay environmental specialist Rien Augustijn (1997) commented and Akzo Nobel
communications manager Rob de Vries (1997) agreed:

'The term chlorine micropollutants was something new, that gradually developed during
the chlorine chain study. It may have been clear to the environmental movement
before, but we only 'discovered' it during the study (...) Of course, the chlorine chain
study and all earlier studies did not solve everything. But at least they indicate the
boundaries for the debate. There is a bottom line that is not discussed any more, you
can categorize the things that are still to be dealt with'

Akzo Nobel's General Manager BU Base Chemicals Rend Scheffers (1997):
'The chlorine study basically showed that a lot of these concrete concerns have been
solved. So if you still want to argue about chlorine. you have little option but to use
the argument of uncertainty. In our view the study says: if you look with a helicopter
view, you may conclude that the chlorine industry is a part of industry that behaves
'normally'. that you don't need to treat it differently than other sectors. There are some
specific points like PTBs and micropollutants that need attention. and that is it. '

In his view, the views of industry and the environmental movement still conflict in the
following way:

'I think the main point is this. The environmentalists look to one aspect, PTBs. call
such emissions, however small, totally unacceptable, and thus conclude that chlorine-
free alternatives are always better. I would like to have a more integral environmental
comparison, on a broader set of environmental issues. It is not for nothing that chlorine
is so often used in industrial processes. Quite often there are energetic and process-
technical advantages, that in turn have relative environmental benefits. It must be pos-
sible to weigh such advantages against small residual emissions like, say, the 20 gram
HCB from our Delfzijl plant. When such substances are often not even alien to nature:
you know the figures of 5 million tons of chloromethane and 40.000 tons of tetra that
per annum are naturally produced. So I think a zero is zero philosophy. if you go to
such low emissions. is too absolutist a point of view. '

A nalysis and conclusions
In this last phase, the central philosophy of the problem framings of the three actor
coalitions do not really change. The following frames were used:
1.         Policy  makers.    On  the  level of second-order discourse, the policy makers

continue to use the frame adopted in the former phases: risk asssessment and
closing of substance cycles. On the level of first-order discourse, this results in
the logical choice to deal only with the 'tangible' problems the chlorine chain
study was able to identify. The study did not show that, evaluated on a sub-
stance-by-substance basis, risk standards related to chlorinated compounds were
exceeded on a large scale. The Minister thus called the risks 'manageable'.
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2.     Industry. Both on the level of second-order discourse and first-order discourse
industry backs the frame of the policy makers. Compared to the previous
phase, the industry's frame has not changed.

3.  The environmentalists. On the level of second-order discourse, the
environmentalists use the same frame as in the former phase. Undetected
emissions and a lack of toxicological data makes a risk assessment approach
highly fallible. A new basis for substance policy is necessary. Since large
amounts of unknown organochlorine can be found in nature, and chlorine has
built up a problematic environmental track record, a precautionary phase-out is
the only option. On the level of first-order discourse, many of the earlier
arguments such as that VCM and EDC emissions pose risks are hardly used
any more. The achieved emission reductions and studies like the chlorine chain
study deprived such arguments of their plausibility. Now the uncertainties
indicated in the chlorine chain study and the peer-review are emphasized, for
instance by frequently addressing issues like hormone disruption (illustrating
that toxicity assessments leave major uncertainties) and chlorinated
micropollutants (illustrating the uncertainty in existing emission inventories).

It clearly takes time before existing arguments are dropped. A good example is the
argument of the environmentalists that PVC and chlorine production form a major
source of dioxins, where most emission inventories show the contrary. One could see
this as proof that 'robust', commonly accepted facts can never be found. Yet, it may
have been a matter of tactics. Dioxins had long been used as a metaphor in the public
debate against chlorine. They simply still used the argument in order to underpin their
point of view pragmatically. Further, this can also be explained given the
environmentalist's frame. For the environmentalists, the fact that the dioxin emissions
from the chemical industry in the Netherlands seem to be under control does not mean
that this is automatically so, or that it can be achieved in all chemical plants in the
world. A world-wide, flawless implementation of emission reduction technologies and
related management structures is in their view simply implausible. Reducing dioxin
emissions with end-of-pipe approaches is therefore in their view not an inherently
stable situation. Finally, a problem for the environmentalists is that the risk assessment
approach is dominant in the debate. Choosing arguments that count in the other actor
coalition's frame, and hanging on to them as long as possible, seems an effective tactic
for the environmentalists to force their adversaries into action.

The switch to new first-order level arguments by the environmentalists is seen
by industry as an annoying development. On the basis of industry's own evaluative
framework, most problems can be regarded as solved. However, particularly the
process in the BITAC gradually made all actor coalitions aware that a discussion on a
deeper level is at stake. They all started to understand that the controversy is rooted in
different, rather well- developed evaluative frames on second-order level.
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6.5 Analysis and conclusions

6.5.1 Intmduction

When we look back at this description of the Dutch chlorine debate, a number of lines
can be distinguished. There are obviously a number of differences in problem framing
and in dealing with facts. But at the same time, it seems that problem framings are not
static, or at least become more and more refined over time. So the process of frame

development, and the mutual communication between actor coalitions about frames, is
an important topic as well. Each of these topics is of major importance in answering
the two research questions I mentioned at the start of this chapter. These questions
were:

1.         Is it possible to discern frame levels in controversies  ? How can we specify the
stmcture of such frames with respect to:
a         the characteristics of possible layers in a frame: a 'hard core' and the

'operational assumptions' ?
b.      the driving process behind framing  ?

2.      Can robust knowledge claims be identified in controversies, and can therefore
the observation language and basic logic be commensurable ? If yes, do  robust
knowledge claims  have specific characteristics ?

I will deal with these questions in the following sections. Section 6.5.2 will deal with
the status of knowledge in the controversy. Section 6.5.3 analyses the frames. Section
6.5.4 deals with the frame development process and the role of communication
between actor coalitions in this process. Some concluding statements are made in
section 6.5.5.

6.5.2 The status of knowledge

The description makes clear that there is no difference between actors in observation
language or basic logic in Kuhnian terms. All actors have a way of expressing pro-
blems in a similar basic language: in terms of emissions, quantities, toxic effects, un-
certainties, technical measures, etc. On this level there is no communication problem.
When speaking about e.g. emissions of dioxins, all actor coalitions mean the same
thing. The kind of difference in how, e.g. the term 'movement', is used in the
Aristotelian and Galilean world view is absent. Of course, those dioxin emissions may
have a different importance in the overarching picture actors draw to make sense of the
situation. And oIl that overarching frame level they certainly use metaphors and a logic
that is so different that at times a 'dialogue of the deaf takes place. But when it comes

down to rather direct observation, terms like 'dioxins' as such mean the same.
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The evidence of the case indicates that there are a number of knowledge claims that
prove to be robust: they are accepted and are expressed in the same terminology in all
frames. In chapter 2 I indicated that knowledge claims could be expected to be less
robust if the data were the result of 'elaborated' calculations, assumptions had to be
made about human behaviour in the risk generating system, or the method by which
the data were generated was not yet applied in the field at stake and could give rise to
misjudgements. In my case, we see that mass balance data, and thoroughly validated
emission measurements, have a robust character. In fact these are knowledge claims for
which all these issues are irrelevant. The methods by which such data are generated
have been used sufficiently in the field concerned to prevent surprising misjudgments.

Establishing an emission figure requires relatively few assumptions concerning
'freezing' human behaviour in the risk generating system. There is simply little left that
can be deconstructed.

Several authors state that the development of such 'robust' knowledge is a
result of a construction process in itself. They state that at the start of a debate, all
'facts', 'values' and 'political choices' are hopelessly mixed up, and in fact are
inseparable (de Vries and Pels, 1990; Latour, 1993a; Rip, 1992). This separation is the
result of a negotiation and construction process: only after this is it possible to indicate
what 'belongs' to the sphere of science and what 'belongs' to the sphere of politics. This
involves a process that has been termed 'carving out science and politics in the regula-
tory jungle' (Wynne, 1992b). Concerning the type of robust knowledge claims I
indicated above, I tend to see this as an overcomplicated explanation. The construction
process that was involved relates to the development of a basic observation language
(e.g. defining what dioxins are) and the acceptance of certain measurement methods

(e.g. analytical protocols for assessing the amount of dioxins). But I have argued in
chapter two, that the results of these types of construction processes are so basic and
commonly accepted in our society that none of the parties in a controversy will start to
re-discuss the outcome. I therefore prefer to treat these robust knowledge claims as
something that comes close to the old positivist ideal of 'neutral facts'. Since, after all,
their status in the controversy does not really differ.

On some points there is disagreement. These include the emission figures for
dioxins in general, emissions of dioxins of MSWIs in relation to PVC input, etc. One
could state that such disagreement is related purely to a factual question, but I feel it is
more than that: a basic attitude towards how certain we can be that knowledge is
complete. This brings us to the points where there really is a difference in problem

framing.

6.5.3 Frames

It is obvious that the different actors have different ways of 'making sense of the
situation'. The existence of a frame level is clear. The characteristics of the frames of
the different actor coalitions are roughly as indicated below. Briefly, the policy makers
adopt the following framework:
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they believe that emissions from the chlorine chain can be inventoried fairly
completely;
they believe that a risk assessment approach on a substance-by-substance basis
is a sound way of evaluating risks of emissions of toxic substances;
they take as a starting point that technological emission reduction measures and
the people that manage these systems can be trusted to work appropriate;
they basically stick to a policy of closing substance cycles, application of BAT
and BEP, more or less believing that a risk assessment approach in evaluating
the emissions is sufficient;
they also partially believe that an absolute zero emission goal for persistent
substances is not meaningful, and explain the 4th North Sea conference goals,
fir instance, in terms of 'emissions close to zero levels'.

Industry uses a framework that is to a large extent comparable with that of the Mini-
stry of the Environment. It must be stressed that this does not mean industry follows
the Ministry; rather,  that some mutual understanding has grown  (see  note  19)

Environmental pressure groups over time developed the following framework:
they believe it will be impossible to know all sources of emissions for a reacti-
ve substance like chlorine;
they start from the assumption that toxicity assessments do not tell us
everything, and hide quite a lot of ignorance; one can never know all effects at
all end-points. Persistent chemicals should therefore not be released at all, since
they result in irreversible contamination of the environment;
they have a low faith in the proper functioning of emission reduction measures

,28.and do not believe that it is possible for people always to behave 'error-free  ,
it is appropriate to evaluate risk generating systems in a qualitative, common-
sense way on the basis of an overall view rather than a quantitative substance-
by-substance approach. Experience with dangers and failure of assessments in
the past can be taken into account in this evaluation;
they do not want management of risks, but a choice of ways that pose no risks;
they are ready to apply absolutist goals like an 'absolute zero emission policy'
for all persistent substances.

In the analysis in the preceding section I was able to identify in the frames the first-
and second-order discourses described by Fischer ( 1995; see also chapter 2). The
second-order discourse concentrates on what Fischer calls 'system vindication' and
'social choice'. It is guided by questions like 'does the policy goal result in
unanticipated problems with important societal consequences' (system vindication) and
'do normative reflection and empirical evidence support the justification and adoption
of an alternative· ideology and the social order it prescribes' (social choice). One could
say that the central, opposing philosophies of the environmentalists and the other actor
coalitions are grounded in this level. Specifically, it involves a line of reasoning on the
level of 'system vindication'. The environmentalists fear that the policy goal of
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reducing risks of emitted substances below MTRs simply hides our lack of knowledge,
and will thus lead to unanticipated problems. They propose an alternative philosophy,
that starts from the point of view that our knowledge in the field of managing toxic
substances is limited. It has to be noted that a real ideological discourse on the level of
social choice is absent. During the controversy, there was no explicit discussion about
the basic world view or the basic ideology for shaping the relation between mankind
and nature. Such ideas may play a role, as reflected by Eco Matser's remark that 'you
can go in [the] direction [of the ideal world] if you make the right choices now'.
Further, my research method was not specifically aimed at uncovering this ideological
level. So I can't draw conclusions about the existence or the importance of this frame
level for the controversy.

The first-order discourse concentrates on what Fischer calls 'program verifica-
tion' and 'situational verification'. This level is related to questions such as 'does the
program empirically fulfil its stated objectives' (program verification) and 'is the
program objective relevant to the situation' (situational verification). One could state

that most of the 'tangible' arguments used in the debate are situated on this level,
particularly the level of program verification. For example, the discussions about
whether the risk levels related to VCM, EDC, and dioxins are exceeded or not, and
whether these are the right risk levels. On the basis of the concluding parts of the
sections on each phase in the controversy, tables 6.5.1 to 6.5.3 review for each phase

the problem framings of each actor coalition on the level of program verification and
societal vindication. They further indicate what elements were most explicit in the
controversy at a particular moment. Table 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 further indicate what specific
measures against chlorine were taken in each phase.

6.5.4 Frame (in)stability and dIiving factors

The tables clearly show that the arguments on the level of program verification are
rather flexible. For instance, the environmentalists initially start with very visible,
threatening arguments about e.g. carcinogenic VCM, EDC, DEHP and dioxins, and end
up with similar arguments about hormone disrupting substances and chlorinated

micropollutants. This is in line with the theoretical expectations reviewed in chapter 2:
the beliefs on this level are seen as rather flexible. However, it also has to do with
tactical reasons. Former SNM staff member Albert Klingenberg:

'As environmentalists, we always face the problem of how to get our message through
to the public, and how to obtain publicity. That forces us to present, where possible

and useful, 'new' arguments and themes. So every time you saw us giving new
arguments against chlorine, this deliberation could have played a role'.

But neither can the second-order discourse really be called a true 'hard core'. This
conflicts with the assumption of authors such as Fischer (1990), who assume that the
second-order level is quite resistant to change. This development process is particularly
visible for the environmental movement, who over the years considerably refined their



Table 6.5.1: Framing of the chlorine problem by policy makers  (in  italiscs:  the  most  explicit  arguments)

Pebod 1987-1989: PVC Packag- 1989-1990: Chlorine is the 1991-1992: the McKinsey-study 1993-1995: the 1996-1997:

Frame level ing suspect TNO/CML study Chlotinated
micropollutants

1: Program -  PVC seems a problem  -  Short life-PVC is un- Comparable with 1989-1990 Comparable with Comparable ,vith

verifica- in the waste phase, but desirable since recycling 19894990 1989-1990

tion its role in dioxin is difficult
formation in MSWIs is -  Open applications of e.g
unclear solvents are undesirable

- Process emissions can be

controlled
2: System Integrated chain manage-  See 1987-1989 See 1987-1989 See 1987-1989: See 1987-1989:

vin- ment and risk

dication assessment: Discussion of BAT for PTBs, no
-  close substalice chains whether a specific   phase-out
-  evaluate toxicity with philosophy is

a substance-by- needed for PTBs
substance approach

-  criterion is (since
1989) the MTR

Measures -  NEPP proposes -  between the late eighties - Covenant on general emission - Ongoing Implementation of
taken: general emission and mid-nineties: reductions with the chemical emission reduc- actions related to

reduction plans adoption of plans for industry tion policy, e.g. the chlorine chain
-  NEPP concerned about phase-outs of (H)CFCs, - Measures against open ap- in covenants study:

external safety of tetra, 1,1,1-tri, Halons plications of chlorinated solvents with other - reduction of
chlorine -  PVC packaging discouraged in sectors PERC emissions

-  Phase-out of covenant at dry cleaners

incineration at sea - Covenants about recycling of -  attempts to
-  Improved tlue gas PVC building materials reduce DCM use

cleaning MSWIs -  TDI for dioxins raised from 4 to and hypochlorite
(dioxinsl 10 pg/kg bw/day use



Table 6.5.2: Framing of the chlorine problem by industry (in italics: the most explicit arguments)

Pebod 1987-1989: PVC Packaging 1989-1990: Chlotine is the 1991-1992: the 1993-1995: the 1996-1997:

Frame level suspect McKinsey-study TNO/CML study Chlorinated

micropollutants
1: Program -  Toxicity of chlorine/PVC   -  Open applications of e.g. See 1989-1990 See 1989-1990 See 1989-1990

verific- can be controlled solvents should be closed
ation . VCM emissions are low -  Process emissions can be

DEH P  is  not car- controlled
cinogenic -  Transport of chlorine will

-  PVC recycling is practice be minimised
-  PVC incineration does not

influence dioxin formation
2: System Risk assessment: Integrated chain manage- See 1989-1990 See 1989-1990 See 1989-1990

vindication - evaluate toxicity with a ment and risk assessment:

substance-by-substance ap- - close substance chains

proach
- evaluate toxicity with a

-  risks have to be balanced substance-by-substance
with benefits approach

-   criterion is (since  1989)
the MTR

Measures taken See under authorities See under authorities, plus: See under authorities See under authorities, See authorities
- additional emission plus:

reduction in PVC - European PVC
production industry signs self-

- PVC recycling regulating charter
-  substitution of PVC concerning stringent

stabilisers emission reductions



Table 6.5.3. Framing (4 the chlorine problem by environ,nentalists (in italics: the most explicit arguments)

Pebod 1987-1989: PVC Packag- 1989-1990: Chlorine is the suspect 1991-1992: the 1993-1995: the 1996-1997:

Fmme level ing McKinsey-study TNO/CML study Chlorinated
micmpollutants

1: Program -  Chlorine/PVC is toxic: a. Chlori,ie/PVC is toxic due to See 1989-1990 a. Chionne/PVC is toxic  a. Chlorine/PVC is
verification . V CM   is car- numercius emissiotis: due to numerous emis- toxic iii retatic„, to

ci,iogenic V CM  and EDC s ions: homiotte
DEHP is mercun· VCM and EDC disruption
carcinogenic aild . asbestos nierc un dioxi,is
other PVC-additives . HCB . asbestos . the use of most
are tox ic tetra . tetra earlier arguments

chlonne is toxic dioxins dioxi,is ceases

-  Chlori,ie tratisport is a . etc. etc. b. There is lack of

4sk b. There is lack of knowledge: b. There is lack of knowledge:

-  Recycling is difficult . fate and effect knowledge: . fate and effect
(PVC) emissions fate and effect . emissions

-  Incineration causes . unknown organochlorine in emissions . unk,iow n   or-
dioxins and corrosion nature unknown orgatio- ganochlorine in
(PVC) chlorine in nature nature

2: System Not really articulated. but Two main lines: See 1989-1990. Further elaboration of line A rticulation of line b).'

vindication it seems that given their  a. 'common denominator': chlorine b): classical RA is
preventive and causes many classical RA . classical RA is fallible fallible
precautious attitude they problems; no belief in a one-by- particularly relevant for . particularly releva,it
did not believe in a one- one solution: thus source-oriented persistent substances for persistent sub-

by-one solution of phase-out and processes with stances and

problems related to PVC b. 'risk assessment fails': classical many by-products processes W it/1

RA is fallible. particularly rele- experience with chlori- many by-products
vant for persistent substances and ne on these points is experience with
processes with many by-products: negative chlorine on these
experience with chlorine on these . thus precautionary poi,its is negative
points is negative; thus a precau- phase-out thus precautio,ian'

tionary phase-out phase-out
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second-order frame. The basic roots were obviously a preventive and precautious
attitude. But the reasons why chlorine had to be phased out, particularly in relation to
the precautionary principle, became much more articulated during the nineties. To
some extent, it is not surprising that the main developments are visible with the
environmentalists. They had to explain a second-order frame that was new. Adherents
of the other frames, mainly based on risk assessment, had a much easier job. The line
of thought related to risk assessment still is the dominant, commonly accepted one. So
the environmentalists most probably were in a position where they had to justify and
explain themselves a bit more than the other actor coalitions.

In this case, it is difficult to say what the drivers behind the construction

processes are. It seems without doubt that industry is well aware that this discussion
can have a major impact on their interests. Structural adaptations of the chlorine chain
in the short term will lead to large disinvestments. Effects of adaptations in the long
term may be less serious for society as a whole, but will not leave companies like
Akzo Nobel untouched: since Akzo Nobel in most cases does not produce the
alternatives for chlorine-based chemicals, they will most probably lose market share to
competitors in a conversion process to a chlorine-free society. It thus seems reasonable
to assume that the attitude of industry is at least partially driven by self-interest. Still,
Akzo Nobel has more than once declared it would phase out one or more of its
chlorinated products if this would be better for the environment - so the belief of what
is 'better' has a role as well. The risk assessment philosophy was obviously dominant,
which may have resulted in discursive boundary conditions. But it is unclear to what
extent language was instrumental or deterministic. Further, there are probably implicit
beliefs about the consequences of uncertainties: whether nature is likely to cope with
them or not. This review indicates that all actor coalitions in the end try to make sure
that their frame of reasoning has a reasonable consistency and logic. It is all too clear
that an inconsistent philosophy, which does not correspond with rather 'robust' facts,
will ultimately not survive in the controversy.

A complicating factor was that, especially in the early years of the conflict,
first-order arguments dominated the communication between the actors. In their action-
oriented publications, environmentalists mainly focused on concrete risk problems and
uncertainties, e.g. related to dioxin emissions. The communication of the environmental
movement is often aimed at expanding their power base by obtaining public support. In
such situations tangible, easy to understand arguments normally work best. But it may
also have something to do with a point remarked on by Hajer (1995a): that the
arguments in a controversy have to be formulated in the terms of the hegemonic
discourse. The fact that the discussion is still held in terms of risks may indicate that
the risk assessment philosophy still to a large extent dictates what arguments count and
which do not. Indeed, the fact that the Dutch Minister of the Environment could get
away with the statement that 'the risks related to chlorine are manageable', despite the
uncertainties indicated in the peer-review report and the chlorine study, indicates how
dominant the actor coalitions were that supported the risk assessment approach. In such
a situation, the most effective tactics of a competing actor coalition like the
environmentalists is to argue that some goal on the program verification level of the
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dominant actor coalition is not met (compare Nelkin, 1984). In order to remain
consistent and thus credible, the dominant coalition has no choice but to address this
point. In the early years, the environmentalists disseminated second-order arguments
with the study   'Het   Wad en Chloor'   in    1989   and Wam's lecture during   the   Akzo
seminar  of  1990. But those were exceptions.  As  I  indicated, the environmentalists  did
not feel the need to explain their philosophical background arguments time and again.
In their view, their conviction that chlorine should be phased out had a solid basis, and
after that their main concern was how to reach their goal.

In this respect, it is not surprising that most efforts of industry and also
authorities for research and technical improvement of the environmental performance
of the chlorine sector was concentrated on these tangible issues. First, these arguments
are most visible, and second, the consequence of admitting that a clash of frames exists
is that the discussion is far more difficult to solve. As former SNM staff member Eco
Matser, currently with Greenpeace, commented:

'The discussion about methodologies is also political. LCA is favoured by industry, I
think, basically because every time you find out that the comparison is very difficult
and you can't really can draw a conclusion. So industry can always say that one
product has no advantage over another, and there is no reason to phase something out.
As I made clear, we want to make basic choices. Prevention instead of control. But
you won't see an authority supporting the development of a method that puts such basic
choices into the spotlight. This would mean they would all of a sudden have to choose
a position on this fundamental level, and I think they are not ready for that.'

6.5.5    Evaluation: the results and efficiency of the pmeess

The Dutch chlorine controversy, which  has  now been going  on for around 10 years,
had various results. First, the pressure on the environment related to chlorinated
substances has diminished. Though making use of a different frame of thinking to that
preferred by the environmentalists, industry and authorities started a process that
resulted in major emission reductions, even for organochlorines. PVC-recycling would
not have been taken up so fast without the current pressure. Chlorinated
micropollutants are finally on the policy agenda. A second, immaterial result, has been
reached. All the studies and in themselves apparently unfruitful discussions like those
between Akzo Nobel and the environmentalists, may have resulted in a better starting
point to Solve the controversy. The studies performed have sorted out and structured
the field of discussion to a reasonable extent. During the process, each actor was
forced to steadily improve the internal logic of their problem frame and thus make it
more sophisticated, consistent and robust. And further each interaction between the
actors coalitions has further clarified which problem frame other actor coalitions use,
and what essential differences exist.

The judgement about the efficiency of the process is more negative. With the
insights from sociology of science and policy science presented in chapter 2, one could
have predicted in advance that the two major efforts to solve the controversy would be
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a failure. During the process, policy makers, scientists and the participating actors
largely operated with the tacit notion that a rational policy making process based on a

positivist idea about science was possible. Notions like frame multiplicity, which has
become one of the cornerstones of modern policy sciences, were simply not used.
Actions were in general a reaction to the visible, generally first-order, arguments. Most
actor coalitions probably were not fully aware that there was probably a more
important second-order discourse involved. The exception were probably the
environmentalists, since for them it was quite clear they wanted to realise a toxicity
policy rooted in a different basis as the dominant risk assessment approach. Also, most
actor coalitions were simply unaware that certain evaluation tools could be pre-framed
in themselves, and thus showed more trust in them as a method to solve the
controversy than was justified. The McKinsey study was based on a process approach,
but it was also decided to use an early LCA-method. At least the people who had
developed that method should have been aware that it did not deal with fate modelling
- a crucial point in any toxicity assessment, which is, after all, what the whole chlorine
debate is about. But unaware of these gaps, the participants in the study simply used it
since it was presented as the best method available. This is one of the reasons why the
McKinsey study ulitmately produced no robust results. Further, the initial memoran-
dum for the chlorine study was based entirely on a classical risk assessment approach,
at a time when particularly Greenpeace. at least in their international reports, had
already worked out why they had fundamental objections to this philosophy. It was
also predictable for the outset that this study could not solve the controversy.

To give an outlook for the future, it is obvious that neither further emission reductions
nor additional research will solve the controversy. The basic reason is the same as why
the discussion between Akzo Nobel and the environmental movement has ended in a
stalemate. If you. like the environmental movement, just don't want to see a single
chlorinated PTB emitted, and thus formed in production processes, you don't need
more information to decide you want alternatives. The last word is given to the former
General Manager of Akzo Nobel's BU Base Chemicals, Jan Wesseldijk:

'Our discussion about alternatives for chlorine with the environmentalists always had
the same structure. They did not want to talk about chlorine, only about research on
how to get rid of it. We always said: we don't want an a priori starting point such as

chlorine is always good or bad. But if we really find out that an alternative is better,
we'll make the shift.'
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In theory. a further bias in this approach could have been that not all actors made
equally intensive use of written media (e.g. Termeer, 1993). This problem was not
relevant in this case: virtually all actors expressed themselves frequently in press
releases, internal and external memoranda, interviews, during official hearings and in
reports.

-       The main exceptions where that politicians were rather invisible, and often adhered to
one of the frames already represented by one of the other coalitions. Furthermore, the
Ministry of Economic Affairs tended to be a bit more susceptible to the industry frame
that to the frame adhered to by the Ministries of Environment and Traffic and Water
Management.

Consideration has been given to creating a powerful, unified Dutch environmental
movement. However, in practice all organisations see the value of having a spectrum of
groups with different identities. They coordinated their activities to some extent in the
national environmental contact group (LMO), an organisation that was recently
replaced by a more informal platform for mutual communication.

4 Greenpeace had of course already conducted actions relating to chlorine before that
date. but these involved individual issues rather than an integrated approach. They
actions concerned were mainly against incineration at sea in  1987  and  1988.  The
fundamental decision to focus on the chlorine industry as a whole in the toxic
campaign came later.

The focus on firms in the consumer goods sector was the result of clear tactical
deliberations. Former Natuur en Milieu staff member Albert Klingenberg ( 1997):  'We
were quite aware that in the consumer goods sector firms were very sensitive to
environmental issues. They cope with clear environmental problems. If they can gain
credit in the eyes of the public they will generally take additional measures. And they
avoid at all costs being dragged into a discussion on their environmental integrity. So
no wonder Albert Heijn was hit in a weak spot when we targeted PVC packaging. It is
such a small part of their turnover that it is not worth the risk of negative publicity.'

'. In the calculation of the large number of people that were exposed above the risk level.
the environmentalists referred to the very stringent standard for VCM given in the
Criterium Document VCM (Bremmer et al., 1984). On the basis of later evaluations,
the Dutch authorities adopted a much less stringent standard. The standard in the
Criterium Document was declared to be over-cautious (e.g Janus et al., 1994). With
the latter standard, the negligible risk is exceeded only near process plants where VCM
is used.

This development in emphasis on precaution in the arguments of the environmentalists
was confirmed by all industrial representatives I interviewed. The industrialists seem to
have perceived this as a switch in argumentative style. In the words of Willem Beer-
man of the Stuurgroep PVC : 'The argument of the environmentalists was then indeed
on the level of tangible points like VCM, cadmium, etc.. nasty substances. Chlorinated
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micropollutants, new effects like oestrogenic behaviour were not an issue, that came
later'

An comment that illustrates this switch was given in the interview with the former
General Manager of Akzo Nobel's BU Base Chemicals, Jan Wesseldijk (1997):  'At
that time. the chlorine division of Akzo was rather strongly focused on technology and
internal affairs. The people had an engineering culture and were driven by technology.
I came from the Coatings group, where the situation was the opposite. To exaggerate a

little, people there did everything for the client but forgot the internal process. One of
my tasks was to help the chlorine group to adopt something of this externally-oriented
culture.'

"               The  VNCI  proposal of October  1990 had already mentioned the elements that would
play the main role in the actual execution of the study in 1991. According to the
proposal, the result would be to gain insight into how to make parts of the chlorine
chain manageable, and which priorities would have to be set. Effects and risks of the
production chain would have to be investigated. In a second step, options would have
to be investigated for making that part of the chlorine chain manageable. In this step.
the acceptability of residual risks would be of major importance. If leaks could not be
closed, it should be indicated to what extent alternatives would be available for the use
of the substance or product. If substitution was impossible, the consequences of a ban
would have to be investigated. CML was mentioned explicitly as one of the scientific
institutes to be involved, since they had just started a project on LCA methodology

development (VNCI, 1990). The project as executed laid somewhat more emphasis on
the process approach, the concentration on a few case-studies, and the fact it was
primarily meant as a methodology study.

1{} A comment by Pieter Winsemius (1997) on the case selection procedure: 'VNCI
wanted to do one case on PVC in carpet. I warned them not to do that one. 1 foresaw
that it would probably be an application where even the industrial representatives
would find against PVC. And then you would have a process that dragged on for years.
Another point was that industry wanted to do a case on PVC window frames. But the
environmentalists saw this as a closed discussion. and did not want to participate, so it
became a stand-alone case. VNCI regretted that a lot. So we ended up with cases on

polycarbonate for windows, DCM as a solvent in pharmacy. and HCFC-22 for
refrigeration'.

An outburst by former SNM staff member Albert Klingenberg (1997): 'LCAs -  they
drove me mad. It is so easy to get the result that you want. You always had to analyze
so   carefully what basic   data   were   used   and   how   they were weighted.'   In   1993,   the
VMD concluded in an evaluation of the LCA methodology that it was not really
suitable for underpinning decision making in product policy, since most choices were
political (Milieudefensie. 1993b).

12 The importance of avoiding entrenchment becomes clear in Winsemius' comments on
the applicability of the method: "The method will not work where the situation is
already too emotional, and holy wars are raging. I don't think you can apply it for e.g.
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nuclear energy. If people only want to prove their existing ideas with all the arguments
they can bring in, it stops. You'll always find an argument that proves your point, and
so you can always work to a goal.  But I'm sure that in situations like the discussion
on Schiphol airport you can use this approach without trouble, if you are open to
opting for the best common insight" (Winsemius, 1997).

l3 The adoption of risk standards naturally led to debate. For chlorine, in this period
probably  the most important  was a discussion  on the standard for dioxins.    In  1990  the
World Health Organisation (WHO), on the initiative of the Dutch RIVM, decided to
establish a standard  for the tolerable daily intake for dioxins  of  10  pg/kg body weight  a
day. Until then, the Dutch standard had been 4 pg/kg/day. Later, the Ministry of
Environment decided to adopt the looser WHO standard (LMO, 1993).

I 4 The difference between BAT and zero emission can be illustrated by the discussion on
the permit extension for Shell's ECH plant in Rotterdam-Botlek. Being the biggest
point source of organochlorine to water in the Netherlands, Shell was pressed hard to
lower their emissions further. They will be able to achieve a reduction of their
organochlorine emissions to water with almost 90 % compared  to  1990,  but  it will still
concern  1.5  ton  per  year. It concerns  in part persistent substances.  Late 1995 Shell  was
granted the permit. The Ministry for Transport, Public Works and Water Management
obviously found this emission acceptable and did not choose for an absolutist applica-
tion of the OSPARCOM principles, which would have meant the end of the plant.

15 Greenpeace wrote this letter because they rejected the approach followed in the Initial
Memorandum for the Chlorine Chain study, which is discussed later in this section. In
their view the OSPARCOM agreement simply meant that chlorine had to be phased
out. Minister Alders did not agree with this, since not all halogenated substances have
PTB-properties. For this reason, the minister did not consider the strategic survey of
the chlorine chain to be incompatible with the Minister's Declaration of the
OSPARCOM conference (VROM, 1994). However, the mere tact it took over 9
months to produce a 3-page answer to the Greenpeace letter suggests it was not really
an easy question to deal with.

I 6 Some other events may have supported those within the Ministry who felt that a
chlorine study was necessary. In 1993. the environmental organisations united in the
National Environmental Council (LMO) issued a strong appeal to the Minister of
Social Affairs and Employment to reconsider the dioxin standard. The appeal included
a strong warning against dioxins. The effects of this appeal, signed by about 40
organisations. were two-fold (LMO, 1993). First. after several discussions, the Dutch
Health Council got an assignment to re-evaluate the dioxin standard. Second, shortly
before the discussion by the Standing Committee of Environment of the Lower House
of the Strategy Paper Dispersion [of toxic substances - AT], the environmental
movement had the opportunity to give a further explanation of its viewpoint in the
appeal (Klingenberg, 1997). It was during this meeting that Mrs. Van Rijn-Vellekoop
asked her question calling for a chlorine study.
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r Surprisingly enough. this statement is not literally repeated in the minutes of the
meeting of the Standing Committee for the Environment, during which Minister Alders
made this promise (TK, 1992a). The Initial Memorandum for the chlorine chain study
corrected this in an explanatory footnote (VROM, 1993a)

1h During the period the chlorine chain study was executed. another study that addressed
chlorine was published. In September 1990, the Scientific Committee for Government
Policy (WRR) had been commissioned to elaborate the notion 'sustainable development'
in more practical terms. Interestingly enough. the WRR decided that one single,

objective elaboration could not be given, and developed four different frames by which
sustainable development could be operationalized. in part inspired by cultural theory.
One of the six case studies of the WRR dealt with chlorine. Making use of the four
evaluative frameworks, the WRR developed four different policy mixes for dealing
with chlorine: expansion of chlorine use, stringent application of control technologies.
and two scenarios that finally end with a phase-out. These results of the WRR study
had relatively little impact on the ongoing controversy (WRR, 1994: de Jong, 1994).

19 The policy described in the 1994 letter was closely  in line with the philosophy of
closing substance chains (VROM, 1994B):
-       no general ban on PVC:
-         reduction of PVC in packaging (according to the Packaging Covenant):
-         reduction of PVC in non-recyclable applications;
-          stimulation of re-use c.q. recycling of PVC.

But the question of whether to give a formal statement on PVC resulted in a surprise.
Chiel Bovenkerk (1997). head of the Ministry's Chemicals Division: "Strangely enough,
we found out we had never really formulated an integrated PVC policy, except for
PVC packaging. So it was decided to adopt a low-key reaction: the Director of the
directorate SVS sent a letter with an interim-statement. And we started work on a PVC
policy. You'll see the results in a few weeks when we send the policy statement to the
Lower House" (a prediction that suffered the inevitable delay. The interview was held
in June 1997, and the policy statement was published on 31 October 1997 -AT)

'             While in  1989,  when the White Paper on risk policy was published, the policy makers
took the lead in developing the evaluative philosophy concerning toxic substances,
some of the environmentalists I interviewed have the impression that from around this
period industry gained more influence. Greenpeace campaigner Eco Matser: 'Policy
makers appreciate cooperation with industry for implementing their environmental
policy. So you saw the development of some kind of common understanding between
these two parties: they developed interpretations of their principles that were workable
for both sides. I have the feeling that in this respect industry may have gained quite
some initiative. For instance, in the case of the OSPARCOM principles, I feel that it
was industry who favoured the loose interpretation as used in the policy of the Ministry
of Environment first. The policy makers followed since otherwise they would lose their
fruitful relations with industry. So you may say that it was the policy makers adopting
the industry frame rather than the other way around'.
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2 The following remark has probably more to do with journalism than science. But still it
gives an interesting perspective on what may have happened. One has to realize that
after a new government took office, in 1995 the Environment Ministry faced major
budget cuts and started a reorganization that would reduce its manpower by more than
10 %. Measures like a precautionary phase-out of chlorine on the basis of the un-
certainties, as the environmentalist's frame demanded, was politically impossible (and,
to be honest, the conclusions of the chlorine study were not written in such a way that
they would back such stringent measures). Research into uncertainties would cost
major budgets. There are rumours that (financial) commitment for this solution was out
of the question, and the only option open was to have the Minister send a rather weak
letter to parliament, m the hope that a strong reaction from parliament would give
enough reason to claim a new budget for chlorine. However, rumours are dangerous. A
few months later in industrial circles the rumour went that Ton Tukker, the new
managing director of Greenpeace Nederland, was a relative of the author of this book
and the project leader of the chlorine study. How could that study ever have been
objective ? But of course I had never heard of the good fellow before he took up his
new job.

..
-- Several other events  in   1996  and 1997 confirm  the line Dutch authorities follow  in

their substance policy. In 1996, BF Goodrich applied for a permit to build a plant for
the production of chlorinated PVC in the Delfzijl area near the Waddenzee. In a
response to questions from members of parliament, the Minister of Transport, Public
Works and Water Management and the Minster of Environment confirmed the BAT-
approach for black listed substances, rather than an approach based on a phase-out
(TK, 1996b)

21 Several months after this interview. these studies were published (BKH, 1997 and
1998). The studies found 180,000 substances   in the ISIS/Riskline database.   This
number is higher  than the often cited number  of 100,000 substances,  but the reports
indicate that many susbstances that occur in isomers are listed separately and that
clustering of homologues has not been applied. The reports are restricted to the
selection of PTBs on the basis of ecotoxicity data - and such data were found for only
3,600 substances (or 2 %). Out of this set, 57 substances were selected as PTB using
the following criteria: toxicity - LCst, < 1 mg/1, bioaccumulation - log Kow _> 4:
persistence: months.

24 The advice of the Health Council on dioxins had been finalized in the meantime (see
note  15). The Minister of Health, Welfare and Sports decided not to follow a suggested
revision  of the  TDI  from 10 pg/kg/bw/day  to   1   pg/kg/bw/day,  but to embark  on 'a  step-
wise reduction of dioxin exposure without a formal adaption of this standard. This was
largely accepted by the Lower House (TK, 1997).

2. In fact, during one of the meetings of the BITAC a summary of the main conclusions
of this chapter was presented.
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26 As the project leader of the study, I can't resist the temptation to comment on this
point. Dioxin emissions in industry were included in the study by Bremmer et al.
(1994), which we used as a basis. Bremmer et al. made an initial assessment of the
probable major sources in industry, and concentrated their emission inventory on them.
The companies mentioned were not seen as a priority. Even priority companies
generally emit less than 0.2 g/yr. TEQ TCDD. With a total dioxin emission in the
Netherlands of 58 g/yr. TEQ TCDD it is hardly conceivable that including emissions of
the non-priority companies would lead to other conclusions. The 'mistakes' in relation
to public sources refer to the fact that emissions of DCM, tetra and MCB from specific
production plants were neglected. These solvents, not directly used in relation to a
particular production process, were dealt with using a mass-balance approach in
specific sections on such substances. These sections include emissions to air and water.

In order to avoid double-counting. we had to exclude these solvent emissions in the
sections on specific production plants. This is specifically stated in the report.

27 Note this concerns dioxin fonnation, not dioxin emission. Most of these dioxins end up
in the EDC-tar, a waste from the EDC/VCM production that ends up in incinerators.

Most reports on dioxin entissions from advanced, Western European EDC/VCM
production plants end up with a total emission of under 0.5 g/yr. TEQ TCDD to air
and water (e.g. Bremmer et al., 1994).

2X This is not a matter of mistrust to industry, but simply a view on how humans in

general behave. Humans are seen as fallible, one should expect that any one commits
mistakes at times. Management systems should be simple and robust enough to cope
with that: they should not rely on an unachievable ideal of flawless performance
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Chapter 7

The Swedish PVC-debate

The question is not any more if, but how PVC will be phased out.

Mrs. Anna Lindh,
Swedish Minister of Environment, November 1995
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7.1 Introduction

Polyvinylchloride (PVC) is one of the most important plastics in today's economy. As
indicated in chapter 5, its life cycle can be divided into five main parts - the material
production stage. the manufacturing of PVC products, the manufacturing of end products
with PVC, use and waste management. The material PVC is produced by means of the
polymerization of the monomer of vinylchloride (VCM). VCM is made by cracking
ethylenedichloride (EDC), which is itself the result of a reaction of ethene with chlorine
(direct chlorination) or HCl (oxychlorination). Chlorine is produced in a single process
that also yields caustic soda through electrolysis of a salt solution. In the manufacturing
stage, tailor-made formulations of PVC resin and additives are applied in processes like
extrusion and calendering to make specific PVC products. In PVC, stabilisers like lead
salts, organotin and calcium/zinc or barium/zinc slats are used in proportions of from 1
to 4  % ' . Furthermore, flexible PVC grades  may  need a fraction, normally  20 to 30 %, Of
plasticisers, mainly phthalates such as DEHP. Finally, pigments and other substances are
used, but not in larger quantities than in other plastics. Waste management options for
PVC are recycling, incineration and landfill.

The material has a number of attractive properties: low cost, high strength, im-
permeability to gases and versatility. By choosing the right blend of additives, it is
possible to produce tailor-made PVC grades suitable for application in products as diverse
as packaging, coated building plate, vinyl flooring, cable insulation, sailing jackets, pipes,
window frames etc. PVC comprises for over 50 % of chlorine, which is an abundant
natural resource available from common salt. Other plastics are constituted for almost  100
% of hydrocarbons from oil. Compared with other plastics, the production of 1 kg PVC
thus demands less of the earth's fossil fuel reserves. PVC is applied for a large part in pro-
ducts with lifetimes of over 20, and even over 50 years, particularly building products. For
rigid pipes, li fetimes  of over 100 years are predicted. The material  is also  much  lighter
than non-polymer alternatives like steel and concrete. PVC producers therefore argue that
their material can make a significant contribution to a sustainable society: it has favourable
energy properties, can support dematerialisation of the economy and can contribute to a
longer lifetime of products.

This view is not - to put it mildly - uncontroversial. The chlorine industry was
chosen as the main target in Greenpeace's international toxicity campaign, due to the
environmental problems with chlorinated substances such as CFCs, DDT, dioxins and
PCBs. As the most important branch of the chlorine industry, the PVC industry has also
been fiercely attacked. In Western Europe especially, a number of consumer organisations,
environmental pressure groups and authorities have expressed their concern about the
emissions of chlorinated hydrocarbons during PVC production, the use of additives like
plasticisers and stabilisers containing heavy metals and PVC waste management (cf.
Alwast et al, 1993; Plinke et al., 1994; M0ller et al., 1996). PVC consumes 35 % of the
world's chlorine production and the loss of major PVC markets would represent a threat
to the whole chlorine industry. In Sweden, Greenpeace's actions have had remarkable
success. Whereas in other European countries the actual measures against PVC have been
relatively marginal and mainly targeted packaging applications, Sweden is the only
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country in the world where an outright PVC ban has been, and still regularly is, on the
political agenda. The issue is driven not only by relatively small green parties but by one
of the major political parties in the Swedish political spectrum. Since  1993, PVC has been
an important issue for at least three governmental and parliamentary commissions. Several
Swedish companies have adopted a'PVC-free' or a'PVC-lean' production policy, including
IKEA (furniture), Tarkett (flooring) and Electrolux (domestic equipment) (Greepeace
Sweden  1994). At the same time, Scandinavia's only PVC producer, Norsk Hydro, can be
characterized as a quite pro-active, rather open firm. The company is even ready to
implement far-reaching measures which have been rejected by the European branch
organisation of chlorine producers with the argument that such measures make at best only
a marginal contribution to environmental improvement. Swedish state agencies have a
remarkably independent role in this debate. They have sometimes openly criticised the
views of political committees with regard  to PVC. Between  1990  and 1996 numerous
research projects were conducted in Sweden to evaluate the environmental concerns
surrounding PVC. Despite all the information, Greenpeace, NaturskyddsfOreningen (the
Association for the Protection of Nature), industry, political actors and the state agencies
continue to have conflicting views about the risks associated with PVC.

The Swedish PVC debate therefore seems to be one of those classic cases where
science is unable to provide a generally accepted resolution to an environmental con-
troversy. Nevertheless, different actors still feel they are able to draw conclusions, albeit
conflicting conclusions, with regard to environmental risks on the basis of the same
information. This makes the Swedish PVC issue a fruitful case for analysing how
environmental information is interpreted and conclusions are reached by different actors
in an environmental debate.

As stated in chapter 2 of this thesis, I have argued that there are two major
elements involved in resolving controversies such as the one about PVC. The first element
is dealing with differences in the framing of the problem. The second element is assessing
what claims made on the basis of basic knowledge are regarded as 'hard' by the parties
involved in the controversy. In relation to the central questions formulated in chapter 2,
this chapter therefore tries to answer the following questions on the basis of a historical
analysis of the Swedish PVC debate:

1.          Is  it possible to discern frame  levels in controversies  ? How can we specify  the
structure of such frames ,vith respect to:
a         the characteristics  of possible  layers  in a frame: a 'hard core' Luld the

'operational assumptions' ?
b.                 the   driv ing process behind framing  ?

2.         Can robust knowledge claims be identified in controversies, and can therefore the
observation language and basic logic be commensurable ? If yes, do  robust
knowledge claims have specific characteristics ?
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The following sections of this chapter will first discuss the approach used in the analysis
before reviewing the main actors in the debate and the arguments they put forward in a
historical context.

7.2 Appmach of the analysis

The information necessary for this historical analysis was gathered by means of an
analysis of the extensive literature available, participation in the part of the debate itself
and in-depth interviews with seven key players in the Swedish PVC debate.

As  regards the literature,  in the period  from   1990  to 1996 numerous research
reports and policy proposals concerning PVC were published. Generally speaking, the
most important reports and proposals led to outspoken, formal reactions from the
stakeholders. Such key reports included:

-         a KemI report on risk reduction of chemicals (KemI, 1991);
-              a series of reports concerning the risks of plastic additives published in  1994 and

1995 (KemI, 1994a; 1994b; 1994d-g; 1995b and 1995c);
-            reports from KemI and Sweden's EPA on the risk of additives of PVC and waste

management of PVC (KemI, 1996; Swedish EPA, 1996) and the reactions of
Greenpeace to those reports (Greenpeace Sweden, 1996a and  1996b),

-            a policy proposal concerning   PVC  in   1994   from the Ecocycle delegation

appointed by the Swedish government (Ecocycle delegation, 1994)
-          a report that reviewed all reactions to this proposal (Hydro Plast, 1995),
-           a review of the discussions on PVC that took place in the parliamentary Standing

Committee for Agriculture in 1995, resulting in a proposal on PVC to the Swedish
parliament;

- numerous other reports from environmental pressure groups, industry and scienti-
fic institutes concerning, among other things, the risks of the emissions from the
production  of PVC in Swedenish PVC producer (Fejes  et  al.  1994  and   1996,
Johansson et al. 1994 and 1996; Allsopp, 1994; Greenpeace, 1993) and the risks
and environmental concentrations of certain additives (Bjurklund,  1995,  NPG,
1995).

This can be regarded as a virtually complete list of scienti fic or official reports used in the
Swedish PVC debate, as well as the most important reactions they provoked. I further
used some general studies that were able to provide some background about the Swedish
environmental movement, the political context, etc. (e.g. Jamison et al., 1990). In addition.
use has been made of articles in Swedish newspapers, Greenpeace Sweden's quarterly
journal, press releases issued by Greepeace Sweden and Norsk Hydro's Swedish subsidiary
Hydro Plastz, the newsletter of branch organisation PVC Forum and articles in
international journals for the chemical industry, like European Chemical News. I did not
strive for completeness concerning this type of literature. However, written information
reflecting the positions of actors in the past may be rather less biased than other informa-
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Non sources such as interviews held today. Interviewees may 'look' at past events in the
light of their current problem frames (e.g. Termeer, 1993). I therefore took care to include
at least some articles or papers outlining the opinions of the main actors towards the main
events in the debate, preferably written by themselvesl.

In  1996, I became actively involved in the Swedish PVC debate when I lead the
TNO/CML study 'A PVC Substance Flow Analysis for Sweden', commissioned by Norsk
Hydro (see chapter 5). This study was guided by a reference group in which most of the
key stakeholders were represented, including representatives of the two most important
state environmental agencies (Swedish EPA and the Swedish National Chemicals In-
spectorate, Kem I), Norsk Hydro, phthalate producer Neste Oxo, branch organisation PVC
Forum, a major PVC user (Tarkett, a flooring producer) and the Norwegian environmental
pressure group Bellona. Greenpeace Sweden, the only other main actor, was invited but
refused to participate. There were about seven meetings with this reference group. At the
start of the project, we tried to clearly establish the criteria these stakeholders regarded as
iniportant in the evaluation of PVC. In the process of performing the study, we were
directly confronted with comments on our work in relation to the views, problem defini-
tions and preferred evaluation frameworks of the actors. Participation in the process was
therefore a third source of information, though less important than in the Dutch chlorine
case described in chapter 6.

An initial analysis of the Swedish PVC debate was made on the basis of this
material. This analysis identified the main actors involved, the main events, the framing
of the problem by each actor and the changes in framing that took place during the
process. This initial analysis was cross-checked during seven in-depth interviews of about
1 -2 hours each with major actors in the debate. These actors were selected in consultation
with Swedish EPA and Norsk Hydro, while my own experience working for TNO with
the reference group of the PVC study also played a role. Table 7.2.1 lists the people

interviewed. They all received the initial analysis before the interviews, during which at-
tentioii was explicitly drawn to the completeness of the preliminary lists of:

- dominant actors;
- niajor discussion points;
- Illaior events;
- major reports, position papers and other written documents.

Morevoer, together with the interviewee an effort was made to analyse how he/she and
other actors in the debate framed the problem and how the framing of the problem had
changed over time. Where necessary, during the interview I carefully checked the framing
of' the problem against the problem-framing adopted during a certain period according to
the written sources available. By following this approach I attempted as far as possible to
ensure that a description of how the problem was framed in the past would not be biased

by present views. Finally, each of the people interviewed received a draft of this chapter
and were asked to comment on it.

For the purposes of describing the controversy, it has been broken down into
phase0 and into the actor coalitions. The choice of phases is fairly pragmatic: a change in
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Table  7.2.1:  PVC  specialists  interviewed

Name Position

Mr. J. Bystedt Retired product developer, Hydro Plast (active 1961-1994)
Mr. L. Daldus Member of Parliament. Chairman of the Ecocycle delegation,

Chairman of the Standing Committee for Agriculture. Member
of the Chemicals Policy Committee, Centre Party

Mrs. P. Hagstrijm Scientist, EPA
Mrs. E. Hermansson Campaigner. Greepeace Sweden
Mr. M. Knapp Former Campaigner, Greepeace Sweden (active end 198Os-1996)
Mrs. E. Ljung Senior Technical Officer, KemI
Mr. R. Niklasson Quality and Environment Manager, Hydro Plast

the character of the controversy or the start or completion of a major new study has
usually been used to mark the break between two phases. The coalitions of actors were
chosen on the basis of a rather rough, first analysis of the material gathered. As will
become clear in the description of the controversy, in the PVC policy field, the coalitions
of actors that shared a common problem framing were rather stable. In line with the
framework developed in chapter 2, for each phase the following elements are addressed:

-       what knowledge emerges as 'robust';
-      the first and second-order arguments: the more technical assumptions and the

basic evaluative philosophy in the frames of each actor coalition (see Fisher,
1995), as well as the tactics used by the coalitions;

-          the curren status of the conflict, where possible explained in terms of the power,
the plausibility of the views and the trust in the members of each coalition.

The historical analysis is presented in section 7.4. As an introduction, section 7.3 reviews
the actor coalitions in the Swedish PVC debate.

7.3 The actors in the Swedish PVC debate

7.3.1 Introduction

There are roughly four main groups involved in the Swedish PVC debate. They will be
discussed below. They are:

-         politicians;
- Swedish state environmental agencies: EPA and KemI;
-           the Swedish PVC-related industry: PVC producer Hydro Plast, phthalate producer

Neste Oxo and manufacturers of PVC products;
- environmental organizations.
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7.3.2 Politicians

A number of political actors played an in important role in the debate. The most
influential Swedish political parties are the Social Democratic party, the Conservative
party, the Liberal Party and the Centre Party. which has represented farming interests since
its formation. For years, the Social Democrats were the most powerful party: between
1932 and 1998, there were only nine years during which they did not participate in the
government. In most elections during the last few decades they have received close to 50
% of the votes. Most of the rest of the votes went to the other three parties mentioned. Of
this block, the Conservative Party is the largest, winning on average about 22 % of the
votes in the last two elections. The Centre Party has a relatively influential position,
although in recent years their vote has been relatively small (about 6 %). Without their
support, the Social Democrats would have been unable to form the current majority
government.

Environmentalism has been a more important factor in politics in Sweden than in
many other countries. Jamison et al. (1990) explain this as a traditional concern with
natural resources, like wood and minerals found in the country's forests, that have long
been the cornerstone of the Swedish economy. The Centre Party and the Social
Democrats, in particular, included environmental issues in their political programmes
(1960/1970) at a relatively early stage. In the early seventies, the Centre Party embarked
upon full-scale opposition to nuclear energy, which was one of the factors resulting in the
historic election defeat of the Social Democrats in 1976 (Jamison et al., 1990:14). In more
recent years, environmental issues have become an important area of political competition,
especially for the Social Democrats, the Centre Party and to a lesser extent the Liberal
Party (Jamison et al., 1990:59). As a result, environmental affairs have to a large extent
been embedded in parliament and the administratione. It was politicians and administrative
bodies, the latter backed by relatively large funds for research, who took most of the
initiative rather than the environmental movement as in most other countries. A Green

Party was founded after a referendum on nuclear power in  1980 that did not result in  a
phasing out of nuclear energy. It took until  1989 for the party to surpass the 4 % threshold
and enter parliament (Jamison et al., 1990). But environmentalism was already so
incorporated in the existing political establishment that the party's formation was opposed
by most of the spokesmen of non-parliamentary environmental groups, most of whom
were already active or would become active in the other parties. Lennart Daltus, who was
a founder of the Swedish branch of Friends of the Earth and one of the leaders of the
campaign against nuclear power during the referendum  of 1980, became  one  of the  top
politicians in the Centre Party. Others were active in the Social Democrats. In part due its
late entry into parliament the Green Party has a much weaker position than its sister
parties in other countries. Germany, for instance, where the Green Party is the most visible
and important advocate for the environment in the political arena. The consequence is that
in Sweden, in contrast to most other European countries, environmental groups can
cooperate relatively easily with a wide spectrum of politicians (Knapp, 1997).

In contrast to most other European countries, in Sweden ministers are supported

by a rather small ministry. The ministries deal mainly with legislative matters and financ-
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ing. State agencies operating 'at arm's length' from the ministers do most of the operational
work. In light of this situation, Sweden has a system of investigative commissions in
which new policy proposals are actually worked out: administrative reform measures and
new legislative proposals. Such commissions are composed of politicians, but also interest
and professional groups (Jamison et al., 1990:14). They are given specific assignments by
the government and are installed for a limited period. In the case of PVC, for example,
two commissions were installed: the Ecocycle delegation (in  1993) and the Chemicals
Policy Committee (in 1996). Finally, standing committees of parliament also play a major
role in the Swedish system. For instance, in Sweden motions by members of parliament
are thoroughly discussed, prepared and re-phrased in the appropriate standing committee
before they are brought to parliament for a final vote. Such preparations can take months
and include public hearings on the subject. Environmental issues are debated in the
agricultural committee. The most important political advocate against PVC during the last
five years has without doubt been Mr. Lennart Daltus of the Centre Party. His views are
particularly influential because he has been involved in virtually all relevant fora: as the
chairman of the Ecocycle delegation, chairman of the agricultural committee and member
of the Chemicals Policy Committee.

7.3.3 State agencies

'At arm's length' from the ministries, state agencies like the Swedish Environmental
Protection A gency (EPA) and the National Chemicals Inspectorate (Keml) have a large
degree of independent responsibility for operational tasks within the boundaries established
in the laws that delegated those tasks. Furthermore, EPA and KemI can be given govern-
ment assignments for certain projects. In such cases, EPA and KemI have of course to
obey the limiting terms of the assignments. But within these limits, EPA and KemI can
conduct their research according to scientific standards. Previous parliamentary decisions
are also of importance in guiding the work of the EPA and KemI (Hagstrom, 1997. Ljung,
1997). The situation is thus fundamentally different from that of rather large ministries
with operational tasks as in the Netherlands. In Sweden it not uncommon for a state
agency to comment on proposals of politicians, unless it concerns statements that already
have been formally adopted by parliament. This is unthinkable in a politically controlled
ministry as in the Netherlands, where to put it in rather blunt terms, a civil servant should
not speak for himself but follow what his minister says. The position of KemI and EPA
can probably be better compared with government-funded research organisations, like the
National Institute for Public Health and Environment (RIVM) in the Netherlands.

There has been a debate about the position of the environmental agency since the
very  moment the  EPA was founded  in  1967. The Social Democrats  -  then in power -
defended the so-called 'professional approach' it had chosen, while the Centre Party and
the Folk Party were already calling for a strengthening of political and parliamentary
control over this body (Jamison et al., 1990:41). As we will see, this debate is still
continuing and in fact plays an important role in the mutual relationships between Centre
Party politicians and the EPA in particular. Jamison et al. (1990:42) suggested that there
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are also important links between the environmental movement and such state agencies:

'people who in other countries would have been active primarily in environmentalist
organisations could more easily move into careers in research and administration'.

Article 5 of the Swedish Environmental Protection Act (MoE, 1993) clearly
provides that the EPA has to seek a balance between environmental and socio-economic
interests in its decision-making:

'in assigning priorities between various interests, particular attention shall be paid.. to the
nature of the area that may be subjected to disturbance ... and on the other hand, to the
usefulness of the activity, the cost of protective action and other financial implications for
the precautionary measures concerned'.

Similar provisions exist in the Act on chemical products, and these provisions were not
changed by government and/or parliament at the time of recent amendments to the EPA
Act (Knapp, 1997). However, in 1991 a rather far-reaching 'substitution principle' was
implemented in the Act on chemical products. This states that all those who import, manu-
facture or otherwise handle a chemical product are obliged to avoid hazardous products
if they can be replaced by less hazardous ones. The rule was also applied to users of
chemicals and the appropriate authorities were made responsible for monitoring
compliance with this principle (KemI, 1991:27). Though not specifically targeted at PVC,
this article would become an important „ehicle for environmentalists in putting pressure
on this material.

KemI has performed a number of major investigations into the use of substances
that turned out to be highly relevant for PVC. These include a general project concerning
risk reduction of chemicals (KemI, 1991), a project concerning plastics additives (KemI,
19948;  1994b;  1994d-g;  1995b  and  1995c)  and a project concerning additives  in  PVC
(KemI, 1996). EPA has been involved in waste management projects (Swedish EPA,
1996) and other research, mainly concerned with emissions from the Norsk Hydro plant
in Stenungsund. Although they are both organisations which adopt a neutral, scientific ap-
proach to problems, some actors perceive EPA as a bit more traditional and Keml as
slightly more progressive. Former Greenpeace campaigner Mats Knapp (1997):

'KemI was founded around 1987, as a result of the work of a Chemicals Commission. The
idea was to create instruments for a rather progressive source-oriented substance policy.
We created the chemicals register and a relatively progressive substance law with in article
5 a substitution principle that came close to a precautionary approach: if less dangerous
substances were available they should replace the more dangerous ones [see e.g. KemI,
1991-AT]. As I see it, they deliberately created a new organisation apart from EPA: EPA
was relatively conservative, and embedding the policy in this organisation may not have
given enough room for new approaches. So from that perspective you should take care not
to see KemI and EPA as too closely related. KemI has always been seen as the more
progressive one, an organisation that pushed the borders'.
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Retired Hydro Plast product developer Jan Bystedt (1997):
If you want to make a distinction, EPA may have been on the neutral line, and KemI a
bit above this line on the more progressive side. But maybe you should not pay too much
attention to that, it may also have been a question of who happened to be the project
leader of a certain project'

7.3.4   The PVC-related industry

One of the main actors in the Swedish PVC industry was Hydro Plast. This is a
subsidiary of the Norwegian multinational Norsk Hydro, the only PVC producer in Scan-
dinavia. Norsk Hydro was founded in 1905, and became engaged in all kinds of activities
in which the abundant and cheap Norwegian hydropower gave it a competitive advantage.
The Norwegian government owns 50% of the shares. But since the government is not
involved in the firm's management Norsk Hydro operates like any other private multi-
national. Current activities include the production of fertilizers, oil and gas, light metals
and petrochemicals (mainly PVC). The Swedish firm, then named KEMA Nord, became
part  of this Norwegian concern  in 1986. Hydro Plast produces chlorine, EDC, VCM  and
PVC resin in Stenungsund. Norsk Hydro controls about 40 % of the Swedish PVC market
(Ecocycle delegation, 1994). Norsk Hydro is involved in manufacturing products from
PVC resin through ownership of, among others, Sydplast in Sweden (a producer of PVC
compound) and MABO, a Norwegian producer of pipes with plants in Sweden (so-called
downstream integration). But the bulk of their PVC resin is sold to other manufacturers
of PVC products; major product groups are pipes, cables and flooring. The Norwegian
parent company faced several severe environmental challenges in the mid-eighties. It
turned out that one of their magnesium plants emitted  1  kg of dioxins to water, which is,
for example, about 20 times higher than the current tord Dutch dioxin emissions to air

and water. Actions by the Norwegian pressure group Bellona followed. This event formed
one of the pushes that led to the relatively pro-active and open environmental strategy
Norsk Hydro currently follows. Norsk Hydro leaves a great deal of initiative to their in-
dividual business units: top-down control that may have the benefit of a higher degree of
coordination is seen as less desirable than the current approach, which involves clearly
encouraging individual initiative and finding local optimizations at the lower levels.

A second important actor is Neste Oxo, producer of one of the main additives
used in flexible PVC: the phthalate DEHP. They have a major share of the Swedish
market and their plant is located in the Stenungsund petrochemical centre, not far from
Hydro Plast. Neste Oxo and Hydro Plast thus sell their products to the same actors
downstream in the PVC material chain, notably the manufacturers of flexible PVC
products. Such shared interests have led to regular cooperation between these firms in the
PVC debate.

In addition, there are a large number of manufacturers of PVC products like
Uponor (pipes), Tarkett (floorings) and other users. The main Swedish actors in the PVC-
related industry organised themselves in a branch organisation, PVC Forum. There was
already the Nordic Pipe Group (NPG), the branch organisation of plastic pipe producers.
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A specific role was played by a number of PVC end-users like Volvo (cars), IKEA
(furniture) and Electrolux (electronics and white goods), who have announced their
intention to try and curb the use of PVC in their products.

7.3.5 Environmental pressure groups

Environmental pressure groups played a major role in sparking the Swedish PVC debate.
The most active group was undoubtedly Greenpeace Sweden, which in the early nineties
launched an international campaign against the chlorine industry, including the PVC
industry. Though Greenpeace was founded rather  late in Sweden  (in   1983),  it  has
developed into one of the most influential environmental pressure groups in the country.
It  now has 90,000 members, after peaking at 200,000 in the period 1988-1989. Sweden
has a long history of environmentalism, but the activist period of the seventies has not led
to a lasting, strong environmental movement. As mentioned earlier, in most cases
politicians and the administrative bodies took the initiative in environmental matters, and
the movement has become ever more integrated in the parliamentary system (Jamison et
al., 1990:59). The number of active members of groups like Friends of the Earth, the
People's campaign against nuclear energy and others was decimated in the eighties.
Nevertheless, these groups still operate, mainly due to state support. Greenpeace succeeded
in combining an image of technical competence with well-organised activism and media
campaigns. It can be characterized as a typically 'result'-oriented group: membership is a
matter of paying dues and the professionals do the work (Jamison et al., 1990:58).
Greenpeace also adopted their well-known activist style against PVC: blocking factories,
seeking publicity, trying to influence users of PVC and politicians, taking samples and

performing scientific research.
Another important environmental organisation in the debate was the Naturskyd-

dsl'Oreningen, a large nature protection organization founded at the beginning of this
century. It received a major new impulse in the mid-eighties when its newspaper was
restructured by a journalist who succeeded in making it an attention-grabbing environmen-
taI journal. Membership rose from 85,000 to 150,000 in two years. This organisation is
also run by a limited number of professionals; membership is a relatively passive affair
(Jamison et al., 1990). Although they don't carry out the type of spectacular action that
Greenpeace does, as an old, respected organization the fact that they also clearly rejected
PVC may have had an influence on the attitude towards PVC in Swedish society.

7.3.6 Others

At some distance from these main actors, other groups had an influence on the Swedish
PVC debate. In 1995, Sweden became an EU member and thus lost part of its sovereignty
and freedom with regard to legislative affairs. Swedish laws have to comply with the basic
philosophy underlying the EU Treaty, the promotion of free trade. The PVC and chlorine
debate is to a large extent an international debate. Greenpeace has offices in many
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countries and runs its toxics campaign against chlorine as an internationally coordinated
action. Industry also created networks of international branch organisations in which Norsk
Hydro and other actors in the Swedish PVC chain are involved. These are the European
branch organisations ECVM (PVC) and Eurochlor (chlorine) and the US branch or-
ganisations Vinyl Institute (PVC) and the Chlorine Chemistry Council (chlorine). At the
national level, the attitude of the wider public and of the local authorities played a role.
Local authorities were particularly important since they have a good deal of power to
decide on public building programmes, which are related to a major PVC market.

7.4 The Swedish PVC debate

7.4.1 Introduction

The following sections will provide an historical review of how each actor interpreted
environmental information in the course of the PVC debate. During the collection of
information it became clear that the Swedish debate about PVC concentrated on the
following four main elements4:

1.            Emissions of persistent chlorinated substancesfrom the chlorine/EDCNCM/PVC
production.
Particularly during the oxychlorination process for making EDC, but also the other
process steps, (chlorinated) persistent toxic and bioaccumulative substances (PTBs)
are formed. Examples are dioxins and hexachlorobenzene. There is concern about
the amounts of PTBs released, their effects, and the overall manageability of risks
related to these substances.

2.          Phthalates
Phthalates like DEHP can be emitted during the use phase and the production
phase and are found in the environment. There is intense discussion about the
concentrations of these substances in the environment, their degradability. their
effects and the acceptability of the release of these substances.

3. Stabilisers, mainly organotin and lead
Although the stabilisers are fairly immobilized in the PVC matrix, from a preven-
tive viewpoint there is pressure to avoid the use of such heavy metals in most
applications, thus also PVC.

4.      Waste management
Concern exists about the long-term behaviour of PVC and its additives in
landfills; furthermore there have been lengthy discussions about the influence of
PVC in the formation of hazardous substances in incinerators. Finally, there is a
debate about the recyclability of PVC.

PVC has not always been an important issue in the Swedish environmental debate. The
characteristics of the PVC debate have changed even during the course of it. In the period
before 1990 there was scarcely any general debate about  PVC. The focus  was  on  a
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number of relatively isolated issues, like PVC packaging and occupational health risks
from emissions of VCM. The period 1991 to 1992 saw a number of simultaneous develop-
ments. KemI started to work out the results of a project on risk reduction of chemicals and
became involved in a major project on plastic additives. But more importantly, Greenpeace
started an international campaign demanding more precautionary management of toxic
substances. This campaign focused on chlorine. As a major actor in the Swedish chlorine
chain, Hydro Plast was the target of a large number of Greenpeace actions. Several times
research initiated or publicised by Greenpeace raised questions about the magnitude and
manageability of emissions of PTBs from the Hydro Plast plant. Municipalities and PVC
users were approached by Greenpeace to choose alternative materials. Uninvited visits to
the Hydro Plast plant and law suits were initiated by Greenpeace. Numerous fierce
discussions were held in the press and in other media. PVC was attacked by Greenpeace
on virtually all four points listed above. With all these actions, Greenpeace succeeded in

making chlorine and PVC a very public environmental issue that became an important
point on the political agenda.

The   culmination of these events came around   1993   and 1994. Politicians
responded by making PVC one of the issues to be dealt with by the so-called Eco-cycle
delegation (installed  in  1993).  In  1994, the Ecocycle delegation published its report on
PVC, with the widely quoted conclusion that 'PVC is a material that has no place in an
ecocycle society'. Society's reaction was divided.  In   1995, a fierce debate  was  held  at
various levels of society between 'pro' and 'con' PVC groups. Parliament's agricultural
committee in fact backed the conclusions of the Ecocycle delegation, but the specific
motions against PVC proposed by the committee and adopted by parliament were rather
weak. The environment minister issued strong statements against PVC, but the only
concrete measure was to instruct EPA and KemI to perform additional research. Still, at
the  end  of  1995 all seemed ready  for a final blow against PVC. However,  in  1996  the
situation turned into a stalemate. EPA and KemI's research turned out to be quite positive
about PVC. Furthermore, in  1996 and 1997 especially we encounter attempts by industry
to regain the initiative by taking far-reaching environmental measures. In political circles
it was decided to elaborate the PVC issue within the more general framework of toxicity
policy. A Chemicals Policy Committee was installed with the mandate to produce general
guidelines on a precautionary toxicity policy, which were published in mid-1997.

The following sections will describe each phase of the debate in more detail. Each
section will present an historical review of the events and the position of each actor,
concentrating on the four areas of concern highlighted above. Each section concludes with
a brief review summing up the uncertainties and differences in the framing of the problem

during the debate.

7.4.2 1970-1989: Nomial times'

In Sweden, the first debates about PVC arose in the early seventies.  In  1974 it was found
that VCM, the chemical from which PVC is made, could be the cause of a rare form of
liver cancer. Up to then, inflammability and the risk of explosion were the only real
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hazards associated with VCM. Industry had to reduce the VCM workplace concentrations,
at that time about 500 ppm in air. in a very short time to 1 ppm. This connection between
'cancer' and PVC created image problems and the first market losses. The predecessor of
Hydro Plast, KEMA Nord, was at that time engaged together with a bottler in developing
a PVC beer flask. Mainly due to the VCM cancer risk the bottler decided to use another
material. Other cases where PVC was replaced were juice and ketchup bottles and some
other packaging material.

In 1976, stringent standards were also set for the residual VCM concentrations in
PVC. In principle, Sweden's EPA permitted the use of PVC that met the standards as
packaging for food, for example, butter boxes. The type of PVC used for this application
was a rigid Ca/Zn- stabilised formulation. The great advantage over other plastics was that
it was impermeable for oxygen and was therefore very effective against degradation of the
butter. A decision of the then environmental minister, however, overruled the point of
view  of the Swedish EPA, marking the end for PVC butter packaging in  1989.

A final early debate in the packaging area concerned the use of flexible PVC sheet
as  a  foil for cheese,  meat and vegetables.  In   1980 an assistant of Sweden's  EPA  had
discovered a PVC-packed cheese with a very bad smell and it turned out that a part of the
plasticiser had migrated into the cheese. KEMA Nord found that the film used was
imported from Italy and that a plasticizer had been used that was not suitable for food
packaging. The standard plasticiser for food was DEHA (di-(2-ethylhexyl)adipate), which
at that time was considered less toxic than DEHP. In order to minimize the migration of
plasticizer to cheese, together with a film producer KEMA Nord developed a low
migrating formula based on a mixture of DEHA and polymeric DEHA. Nevertheless, also
in this case the harm had already been done. PVC as a packaging material became less
and less accepted. In the end of the eighties the packaging branch agreed with the
government to minimize the use of PVC as far as possible, resulting in a virtual
elimination of PVC packaging from the market in the early nineties (Bystedt, 1997).

At that time, the debate seemed to cease. Packaging had been the main issue until
then. It was also a debate that concentrated mainly on public confidence in the safety of
a product. The relationship between the PVC industry and the environmental movement
was not yet as tense as it became in the early nineties. Negative publicity in the regular
press was the main driving force for change. Nevertheless, it seems that some fears had
already been internalized by the public: in incidental cases, for instance, people removed
PVC profiles from their houses because they felt uneasy with the material (Bystedt, 1997).
In addition, there was already a clear precedent for and experience with a far-reaching
measure in relation to chlorine in Scandinavia: the phasing out of chlorine as a bleaching
agent in the paper and pulp industry in the mid-eighties.

During this period, the PVC industry changed a number of other practices that
would be unacceptable by today's standards, although they received relatively little
attention among the general public. Until the 1970s  it was common practice for the PVC
producers to dump residues from the EDC production in the sea, where these EDC tars
consist almost entirely of chlorinated hydrocarbons, including major amounts of persistent
chemicals like dioxins, hexachlorobenzenes and chlorophenoles. In the mid-seventies
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dumping at sea was stopped, and all material was incinerated either at sea or on land.
Incineration at sea was stopped in the late eighties (Knapp, 1997; Bystedt, 1997).

In the mid-eighties, Sweden also laid the foundations for a rather progressive
substance policy.  An Act on Chemical Products was adopted, and  in  1986 the National
Chemicals Inspectorate (KemI) was founded in which the tasks concerning substance

policy formerly performed by EPA and a department of an other agency dealing with oc-
cupational health were concentrated. Sweden also created a chemicals register, for which
industry had to deliver data on the production and import of a large number of substances.
This makes Sweden one of the few European countries with a virtually complete insight
into the production and application of chemicals. Other European countries have not
created such a database and have to rely on normal economic statistics.

Since the issue of PVC had not yet appeared on the agenda, there is no sense in
analysing frames, commonly accepted facts and tactics used by each actor coalition during
this period. One could say that the policy subsystem related to 'PVC' simply did not yet
exist.

7.4.3 1990-1992: Greenpeace sparks the debate

In the period  1990 to  1992, a number of distinct developments occurred in relation to the
PVC issue. KemI was given a number of government assignments within the general
framework of efforts aimed at reducing the risk of chemicals. This resulted in a general
philosophy of risk management and attention for plastic additives, including the additives
used for PVC. Politicians did not undertake many initiatives of their own: they followed
KemI's lines. In other words, PVC was not yet a specific issue for either KemI or the
politicans. In this period, it was Greenpeace who took centre stage. They launched their
international toxicity campaign and PVC was one of their main targets in Sweden. It was
a confrontation the Swedish PVC industry had never encountered before and which forced
it into a rather defensive position. The activities, strategy and the arguments of each actor
in this period will be elaborated below.

State agencies. Keml and EPA
On 21  December 1989, the Swedish government charged KemI and EPA with the task of
submitting proposals, no later than 29 June  1990, for measures to restrict the use of those

substances that may have particularly harmful effects on the environment. In their final
report, KemI and EPA started with the formulation of a general philosophy on risk
management of substances. The philosophy consists of the following elements:

1.       substances that are not readily degradable and are alien to nature should in prin-
ciple be completely eliminated from the environment. "This means that they may

be used only for special applications, under strict control". But "such an ambition
is not attainable in the short term". Priorities have to be selected on the basis of
criteria like bioavailability and toxicity, as well as technical and financial
information (KemI, 1991). The idea behind this philosophy is that once released
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in the environment persistent chemicals create an irreversible situation. Failures
in risk estimates can therefore no longer be corrected by reducing emissions since
the substance is already in the environment (Ljung, 1997). Note that KemI and
EPA use the wording that such substances should be 'under strict control' and not
phased out;

2.      for substances that are not readily degradable but that occur in nature, such as
heavy metals, the environmental targets should be linked to the natural content of
the substance in question in the environment;

3.     for other pollutants, environmental targets should be defined on the basis of
known ecological effects (KemI, 1991). In such an approach (the so-called
classical Risk Assessment approach), acceptable environmental concentrations are
established on the basis of animal and other tests. With this starting point, it is
possible to assess which emissions into the environment are still acceptable and
whether additional measures are needed.

In the short time available,  KemI and EPA selected 13 substances  for more detailed  in-
vestigation. The selection was made on the basis of a rough application of criteria like
toxicity, volatility and dispersion of a substance in the environment. KemI and EPA
explicitly warned that "the thirteen substances do not in any way represent the 'top  13"';
they "represent examples of substances that KemI and EPA found plausible for
investigation in greater detail". Four of the selected substances were partially used in the
PVC chain. They included phthalates, lead and organotin, which are among the additives
used in PVC (KemI, 1991 and 1996): For these substances, the following measures were
proposed for the reasons given. Concerning phthalates, KemI and EPA proposed:

-        that the discharge of phthalates into the environment should decrease;
-           that producers and importers of phthalates should report on the damage to health

or the environment. These reports would form the basis of a more detailed
assessment of the need for restrictive measures.

KemI and EPA knew about 24,000 tons a year were used, mainly as a plasticiser in PVC.
KemI expected that during the production and use of PVC products some of it would be
discharged into the environment, primarily into the air. The emission pattern of phthalates
from the PVC chain is not given (KemI, 1991:190-194). Long-distance airborne transport
was regarded as likely. Knowledge of the consequences of this environmental load was
regarded as inadequate. Acute toxicity was considered low. Chronic effects on fish,
inhibited hatching of frog eggs and reduced biological activity in sediments at
concentrations that may arise in the environment had been demonstrated for the phthalate
DEHP. Such concentrations  were  80 to  1,500 mg/kg d.w. in sediment near industrial
plants using phthalates, where 'normal' concentrations were 1.2 to 3.5 mg/kg d.w. DEHP
was considered slowly degradable under anaerobic conditions. Due to its fat-solubility,
DEHP was regarded as bioaccumulative to a relatively high degree.

Concerning lead,  KemI and EPA concluded that the use Of lead (in general) should
cease in the long term. NO distinction was made between lead applications. KemI and
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EPA stated that the current lead use involved dispersion into all environmental media. It
is linked to problems in the working environment, bioaccumulates and is toxic. The lead
content  of the  soil in natural areas was estimated  a  few  mg/kg  to  100  mg/kg  d.w.  and
increases by 0.2 % per year. Obviously, the measure is based on the fear that the current
lead emissions will cause an increase in the environmental levels far above the natural
background levels. However, the report gives no emission target linked to the natural con-
tent of the substance in the environment (KemI, 1991).

Concerning organotin, KemI and EPA concluded that the environmentally
hazardous  use  of organotin  should cease. KemI and EPA noted that tri-organotin (TBTO)
in anti-fouling paint for boat bottoms and in cooling water chemicals give rise to an
immediate impact on the environment. Knowledge was considered inadequate concerning
the effects of di- and mono-organotins, the organotin types used as additives in PVC and
as a catalyst in the production of PUR (the ones used in plastics). In practice, the proposal
meant a reduction in the use of TBTO. For the di- and mono-organotins, industry would
be asked to provide data that would form the basis for a more detailed assessment of the
need for restrictive measures.

EPA occasionally got involved in the debate on PTBs. The most important
occasion was in relation to an application by Hydro Plast for a permit to expand the EDC
production. The permit was granted on the basis of the following information.  In a  1986
report EPA concluded that the water emissions from Hydro Plast 'contain mainly

degradable components and substances that do not have a substantial influence on the
water quality' (Swedish EPA, 1986; Hydro Plast, 1992d). Furthermore, in 1991 EPA made
a dioxin analysis of a sample of EDC tar that already had been taken during an analytical
campaign into chlorophenoles at the end of the seventies. EPA started this dioxin research
because dioxins had been found in sediment samples taken in the Skaggerak, and EPA
wanted to find out if Hydro Plast could have been the source. The tar sample itself
displayed considerable contamination with dioxins (Hydro Plast, 1992d). A report sent by
Hydro Plast to the government reviewing dioxin contamination of a number of Hydro
Plast's waste streams showed that the total dioxin production in the factory could be up
to 320 gram N-TEQ TCDD. However, these waste products were all incinerated on-site.
The dioxin emissions to air and water reported by Hydro Plast were about 0.2 gram TEQ
TCDD (Hydro Plast, 1992d). Appeals against the permit by Greenpeace, in association
with a number of farmers and fishermen, were rejected.

In brief, during this period KemI and EPA focused on elaborating their generic
philosophy concerning management of toxic substances over a fairly broad set of
examples. This resulted in policy proposals concerning materials, such as organotin, lead
and phthalates, which were also used as additives in PVC. Waste management and to a
lesser extent the emission of PTBs were not yet really focal points of attention for these
state agencies.

Politicians
In Bill 1990/91:90 the Swedish government adopted the recommendations of KemI and
EPA. The discharge of phthalates should be reduced, but no targets or target dates were
given (KemI, 1996). The proposals on lead (phasing out in the long term) and organotin
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(cease the use for hazardous purposes) were accepted unconditionally. The risk reduction
project  made it clear  that a majority  of the 13 substances investigated  were  used  as
additives in plastic. The Swedish government therefore assigned KemI to carry out a
follow-up project, specifically targeting plastic additives. The project took place mainly
after  1992 and will therefore be discussed  in the next section.  As we can see, PVC was
hardly an issue for politicians before  1992. The earliest warning against PVC came from
the politician Lennart Daltus during a conference on plastics recycling in Kristianstad in
the autumn of 1992 (Hydro Plast, 1992e). Dalaus announced that government planned to
work out an operationalisation of the ideas given in Agenda 21, the report of the Earth
Summit in Rio (UN, 1992). The aim would be to reach an ecocycle society. PVC
contained chlorine and hazardous additives, and would be difficult to recycle. For Daltus
it was therefore clear that PVC would not fit a sustainable society and had to be replaced
under the so-called substitution principle. A phase-out of PVC would be in line with
similar measures proposed by certain German Lander, Austria and Switzerland
(Plastforum, 1992; PLASTnordica, 1992; Kristianstads-Bladet, 1992). Daltus
announcements were described as a 'bombshell' in the Swedish press (e.g. Sydsvenska
Dagbladet, 1992).

Environmental pressure groups
Greenpeace had already shown interest in substances like chlorine and PVC in the
eighties, in relation to incineration of halogenated waste at sea, among other things. In this
period, PVC had already been criticized for a number of reasons: the use of additives such
as phthalates and cadmium, the emissions of carcinogenic VCM and persistent by-products
during its production, and the formation of large quantities flue gas cleaning residues

during incineration of PVC-waste (Greenpeace Germany, 1989). Already in that period
Greenpeace tried to get items such as the precautionary principle on the agenda of
international fora that deal with water quality, like OSPARCOM. But in the early nineties,
Greenpeace decided to choose chlorine as the focal point in this so-called toxics campaign.
This choice was based on tactical reasons. As an organization with limited resources, it
had to set priorities. In Greenpeace's view, no other class of chemicals consisted of as
many individual compounds that had shown undesirable characteristics like toxicity, bioac-
cumulation and persistence (Hermansson, 1997). This made it an ideal class for a priority
campaign. The basic aim of the campaign was to convince policy makers and other
stakeholders that substance management on the basis of a risk assessment approach was
a dead-end street. It would never be possible to judge a substance at all endpoints or
predict its fate (Knapp, 1997). After concentrating first on the chlorine production itself,
attention later shifted to PVC, the major chlorine consumer. In contrast to the producers
of chlorine (who can hardly switch to the production of any other base chemicals), the
final users of PVC generally have the option of making their products with alternative
materials. Thus, by targeting the final PVC consumer, Greenpeace felt it could achieve its
goals more effectively than by just concentrating on chlorine (Hermansson, 1997). The
campaign was organised in an international framework: central Greenpeace officials took
care of producing scientific background reports (e.g. Johnston and McCrea, 1992; Allsopp,
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1994; Stringer et al., 1994), and the actual actions were held more or less simultaneously
in a number of countries, including Holland, the US, Canada and Sweden.

Greenpeace launched their campaign in Sweden with a press conference on 23
April 1991, where they explained its background and goal (Knapp, 1997; Hydro Plast,
1992a). On 21 May an action was launched against a chlorine plant of Eka Nobel in
Bohus. Visits to the plant of Hydro Plast took place on  18 June and 31  July 1991, during
which a discussion took place on emission limit values. In October 1991 Greenpeace,
together with farmers and fishermen, objected to the permit application of Hydro Plast for
an increase in the EDC production (Hydro Plast, 1992a). Though the strategic goal of
Greenpeace was to challenge the risk assessment approach, their campaign material refers
mainly to tangible, recognisable items that seem to be intended as attractive metaphors
reflecting the overall concern. They often mention the emissions of organochlorine and
substances on the black list.  In a paper from early  1992 on PVC building products they
stated (Greenpeace Sweden, 1992a)

'From the production 4,700 ton chlorinated waste is formed annually (...) At least 500 ton
organochlorine is emitted to air directly from the factory (...) This is only the tip of the
iceberg. (...) Of the 36 substances on the list [the Black list of the 1990 North Sea
Conference,  AT] at least  15 are present in  the life cycle of PVC'

Greenpeace asked Hydro Plast on a number of occasions for permission to take samples
of waste flows from the EDC/VCM production but it was denied. Later that year,
Greenpeace literally stated that it had lost all confidence in Norsk Hydro when Hydro's
White Book 'PVC and the Environment' was published (Greenpeace Sweden, 1992b;
Norsk Hydro, 1992):

'Greenpeace's confidence in Norsk Hydro Plast is lost. ... A sample [named EDC tar] in
EPA's dioxin database contains extreme amounts of dioxins. .. A Dutch report shows. . that
dioxin production in the oxychlorination and VCM production may be considerable ... You
informed the government in October of the results of the analysis of 4 of the 5 waste types
we demanded. ... The results indicate that at least 320 g Nordic TEQ TCDD are formed
per year in your factory. Though these analytical results were clear. .... during the
presentation of the White Book in Stockholm on 28 October these data [were] concealed.
To a direct question from Greenpeace concerning dioxin formation, Hydro Plast referred
to the White Book, which indicates dioxin production of just 3 gram a year. In other
words: a clear lie !'

From that moment, until about 1994, Greenpeace made major efforts to obtain  its  own
data concerning the formation of PTBs in Hydro Plast's PVC production. Greenpeace often
conducted or cited studies that showed PTB releases from quite unexpected sources. Since
Hydro Plast didn't cooperate with them, Greenpeace decided to take their own samples

secretly. The results were reported by Stringer et al. (1994) and Allsopp (1994), among
others. A qualitative analysis of effluents and soil near EDC and PVC production plants
showed measurable amounts of persistent chlorinated compounds, including HCB (Stringer
et al., 1994). The same applied for dioxins in soil near Hydro Plast's oxychlorination plant
and in Hydro Plast's PVC resin (Allsopp, 1994). In the early nineties it was shown that
chlorine produced with graphite electrodes contained measurable quantities of dioxins
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(Svensson, 1993). Such emissions had always been denied by EPA and Hydro Plast,
according to Greenpeace.

Furthermore, Greenpeace started to influence the customers of Hydro Plast. IKEA
had already announced a programme to reduce   PVC   use   in   1991. In March   1992
Greenpeace launched a report that called for PVC-free building programmes using the
slogan 'Don't build environmental bombs'. Reference was made to the substitution article
in the Act on Chemical Products: Greenpeace positioned PVC as a hazardous material,
which meant that the use of alternatives would be mandatory if they were available. With
this material, Greenpeace started discussions with the municipalities, which in Sweden
have an important role in controlling building programmes. Apart from the arguments
against emissions of PTBs, the following points were mentioned (Greenpeace Sweden,
1992a):

'A PVC product (..) is a chemical cocktail that can include up to 50 chemicals. The
substances used are among the most toxic we have in society - like heavy metals and
organotin stabiliser. ... One of the most abundant [phthalates], DEHP, is carcinogenic and
is present in high concentrations in sewage sludge. The concentrations present in nature
can result in chronic damage to fish. Phthalates are applied almost solely for one purpose:
as plasticiser in PVC. ... To quiet public opinion, industry is promoting recycling.
However, the majority of the PVC is not suitable for recycling. Recycled PVC is of low
quality and has very limited possibilities for application. ... PVC makes the recycling of
other plastics more difficult... The problem of the paper and pulp industry with chlorine
emissions has been adopted by the plastics industry.... PVC makes fires worse. The formed
hydrochloric acid results in corrosion. Dioxin-containing smoke makes the work of fire
fighters more dangerous..... PVC causes dioxin formation and lead emissions from Iwaste]
incinerators. PVC contributes to acidification'.

And apart from those more fact-related concerns, other statements were also issued that
reflected Greenpeace's underlying philosophy concerning substance policy (Greenpeace
Sweden, 1992b):

'We should not learn how to live with poison - we have to learn to live without it'

The  PV C-related  industry
The KemI and EPA reports on risk reduction of chemicals did not upset industry, despite
the fact that PVC additives such as phthalates, lead and organotin, were addressed.
Industry, and specifically phthalate producer Neste Oxo, started to gather information
about phthalates, organotin and lead as KemI and EPA had requested in their
recommendations (e.g. Neste Oxo, 1991). A number of manufacturers of plasticised PVC
products took measures to reduce the emissions of phthalates to air and water. The
material I inventoried does not allow me to make any statement about the underlying
evaluative frame or viewpoint. However, it seems likely that industry in general reasoned
from the point of view of a substance-by-substance risk assessment framework, which was
the dominant evaluative approach at that time.

On the initiative of Hydro Plast, Greenpeace visited the Stenungsund plant on  18
June and 31 July 1991 (Hydro Plast, 1992a). According to Hydro Plast, this initiative was
motivated by the interest Greenpeace had already shown in PVC before their campaign
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started. At that time, Hydro Plast was quite optimistic about reaching some kind of
consensus. Hydro Plast turned down a request from Greenpeace to hand over samples. The
later secret visits by Greenpeace to take samples of their own led to a great deal of
disappointment (Niklasson, 1997):

'They  were very interested during  the 1991 visits.  ...    But we turned  down a request  for
samples since the sampling and analysis must be quality controlled. And Greenpeace's

analyses were only qualitative, which would give difficulties in interpretation...We were
quite disappointed that they secretly started their own sampling campaign'

On the technical-scientific front,  in 1990 Hydro Plast had already started research  into
dioxin emissions at the VCM plant. Dioxin analysis of waste streams followed in February
1992 (Hydro Plast, 1992d). Hydro Plast also started to disseminate information about

PVC, mainly as a reaction to Greenpeace statements and identified mistakes in
Greenpeace's materials (e.g. Hydro Plast, 1992b). Hydro Plast also started to organize
seminars for customers and end-users. Participants were representatives of Hydro Plast,
phthalate producer Neste Oxo, pipe producer Uponor, branch organisation NPG, and in
several cases scientists from outside the industry. In April 1992 Hydro Plast challenged
the factual statements made by Greenpeace in the materials used in its campaign against
PVC in buildings (Hydro Plast, 1992a):

'In 1991 3,877 ton Iwaste products of the VCM-production] was incinerated. In 1991 2,090
ton of heavy end residues was exported for the solvent production. The... possibility of
incinerating this residue.. will be investigated. The total amount [of EDC and VCM
emitted  to  air]  in  1991  is  180 ton [against Greenpeace's  500  ton  -  AT]...  As  with  the
majority of the materials (like plastics, paper..) additives are used for PVC....The scientific
commission of the EU considers phthalates not dangerous for human health, and has
recommended an acceptable daily intake. In normal doses phthalates are not carcinogenic.
.. Lead in plastics poses no health risk... Taste and quality of water from PVC pipes is less
intluenced than from other materials, maybe with the exception of chromium-nickel-steel.
... Organotin compounds are approved as stabilisers for food applications, and are not
plasticisers. The influence on man and environment is well investigated... The EDC and
VCM  emission to water is below the detection limit....  [The 1986 Environmental Study
for Stenungsund,] MUST [states] that Hydro Plast's effluents to water mainly contain
degradable components....There is much uncertainty how much dioxins are formed in real
[PVC-]fires. ... A study has shown that heavy metals do not leach out from PVC waste.

[An LCA by IVL] indicates that the environmental burden of PVC is lower than for
other plastics included in the study'.

At the level of Norsk Hydro's petrochemicals division the issue was also taken up. The
strategic decision was taken to counter the developments with a high degree of openness
in order to restore credibility (Otzen, 1993). After two smaller publications by Hydro Plast
and the petrochemicals division, which formed a rapid response to the Greenpeace

campaign,  in   late 1992 Norsk Hydro's White  Book  'PVC  and the environment'  was
published. Later, Greenpeace's complaint that Norsk Hydro and Hydro Plast had concealed
data and given misleading information on dioxins in the White Book was rejected.
Greenpeace's complaint is still incomprehensible to the company: at the time, Norsk Hydro
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was the first firm to publish data of that kind (Niklasson, 1997). In this reaction, Hydro
Plast (19928) also attempts to counter Greenpeace's factual, operational arguments:

It is known that dioxins can be formed in the oxychlorination.... A sediment sample taken
from the Askerofjorden showed a low dioxin contamination. according to EPA....[in
relation to the desire of Greenpeace to take their own samples - AT:] Greenpeace does not
have the same competence as the Institute of Environmental Chemistry of Umea (Professor
Rappe)....One of the waste products can, according to the analysis. contain 320 g dioxins
a year. We did not try to hide that. The waste flow goes to the incineration. The emission
to air is 0.1 g/yr. The emission to water and sludge is about the same.... The presentation
in the White book concerns a description of the dioxin flows of Rafnes [a Norwegian
Hydro plant - AT]. In that description it is evident that the dioxin tlow from the
oxychlorination to the cracker is 3 g/yr. Data on waste products are not given.....During
the presentation no comments were made on the waste products of Stenungsund.... Dioxins
are formed in many places in society: car exhaust gases, the steel industry, paper and pulp-
industry, incineration. Dioxins can be formed by natural processes and forest fire. The
deposition in Sweden is 300 to 500 g/yr. The emission of Hydro Plast is 0.2 glyr.

Analysis and conclusions
In the period 1990-1992 the debate is mainly between industry and Greenpeace. In just
one year a deep mutual mistrust is created. Greenpeace calls Hydro Plast 'liars'; Hydro
Plast feels their willingness to start a dialogue during the visits  in   1991 is abused.

Greenpeace used the (effective) approach of disseminating alarming information about
unexpected, concrete facts. Hydro Plast mainly reacts at this factual level. The controversy
is thus mainly a first-order discourse about questions like: how important is the dioxin
emission? Is DEHP carcinogenic? However, it seems that the discussion is driven by
different underlying evaluative frames on the second-order level. The frames can be
summarized as follows:
1.         State agencies. On the level of second-order discourse, a transparent frame for

evaluating toxicity problems is developed. It basically states that emissions of
anthropogenic persistent substances should be avoided, emissions of persistent
substances occurring in nature are allowed in relation to the natural level, and
degradable substances may be emitted so long as toxicological standards are not
exceededb. How this frame will be applied in critical situations is not entirely
clear. On the level of first-order discourse, they give an initial elaboration with
rather limited data for a number of substances. Of the substances discussed here,
only TBTO was targeted - but that would probably also have been the case in a
risk assessment approach. For phthalates, lead and other organotins critical
measures such as phase-outs were only suggested in the relatively long term7

2. Industry. Though no explicit statements have been found to this effect, it may be
assumed that on the second-order level Hydro Plast implicitly adopted a
philosophy based on a substance-by-substance risk evaluation. On the level of
first-order discourse, Hydro Plast counters the arguments of Greenpeace with the
argument that the risks or emission levels are generally acceptable.

3. Environmentalists. According to the information obtained in the interview with
Mats Knapp, on the level of second-order discourse Greenpeace had already
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decided that the risk assessment framework should be challenged. Zero emissions
of persistent substances should be reached by means of a source-oriented
approach: their phase-out (note that the state agencies accept their use under strict
control). In the written material available to us this view is reflected in the phrase
'we should not learn to live with poison, but to live without it'. On the level of
first-order discourse, they argue that the releases of dioxins, DEHP etc. pose
concrete risks. This is a line of argument that would also fit in a risk assessment

approach.
4.      Politicians. The politicians seem relatively inactive in this phase. Their view is

unclear, partly due to lack of information.

7.4.4 1992-1994: Politicians try a knock-out

Between 1992 and 1994 the debate between Greenpeace and industry continued. However,
in this period the politicians started to get actively involved in the debate. An Ecocycle
law was passed by parliament in  1993,  and an Ecocycle delegation came into existence
which in 1994 issued a specific, and strong, statement on PVC. While KemI was on track

to carry out its plastic additives project, it was in fact confronted with a political statement
even before the project was concluded. The Ecocycle delegation created a situation in
which virtually all actors had to get involved in the debate, since its strong statement gave
other parties scarcely any alternative but to give a reaction. An elaboration of the position
of each coalition is given below.

Industry
Hydro Plast continued the approach started  in  1991: they performed research into their
emissions, disseminated information and organised seminars for clients to create a
counterweight to the Greenpeace activities. For the Norwegian authorities, Hydro Plast's

parent company conducted an environmental evaluation of stabilisers and plasticisers
(Sundmark, 1995a, 1995b, 1995c).  By  1993  and 1994, Hydro Plast had also started the
first research projects into alternative stabilisers and the effects of PVC in landfills and
had started to look for recycling options for PVC. For this period also I have few explicit
statements about Norsk Hydro's philosophy towards management of toxic substances. But
the events indicate that Norsk Hydro mainly adopted a philosophy of 'closing the leaks':
a careful and ongoing analysis of emissions, so now also including emissions from
landfills, and subsequent technical measures if problems were encountered, would result
in an acceptable management of risks related to PVC.

In  May 1993 relations between Hydro Plast and Greenpeace reached  a new  low
point. Greenpeace tried to enter the plant to take samples from the landfill, and filed
charges against Hydro Plast for illegal dumping. The press release from Hydro Plast leaves
little room for doubt about the mutual mistrust (Hydro Plast, 1993c):

'We do not let outsiders take samples, says Managing Director Sven Wejdling. The ex-
periences we have with analysis performed on behalf of Greenpeace are that results are
distorted and are used to harm us'
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In  a reaction  to a similar action in November 1993, Hydro Plast (1993e) stated:
'Like sludge of a communal waste water plant, this sludge [from Hydro's waste water
treatment and disposed of in the landfill - AT] contains a certain amount of dioxins ....
The attention of Greenpeace gives us reason to expect criticism of our activities, since all
former visits led to unexpected statements about the activities of Hydro Plast'

Hydro Plast used to publish the results of research when they became available, without
waiting a long time until the whole picture was clear. This sometimes led to situations
where early results had to be rejected or where the conclusions drawn were not always
entirely correct. On the basis of the results of the Miljoundersokning Stenungsund
(MUST)   of 1986, Hydro Plast believed  the PTB emissions were under control.   As
mentioned in the last section, they tried to communicate this message to the outside world.
But following research of their own, by Greenpeace or by others, indications of new
problems emerged. In early  1993 a sediment survey by the Swedish Geological Research
institute (SGU) showed that the hexachlorobenzene concentrations near Stenungsund were
about 60 times the background value (Greenpeace Sweden, 1994, 1995a). In a press
release, Hydro Plast responded that their emissions of HCB were about 1  kg a year. They
further announced that they would analyse all their internal flows for PTBs (Hydro Plast,
19938; 1993b). This research was published in October 1993. It showed annual dioxin
emissions of 0.16 gram TEQ TCDD to air, 0.04 gram TEQ TCDD to water and 0.3 gram
TEQ TCDD in landfilled waste. The total amount of dioxins formed in the plant was
about 40 grams TEQ, mainly in by-products bound for incineration. HCB emissions were
found to be 0.15 kg a year, a reduction partially due to the fact that sulphuric acid
discharged in the past is now re-used. This program also found an unexpected formation
of about 0.1 g TEQ TCDD/yr dioxins in plastic parts of the pipes used to transport chlo-
rine. Replacement with other materials was announced (Hydro Plast, 1993d).

Hydro Plast also tried to get what they regarded as the facts across to actors like
Daldus and the environment ministry, specifically when the former was in the process of
writing the Ecocycle bill. They were a little frustrated by the feeling that their message
was not being heard and the idea that the normal lines of communication did not work.
It was then that they decided to take a rather unusual step for Sweden (Hydro Plast
1992c). In October  1992 they addressed Daltus  personally  in a national publicity  cam-
paign. Though it did not go as far as the very aggressive personal attacks one sees during
presidential election campaigns in the US for example, it was perceived as a far-reaching
step that may not have advanced Hydro Plast's cause (Daldus, 1997; HagstrOm, 1997). The
advertisements included headlines like (Hydro Plast, 1992c)

News for Daldus and the Environment Ministry:
IT'S POSSIBLE TO RECYCLE PVC
(most people are already aware of that)

Hydro Plast's strategy had only a limited effect. The move away from PVC by a number
of clients could not be reversed. By 1994, major Swedish companies like IKEA, Kinnarps
(furniture), Electrolux (electronics), Tarkett and Borastapeter (flooring) had announced
moves to curb the use of OVC or even phase it out in their production processes. One of
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the most upsetting moments must have been when a major seminar on PVC floorings had
to  be  cancelled  in 1993 because the flooring producer asked to speak  at  the con ference
had just taken the decision to move away from PVC (Bystedt, 1997). As former Green-

peace campaigner Mats Knapp remarked (1997):
'In that period they [Hydro Plast] were, compared to e.g. Eka Nobel, rather ineffective in
handling the situation and made quite a few tactical mistakes. In our view they behaved
like companies typically did in the seventies: defensive, aggressive towards groups like
us, and often declaring that problems were under control where afterwards we showed they
were not. It surprised us that their parent company did not intervene in this process. since
after the problems  with the magnesium plant in Rafnes  in   1987 in Norway [major
emissions of dioxins, AT] Norsk Hydro showed a relatively progressive and effective
attitude to dealing with such environmental discussions.'

State agencies
KemI had just started its plastic additives project when the Ecocycle delegation was
installed in  1993. In 1994 KemI published a number of interim reports that were available
in draft form for the Ecocycle delegation. The information given in these reports is
summarized in box 7.4.1.

As we saw in section 7.4.3, in line with the evaluative framework the state
agencies had developed for plasticisers and organotins other than TBTO risk information
would play an important role in answering the question of whether restrictive measures
would be needed. For lead. the decision was taken that in principle its use should cease
in the long term, but no targets or target dates were set. The decisive factor was whether
the continuing use of lead would result in emissions much above the natural levels. It is
thus not surprising that KemI's research concentrated on gathering risk information about
phthalates and organotin, and on loads in the environment for lead. This research was
conducted as a natural follow-up to the activities described in section 7.4.3, probably
without the primary aim of solving the controversy: this controversy only became really
'hot' during the course of the project. But in the highly politicised setting that developed

during this phase, it was of course inevitable that different actor coalitions would start to
use KemI's information to prove their point.

The phthalate risk assessment concluded that only very limited and inconclusive
information was available on the effects of DEHP on humans (KemI, 1994:230). There
was generally less data available about other phthalates, but in KemI's view their
properties would not be significantly better than those of DEHP. For lead it was shown
that the concentrations levels were about 5 to 30 times the background value, and that the
use of lead in society was in the same order of magnitude as the amount of lead in the
upper layer of 20 cm of Swedish soil in a built-up area. For organotins, it was concluded
that in contrast to other di- and monoalkyltins dioctyltin posed a possible hazard for the
environment (KemI, 1994d).  In June  1994 an interim rapport from KemI stated  that  the

judgement about organotins should be based on this assumption, in relation to the
government decision  of  1991 to phase  out the hazardous forms of organotin. Since  all
these reports would serve as background reports for the overall plastic additive study, no
binding conclusions were drawn at this stage.
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Box  7.4.1:  The 1994 interim results of Keml's of metal in the upper layer of 20 cm in Swedish soil.
additives project Only the 3,1 % builded area in Swedish society was

taken into account, apparently since it was assumed
Phthtalates that diffuse losses mainly would take place here. For

Concerning phtha/ates, the interim reports mentioned      lead,  with a background value  of  10  mg/kg the total
incinerators as a possible source of emissions. Direct natural amount was calculated as 30,000  tons
volatization and outdoor influences on PVC are also (Keml, 1994f). Actual levels  in the Swedish
seen as sources. Quantities are  not yet given,  but it environment  were in general  5  to 10 times higher
is estimated that outdoor influences will be the most     than this background; in western Sweden up to 10-
important. A review of concentrations in several 30 times this background.
media indicates concentrations of 25 to 660 mg/kg
d.w,   in sludge, maximal   1,500   mg/kg   d.w. in Organotin
sediments and 1 to 4 mg/kg d.w. in normal For organotin substances, the government decision
situations in sediments. Concentrations in fresh water implied that reduction measures should be a function

mount up  to  3  ug/1.  DEHP is found in Antarctic    of the hazardness for man and the environment. On
regions in low concentrations of 7 to 140 ug/kg d.w. behalf of Keml, a comprehensive risk assessment
As for effects, hatching  of frog  eggs  may be inhibi- was performed and published in April  1994  (Keml,
ted above concentrations  of  25-40   mg/kg   d.w. in 1994d).   PVC was considered as the main source of
sediment. In chronic toxicity tests the lowest found   di- and mono-alkyltins in the environment. Half-lives
NOEC is about 0.08 mg/1 in Daphnia magna (Kemi,    of some mono- an di-alkyltins in water were reported
19948: 92) Human exposure of humans, mainly by   to be in the order of magnitude of weeks; no data
food, is in the order of magnitude of 20 ug (UK) and were given for sediments (Keml, 1994d:35). Data on
300 ug (US) a day. Blood bags are made of flexible the toxic effects of mono- and dialkyltins, used for
PVC and this results in DEHP plasma levels of plastics, are very scarce. Dialkyllin compounds,
about  10 mg/1. Hemophiliacs may be exposed to  1 -2 primarily  DBTC  and  DOTC, were found  to be toxic

mg/day and dialysis patients may receive 40 mg/day.    to the immune system  in  rats at single oral dose
Flexible       PVC       used for medical devices levels  down  to  15  mg/kg body weight. For dactyl
(extracorporeal membrane oxygenation) may result stannic chloride, an Lso- value of 0.001 mg/1 tin in

in an exposure of 14 mg/kg b.w. day. DEHP has a water has been reported for Daphnia magna and
low acute toxicity, but was carcinogenic in rats. The even smaller values were obtained for bacteria. The

study concluded  that  only very limited  and   PNEC for chronic exposure for dioctyltin had to be
inconclusive information was available on the effects derived from this acute toxicity value, making use of
of DEHP in humans (Keml, 1994e:230). On other a safety factor of 200. This PNEC of 0.005 ug/1 tin
phthalates in general less data are available, but in was higher than the environmental concentrations. It
Keml's view their properties would not be sig- was stated that this was a very conservative

nificantly better than of DEHP.  In an other report, estimate due to the high safety factor and the limited
Keml made quantitative emission estimates by  data. It was concluded that dioctyltin in contrary to
source and concluded that 300 tons was emitted other di- and monoalkyltins posed a possible hazard
from building plate and  100 tons from coated fabrics     for the environment (Keml, 1994d). In June 1994, an
(Keml, 1994g). interim report of Keml stated that the judgement

should be based on this assumption, in relation to
Lead the government decision  of  1991 to phase  out  the

For /ead, Keml made a detailed inventory of the hazardous forms of organotin.
Swedish uses of lead (over 30,000 tons a year) and
lead in PVC (about 720 ton a year) (Keml, 1994c).
Further, for metals in general the amount accumula-
ted in society was compared with the total amount
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In 1993 the government asked KemI to investigate the Swedish chlorine chain, but PVC
was excluded from the scope of the study. KemI did not identify priorities relating to
substances released from the PVC chain, but stated that more needed to be learned about
'Inadvertent formation of organochlorine compounds during industrial and incineration
processes' (KemI, 1995). It was the other state agency, Swedish EPA, that made a number
of statements on the subject of emission of organochlorine compounds. The Ecocycle
delegation asked EPA to assess the risks related to the emissions from the Hydro Plast

plant. EPA felt the emission problems, such as emissions of PTBs, were not insoluble.
EPA thought the problems could be managed by strict permit procedures, research and
stringent technical measures (Swedish EPA, 1993). Though this is not stated explicitly,
EPA here seems to apply a framework that accepts the use of persistent substances alien
to nature under strict control, and sees no reason why a production system like the PVC
chain could not be controlled with the appropriate strictness.

Politicians
With the possible exception of the debate about PVC packaging, until 1991 politicians
had, relatively speaking, been on the sidelines of this debate. This changed in 1992/1993
when Mr. Da16us of the Centre Party in particular made PVC one of his issues.  In  1992
he was responsible for writing the Ecocycle  bill,  on the basis of which  in   1993  the
Ecocycle delegation, which he also chaired, was installed. The preamble of the Ecocycle
bill (Bill 1992/1993:180) encourages a fairly prudent policy with regard to PTBs. In fact,
this preamble formulates a frame for substance policy that is based not on management
of the risks but on the elimination of anthropogenic substances with persistent properties.
This frame is more stringent than the formal philosophy formulated by KemI and EPA
(see section 7.4.3). The goal should be phasing out rather than use 'in specific applications
under strict control':

"I  regard the only acceptable content of long-lived substances. foreign to nature, to be
naught. This goal should not only apply to discharges in a conventional sense. that is
discharges of compounds of waste water and flue dust from factories and such like. The
goal also means that the use of such substances must cease, because all handling of
materials inevitably implies that the handled material sooner or later ends Up in the waste
or is directly released to the environment"

The Ecocycle delegation started its work in summer 1993 and published its report on PVC
in  June   1994.  For the report, a number of research projects were commissioned  (e.g.
Norrthon, 1994; Chalmers, 1994; Drakenberg and Larsson, 1994; Person and Ekvall,
1994). The Ecocycle delegation also made use of the draft reports referred to previously
and other information available from KemI's plastic additives project, as well as informa-
tion from Swedish EPA (Swedish EPA, 1993; KemI, 1994i). On the basis of the
information in the reports and its previously mentioned stringent frame for substance
policy, the Ecocycle delegation came to a strong conclusion against PVC. The statement
of the Ecocycle delegation dealt mainly with plasticisers, lead and organotin stabilisers and
PVC waste management. Attention was also given to emissions of chlorinated
hydrocarbons (Ecocycle delegation, 1994).
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The Ecocycle delegation did not regard the emissions of chlorinated hydrocarbons
as a decisive problem. This view was based on the previously mentioned statement from
EPA that problems with emissions could be managed by the permit procedure. Literally,
the Ecocycle delegation wrote that (Ecocycle delegation, 1994):

the environmental problems at the plant that manufactures PVC in Sweden are not of
decisive importance for the overall assessment of PVC'

In a way. this rather weak statement is surprising given the very stringent frame. As a
precursor to PVC large amounts of only moderately degradable EDC were used, and
several persistent by-products were produced during EDC production. If the Ecocycle
delegation had really wanted to it could have used the formulation 'The use of such
substances must cease, because all handling ...implies that ..the material...ends up in the
environment' to reject PVC production on this ground alone.

Concerning plasticisers, the Ecocycle delegation used various results of KemI's
studies in its evaluation. The Ecocycle delegation noted that DEHP accumulates in
sediments and that studies indicated a risk of effects on sediment-dwelling and water-
filtering organisms. The Ecocycle delegation further noted that the human exposure levels
in certain medical treatments lie close to the levels that have been shown to have effects
in animal studies. In the chapter on the overall assessment, the Ecocycle delegation con-
cluded that the use of phthalates should be reduced. In the chapter concerning the plan to
prevent impacts, the Ecocycle delegation makes the much stronger statement that today's
plasticized PVC needs to be phased out soon. The evaluative framework given in the
Ecocycle bill calls for the reduction of the use of persistent chemicals. In view of this, it
is not surprising that on the basis of the available information, particularly DEHP's
persistency in sediments, the Ecocycle delegation comes to a strong conclusion. However,
the line taken seems not to have been equally stringent everywhere in the report. The
Ecocycle delegation finally concludes:

'The Ecocycle delegation believes that the use of today's plasticised PVC should be
phased out ... The highest emissions of plasticizers ... take place from PVC-covered steel
and coated fabric. It is therefore urgent that a phase-out of today's plasticized PVC takes
place as soon as possible within these product groups.' (Ecocycle delegation. 1994).

With regard to lead and organotin, the Ecocycle delegation noted that according to KemI's
information the reduction of their use was proceeding slowly. Referring to the  1991  go-
vernment decisions, the Ecocycle delegation stated in their overall assessment that the
phasing out of lead and organotin compounds in PVC should be intensified. Unlike KemI's
reports, the Ecocycle delegation does not give any analysis of differences in the hazardous
effects of the various tin stabilisers. The Ecocycle delegation seems to assume that tin
stabilisers are covered without exception by the 1991 government decision, where the
KemI report on which that decision was based made a clear distinction between tribu-
tyltinoxide in anti-fouling (for which the hazard was proven) and other organotins (for
which no data were available) (KemI, 1991). It therefore seems that the Ecocycle
delegation generalizes and extrapolates the scientific information for one compound to
another compound. The Ecocycle delegation also makes use of a simplified interpretation
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of  the 1991 government decision, which had called for additional research  on   the

organotins for which no data were yet available. In its concluding proposals, the Ecocycle
delegation states that

'the phase-out of the aforementioned stabilisers [organotin and lead, AT} should be
implemented at once' (Ecocycle delegation, 1994).

Concerning PVC recycling, the Ecocycle delegation noted that this was not taking place
in Sweden and that in other countries the amounts of recycled PVC were still also very
low. Flooring, pipes and cable were identified as the most important product groups for
PVC waste. The Ecocycle delegation noted that the pipe industry thought it would be
difficult to reach the collection rate that would be needed for economically sustainable
recycling. Industrial sources stated that no appreciable quantities of PVC cable were
available, and the amount of flooring available for recycling remained unclear. The
environmental effects of recycling were unknown. Incineration of PVC waste would give
problems with regard to corrosion, additional neutralisation of flue gases, and result in
additional flue gas cleaning residue that had to be landfilled. PVC could be a source of
dioxins in the case of uncontrolled fires. Landfill has many uncertainties: it is not known
how PVC breaks down and whether chlorinated hydrocarbons are formed, the additives
may leach out, etc. The Ecocycle delegation concluded that (Ecocylce delegation, 1994):

-          recycling of PVC with today's technology can not be recommended;
-        incineration of PVC has to be regarded as a disposal method [presumably as

opposed  to an energy recovery method  -  AT];
-       landfill is considered to be an unsuitable disposal method for the older PVC

waste containing environmentally harmful components.

In view of this analysis, the Ecocycle delegation indicated that the use of the current

plasticised PVC should be phased out, as well as lead- and organotin-stabilised PVC. In
a press release, the chairman of the Ecocycle delegation made the even stronger statement
that "PVC has no place in an ecocycle society". This message was headline news in
environmental and chemical industry journals worldwide and caused shock waves in
industrial circles (e.g. Chemicalweek, 1994).

Environmental pressure groups
Greenpeace continued  with the strategic approach they adopted  in  1991,  and from their
point of view with success. Internationally, they disseminated numerous reports that
indicated known and rather unexpected problems in the chlorine and PVC industries.
Examples included contamination of PVC, landfilled sludge from waste water treatment
plants and other samples with (in most cases low) amounts of dioxins (Allsopp, 1994;
Stringer et al., 1994). Other examples included the previously cited HCB contamination
of sediments near Stenungsund and the discovery by Hydro Plast itself of dioxin formation
in plastic parts of the pipe system for chlorine transport. So they were not impressed by
the fact that Hydro Plast's research showed rather low dioxin emissions. In the past, there
had always been shown to be some omissions from such studies. Some new, unexpected
pathway for the formation of PTBs had always been discovered. In other words,
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Greenpeace in fact declared Hydro Plast's research efforts irrelevant to the problem. On
the one hand, there may have been a tactical reason: it allowed them to disregard new
data. On the other hand, it was a point of view that fits in a framework that prefers
avoiding the creation of hazardous substances to managing the risks of them. Quite
simply, the idea is that if you don't use chlorine no by-products are formed and you don't
take the risk of missing them in your research. The mere fact that you have to do all this
research to be sure of having things under control is, in the frame used by Greenpeace,
simply a sign that something is very wrong. Former Greenpeace campaigner Mats Knapp
(1997):

'The experience with chlorine is that you see formation of undesirable substances like
PTBs in the most unexpected places. And you can't predict where they will be formed, so
you can never say that you have it all analyzed and controlled. Who would have expected
dioxins to form in pipes for chlorine transport ?'

The fact that the Ecocycle delegation had PVC as one of its top priorities was a major
achievement: PVC had become a major political issue. Other environmental groups, like
the Naturskyddsforenigen, also came out against PVC, though they did not carry out such
spectacular actions as Greenpeace.

A nalysis  and  conclusions
The main difference from the former phase is that the politicians start to play a - dominant
-role in the controversy. To a large extent they follow Greenpeace's line of argument. The
other three actor coalitions largely use the same frame they had already developed in the
previous phase. The arguments of each actor coalition can be classified as follows:
1.          State agencies.  On the level of second-order discourse, the evaluative approach

of the state agencies doesn't change from the previous phase. On the level of first-
order discourse, KemI started to apply this philosophy to plastic additives. But

after more than a year's work only partial conclusions had been drawn. EPA
concluded that the emissions of - partly persistent - substances from the PVC
production could be managed with technical measures, which fits in with the
philosophy that persistent substances may be used under strict control.

2      Industry. On the level of second-order discourse industry has not yet explicitly
stated its underlying evaluative philosophy. But as in the former phase, it most
likely involves a risk assessment approach. On the level of first-order discourse,
this is reflected in the fact that Hydro Plast, in contrast to Greenpeace, sees
emission measurements as the tool to reduce uncertainty and believes that
identified problems can be resolved by technical measures.

3.     Envimnmentalists. On the level of second-order discourse, Greenpeace's basic
philosophy does not change. The approach still favours 'learning to live without
poison instead of learning to live with it'. On the level of first-order discourse, this

is reflected in the fact that Greenpeace is not impressed that quite a few studies
show that emissions are low. In their view, each new discovery of an emission
demonstrates that the formation of undesirable substances like PTBs seems to take
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place via unexpected routes. This gives them little confidence that this uncertainty
can ever be solved by measurements.

4.    Politicians. The politician's view on the level of second-order discourse is
reflected in the preamble of the Ecocycle bill. It involves a tough approach to
persistent substances: they should not be emitted and their use should cease.
Though not specifically stated, this seems to be based on the fact that emissions
of persistent substances lead to irreversible contamination. In the event that a risk
assessment later proves to be wrong, with such substances the mistake can not be
rectified. On the level of first-order discourse, the Ecocycle delegation interpreted
this central philosophy strictly. Phthalates should be phased out, in part due to
their persistence in sediments. For similar reasons, the phase-out of lead and or-
ganotin had already been decided  on  in  1991,  and this decision should  now  be
implemented at once. This framing of the problem made a sophisticated risk
assessment of emissions of the indicated substances almost superfluous. Still, the
proposals of the Ecocycle delegation are underpinned with arguments formulated
in a technical framework.

7.4.5 1994-1995: Struggle, debate and new blows

The spin-off from the Ecocycle delegation resulted in activities on various fronts. Virtually
all societal actors having anything to do with PVC reacted to the proposals of the
Ecocycle delegation. One strand of the further discussion involved the ongoing research
within the framework of KemI's plastic additives project. Industry decided to embark on
a number of additional research projects that could contribute to this process. A second
strand was initiated by the chairman of the Ecocycle delegation, who started to prepare
motions against PVC in the agricultural committee of parliament. Given the strong absence
of  consensus in society,  in  June   1995 (even before the plastic additives project  was
completed), the Environment Minister gave KemI and EPA an assignment for additional
research on additi ves of PVC and waste management. The activities, strategy and the argu-
ments of each actor in this period will be elaborated below.

State agencies
In its reaction to the Ecocycle delegation's report, EPA stressed the fact that the risks of
plasticisers can be managed by means other than a phase-out. EPA also stressed that the
use of alternative stabilisers would take about 10 years to implement (Swedish EPA,
1994). This reaction was widely interpreted as a rejection of the Ecocycle delegation's
report (e.g. Environmental Watch, 1994; ECN, 1994). KemI's reaction was a little less
outspoken, but it did not fully support the Ecocycle delegation either, arguing that industry
was starting new research into the DEHP concentrations in the Swedish environment and
into toxicity assessment. These data could provide a basis for assessing the extent to which
the emissions into the environment had to be reduced (KemI, 1994j).

This new industry research was used by KemI in its plastic additives project. It
showed that the concentrations of DEHP in the environment were lower than the data
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from the previous studies indicated (Parkman and Remberger, 1995). Concentrations in
sediments ranged from less than 0.4 mg/kg d.w. in remote reference lakes to about 32-47
mg/kg d.w. near point sources. In its final report on the plastic additives project published
in  November  1995, KemI based its conclusions on these values. A study conducted  in
1987 had resulted in a no-effect concentration (NOEC) for frog eggs of 25-40 mg/kg d.w.
in sediments. Using a safety factor of 50, KemI calculated a predicted no-effect concen-
tration (PNEC) of 0.5-0.8 mg/kg. KemI concluded that the measured content of DEHP in
sediments close to point sources posed an environmental risk. The amount of DEHP in
certain urban areas, where large diffuse emissions can be expected, could similarly be con-
sidered as a risk. KemI concluded that 'the total emissions of DEHP and other similar
plasticisers must be minimized in order to get as low levels as possible in the environ-
inent'. This could be achieved by a switch to less migrating plasticisers or alternatives for
PVC (KemI, 1995). Thus, although the statement does not rule out a phase-out, it does
not demand it either. This statement may be considered a bit loose in the light of the
philosophy  KemI  and EPA developed  in  1990 for dealing  with not readily degradable
substances (see section 7.4.3): they should in principle be 'completely eliminated from the
environment', though it is acknowledged this is only a long-term goal. In brief, in their
statements on plasticisers EPA and KemI do not endorse the Ecocycle's delegation
stringent frame unconditionally rejecting the use of persistent substances that are alien to
nature. EPA and KemI are still working along the lines of their general principle that
'substances that are not readily degradable and alien to nature should in principle be
completely eliminated from the environment'. But as a means to achieving this they accept
that such substances can be used 'under strict control'. However, it seems that faced with
the possible consequence that a strict interpretation of this frame (in terms of a real zero-
emission policy) would lead to the phasing out of substances like DEHP (and thus a large
portion of PVC applications), KemI and EPA in practice opted for a more moderate
approach. It seems likely that they tried to avoid severe socio-economic consequences in
a situation where the environmental benefits were not entirely clear, although no explicit
statements have been found on this point.

Concerning  lead, KemI stated in the 1994 interim report (KemI, 19940  and the
November 1995 final report (KemI, 1995b) of the plastic additives project that, given the
government decision of 1991,  lead in PVC should be phased out. Since the government
had already taken this decision, KemI felt a detailed risk assessment for lead was unneces-
sary (KemI, 1995). Stabilisers already used for some applications, like Ca/Zn, were indica-
ted as alternatives for lead and industry should actively further develop and test these
alternatives. No firm targets or measures were proposed. The November 1995 final report
of the plastic additives project stated that organotin should not be used as an alternative
for lead, and that reducing the use of dioctyltins should be investigated (KemI, 1995b)
This conclusion was in line with the evaluative frame adopted in 1990 and the result of
the 1994 interim report, which indicated that dioctyltin could be regarded as a possible
risk on the basis .of very conservative estimates.
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Politicians
In early  1995, the Centre Party (Daltus) and the Green Party proposed a number of rather
strongly worded motions on PVC. The motions reflected the recommendations of the
Ecocycle delegation (Swedish Parliament, 1995). They were discussed at length in
parliament's Standing Committee for Agriculture. The agricultural committee organized
a hearing on PVC on 5 April 1995, where all relevant stakeholders were present. It was
November 1995 before the committee decided which motions would be recommended to
parliament. In the meantime, Environment Minister Anna Lindh had to deal officially with
the legacy of the Ecocycle delegation. Faced with the serious lack of consensus in society,
and the knowledge that an outright PVC ban would probably be incompatible with EU
law, she took the following position. There were several occasions when she gave the
impression that although she supported a PVC ban, taking real measures was difficult. In
a radio interview  on 22 February  1995 she stated (Greenpeace Sweden, 1995b):

'You can't have a law banning PVC overnight, but it is possible to decide overnight not
to buy products that contain PVC any more'.

In mid-1995, Sweden supported the Ministers' declaration at the 4th North Sea Conference

calling for a strict precautionary approach against emissions of persistent substances:
'The ministers agree that the goal is to ensure a sustainable and sound ecosystem in the
North Sea. The guiding principle to reach this goal is the application of the precautionary
principle. This requires that contamination of the North Sea is prevented through
continuous reduction of discharges, emissions and losses of hazardous substances, in order
to achieve a complete stop within a generation (25 years). The final goal is that the levels
of naturally existing substances in the environment shall be close to the background levels,
and close to zero concentrations for man-made substances'.

In  June  1995 the Swedish government decided to assign  KemI  and  EPA to conduct  a
study designed to indicate measures to reduce the risks of additives used in PVC and
investigate the waste management options for PVC. The main difference with the (not yet
concluded !) KemI project which began in 1992 was that the new project concentrated

specifically on risks of additives for PVC, where the ongoing project evaluated all plastic
additives, including those for plastics other than PVC8. The minister's announcement of
new studies had important consequences for the proceedings in the agricultural committee.
A number of the proposed motions called for stringent measures, such as PVC phase-outs,
in relation to additives and waste management. But now, before the agricultural
commission had decided which motions would be submitted to parliament, these problems
and possible measures were to be dealt with in the research project assigned to KemI and
EPA. The agricultural committee therefore decided that there was little point to these moti-
ons. The agricultural committee decided to send only two motions to parliament, both of
which were adopted. These motions urged the government to use all the means at its
disposal to minimize the impact of the chlorine and PVC production and to phase out
lead organotin and lead stabilisers as soon as possible (curiously enough, though, the latter

points were also covered by the KemI study).
The adopted motions did not themselves reject PVC. However, the agricultural

committee had produced supporting arguments that accompanied the motions which
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argued that PVC had no place in an ecocycle society. In these supporting arguments, the
agricultural committee backed almost all the conclusions of the Ecocycle delegation. The
agricultural committee also confirmed that it could not recommend recycling with the
current technologies, but could also not exclude the possibility that recycling would
become an option in future (Swedish parliament, 1995). On this point, the opinion of the
agricultural committee was somewhat less harsh than the Ecocycle delegation's.

The status of the adopted motions led to confusion. The two motions adopted by
parliament were not in themselves very different from the viewpoints already expressed
in Bill 1990/91:90. The general  view  is that parliament only votes  on the acceptance  of
a  niotion and does not speak out on the supporting arguments that a standing committee
has added to it. Such supporting arguments are in fact quite lengthy explanations of why
a standing committee is recommending certain motions to parliament and not others, etc.
However, a number of groups quoted widely from the agricultural committee's supporting
arguments as proof that the Swedish parliament had decided on a phasing out of PVC.
This position was also adopted by Daltus (Svenksa Dagbladet, 1996). Shortly after the
motions of the agricultural committee were adopted, the environment minister came out
with the widely quoted statement that (Greenpeace Sweden, 1995c):

'The question is not any more if, but how, PVC will be phased out'

In brief, we see that with the Esbjerg declaration and the supporting arguments of the
motion from the agricultural committee the politicians reaffirm a very stringent framework
for the evaluation of toxic substances, which is basically in line with the frame already
adopted in the Ecocycle bill of 1993. But when it came down to putting this firm language
into practice, the politicians were unable to reconcile what KemI and EPA, in their
evaluative framework of 1990, had called 'an ambition that is not attainable in the short
term' with the serious consequences for the industrial production structure and the
polarised society".

Industry
The Ecocycle delegation's report was followed by many fierce, and very diverse, reactions.
Hydro Plast gathered  them  in  a  book  that was published in early 1995 (Hydro Plast,
1995). Industry also expressed the expectation that as a future EU member Sweden would
not be able to implement such strong measures since they would be incompatible with the
EU principle of free trade (ECN, 1994; compare Coleman, 1993). Indeed, probably as a
result of the industrial lobby, in late  1994 the Directorate General for Industry of the EU
commissioned a project to investigate the compatibility of measures on PVC in EU mem-
ber states with EU law (Tukker et al., 1995d)10. The general observation was that 'industry
was caught by surprise' by the Ecocycle delegation's report. The expectation had been that
the main topic would be the emissions during the material production stage and not the
additives (Chemicalweek, 1995). Industry reacted by commissioning the Institute for Water
and Air Research (Institutet fOr Vatten- och LuftvArdsforskning, IVL) to conduct crash
research into concentrations of phthalates in sediments and a review of the most critical
toxicity test, the one on frog eggs (Parkman and Remberger, 1995). The emission data for
coated steel plate and coated fabrics were questioned (Industriforbundet, 1994). Most
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industrial actors regarded the conclusions of the Ecocycle delegation with regard to phtha-
lates as unscientific. This view was endorsed by a number of scientists who were asked
by industry to peer-review the Ecocycle delegation's report. As stated by Hjertberg
(1995c):

'The investigators have not seriously considered their task - to eliininate emissions and
minimise the hazards - combined with the utilisation of the materials in question. Linked
to plasticisers, this should mean a requirement to select a plasticiser...that will bring
reduced emission or a requirement for the use of a plasticiser with increased degradability'

In connection with a permit revision, in this period Hydro Plast commissioned intensive
studies  into its emissions to water and air (Johansson,  1994 and 1996; Fejes,  1994  and

1996). Those studies confirmed the earlier reported dioxin emissions to air and water of
about 0.2 gram (1 % of the Swedish total), HCB emissions to water of 90 gram,
chlorophenol emissions to water of 90 kg, and a total organochlorine emission to water
of about 450 kg. VCM emissions to air were about 90 tons and EDC emissions to air were
about 50 tons. But the situation was not yet clear: the first IVL studies showed even
higher concentrations of HCB in sediments near Hydro Plast than SGU had indicated in
1993. In 1994 Swedish EPA also detected low but measurable concentrations of dioxins
in PVC resin (Allsopp, 1994). In response, European and North American branch

organisations of PVC producers started an extensive monitoring programme. Hydro Plast
indicated during the hearing of the agricultural committee that tests would take place to
reduce dioxin emissions by a further 90 % (Swedish parliament, 1995).

The main response of industry to the policy with regard to lead and tin stabilisers
came  from the manufacturers  of PVC products  such as pipes. Early  in  1995 the Nordic
Pipe Group (NPG) issued a report that claimed that the environmental impact of lead
stabilisers was negligible. Direct emission from the production and diffuse emissions from
the use phase were estimated at less than 100-200 kg. Lead used in major applications like
pipes and cables could be kept from the environment by recycling. For pipes, it was
claimed that even a complete diffusion of lead into the environment would have negligible
consequences. One metre of pipe contains about 7 gram lead; even if this were to diffuse
entirely into the nearest  1  m3 soil this would mean an increase in concentration of just 7
mg/kg soil. Given a background concentration of 50 mg/kg (where KemI assumed 10

mg/kg), this was regarded as an irrelevant increase. It was further stressed that lead is co-
mined with zinc and that the supply is therefore inelastic. NPG stated that it would be
safer to use lead in PVC than to dump the mined lead waste elsewhere (NPG, 1995).
Branch organization Organotin Environmental Programme (ORTEP) stressed that mono-
and dibutyltins are not hazardous for the environment and that sludge can be used as soil
fertilizer (ORTEP, 1994). Norsk Hydro initiated research into the diffusion of lead from
old buried pipes, which was proven to be virtually absent (Hjertberg and Gevert, 19958).

Industry also made clear that recycling was a feasible option. For most important
product groups PVC recycling options were described (Industriforbundet,  1994). In  1994,
Norsk Hydro, in cooperation with others including ECVM, started their so-called landfill
project. This multi-year project was designed to provide more information about the fate
of PVC and its additives in landfills. Norsk Hydro expects that this project will come
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close to providing sufficient information to judge the acceptability of landfill (Hjertberg,
1995b); Tukker et al., 1996c).

In brief, we see that industry's reaction fits the pattern of and uses the same frame
as in earlier periods. The tangible concerns aired by other coalitions lead to large amounts
of additional research to reduce uncertainties on these points. Where necessary from this
perspective, and probably also for tactical reasons to improve industry's position in the
debate, technical measures like PVC recycling and reduction of emissions of dioxins are
implemented or announced.

Environmental pressure groups
Reacting to the Ecocycle delegation's report in autumn 1994, Greenpeace stated that in the
production chain of PVC priority substances or forbidden substances like tetra, PCBs and
other chlorinated compounds are used or formed as by-products and are emitted. Greenpe-
ace staff further claimed during the March 1995 hearing of the agricultural committee that
(Swedish Parliament, 1995):

'The PVC production may be the biggest source of dioxins in Sweden'

Greenpeace also gave much attention to the fact that the HCB concentrations found in an
IVL  study  near the Swedish west coast  in  1995  were even higher than those reported  in
the SGU study  of  1993.  In  line  with the evaluative framework already applied  in  the
earlier phases, this was regarded as new proof that emissions from the PVC industry could
not be managed (Greenpeace Sweden, 1995a). Greenpeace expressed its lack of confidence
that PVC recycling could ever be a success, a view they elaborated in their reaction to the
Ecocycle delegation report (Greenpeace Sweden,  1994 and 1996b):

1.      there are at least 30 PVC formulations that require tailor-made recycling;
2.     different PVC formulations don't mix, and old formulations, for instance with

undesirable stabilisers, have to be recycled separately from new formulations;
3.       if PVC is recycled, old environmental toxins will be put back into circulation;

recycling will give rise to a dilution of problematic PVC components in new
products made of recycled PVC;

4.      PVC can frustrate recycling of other materials; e.g. PVC-coated building plate
may present problems in steel recycling due to relatively high dioxin formation
compared with PVC-free plate;

5.      a large part of the PVC from products will probably never be collected. For
example, pipes will stay in the ground.

To conclude, Greenpeace was of the opinion that recycling may be a possibility in theory,
but not in practice. In fact Greenpeace here repeats, but more specifically, a statement that
was    already    made in campaign material    in 1992 (Greenpeace Sweden, 19928).
Greenpeace's view was supported by the Naturskyddsforenigen. In the public hearing
organized in March  1995 by the agricultural committee, its director stressed the problems
with regard to waste recycling and management of PVC. She concluded that it was not
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appropriate to produce 100,000  ton  of a material,  and  then  not  to  know  what  to  do  with
it in the waste stage.

A nalysis  and  conclusions
Broadly speaking, the frames of the four actor coalitions did not change substantially from
the previous phase. In some cases, the confrontation of the philosophy with practice led
to the refinement of a frame. The frames can be summarized as follows:
1.    State agencies. On the level of second-order discourse, confrontation with

practice led to a specification of KemI's philosophy on risk management of toxic
substances. A strict interpretation would probably have led to a rejection of
plasticised PVC: DEHP may be called persistent in sediments. But given the
societal consequences of a DEHP phase-out, the judgement of DEHP was in fact
mainly based on an assessment of environmental risks. Within the margins
available in their risk management philosophy for toxic substances KemI thus
chose for the course of bringing not readily degradable substances under strict
control rather than phasing  them out.The strictness of the control seems to be a
matter of identified risks and the societal consequences of measures. On the level
of first-order discourse, this led to the recommendation of stringent emission
reduction of DEHP to prevent risks.

2.        Industry. As in the former phase, on the level of second-order discourse industry
most probably applied a risk assessment approach. On the level of first-order
discourse, this resulted in an emphasis on research that could improve the
knowledge about risks, and measures that could reduce risks. Are frog eggs the
critical effect in the toxicity assessment of DEHP ? A more sophisticated frog egg
study will be performed. Are there questions about landfill of PVC containing
metal stabilisers ? Tests will be performed to simulate PVC's behaviour in
landfills. Within this framework, Hydro Plast shows signs that they are willing to
apply a stringent approach. The suggested 90 % emission reduction for dioxins
would result in the lowest emission standard for a PVC plant in the world.

3.                 Environmentalists.   On the second-order level, Greenpeace's basic philosophy
remains unchanged. There has to be a phase out of substances and processes for
which in their view a risk assessment approach fails, such as substances that have
a long lifetime in the environment, and processes in which persistent by-products
are easily formed. On the first-order level, the PVC industry is regarded as the
prime example of a source of all kinds of unmanageable, persistent substances that
are too difficult to handle with an approach involving emission inventory and risk
management. Rather than discussing this line of argument explicitly, Greenpeace
underpins its view by pointing to all kinds of issues where the 'monitoring and
risk control' strategy lead to surprises.

4.    Politicians. The politician's view on the second-order level is similar to the
previous phase, and almost similar to Greenpeace's philosophy. On the level of
first-order discourse. there is a certain disarray. Despite all the threatening lan-
guage, both the environment minister and the agricultural committee do not in fact
succeed in implementing a PVC policy that is consistent with their philosophy on
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risk management of toxic substances. In terms used by Hajer (1995a, 1995b)
among others, one could say that the politicians developed a number of strong
metaphors that helped them to make sense of the situation, but that in the battle
with practice that inevitably follows when metaphors have to be worked out in
concrete terms they were unable to succeed in operationalising their views.

7.4.6   1996-1997: A temporal (?) stalemate

The  reports  of EPA  and KemI, completed  in  July  1996, were quite positive about  PVC.
This created a stalemate in the debate: strong measures against PVC had become
impossible, but the positions in society and the political arena were as polarized as ever.
Partially in relation to the PVC issue, the government decided to install a new committee,
the Chemicals Policy Committee (CPC). This committee had to investigate the possibilities
for a more precautionary substance policy. In fact, this CPC was given the task of finding
out how the criteria by which PVC had been judged, by the Ecocycle delegation for
instance, could be applied to all substances. The CPC worked out a proposal in line with
the Esbjerg declaration. PVC was once again an attention point and once again phasing
out was recommended - this time partially on the basis of a novel argument: that
degradation of PVC in landfills could lead to PTBs in the long term. The positions of
actors during this period are elaborated in more detail below.

State agencies
KemI and EPA felt the motions of November 1995 had little influence on the content of
their assignment of June  1995. They continued their research and the reports were publis-
hed in June  1996. The KemI study on PVC additives, which began in 1995, produced only
a limited amount of new data compared with the general plastic additives project that had
been performed between  1992 and November  1995. The main addition  was  a more
detailed inventory of the sources of phthalate emissions. Additional attention was given
to the diffusion of lead from pipes. Concerning dioctyltins  it was stressed that the toxicity
data were very uncertain and that recent research reported by ORTEP (1996) showed that
concentrations of octyltins  in the environment were lower than previously assumed. The
socio-economic effects of measures like phase-outs were also investigated. Finally, a
review of LCAs showed no significant improvement in the performance of alternatives.
In many cases, the final report used the same text as the final report of the plastic additi-
ves project (KemI, 1996). KemI concluded that:

-          the content of DEHP in the environment should be reduced. Measures should be
adopted by international agreement. More detailed proposals would be produced
after a number of phthalates had been investigated under the EU's programme for
existing substances.

-         the use of lead stabilisers in new, non-recycled plastics should be reduced by 90
% in 2005 compared with 1994. This measure explicitly does not restrict recycling
of PVC; recycling is seen as a means to keep lead, that is mainly used in cables
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and pipes, in a 'closed loop'. Lead should not be used in short-life products. These
measures should be implemented without mandatory rules;

- industry should investigate in more detail exposure to and environmental effects
of organic tin compounds such as stabilisers for PVC, and submit research mate-
rial to KemI by 30 June  1998 at the latest. Industry was obliged to take into ac-
count the possibilities of substitution, as stated in section 5 of the Act on chemical

products.

KemI's conclusions are largely identical to those already drawn in the Plastic Additives
report of November   1995.  It  can  thus be concluded  that KemI applied its existing
evaluative framework without change in this phase. But there are minor differences.
Where the November 1995 report asked for 'as low levels as possible in the environment'
for DEHP, the target now is only reduction and more detailed proposals will only be
formulated after the EU risk assessment is ready. The somewhat less stringent statement

on organotin can be explained by the more positive risk assessment data. One could
interpret these minor changes as a sign that, despite the principle that 'substances that are
not readily degradable and alien to nature should in principle be completely eliminated
from the environment', slightly greater weight is given to risk information in order to
balance environmental and economic benefits.

EPA stated that PVC re-use is acceptable from a health and environmental
viewpoint. The Ecocycle delegation's conclusion that recycling was not possible was
rejected: recycling is operational, though on a modest scale. Take-back guarantees are

given in Sweden for pipes and windows (Swedish EPA, 1996). EPA scientist Petra

Hagstrom ( 1997):
'Plants which recycle PVC exist.... At present, the recycled quantity is, of course, small.
The major part of the important PVC product groups is still in use in the technosphere.
therefore only small quantities have reached the waste phase. And the fact that you will
not reach 100 % recycled PVC material is no exception compared with other plastics.'

Incineration of PVC is not seen as problematic. There will be no additional dioxin forma-
tion and additional costs are within reasonable limits. The consequences of PVC waste
disposal in landfill were not fully documented, but research is under way. Most types of
waste will entail unknown long-term risks in landfill, and PVC and its contaminants are

no exception. In this respect PVC waste should be judged according to the same standards
as other waste. Current knowledge indicates that emissions from landfilled PVC do not
constitute a major environmental problem (Swedish EPA, 1996).

Industry
A fter the motions and statements of Minister Lindh in November 1995, everything pointed
to a new dark hour for the PVC industry. At that time, it was not yet clear what the
contents of the KemI and EPA reports would be. Although it was scarcely conceivable
that politicians would propose measures against PVC before these studies were finished,
the expectation was that they would do so after the KemI and EPA reports were released.
In this period, Hydro Plast decided to commission TNO and CML to perform a PVC
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substance flow analysis for Sweden. The study was organized in a very open setting, with
numerous exchanges between the TNO/CML researchers and the EPA and KemI
researchers. Several other stakeholders, including producers of PVC products and a
Norwegian environmental pressure group were invited to join the reference group of the
study. Greenpeace declined an invitation to participate. The results of this study are
extensively discussed in chapter 5 (Tukker et al., 1996b and 1998a).

In addition, the Swedish and international PVC industry had arranged a number
of other studies, which produced rather positive results for industry. PVC resin appeared
to be virtually free of dioxins. Analytical difficulties were mentioned as a probable reason
for the earlier positive results (Wagenaar et al., 1996; Carrol et al., 1996b). Reviews in
the scientific literature suggested clearly that other industrial sectors than the PVC- or
chlorine industry had to be given priority in the search for dioxin emissions (e.g. Fiedler
and van den Berg, 1996). A new emission inventory for phthalates was made, that updated
and detailed the emission data in the KemI report of June 1996 (Neste Oxo,  1996; see
also: Johnard, 1996). The study on the effects of phthalates on frog eggs was completed.
Effects appeared to be lower: the original study had suffered from interference from the
use of ethanol as an additional chemical (Wennberg et al., 1997). Due to these results, in-
dustry saw new hope for phthalates. This is in line with the basic framework for the
management of toxic substances that industry had applied in all phases: risks should be
controlled in a substance-by-substance approach, based on an assessment of acceptable
environmental levels via animal tests. As long as these are positive, industry tends to
accept materials like plasticisers. Measures are certainly accepted, but they should be
reasonable in this evaluative context (Niklasson, 1997):

'Exposure is of utmost importance, and the aim is to decrease exposure to acceptable
levels by reducing emissions, e.g. by changes in technology. Acceptable exposure levels

must generally be scientifically formulated and politically accepted. For phthalates.
evidence so far looks positive taking accepted criteria for good, but we have to wait for
the new assessment'

Norsk Hydro also took a more offensive tack. In August  1996 they launched their 'PVC
of tomorrow concept' (cf. Norsk Hydro, 1996d). This is a concept that reflects Norsk
Hydro's view of how, from a long-term perspective, PVC can fit in an ecocycle society.
For Norsk Hydro the concept is an important principle for future developments with
regard to PVC. One example is the fact that Norsk Hydro has initiated the development
of heavy metal-free stabilisers (PVC-Forum, 1996). Most other firms, for instance, already
regard the replacement of lead with Ca/Zn and Ba/Zn compounds as a far-reaching step.
It is, however, unclear whether Norsk Hydro is motivated by a conviction that lead
stabilisers in PVC form a threat in the long term for the environment; other Swedish
actors in the PVC industry in any case argued vigorously that lead in PVC is immobile
and is no threat to the environment (Bjdrklund, 1995). Another example is the public sta-
tement by Hydro Plast's managing director in August  1996 that the firm would phase out
the mercury cell process for chlorine production and virtually eliminate emissions of PTBs
(Hydro Plast, 1996a) These steps seem out of step even with the policy of European
branch organisations. For instance, Eurochlor opposes a phase-out of the mercury cell
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process since this would mean major investments without any real environmental benefits.
The virtual elimination of PTBs should be interpreted as a 90 % reduction of the emissi-
ons of dioxins, HCB and chlorophenoles (Tukker et al., 1996c). Hydro Plast feels that the
issues relating to the emissions of persistent chlorinated compounds have been targeted.
The far-reaching measures would be implemented as soon as the necessary permit had
been granted by the Franchise Board of Environmental Protection in the ongoing
reassessment (Niklasson, 1997; cf. FBE, 1996). Internationally, the European PVC
industry developed a number of initiatives. In 1995 it had already signed an environmental
charter in which all European PVC producers committed themselves to stringent emission
standards for substances including dioxins, VCM and EDC (ECVM, 1995b)". They further
launched a recycling initiative and put their message clearly across to the press, politicians
and other stakeholders at a seminar in November 1996 (ECVM, 1996).

Virtually all the actors interviewed saw these steps as signs that Hydro Plast had
made major changes in their approach to dealing with external environmental demands in
recent years: a greater degree of openness and more pro-active way of formulating
research issues and technical measures. Most Swedish actors seem to take Hydro's
promises and efforts seriously, although they may not all agree with their interpretation
of sustainability (e.g. Daldus, 1997; Knapp, 1997). It is difficult to say whether Norsk
Hydro's new activities are based on a fundamental change of view concerning management
of toxic substances. One could interpret the goal of changing to heavy metal-free
stabilisers as a sign that Norsk Hydro is shifting to a more source-oriented philosophy: if
you don't need to use toxic materials like lead, why rely on the assumption that lead will
eternally be immobile in PVC and not choose for the alternative. But most of the other
measures seem to be in line with the philosophy followed in the former phases that
emissions of toxic substances should be under strict control - and no more than that. At
the same time it has to be acknowledged that, within this evaluative framework, Norsk
Hydro's control goals indeed are very strict.

Environmental pressure groups
Greenpeace was sharply critical of the EPA report on waste management. In their reaction,
they started with an explicit discussion of the evaluative framework that should be used.
In an introduction of over one page, Greenpeace argued that 'a risk management system
which makes it possible to keep up the dangerous work' can always be found, but that in
view of the preamble of the Ecocycle bill and the Esbjerg declaration such a management
approach is outdated (Greenpeace, 1996a and  1996b).  The  text of the reaction  to the  1996
EPA report suggests that for Greenpeace a phase-out of the use of heavy metals is a self-
evident goal (Greenpeace Sweden, 1996b) Greenpeace pointed out that quite a few of the
conclusions of EPA were taken directly from reports prepared by actors in the PVC
industry, like Hydro Plast and PVC Forum. These included the statement that no dioxins
and other low-molecular chlorinated hydrocarbons are formed in recycling processes. The
implicit message seemed to be that such sources (and statements) can not really be trusted
and that EPA was not independent enough. Greenpeace was still concerned about
formation of toxic chlorine compounds in recycling plants. EPA's cost calculations for
incineration of PVC are challenged. EPA indicates that the additional costs for neutralising
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hydrogen chloride is more than would be covered by the energy recovered. Greenpeace,
on the other hand, argued that incineration of alternative plastics should be much cheaper
since they have a higher caloric value and do not need additional chemicals for neutralisa-
tion. Concerning recycling, Greenpeace literally repeated the comments they made on the
report of the Ecocycle delegation.

Greenpeace also rejected the KemI study on PVC additives published in June
1996. The risk of synergetic effects between phthalates and other chemicals with
endocrinic influence had already been demonstrated (Greenpeace Sweden, 1996a). KemI's
conclusions were regarded as a surrender to the EU demands of free trade (Knapp, 1997).
Greenpeace maintains the view that phthalates are persistent in sediments, can be found
in measurable concentrations in the environment and are subject to long-range transport.
The only way to deal with such chemicals is to prevent their release through a phase-out,
as demanded by the North Sea Declaration's target. The fact that the new frog egg study
for DEHP results in a higher PNEC did not make much impression (Hermansson, 1997):

'One reevaluated study does not clear the phthalates of suspicion. There still remain a
number of studies that show damaging effects of phthalate exposure. Besides, in the frog
egg study only effects on hatching of one generation frog eggs was studied. How the large

amounts at other endpoints are affected the study does not show. This traditional
toxicological test wi||, for example, not sufficiently reveal problems caused by hormone
disruption since these often appear later in the life of the offspring'

Greenpeace is unimpressed by the fact that new research shows that emissions of
chlorinated substances from the production process may be lower than they claimed (see
e.g. Landner et al., 1995; Tukker et al., 1996c), or that emissions can be limited to very
low levels by emission reduction technologies. Former Greenpeace campaigner Mats
Knapp indicated that there have been so many surprising pathways for formation and
emissions of persistent chlorinated substances, that there can be little confidence that
chlorine really can be managed (Knapp, 1997). The argument that emissions seem low is
not convincing. Knapp (1997):

'Emission reduction measures for processes in which PTBs are formed are never 100 %
effective. This means you always have some emission of a substance we don't want to see
in the environment. It doesn't matter whether industry shows an emission of such a
substance is very low. It should not be there. And I can not use your [AT'sl point that vir-
tually all current industrial processes emit some persistent chemicals, like PAHs, as an
argument to accept low emissions of persistent substances from the PVC industry. Once
we've phased out the chlorinated PTBs. we also have to work on a complete elimination
of other persistent substances like PAHs' .

In this interview, Knapp also raised another argument:
'The Esbjerg declaration's aim is to reduce the input of persistent substances into nature
to a zero level. But you could say that PVC as such is a persistent substance. And we
bring  100.000 tons  into our society every year. You  may say  it is inert.  But of course, at
some moment in the distant future, it will degrade. And even if just a tiny fraction of the
millions of tons of accumulated PVC degrades to persistent organochlorines, this will be
a major problem'.
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Other Greenpeace staff indicated that the aim should not be to learn to live with toxic che-
micals, but to create a society that can do without them (Hermansson, 1997). The first
solution would mean (Greenpeace Sweden, 1996b):

'creating a gigantic risk management system in which we all participate. A utopian system
opposing all existing declarations and policiesl 1, presupposing flawless and perfect
technology, flawless perfect people. A metaphor might be to say that it is as harmless to
buy a Pitbull terrier for your children as it is to buy a Labrador puppy, as long as you
have sufficient safety measures such as muzzle, strangle leash, permanent surveillance.
etc.'

To conclude, Greenpeace's evaluative framework did not move an inch throughout the
whole period from 1990. Ongoing industry and state agency research meant they could

no longer use some operational arguments here and there, like the concern about hatching
of frog eggs. And new operational arguments arose, like the fear for persistent degradation
products of PVC in the long term. But the basic philosophy still stands firm: a risk
assessment approach and technological control systems are as full of holes as a Swiss
Emmentahler cheese and the PVC chain is, from an overall perspective, too risky to be
controlled by such a system.

Politicians
Dalaus strongly criticized the KemI and EPA reports. He accused EPA in particular of
ignoring decisions of parliament on PVC in performing their research: in Daltus' view the
November 1995 motions meant that parliament had voted  for a phasing  out  of PVC
(Svenksa Dagbladet, 1996). In that context, support of recycling of PVC was impossible.
In fact he re-aired an old point already made years before by the Centre Party: parliament
should have more direct control over state agencies like EPA and KemI (Jamison et al.,
1990). Due to environmental problems, in terms of 'unacceptable emissions' from cradle
to grave, Daldus continued to regard PVC as a material that does not belong in an
ecocycle society (Daltus, 1997)

Minister Anna Lindh stated in an interview with Blekinge-tidnignen Sydostran
(1996) that the Swedish parliament had not taken a formal decision to phase out PVC. The

reports of KemI and EPA did not result in concrete government action. The Swedish
Environmental Protection  Act  was also revised  in  1996. A little  to the frustration  of
Greenpeace, the formulation of the article that obliges EPA to weigh the benefits of
reduction of environmental risks against the societal consequences in permit procedures
was not changed (Knapp, 1997). The Swedish Environmental Protection Act in its current
form will, in Greenpeaces view, simply not back a phase out of processes in which PTBs
are formed: it will always be possible to find some end-of-pipe solution that 'balances' risk
and benefits. In Greenpeace's view, this frustrates the implementation of principles
reflected by the Esbjerg declaration and the preambe of the Ecocycle bill, calling for a
genuine zero emission of PTBs by the implementation of inherently clean technology.

The most important action taken in mid-1996 was a government decision to install
a Chemicals Policy Committee (CPC), including Mr. Daltus, which was given the task
of developing a new basis for a chemical products policy. This decision was taken before
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the EPA and KemI reports were published. The point of departure for its work was to be
the Ministers' Declaration of the 4th North Sea Conference in Esbjerg of 1995, that called
for a complete stop to discharges of hazardous substances into the North Sea environment.
The CPC paid specific attention to PVC. The main point, however, was that the debate
about the precautionary approach to substance management, which was the basic driving
force behind the attacks on PVC, was now raised to a higher level: the whole substance
policy (Swedish Government, 1996).

The CPC published its report in July  1997. The Committee formulated a number
of crucial and interesting points of departure on which substance policy should be based.
The CPC breaks radically with the notion of substance management on the basis of risk
assessment. The number of substances evaluated in risk assessment is low and progress
is too slow. But the most radical point of departure is to drop the criterion of toxicity in

judging whether a substance has to be phased out. Referring to the ongoing debate on
endocrinic substances, the CPC concluded that toxicity assessments are highly fallible. For
substances that are persistent and liable to bioaccumulate errors will be discovered too
late. The CPC thus proposed only accepting substances that are not persistent according
to standardised tests for Ready or Inherent Biodegradability and are not liable to
bioaccumulate (i.e. having a BCF of less than  100 or a Kow of less than  1,000; as a first
step phasing out of substances with a BCF of over 10,000 and a Kow of over 100,000 was
proposed). Using this specific framework, the CPC produced guidelines for
implementation of this philosophy in the medium term (15 years). By 2002, all companies
should attach appropriate information to their products. By 2007, all products on the
market should be free of persistent and bioaccumulating substances, lead, mercury,
cadmium, and substances with severe irreversible effects. By 2012 the same should apply
for production processes. By 2012, all other metals should be used in applications where
they are mainly kept intact during use and collected for reuse, recycling or disposal. With
such criteria. it is not surprising that the section devoted to PVC left little hope for the
future of this material: 'PVC plastic materials do not belong in the future ecocycle society'
and should be substituted 'no later than 2007'. A new, technical argument used was that
one could never be sure that PVC in landfills would not degrade to chlorinated PTBs in
the long term (CPC, 1997).

The CPC did a major job in operationalizing and elaborating the frame that was
already present in the preamble of the Ecocycle bill. Where in the past the political
discussion may sometimes have given the impression of being conducted in terms of
metaphors, there is now a fairly clearly elaborated philosophy. This does not mean the
debate is solved. The document was a committee standpoint, and the political and societal
discussion still had to take place. Further, one cannot escape the idea that practical
implementation will result in quite a few unexpected problems and consequences that may
well make it necessary to refine some of the CPC's ideas'3.

A nalysis  and  conclusions
On the level of the dispute about facts, in this phase the discussion mainly concentrated
on the cost data and feasibility of recycling routes indicated in the EPA report on waste
management. The main achievement of this phase is that a crucial element is added to the
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discussion. Where in the former phases there was virtually no discussion about the
underlying evaluative frames, the CPC expressly puts exactly this point on the agenda.
The frames as such remain unchanged compared with the former phase, though some
further specification takes place:

1.       State agencies. On the level of second-order discourse, the new KemI and EPA
reports confirm the problem framing indicated in the previous section. Not readily
degradable substances should, in relation to identified risks and the societal
consequences of measures, be under st,ict control instead of being phased out. On
the level of first-order discourse, this leads to a similar set of measures against
lead, organotin and DEHP as proposed in the previous phase.

2.             Industry. As in the previous phase, on the level of second-orderdiscourse industry
most probably applied a risk assessment approach. On the level of first-order
discourse, Hydro Plast takes steps in line with this philosophy that can hardly be
more far-reaching: probably no other firm in the PVC industry proposes such tight
technical control goals.

3.   Envimnmentalists. On the level of second-order discourse, Greenpeace's
statements further clarify their problem framing. Knowledge about emissions and
effects will always be insufficient, risk management systems will become too
complicated and unreliable, and therefore for persistent substances the only
realistic approach is a phase-out. On the level of first-order discourse,  new
research forces them to drop the argument of concern about the effects of DEHP
for frog eggs, and emphasis shifts to the possibility that PVC in landfills may
break down into persistent organochlorines.

4.     Politicians. The political view on second-order level is similar to the previous
phase and quite similar to Greenpeace's philosophy. To some extent, the
politicians failed to give clear guidance to EPA and KemI on the risk management
paradigm that should be applied.  The 1995 Esbjerg declaration  and the preamble
of the Ecocycle bill all called for a zero-emission policy for persistent substances.
However, no attempts were made to operationalise this principle in such a way
that it could be applied without discrimination to all societal activities. Even more
confusing, this philosophy   was not included  in  the 1996 revision  of  the   most
central Swedish environmental law, the Swedish Environmental Protection Act.
Risk management and cost-benefit approaches are therefore still mandatory, even
for persistent substances. In this respect, the CPC formulated a clear, ambitious
philosophy on which substance policy should be based. This philosophy is
basically an extended and more operationalised version of the philosophy already
mentioned  in  the  preamble  of the Ecocycle  bill  of 1993. On first-order level, this
philosophy was translated in a new rejection of PVC.
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7.5 Analysis and conclusions

7.5.1 Introduction

When we look back at this description of the Swedish PVC debate, a number of strands
can be distinguished. Industry, the state agencies, politicians and environmental groups
seem to be able to agree on certain facts, but obviously frame the problem in totally
different ways. Furthermore, it seems that the frames and the way they are put on the
agenda become more explicit over time. All these topics are of major importance in
answering the two research questions I mentioned at the start of this chapter. These
questions were:

1.           is  it  possible to discern frame  levels  in controversies  ?  How  can we specify  the
structure of such frames with respect to:
a         the  characteristics  of  possible  layers  in a frame:  a 'hard core' and the

'operational assumptions' ?
b.      the driving process behind framing ?

2.          Can robust knowledge claims be identified in controversies, and can therefore the
observation language and basic logic be commensurable ? If yes, do  robust
knowledge claims  have specific characteristics ?

I will deal with these questions in the following sections. Section 7.5.2 discusses the status
of knowledge in the controversy. Section 7.5.3 analyses the frames. Section 7.5.4 deals
with the frame development process and the role of communication between actor
coalitions. Some final statements are made in section 7.5.5.

7.5.2 The status of knowledge

As in the case of the Dutch chlorine controversy, in the Swedish PVC controversy actor
coalitions also use a similar basic logic and observation language in Kuhnian terms. When
using terms like emissions, quantities, toxic effects, uncertainties, technical measures, etc.,
all actors mean the same thing. The paradigmatic observation language differences that
have been identified between, for instance the Aristotelian and Galilean world view (e.g.
Feyerabend, 1988 and 1995), is absent.

Against this background, it is not surprising that we can distinguish robust
knowledge claims in our case: knowledge claims that are accepted by adherents of
different frames. Mass flow data are generally accepted, and there seems to be no further
discussion about the emission data from specific sources, even when they concern dioxins.
The reason is quite easily explicable in the terms already indicated in chapter 2, where I
expressed the expectation that knowledge claims would be less robust if the data were the
result of 'elaborated' calculations, assumptions had to be made about human behaviour in
the risk generating system, or the method by which the data were generated was not yet
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applied in the field at stake and could give rise to misjudgements. For mass balance data
and thoroughly validated emission measurements all these issues are irrelevant.

As I have already indicated in chapter 6, this does not mean that my robust
knowledge claims are free of construction processes. However, as I argued in chapter two,
the results of these types of construction processes involve an observation language and
measurement methods that are so basic and commonly accepted in our society, that in
practice no actor feels the need to open them up to discussion. This is confirmed in this
case. I therefore prefer to treat these robust knowledge claims as coming close to the old
positivist ideal of'neutral facts', since the status of knowledge in the controversy  does not
really differ.

But actors clearly have different ways of combining and expanding the commonly
accepted, robust knowledge claims to a full, overall evaluative puzzle. Greenpeace may
accept the outcome of the toxicity test of DEHP on frog eggs as such, but argues that a
test on one species is no guarantee of safety. They may accept the emission figures for the
incinerator outlet but still doubt whether all dioxin outlets of Hydro Plast are known. This
could be interpreted as disagreement on purely factual questions. However, in my view
it reflects more than that: a different way of drawing management conclusions on the basis
of the same set of robust knowledge claims. This brings us to the discussion of frame
differences.

7.5.3 Frames

In contrast to the case of the Dutch chlorine debate, in the Swedish PVC debate the
frames of the actor coalitions are rather stable. They can be roughly described as follows.
Briefly, EPA and Kenil adopt the following framework:

they believe that emissions from the PVC chain can be inventoried fairly
completely;
their starting point is that technological emission reduction measures and the
people that manage these systems can be trusted to work properly;
in substance policy, KemI formally adopts a rather precautionary basic approach
(zero emissions of persistent substances, emissions of natural persistent substances
should depend on natural burdens, and only for degradable substances are known
effects in the environment used for standard setting). But in practice they use this
approach as a principle; when it comes down to interpretations and measures, they
also take the socio-economic consequences into account. This becomes quite clear
from how KemI deals with DEHP: though a persistent chemical, a phase-out
would mean the end of the PVC industry, and in such a situation information
about the actual environmental risks plays an important role in the policy KemI
proposes. EPA also seems to use a risk assessment approach in evaluating the
emissions from the material production;
they also believe that an absolute zero emission goal for persistent substances is
not meaningful.
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KemI  and EPA scarcely  seem to change their position.  In  1996  KemI is still proposing
virtually the same kind of measures against phthalates, lead and organotin as in their first
report in  1991. Only their latest proposals may be termed a little weaker than those in the
report of November  1995.  Then  it was stated  that the emission of phthalates should  be
reduced to the lowest possible levels, while in the June 1996 reports the reduction is made
dependent on the outcome of the EU risk assessment. New information is mainly used in
the discussion between industry and KemI/EPA, mainly in relation to the question of how
to balance environmental benefits with socio-economic consequences, and whether a
prudent approach by KemI was justified in situations where information is lacking.

Industry uses a framework that is to some extent comparable with that of KemI
and EPA, but it is a bit looser on several points. We see that industry generally conducts
reactive research to check whether data on environmental concentrations and PNECs were
correct for a certain critical end-point; if this research proved that the situation was better
than expected they act as if the problems are over (although little is generally known
about other end-points). They still don't seem convinced about the usefulness of phasing
out lead stabilisers, since the diffuse emissions are low. Phthalates are no problem, unless
toxic effects at current environmental concentrations can be identified.

Environmental pressure groups and ultimately politicians use a similar framework.
The frame of the environmental pressure groups, notably Greenpeace, seems to remain
unchanged from the start of the controversy. The politicians, however, need some time to
develop a fully elaborated view. In the early nineties, it seems that politicians to a large
extent followed KemI's and EPA's proposals. When the Ecocycle bill was presented in
1993, a more stringent philosophy was adopted, and it is only from this time on that
politicians started to air similarly far-reaching views as the environmentalists. The
framework is based on the following points:

they believe it will be impossible to discover all sources of emissions for a reacti-
ve substance like chlorine
they start from the assumption that toxicity assessments do not say anything and
simply hide ignorance, one can never know all effects at all end-points. Persistent
chemicals should therefore not be released at all, since they result in irreversible
contamination of the environment;
they have a low faith in the proper functioning of emission reduction measures
and people who manage them
they do not want management of risks but the selection of ways that pose no
risks;
they are ready to apply absolutist goals like an 'absolute zero emission policy' for
all persistent substances.

This analysis indicates that influential politicians and environmental pressure groups have
developed a common view on the subject of PVC and substance policy in general. In the
assessment of the Ecocycle delegation, during the discussions in the agricultural committee
and the report of the CPC politicians apply virtually the same type of logic as used by
environmental groups. This reflects the broad access environmental groups in Sweden have
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in political circles, and the Swedish tradition of incorporating environmentalism in the
political establishment.

EPA and KemI formed a clear counterweight in this situation. They used their
independent position to perform and disseminate analyses of the environmental threats
against the background of the legal framework and philosophies they had to work with.
They  formulated this framework themselves  in  1990,  and  at  that time received political
backing for it. Frameworks of course don't give an operational answer in practical
situations, and some interpretation -which inevitably had political consequences - was
needed. EPA and KemI applied a mixture of a precautionary philosophy and an evaluation
of costs and benefits of certain measures. At times, this meant opposing the newly
emerging political views. In this respect, they may have been closer to industry than to
environmental groups and political circles. Industry for its part tried to cooperate as
Closely as possible with EPA and KemI. EPA scientist Petra Hagstrdm:

'When they set up their phthalate proJect they contacted us several times, to make sure that
all relevant issues would be covered. They really tried to give us the information we
needed.'

In the frames presented above it is possible to discern a number of layers in terms of the
first and second-order discourses proposed by Fischer (1995; see also chapter 2). Fisher
further divides second-order discourses into the levels of societal vindication (related to
questions like 'does the policy goal result in unanticipated problems with important
societal consequences') and social choice (related to questions like 'do normative reflection
and empirical evidence support the justification and adoption of an alternative ideology
and the social order it prescribes'). The central evaluative philosophies towards substance
policy of the actor coalitions that were at stake can be seen as a second-order discourse,
particularly on the level of societal vindication. The environmentalists and politicians are
convinced that a substance policy on the basis of risk assessment and technical control
will fail and will lead to intolerable, unanticipated consequences. They propose an
alternative philosophy. It starts from the point of view that knowledge in the field of
managing toxic substances is limited, and that too much trust should not be put in
technological and social measures to keep undesirable substances under control. Though
it is also important that this may point to the possibility of an ideological discourse at the
level of social choice, this level is not explicit in our case.

Fischer further discerns a first-order discourse, which he divides into the levels of
'program verification' (related to questions like 'does the program empirically fulfil its
stated objectives') and 'situational verification' (related to questions like 'is the program
objectively relevant to the situation'). Most of the 'tangible' arguments used in the debate
can be placed on this level, particularly in relation to program verification. For example,
the discussions on whether the risk levels related to DEHP, organotins and other
substances are exceeded or not, and whether these are the appropriate risk levels.

Tables 7.5.1 to 7.5.4 review the framing of the problem by each actor coalition
during each phase at the level of program verification and societal vindication. They
further show which elements were most explicit in the controversy at a given point in
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time. Tables 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 further indicate what specific measures against chlorine were
taken in each phase.

7.5.4 Frame (in)stability and driving factors

The tables confirm the theory discussed in chapter 2 that the arguments at the level of
program verification are more flexible than those at the level of societal vindication. If on-
going research makes its use no longer viable, an argument such as that concerning the
risks of DEHP for the hatching of frog eggs is dropped by the environmentalists. But
other arguments, like the degradation of PVC in landfills to PTBs, are advanced. One
could probably say that the 'hard core' is defended with 'operational arguments' - not so
very different from the way Lakatos (1970) describes how a 'hard core' and 'protective
belt' work in scientific theories.

Because indeed, none of the actor coalitions make a fundamental change in their
framing of the problem at second-order level: they adhere to a given evaluative philosophy
from the beginning to the end. The only change in the context of the discussion was that
until 1992 the politicians did not participate in the debate. But once they did so, they
immediately started to use a specific frame that did not change again afterwards. Apart
from this, one has the impression that KemI and EPA to a certain extent adjusted the
philosophy towards substance management they intially adopted when it came down to
practical application. For example, in the latter phases, KemI to some extent balanced risks
and benefits in their judgement on DEHP, where a strict interpretation of their philosophy
could have signified a phase-out. However, in general the large amount of research by
KemI, EPA, industry and other institutions did not have much influence on the way actor
coalitions integrated their ideas into an overarching picture. One could say that for some
actors frame differences made the 'hard facts' produced by all the research to a large extent
irrelevant to the controversy. Greenpeace's frame simply regards the fact that so much risk
assessment research has be done to make sure things are under control as a sign that
something is very wrong. Thus, Greenpeace in fact declared Hydro Plast's research efforts
irrelevant to the problem. In the frame adopted by Norsk Hydro, research and technical
measures were in fact a very logical way of improving the situation. The main effect of
all the research relates to the conclusions drawn by KemI and EPA in their reports. They
adopted a frame in which balancing risks and benefits still played a role, and the fact that
timely, and rather positive, risk information about DEHP and organotins could be found
meant that KemI did not have to issue harsh conclusions such as banning certain
substances.

As in the Dutch chlorine case, no single driving force behind the construction
processes can be indicated. Personal interests can be indicated as one factor. It seems
indisputable that industry is well aware that this discussion can have a considerable effect
on their interests. Phasing out of PVC simply means closure of Hydro Plast, or PVC       production only for foreign markets. It thus seems reasonable to assume that the attitude
of industry is at least partially driven by self-interest. Still, Hydro Plast has shown it is        
willing to implement far-reaching measures. As previously stated in the Dutch chlorine        



Table 7.5.1: Framing of the chlorine problem by state agencies (in bold: the most explicit arguments)

Pedod 1990-1992: Greenpeace sparks the 1992-1994: Politicians tly a 1994-1995: Struggle, debate 1996-1997: A temporal (?)

Frame level debate knock-out and new blows stalemate

1: Pmgram -   Phthalate emissions should de- See 1990-1992, plus See 1992-1994, plus: See 1992-1994, but:
verifi- creaje -      FTB -emissions  from PVC -   DEHP in sediments close   -   the contents of DEHP in

cauon -   Lead use should cease in general production are manageable to point sources are a risk; the environment should be

TBTO should be phased out, un- -   DEHP may inhibit hatching emissions must be reduced

certainties about tin stabilisers of frog eggs: high exposure minimized to secure lowest -   environmental effects of
should be cddressed of heamophiliacs and dialysis possible levels in the organic tin compounds are

patients takes place environment uncertain and should be
-   a conservative PNEC for -   Reduction of the use of investigated

dioctyltin is higher than dioctyltins should be .   recycling,landfill and in-
environmental concentrations investigated cineration is no problem

1: System    'Risk assessment partially fails' See 1990-1992 See 1990-1992, but: See 1994-1995, and:

vindication - virtual zero emission of -  risk information starts to -  practical implementation
anthropogenic persistent sub- play a more important role of the principles should
stances by use under strict in determining the occur indiscriminately
control, since fate and effect is necessary strictness of con- between sectors; other
difficult to model and they cause trol for persistent accepted practices can be
irreversible contamination substances used as reference (for

-  persistent substances present in PVC)
nature may be emitted to a cert-
ain extent

-   non-persistent substances may be
emitted if risk levels are not
exceeded

Measures - rather stringent emission
taken: standards in Hydro Plast's

new permit



Table  7.5.2:   Framing  of  the  chlorine  problem   by   industry   (in  bold:  the  most  explicit  arguments)

Pebod 1990-1992: Greenpeace sparks 1992-1994: Politicians try a 1994-1995: Struggle, debate and 1996-1997: A temponil (?)

Fmme level the debate knock-out new blows stalemate

1: Pmgram - Toxicity of PVC is or will be See 1990- 1992 See 1990-1992, plus: See 1994-1995

veiifica- brought under control -   lead emissions from pipes
tion VCM emissions are low negligible

DEHP is not car- -   mono- and dibutlyltins are
cinogenic not hazardous
dioxin emissions are low -      recycling  of  PVC  is  feasible
emissions to water are

mainly degradable
additives are immobile

-   PVC pedorms well in LCAs
2: System Risk assessment: See 1990-1992 See 1990-1992 See  1990-1992

vindica- - evaluate toxicity with a sub-
tion stance-by-substance approach

-   risks have to be balanced
with benefits

Measures -   reduction of phthalate -  research into alternative See under authorities, plus: Launch of Norsk Hydro's 'PVC
taken emissions during the stabilisers -   European PVC industry signs of tomorrow' concept

production of PVC products - research into behaviour of self-regulating charter -   phase-out of mercury cell
-   research into effects of PVC in landfills concerning stringent emission electrolysis

phthalates -   replacement of plastic pipes reductions - written statement to reduce
-   incineration of by-products of to prevent dioxin formation - Hydro Plast proposes a 90 % dioxin emissions by 90 %

EDC production instead of reduction in dioxin emissions - research into better

export for solvent production plasticisers and stabilisers
-  research into dioxin emission

during PVC production



Table 7.5.3- Fraining of the PVC-problem by politicians (in bold: the most explicit arguments)

Pebod 1990-1992: Greenpeace Sparks 1992-1994: Politicians try a knock-out 1994-1995: Struggle, debate 1996-1997: A temporal (?)

Frame level the debate and new blows stalemate

1: Prognm  See state agencies: -   FI'B-emissions from PVC See 1992-1994, but: See 1992-1994, and:
vetifica- - Phthalate emissions should production are not decisive -   recycling can become an  -   all products and processes
tion decrease -   DEHP accumulates in the envi- option in future should be free of persistent

-  Lead use should cease in ronment,  thus  plasticised  PV C and bioaccumulative

general should be phased out substances, lead, mercury

-  TBTO should be phased out; - Referring to the 1990-1992 po- (etc.)

uncertainties about tin sition: organotin and lead stabi- -       PV C  may   degrade  to

stabilisers should be ad- lisers should be phased out at once FI'Bs in long term
dressed -   recycling can not be recommended -      'PVC  plastic  materials  do

-  landfill is unsuitable not belong in the future
-   in sum: 'PVC has no place in an ecocycle society'

Ecocycle society'
2: System   See state agencies 'risk assessment and technical me- See 1992-1994 See  1992-1994,  but  more

vindica- asures fail': specifically:
tion -   virtual zero emission of anth- -   persistence to be measured

ropogenic persistent substances, with a test for Ready or
since fate and effect is difficult to Inherent biodegrodability
model and they cause irreversible -   BCF < 100 or 10,000
contamination -        toxicity   is   an   irrelevant
no trust in social and technical criterion in substance
control measures management

-   a phase-out rather than use under
strict control is the answer

Measuies
taken:



Table 7.5.4: Framing of the PVC-problem by environmentalists (in bold: the most explicit arguments)

Pebod 1990-1992: Greenpeace Sparks the 1992-1994: Politicians try a 1994-1995: Struggle, debate and 1996-1997: A temporal (?)

Frame level debate knock-out new blows stalemate

1: Program  -   PVC is tox ic: See 1990-1992 See 1990-1992, plus: See 1990-1992, and:

verifica- ever; time research shows -  once again unexpectedly -   PVC in landfill niay form
tion surpnsing sources of emis- high HCB concentrations FTBs as breakdown

sion of dioxins, HCB, etc. fou,id products on the lo,ig term
many black-listed substances -   recycling may be a -   'proven' low emissions of
emitted in PVC production possibility in theory, but not PTBs from PVC production
the production is a niajor in practice are not relevant due to our

source of dioxi,is lack of knowledge
it contains matzy other toxic -   higher PNEC for DEHP in
substances relation to frog eggs is not
accidental fire results in relevant due to our lack of
toxic emissions knowledge about other

-    PVC recycling is difficult endpoints
-   Incineration causes dioxin emis-

sions and acidification
2: System   'risk assessment and technical me- See 1990-1992 See 1990-1992 See 1990-1992. Note: this

vindica-  asures fail': philosophy has become more
tion -   virtual zero emission of anth- mid more explicit over time

ropogenic persistent substances,
since fate and effect is difficult
to model and they cause ir-
reversible contamination
no trust in social and technical
control measures

-   a phase-out rather than use un-
der strict control is the answer
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case, self-interest can, if one likes, also be used as an explanation for the behaviour of
politicians and environmentalists. Second, it also seems likely that the conflict is driven
by certain beliefs. These include views about the consequences of uncertainties: whether
nature is likely to cope with them, whether the uncertainties are important, given technical
measures and monitoring efforts, etc. Finally, it is difficult to conclude whether discourse

theoo, can provide an explanation of the events in this case. This theory assumes a
deterministic rather than an instrumental role of language in a debate, but the material
investigated here provides insufficient grounds to indicate what role language has played.
As in the Dutch chlorine case, here also we see that in the end all actor coalitions try to
make sure that their frame of reasoning has a reasonable consistency and logic.

Particularly in the initial phases the first-order discourse was most explicit. In most
of their material, Greenpeace focussed on concrete risk problems and uncertainties. There
was probably an important tactical reason for concentrating the discussion on first-order
arguments: as previously noted by Nelkin (1984), showing that data and statements
produced by the adversary are incorrect greatly weakens his credibility and position. In
this respect, it is not surprising that most of Norsk Hydro's efforts in research and
environmental improvement measures were concentrated on these tangible issues. But at
essential moments Greenpeace also made their second order argument explicit. This
occurred, for instance, in their reaction to the Ecocycle delegation's report and their
response to the studies of EPA and KemI published in  1996. A striking point is that from
about   1992 the Swedish PVC debate took place  in  a very politicised atmosphere.
However, whatever criticism one may have about the 'impossibility' of their proposals, in
Sweden the CPC achieved something that did not happen in the Netherlands: the frame
discussion seems now to be unambiguously on the political agenda. Whatever problems
may arise in the future, in my view the discussion has now reached the level where it
belongs. At the same time, it is clear that this discussion has to take place in a very
politicised, public setting.

What is striking, indeed, is that in the Swedish conflict there has been little progress
in terms of mutual understanding, particulary between the environmentalists, politicians,
and Hydro Plast. These parties seem mainly concerned about 'winning' the debate rather
than in entering a fruitful dialogue. In this respect, it has to be noted that a clear forum
for such a dialogue is lacking. Also missing are parties that can fulfill a kind of
intermediary role, such as Guba and Lincoln's 4th generation evaluator or Sabatier's policy
broker. The state agencies are positioned at quite a distance from where new policies have
to be developed, so this role of broker role is not their 'natural' task. It further seems that
the policy committees, which in the Swedish situation act as a centre for solving policy
problems, at least in this case were already too politicised to play such a broker role. In
this respect, the tacit diplomacy and talks in a low-profile committee like the Dutch
BITAC seems more successful - while at the same time the drawback of the Dutch
situation is that the political levels are less involved.
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7.5.5 The results of the process

Though not all actor coalitions will regard them as adequate, the whole process has resul-
ted in a number of concrete environmental improvements. In terms of taking measures,
industry has gone through major changes. They wanted to make the discussion go away,
and therefore implemented (or planned) a number of very stringent measures and
embarked on rather far-reaching research:

-         reduction of phthalate emissions from the production of plasticised PVC products,
such as floorings;

-       reduction of the emissions from the chlorine, EDC/VCM and PVC production;
-       the phasing out of the mercury cell process;
- detailed research into and sharp reductions of emissions of PTBs;
-      research into alternative stabilisers;
-       research into effects of landfill.

At the same time, it seems that the package of measures that resulted from the process is
not totally balanced. The plasticiser emissions from the use stage, which are much higher
than from the stage of the production of PVC products, have not changed. With the
current state-of-the-art of technology they can only be reduced by phasing out PVC
product groups, and maybe in future by using other plasticisers.

The process and the related research did not help to create consensus between the
actor coalitions. It is also clear that new information or additional measures will not play
any role in the problem framing of Greenpeace or the politicians. Whatever is done, the
outcome will always be that PVC has no place in their definition of a sustainable society.
Norsk Hydro must feel this is a rather cynical attitude. There is probably no other firm
in the PVC industry that, starting from a risk assessment philosophy, has taken or planned
such stringent environmental measures. With their proposal to phase out chlorine
production with the mercury cell process they go further than the official position of the
organisation of the European chlorine industry, which supports this process. There are few
other firms to our knowledge performing landfill projects or research into alternative
additives. But at the same time, Sweden is one of the few countries where the actor
coalitions that adhere to a philosophy towards substance policy based on phasing out of
PTBs have such a relatively strong position. As a consequence, Norsk Hydro's PVC
market in Sweden is probably one of the few where the material faces a realistic threat
of being deselected on large scale.

The only possible solution in the debate is a reasoned choice between the problem
framings. This is primarily a political choice. A major bottleneck is that it is not enough
to apply the problem framing only to PVC: one is entitled to ask for a consistent appli-
cation of a certain philosophy with regard to management of toxic substances in all sectors
of society. In this respect, a discussion of the results produced within the framework of
the assignment of the CPC may indeed be a way to take a next step in the debate. At the
same time, it is obvious that this process will not be easy. As I remarked earlier, it is a
good thing that such a new elaborated philosophy is now on the agenda. But the
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consequences of the CPC's philosophy are practically impossible to foresee. As I indicated,
it is likely that practical implementation of this philosophy will result in numerous
unexpected consequences, which will probably lead to adjustments and refinement. Indeed,
the history of the Swedish PVC debate has shown that KemI could not escape a similar
process when it had to translate the philosophy it developed in the early nineties to the
practical case of PVC.
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' Though both indicated as 'organotin', the organotin compounds used as a stabiliser in PVC
(or the organotin compounds used for producing PUR) have a different structural formula
(and thus totally different properties) as the organotin that has been used for anti-fouling,
which is now being phased out.

Since September 1997 the name of this Swedish subsidiary is Hydro Polymers AB. Since
this chapter covers mainly the period before that date, I will use their 'old' name Hydro
Plast. At the moment that this book went to press, further developments took place. In
Summer 1998 Norsk Hydro and EVC, the main European PVC-producer, announced that
they planned to merge Norsk Hydro's PVC activities with EVC.

In principle, another bias in this approach could have been that not all actors made an
equally intensive use of written media (e.g. Termeer, 1993). This problem was not relevant
in this case: virtually all actors expressed themselves frequently  in  press· releases. internal
and external memoranda, interviews, during official hearings, and in reports.

4 This was confirmed during the interviews with the specialists.

The proposals of KemI and EPA also concerned a phase-out of chloroparaffins, due to
their persistent character. Chloroparaffins were used as a plasticiser in PVC. In the
meantime, this substance has virtually been phased out in Sweden. It dit not play an
important role in the discussion. I therefore will not address chloroparaffins in detail.

6 Interestingly enough, this frame differs fundamentally from the risk assessment philosophy
the Dutch authorities adopted in this period as a basis for their substance policy (VROM.
1989b), see also chapter 6).

This is particularly interesting, since the regular laws (e.g. the Environmental Protection
Act) ask for a balancing societal and environmental interests. where the Keml/EPA
framework, particularly for persistent substances, may be interpreted  as a call for
measures based on environmental arguments alone.

However, in practice for the additives used in PVC virtually the same data have been used
in both reports. On some occasions. probably for reasons of consistency. texts and
conclusions have been literally copied.

9 Note in this respect that the Esbjerg declaration asks for 'close to zero concentrations of
man-made substances'. It seems a matter of interpretation if this is a call tor a phase-out.
or that minimal emissions are acceptable.

1() Of course at that time I did not realize this reason behind the EU study, and I was hardly
in the position to analyse the background at that time. For me. it was just one of those EU
tenders for which TNO's position was strong enough to give it a try in the incredible
competition you always face applying for EU work. The first moment I realised this EU
study was different as other projects was the moment I was approached by ECVM - even
before we formally knew we had the contract. But it took one Swedish PVC study. the
decision to write a Ph.D. thesis, and the choice to include a chapter on the use of
knowledge in the Swedish PVC-debate, before this circle really could be closed.
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The standards are: VCM < 5 mg/Nmi HCl < 30 mg/Nml ethylene < 150 mg/Nmi,
dioxins < 0,1 ng TEQ/Nm' for vent gas; EDC < 5 g/ton EDC purification capacity,
copper 1 < g/ton oxychlorination capacity and dioxins < 1 ug/ton oxychlorination
capacity for emissions to water (ECVM, 1995b) These standards are equal to the
regular demands in the more stringent European countries, such as Germany, the
Netherlands, and Sweden. Comparing it with the often lenghty debates and
compromises in the process of drafting e.g. EU environmental legislation, one could
say that ECVM realised to have this charter accepted by all its members in a relatively
short time is a remarkable achievement.

I 2 In Greenpeace's view, the 'zero emission policy' for persistent chemicals in e.g. the
Ministers declaration of the 4th North Sea Conference means that all discharges shall
come to a complete stop (Greenpeace Sweden, 1996b)

I 3 For instance, the statement that by 2007 'all products on the market are to be free from
.. lead' would imply the phase-out of accumulators, that is the product in which by far

the major amount of lead is used in Swedish society. Of course it is a bit difficult to
imagine a Swedish society without car traffic by 2007, so alternative accumulators
should be developed, most probably on the basis of some other heavy metal. But one
can foresee that on this point inevitably the following discussion will develop itself:
how efficient is this (still to be developed !) accumulator in comparison to lead ?
Given the fact that a very efficient collection and recycling system inevitably is needed
for this alternative accumulator, couldn't be the same goal be reached if lead
accumulators could be kept as effiently in a closed loop ? There thus seems to be some
discussion about the Chemicals Policy Committee's proposals ahead.
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8.1 Introduction

The focus of this book was the question of how decision making in the toxicity debate,
particularly with respect to PVC and chlorine, can be structured. The current situation
in this debate can be characterized as an intractable policy controversy surrounding a
'messy' or 'ill-structured' problem. This situation is highly undesirable. The use of man-
made chemicals is one of the pillars on which the material welfare of modern society
rests, and an extensive, costly infrastructure of production facilities, knowledge deve-
lopment and services has been built around it. Society should at least try to make a
relatively stable judgement about the long-term desirability of this infrastructure. In
chapter 2, I elaborated this general problem into a number of research questions:

1.          is it possible to discern frame  levels iii controversies  ? How  can we specify  the
structure of such frames with respect to:
a.         the characteristics of possible  layers  in a frame: a 'hard core' and tlie

'operational assumptions' ?
b.        the driving process behind framing  ?

2.     Can robust knowlege claims be identified in controversies, and can therefore
the observation language and basic logic be commensurable ? If yes:
a               do    robust  knowledge  claims    have   specific  characteristics   ?
b.     to what extent can such robust knowledge claims be identified by the

environmental   evaluation  tools   Substance   Flow   Analysis   (SFA),   Life
cycle assessment (LCA) and Risk A ssessment (RA)  ?

3.             W hich  elentents  contribute  to aizd which elements hamper structured decision -
making in controversies ? To what extent can a frame-internal consistency be
reached ?

The research questions are to be answered on the basis of two case studies on the chlo-
rine debate in the Netherlands and the PVC debate in Sweden. My aim is to demon-
strate the plausibility that the findings in these case studies have validity at least in the
general field of toxicity policy. The cases of chlorine and PVC are apt for this purpose,
since they are seen by the actor coalitions involved as 'spearheads' for the general
toxicity debate. To what extent case-specific findings can be generalised to the level of
the toxicity debate will be discussed for each research question. First, I will start ·with a
brief analysis of the similarities and differences between the two cases and with other
cases in the toxicity debate. Since I took Sabatier's advocacy coalition framework as a
model to describe the controversy, I will also adopt Sabatier's terminology here.

Concerning the basic attributes of the problem area, it is obvious that chlorine
and PVC are closely related cases. The PVC chain is a sub-system of the chlorine
chain, and in environmental-chemical terms the potential toxicity problems related to
the emissions of chlorinated substances are similar in both areas. In this respect, one
would expect the elements that play a role in the discussion to be the same. One
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difference between the cases is that in the PVC chain a number of other substances are
inherently used. Pure PVC is not suitable for use in products; it only becomes the
versatile material that is used in so many products in our society after it is mixed with
additives such as plasticisers (e.g. DEHP) and stabilisers (such as lead and organotin).

There are also a number of similarities with respect to the socio-cultural setting
and basic constitutional structure in which the controversies have taken place. Both
Sweden and the Netherlands have a relatively progressive environmental policy. Both
countries have a relatively egalitarian, democratic and consensus-driven style of
decision making (compare e.g. Hofstede, 1994). Both countries are EU members and
thus have to develop their environmental policy within the boundaries set by EU law
and jurisprudence. A clear difference is the organisation of policy making. In the
Netherlands, new policy proposals are in most cases prepared by relatively large
ministries, which are directly responsible to a minister. In Sweden, ministries are far
less    important'. The routine management tasks are delegated to large and quite
powerful agencies, who operate at 'arm's length' of a minister and thus are much more
independent. New policy proposals, on the other hand, are in general prepared via a
system of Committees rather than by professional bureaucrats. These committees may
include politicians, experts, and relevant stakeholders.

The actor coalitions that one can identify both in Sweden and in the
Netherlands are industry, authority and environmentalist-related groups. However, in
Sweden a fourth actor is active, i.e. a dominant politician, who identifies himself stron-
gly with the environmentalists' point of view. Further, in Sweden there is just one
dominant environmental organisation really involved in actions: Greenpeace. In the
Dutch environmental movement there were about four groups that concerned
themselves with chlorine but which, particularly in the late eighties, did not coordinate
their tactics in all respects. Finally, the position of industry in the two countries is
different. In the Netherlands, 'home based' multinational firms like Akzo Nobel and
Shell probably have much more power and access to politicians than Hydro Plast in
Sweden, which is a subsidiary of a Norwegian multinational. All in all. the balance of
power in Sweden is weighted much more in favour of the environmentalists than it is
in the Netherlands2.

The representative value of these cases for the toxicity debate, or even for the
PVC and chlorine debate in other countries, can also be assessed against the back-
ground of the above aspects. As far as the basic attributes of the problem are con-
cerned, it may be that the reasons why chlorine and PVC are prominent in the toxicity
debate, are different from the reasons why other substances are discussed. At the same
time, one may expect that the arguments put forward in the chlorine and PVC debates
about the undesirable properties of those substances will be apply equally to other
substances.  As for the socio-cultural setting, comparative research has shown that
different countries adopt different solution strategies for dealing with conflicts in
general, and indeed for disputes about toxic substances in particular. For instance,
Jasanoff (1986) has shown that in countries like Germany decision making on the
determination of cancer risk is mainly left to experts, in Canada and the UK to a
mixed scientific and administrative process, and in the US in part to a - quite adversary
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- political decision making process. In this respect, it should not be forgotten that,
compared with disputes about other substances, the chlorine and PVC controversy is
fairly unique for its depth, length and intensity. The controversy has been raging for
over a decade and is still not resolved. In contrast with the disputes surrounding CFCs
or certain pesticides, for example, the fate of a major part of the Western chemical
industry is at stake here, and not just the fate of one specific branch. Moreover, it is
one of the few issues on which both industry and the environmental movement have
coordinated their activities on world scale to deal with the adversary. Finally, my
analysis covered  only a period of about  10  to 15 years, two specific countries,  and  a
specific subject. In different countries, other historical periods or in disputes on other
toxicity subjects the balance of power, the views brought forward in the debate, or the
interaction between the actor coalitions, may differ from the cases analysed here)

Bearing in mind this context, I will now give an overall answer to each
research question. I will compare the answer found in my cases with answers given by
other researchers, and indicate to what extent my findings can be generalised. Recom-
mendations will be dealt with in chapter 9.

8.2 The frames and driving factois

8.2.1 The frames at stake

It was possible to discern a frame level that serves as an organizing device 'to make
sense of the situation'. In both case studies on chlorine and PVC, we can discern
roughly three different frames for dealing with toxicity evaluations. The three frames
can be described as follows.

The first frame broadly follows the classical risk assessment approach. I will
therefore call this frame the risk assessment frame. In both cases (Sweden and the
Netherlands) it is adopted by industry and, in the Dutch case, also to a large extent by
the authorities. In terms of problem analysis this frame basically believes that the
whole emission-effect chain can be analysed, and that rather meaningful assessments of
final effects are possible. Information on emission volumes, fate-related properties and
toxic properties of a substance is used to calculate a prediction of (likely) effects. In
terms of management solittions, the approach is to reduce such effects (or better: effect

scores) to a certain threshold. In sum, (predicted) effects on species and ecosystems are
used as a starting point for managing toxic substances. This frame reflects:

-       a high degree of confidence in the capability of mankind to acquire adequate
knowledge about emissions of substances, their fate and effects;

-        a high degree of confidence in technological emission reduction measures and
in flawless, skilled behaviour of the people that manage these systems;

-      a high degree of confidence that nature can cope with the consequences of
errors made by man in assessing the effects of substances and managing emis-
sion abatement technologies.
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The second frame acknowledges that risk evaluations have their limits. It is adopted by
the state agencies KemI and EPA in Sweden. In terms of problem analysis they are
sensitive for the possibility that there may be severe errors in the concentration levels
that are currently regarded as 'safe'. They also use information on emissions, fate and
toxicity in their problem analysis, but in a different manner as the adherents of the risk
assessment frame. Particularly by using fate information (e.g. from biodegradation tests
and about the octanol-water partition coefficient), they discern three groups of
substances in relation to the importance of uncertainties in effect assessment.
Substances that are not readily biodegradable and alien to nature are seen as the most
sensitive category. They have a long lifetime in the environment, so their emission
leads to an irreversible contamination. Errors in risk estimates can hardly be corrected

by reducing emissions. Such corrections are much better possible for substances that
are alien to nature but that are readily degradable. Finally, substances that are also
naturally produced form the least sensitive category. In terms of management   solutions,
natural occuring substances may be emitted up to a level dependent of the natural

background. For degradable, non-natural substances a risk-assessment approach is still
acceptable. But persistent substances should be kept out of the environment. Since this
frame believes strongly in the technical and organisational possibility of keeping sub-
stances in closed loops, its adherents choose for a strict emission minimization of such
substances (rather than phasing them out). In sum, adherents of this frame choose
emissions from the production-consumption chain as a starting point for substance
management. I will therefore call this frame the strict control frame. It reflects:

-       a moderate to high degree of confidence in the capability of mankind to gain
adequate knowledge about emissions of substances, but low confidence in the
ability to acquire knowledge about their fate and effects;

-        a high degree of confidence in technological emission reduction measures and
in flawless, skilled behaviour by the people that manage these systems;

-         a moderate degree of confidence that nature can cope with the consequences of

errors by man in assessing the effects of substances and managing emission
abatement technologies.

The third frame assumes that risk evaluation is a too weak basis for management of
toxic substances. I will call this the phase out frame. This frame is adopted by the
environmental pressure groups in the Netherlands and Sweden and influential politici-
ans in Sweden. This frame was elaborated most explicitly in the Swedish PVC case by
the Chemicals Policy Committee (CPC). In terms of problem analysis, it tends to
classify substances in the same way as the strict control frame. However, the phase out
frame is even more pessimistic about the feasibility of effect assessments4. The analysis
concentrates on identifying substances for which this lack of knowledge seems most

important, making use of all information sources possible. For instance, indications that
important amounts of by-products are formed in processes, or unexplainable occurrence
of substances in nature that belong to the same group, are seen as an additional reasons

for suspicion. So also this frame uses information on e.g. emissions and fate, but once
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again in an other way as the other two frames. Rather than the quantitative effect
calculations favoured by the risk assessment frame, the phase out frame adopts a more
qualitative, descriptive analytical framework that makes a quite holistic use of the
information that is available. In terms of management solutions, this frame is
pessimistic about the practical effectivity of control measures. A preventive and
precautious approach is preferred, which implies a choice for alternatives that are
inherently safer (in terms of known toxicity problems and potential uncertainties).
Particularly the emissions of persistent and bioaccumulative substances should come to
a complete stop. This goal should be realised by a phase-out, since all handling of
materials inevitably implies that the handled material sooner or later ends up in waste
or is directly released into the environment. It concerns a management scheme that is
directed at the production processes themselves. In sum, this frame reflects:

-      a low degree of confidence in the capability of mankind to gain adequate
quantitative knowledge about emissions of substances, their fate and effects,
and a preference for a rather holistic, qualitative evaluative approach;
a low degree of confidence in technological emission reduction measures, and
the idea that we can never expect people to commit no errors;

-      a low degree of confidence that nature can cope with the consequences of
errors by man in assessing the effects of substances and managing emission
abatement technologies;

-        hence, a strong preference for inherently preventive and precautious options.

The problem analysis and preferred management solution of the three main frames can
be positioned in the emission-chain, which is illustrated in figure 8.2.1. It has to be

Figure  8.2.1:  The  three  main frames  positioned  in the  emission-effect  chain

Frame: 'Phase-out 'Strict control 'Risk assessment
frame' frame' frame'

- trust in knowledge: low effects: low high
- trust in technical /or- emissions: high
ganisational solution: low high high

- view of nature: fragile neutral benign

Proces-      _  _  _ 4 Outputs        -4 Fate -- Effectses (emissions)

Management Phase out pro- Tight control of Measures based
solution: cesses with a high emissions, re- on effect assess-

chance on forma- gardless of ment
lion of substances effects
that lead to irrever-
sible contamination
or have have un-
known properties
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stressed that these three frames are truly competing ways of making sense of the situa-
tion. They reflect three models of stability and change in the natural ecosystem and
mankind's relationship with this ecosystem, calling for three different management
styles; the truth or falsity of any of these models is virtually impossible to prove (cf.
Thompson, 1995)5. The adherents of the phase-out frame can use the great uncertain-
ties that were exposed, particularly when the importance of phthalates was evaluated in
the PVC-case, to 'prove' their fear that mankind knows nothing about the toxicity of
the substances it uses. The adherents of the risk assessment frame may use the same
PVC case to 'prove' that the situation is far less hopeless. After all, by using a com-
bination of calculations with the USES-LCIA model, relatively robust data on sub-
stance properties and basic logic we were able to give a qualitative judgment on the
relative importance of the emissions of VCM and EDC from the Swedish PVC chain.

Analysing a policy controversy in terms of conflicting frames of meaning is
common practice (see e.g. Schan and Rein, 1994; Eberg, 1997; Hoppe and Peterse,

1993). However, I have not yet encountered a study that fleshed out the frames used
by actor coalitions in the chlorine and PVC controversy, or the toxicity debate in gene-
ral. There are quite a few analyses of debates on toxic substances, particularly by
Jasanoff (1986; 1987; 1990; see also Brickmann et al., 1985). But they focus more on
the process of resolution of such conflicts in a given (e.g. cultural) context, and come
up with guidelines for reaching this conclusion. They put less emphasis on a (re-)co-
nstruction of the frames adopted by actor coalitions. My study bears some relation to
the work done in 'Chlorine in sustainable perspective' by de Jong (1994). Drawing
upon cultural theory, he elaborates four views on the future development of chlorine.
However, having started with cultural theory rather than an in-depth analysis of the
controversy, as I did, the positions of actor coalitions remain much less specific then in
my cases. The strength of my analysis is that I was able to analyse in detail the frames
on which the views of the clashing actor coalitions rested, and how they developed,
and, as I will show in the recommendations, how this can be translated into a structu-
red discourse to move the debate on.

It is quite plausible that the frames I derived from the case-studies have a more
generic validity in the field of toxicity controversies. Industry backs the risk assessment
frame world-wide as well as in cases involving substances other than chlorine or PVC
(e.g. CEFIC, 1995). KemI and EPA developed their strict control approach as a generic

approach for substance policy.The phase-out frame is starting to pop up on various oc-
casions where substance policy as a whole is being discussed. A clear example is the
work of the Chemicals Policy Committee (CPC) I described in the Swedish PVC case.

They developed a generic philosophy for dealing with substances, and not a position

that was only valid for PVC. A recent workshop of policy makers in the field of toxic
substances in the UK produced much more cautious views than usualy reflected by the
risk assessment approach (ENDS, 1997). Of course, it may well be that there are coun-
tries where one of the frames is not yet well developed, or where the natural supporters
of that frame have relatively little to say. But that does not mean that the positions as
such can't be regarded as fairly generic.
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Indeed, a comparison with cultural theory (see box 2.4.1) suggests that the
three frames presented here may even reflect positions on a more overarching level
than substance policy. This theory claims to have identified a limited set of cultural
biases, which are valid for all times, and in each society. In cultural theory, the so-
called sectists are seen as preventive, risk-averse, in favour of a need-reducing strategy,
and as believing in a rather fragile nature. This fits in quite well with the elements of
the phase-out frame. According to cultural theory, the hierarchists have the following
biases: a regulatory attitude to humans, a control-based management style, a risk-
accepting stance, and belief in a nature that can cope with some pollution. This fits in
quite well with the elements of the strict control frame. Finally, cultural theory states
that individualists have an adaptive management style, are risk-seeking and believe that
nature is robust. This fits in quite well with elements of the risk assessment frame.

In sum, the frames I found correspond reasonably closely with the fundamental
biases of the individualists, hierarchists and sectists postulated by cultural theory, but
my frames are elaborated on the more concrete level of toxicity policy. Therefore, I
also think it is defendable to assume that the views reflected by the frames I identified
will be relevant for other periods  than  the one covered  in my cases  (1985  to   1997),  at
least for a not too distant future. I think particularly that the differences between the
two most extreme frames can hardly become more important. After all, the adherents
of the risk assessment frame assume that knowledge and skills are available to manage
risks, where the adherents of the phase-out frame simply think the opposite.

8.2.2 Frame levels

As I have already concluded in chapter 6 and 7, the frames were layered. They con-
sisted of a relatively hard central core and operational assumptions, comparable with
what Fischer (1995) calls first-order and second-order discourse.

The first-order discourse is related to questions such as 'does the program
empirically fulfill its stated objectives' (program verification) and 'is the program
objectively relevant to the situation' (situational verification). Both studies on chlorine
and PVC were mainly concerned with a debate on program verification rather than
situational verification. The discourse at the level of program verification is highly
visible and relates to discussions such as whether or not the risk levels associated with
VCM, EDC, and dioxins are exceeded, and whether the right risk levels are set. First-
order arguments are used to support the views on the second-order level, but can
relatively easily be replaced by an alternative type of evidence. For instance, in a later
phase of the debate the uncertainty about oestrogenic behaviour of substances is often
mentioned as a concrete argument against chlorine and PVC.

The second-order discourse is guided by questions like 'does the policy goal
result in unanticipated problems with important societal consequences' (system vindica-
tion) and 'do normative reflection and empirical evidence support the justification and
adoption of an alternative ideology and the social order it prescribes' (social choice). In
both cases we saw that the debate on the second-order level, particularly at the start of
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the controversy, was relatively hidden. Only later, particularly in the Swedish PVC
case, did this frame level explicitly appear on the agenda as a result of the work of the
Swedish Chemicals Policy Commission. However, where the debate at second-order
level became visible, it focused on system vindication rather than on social choice. At
best the evaluative methodologies for dealing with toxic substances were discussed,
which can be described as a discourse at the level of system vindication. At this level
the frames adhered to in the Swedish PVC case and the Dutch chlorine case did not
differ fundamentally.

My cases did not reveal any explicit discussion at the most abstract level: Fis-
cher's 'social choice', Sabatier's 'deep normative core' or SchOn and Rein's 'metacultural
frames'. Various authors have described the conflict between environmentalists and
industry as being due to fundamentally differing ideologies at this level. Fischer (1995)
describes a 'green ecology' world view based on spiritual values, communitarism,
harmony with nature, simplicity, and the idea that resources should be regarded as
limited. A 'techno-industrialist' view, by contrast, would be based on aggressive indivi-
dualism, the use of the environment as a resource, economic growth, etc.

Such views are not explicit in my cases. An explanation for this may be that
my research method was not geared towards identifying differences in frames at that
level. Instead, I focused on identifying problem framings via an historical analysis of
the arguments explicitly put forward by the actors themselves in the controversies on
PVC and chlorine. It is plausible that in these controversies the generic world view of
the actors was not presented. I could have identified these world views by other means,
for instance through in-depth interviews. However, I refrained from doing that since it
would require a rather substantial, additional analytical inquiry. The conclusion drawn
in the previous section, however, suggests that such basic philosophies may also play a
role in my cases: The frames correspond quite closely with the fundamental positions
identified in cultural theory.

To sum up, it is possible to discern in my cases the type of frame levels that
have been suggested for controversies in general by authors such as Sabatier, Fischer
and SchOn and Rein. These rather generic theories are thus confirmed in my specific
cases.

8.2.3 Frame development

The theories reviewed in chapter two suggest that frames can develop. In fact, we talk
here about learning processes by actor coalitions. Learning processes can be classified
in two ways. They can be classified by frame level (learning on first-order and second-
order level)7 and classified according to the extent of interaction between different
frames (learning within a belief system and learning across belief systems). It is often
assumed that abstract beliefs are more salient and resistent to change than more speci-
fic ones. Learning within belief systems will in most cases be concentrated at first-
order level, and can thus be expected to be relatively easy. Learning across belief sys-
tems necessarily has to deal with second-order arguments, and will therefore be rather
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difficult. Against this background, two important hypotheses about learning processes
have been made (Sabatier, 1987; Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1993) :

1. that actors within one advocacy coalition will show substantial consensus on
issues pertaining to the second-order level, though less so on first-order argu-
ments; and

2. that actors will give up first-order arguments of his belief system before ack-
nowledging weaknesses in the policy core.

My cases clearly show that the arguments at the first-order level are rather fluid. In the
first place, this can be illustrated by the development of arguments used in each of the
two cases. In the Dutch chlorine case, the environmentalists initially use quite threa-
thening language about the dangers of VCM and EDC. But in the course of the con-
troversy these arguments gradually lose their force, due to emission reduction measures
and the generation of additional information. New arguments, such as the issue of
chlorinated micropollutants and oestrogenic substances, were then raised. In the Swe-
dish PVC case, a new argument about the danger of the formation of PTBs in the long
run by the degradation of PVC was introduced later in the debate.

Second, the flexibility of first-order views can be illustrated by comparing the
arguments  in the Swedish and Dutch  case.  In the Dutch  case,  by   1996 the issue  of
'chlorinated micropollutants' had become the main vehicle for the chlorine debate. In
Sweden, by contrast, this point has played  only a minor role. Indeed,  in  1994  the  very
critical Ecocycle delegation literally stated that 'the emissions from the plant that
produces PVC are not decisive in the evaluation' (Ecocycle delegation, 1994). The
reason for this difference could be that the environmentalists in Sweden still have a
number of other arguments to underpin why in their view 'PVC is bad': the use of plas-
ticers and stabilisers, which is inherently linked to PVC but not to chlorine, and con-
cerns about PVC waste management. Still, the difference in emphasis on chlorinated
micropollutants in Sweden and the Netherlands is surprising. Physical-chemically
speaking, the possible threats related to emissions of chlorinated substances cannot
differ substantially between the Dutch chlorine chain and the Swedish PVC chain.

These findings about argument development on first-order level confirm that
Sabatier's hypotheses (developed for controversial situations in general) hold in my two
cases. First-order arguments are given up relatively easily and replaced. Moreover,
similar actor coalitions will not necessarily use similar first-order arguments.

My analysis of the development of views at the second-order level
concentrates, as I explained in the previous section, on the elements related to 'system
vindication'. On this level, the stability of views predicted by theory can not be fully
recognised. I already indicated in chapter 6 that in the Dutch case particularly the
environmentalists specified their frame over time. During the whole period, for them
their case against chlorine was clear enough. The string of classical risk assessment
problems related to chlorine asked in their view for a preventive solution, and
moreover, the uncertainties of a risk assessment approach were seen as most relevant
for chlorine. Yet, particularly the latter line of argumentation, related to the
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precautionary principle, became much more sophisticated during the controversy. To
some extent a similar development took place among the politicians in Sweden. The
arguments  in the report  of the Chemicals Policy Committee  of  1997  were  far  more
detailed than the preamble to the 1992 Ecocycle bill. The preamble to the Ecocycle bill
should be seen mainly as a statement of principles, while the report of the Chemicals
Policy Committee made a clear attempt to give guidelines for practical implementation
of such principles.

Particularly in the Dutch case, the refinement of the problem framing was more
or less driven by the ongoing controversy and the research performed within the
framework of the debate. The environmentalists simply could make their position in
the debate stronger by formulating more sophisticated arguments at the level of system
vindication. Comparing the Swedish and Dutch case indicates that the frames of similar
actor coalitions at second-order level do not differ substantially. The phase-out frame,
the strict control frame and the risk assessment frame are, as evaluative philosophies,
used in the same way in the Netherlands as in Sweden.

At first sight, the finding that some frames in my cases developed at second-
order level does not fully support Sabatier's hypotheses presented at the start of this
section. One reason could be that in both Sweden and in the Netherlands I analysed a
policy subsystem 'in status nacendi'. Sabatier suggests his theory was written for
'subsystems [that] have existed for decades', and acknowledges that 'there will be
greater fragmentation of beliefs in recently formed subsystems than in more-established
ones' (Sabatier, 1987:661). He means that actors with more or less compatible views
form a joint coalition, and develop a shared view in order to strengthen their position
in the debate with other coalitions.

However, I doubt whether after a decade of controversy the beliefs at second-
order level have stabilised. It has to be noted that even now all frames are probably not
equally balanced and elaborated. At the moment there is much more experience with
applying the risk assessment frame than applying the other frames. Thus it is relatively
easy using a risk assessment frame to judge what substances are acceptable and which
are not. In the phase-out frame, this still seems much more difficult. The frame basical-
ly reflects a lack of confidence that humanity can handle anthropogenically produced
substances at all. But unless society abolishes all anthropogenic substances (which
means abolishing all 100,000 anthropogenic substances and, indeed, entirely re-building
our society without making use of the chemical industry which has now existed for
150 years), sonie demarcation criterion between 'acceptable' and 'unacceptable' sub-
stances is always needed. Inevitably, such demarcation criteria will be politicised and
subject to frame conflict (e.g. Jasanoff,   1987  and 1990). Unfortunately. the adherents
of the phase-out frame more often seem to state what they do not want rather than that
they formulate criteria under which they can accept a certain activity (e.g. Milne,
1993):  As  I  indicated in chapter 7, criteria  that  have been proposed to operationalise
the phase-out frame can have quite unexpected consequences. The desire of the
Swedish Chemicals Policy Committee to restrict the use of heavy metals such as lead,
could, if applied in an absolutist form, result in the elimination of all car traffic in
Sweden by 2007, since car batteries would have to be phased out. One can thus expect
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the phase-out frame in particular to be further developed: a consistent application of
criteria for the acceptability of activities in their current form may have unexpected and
undesirable consequences. These criteria therefore will probably be re-adjusted and
refined, at least until they are viable in the practical world.

The fact that frames are refined in time is of great importance for decision-
making procedures. When the chlorine problem is framed as a belief that nothing less
than a phase-out can solve the long list of classical risk assessment problems related to
chlorine, a one-by-one evaluation of these problems is in principle still a valid research
answer. But when the chlorine problem is framed as the inability of risk assessment to

judge reactive and persistent substances, the same research answer is useless. Do our
cases give an indication of the conditions under which an actor coalition arrives at a
relatively stable framing of the problem ? It is obvious that the problem framings on
the level of system vindication become richer and more sophisticated and consistent
over time. It seems that when a debate starts, the initial positions are 'first shots'
steered by a gut feeling on a deeper level that is elaborated over time. One could
compare this with the pre-paradigmatic era in a scientific field as defined by Kuhn:
there is mainly confusion, there are many theories, but not yet any coherent schools
grouped around certain paradigms. Only after some time does the paradigmatic phase

start, characterised by a rather consistent and broadly accepted view of the situation.
This would suggest that after a process in which frames are initially rather vague and
flexible, a somewhat more stable framing of the situation would eventually arise.

Indeed, the Dutch case especially could be characterized as a process labelled 'from
story-lines to frames'. A further source of stability could be the frames postulated by
quite a number of authors on the level of social choice: they are held to be very stable,
and could be used, as the advocates of cultural theory, among others, do, to assess the

ultimately adopted positions of actor coalitions in a concrete case.

8.2.4 The framing process and its dtiving factors

It can be seen from the cases described here that interests. discourse, and probably
belief systems, all have their say. One can probably explain the development of the
conflict in both cases by considering all of these as important drivers in the framing
process.

An explanation that takes interests as a starting point would result in a
description that pictures all actor coalitions as rather selfish and unreliable sets of
human beings and institutions. It would draw attention to the high stakes industry has
in the debate. The outcome of the dispute affects vital interests: indeed, the core
business of Hydro Plast and Akzo Nobel's BU Base Chemicals is at stake in a discus-
sion about a phase-out. In this view, the argumentation of industry is driven by its
interests - the only thing they have to do is to 'disguise' their drivers in arguments that
are socially acceptable. A similar 'evil' picture of the environmental pressure groups
can also be painted if one chooses. Groups like Greenpeace need broad support in
society for their own continuity. A negative explanation of their behaviour would
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assume that they need a continuous series of scandals, attention, etc. in order to
maintain their power base and adherents. An explanation of the drivers of politicians in
this style would come close to bar-talk. Still, Macchiavelli's The P,ince has not become
a classic in this explanatory tradition for nothing. Sure, this way of explaining the
driving forces behind the controversy is probably not the most elegant, flattering and
popular one. But it contains elements that have played a role in the development of
both the Swedish and the Dutch controversy.

An explanation that bases itself on belief systems would, as for example
cultural theory, point at the fact that humans are capable at best of a biased view of
reality. Groups with different educations, cultural backgrounds and societal settings will
have different beliefs about certain issues. And indeed, as was shown in the previous
section, it is to some extent possible to label the frames defined as related to the indi-
vidualist, sectist and hierarchist way of life distinguished in cultural theory.

Finally, focusing on discourse would point at the non-instrumental but
deterministic role of language in the debate. For the environmental movement the most
effective metaphors consist of apocalyptic descriptions of risks and health effects. This
suggests that the language and logic related to the risk assessment frame dominates the
structure of the discussion. In order to reject the production of a certain substance it is
necessary to point at concrete breaches of risk levels. concrete dangers, concrete health
threats. Otherwise the argument is not seen as important enough by policy makers or
the public, and thus does not provide the necessary plausibility to reject the activity at
stake. In Hajer's terms (1995a): the risk assessment discourse is seen as hegemonic.
The following reflection can show the difference with the current situation. It would
also be possible to live in a society that is attracted by metaphors that reflect the care
for Mother Nature. Society would be based on organic, natural materials. The dominant
position of science we know so well in our Western society is absent. The reductionist-
scientific type of argumentation we use in our world as operational arguments to
'prove' a frame's hard core is not applied; this language is not taken seriously and is
maybe not even available. In such an alternative world, a line of argumentation that
rejects e.g. the chlorine industry by calling it 'non-natural', 'hard', or similar terms,
would probably be enough to prove the point. In our world, such arguments would be
rejected: they don't fit in the dominant discourse. In their world, the arguments used in
our world wouldn't count.

My cases don't give me enough basis to decide what driver is dominant. I had
to 'guess' the drivers of actors coalitions by analysing what they did and said. A com-
plication is that there seems to be an overlap in explanations'. For instance, it is pro-
bably not totally coincidental that the beliefs in the industry's frame allows industry to
find a solution that is acceptable in view of their interests (e.g. more research and
emission reduction). This approach leaves the overall production structure largely
intact. This points to the reciprocal relationship between interests and belief systems
observed by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1993). Since making a choice results in a
rather value-laden judgement - no one wants to be pictured as someone pursuing self-
interest, for instance - as an analyst I refrain from making a choice.
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8.2.5    Conclusion: the answer to resealrh question 1

On the basis of the above section the answer to research question one can be summari-
zed as follows:

-       it was possible to identify a frame level that served for actor coalitions as an
organizing device to combine robust knowledge claims into an overarching
picture that made sense of the situation. The layers in this frame could be
described by making use of the taxonomy of Fischer (1995). The relevant
levels were program verification (concrete concerns) and system vindication
(the overarching evaluative philosophy);

-       no clear, single driver behind the framing process could be identified. Beliefs,
interests and differences in language probably all play a part;

-         arguments put forward by an actor coalition at the level of program verification
are relatively flexible. Arguments at system vindication level are relatively
stable, though it may take time before they have evolved into a consistent
philosophy shared by an actor coalition. This process can take several years. In
the confrontation with practice, arguments at system vindication level will
probably be re-adjusted in the course of the controversy;

-       the main frames used in the chlorine and PVC controversy can be described as
a risk assessment frame, that basically tries to manage substances on the basis
of effect assessments; a strict control frame, that takes emissions as a starting
point for substance management; and a phase-out frame, that takes the produc-
tion and use of substances as a starting point.

8.3 Robustness of knowledge claims and envimnmental evaluation

tools

8.3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2, I defined robust knowledge claims as statements that are equally inter-
preted in all relevant frames at stake (frame-related robustness) and are not plagued by
uncertainty or ignorance (scientific robustness). The question whether such robust
knowledge claims could be identified in my cases has been answered to a large extent
in chapter 6 and 7, and I will summarize these findings below.

As indicated in chapter 3, the main evaluative tools currently available in
environmental sciences are SFA, LCA and RA. A related point is to what extent these
environmental evaluation tools, which were all applied in my case-studies, generated
such robust knowledge claims. This point will also be addressed here, where I have
reserved one section for each tool.
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8.3.2   ChanctedstiCS of mbust knowledge claims

I concluded in chapter 6 and 7 that, when it comes down to relatively simple observa-
tions and claims, all actor coalitions use an - in Kuhnian sense - commensurable obser-
vation language and basic logic. There were a number of knowledge claims that had
the same status in all frames. This was the case with simple, isolated elements such as
mass flow data and emission figures, particularly if they could be checked with the
simple mass balance equation IN = OUT, or even the result of animal tests for a speci-
fic species as such (e.g. the influence of DEHP on the hatching of frog eggs). These
elements were also scientifically robust. But far less robust were data that relied on
complex calculations including emission, fate and effect data, or overarching claims
such as the Dutch Environment Minister's statement that 'the risks of chlorine and
chlorine compounds are manageable'. They were no longer accepted as common
ground on which to base the debate: not only because of their scientific uncertainties,
but also due to the different lenses actor coalitions used to organise information into a
complete view. One could say that the reasons why certain knowledge claims have a
non-robust character correspond with the reasons I gave in chapter 2.3.3. These con-
cern trans-science (e.g. related to the calculation of toxicity effect scores, as shown
most clearly in chapter 5), social underdeterminacy (e.g. differences over the assump-
tion that mankind is capable of flawless management of a complex system such as the
chlorine chain) and differences in problem definition (the environmentalists mainly are
concerned how to deal with lack of knowledge, and strive for an ideal world - without
PTBs - on long term, where industry concentrates on the use of the available knowled-
ge to manage risks and seems somewhat less interested in reaching such long-term
ideals ).

The conclusion that robust knowledge claims can be found confirms the ex-
pectations given in chapter 2, as well as the experience of other researchers. These
include the analysis of the standard setting of dioxins referred to earlier by van Eijnd-
hoven en Groenewegen (1991), and a participatory technology assessment (PTA) on
transgenic crops by van den Daele et al. (1997:19; see also van den Daele, 1995). Par-
ticularly in the latter cases the validity of most basic scientific findings was not in
dispute, although the parties involved in the PTA were strong adversaries and tried to
prove their point in the biotechnology debate where possible. However, none of the
adversaries challenged arguments from a strongly relativist viewpoint. In the former
case, it was explicitly stated that most of the argumentative chain consisted of robust
knowledge claims. The theoretical backing I developed in chapter 2, and the fact that
similar conclusions have been drawn in case-studies with an entirely different character
to my study, leads to the suggestion that my conclusions have validity for the broader
field of the toxicity debate and probably controversies in general.

This conclusion is important, since it means boundaries can be found even in
debates about 'messy' policy problems. Contrary to what is argued by the strong
relativists, scientific and rational arguments still have a place, however modest it may
be. Furthermore, the practical appeal of this point should not be underestimated if one
wants to combine in such 'messy' problems the strengths of what has been termed 'the
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two cultures in risk analysis' (Jasanoff, 1993). Though this is not an issue that I
investigated systematically, natural scientists seem to have been educated in a rather
positivist school of thought, that place great emphasis on separating facts and values

(cf. Ravetz, 1987). In social sciences, constructivism is much more accepted. However,
a form of constructivism that does not allow any factual anchorpoint at all is
completely contradictory to the experience of the scientist". If the idea of multiple
realities is underpinned with a close to 'anarchistic' view of science, a barrier is erected
to attempts to combine the current mainstream ideas in policy sciences (i.e. to see a
conflict as a clash of equally valid frames) with structured mathematical approaches
such as LCA. In my view, this could lead to the unnecessary loss of a promising

approach for dealing with messy controversies. At the same time, the value of my con-
clusion should not be overestimated. The 'robust' elements in messy, intractable policy
controversies are nothing more than a few spots on a map. As shown in the previous
section, in such situations it is likely there will be a number of ways to draw a
plausible, full picture of the situation.

8.3.3   Robustness of  isk assessment

Risk Assessment (RA) as a tool reflects to a large extent the assumptions and biases of
the risk assessment frame. RA does not naively assume that emission, fate and effect
data are available for all substances. RA methods try to compensate for gaps in know-
ledge by making conservative assumptions when e.g. toxicity data are incomplete. An
example is the use of safety factors in establishing Tolerable Daily Intakes (TDIs) or
No observed adverse effect levels (NOAELs) when no chronic toxicity tests but only
subchronic toxicity test data are available. So RA tries to err on the side of caution.
However, RA leaves out some aspects relevant in the phase-out frame or the strict
control frame. For some elements of the fate assessment it is simply impossible to
make conservative estimates: if one wants to make a reliable estimate of the partition
of a chemical between media like water, soil, air and sediments, one just needs reliable
data on substance properties and reliable models. There is no ground for arguing that
an error that leads to an overestimation of the concentration of a chemical in one of
these media (and thus underestimation of the concentration in the others) is more
cautious than the reverse. Further, an important argument in the phase-out frame and
the strict control frame is that specifically for persistent, bioaccumulative substances
fate is very difficult to model, particularly when it comes down to the behaviour of
those chemicals in the complex foodwebs in nature. Advocates of these frames also
argue that contamination of the environment with these chemicals is irreversible. This
should be avoided since this leaves no possibility to correct wrong judgements in the
fate and effect calculations (e.g. in relation to the discovery of a new type of effect).
Finally, RA implicitly makes certain assumptions about the controllability of emissions
by technical means, and about the performance of the people who manage these

technologies. The phase-out frame in particular has a much lower trust in a flawless
performance on these aspects than assumed in the risk assessment frame.
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The conclusion is therefore straightforward: RA simply gives evaluations according to
one single frame (the risk assessment frame), and is challenged on that basis. Since the
frames diverge principally in dealing with persistent substances, the conclusion is that
RA can not solve debates that deal with substances that are persistent.

8.3.4   Robustness of Life cycle Impact Assessment

Our experience with Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) of toxic releases is pro-
blematic. LCIA has been simply unable to give solid guidance in toxicity debates such
as those on PVC and chlorine: not in the VNCI/McKinsey study, the Dutch chlorine
chain study  or the Swedish PVC-chain study".  The LCIA method applied  in the Dutch
chlorine case, based  on the Dutch LCA Guide  of  1992, was found  to be inappropriate
for toxicity assessment in general and chlorine in particular due to the fact that fate
modelling was totally lacking in the method. Therefore, in the PVC case we applied a
more sophisticated LCIA method based on the USES model, that included fate calcula-
tions. Inexplicable differences in scores for similar substances led to the discovery that
the new manual had used worst-case, or simply wrong, input data for substance proper-
ties to calculate equivalency factors. This problem was prominent for 4 out of 7 of the
most important substances in our PVC case. Improvement of these input data did not
produce a solution. For phthalates, literature search and information supplied by in-
dustry led to two, equally acceptable new datasets. These datasets led to differences in
scores, and thus apparent differences in the importance of toxicity problems, of over a
factor  1,000 for the same phthalate. Chapter 3 has shown that such lack of robust fate
data is most likely structural. But apart from these uncertainties in fate data, uncertain-
ties in effect data and the structure of models such as USES also play a role. Concern-
ing effect data, chapter 3 has shown that high structural uncertainties must be expected:
even for the 2,000 high production-volume chemicals, in only 5 % of the cases has a
full set of toxicity tests been performed (van Leeuwen and Hermens, 1995). Even more
fundamental is the problem that the current test battery does not say much about
combination toxicity, the uncertainties about extrapolations from results from test
animals to humans, and the possibility that certain types of effect exist that we simply
do not know of yet. Finally, any fate model is a simplified picture of reality that can
easily miss relevant exposure pathways in the complex foodwebs in nature (Hunt,
1994; IJC, 1993a and 1993b). This analysis strongly suggests  that the problems   we
faced in our PVC case are structural, rather than exceptions12. To sum up, it is very
likely that toxicity priorities calculated with state-of-the-art LCIA can in quite a few
cases be changed rather easily by using alternative, equally defensible fate data, effect
data, or models,3.

It should be noted that the problems discussed above relate to scientific data
and model robustness alone. Moreover, quantitative LCIA has implicitly chosen one
specific evaluative frame based on the following points of departure: (1) we can obtain
quite a good emission inventory, (2) we are reasonably able to model fate and assess
effects, and that (3) potential impacts of one substance regardless of e.g. its residence
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time in the environment can be 'exchanged' with potential impacts of another sub-
stance. As we saw in section 8.2, these points simply reflect the risk assessment frame
and fully contradict the phase-out frame. The phase-out frame stresses (1) the lack of
knowledge about chlorinated micropollutants, (2) the difficulty of modelling fate
particularly for persistent substances and the fact that effect assessment may be very
uncertain, and (3) top priority should therefore be given to preventing irreversible con-
tamination of the environment, implying an extra, highly critical judgement of sub-
stances with a long residence time in the environment. This is a different evaluative
frame for dealing with toxicity problems, that is, given the uncertainties shown chapter
4 and 5, as defensible as the one used in LCIA. It is obvious that comparative toxicity
evaluations for products based on this frame would be performed with totally different
structured indicators to those used in current LCIA. One would be interested in an
indicator for the probability that a diverse set of by-products would be produced in a
process. One would like to see specific indicators for emissions of substances that are
also produced naturally, and specific indicators for bioaccumulative, persistent, man-
made substances. Etc.

The above conclusions lead to fundamental questions as to how to use and
develop methods for LCIA. As I stated in chapter 2, in my view thoughtful communi-
cation about frame differences is one of the main preconditions for dealing fruitfully
and democratically with controversies. However, if decision making were to be suppor-
ted by state-of-the art LCA it would probably be more difficult for the advocates of the
alternatives to the risk-assessment frame to get their message through. One could say
that LCIA has already tacitly taken sides in the debate, rather than being the neutral
tool it is assumed to be.

8.3.5    Robustness of Substance flow analysis

Substance flow analysis (SFA) is based on probably the most simple equation one can
imagine: IN = OUT (van der Voet, 1996). Given the assumption of a commensurable
observation language and agreement on basic logic, one can hardly imagine that the
results of SFA will be disputed for reasons other than data uncertainty. There will be
little dispute about the assumption that mass does not disappear. In fact, SFA in its
most common form has no other ambition than to follow relatively large mass flows in
the economy and the environment. As shown in this book, at this level data are in
general relatively robust. This is particularly true if the mass balance equation IN =
OUT can really be used to cross-check data from different data sources by controlling
whether all balances are 'closed'.

From the two case studies analysed here it can be derived that in general the
mass balance data were not challenged. They were, in fact, only challenged if the IN =
OUT equation could not be used to check whether the data were complete. For
instance, in both the chlorine and PVC study the emissions to air and water from in-
dustrial processes make up only a fraction of the material throughput, and data from
several emission inventories had to be used to estimate emissions. The main concern of
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the environmental movement in the two cases was whether the emission inventory  was
complete or not. Similarly, there was concern to what extent small flows determined by
a mass balance approach were accurate (e.g. whether it was possible in the Dutch
chlorine case that not 1 % but 2 or 3 % of the amount of chlorine was not traced).

We can conclude that the data generated with SFA barely suffer from implicit
problem framing. This holds as long as it concerns the large mass flows that can be
checked with the mass balance equation. Such data will most probably be percieved by
all actor coalitions in a controversy as 'robust'. Of course, such SFA data alone will not
always be sufficient for a full problem analysis. For instance, unlike SFAs for heavy
metals, our SFA for chlorine dealt with numerous chlorinated compounds with very
different characteristics. Thus in our SFA, a finding that, say, 1 tonne of chlorinated
compound x and 1 tonne of chlorinated compound y were emitted to the environment,
did say little about their relative environmental priority. Furthermore, more often than
not SFA-data will be presented and used in a context that is framed itself. The only
claim I make is the following. Unlike the results of RA and LCIA, where the data
generated are already tacitly biased by a frame, this is not the case for SFA. One could
say that a carefully executed SFA produces something that at least comes close to the
positivist ideal of value free, neutral information, though this information itself may be
of a limited nature.

8.3.6    Conclusion: the answer to research question 2

My cases indicate that in messy problems robust knowledge claims can be identified.
But the conclusion must also be that tools such as RA and LCIA of toxic releases do
not generate them in a straightforward way. In a sense, the latter point is not too
surprising. As I indicated in chapter 2, policy sciencists have long recognised that
analycentric approaches do not work when they are straightforwardly applied in 'messy'
problems plagued by frame conflict.

This does not mean tools such as RA and LCIA were totally useless in
structuring the chlorine and PVC debate. But chapter 4 and 5 showed that this is
mainly a matter of a thoughtful use of the robust elements that can be obtained with
such methods, i.e. mainly substance flow data and emissions. The structuring effect
was predominantly obtained by comparing the emissions from the system investigated
with the total emissions in a region. Thus the use of inventory data, in combination
with rudimentary logic, may be a more fruitful basis to give structured input into a
controversy than making use of impact assessment data,4. Further, chapter 4 showed
that a debate can also be structured by using data obtained by methods such as RA,
that are not  100 % robust in a scientific or frame-related sense, but whose results are
accepted by most actor coalitions in other cases. The principle of non-discrimination
demands an explanation why a result obtained by this method cannot be used in the
specific case. This explains why the case in question is seen as different to other cases,
which obviously pinpoints what the controversy is all about.
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The above use of RA and LCIA is rather unconventional. The conventional use
of RA and particularly LCIA did not contribute to a solution of the debate: the tools
quite simply lacked scientific and frame-related robustness. This conclusion is rather
worrying. The tools concerned are widely used to evaluate environmental problems,
have a high status and are becoming fairly institutionalised in manuals, computer
programs, and indeed, world-wide standards. This gives them the image of apparently
authoritative 'exemplars', and may result in considerable peer pressure to use the
methods as they arels. But this authority rests on the strength of a certain socio-cultural
network supporting the use of such tools, and not an inherent scientific or frame-
related robustness (cf. Heiskanen, 1997). As experienced in our cases, this can have
quite negative consequences: practitioners can be caught by surprise by the non-robust-
ness of the method'6, the evaluation performed will probably not recognise the frame
conflict the debate is all about, and the evaluation method may tacitly support one
single frame (cf. Bras-Klapwijk and Enserink, 1997a). The latter is a particularly
serious point. It indicates that there may be quite some truth in the remark made by
one of my interviewees (see section 6.5.4) that

'The discussion about methodologies is also political'

The answer to research question 2 can now be summarized as follows:

-        all actor coalitions use a similar observation language and basic logic;
- robust knowledge claims can be identified. They mainly concern the relatively

simple, unelaborated data like mass flows and emission figures, particularly
when they can be checked by basic logic rules;

-        as a result, SFA data proved to be generally accepted in the debate. This holds
particularly when it concerns the big mass flows that can be checked by the
simple IN = OUT formula;

-         RA and LCIA of toxic releases are framed in themselves, and thus give results
that reflect a single frame. Furthermore, LCIA in particular results in data that
are not robust in scientific terms. Data generated with RA and LCIA therefore
can not be presented as entirely 'value-free' or 'objective science'. Results of
RA and LCIA are thus of limited use in controversies such as those about
chlorine and PVC;

8.4 The pmeess of decision making

8.4.1 Intmduction

Having addressed the status of knowledge and framing processes in the controversies
being considered here, this section will focus on conclusions related to research ques-
tion 3: the elements that contributed to or hampered a structured decision making
process. In answering this question I recall the notion of good decision making and the
characteristics of robust decisions I developed in chapter 2.
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There I argued that what one regards as 'good' decision making depends on
one's own frame concerning decision making procedures. I have explicitly chosen
criteria related to argumentative and forensic policy analysis, though I also indicated
that a critical-rationalist approach and a strategic approach have their value. As will
have become clear, in the chlorine and PVC debate there can only be a limited role for
a traditional. purely technocratic decision making process. The traditional approach
concentrates on decision making by calculation only, and does not deal with frame
conflict. And such frame conflict is at the heart of the chlorine and PVC debate.

Argumentative and forensic decision making links a demand for the quality of
frames with a genuine attention to the democratic character of frame conflict. This ap-
proach stresses the need for frames to be internally consistent and for each to have an
equal opportunity in the debate. Besides the normative view, reflecting democratic
principles, this approach is also based on a particular philosophical position. All frames
make sense of the world in their own way, and mutual confrontation of these frames
may result in a richer, more overarching and balanced way of making sense of the
world. As a possible step-by-step approach to solving frame conflict I proposed:

a.      identify in advance what will probably serve as robust knowledge;
b.      identify in advance what will be the main structure of the frames used by the

different stakeholders, and which elements are part of the 'hard core' and 'oper-
ational layer';

c.     try to predict what points in problem definition, evaluation method, etc. will
probably be the main points of discussion;

d.       seek a robust solution of the conflict by choose an option that is judged posi-
tive in all frames (frame merger), or doing research that is seen as decisive in
all frames (frame competition). If this is not possible, make a choice that is
reversible and that allows for learning by doing (frame experimentation),or
make a choice via a socio-political process. The latter two choices are by
definition less robust.

Obviously, therefore, a precondition for reaching a robust decision is genuine attention
to all plausible evaluative frames that can play a role now and in the future. This
implies that (cf. Geurts and Vennix, 1989; Mayer, 1997):

-           frames must be articulated, if possible at all levels;
-       frames must be internally consistent;
-          the process of decision making must give equal chance to all consistent frames;
- mutual understanding and mutual learning should be encouraged.

8.4.2 The potential for resolving frame conflict

My cases do not result in fundamental objections to the above procedure. There is,
however, one element that needs discussion. It concerns the finding described in
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section 8.2.3. that it takes time for a particular actor coalition to develop a fairly
robust, internally consistent frame. The above approach may easily neglect the pos-
sibility that the frames that can be identified now will be of a somewhat more elabora-
ted nature somewhere in the future. At the same time, I concluded that particularly
second-order frames are not free-floating'7. In my cases they could be linked to the
generic frames of cultural theory, and in the Dutch case even in the initial phase of the
conflict ther were quite a few elements that were recognisable at the end when the
environmentalists' phase-out frame was elaborated. So this leads to the conclusion that,
albeit with some effort, it is probably possible in most cases to recognise the most ex-
treme frames that determine the interpretative space for a considerable period to come.

Therefore, there seems to be no fundamental problem in trying to apply the
above procedure for frame conflict to generate decisions that are robust in the longer
term. But the effort to analyse the frames carefully is crucial. A policy analyst,
negotiator or policy maker that makes a superficial analysis may well be tempted to
overlook a critical, relevant frame, that is not yet well articulated.

I cannot draw further specific conclusions about the viability of this procedure.
In my cases I simply did not find any example of a successful resolution of the
conflict. I can therefore only analyse failures, not successes. The above theoretical
ideas about achieving a succesful, robust resolution of (elements of) the conflict
therefore cannot be confirmed by my cases. And from the failures there is at first sight
little to learn as well: the reason for them is extremely simple. In the controversy in
general, and most specific attempts to resolve the conflict, the frames as such were not
specifically dealt with. This brings me to an analysis of what hampered resolution of
the frame conflict, and what hampered a fruitful communication about frames in
particular.

8.4.3    Obstacles for resolving frame conflict

On the basis of the cases presented in this book we can conclude that the following
elements hampered a resolution of the frame conflict, particularly because they hinde-
red a good communication process:

1.        actors were unaware of the existence of different frames;
2.      the controversy focused only on first-order arguments;
3. second-order arguments were not always articulated or elaborated in a con-

sistent way;
4. direct communication was impossible at times,
5. decision makers did not deal explicitly with frame differences;
6. mediators between the actor coalitions involved in frame conflict were absent;
7. evaluation methods used in the studies that should support the solution of the

controversies were pre-framed, and mainly favoured the risk assessment frame.
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Unawareness of frame  levels and insensitivity towards alternative frames
Of course the first, and paramount, point is that any decison making procedure con-
cerning a complex issue should start from the position that no single reality exists and

any set of 'robust knowledge claims' can be explained by more than one evaluative
philosophy or frame. We have seen that this basic rule was not observed several tiliies
in my cases. Parties involved in the process did not always seem to be aware of the
fact that this is a basic point. The Dutch chlorine chain study was doomed to fail from
the start, since the initial memorandum for that study already excluded the problem
framing of the environmentalists. Industry and the policy makers were, at least at the
start of the process, rather insensitive to different problem framings. It is striking that
in the Dutch case during the Akzo seminar in  1990, the lectures of industry, govern-
ment and environmentalists clearly reflected the frames I identified here. However, it
took years for the Dutch authorities and Dutch industry to take frame differences

seriously. This clearly hampered a fruitful communication process about frames.

Focus on first-order arguments
In both the Swedish and the Dutch case, particularly at the start of the controversy the
first-order arguments dominated the debate and 'communication'. The environmenta-
lists, who sparked the debate in both countries, did so mainly by focusing on these
kinds of arguments in the debate. The logical consequence was that industry and policy
makers in the Netherlands elaborated the problem for a long time according to their
own problem framing, and were only slightly aware that they missed an essential
element. Instead, they saw the standpoint of the environmentalists as dogmatic. The
environmentalists' apparent focus on first-order arguments may well have had a tactical
reason. As argued by e.g. van den Daele et al. (1997), an attack on factual claims
based on agreed values is often a more fruitful strategy than to call for alternative
values. In other words: challenging the dominant second-order frame is not fruitful,
using the dominant second-order frame to air first-order arguments that support one's
case is. In the Swedish situation too, the second-order argument of the environmen-
talists was not always made explicit to industry and the state agencies. However, here
it was less relevant, since at political level the environmentalists had important sup-
porters of their views. Still, also in Sweden an explicit debate on second-order level
was largely absent. Thus the debate in both countries remained for a long time on first-
order level.  It was  only  in  1997 that this second-order discourse became more explicit:
in Sweden with the publication of the report of the Chemicals Policy Committee; in the
Netherlands in the setting of 'tacit diplomacy': the numerous bilateral talks between
environmentalists, industry and policy makers, and in the Steering Group for the
Implementation of Actions for the Chlorine chain study (BITAC).

Second order arguments were not always elaborated or articulated
Related to the former point is the fact that actor coalitions did not always articulate
their second-order arguments in a sophisticated way. Neither did they try to evaluate
the consequences of certain ideas if they were to be adopted. For instance, in the
Netherlands the environmentalists mainly seemed to concentrate on the tactics how to
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reach a chlorine phase out. On some occasions, they assumed that others new well
enough why they pursued this goal, since the arguments had been explained in various
reports and discussions. Therefore, they did not feel the need to elaborate such
arguments time and again in documents like their reaction to the Initial memorandum
for the chlorine study. Yet, I feel tactically this may have given them a disadvantage.
Other people in the process appeared to be not always so informed about their ideas.
On such people, concise arguments in the mentioned reaction like 'any organochlorine
emission is dangerous' made little impression, since this statement did not give a clue
why organochlorine was so special in this respect. Also in the Swedish case an
example can be found. The Chemicals Policy Commission argued for a phase-out of
lead, without addressing the current main application: car batteries. In various cases,
environmentalists have argued for a 'move away from dangerous chemicals' to less
harmful ones, without being able to indicate under what conditions they regard a
chemical as harmless. In order to become a strong, and thus more acceptable alterna-
tive for the existing frame, the elaboration of an internal consistency and a consistent,
thoughtful communication is highly relevant. In this respect, it has to be
acknowledged that the environmentalists had a much more difficult task than the other
actor coalitions in my cases. Particularly in the Netherlands, the risk assessment frame
dominated. Adherents of that frame thus did not need to justify or explain themselves
so much: most participants in the process were much more familiar with the logic of
that frame as with the logic of the phase-out frame.

Direct communication was impossible at times
As we saw, bringing actors together to start a discourse is probably not always the
most fruitful solution or not even possible at all. In Sweden, Greenpeace had already
decided to fight the PVC industry and thus saw no reason to start a consensus dis-
course. In the Netherlands, the environmentalists decided at various moments to abstain
from participation in processes or studies, partly because they feared the processes
would not be of a quality needed to achieve a really open discussion. Furthermore. we
saw that attempts by actors to do something 'good' according to their own frame can
turn out to be useless in the frame of the adversary. The clearest example is the rather
pro-active strategy of Hydro Plast, particularly in the last few years, that has not
brought real improvements in the firm's situation. Within the PVC industry, Hydro
Plast is without doubt one of the front-runners when it comes to taking environmental
measures: they are even prepared to implement measures like a phase-out of the
chlorine production with the mercury cell process, a development that is still rejected
by the representative organisation of the European chlorine producers Euro Chlor'8. But
this measure doesn't count for people who adhere to the phase-out frame for PVC. This
results in the situation that 'good', pro-active intentions (though only pro-active in the
personal frame) are not always rewarded.

Decision  makers did not  deal  explicitly  with franze  differences
In some situations, we could see that decision makers did not deal explicitly with
frame differences.  This is particularly evident  in the Dutch  case.  In 1994, Greenpeace
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sent the Minister of the Environment a letter, stating that the Initial Memorandum for
the chlorine chain study was not in line with the OSPARCOM agreement. After 9
months, an answer was given that stressed the similarity between the OSPARCOM
view (basically a phase-out frame) and the Dutch Ministry's approach (something
between a risk-assessment frame and a strict control frame). When the Chlorine chain
study was published in 1995, the Minister put most emphasis on the fact that the data,
generated with the tools of LCA and RA, showed only a limited number of problems.
That the researchers themselves, but particularly the peer-review committee articulated
the limited value of such data, was addressed only to a limited extent. It only
concerned the problem of chlorinated micropollutants, which had to be solved in an
international context. In brief, the policy statement was mainly based on the LCA and
RA data in the report. The limitations got much less attention. As a result, the policy
statement was mainly based on the frame implicitly embedded in the LCA and RA
methods, and did not explicitly deal with the differences in problem framing at stake.

Mediators were absent
One of the striking differences between the Dutch and the Swedish cases is that the
Swedish case has a much more adverserial character. Whereas in the Dutch case there
was at least some communication between industry and environmentalists, this com-
munication was much more difficult in the Swedish situation. This is at first sight
somewhat strange, since both countries have a relatively egalitarian culture and are
well-known for their relatively constructive way of dealing with societal problems.
Sweden and Holland do not have such different cultures as for instance the UK (tacit
diplomacy) and the US (adverserial). In my view, the difference here is caused by the
fact that in the Swedish situation there is no real 'natural' party that can fulfill a broker
role. In Sweden, government consists of small ministries that don't develop new
policies, and large state agencies that operate at arm's length of politics and perform
operational tasks with a high degree of individual responsibility. In contrast to the
Dutch Ministry of the Environment, these state agencies are much less in a position to
play a broker role, or to define new, compromise policies. In Sweden, such new
policies are developed in specific Policy Committees, such as the Ecocycle Delegation.
Obviously, such committees are highly visible, and often act as fora for adverserial
political debate. Thus in Sweden, tacit diplomacy has less chance. It is just this tacit
diplomacy in the Dutch BITAC that may result in some common agreements on means

advancing the chlorine debate.

Evaluation methods were pre-framed
A point that was made in the previous section was that evaluation tools such as RA
and LCIA of toxic releases implicitly embedded one single frame: the risk assessment
frame. This obviously did not contribute to a fruitful decision making process, since it
contributed to keeping the frame conflict out of sight.

Most of these points are probably also valid if one evaluates the decision making
process from a critical-rationalist or strategic view of decision making rather than the
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argumentative/forensic approach I have taken. All actor coalitions in my cases have a
strategic position in the debate, and thus would be included in a process designed from
the point of view of a strategic policy maker. But since the strategic policy maker
would give the highest priority to resolving the conflict by whatever means, he may be
a bit less interested in consistency of frames of the actor coalitions, or the neutrality of
evaluation methods. If the latter have enough status to resolve the conflict, that is fine.
A critical rationalist probably would aim less at resolving the conflict. He would be
interested in recognising the main frames, and probably preventing a conflict that is so
heated it becomes unproductive, but would be happy with a process of 'muddling
through'. The process should be organised in such a way that all frames (or biases)
have their say once in a while.

8.4.4    Conclusion: the answer to research question 3

On the basis of the above analysis, the answer to research question three can be sum-
marized as follows:

- actor coalitions were rather unaware of the existence of different frames. Their
actions and research efforts were mainly driven from the perspective of a
single frame, and thus at times did not address crucial points in the discussion;

-     the controversy focused mainly on first-order arguments. The most heated
debates often took place on program verification level. This drew attention
away from the differences on second-order level;

- second-order arguments were not always elaborated in a consistent way. Parti-
cularly the actor coalitions that argued for implementation of an alternative
frame like the phase-out frame did not always manage to make explicit the
consequences of applying this frame in a consistent way;

- direct communication was impossible at times, since certain actor coalitions
had already decided they did not accept a competing frame and simply decided
to fight the adversary without compromise. For the same reason, a rather pro-
active stance by industry did not result automatically in benefits since this
stand was pro-active within the limits of a specific frame.

- decision makers avoided making a conscious and well-argued choice between
frames. This was partly made possible by the fact that evaluation methods used
in the underlying studies were pre-framed: i.e. tacitly based on an evaluative
paradigm that corresponded with only one of the frames;

-       a fairly neutral party, that could fulfill a brokerage role and encourage a pro-
cess of frame reflection, was not always present.

-         as a result, one of the first steps needed in solving frame conflict, i.e. knowing
what frames are at stake, was not taken.
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' Of course, this difference is not absolute. In the Netherlands quite some tasks of  mini-
stries are being outsourced to the private sector, and when new policy is developed
Dutch ministries tend to have rather broad. informal consultations with groups in
society. Still, it is safe to say that in the Netherlands ministries have a much more
'central' role as ministries in Sweden.

-        This book does not aim to explain the relative success of the environmental movement
in Sweden in putting industry under real pressure. In the Netherlands, the chlorine

industry lost the PVC packaging market and was confronted with some inevitable
phase-outs, almost world-wide, of individual substances (such as CFCs). In Sweden the
anti-PVC lobby has had an enormous momentum for years, and large-scale phase-outs
still seem a realistic threat. Apart from the differences in the power base of environ-
mentalists in the Netherlands and Sweden. I see a number of reasons for this difference
between the Netherlands and Sweden:
-      in the Netherlands the industry had seen the writing on the wall before the

Dutch environmental movement really started actions against chlorine in
October  1990.  Akzo in particular  used this 'warning  time' to prepare itself.  For
Sweden, one gets the impression that the aggressiveness and scale of the
Greenpeace campaign took Norsk Hydro by surprise, and they had to learn
how to play this new game after the match had already started;

-      in contrast to the situation in Sweden, the Greenpeace actions for PVC-free
communities in the Netherlands were not a success. A main factor was that
the Dutch Ministry was asked by the communities to react to the questions of
Greenpeace. That reaction provided more support for industry than for the
Greenpeace action.

-     the Dutch industry was able to take the initiative at an early stage in the
chlorine controversy with the VNCI/McKinsey study.

I  was  given  a nice example in January 1998 during the International Workshop  on
Chemical Safety Research at the NIMC in Tsukuba, Japan, by a Dow representative.
He told me that for the Japanese chemical industry the whole development of respon-
sible care programmes and communication with the public, so popular now in Europe
and the US, was a bit strange for them at first. In extreme terms, in Japan the authori-
ties set the environmental boundary conditions and the firms follow. Retreating public
authorities, self-regulation schemes and building up direct relations with the public in
order to create confidence are just relatively unimportant issues for them.

4 For instance, the emerging issue of endocrinic substances convinced the CPC that
toxicity assessments are so fallible that toxicity is no useful criterion in substance

policy.

5      In this reference, Thompson (1995) discerns model 1): an ecosystem is a functional
unit that is robust for disturbances, within limits that can be known objectively; model

2): an ecosystem is not really a system; it is a product of continuous historical proces-
ses of change and thus a system that does not aim at maintaining a specific equilibri-
um; and model 3): an ecosystem is a self-stabilising system in which all components
are linked in a complex way. Any disturbance of one of those links can destabilise the
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whole system. Since Thompson is one of the protagonists of cultural theory, it will be
no surprise these three models reflect the hierarchist, the individualist and the sectist
world view. The relation of my findings with cultural theory is further explained at the
end of this paragraph. See for a recent discussion in the Netherlands between adherents
of different models a) the rather pessimistic view of Bouwer (1998), who pleas for a
stringent environmental policy and b) the view of van der Veeken (1998), who seems
to suggest that the environmental problem is rather exagarated. Also Wildavsky's book
'But is it true ?' can be seen as an illustration of this point.

6 Closest comes the remark of Eco Matser of Greenpeace Nederland in section 6.4.7.
There he complains that industry always looks for measures that keep the current
production structure intact, rather than looking for structural measures that on long term
result in a more ideal, source-oriented solution.

Alternative terms used are 'instrumental learning' vs. 'conceptual learning' (Eberg, 1997)
and 'first order reflection' vs. 'second order reflection' (Schon and Rein, 1994).

This happened at least at two seminars. In a sustainability debate on chlorine organised
by the NCDO in Amsterdam in April 1996, in which I participated as panellist, the
environmentalists could not give a clear-cut answer on the question under what condi-
tions they could accept a certain activity. On Greenpeace's 'No time to waste day' in
September  1997 in Amsterdam, the Greenpeace representative  in a panel was asked  by
the chairman when a substance could be on a 'positive' or 'white' list. The reaction
indicated what substances had to be phased out, but clear positive criteria were much
more difficult to indicate.

9 Note that also here we have to decide between competing theories. See chapter 2 how
problematic this can be on philosophical grounds.

1() Of course, intuition and experience have been - probably quite rightly - rejected by
philosophers of science as a sound scientific basis. On the other hand, if lay knowledge
is fully acceptable in all kinds of participatory approaches, one should also take the 'gut
feeling' of scientists seriously. A good example is probably the reaction of a colleague
from CML when I told him about Feyerabend's description of Galileo's research. Feye-
rabend basically claims that at the time Galileo only got his message across through a
bit cheating and rhetoric, and that his trial was in fact not so strange: Galileo's findings
were rather poor compared to existing knowledge. Still, years later Galileo's theory was
accepted as the better one. Feyerabend uses this episode to make a plea for his famous
approach of 'anything goes': ideas should not be judged on the basis of existing know-
ledge. 'Fine', said my colleague, 'but you could say, I believe, that today you won't find
many serious people anymore who would dare to say that the sun moves around the
earth, would you?'. His suggestion is clear. There may have been a time when anything
went. But in his view, the present time no longer presents a situation in which anything
goes.
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In the period when I was involved in the Dutch chlorine chain study and the Swedish
PVC chain study, I led another major study in which toxicity aspects dominated. Here
also resolving the discussion with LCIA was problematic. We performed the Environ-
mental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the second Dutch National Hazardous Waste
Management Plan, and one of our tasks was to identify the best available technology
for treatment of each of the approximately 20 waste flows this plan identifies (Tukker
et al., 1996a) Where possible, we used LCA to do this. A key element was the choice
of the incineration technology: would incineration in cement kilns be an environmen-
tally sound alternative for (more expensive) incineration in rotary kilns for certain types
of waste ? In this study I had the opportunity to hold some informal talks with
representatives of advocacy coalitions about their concerns before doing the analysis. It
appeared that the main concerns of the environmentalists related to points that are
difficult to make visible with LC(I)A. They feared that incineration of waste instead of
the normal fuel in cement kilns would lead to higher emissions of particles of
incomplete combustion (PICs; micropollutants such as dioxins). Since input-specific
measurements are lacking in most cases, it is quite common in LCAs to assume that
the process-related emissions  (of e.g. dioxins) are proportional to the caloric value of
the material input (be it waste or fuel; see e.g. Sas, 1994). But even ty measurements
were available, they stressed that such data only retlected the specific incineration
conditions at the moment of measurement. They feared that, since a cement kiln
primarily has to produce cement, incineration conditions would in general be optimized
for that purpose - and not, as in the case of specific waste incineration, optimized for
waste destruction and minimization of emissions of e.g. dioxins. So here also we see
the rather low faith in a flawless working technical/organisational structure, and the low
degree of confidence that our knowledge about emissions is adequate. Added to the
fact that the available LCA method at that time totally lacked fate modelling, leading
to the artefact that NO, and S02 in general dominated the toxicity scores, the
environmentalists simply saw a key concern - additional PICs -  not reflected adequate-
ly by an LCIA toxicity score. So with the LC(I)A we could address themes such as
energy use and acidification, but not the key element the discussion was about:
toxicity.  In this case, fortunately, it was rather easy for us to give an advice that was
in line with a precautionary approach. We simply stated that cement kilns could only
be considered as an alternative for incinerating waste that is more contaminated as the
usual fuel, if very thorough testing programmes had shown no additional formation of
PICs. Such testing programmes would be relatively cheap in comparison with the high
financial benefits of waste treatment in cement kilns, and thus very viable. Unfor-
tunately, the cement kilns at stake were abroad. The Dutch policy makers found it
inappropriate to impose additional demands compared to what foreign authorities
already demanded, also in view of EU legislation. As a result, waste is now exported
for incineration in cement kilns - but the certainties we asked for in our EIA are
absent. This account does not mean LCA was useless in this study, or that I think that
LCA in general is useless. On the contrary: more than once the tool showed its merits
in generating unexpected new insights into the environmental performance of - in this
case - waste management systems. And where we drew firm conclusions, they all
survived the fierce objections of firms who found the conclusions were negative for
their teChnology. But such robust conclusions were never based on the LCIA step

alone. They were always primarily based on robust information on large mass flows or
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reliable emission data, information on emission-reduction measures. or other logic, etc.,
that could explain a relatively good score calculated in the LCIA step.

I 2 As I indicated already in chapter 3, though most of the problems highlighted here as
well exist for RA, in the case of LCIA they have much more serious consequences.
The goal of RA is to prevent that a risk threshold is being surpassed. In case of a lack
of knowledge. the use of worst-case assumptions or safety factors is a valid approach
here: this results in erring on the side of caution. LCIA cannot use this escape route.
LCIA of toxic releases aims at a comparative assertion of the toxic effects of substance
emissions. This is only possible when average case data are available for all substances
relevant for the LCA; LCA practitioners thus can not simply use the worst-case sub-
stance properties data RA practitioners are often happy with in view of the enormous
data gaps. Indeed, it is common practice in RA to apply a stringent tierd approach to
generate data: one starts with worst-case assumptions, and only if in that case a risk is
predicted, further refinement of the data and evaluation takes place. This means that the
programmes currently under way to generate more substance data will probably gene-
rate for a very limited set of substances average case data; for a much larger set worst-
case data, and, since the data gaps are so enormous, for a large number of substances
on short term no data at all. Even the very ambitious programme that may be launched
in the US (see chapter 3) will only result in data for 3,000 high production volume
chemicals  (on a total  of 100,000 anthropogenic substances).

I 3 These problems are not always recognised by or communicated appropriately to prac-
ticioners. The CML-guide  of 1992 acknowledged  that  fate  was not included   in   its
impact assessment for toxic releases. Yet, this method had and still has a high status in
the Netherlands and other countries and is implemented in software tools. As a result,
the method was simply used despite the fact that any text book on toxicology mentions
that fate and residence time of a substance in the environment is a key element in
toxicity evaluation (e.g., as shown in chapter 6, a predecessor of this manual was used
without comment in the VNCI/McKinsey study). From a toxicological point of view
results thus were simply - I don't know an other word - nonsense. Most LCAs indicate
high-volume emissions like NO, and SO2 as the toxicity priorities related to a product,
though they are low-toxic, have a short life-time in the environment or so and appear
only in exceptional cases on priority lists in substance policy. Very persistent sub-
stances, emitted in lower quantities. are barely visible with the method (compare e.g.
note 10 and Tukker et al., 19968). It would, after all. have been appropriate to indicate
in the manual that the method should not, or only with much prudence, be used in
calculating toxicity scores. After the problems in our PVC case became clear, the
authors of the new toxicity method warned purchasers of that manual that for 60 of the
100 substances for which they gave equivalency factors default fate data had been used
(CML/RIVM, 1996). But other problems were not communicated, such as the expe-
rience that literature data could result in differences in equivalency factors of a factor
1.000 or more. This new manual will most probably become further institutionalised
by its implementation in SIMAPRO, one of the most popular software tools for LCA.
Here also the situation may arise that the method will be applied by practicioners
without being aware of its weaknesses.
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14 An other example of such an approach, where information on rather robust emission
data is combined with rudimentary logic in order to set priorities. can be found with
Finnveden (1997). He noted that in a study of Gunther and Langowski (1997) on
resilient floor coverings toxicity aspects had not been included. among others due to
the fact the authors were well aware of the problems related to impact assessment of
toxic releases in LCA. Finnveden argues that nevertheless a preliminary comparison of
the toxicological impacts of PVC flooring and polyolefin tlooring is possible. His ar-
gument is that both floorings are based on petrochemical resources, so that the poten-
tial impacts caused by the production of polyolefins will also be present in the life
cycle of PVC. But, he argues, PVC has the additional drawback that there are potential
impacts and uncertainties related to the production of chlorine (mercury emissions), the
production of EDC and VCM (organochlorine emissions), and the use of additives (pia-
sticiser emissions). So in his view it is reasonable to assume that polyolefins may score
relatively better on toxicity impacts. In my view, the approach of building the argument
is a good one, though in this specific comparison one point may have been forgotten.
Finnveden's argument only holds if the use of petrochemical resources for both PVC
tlooring and polyolefin flooring is about equal, and there are no other product chains
with potential toxic impacts contributing to the production of polyoletin flooring. In
that case, in the production chain of PVC tlooring simply a number of additional emis-
sions of potentially toxic substances can be found. However, in most cases the situation
is more complex. For instance, in the production of pipes considerably more petro-
chemical resources are needed for PE pipes as for PVC pipes. Thus here one enters the
difficult comparison of additional emissions in the production chain of ethylene (when
PE is produced) with additional emissions specific for PVC.

15

Fortunately. this peer pressure does not always materialise. In fact, I was quite lucky
with the peer-review committee I had for the Swedish PVC-study. They had an open
eye for the problems with the toxicity assessment in the study. and in fact encouraged
us to produce a balanced view rather than following the books. But the image of -
questionable, maybe unintentional - authority of manuals certainly plays a role. For
instance, I have participated in peer review committees myself. It will be no surprise I
checked if all uncertainties in the methods used were reflected in the conclusions of a
study. More than once authors of the work we reviewed challenged such comments
with the argument that the 'study had been executed according to state-of-the art
manuals and software'.

16 The problems with the toxicity assessment in LCA in the Swedish PVC-study is
probably the best example. At the start of this PVC-study, an improved method for
Impact Assessment of toxic releases was about to be published. It contained major im-
provements compared to the older LCIA method used in the chlorine study, which
posed problems since basic elements such as the fate of substances were not yet in-
cluded. The new method was generally seen as a solution for this and for other pro-
blems present in the older method. But weeks after this new method was formally
published, in our PVC-case it emerged that there were still major uncertainties and also
this method could also not form the basis for a robust priority setting. This is well in
line with observations of e.g. Wynne (19928) scientists in general are over-confident
when they bring present results of research, and their data contain always more flaws,
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are always more written from one specific evaluative perspective as they themselves
believe.

I 7 If I am wrong, and frames are free-floating, this has enormous implications. Evaluation
tools. even (f they are so sophisticated that they try to take different frames into ac-
count, can only be used as 'tools' if the frames are to some extent stable or can be
frozen. For instance, the approach of van Asselt and Rotmans (1995a) to develop dif-
ferent indicators to model e.g. climate change and population growth would be useless
if the hierarchist, egalitarian and individualist frames from cultural theory on which
they base these indicators were to change every few years. Indeed, if frames were to
continuously develop over time this would lead to the constant need for new evaluation
approaches, which in turn would mean the end of the idea of 'evaluation tools' in itself.
Any tool can then be accused of being pre-framed and biased, and thus of being of no
use. But even more participative approaches would probably fail. Participative policy
analysis (PPA) would at best come to a consensus or identify frame differences at a
given moment. But the ongoing process of framing and reframing may well mean that
the PPA result will become invalid in a matter of time.

IX Of course, at times other Euro Chlor members also replace chlorine production by mer-
cury cells by membrane electrolysis, for instance when major renovations or strategic
changes in a firm's production structure are at stake. But to my knowledge, Norsk
Hydro is one of the few firms that publicly adopted the goal of phasing out  the mer-
cury cell process in any case.



Chapter 9

Reflections and recommendations
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9.1 Introduction

This aim of this chapter is to develop a vision of how the toxicity debate, and the chlorine
and PVC debates in particular, can be taken a step further. This implies more than simply
giving recommendations. In this chapter I will reflect on my conclusions, give an in-depth
analysis of their consequences, and in this way, possibly provide a view of how to deal
with the frame conflict concerning toxicity. This chapter therefore covers the following
five topics:

1.   a reflection on the crucial differences between the most extreme frames;
2.  recommendations on how to deal with toxicity problems in general;
3.  recommendations on how to deal with chlorine and PVC;
4.  recommendations for enhancing the robustness of knowledge claims generated by

environmental evaluation tools;
5.    recommendations for improving the decision making process in controversies plagued

by differences in framing.

Key recommendations will be summarized after each section. Further, in dealing with
these issues, the overarching question that was posed at the start of this book can be
addressed:

How can decision making be structured in the toxicity debate, in particular with regard
to  PV C  and  chlorine. in order to make choices that will be robust in the long term ?

9.2 Suggestions for decision making in toxicity policy

9.2.1 Introduction

In this section, I will develop recommendations for structuring decision making in toxicity
policy in general. For this purpose, I will first reflect on the crucial differences between
the most extreme frames I identified in chapter 8, the phase-out frame and the risk-
assessment frame. I will then divide the toxicity policy field into a number of parts, and
indicate what the focus of the solution strategy for each part could be.

Since the risk-assessment frame has long been used in substance policy, the criteria
it uses to identify acceptable and non-acceptable processes, substances or releases ard clear
enough. The phase-out frame has been used far less in practical evaluations. There is thus
much less experience with its operationalization. The adherents of the phase-out frame in
most cases refer to the precautionary principle for alternative criteria (e.g. IJC, 19938;
Natuur en Milieu, 1996), but this is not unproblematic. Its most influential definition states
that precautionary measures are mandatory in cases of high potential danger, and when the
measures are cost-effective (UNCED, 1992)'.But three other areas of management under
uncertainty are not addressed: 1) when the uncertainty is low, but precautionary measures
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Figure  9.2.1:  Four areas  of precaution

uncertainty/danger                 I
low higheffort/cost

low ? UNCED

. high ?     ?

are costly, 2) when the uncertainty is high, but costs of precautionary measures are as
well, and 3) when both the uncertainty and the costs of precaution are low (see figure
9.2.1). Other definitions do not always include the demand of cost-effectivity of measures,
and thus are also applicable in area 2).

In my view, the precautionary principle is an important principle, since too often
demands for conclusive proof of harm have prevented the implementation of reasonable
measures. However, how to be precautious in practice generates much debate. Particularly
in  area 1), being cautious  at all costs  has been criticised as dangerous for society
(Nollkaemper, 1996; O'Riordan, 1994; WRR, 1994)2. Further, for almost any potential
toxic emission one can argue that severe, irreversible, not yet discovered effects may
occur, so that the UNCED definition would always apply (cf. Hanson, 1991 )3. Thus, the
precautionary principle, partially because it is a principle, gives no clear-cut alternative
criteria for substance policy.

In order to indicate the main alternative criteria relevant in the phase-out-frame, below
I will make a step-by-step comparison of the differences with the risk-assesment frame.
This helps me to indicate what kind of aspects should be worked out to operationalize a
more precautionary, but internally consistent, approach in substance policy. I refrain from
a full operationalisation myself, since that could easily be a task for another book.

9.2.2    A reflection on differences between the  isk assessment and the phase-out fmme

As I concluded in chapter 8, the dispute between the adherents of the risk assessment
frame and the phase-out frame concentrates on all kinds of different assumptions that can
be positioned in this emission-effect chain4.

I therefore use this emission-effect chain to give the step-by-step comparison of the
risk assessment frame and the phase-out frame (see figure 9.2.2.) The line of reasoning
of the risk assessment frame is given in the first line in the figure. The possible flaws in
this approach feared by the adherents of the phase-out frame are given in the second line.



Figure 9.2.2: Key differences between the risk assessment frame and the phase-out frame

Proces-
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B: Phase-out Frame 1· Unknown byproducts 1:   Volume and type of emitted 1 Fate input data are uncertain 1:  Toxicity test data are uncertain
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unknown or not included into account

C: Crucial 1: What are the charact- 1: For what processes un- 1: How must be dealt with uncer- 1: Is there sufficient conservatism  in
question: eristics of 'vulnerable' known and unexpected tain and unknown fate data ? standard setting given uncertainty in

systems concerning emissions are likely ? 2: How should improvement of and lack of test data, and potential
closing loops and em- data quality be encouraged ? combination toxicity ?
ission control ? 3: What criteria are used for per- 2: How should improvement of data

2: In what processes un- sistence and bioaccumuation ? quality be encouraged ?
intentional by-products 4:  For what substances deg- 3: For what substances is the risk of
are formed radation products are seen unknown end-points least tolerable ?

3: For what substances and as relatively problematic ? 4: How fast should 'vague' signs of un-
by-products is the above expected effects (thus insufficient con-
most relevant ? servatism) be translated into measures ?
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knowledge with control systems mes places where the substance often difficult to link with
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cations or measure- 3: Fate properties of other
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-products

*  Note. the definition of 'substance group'Is crucial, but not straightforward
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It is exactly on these probable flaws that the debate concentrates, and why an alternative
management scheme is called for. Below, I will flesh out these differences, and formulate
the crucial questions that are relevant for each point of discussion. Each element is
numbered according to the codes used in figure 9.2.2.

Production and use of substances in processes and substance chains
P-A 1. Frequently, emission control and organisational (e.g. waste collection)

measures are seen as a feasible and reliable way to keep substances under
control in substance chains.

P-B 1. A particular complexity is that in quite a few processes unexpected by-
products can be formed, which may be emitted later in the substance chain.
The related question is:

P-c 1.      W hat   processes   are   most   suspected  of  the  fonnation of high volumes or
hannful unintentional by-products ?

P-B2. In practice, such technical and organisational measures may fail due to non-
compliance, organisational difficulties and technical problems. A crucial ques-
tion is:

P-c2.   In what cases will keeping substances in closed loops be problematic ? For
w hat  substances  is  this  most   relevant   ?

Outputs (emissions)
0-Al. In the ideal situation, the emission of a certain substance is known. This

requires good emission data, the application of sound analytical measurement
methods, a robust structure for emission prevention and relatively small
problems concerning the formation of by-products in processes.

0-Bl. In practice, in any process of material producion and use unexpected and
unknown emissions take place (among others, in relation to the failure of
control measures  (see P-B 1 )  and the formation of by-products in processes

(see P-B2)). Such unknown emissions are undesirable, since of course fate
and effect can never be predicted, which results in uncertainty. Questions are:

0-c 1.     For what type of processes and material chains may unknown and unexpected
emissions occur, and in what quantities ? For what type of processes and
substances is this still acceptable ?

Fote
F-A 1. In the ideal situation, it is quite possible to calculate the fate of substances.

As shown in chapter 3, this requires a reasonably good insight into substance

parameters like water solubility, vapor pressure, partition coefficients between
air, water, soil and other media, biodegradation, photochemical degradation
(in air), hydrolysis, the octanol-water partition coefficient, bioconcentration
factors, etc. Further, the fate models must reasonably cover the pathways of
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a substance in the environment. Ideally, the calculations of such models
should be validated by field measurements, though it should be noted that this
is by no means a trivial enterprises.

F-B 1 .B2. In practice, substance parameters necessary to predict  fate  are not always
available or reliable. It is only possible to define conservative estimates for
some parameters (e.g. degradation rates), but in other cases estimates simply
mean that an unreliable fate is predicted. Discussion points in this respect are:

F-cl:  How should unknown or unreliable fate data be dealt with? For what
categories of substances are unreliabilities still acceptable ?

F-c2: To what extent are incentives needed to avoid the  use  of substances for which
infonnation is lacking, and to generate the additional infonnation ?

F-B3. Further, particularly for persistent and bioaccumulative substances the final
fate is difficult to predict since they enter the foodwebs, which are highly
complex and regarded by quite a few institutions as difficult to model
(IJC,1993a and 1993b).

F-c3.      W hat  criteria for persistence  and  bioaccumulation  should  be  used  ?

F-B4. Finally, in practice degradation products are in general not or only partially
taken into account in risk assessments. Discussion points in this respect are:

F-c4. For what type of substances might it occur that they do not mineralize
harmless components (e.g. water. (02) in the short tenn, but there is a
suspicion they degrade to problematic compounds ?

Effects
E-Al. In the ideal situation, by extensive testing a good view of the human health

effects and ecotoxicological effects of a substance is obtained, including the
uncertainties relevant for standard setting. Extensive testing means in this
context: tests that give No Observable Adverse Effect Levels (NOAELs) or
Acceptable Daily Intakes (ADIs) with known uncertainty ranges for a defined,
currently regarded as extensive, set of effects or end-points.

E-Bl-83 In practice, the uncertainty related to such toxicity data is  high or unknown
or the data set is incomplete. As stated in chapter 3, this problem is in fact
enormous: even for the approximately 2,000 high production-volume
chemicals, data are incomplete in over 90 % of cases (van Leeuwen and
Hermens, 1995; EDF, 1997; US EPA, 1998). Finally, for the end-points
currently regarded as relevant virtually no case information is available about
possible synergistic effects when a combined exposure to different substances
is at stake. The answer of the risk assessment approach is to correct these
shortcomings by including safety factors in the establishment of the NOAEL
or ADI, in order to err on the side of caution. Related discussion points are:
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E-c/. /s the current level of conservatism in setting effect standards sufficient to
correct for possible combination toxicity, or to correct for the uncertainty and
incompleteness of toxicity test data sets for a specific substance ?

E-c2: To what extent are incentives needed to avoid the use of substances for which

information is lacking, and to generate the additional information ?

E-B4. Further, experience shows in practice that over the years new end-points are
discovered (leading to an extension of the defined set, which was regarded as

extensive). New insights about the effects on existing end-points sometimes
also call for adpation of the existing standard. There is often a vague indica-
tion of such problems, but at the same time it takes considerable time before
thorough tests and evaluations are completed. One thus faces the possibility
that emission and environmental concentration levels that were regarded as
'safe' have to be lowered considerably. Discussion points in this respect are:

E-£3. For what type of substances can the risk be accepted that effects at known
end-points have been underestimated and that new relevant end-points will be

discovered ?
E-c4.    How quickly should 'vague' signs of new, unexpected risks be translated into

additional measures ? What level of suspicion justifies what level of action ?

In order to answer these questions, several types of information can be used that are
normally only taken into account to a limited extent in regular risk assessment.

Concerning the substance chains as such, the technical and social complexity of control
measures give an indication of their risk of failure (P-d2); historical experience with
failure completes such views (P-d 1). Process-technical/thermodynamic reasons, historical
experience and in-plant measurements may be reasons for suspicion that unexpected by-
products are formed and thus probably emitted from a certain process (0-d3).

Concerning outputs (emissions), total effluent monitoring systems can give indications
of as yet unidentified emissions (0-dl). Further, of course measured differences between

sum parameters for emissions and individually identified compounds give an indication
of the relevance of such unknown emissions (0-d2)6.

Concerning fate,  the  fact that a certain substance is discovered in unexpected places
in unexpected concentrations in the environment indicates that there may be flaws in fate
modelling (F-dl), emission monitoring  (0-bl) and emission control systems  (P-bl)).
Further, unexpectedly high amounts of (un)identified substances in nature that are part of
the same substance group could be an indication that there are unexpected degradation

pathways or emission sources (F-d2). Finally, experiences with the fate of other substances
of the same substance group can be used as an additional source of information to make
a judgement on the fate of the substance at stake (F-d3). A problem is that it is not easy
to define a substance group. For instance, organochlorines are often identified as a group,
but as regards their fate (and toxic effects) dioxins have fundamentally different properties
from chloromethane, a substance that is also naturally produced.

Concerning effects, indications that a risk management system has failed are of course
actual, unexpected effects on biota in the environment  (E-dl). An example  is the recent
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finding that the toxicity of Rhine water is about 7 times higher than can be explained by
known releases into the environment (Chemisch Weekblad, 1997). A problem in this
respect is that such actual effects are often difficult to trace back to one substance or
cause. Further, proven effects and dangers of substances that belong to the same substance
group may be an indication that the substance in question may cause unexpected effects
as well (E-d2).

9.2.3    A division into types of substances and types of policy options

Having indicated the crucial differences between the phase-out frame and the risk-
assessment frame, the crucial questions that have to be answered, and the information that
can play a role in formulating these answers, I will now focus on developing a further
structure for the debate. For this purpose, I will divide the toxicity policy field into a
number of parts. I use a division into substance-related properties and properties of the
systems in which substantes are used and produced. The latter indicates the chance of
unexpected emissions. The former is sub-divided according to specific characteristics of
substances (mainly based on KemI, 1991): these characteristics have an important
influence on the importance of the contrasting assumptions made in the risk-assessment
frame and the phase-out frame indicated in figure 9.4.2.

Substance-related characteristics
1.   Substances that are man-made, but also occur in nature. One could say that for such

substances flaws in risk assessment are relatively irrelevant, like unknown or uncertain
effects and combination toxicity (E-b 1  to E-b#) or unreliable fate parameters (F-bl,
F-b2), fate models (F-b3) and unknown degradation pathways (F-b4). The fact that the
substance occurs naturally indicates that Nature has simply found ways to deal with
this substance. The main problem of anthropogenic emissions can thus only be their
volume, not the type of substance. This means management solutions will mainly
focus on the acceptability of additional anthropogenic emissions in comparison with
the existing natural substance cycles;

2. Substances that are man-made, alien to nature, but have no persistent or
bioaccumulative properties, and for which according to current standards a complete
set of fate and effect data are available. Here we face a number of other questions.
The uncertainty ranges for the data in question are in practice often not known (F-bl,
E-b 1).  It is possible that degradation products arise  that have undesirable properties
themselves (F-b4). It is possible that there are effects on as yet unknown end-points
and combination toxicity (E-b2, E-b4);

3. Substances that are man-made, alien to nature, but have no persistent or
bioaccumulative properties, for which reliable fate and effect data are in large part
lacking. Apart from the problems indicated above, it is simply clear that there are
major uncertainties in fate (F-b2) and effect (E-b2) assessments);

4. Substances that are man-made, alien to nature, and have persistent and
bioaccumulative properties. For such substances, two additional uncertainties are
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specifically relevant. First, their fate is difficult to model, but precisely because of
their persistence and bioaccumulative properties there is a clear danger that they enter
the foodwebs via unexpected pathways (F-b3). Second, particularly for these substan-
ces the uncertainty about unknown end-points and new information about effects at
known end-posts is most relevant, since their dispersion in the environment is, in
large, irreversible (E-b3)7

System-related characteristics
5.   Processes or substance chains in which unknown by-products may be formed (0-bl)

or closing loops and emission control may fail (0-b2). Here the danger is that
unexpected releases to the environment will take place, which leads to further
uncertainties on fate and effect levels.

9.2.4    Towards a structure for the toxicity debate

Given the building blocks above, I can now indicate what management solutions the adhe-
rents of each frame will prefer for each type of substance/production system. On this
basis, I give recommendations for dealing with the toxicity debate. I will indicate what
role can be played by each of the four ways of closing a conflict  I discerned in chapter
2:  a) choosing a solution accepted in all frames, b) using robust, decisive knowledge, c)
choosing a reversible solution that allows for learning by doing, and d) socio-political
choice.

Natural substances
For substances that are also present in nature, there will probably not be too much lack
of consensus between adherents of the different frames. As I indicated above, the flaws
in the risk assessment approach are relatively unimportant. The adherents of the phase-out
frame will probably still differ in view with the adherents of the risk assessment frame on
issues such as the extent of our knowledge about natural processes, and the trust in
technical/organisational measures for emission reduction. However, the former will
probably not see major consequences of shortcomings on these points. The following roles
can be played by each way of closure:

-      acceptability for atl frames: all frames will accept the use and a certain release of the
substance into the environment. However, a decision on the quantity released should
still be made;

-     robust knowledge: knowledge is necessary about the relative importance of
anthropogenic flows compared to natural flows. This knowledge seems relatively
robust. But the allowable quantity released can only be based on effect assessment.
However, this information is most probably not robust;

-     learning by doing and (political) choice: the discussion about the permissible quantity
to be emitted can be solved in part by using knowledge about effects, but since this
knowledge is not robust some negotiation and subjective choice is necessary.
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Non-natural degradable substances
For other, non-natural man-made substances the most crucial policy questions may arise
when new information shows more risks than expected. Adherents of a risk assessment
frame will probably demand a reasonable degree of proof of harm before action is taken.
Adherents of a strict control frame may weigh, in line with the UNCED definition of
precaution, the costs of measures against the probable, uncertain danger. Adherents of a
phase-out frame will demand stringent BAT or phase-outs as soon as the first signs of
unexpected effects become clear. The following roles can be played by each way of
closure:

-      acceptability for all frames: all frames will accept the use and a certain release of the
substance into the environment.  However, a decision on the quantity released and the
acceptable level and types of effects should still be made;

-    robust knowledge: knowledge about emissions is probably relatively robust, but about
fate and effects considerably less so. The choice of a 'permitted' emission level is in
fact to a considerable extent a matter of negotiation;

-     learning by doing: contamination of the environment is relatively reversible, since the
substance has no persistent properties; but when new information indicates more risks
than expected the discussion how fast measures have to be taken will start;

-   (political) choice: in view of the above confrontation of the preferred management
solutions of the three frames, it is recommended that the focus of the discussion
should be on the following topics:
F-cl How must unknown or unreliable fate data be dealt with? For what

categories of substances are imreliabilities still acceptable ?
F-c4 For what type of substances can it occur that they do not mineralize

hannless  components  (e.g.  water,   CO.)   in  the  short   term   but   there   is  a
suspicion they degrade to problematic compounds ?

E-cl. Is the current level of conservatism in setting effect standards sufficient

to correct for possible combination toxicity, or to correct for the url-
certainty and incompleteness of toxicity test data sets for a specific
mbstance ?

E-c4. How quickly should 'vague' signs of new, unexpected risks be translated

into additional measures  ? What level of suspicion justifies what level of
action ?

Non-natural degradable substances for which  data  are  lacking
The adherents of the Iisk assessment frame and probably also of the strict control frame
will be happy with the current situation, in which making conservative estimates is seen
as a means to provide sufficient protection against wrong fate and effect estimates. The
adherents of the phase-out frame will not accept this. They will probably plead for 'white
lists' with substances for which such data are reasonably available, or plead for a system
like an 'unknown release inventory' in which companies are obliged to register all their
emissions of substances for which certain fate or effect data are still lacking (EDF, 1997).
The following roles can be played by each way of closure:
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-     acceptability for all frames: as indicated above, it will probably be quite difficult to
find a management approach that is inherently acceptable in all frames;

-    robust knowledge: knowledge about emissions is probably relatively robust, but about
fate and effects absolutely not;

-    learning by doing: contamination of the environment is relatively reversible, since the
substance has no persistent properties; about the reversibility of effects, however, large
uncertainty exists due to the lack of effect data;

-     (political)choice: in addition to the topics that have to be discussed for substances for
which data is available, the following point should be addressed:
E/F-cl To what extent are incentives needed to avoid the use of substances for

which information is lacking, and to generate the additional information
9

Persistent, bioaccumulative substances
Concerning persistent and bioaccumulative substances, adherents of a risk assessment
frame will probably opt for a management solution on the basis of a risk assessment

approach or BAT. Adherents of a strict control frame will probably choose an approach
of BAT and closing substance cycles. Adherents of a phase-out frame will unambiguously
ask for a phase-out of such substances, since any emission reduction measure will leave
some leak open to the environment. The following roles can be played by each way of
closure:

-     acceptability for all frames: as indicated above, the different frames lead to important
differences in proposed management solutions. There is scarcely any way of finding
a management approach that is inherently acceptable in all frames;

-        robust  know ledge: knowledge about emissions may be relatively robust, but about fate
and effects considerably less so. Uncertainty about fate information and unexpected
emissions can to a certain extent be reduced by data on the presence of the substance
in the environment, but there will probably remain considerable room for discussion;

-     learning by doing: contamination of the environment is rather irreversible, so 'learning
by doing' is not a real option, particularly when high emitted volumes are at stake;

-   (political) choice: in view of the above confrontation of the preferred management
solutions of the three frames, it is recommended that the discussion focusses on the
following topics:
F-c3. W hat  criteria for  persistence  and  bioaccumulation  should  be  used  ?

To what extent is an absolute zero emission policy desired and what residual
emission qfter BAT can be regarded as 'zero' 4

Systems in wliich unknown by-products may  be formed, or that are difficult to close
Finally, the toxicity debate often concentrates on processes that may generate unknown
emissions, either by the unintentional formation of by-products or difficulties in 'closing'
the substance chain. Adherents of a risk assessment frame may see this as rather irrelevant.
Adherents of the strict Control frame will probably assume that the residual emissions after
BAT or closing substance chains are so low that they cannot do harm. Otherwise, they
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will try to develop overarching control schemes like Total Effluent Monitoring. Adherents
of the phase-out frame will probably call for sticking to processes where the risk of
unknown byproducts is low, or where failure of emission control has relatively little
consequence. The following types of decision making are relevant:

-     acceptability for all frames: the acceptability for all frames will depend on the type
of substance or by-product. If they also occur naturally, there may be acceptance in
all frames; if it concerns substances or by-products that are likely to be persistent and
bioaccumulative the frames will call for opposing solutions;

-        robust  know ledge: the percentage and type of by-products can probably be known
rather well by measurement. Uncertainty about unexpected emissions can to a certain
extent be reduced by data on the presence of the substance in the environment, but
there will probably remain considerable room for discussion;

-    learning by doing: the reversibility of contamination of the environment, once again,
depends of the type of substance or by-product at stake: persistent or not;

-   (political) choice: in view of the above confrontation of the preferred management
solutions of the three frames, it is recommended that the discussion focusses on the
following topics:
P-c l:      W hat   processes  are  most  suspected  of  the  formation of high volumes of

harmful unintentional by-products ?
P-c2.   In what cases will keeping substances in closed loops be problematic ? For

what substances is this most relevant ?
0-cl.   For what type of processes and materials chains may unknown and unex-

pected emissions occur, and in what quantities ? For what type of processes
and substances is this still acceptable ?

Key recommendations in section 9.2: how to structure discussions on toxicity issues
The controversy about toxicity policy between the adherents of the most extreme frames concentrates
on  about 12 crucial questions, which  are  not of equal relevance  for  each  type of substance/process.
It is recommended to use the above structure for dealing with discussions on a specific toxicity issue.

9.3 Suggestions for decision making about chlodne and PVC"'

9.3.1 Policy options

Looking back at section 9.2.4, one has to conclude that it is not really surprising that there
is so much debate about chlorine: the chlorine chain simply combines the decision making
categories in which the tension between the phase-out frame and the risk-assessment frame
is most prominent. Quite a few organochlorines are persistent and bioaccumulative,
chlorine is suspected of forming by-products, and closing/managing substance chains may
be regarded as relatively difficult (e.g. incineration of PE is somewhat less complicated
than incineration of PVC). Here I will give specific recommendations for decision making
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about chlorine in particular, some of which also cover the discussion surrounding PVC.
I will do so in line with the approach developed in section 9.2. The main difference is that
here I can focus directly on chlorine specific issues. Further, since here it concerns an
extensive, existing industry, costs and (societal) dangers of far-reaching measures such as
phase-outs have to be clearly weighed against the reduction of environmental dangers.

Starting point for developing policy recommendations is a well-managed chlorine chain
as in the Netherlands, which includes scarcely any applications where persistent toxic and
bioaccumulative substances (PTBs) are deliberately released into the environment.

For this purpose, I will recall what I identified in chapter 4 (and 5) as the key
questions to be solved. The reader who followed me until here will understand why I was
not able to give a final judgement about the sustainability of chlorine, and even had to be

very careful in indicating the environmental priorities. In the chlorine debate, the frame
conflict is all-pervasive. What is a fact for one frame, may be a questionmark in the other.
As I showed in chapter 3 and 8.3, the knowledge generated by tools like RA en LCIA is
less robust than often thought. As I argued in chapter 2, I accept - and even support - that
frames are put to test. Not anything goes. Yet, only what I termed 'robust knowledge' is
suitable for this purpose. And all too often, scientists unconsciously go beyound this line
since they live in a frame themselves, ending up taking sides in the debate without
noticing it.

The line I took in chapter 4 was as follows. The risk assessments resulted in only a
limited number of visible priorities, but left 5 major types of uncertainty and ignorance
unaddressed. But since currently this is tolerated for all substances, adopting the principle
of non-discrimination between substances I concentrated on those uncertainties for which
it was reasonable to assume they would be chlorine-specific. This resulted in two points.
It concerns the suspicions that reactive chlorine in production processes results in many
unknown by-products (and thus emissions), and that emitted organochlorines may form
dangerous decay products. These suspicions are reinforced by the fact that organochlorines
are found in unexpected places in the environment, and that the source of 90 % of this
organochlorine is not clear. Though historical releases and natural organochlorine could
also be an explanation, this combination of suspected unknown anthropogenic sources and
the certain presence in the environment simply puts an additional question mark against
the current chlorine chemistry in comparison to the other chemical industry". In my view,
it is this question mark that a chlorine policy has to address. The four main options for
such a policy are:

1. 'risk assessment and monitoring'. There is passive monitoring of the environment.
Measures are taken when the danger is proven by convincing evidence.

2.    'precaution in the style of UNCED'. Cost-effective reduction measures are taken, even
when their trade-off is not yet certain. For uncertainties where precaution involves
costly measures, thorough additional research is started to evaluate whether such
measures will engender trade-off.

3. 'closing substance chains and Best Available Technology (BAT)'. Stringent BAT is
applied for all processes where chlorinated substances are formed, or where they are
used in open applications (e.g use of solvents in open baths), even when no harm is
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proven. The European Union (EU) Institute for Prospective Technological Studies
(IPTS), and some groups in the chlorine industry, see BAT as a solution for the chlo-
rine controversy (Hendriks and Papamelitiou, 1996: ECVM, 1995a). Apart from BAT
for production processes, open applications of chlorine compounds can be banned.
This position was recommended by the Dutch Advisory Council for Governmental
Research (de Jong, 1994).

4.   'phasing out chlorine'. Chlorine is virtually banned in the chemical industry. This is
the position of the environmental pressure groups, but also other fora (Thornton,  1991;
IJC, 1993; Allsop, 1994).

9.3.2 Risk reduction and trade-offs by policy option

As indicated, the main uncertain danger of chlorine in comparison with other substances
was related to 'missed' emissions of persistent, toxic and bioaccumulative substances
(PTBs) from production processes, and to unknown degradation processes of known
emissions of chlorinated compounds,2. The evaluation concentrates therefore on these two
aspects. The benefits and feasibility of each of the policy options are assessed with a
qualitative evaluation using the following criteria:

-   risk reduction, determined by:
the possibility that the effect occurs;
the potential magnitude of the effect;

-    the probability of risk transfer;
-   costs to society;
-   costs to individual companies;
-    acceptability to adherents of the risk assessment frame (usually industry);
-    acceptability to adherents of the phase-out frame (usually environmentalists).

Research can assess the possibility that an effect will occur. The potential magnitude of
effects can in general be assumed to decline as a result of lowering of emissions. The
probability of risk transfer is included to assess whether the measure might create other
uncertain risks. Societal costs will be high in case far-reaching measures such as phase-
outs are taken in the short run. There are indications that they might be moderate if such
measures are taken in synch with the investment cycle of industry (Plinke et al., 1994;
Gelder and Heerings, 1996). Societal costs will be high if the risk in fact occurs. The cost
consequences for individual companies will be different from those of society as a whole.
Companies must adapt themselves to a new situation, which will be rather difficult in the
case of radical changes to new technologies. Policy measures might thus be accepted by
adherents of the risk assessment frame, if flexible adaptation to the new requirements is
possible. In contrast, adherents of the phase-out frame will only accept a policy that gives
the highest priority to precaution. With this philosophy as a background, the strengths and
weaknesses of each policy option are discussed below (see table 9.3.1).



Table 9.3.1: Pay-off matrix for chlorine policy options

Uncertainty Policy Option

1 Monitor and 2 UNCED: Cost effective 3  BAT plus phase out 4 Phase out chlorine
do nothing measures and research open applications

a. Unknown FI'B-emissions
Uncenainty and danger
- Uncertainty reduction related to chlorine              --                     0                           +                         ++
- Potential shifts of uncertainties to alternatives ++                                   +                                              0                                            --

Efforts and costs
- Consequence for society +t/-*                                + -h-** 0/--**
- Consequences for individual firms ++                                                   +                                                                   -                                                                --

Societal acceptance
- Adherents of the risk assessment frame                   0                         ++                                                                 --
- Adherents of the phase-out frame                          --                          0                                 +                               ++
b. Unkown PTB formation by decay processes
Uncertainty and daliger

Risk reduction related to chlorine                     --                  0/--***                        +                         ++
- Potential shifts of risks to alternatives ++                                            +                                                          -                                                        --

Efforts and costs
- Consequences for society tt/--*                       + 9/--** 0/-- * *

- Consequences for individual firms ++                                                   +                                                                   -                                                                --

Societal acceptance
- Adherents of the risk assessment frame                   -                          ++                                -                                --
- Adherents of the phase-out frame                        --                        0                               +                             ++
*              If risk materializes, then - or --
** If phase-out is in short term, then --
*** For substances for which research is not feasible: --

Note: Aspects can have different weights. The +/- signs cannot be directly added.

Legend: ++: very high --: very low 0: average
+: high -: low
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Option  1  ( risk assessment and monitoring) reflects the risk assessment frame. It has in all
cases the lowest initial costs. Uncertainties and potential effects are not reduced. This
leaves all uncertainties open for future, which can lead to very costly catastrophes
afterwards if severe effects, with an irreversible character, materialise. Adherents of the
phase-out frame do not endorse this policy option.

Option 2 (precaution in the style of UNCED). Cost effective measures are taken. For
the Dutch situation this means reductions  of a factor 10 between  1985  and  2000  for  pro-
cess emissions and a factor 2-3 for open applications (see, e.g. VROM, 1990b). Active
research is undertaken to evaluate the need for additional measures to address the
formation of as yet unidentified PTBs in production processes and by degradation
processes of 8 chlorinated compounds. For a volume of 20% of the chlorine emissions,
of which 80% are pesticides, research on degradation processes is not feasible. Risks are
lower than in option L Societal costs will be moderate. This package is quite acceptable
to adherents of the risk assessment frame, since it does not force a shift to other
production methods. Adherents of the phase-out frame will judge it better than option  1,
but not as good as more stringent options.

Option 3 (closing substance cycles and BAT). This approach reflects the strict control
frame. Applying stringent BAT will sharply reduce the emissions (maximum effect) and
thus the risk. It is tempting to dismiss the often low remaining emission after BAT, but
it will never satisfy the supporters of a zero emission policy. Option 3 thus demands a
clear political operationalization of the 'zero emission' criterion for PTBs, that is consistent
for all societal sectors. The option is politically attractive, since it leaves the existing
production structures intact. Implementation of stringent BAT is very costly and thus
immobilizes the production structure for decades. If, against all odds, this strategy were
still to result in intolerable risks, the worst possible scenario arises: an enormous waste of
money, without tangible benefits and potentially less flexibility for an adaptive response.
This situation could occur, for example, with Dutch Municipal Solid Waste Incinerators
(MSWIs) if dioxin reassessments led to very stringent standards such that even the few
grammes of dioxins that are emitted after the extensive investments in flue gas cleaning
in the early nineties would nonetheless be unacceptable. Further, applications that are by
definition open were phased out, such as the use of hypochlorite, pesticides, and
chlorinated solvents in products like paint remover. This will engender further reductions
in the risk of formation of PTBs by degradation processes. Further, a phase-out means that
alternative applications have to be used. A phase out as a goal in itself could lead to
replacement by alternative processes that score worse in the classical RA/LCA evaluation
systems, or even introduce other uncertainties that are specific to that process. In such
cases, the trade-off is uncertain.

Option 4 (phasing out chlorine) reflects the phase-out frame. It reduces all
uncertainties related to chlorine to zero. Societal costs will be high in case of a rapid
phase-out, but might be acceptable if it coincides with investment cycles (Plinke et al.,
1994). Individual enterprises that are highly depend on chlorine might not be able to make
this shift. A phase-out as a goal in itself could lead to replacement with alternative
processes that score worse in the classical RA/LCA evaluation systems, or even introduce
other uncertainties that are specific to that process. Because chlorine, for example, is co-
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produced with caustic soda, alternative production methods would have to be introduced
for that co-product if there were a chlorine phase-out (Kleijn et al., 1994). At this juncture,
these production methods seem to have more negative environmental consequences than
the current approach.

9.3.3   Towards a chlotine policy mix

The description above, together with chapters 6 and 7, indicate that adherents of the risk
assessment frame and the adherents of the phase-out frame promote fundamentally
opposed management solutions for chlorine. It is, therefore, at this stage impossible to find
a management solution that is acceptable in all frames. With regard to designing an
optimal policy with regard to chlorine by other means, a mixture of approaches can be
identified.

On some aspects, robust   knowledge   may be still be hoped for in order to decide
between the plausibility of frames. After all, the main arguments against chlorine are the
potential formation of unknown by-products, and the potential formation of unknown
decay products. If it can be shown that the current CHC loads in the environment have
another origin, or form a burden from the past, the current chlorine industry has a robust
case for pleading 'not guilty'. Such an outcome of research would simply indicate that the
assumptions of the adherents of the phase-out frame may be unjustified (e.g. concerning
the formation of by-products and decay products and the manageability of substance
chains) - but an opposing outcome, of course, is possible as well. As indicated in chapter
4, the following information can contribute to reducing the argumentative space on this
point:

-    research into the type of CHCs present in environmental samples;
-  an assessment of the relevance of current emissions compared with historical

emissions from the chlorine chain;
-    an assessment of the relevance - in terms of relative volume per type of substance -

of naturally produced organochlorine;
-   a refined emission inventory for production processes in which chlorine is used,

probably including an assessment of whether in processes where chlorine is used more
by-products are indeed formed than in other processes;

-    an analysis of degradation processes of organochlorines. This research can only be
expected to give final answers for a limited number of compounds in a reasonable
time frame. Priorities are dichloromethane (DCM), perchloroethylene (PERC),
trichloroethylene (TCE), ethylenedichloride (EDC), vinylchloride (VCM), tetrachlo-
roethane, methylchloride and chloroform, since they account for 80 % of e.g. the
Dutch emissions of chlorinated compounds. For other substances, it is unlikely that
research will give final answers. The number of substances is simply too large, and
research into degradation substances too complicated to cover them all.
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However, it seems unlikely such research will result in robust conclusions about as yet
uncertain risks and resolve the debate in full. This means a policy has to be chosen in
which the main parameter is the extent of precaution. Whatever the outcome, I insist that
it should be a consistent approach. This implies that:

- similar levels of uncertainty in the chlorine sector and other sectors lead to similar
policy consequences;

-   only chlorine-specific uncertainties lead to additional policy consequences;
-      at least some notion of the danger related to the uncertainty and the costs of measures

is taken into account in the policy choice.

In my view, particularly for the short term a policy mix of learning by doing seems most
appropriate. At least in countries such as the Netherlands emissions of chlorinated
compounds have decreased considerably. At the current emission levels, environmental
damage (if it occurs) is thus probably much lower than in the past, and a radical phase-out
of chlorine in just a few years will lead to large disinvestments, which will probably be
problematic for society. For the short term this implies: implementing cost effective
emission reduction measures and active research into PTB-formation in production
processes and PTB-formation in degradation processes of the 'top-8' chlorinated substances
emitted. Only research into the degradation processes of other emissions, accounting for
20% in terms of the amount of chlorine and mainly consisting of pesticides, is not
feasible. Here, and for those sectors where after the additional research risks can still not
be excluded, replacement by alternatives is an option.  I stress that the proposed research
should not be delayed or result in postponed decision making. Long delays in action can
certainly not be regarded as compatible with a precautionary approach.

Indeed, if phase-outs take place in line with existing investment cycles, the
consequences for society as a whole can probably be limited. Even the moderate UNCED
approach to precaution suggests that society should not then wait for the results of
research but should implement alternatives if this can be done cost-effectively and if there
are clear reasons to believe alternatives indeed are safer (in terms of known toxicity
problems and uncertainties). Individual industries can only oppose this argument if they
demonstrate a reasonable amount of safety with regard to an uncertainty, so that limiting
their freedom cannot be justified, or if they demonstrate that their activities generate no
greater uncertainty than those of societal sectors whose uncertainties are generally
accepted. This implies that the burden of proof rests with industry rather than the
community. The determination of the level of uncertainty at which precaution should limit
the freedom of activity of the chlorine industry is a political choice. The key question at
issue for policy is, in my view: do we accept that PTBs are formed or used in closed
circuits and are emitted in small (?) amounts after emission reductions based on BAT ?
Do we trust the industry that manages this BAT enough, and do we believe that they are
capable of a stringent and flawless implementation of such measures wherever necessary
? Or do we want to see no chlorinated PTB formed and emitted ? So, in sum: how is the
criterion of zero emission of PTBs operationalised ?
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I stress that my criterion of consistency implies that the policy choices have to be
thoughtful ones. For instance, chapter 4 showed that the emissions of chlorinated
pesticides in the Netherlands by 2000 will be about  1,000 tpa, where the total amount of
chlorinated substances that is not part of the 'top 8' of emitted chlorinated compounds
indicated in the former paragraph will be only 249 tons. A phase-out of the latter group
of organochlorines must be regarded as incompatible with a laissez-faire policy toward the
1,000 tons of chlorinated pesticides, provided their degradation behaviour has been
evaluated with similar tests. Furthermore, an even-handed application of the precautionary
principle means that a phase out of the chlorine product - implying replacement with an
alternative - makes sense only if the alternative does not pose a greater environmental
burden according to classical evaluation techniques and the related uncertainties are not
greater. However, this comparison with alternatives implies a final problem. Most of the
current environmental problems are caused by ignorance of the potential risks posed by
a new technology. Chlorinated substances have been praised in the past for their inertness,
inflammability and low acute toxicity. Particularly if there is little experience with the
alternative, special care is called for. As stated before, classical evaluation techniques such
as LCA are inadequate in such comparisons, because they cannot deal well with toxicity
comparisons and because they entirely neglect uncertain risks. This points to the
importance of elaboration of methods that can deal with comparisons of uncertain risks,
an issue that is the subject of the next section.

Key recommendations in section 9.3: how to structure the chlorine controversy:
It is recommended to start the following activities, that seem key elements to bring the chlorine

controversy a step further :

perform research that can indicate if the unidentified organochlorine in nature is  related to the
current chlorine chemistry (via decay products or yet undetected emissions), or to historical
burdens or natural sources.
concentrate the policy discussion on how to operationalise of the zero-emission criterion for
PTBs.

9.4     Recommendations for the generation of mbust knowledge

9.4.1 Current methods for LCIA and RA

In chapter 8, I concluded that Life-cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) and to a lesser extent

Risk Assessment (RA) lack frame-related and scientific robustness. However, elements of
these methods proved to be relatively robust and could be used to structure the
controversy. These involved data on the level of emissions or product mass flows.
Obviously, my recommendation is to encourage this rather unconventional use of these
robust elements, and to be very prudent with the use of data generated by current LCIA
or RA methods. Examples of structuring the debate using the robust elements of these
methods include:
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-   in the Swedish PVC study, for tin and lead it was possible to evaluate the relative
contribution of the PVC chain to the national Swedish use, stocks and waste flow of
these materials;

-    in both the Dutch chlorine and the Swedish PVC study, dioxin emissions from these
chains were compared with total national dioxin emissions. This provided a basis to
answer the question of whether dioxins constituted a reason to formulate measures for
chlorine and PVC;

-    in the Dutch chiorine study, the concern about degradation products of chlorinated
emissions could be further targeted. This led to the somewhat surprising conclusion
that in terms of mass flows, the emissions of chlorinated pesticides dominate most of
the industrial emissions of chlorinated compounds. This suggests that if one adheres
to a frame that accepts emissions of chlorinated pesticides under certain conditions,
it is probably also possible to use the same criteria for evaluating the acceptance of
industrial emissions of chlorinated compounds.

It is obvious that by sticking mainly to mass flow data quite a lot 'information' dealing
with fate and effects of substances is not used. However, this should not be a problem.
In fact, I argued that especially that type of information is already pre-framed. And in that
sense, it is probably more likely to hamper than help the type of positive discussion
proposed in section 8.4.3. Not using this information, at least in the form it is made
available by the existing information tools, will therefore probably not result in a
qualitiative loss in decision making.

9.4.2 Future methodology development for LCIA and RA

The conclusion that LCIA and RA lack frame-related and scientific robustness is a clear
signal to methodology developers. As I concluded, we currently see these methods being
institutionalised with a lack of attention for scientific, and particularly framing,
uncertainties. More than that, the methods that are currently being institutionalised in fact
seem to support just one single frame in the debate.

For me, the lessons from the attempts to apply LCIA and RA in the PVC and chlorine
debate are clear. Methods that do not address all levels of uncertainty will be unable to
generate robust or useful input in a messy controversy and may even threaten democracy
(cf. Bras-Klapwijk, 1997b). I therefore plead for the development of manuals and methods
for LCIA and RA that genuinely steer practicioners to address all the relevant types of
uncertainty I identified in chapter 3: framing uncertainty, (scientific) modelling uncertainty
and various sources of (scientific) data uncertainty. I stress that addressing all these levels
is in my view inevitable. This whole book, particularly chapter 3,8 and 9, showed that
the interpretative space in toxicity evaluations simply cannot be fully 'boxed' by generating
more knowledge. The field of toxicity cannot be approached in the same way as, say,
problems about electricity are approached with of Ohm's law. The large interpretative
space simply implies that framing is inevitable. Indeed, those who still prefer to pursue
a single calculation rule to deal with toxicity problems disagree with the key point of this
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book: that toxicity conflict is frame conflict. The implications of the statements above are
numerous. They include:

-    attention for modelling and data uncertainty should be enhanced. As far as attention
is given to uncertainties, they mainly concern input data uncertainty and - often to a
lesser extent - modelling uncertainty (cf. Udo de Haes and Wrisberg, 1997). Practical
studies even address fewer elements in their uncertainty analyses, and often only focus
on some aspects of data uncertainty (e.g. only the uncertainties in fate data, and not
effect data). Concerning modelling and data uncertainty, more classical approaches
such as monte-carlo analysis can be used to assess the uncertainties in each indicator;

-    attention for framing uncertainty should be enhanced, which implies that the current
mainstream approach in LCIA methodology development should be re-considered.
This approach relies heavily on searching for one consensus method, preferably based
on models that link environmental interventions with safeguard subjects. But the
search for one consensus method makes it automatically impossible to deal with
different frames: each frame has its own way of making sense of the world, and thus
needs its own indicator structure. For instance, the very idea that it is possible to link
environmental interventions with a safeguard subject is seen almost as an impossibility
in the phase-out frame;

-     rather, it is recommended that frame-dependent indicator systems be developed in RA
and LCIA. Examples can be found in Rotmans and de Vries (1997) and Hofstetter
(forthcoming). Based on the reflections in the former section, below I will sketch the
kind of indicators I have in mind for the case of toxicity evaluations;

-   studies such as this one in the field of toxicity policy could be repeated for other
environmental themes. This will give the best possible insight into how frames related
to this theme are structured, and thus, how frame-related indicator systems can be
operationalised,3.

In my view, until such time as such approaches have been worked out, all current methods
for toxicity impact assessment should be used very carefully. This applies for both LCA
and RA. The existing manuals have the function of 'exemplars', and are invitations to
apply the methods presented in the manual without too much thought given to the
strengths and weaknesses of the method.  A strong recommendation is therefore to refrain
from suggesting the manual has an authoritative status, but rather to encourage open minds
and the use of alternative approaches in the following cases:

-     when it concerns themes that probably suffer from high levels of framing, modelling
or data uncertainty;

-   the guide is not yet able to include uncertainty in the impact assessment method.
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9.4.3    A preliminary suggestion for frame-related indicators for toxicity

Section 9.2 concentrated on the discussion of the absolute acceptability of an activity in

view of its toxicity risks. That reflection also provides a basis for indicating the relative

acceptability of the risks and uncertainties related to toxicity problems of one system and
another. Of the categories of substances and processes discerned there, it is all too clear
that the frame conflict is most explicit for substances for which data are lacking, persistent
and bioaccumulative substances, processes in which by-products may easily be formed,
and substance chains that are difficult to close. And indeed, it is exactly these categories
that may be characterised by the highest threats related to uncertainty and ignorance. The
reflection in section 9.2 indicates what kind of information adherents of the phase-out
frame include in their judgement of the acceptability of emissions of toxic substances, and
thus points to alternative indicators (cf. figure 9.2.2, line D). Table 9.4.1 outlines the kind
of information that has to be included in such alternative indicators.

I will not work out an operational indicator system myself: as mentioned earlier,
solving that problem could be the subject of another book (cf. Hofstetter, forthcoming).
Yet, I will give an idea in sketchy terms. Table 9.4.1 basically indicates that there are
different relevant types of information about substances, related to the level of final
effects, fate, emissions or formation in processes. As I indicated in section 8.2, different
frames 'mix' these information elements in a different way to a final judgement of toxicity
threats, which makes a frame-dependent indicator system inevitable. As stated there, the
risk assessment frame tends to emphasise the information on final effect level: the effect
scores. In fact, they attribute a low weight to the aspects of uncertainty and ignorance in
this calculation. Such aspects are, for instance, among others reflected by the fraction of
emitted substances from a system that have persistent properties. Adherents of the phase-
out frame simply would like to give such substances a higher weight. Not because such
substances have higher effect scores, but simply because the uncertainty related to a more
difficult preduction of fate in complex foodwebs, combined with the irreversibility of
contamination, is seen as a risk in itself.

Frame-related indicator systems can be very useful to identify key issues in frame
conflict, as shown recently by Rotmans and de Vries (1997). With three frame-related
indicator systems, they first performed a problem analysis. After that, they developed three
frame-related solution strategies. They combined this to a matrix with nine cells, which
contained 3 utopias (the problem analysis of a frame combined with its preferred solution
strategy) and 6 dystopias (the problem analysis of one frame combined with a solution
strategy of an other frame). Particularly the dystopias can give good insight why
adherehents of one frame oppose the solution strategy related to an other frame. However,
I recommend a careful use of such frame-related indicator systems. A clear danger is that
the indicator systems start to live a life of their own. This would lead to sophisticated, but
basically still technocratic calculation processes that do not reflect anymore the frames
they are supposed to represent. Continuous confrontation with the frames in real life seems
necessary to me.
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Table 9.4.1:   Some alternative  indicators  in a system's toxicity  assesssment

Current Current indicator in Indicators and information used in the phase-
Level indicator in RA LCIA out flame

Process Mass flow per Mass % by-products formed in a process

substance (persistent and other)
managerial complexity of emission control
and chain management

Output/ Emission Emission pulse specification of natural substances
emission . specification of substances for which fate

and effect data are incomplete
specification of persistent and bio-
accumulative substances

. (guessed) volume of unidentified emissions

Fate Concentration Time-integrated . specification of substances with unexpected
presence presence in the environment

. specification of substances of which decay
processes are not clearly understood

Effect PEC/NEC or Effect score based . unexplainable effects on biota
intake/TDI on PEC/NEC or

intake/TDI

Key recommendations in section 9.4: tools for toxicity evaluations:
It is recommended to promote a consistent and fair judgement of the toxicity aspects by:

basing conclusions of an analysis mainly on the robust knowledge elements in LCA and RA (i.e.
in most cases mass flows and emissions);
preventing an authoritative status of manuals that back only one frame;

- developing multiple, frame-dependent indicator systems.

9.5    Recommendations on the pmcess of decision making

9.5.1 Introduction

In section 8.4 I concluded that the main reason why the conflict in the Dutch chlorine case
and the Swedish PVC case was not solved was the fact that the source of the conflict,
framing differences, was not specifically dealt with. I will give here recommendations on
how framing differences in general can be addressed, including how this can be done from
the perspective of each actor coalition.

Of course, the behaviour of the actor coalitions themselves is crucial for a fruitful
approach to frame conflict. For instance, various authors have indicated that a minimum
precondition is that an actor wants to enter a debate. I will indicate here how actor
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coalitions can contribute to solving frame conflict. In some respect, this is a rather
idealistic point of departure: it is entirely possible that it is not in the interests of a certain
actor coalition to try to reach some minimum understanding, or that entering a true dialo-
gue can weaken their position considerably. I can't close my eyes to the fact that just
making use of a powerful position to 'win' the debate is at times a more profitable strategy
for an actor coalition than seeking some common ground with other actor coalitions
(though, as experienced dramatically by Shell in the 'Brent Spar' affair, this is certainly
not always true). Why should an embryonic frame be helped to grow to maturity if it only
means trouble in future ? Indeed, such tactical considerations may be even necessary. As
various interviewees remarked, particularly in the Dutch chlorine case. it is probably
possible to find arguments for any extreme problem framing if one tries hard enough. For
industry this would mean that they could face a process where, no matter what happens,
they will always face a competing frame that calls for the end of their activity. So much
depends on the intentions and the positions with which actor coalitions enter the debate.

Still, in my view there are some recommendations about the roles of actors that can
be given regardless of whether there is a cooperative or adversary process between actor
coalitions. They are presented below. Apart from that, solving or at least dealing with
frame conflict can be supported by other means, such as the involvement of mediators.
This will be addressed in the last section.

9.5.2   Recommendations to the environmentalists

The environmentalists are generally in the position that they challenge existing practices
concerning environmental management in industry, controlled by authorities. They often
do so in an action-oriented manner, and as we saw in our cases this has the result that
other actors often only receive the first-order level messages. It is clearly important that
the environmentalists also articulate, refine and communicate their underlying second-order
frame. In the Dutch case, the environmentalists did not always emphasise this second-
order frame in their communication. In relation to this, other actors perceived (or could
easiliy picture) the anti-chlorine view sometimes as a rather dogmatic stance. Whatever
tactical goal the environmentalists want to pursue, to have a sophisticated, overarching
evaluative frame on toxicity policy that is internally consistent will strengthen their
position considerably. By presenting it, their views will have to be taken much more
seriously. It can no longer be easily rejected as a dogmatic stand. One could say that this
requires a clear effort. and that environmentalists do not have the resources to do more
than expressing their concerns about certain practices, and should not be held responsible
for developing the alternative. Still, in my cases it is clear that the lack of emphasis on
the second-order discourse was not a matter of resources. Both in Sweden and the
Netherlands elements for a well elaborated, alternative evaluative philosophy were
available from the start, but were simply not always communicated or articulated. Par-
ticularly in the Netherlands, I feel more emphasis on a continuous communication of their
second-order frame would have made the position of the environmentalists in the debate
much stronger.
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9.5.3   Recommendations to industry

Industry is often in the position that they have to justify their activities to societal actors.
The time when this was a matter of referring to compliance with rules set by authorities
is in the past; the emergence of a 'network society' means that more and more companies
have to ensure they are trusted and accepted by a large group of the actor coalitions
making up the network. In this respect, it is useful for industry to understand that in
complex environmental evaluations a single, scientific reality is simply an illusion.
Inevitably, actors will thus frame such complex situations in different ways. Calls for
'sound science' will simply fail: other actor coalitions simply have their own science,
which in their experience is at least equally sound'4. At the same time, in our cases we
see mostly that (like other actors) industry uses only one frame, and at times (though
certainly not always), tries to take alternative frames less seriously. Of course, this has to
do with the fact that I analyzed a controversy in which each participant wanted to 'win'
the game. But if only for tactical reasons, it is probably useful for industry to analyse what
are the most important alternative frames by which their activity can be judged. They
could try to make a strategic analysis of the kinds of activities that would be accepted by
society if a certain frame were to become dominant, and what kind of activities would
encounter problems. They could further investigate whether they would be able to switch
to alternative processes that would be acceptable in this new frame (or even better: in all
conceivable frames). This would enhance their understanding of the playing field, enhance
preparedness for future developments and societal demands, and probably lead to better
arguments in the debate. Indeed, one could imagine that such different frames would be
included in strategic scenario-forecastings for the industry concerned (cf. de Geus,  1997).
Just as most major industries try to be prepared for the future by drafting scenarios for e.g.
market and technological development, different evaluative frames for substance policy,
or more generally, sustainability demands, could be included in such processes as a new
scenario element. Until now, I have only talked about this as industry-internal actions. A
next step could be to communicate these thoughts cautiously to competing actor coalitions
in society and try to convince them that such alternative evaluation frames are taken
seriously. This could result in more trust from society that alternative views are indeed
taken into account, and that industry is not only on a defensive track. This could help to
create the preconditions for a less adversarial way of discussing technology development
with society than currently happens in most cases.

9.5.4   Recommendations to policy makers

In their ideal role, policy makers have a mediating position between societal actors like
industry and the environmentalists. In our cases, particularly in the Netherlands, we saw
that at least at the start of the process they failed to understand that differences in problem
framing played a major role in the debate. So rather than taking up the role of a 4th
generation evaluator, they developed policy and research programmes based on one single
frame. One can say that in Sweden there was no party in the position to take up such a
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mediation role. The recommendation is that policy makers should be aware that a complex
problem like substance policy can be framed in different ways. They should try to help
clarify for other parties and themselves how such types of problems can be framed, to
identify what the crucial differences are, and thus. to try to prepare a basis for a truly
balanced decision making.

9.5.5   Recommendations on organising the pmcess

As I concluded, the situation may be such that direct communication between actors may
be very difficult. In such cases, the simple idea of bringing representatives of actor
coalitions together will not work. It is likely that a relatively neutral actor like Guba and
Lincoln's 4th generation evaluator would have been useful in my cases (Guba and Lincoln,
1989, cf. Schdn and Rein, 1994). Such a person could have shuttled back and forth
between the struggling parties, trying to find out how the ideas of each actor were framed.
He/she would have been aware that not only the lowest, visible frame level had to be
taken into account. This information could have advanced the discussion, and would have
made the problem framing more explicit at a given moment. The dynamics of the
controversy, the fact that all parties pursue a position that can be defended with a clear
logic, and the demand of a frame-internal consistency would probably have resulted
sooner than it actually did in the development of more consistent, elaborated problem
frames. As I already indicated in chapter 4, this can help to establish to what extent a
concern about a certain sector is sector-specific or not, and thus justifies sector-specific
measures or not.

In this way, one may hope that actor coalitions at least start to understand each other
and agree  with each other enough to decide on some form of joint action: agreement on
the conditions under which one frame is more plausible than the other, or agreement on
a solution that is acceptable within all evaluative frames. If the latter agreement is not
possible, such a process will at least make clear the main differences in view. The decision
between frames will still be a societal and political struggle. But one can at least hope that
the decision making process, preferably a political one, is internally consistent, and in the
end is left with the choice between frames that have proven to have a qualitative strength
by surviving an 'open, fair and honest debate between relevant parties involved' (cf.
Fischer, 1980).

Key recommendations in section 9.5: the process of decision making
To the actor coalitions participating in the debate, it is recommended:

to disseminate not only action-oriented first-order arguments in the conflict, but also the
underlying second-order evaluative philosophy (particularly relevant for environmentalists).
to accept that in messy problems such as toxicity problems more than one rationality can play a
role, and to use these different rationalities as scenario-elements when strategic decisions about
a future technological infrastructure are made (particularly relevant for industry).
to deal in decision making procedures specifically with the basis of the conflict, i.e. differences in
framing (particularly relevant for authorities).
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9.6 The final wold: towairls mbust decision making in toxicity

policy ?

As I argued on various occasions, really robust decisions can only be made if actor
coalitions agree on a decisive experiment, or if a choice can be made that is acceptable
in the evaluative perspective of each frame. When we review the preceding sections one
must reluctantly conclude that in important areas one cannot really hope for robust
decisions in the debate on toxicity in general, and chlorine and PVC specifically. As
shown in section 9.2.4 and 9.3.3, for most types of substances learning by doing and

socio-political choice are the only viable ways for making decisions. The main exceptions
are formed by the categories of substances that also occur in nature, and to a lesser extent
those degradable substances for which according to current insights a full set of fate and
toxicity  data is available. Both categories  form a terribly small section  of the  100,000
chemicals currently in use.

And even for the man-made degradable substances the situation is problematic.
Contamination of the environment is to some extent reversible and surprises concerning
effects correctable. But experience shows surprises do occur. And at what moment has
enough been learned and should things be corrected ? We here enter the area of criteria
choice, which is a societal-political process. As I also indicated, this was already the only
option left, particularly for PTBs and to a lesser extent for degradable substances for
which data sets are incomplete. And by definition, this societal-political process is a matter

of negotiation.
So what does this mean for the goal I set at the start of the book ? After all, the idea

was to come up with recommendations that would deal with the following question:

How can decision making be structured in the toxicity debate, in particular with regard
to  PV C  and  chlorine, in order to make choices that will be robust in the long term ?

Now, after completing an enterprise that resulted in more than 300 pages of dense text,
it seems that I achieved what I set out to do for the first half of this question, and
probably not for the second half. I leave it up to the reader how to frame this outcome:
in terms of a success, or otherwise.

When it comes to the first half of the question, this book has added important
elements for dealing with it. Chapter 2 tried to untangle in general terms on what points
different frames are likely to make different choices in 'making sense of the situation', and
thus gave some elaboration of the term 'incommensurability', which is so often used in
abstract terms. The two in-depth case studies about the history of the controversy on PVC
in Sweden and chlorine in the Netherlands resulted in the identification of the phase-out
frame, the risk assessment frame and the strict control frame, and in-depth insight in the
structure of these frames. This enabled me in this chapter to pin-point the crucial questions
that have to be discussed in toxicity controversies in general, and the chlorine and PVC
controversy specifically. Further, the relatively unconventional use of environmental
evaluation tools such as SFA, LCIA and RA resulted in a number of robust knowledge
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claims, that helped to structure the Dutch chlorine- and Swedish PVC controversy. So this
book may have contributed to structuring decision making.

And when it comes to the second half of the question, concerning robust decision
making, I am largely left with empty hands. Truly robust decision making, which I
defined as a choice based on a decisive experiment or a choice that is acceptable in all
relevant frames, seems simply unattainable in toxicity policy. This is, after all, not
surprising. Toxicity problems belong, in scientific terms, to the most complex in
environmental policy. As shown in chapter 3, the number of truly robust knowledge
claims is small. It is still possible for Bruce Ames to publish papers in highly-qualified
scientific journals stating that carcinogenics found in test animals are probably artefacts,
where others publish papers in equally qualified journals stating that man-made chemicals
cause a cancer epidemic. There are a number of fundamentally different views on the
relationship between mankind and nature and the robustness of nature, of which the
rightness cannot be proven. The result is a number of fundamentally different evaluative
perspectives and related management schemes for toxicity problems. Robust scientific
knowledge has only a limited - though not zero - say in the making of a choice between
these perspectives, and management options that are acceptable for the most extreme
perspectives are generally lacking. So what remains is a socio-political negotiation process
in which the few robust knowledge claims, softer information and frames have to be
included in order to come to a decision that is the most viable for the time being. But
obviously, under changing conditions, this - social - viability may cease and new
negotiations may be necessary.  And this most likely be the case for those substances and
production processes for which the tension between the evaluative perspectives reflected
by the phase-out frame and the risk assessment frame is most relevant.

I would like to end with a personal statement that does not belong to the academic
part of the enterprise formed by this book. I indicated a few times that the instability in
judgement of toxic substances is something our society can ill afford. At the same time,
I am starting to wonder whether this instability is as negative as it seems. After all, the
whole project of man-made chemicals is one characterised by large uncertainty, or rather,
ignorance. Though it is sometimes presented or perceived otherwise, toxicity evaluation
is a far cry from the science that gave us the claim that gravity obeys an inverse square
law. We seem to be simply unsure of what exactly we are doing, and who is right.

As already remarked by others, in such a situation the existence of actor coalitions
with different views must be regarded as a positive point. It prevents us from taking a too
risky road, but also prevents a standstill of all innovation. Of course, the relative
instability of the situation may be unpleasant for those who produce man-made substances.
At the same time, logical approaches such as attempted in this book indicate quite clearly
the kind of substances and production processes for which the frame conflict is most
important: processes in which relatively high amounts of unknown by-products are
formed, PTBs, and man-made substances for which test data are lacking. Since my
analysis indicated that the risks of uncertainties and ignorance are also most important
here, it is to some extent right that firms involved in these processes face more discussion
than others. They should judge for themselves whether the instability that is inherently
caused by scientifically unresolvable frame conflict is worth the benefits of producing such
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products. In that sense, as I remarked earlier, for such firms analysing how well their
activity will do when different actor coalitions with different frames come to power does
not differ fundamentally from dealing with different marketing or economic scenarios for
the future.

There is one solution for achieving a stable evaluation structure that I would not
recommend: making one or more actor coalitions mute. All frames I identified are well
thought-out and well underpinned views of the world. In a complex world, and certainly
an area as complex as toxicity policy, one simply has to combine all the wisdom there is
to reach sensible assessments and choices. On a more overarching level, I believe that this
is equally true for the diverse areas of science I made use of in this book. Though I did
not address this specifically, it is all too clear that each field of science has a preferred -
or framed - approach to solving controversies about risks. Natural scientists seem to
emphasise the more mathematical approaches, such as RA and LCA. Policy scientists
seem to emphasise the more qualitative approaches, and plurality of logic. I believe that
reconciling these - what Sheila Jasanoff has so beautifully termed two cultures of risk
analysis - is an other precondition for coming to sensible assessments and choices.

Hopefully we will be able to realise these combinations in a form that generates more
light than heat. Since, as the saying goes: two heads are better than one. I would like to
extend that to: two frames are better than one.
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' Principle  15 of the Declaration of Rio literally states (UNCED,  1992): 'In order to protect the
environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States according to their
capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific
certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent
environmental degradation'

2     Interpreted in absolutist terms, the precautionary principle stipulates that if a degree of safety
can not be proven, preventive measures to erase an uncertain risk must be taken. The argument
for such an absolutist interpretation is clear enough. Too often risks have been under-estimated
and action has been delayed by calls for conclusive evidence of danger (Nollkaemper, 1996).
However, various authors have stated that absolutist interpretations may fail to balance the
(uncertain) risk in an existing situation and the (uncertain) risk in a situation after measures,
or to balance (uncertain) risks with (economic) benefits (Nollkaemper, 1996; see also
O'Riordan, 1994; WRR, 1994). O'Riordan (1994) warns of the danger of avoiding environmen-
tai risks at all costs: the consequences of curtailing potentially beneficial activity and creating
another set of unforeseeable risks for an unprepared society could be far greater than a step-by-
step approach. The Dutch Scientifical Advisory Council for Governmental Policy even introdu-
ced the notion of a societal/economical risk: major, sudden changes in the production structure
form a risk in itself for society. which should be weighted against the reduction of environmen-
tai risks (WRR, 1994). An example of a situation where a too simplified precautionary
approach may not have worked right is the concern about the potential threat posed by dioxins
in the Netherlands in the eighties. An absolutist precautionary approach could have implied a
fast and costly phase-out of the classical suspect: the chlorine industry. Comprehensive
monitoring programmes initiated in 1990 by dioxin problems with Municipal Solid Waste
Incinerators (MSWIs) showed that the chlorine industry only contributed about 0.05 % of the
total Dutch dioxin emissions in 1989 (Bremmer et al., 1994). CHCs (e.g. PVC) in waste turned
out to be relatively unimportant for the dioxin emissions from MSWIs. A precautionary phase-
out of chlorine based on insufficient information would just have been the wrong measure to
solve this problem. implying enormous costs without tangible effect on emissions of dioxins.
Of course. in the view of the phase-out frame getting rid of the chlorine industry would have
other benefits. but it wouldn't have solved the dioxin problem.

' Hanson is quite explicit on this point: '[Ilt can in practice never be proved beyond reasonable
doubt that a substance has no adverse effect at all' (Hanson, 1991: 145). He further noted that
'For almost any chemical substance, disaster scenarios can be constructed that are at least as
plausible as the hypothesis of self-perpetuating polymerization of water. ("This substance may
give rise to brain degeneration in humans. but only among the grandchildren of the exposed.
and the effect does not show in rodents or other laboratory animals").....IT]he worst possible
(as distinct from the worst plausible) case is the same for virtually all chemicals' The
polymerization of water refers to the 'poly-water' hype in the end of the sixties. At the time.
the hypothesis circulated that it would be feasible to produce a polymerized form of water.
This hypothesis was taken so seriously, that even a well-respected scientific journal like Nature
found it necessary to publish an explicit warning against producing polywater, since it 'might
grow at the expense of normal water under any conditions found in the environment'. thus
repleacing all natural water on earth and destroying  all  life on earth (Donahoe.   1969,  as
reproduced in Hanson (1991:74).
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4    The validity of these recommendations for structuring the toxicity debate rests in full on the
validity of the following elements of my conclusions (see chapter 8). First, I indicated that the
phase-out frame and the risk-assessment frame will be the most extreme evaluative
philosophies relevant in the medium term. Further, I indicated that the emission-effect chain
as such forms a basic, undisputed element in the problem framings I identified. I can thus
assume that the debate concentrates on the use of information about elements in this chain.
Finally, I showed that it was plausible that these frames were valid for the toxicity controversy
in general rather than the individual cases on PVC and chlorine. Therefore, the
recommendations will probably hold for the toxicity debate in general.

'  For instance, in the IIASA study 'Regional Material Balance Approaches to Long Term
Environmental Planning' serious problems were encountered. The study team investigated the
influence of atmospheric deposition of heavy metals on the pollution of soil in the so-called
'black triangle'. Apart from extensive model calculations, they also included a field
measurement programme. The project approach, plus the idea of including this validation step
earned praise from the advisory committee of the project in which I participated. It appeared
that despite the thorough approach a considerable gap existed between measured concentrations
and calculated loads (Prieler et al.,  1996).

      For chlorine, the obvious example is a difference in measured emissions of the sum parameter
Extractable Organic Chlorine (EOCI) and the measured emissions of individual compounds.
Though the sum of individual emitted organochlorine is not necessarily fully equal to EOCI,
a large difference in measured concentration clearly needs explanation and could point to an
emission of as yet undetected compounds.

7    Though the criterion of persistency is at this moment largely used in this substance-oriented
way (compare KemI, 1991 and CPC, 1997), I suggest that a broader interpretation is necessary
if one is really concerned about reversibility. First, though contamination of the environment
may be reversible, the harm as such may be very irreversible. An example is the DES tragedy:
pregnant women using DES appeared to have children that were affected by this medicine. It
was easy enough to withdraw DES from the medicine market, but the harm to these children
was done. Second, the production and use in society can have irreversible aspects. It may be
quite difficult to change overnight from the production of one high-volume chemical to an
alternative. The chemical may be in use in long-life products in society, and thus not easily

removed. It even may be diffusely emitted from these long-life products, resulting in a quite
irreversible emission situation. This is, for instance. the case with dioxin-contaminated
pentachlorophenol, used as wood protection. In the next decade, this now forbidden application
will still be responsible for 50 % of the Dutch dioxin emissions in the next decade (Bremmer
et al., 1994).  Here also corrective measures are difficult to take at the moment a substance all
of a sudden shows unexpected toxic effects: the substance is in use in a lot of places in
society. and remediation is probably very costly. In fact. substances that are used for a long
period in society also show a kind of'persistency': related to their life-time in the technosphere.

I  largely  followed the division developed  by  KemI  (1991).  The last point  is  a  new  one
compared to KemI's division. This is mainly because KemI's approach starts from the level of
emissions in the emission-effect chain, where I also take the formation and use of substances
into account. The point of the formation of unexpected by-products and problems in closing
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substance chains are clearly a point of attention for at least the environmentalists in this policy
field.

"    In my personal view here at least the chemical wisdom should be taken into account that 'any
substance can be found in any matrix'. and that an unconditional pursuit of a zero emission of
persistent substances leads to a phase-out of all processes in society. Further. also for persistent
substances the volume emitted seems relevant for the potential danger.

1(1 Section 9.3 is a somewhat more detailed version of the concluding section of A. Tukker. R.
Kleijn, E. van der Voet. E. Smeets (1997b), Chlorine in the Netherlands Part II: Risk
Management in Uncertainty, Journal of Industrial Ecology, Vol. 1, No.2

I did not indicate what is most important: the decay products, or the chlorinated
micropollutants. The following example - in which I assume that persistent pesticides are
phased out, which is largely the case in Holland - may illustrate why. For instance, it is
often argued that so-called 'open' applications of e.g. chlorinated pesticides are a clear
priority. But their toxicity characteristics - even of their degradation products - are
thoroughly tested. The total emission of organochlorine to water in Holland was in 1990
about 200 tonnes per annum; let us assume as an uncontrollable but not impossible guess
this may concern   1 0   %   (or 20 tonnes) in volume unknown compounds.   The   use   of
chlorinated pesticides was about 1700 tonnes.  So what is more important, an emission of 20
tonnes with unknown properties, or an 80-fold larger emission with known properties ?
Given the fact that after thorough literature search in chapter 5 we still could defend
toxicity   scores  that  differed  a  factor  of  1000 for the sanie substance 1 think it is wise to

refrain from firm statements.

'2    It has to be noted that the recommendations of this evaluation need to be implemented on a
world scale. The subject of the precautionary principle is an uncertain risk about ecosystem
integrity on a world scale, caused by a large-scale dispersion of chlorinated PTBs. Measures
will therefore have little effect when implemented, for instance, only in the Netherlands. A
clear example is the ban On the use of DDT, that was implemented in most Western countries
in the 1970s. The production was in most cases still permitted for export, resulting in a world-
wide DDT consumption of 500,000 tons in the late 1980s compared with 100,000 tons in the
early seventies (Finnveden 1994c, Ayres and Ayres 1996). Far-reaching measures like 3), 4)
and 5) in section 9.4.1 might even be counter-productive if not implemented on a wide
geographical scale: they might lead to relocation of the chlorine industry to countries with
lower emission standards.

I 3 Simply relying on e.g. cultural theory may not be enough. As I indicated in chapter 2, cultural
theory describes perspectives on a rather abstract level (e.g. Fischer's 'social choice'). In order
to design indicator systems, a more concrete elaboration for the field concerned is necessary
(information on a level that Fischer calls 'technical verification'). For instance, it has to be
noted that Hofstetter's indicator system as it was presented during a SETAC conference in
April  1998 does not yet reflect a number of elements that are of importance, particularly in the
phase-out frame I identified (Hofstetter, 1998; see also his earlier work described in Hofstetter,
1996). This is not surprising, since Hofstetter concentrated On the development of a frame-
related indicator system, relying on the readily available frames of cultural theory. My
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emphasis was just the opposite: the main part of my work consisted of specifying the frames
used in practice, but I barely indicated how to translate the results into an indicator system.
Hofstetter starts with known quantities of specific substances emitted. His indicators are
developed with this point in the emission-effect chain as a basis. As I made clear in chapter
8. important issues for the phase-out frame are related to earlier points in the emission-effect
chain: the possibility that unknown by-products are formed in and emitted from production
processes. Hofstetter's system thus probably does not address the issue of chlorinated
micropollutants, which is currently the main driver behind the chlorine controversy in the
Netherlands. This indicates it may be important to analyse how frames are used and specified

in practice.

I 4 My main interest in this book was to uncover the logic and framing of different actor
coalitions involved in the debate. Of course, in the heat of the struggle, and for tactical
reasons. it may well occur that the actor coalitions disseminate information more deserving
of the qualification 'propaganda' than 'information'. Of course, I can fully understand that
the opposing actor coalition judges such behaviour in negative terms. I paid little attention
to such tactical games in this book. What counts for me is that the frames I uncovered are
in themselves of sufficient quality to see them as valuable evaluative views of toxicity
problems. Thus in that sense, I believe that it is possible to say that each of the coalitions
adhering to a specific frame has his own 'sound science'.
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